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ABSTRACT

This two-volume compilation classifies, describes,
and critiques 159- clinical nursing instruments; 140 which measure
psychoSocial variables, 19 which measure Physiological variables.
Instruments are in various formats: paper and pencil tests,
questionnaires, interview schedules, observation guides-, rating,
scales, and mechanical devices such as erectiocardicgraphs. The
physosocial instruments are cla-ssified by variable measured
(co4nitive-r.affective, health status, and so on) and subdivided by
type of -respondent (health care provider,- client, or significant
others) . Each psychoSocial instiumer;t iE. described, as follows: title,
author, variable, nature and-content, development,, reliability and
validity, research applications, commerts, references, source of
.-informition, and copyright informatitn; 135 of the instruments arer
retronced!here. The physiologixal tools are classified by body
system and described as follows: title, variable, parameters,
research applications, .descripzion,"and comments'. The compilation
focuseS upon nursing practice, aot nursing' education., and stresses
patient variables rather than gorse variables..Instruments:were
selected-rom the published li-rature in health care, education,
psychology, and the social sci -:ces. The appendices contain
backgrou-nd information on inst. invent selection, and author; title,
Sand subject indices. (CP)
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FOREWORD

This compilation and critique of nursing research instruments were
initiated in response to an Impressed need of nursing, researchers tati
such a compilation. A number of universities and other agencies- cortCerned with nursing research_had been collecting nursing ressorch.nn,._
struments to assist investigators in their own respective agencies
lUcating appropriate tools to measure the many unique variables et
countered in nursing research. Such collections were 9f necessity limite
in scope and availability. It became clear that the need for a nnmprehel
sive collection existed, arid, furthermqre, that itwould be of cansiderab
help to potential researchers if the tools were not only brought togetl-.,,--1
in one place,ut if they were also critiqued. Such exteriiivie treatment,,,,
each instrument would guide researchers in their choosing of the most
appropriarttool; on plans for further testing of an existing tool, and-colt
the need to construct a new tool. A compilation of instruments wouki
prevent dupliCation of instrument-development efforts, and -woi6, I
stimulate the development iif-high quality instruments in the future.
The Division of Nursing is committed to research to improve tire
practice of nursing and supports high quality research projects under
both grant and contract mechanisms. As measurement of,yariablesi, an
integral part Of any research project, this compilation is expected 4A- r,
assist researchers in nursing and related' fields nationwide in plant
° and carrying out their research projects.
6

q,Jessie M. Scott

Assistant Surgeon General
'Director
Division of Nursing
J
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INTRODUCTION

A compilation of data-gatldring instruments,'
which included descriptions, critiques, and
copies of selected tools, was identified as one
efficient-means of increasing accessibility. A

Western-Interstate CommisInJune 1974,-sion for Bragi2er- Education. ANTICHE) was

awarded demiart:by the Division of Nursing,

Bureau of lifealth Manpower, Health Resources
Administration-IDIIEW), to prepare for publiea-

number of such .compilations exist for be- ,
havioral science instruments and are listed in

tion a cOmpilatiort of nursing research instruments and other. measuring-devices. The scope
of work statte4 that the contractor would:
1. Develop a plan for conceptually delimiting
the scope of the compilation;
2. Specify-criteria for inclusion and exclusion

Appendix A. These resources are helpful but not
specific to the variables of nursing practice and

health care. A. compilation of instruments for
measuring such variables as not known to
exist when this project was conceived.
aim of this project, therefore,
The
was to develop a compilation of data-gathering

of items; in the compilation;
3. Develoy a rationale for inclusion and exclu.

devices fqr measuring nursing practice and

sion of the instruments themselves in the
publication;

other health care variables as'one means of in-.

:

creashig the quality and quantity of future
, nursing and related health care research, as

4. Search the. literature, including uripub-

lished-sofirces, and identify items suitable
for inclusion, according to the critexia
veloped for that purpose, and falling within
the defined scope of the compilation;
.
5. Writer& review ofeach item to be included
in the compilation; the proposal should contain a discussion of all categories to be in`
clUded in such a review.

well as the effectiveness and efficiency with
which .that research is conducted.
Advisory Committee

Two advisory committees were used to assist
the project staff ih decisionmaking regarding
the scope of the compilation and the actual na-

ture and format of its content. The Project

The project, which began in Jaly1914, wa
completed in February 1977.

Advisory Committee provided assistance and
consultation regarding all major areas of 'decisionmaking. The Physiology Advisory Sub-

-

Background

A frequently cited barrier to conducting clini
car nursing research is the lack of appropriate

data-gathering instruments. Sometimes this
lack Is more apparent than reala suitable de-

,

committee guided the development of the
physiological section of the compilation:. The in-

dividuals who served on these committees are
s.
identifiedin the Acknowledgments.
,

vice exists, but the researcher was not successOperational D'efinitions
f ul in determining either its existence or
For.the purpozes of this project, the followirig
rr-necessary_ALuse it. The results in
in o
_operational
definition of fan instrument was
this:Case are frustra 'tion, duplication of effort;= applied: A-data-collectingdeyice
or tool used to
increased costs for resea4i, and prolongation
assist
in
theprOcess
of
securing
observations
in
or cessation of the research endeavor. .Obviquantification, e.g., a
a
manner
that
allows
for
ously, then, inaccessible measuging instruments
paperfand-pencil testi a questionnaire, an inter -constitute a considerable waste of resources.
'
view schedule, an observation guide; a rating
For nursing research, the problems related to
°
.scale,
a mechanical instrument. The terms
the search for suitable data-gathering devices is
"tool",
"instrument", and "data-gathering decompounded. by the fact that nursing is based
vice"
are
used interchangeably in the compila -.
upon scientific knowledge generated by many
tion.
fields of inquiry. Nukse researchers seek tobls,
Other operational definitions are provided in
for example, from psychology, sociology;
Appendix
C.
physiology, and anthropology. It is virtually impossible for one person to be familiar with the
Scope of the Compilation
current data-gathering devices,in any one field,
The first charge to the project staff and its
much less all.
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advisory committee was to limit conceptually.,
the scope Of the compilation. This task, which at

first appeared simple, continued to haunt the
staff throughout' the entire project.
The staff -wanted to limit the scope of the
compilatidn to give focus to the search for instruments. It was assumed that this first compilation could not be both intensive and extensive
across all of the variables related. to the professign of nursing. Decisions had to be made regarding which topics, areas, variables, and the

i

.Iike would be included and which 'would be
excluded.

,

After lengthy deliberation, the staff, in col.

tem. Even tnen,lhe system was applicable only
for psychosocial instruments. Physioldgical in-

struments required a separtite classification
system.

To develop a classification system or the

psychosocial tools,, the staff and project officer
used aninductive,approach, working indep en-

dently at times and at.other times as a group.
The process they used included sorting, resorting, tresorting.again,-labeling, conceptualizing,
and comparing.Finally a model was developed
which could serve as a guide to the clasSification
Of the instruments in the puftlication."Primary
credit forithe model shown in figtire 1 belongs to

laboration with the project'officer and Advisory

the project -offi&r. Although it needs further

Committee, decided 'to exclude thbse instruL
irents dealing with nursing education and to
focus only on those dealing with nursing prac-

developinent; if is hoped that the model will (1)
'help the user to locate a needed instrument, p)

tice. Furthermore, patient variables, rather

than nurse' variakles,were to be given priority.
It was also decided that both psychosocial anti
physiological instruments were to be included..

facilitate ,comparison of the strengths and

,-eaknesses of several instruments measuring
the same or similar variables, and (3) identify
,.1
alas in instrumlint development.

In' using ,the compilation, it is important to

Although these decisions did influence the scope
of the compilation, the resulting compilati'on is
still broad in scope and its conceptualization is
less precise than desired.

realize that classification of the ps,ychosocial in-

Currently, there is nationwide interest in patient outcomes of health care. Sets of "outcome
criteria" now being developed by many health
care professionals to be used in quality assurance programs have been excluded from this
compilation because such sets are largely listings of variables or standards ("knowledge of
medications," "patient knows .the side-effects of
his medications") rather than tools to measure
thevariables. GA user interested in the measurement Of patient outcome variables would
want. to examine the section on patient vari.ables. In addition, the variable _ "patient satis-

With those tools, the projectstaff then decided
-which multiple`variable was primary. Many instruments could have_ been classified in more

faction; with care," also often used as- an

outcome variable, is found in the section on
provider - patient Interaction. It was conceptualizedalong with the provider's perception
of careas an aspect of the care process.

struments was complicated by the fact that
many, if not most, of the, instruments meastaled

more than one and often multiple variables.

than one category, but were not because each
instrument could be included only once in tile
publication. For this reason,, several indices
_ .
were constructed.
It shOuld also be noted that instruments were
classified on the basis of the variable measured
rather than on the basis of the type of respondent. Por example, an instrument measuring
patient anxiety could be administered to a patient, nurse, physician, relative, or outside observer; however, the variable still remains
patient anxiety.
;

Several- approaches were considered fdr classifying the physiological, tools. Initially, it was

hoped to classify them by the variable mea;
sured. However, each instrument could be used

Classification of the Instruments
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there were also plani to develop a taxonomy
of classification system to organize the instruments. Several apPrOaches were tised, including

some that began with a model' of the nursing
process or an existing classification scheme, and

others that required a content analysis of the
instruments selected for possible inclusion. Not

until all instruments were actually assembled
was it possible to develop a claisification sys-

to measure one of several variables, and it
proved to be extremely difficult to V.mtify one

primary variable for each instrument. Con-

tideration.wa; given td classificatiOn by instrument type such as electrical or mechanical,.but

that did not seem a useful approach for this
compilation. A body system approach was

finally selected for classificztion.
In summary, the scope Of 'the compilation is
extremely broad, cutting across a wide range of
.

variables and types of data;collecting instru,

U

INTRODUCT`ON

0

.

I

Figure-I.-locifInodel for the classification of psycliosocial instruments
a

ments. Both psychosocial and physiological in-'

strupents are included. l'he comiiilation is
limited to instruments that relate directly to

nursing -practice; i3sYchosocial instruments described in other Oadily akcessible Source books
are not included, but appropriate citations ;Ye
provided (see Appendix Bj. The psyshosocial instruments are,. Organized to correrpond to the
model presented in figute 1. The.physiological

instruments are organized- to' correspond to
body systems.

Description of the- Compilation
,

Copies of 325 psychosocial instruments were
assembled. Of these, 34 were identified as already included in other readily accessible compi

latioM thus, they were not considered foC
inclusion in this publication. Others did not
meet one or more of the criteria for inclusion; for

some,. the information deemed necessary was
not available; for others, the author(s) could not
be located.

VOLUME 1
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The final compilation consists of descriptions
and critiques of 140 psychosocial instruments
and reproductions of 1h5 of them, and descriptions of 19 instruments that can be used to mea-,
sure physiological va-riables of _interest to
nurses and other health care personnel. These
materials are contained in two volumes..Volume
contains the descriptions and critique. of the
,psychosocial instruments. and copie.5 of the
psychosocial instruments for which repr duction releases /ould be obtained. Volume 2 con-

tains the descriptions of the instruments to
measure the physiological, variables, annotated

bibliographies for each of the two major sections, a referenced list of those psychosocial in-

struments collected but already described in
,

other-compilations, the appendixes, and the indices..
The formatfor the description of each psychosocial instrument proirides the following
information,,in the order given:',titlef author;
variable; description of the instrument nature
and content, administration and scoring; development of the instrumentrationale, source
of items; procedure for development, reliability
And validity; use in research; comments; references; source of information; and;opyright information.

most 'cases, there were_some-instruments that
required additional consideration before OvdeciSion for inclusion could be made. I#n fact, any
instrument that did not meet the above criteria
was reviewed independently by gaff and the
project officer: Following this, a reqonimendation for inclusion or exclusion was then made
and supporting rationale .provided; a vote was
taken and the majority ruled.
As mentioned previously; several tools- in the
area of outcome criteria were excluded because
they did pot meet the operational definitioh of
an instrument. That is, the instrument was a
Mace for the systematic recording of observations but was not designed.or conceptualized in
terms of quantification. Other instruments were
excluded because the authors were in the-process of initial picot testing. It seemed more reasonable to include these instruments in a future
edition of the compilation.
./
To develop an explicit process and explicit
comprehensive criteria for instrument selection, the staff and project officer worked dili

gently. Decisions were supported by. sound
rationale. A determined effort was made to
avoid making arbitrary decisions.
Search for Psychosocial Instruments.

.

The format, for the description of each

physiologiCal instrument is as follows: title of
instrument, variable, parameters, research ap-plication, description, and comments.
Criteria 'for inclusion of Psychosocial Instruments
.

Seven criteria established by the Advisory
,Committee governed the sttlection of instrumemo: (1) that -the instrument appear or is
described inpubliihed 'literature; (2) that infor°motion be available from the author to complete

the first three sections of the description format; (3) that the instrument contain a logically
or systematically derive.i. pool of items of poten-

tial value to clinical nursing research; (4) that
the clinical nursing! variable the instrument
measures be readily identified; (5) that the clini-

cal nursing research function the instrument
could serve be readily. determined; (6) that in the

professional judgment of ptoject staff and 41.5-s,
ject officer;the-in-strument have potential value
for clinical nursing research; and,(7) that-the
instrument not be described andfor critiqued in
any ,other readily accessible published compila;
tion.

Although these criteria were adequate in

-

.

The major effort's to locate -psychosocial instrizinents were directed toward published lit-

erature. Because instruments of potential

interest to clinical nursing research are common to many disciplines, the search was- not
confined .to nursing literature or even to the
literature of the health care field. Journals in°
the fields of- anthropology, educatiBn, psychology, and sociology Were included in the search,
as were journals in the nursing-related fields of
medicine, dentistry, and nutrition.
A page-by-page search' was made of the nut-ing literature and selected health-related journals; other journal- sources were identified'

through computer searches, abstract listings,

and indices. The complete listing of the journals
and materials searched is 'found in Appendix D.
In additibn, a. general, solicitation requesting

submission of instruments wascarried out by
placing notices in nursing journals and publica

tions likely to be read by persons developing
data-co!!ecting instruments relevorit to nursing
research; and by-sending letters to persons in .
nursing research positions_ in educational in-

stitutions: hospitals, and other health" care
agencies.

,2

d
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INTRODUCTION

Procedural Steps Following Identification
of A Psychosocial Instrument

°

the, search of the literature and other resources, names of indi4iduals who had de-veloped, Used, and/or guided the development of
.. a data-colleCtion device were identified. Current

addresses were obtained from professional di-

____rectori Ps __or individual- contacts -as- necessary,

and individuals were contacted for information

about the development 'or use of a particular
instrument.
The information requested about each in-

staff impressions generated by available material aboUt a given instrument. The process used
in developing the critiques attests to the degree
of confidence the user can have in the accuracy
and completenets bf the critiques.
This compilation is not a list of recommended.
h user which ininstruments, nor does it tell the
strument to use. It does, however, expose the
In

..

user to a large number of instruments. Al;

though the comPilation does not, nor could not,
replace the thi Iking process the user must employ, it can facilitate effective decisiOnMaking.
It does not explain how to measure .a given vari-

-able, but it can facilitate the exploration of a
strument included: variable(s) being measured, - variety of'approaches to measuring a given vardescription' of instrument, type of data collected,
iable: The compilatiohsis not a presentationof
procedure for administration, procedure for esthoroughly tested instruments ready for use. It
tahlishing reliability, procedure for establishing,includes instruments that are in their early
validity, discriminatory power 'of instrumen
stages 'of development,' as well as instruments
references for studies that had used this
having substantial Psychometric development
strument fol. data collection, ana, comments or
that will enable the user to build upon previous
suggestions about the instrument and its use
work. The critiques ,emphasize that no instruthat the _person supplying the information
ment is ready for other researchers' use Without
wanted to provide. A copy of the for'i used for
Pilot
testing in- their particular setting 'with
this purpose is contained in Appendix E.
their
potential
population.
When the necessary information about au inThe following information is provided toassist
strument. had been collected, using the. crite"ria
the user in understanding the organizatiOn of
established bk`the Advisory Committee, the incontent within the description and critique of
"striiment was.evaluated for possible inclusion in
each instrument.
.project staff. FolioVving.the
t
the- compilatipn
tentative dedrsion to include an :instrument, a
Title
,,,staff member wrote a description and critique,
which was then reviewed by,the prckject.director
seci-by the author
The-title-listed is:the-0
--prior to forwarding it to the ,author(s) for-apor, in 'the absence of an author's title, it is o
provar and, revievi. Once returned froth the audeveloped by the staff. The title may be. mislea
thor(s), the descriptions and critiques\as well as
ing,.in terms.-of the variable measured or in
the instruments, were reviewed by selected exterms of the nature of the instrument (such as
perts prior to- final editing of the compilation.
"semantic differential"). The user can be sure
The materiaPwas ,revised. Until it was satisfac-' Only that the title is a potentially helpful guide
tory to, the author(s), the Project stafa member
in searching for an instrument.
of the panel of experts, arid,the project officer.
.

_

Guidelines, for Use: Psychosocial Section

kuthor(s)

The author(s) listed is °(are) the person(s) who
The editors are coricerned that 'users ap7.
'
developed
an original. instrument or signifi-preciate the strengths and limitatiOns of the
modified
an existing instrument. .
compilation before using it. In this: way, it is .' ycantly
hoped the coMpilatiori will'be_used,to the fUllest

possible advantage.
:The compilation is one response to problems of
the accessibility of tools and the availability of
infOiniation. -regarding psychometric characieristics of instruments. Each instrument is de4

.

scribed and critiqued i.a succinct manner but
relaying significant information. The

-still

critique contains factual information, as well as

,

_

Vailable(s)

..,,,
.

The variable being measured and its operational definition as explicitly-or implicitly stated
by the author is pioVided under this heading. As
mentioned, many instruments were designed to

measure several variables. In such instances,
all variables and definitions are provided in this

VOLUME I

sectionnot just the one used to classify the
instrument.
The user is cautioned that the problems of
labeling and defining terms are -'apparent in this

part of the instrument description. The same
label is used, by .different authors to describe
different operational definitions; different
labels are used for similar behaviors, etc. Definitions exist at Various levels of abstraction and

clarity. Certainly the user needs to study this
section thoroughly to determine if the author is
Measuring the same variable the user hopes, to
measure by label, 'definition, and operationalDescription

.

Nature and Content: This section-contains in-

formation regarding the length and format of
the instrument. It also contains information on
how the variable. was operationalized in terms
of specific .items of ;the instrument. The user
should be able to deduce an In'strumenes suitability to a particular samplein terms of energy
and . /. required to-complete it. It should- also
confirm -Agreement or 'disagreem'ent between
potential user andins rument author regarding
the nature of the ye.
Adntinistration and Scoting: How the instiument is administered" in terms of the respondent, :setting, and data collector is described.
This is followed by information on scoring. The
procedures for- obtaiping-a-total score-and subscores, if they exist, are presented. Existing rationale for the scoring -procedure is 'included
whenever such information was available. ,
The user shoUld be able todeduce cost factois-

associated with administration of the instrument, as well as necessary setting characterisl
tics. The. meaning .a the score or seores
produced by the instrument should also be considered when reviewing this section.
Development

Rationale: The. theoretical or conceptual
framework underlying the instrument and its
development is described in this section.
"

cause many instruments included in the cofnpilation are not directly linked ;With a theory, the

reason the ,author developed' the instrument
May be stated here.
''.
This section should assist-the 4isei in under-standing the conceptualization of the variable
being- measured, as well 'as ..provide a broader
conceptualisation including, related variables.
This may help tice user determine the Sensitiv-

ity of the instrument for the proposed research.
Source of Items and Procedure for Development: These two sections contain information
about the process for generating specific items

and their refinement for inclusiori in the first
version of the instrument.
In these sections, the user should obtain information\ regarding the construct validity of
the instrument and its general credibility. Frequently, the user will read in the critiques, the
. phrase "froni the experience of tk6-94ithor" or a

comparable statement. The user nee& to de7
termine the credibility of that experience or the
other sources described in relation to the variable(s) being measured. For example, the ques-

tion might be raised of whether pr not the

instrument is likely to be culture bound because
of the source of the items and thesteps involved
in its development.

Reliability ,and Validity: The psychometric
characteristics of the instrument in terms of re-

liability and validity testing are described in

this section: Definitions of these terms are contained in Appendix C. In general, information as

it was presented by the author is reported in
this section..

The user must remember-that different procedures' for determining reliability and validity

take into account different problems or conterns. Furthermore,' the issues -surrounding
reliability and validity cannot be viewed in abso-

lutes. An instrument
.is not either reliable or
_

not, valid or-not,--Statistics obtained under certain testing questions may be rvorted td guide
,

the user in determining the promise of the instrument. Evaluation of the reliability and'validity studies by the potential user is necessary,
before using -any instrument. Among other
points, consideration should be given to the type
of Prbcedures used for any reliability and validity testing, sample size, sample characteristics,
and the author's conclusions from the tasting.

Many of the instruments included in this

compilation have had mj,nimal psychometric de-

Velopment. They .were developed for a tingle
piece of, research rather than for-a broader use:
This is not a reflection of whether the instruinent is "good" or "bad." It does attest to the
.need, for the user to assess the psychometric
properties Of the instrument before using it.
Use in Research

Publis'hed '. articles- Or other references in
which the instrument has been used are identified when known. The user may infer the, popu:,

.

No
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INTRODUCTION

vided additional input during the refinement
process. The final list includes those instru-

larity of the instrument from this information
but not necessarily the adequacy of its
psychometric development.

ments that met the following criteria: (1) it mea-

Comments

are likely to be studied by a nurse, (2) it is suitable for research in a patient care setting, and,(3)
it is available in a model designed for the collection of data with human subjects.

sures one or more variables that have been or

Prior to this section, tkie critique has consisted

of factual, descriptive statements. In this section, the impressions of the author, the staff, the

pr ect .officer, and the consultants are summar ed. Sometimes comments are rhade re-

Identification and Description of Physiological
Instruments

garding the readirig-reVer or the nature--of-theitems. Comments may be made about reliability
and validity. Because it might be said that all
instruments a need additional testingsome

.

tentative list of instruments suitable for inclu- .
sion in this compilation. The final list reflected
decisions about both the nature of the variaNe
and the characteristics of the instrument: for
measuring the variable.
The descriptions of instruments included in
this compilation are based upon materials prepared by a bioengineer, a doctorally prepared
nurse'physiologist, a research physiologist, sand

more than otherssuch a statement is not made

for each critique. Comments may be made about

the' operational definition if it is atypical. In

f.

.general, a comment may be made about any of
the preceding sections, or comments may be included that originated from a critical review of
the instrument itself.
The user should reviewthis as an opinion section, realizing that the opinions reflect nursing,
as well as psychometric expertise. This sectionyaries considerably in length; there is no relationship between the potential value of an instrument and the length of this section.
References

a nurse with advanced clinical and physiological
preparation.
Guidelines for Use: Physiological Section

As with the. section on psychosocial instruments, this section is not meant to be a list Of
instruments
recommended for potential re.

.

References describing the-development and
use of the instrument are listed he're.

searchers to use, nor should its ,contents be

construed as suggesting which human
physiblogical variables nurses should measure
or investigate.

Source of information

The person who supplied the staff with infor-

mation about the instrument and its' use is
,listed, here. In most instances, this was the author'of the instrument.
Instrument Copyright

If an instrument has been copyrighted, the
indiVidual or organization holding that copyright is identified here. This is also the person or
organization whom the. researcher should con-

tact: for permission to reproduce and use the
instrument.
Criteria for Inclusion of Physiological
Instruments

The Advisory Subcommittee, which was composed Of three nurse physiologists, developed a

tentative list of physiological instruments for
inclusion. This committee revised the list several times befor,La final one emerged. Project
staff, the project officer,' and a bioengineer pro.

As described in an 4arlier section, the
Physiology Advisory Subcommittee developed a

.t

All electronic instruments that are used on
humans, whether for monitoring' or research
purposes,, invasive-or noninvasive, need to be
checked and certified for electrical current leakage. Maximum 'leakage standards'have been 'established by. the Occupational Safety(. and

Health Administratibn (OSHA). Institutional
bioengineers are the perSons who certify the
electronic instrumentation. If an institution
does) not have ari engineer, the Association for
Advancement of 1VIedi6l Instilimentation can
be Consulted as well as OSHA for assistance.
In an effort to maximize the usefulness o'f the
compilation, infprmatibn for each physiological
instrument is presented-in the 'following format:
Instrument: As the heading indicates, this is
the instruments) or test(s) being described.

Variable(s): The variable or variables most
commonly' assessed -by the instrument are
identified here, along with any additional in:
formation,

definitions,

explanations,

r
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amplifications, which it was deemed might help

the reader at this point.
Parameters: Background information about
the instrument and its uses is provided under
this heading.
Research Applications: This section is devoted

to information about how the instrument has
been used in research, how it is currently being
used in research, and/or how it could be used, in
research in a patient care setting by a nurse.

Description: Information about: the instru-ment-itself,_its_comporients, and/or how it oper-

ates is contained in this section.

Comments: This section varies greatly both in
content and length. It may be new information
deemed pertinent to the description. It may con-tain words of caution regarding the instrument,

its uses, or the data derived from that use. It
may contain information regarding the skills a
researcher must possess in order to use the instrument properly., It may amplify the material
presented in any of,the preceding sections of the

description. It may also contain inf9rmation
about optional instrument features a .'otential
researcher might want to consider, or it may
pertainto the cost of the instrument.

a

e.
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Health Care Provider
Affective Variables,

validity as shown by the fact that respondents
whose families and-colleagues -expressed- con-

Title: ENVIRONMENTAL FEAR SCALE

Authors: Castles, Mary R., and Keith, Patricia

cern about their safety scored higher :than-

M.
,;

tial area."

others. The instrument was utilized in a sample
of 159 public health nUrses, students, and staff
employed by or assigned to official and nonofficial agencies who were working in neighborhbods with .Various social, economic, and racial
'
characteristics.

Description:

Use in Research: A description of the instrument

Variable: Public health nurses' fear of the environment is the variable. It is operationally de7

fined as ".the perception of threat and the

-frequency of threat associated with a given spa-

.

Nature and Content: This is a one-page, selfreportrating scale. The first item asks,-"Are you
ever afraid during your working day?" The next
eight items specify environmental areas where
,fear might.be experienced. Space is provided for
the respondent to specify.' other- areas where

he(she) may have experienced fear. Five respOnse'alternatives are provided: never, infrequently, sometiines, often,. always.
There is a brief introductory paragraph at the
top ,of the form preceding the directions.
Administration and. Scoring: The instrument
ar-

rarigenients or settings- arerequired. It can be
pleted'in .approxirnately'fi minutes. Subject
. scores are obtained by, summing across the 10
items; total possibleaeoreS range fr®m 1 to50.
Development:

Rationale: The :author's- stated that the instrument was nothased on any specific theory.
"Source ofltemi:: The iterns.were derfved from

unstructured.- interviews with graduate stu-

and its use is contained in the articles referenced below.

,

.

Comments:. This instrument appears to have po-

tential for development into a useful tool for
-measuring environmental fear.- A more refined
,scoring system would increase the instrument's
assigning numerical frequencies
reliability,
to the answer choices as opposed to the present
,choiceS;Tod, in order to be assigned a score of 50,
a respondent' would have to have, completed the

tenth item "Other"; no specific. information was
_provided relative to that item. -Some evidence. of validity is shown in the dif2
ferenee in-Scores for ,nurses whose:families and
colleagues expressed concern for their safety, as
compared .witb other? nurses., As the items are
now written (e.g., goinginto the home, 'during

the home visits), its applicability is limited to
public health nurses or others Who make home
visits. However, it would be-easy to adapt the
Instrument- as a tool for' measuring environ

mental fear for gi'rnore general.population: This
dents Wlyi had redent public health experiesace.
might be uSeful, for example in thelstudy of
Procedure. for Development: From theainter-, health-seeking behavior (e:g., going to clinics,
views mentioned above, items were developed, - eq.). The instrument might .also be adapted to
submitted to another sample of.public health
development of an enviornniental 'fear scale for -.
nurses, and revised.based 'upon inputfrom-thai
hospital patients.
sample.
.
Reliability and .Validity: Cronbach's alpha References:
CorreCastles,
Mary
R.,
and
Keith,
:Patricia
produced..a reliability coefficient of 0.91; the
lates'-of
environmental'
fear
in
the
role
of the
Cornelljechriique. of Scalogram. Analysis propublic
heilth
nurs.
Nursing
ResearCk
1971,.
duced a "reliabifity.coefficient of 0.93:rn additiori
.

.

'to face validity, there is evidence of constrdct

20, 245-249.

t.

o.

/
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Keith, Patricia M., and astles, Mary R. Fear
.and rejection of patients by health practitioners.iSocial Science and Medicine, 1975, 9, 500
505.

College of Nursing
Wayne State University
Detroit, Mich. 48202

Instrument Copyright: None.
A

Source of Information:

May Reardon Castles, Ph.D..

'A

S.

18,,

_

_

Castles, Mary R.
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and Keith, Patricia M.

----ENVIRONMENTAL FEAR SCALE
#

There have been a good many storieslin the newspapers and on television
recently about "crime in the Streets." The.stories.are frequently about.a
woman heingattacked, haVing her purse snatched, heing threatened by a large
.group of young .-people,. etce .Many women: haVe stated that they are afraid to'
be on the streets along.,`
.

_

It would be understandablelif'public health nurses, who are women who
are frequently on the itreeis.alons shdId,-share this, fear;,

°

(Please check the blank which beitcdescribes low you
Are you afraid:
feel for each statement.)

NeVer

Infrequently

Sometimes

Often

AlWays

Driving seong
the street.
Walking airsong

the street.

Waiting an-the

.

.:. street (for 41

bus', s light
'change).

A

Getting into
and out of
yOur car.
Going into the
home:
Duridg.the home
.visits.

In the. ballowni

a building.

On `the statesin
a buildIns.
4n the aiieeetor.

:Other (iaemse
speCify.)

0

1
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'Me: LIFE-PROLdIsIGNO. SCALE
Author: Degnpr, Lesley
.
-VariableiLThisinstrument xas 'designed to mea-

Procedure for Development: The four. Situationa were j-"Aged by- 'a:panel of four phy-sicians
to be typica' exit -notions encountered in clinical

practice.
system of s

sure attitudes toward p °longing life. A lifeprolonging decision is de fined as "a judgment
madeiby a physiCiah to in titute, withhold, continue, or withdraw life-pr( longing measures for
a patient" (Degner; 1974).
DescriPtionr-

.

social 'Vale

imaginary
scale were
lie scale.
and validity
The sample used to develop this test consisted
of 92 physicians who were willing to r4spond to
the Life-Prolonging Scale. The sample represented 51 percent of the house and attending
staff of a 300-bed nonsectarian hospital located
in an urban area of the northwestern "United
States.
'Reliability and Validity: A scalpgram-type
analysis of, responses to the four. situations re.

\

Nature and Content: The Life-Prolonging

Scale consists of four ques ions. Each question
follows 'a desdription of a particular .situation
and asks the respondent to 'indicate his(her) de-

gree of agreement or diaagreement with a
: -judgment made to Prolong d ...not to prolong the
life of a patient in a hypothe, ical situation. Two
of the four situations inVolvt a decision to pro -..

sulted in a coefficient of reproducibility of 0.890a-

r.

long life, and one situation mvolves a patient
with positive and one 'with negatiVe social
status value:
Administiation and Scoring InstructionS are

inehided on .the self - administered questionniire. --.-F-:--.._::

c

eJefficient of scalability of 0.44, and indicated
that situation four was poorly correlated with
the scale of 4 iteins. A'second sealogranzanalysis

of the responses to the first three, situations

yielded a coefficient of reproducibility of 0.96
and aeoefficient of scalability of 0.80; theiefore,
the ,decision to score only the first three items.'"
Approximately 80 'percent of-therespondents
had a high score on Life:Prolonging Decision.
ha is, approximately.8 out of 10 agreed with a

-

,Only the first-three items', are scored. Responses to the queStiOns;_are'aclored 0 or 1.. Zero.
meansthat 4-respondent aire-es-,witha decision
.- to-prolong life or disagrees with* decisiihrnOt 6
'prolong. fife, One means that _a' resPondent
*.agrees with a decision not eopr6longapatient's.
' life .or disagrees with a decision; to` prolong life,
Scores. on the Life-Prolonging Sealerange..from
0 to 3. A lovocOre means a persdp appears to be
a life-prOlonser, a high score the oppOsite.
,..

deeision-not_to prolong life in j,"thes.e situations;

Degner ,notes- thathese results ,appear to be

..:

eloPnient:

°

.

.

.

..

\

.).

Rationale. Advances in inedic41 technology
---Iiii_ve_intensified_theiconflieLbeten'the tradi7

tional. medical goals of ;Prolonging life and

';

preventing:itsuffering: Conflict 'occurs when an
applicatioti4of.cestainutechniqUes 4ould prolong

a patient's dyint or-withdrawal' \of the tech-

:.

niques could Perinittn.'s death to ()Our. In such
'situations there;arefe-w rulesaVailable to guide
the Physician° in his decisionMaking, and often
choices 'cannot. hmade entirely on the basis ,of
i lo s op h c al._ c on si d
-emp ridaL-fact
erations may play .a part in the .deciiiionmakipg,
thUSfostering the frequently expreised- notion

..

factor labeled "evaluativ.e." Specifically, 38-percent of the respondents.who had a low score on
the Life-Prolonging Scale:Fad a positive view on tial while 8 percent Of those who had a high score
on the Life-YrolOnging Scale had a positive view

onthis_semantic differential factor.

,Use in Research': The development and use of
this-inStruinent are described in the article by
Degner- (1974) referenced below:

Comments: This test appears to beteasy to administer and score:Preliminary results indicate
that there is; at least a moderate degree pf con-

Source
of Bente: The .descriPtive.Situations
,

.

tial scale fop the concept of death. ' LifeProlonging... Seale scores were significantly
related (p < 0.01) to the semantic differential

the evaluative factoeolthe semantic differen:

that the..beliefs of:the.. phySiciaii.:. may influence
his deeisions in prolonging or not prOlPnging patiefits'. lives (Degner, 1974)..

were based.upon a:review. of- he literature and
the. professional experience, of the author and
-,peers.

similar to those frdin two -iither-st culies_Whieh
used :a different procedure for obtaining info
mation about this variable.

The' Life-Prolonging 'Scale scores were also
examined to determine how they Wererelated to
the factors prodUcedfrom a semantic differen-

I

...;

Lureed the situations and the
we-iv-baled upon the patient'sle type of decision made by the
Amis. Data obtained from the
zed todetermine the reliability

-

sistency of response to the ttree situations.

--

:

C
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And, the Life-Prolonging Decision score appears
to be related minimally to other variables such

as respondent's age, sex, and religion. Con-

References:

Degner, L. The relationship between some be-.
liefs held

by physiciang and their ,life-.

sequently, the test has a good possibility of pro-

prolonging decisions. OMEGA, 1974, 5

viding reliable and valid information about
health care professionals' attitudes in this do-

223-232.

main.

Finally, additional work needs to be done to
increase the variance, since 80 yercent of the

respondents obtained high scores on the instrument. It would seem that responses to items

should form a Guttman scale, and responses
shoUld be distributed so thp.t the mean is about
50 percent in favor of life-prolongation.

(3),

8oUrce of Infqrmation:

Lesley Degner, MU.
School of Nursing
The University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba Mr 2N2
Canada
Instrument Copyright: None.

,
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Degnei., Lesley,-

LIFE-PROLONGING SCALE
lA

SECTION: III
r

Directions: The follbwing are four situations which physicians
may encounter 'in clinical practice. Given the amount of,information each situation provides, please indicate your degree.of agreement or' disagreement with the-imaginary physicians' decisions by
circling one of the five possible responses.

sJ

SITUATION #1: Mr. S. is a 54 year old man with Laennec's cirrhosis.
The patient is well known to the staff for his frequent admissions
to hospital in pre-hepatic coma, Which invariably:follow a drunken
spree. At present hospitalization, the patient is in hepatic coma,.
and despite one-week of vigorous medical treatment, the coma persista. During the niglit, the patient begins to bleed from his
esophageal varices, and.zhis blo-,d pressure begins to fall. Theintern leaves orders for%blood replacement and the application of
an_intra-esophageal deviEe-to control bleeding.' Sy the following
morning ,the patient's bleeding has stopped and remains stopped
'when the device is removed, but the patient remains in coma.
The attending physician instructs his house staff that if the patient
Lagins,to bleed again, they are not to attempt to stop the bleeding.

Would you

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE-

DON'T.

DISAGREE

KNOW

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

with the .attending physicians decision,?
.

SITUATION #2:' Mr. M. is a 65year old manadmittedsto hospital
The patient is well known
with a possible -myocardial infarction.
-"to: the staff in the coronary care unit, as much for his ,national
prominence as a renowned performer as for his two:previous visits
to the unit--the fifst thma,after%a4eriod of\myocardial ischemia,
and the second time after a smaIl...anteriot.nyOcaral.infarction.
rem:very frctm,the
The patiedt has spent thetwo yearn since
usual pursuitof his career. Twentyanterior infarction in
heart"
foot hours -after his admissibn to the unit,' the;
arrests.: iWith much effort on the part ifTtlie---staff-i-,a-siontanions_
eat beat is restored; but the patient's respiration\mnst be
maintained'artificielly. The patient remains unconscious.. After
one week/of repeated neurological examinations and flat EEG re-.
cordinger, the-physicians-consider that brain death has probably
occurred. Ida conference, the ..group of physicians decides to
maintain the preseat.treatment regimen in the' hope that the patient
)Might regain consciousness.

Would iou

STRONGLY
t
AGREE

AGREE.

,

DON'T
KNOW

DISAGREE

with the group 0 decisioni-

22

.STRONGLY
DISAGREE

I
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an 85 year old Man with along time
SITUATION43:
Pridto his. present hospitalAlagnOsis:of-"Senile dimentia,
in.a.nursing home for four years.
He is admitted to hospitalwIth.dehy4ration and pneumonia.. The
-.::attending physician prescribes the:usual Tegimen.of entibiotics,
fluiereplicement, Chest physiotherapy, etc. The patient's..
pneuthonia begins :to respond ,to' these measures, but at the same
time his urine output begins to fall, . The patient-experiences a

prolonged period of anurIa, auch that'it.is eviclentto the attending physician thafdialysis'will be necessary if the patient is to
airvive-the-episode_of_scute renal failure. The physician goes
fithead with arrangements fot thejatient-to,rective-dialySia.
.

Would-you

STRONGLY
.AGREE

AGREE

7DISAGREE.

.D0h.'T

mow

-'

-

STRONGLY
:DISAGREE '.

with the physician's decisibP?
SITUATION. #0.' Carl Is A. 6 year old boy with acute' lymphatic.'

He was first diagnosed 12 months ago, andvith chemotherapy has experiencedl'periOds'of remission. 141 his present
:hOspitalization,:his'OhYsicians haVe been unable, fo,Attaiw:a remission. The pafient is very we4, and is experiencing severe.joint'and bone pain. The. attending,phySician notes that,ihe patient's
letikemia

a

.blast cells Fare extzpmely high, and"that- there is severe depression
of platelet_ counts. 'Examinatiorrof the childIreveels increased
.

intradrinial.pressure due-to bleeding in the brain. .TheihYelcian
deCidesto:changethetreatment.regilien, stopping the, platelet'll,
trandfussians and chemotherapeutic drugs, while:continuing analgesics
and steroid medication.
Would you). 'STRONGLY
AGREEI

AGREE

DON'T
KNOW

DISAGREE
"4'

with the physician's decision?
5

-\.

L

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

,
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study, and then, based upon the results of .the
Pilot study, rewrote some of the items.
Reliability and ,Validity: To establish the hi- .strument's reliability, jt was administered twice
to a group of 43 senior baccalaureate degree

Title: NURSE ATTITUDES ON SEXUAL
COUNSELING AS A NURSING. RESPONSIBILITY
6
Author: Green, Mary

nursing students. One week intervened betWeen
the two administrations: The level of agreement
of answers betvireen the first and second administiation ranged from 0.7 to 1.0.
Tlite. instrument was reviewed by the director

Variable: This questionnaire was designed to
measure sex attitudes,. .background in sex:edu-

cation, ability to discuss sex matters with
others, and openmindedness regarding sexual
counseling as a nursing responsibilify.`,
Description:
Nittitre dnd Content:. This is a
.

of a cancer research unit, a professor . of

psychiatiy, the director of nursing of a State

self,

cancer -hospital, and .an associate professor of
community health and medical practice for va-

*Iministeredn. 35-item instrument designed to
determine whether or not registered nurse and
licensed practical nurse respondents...have the
kind of information and attitudinalfraniewark
which would make it possible for them to be
effective nurse sexual counselors.
The items, are divided into five categories
four of .which contain multiple-response. types
of questiona, and one which contains true-false

lidity.

Use in Research: Gfeen's (1975) development
and use of the instrument with 50 nurses on the

staffs of a cancer research center and a State
cancer center-are- described in the reference
-_
cited below..
Comments:.Because of the complexity of the var-

questions. The categories and their contOnts are
as follows: (1) demographic, data-4 items, (2)
background in sex education-4 items, (3) ability
.

to-discuss sexual matters. with others4 items,
.(4) attitudes toward sexual counseling as a riursing responsibility-3 items, and (5) sexual
attitudes-418 items.
Administration and Scoring: No special provisions .are- required for 'administration, andceproximately 20 Minutes are recrUired to

Should be conceptually. defined-More clearly and

operational definitions specified: (2) The wording of some items needs to be refined. For exam
ple, item 25 reads "Abortions may be' done when
_there is strong likelihood of the bath being Malformed"; changing the item to read "Abortions
would strengthen the.
may be done
item: (3) The "True-False"responie:choices pro.

complete the 'questionnaire. Instructions for

ciimPletingthe questionnaire are printed on the
instrument.
No special scoring proCedure has beeif de-

-

.

instrument which could.be used with all health
care personnel. However, the following points
need psychoinetric attention: (1) The variableS

.

veloped.

iaiules' being measured by this instrument, it
would perhaps be better to address each of the
four with a separate instrument: The items in
Green's instrument could provide a useful initial starting point for the develpprnent of an

.

Development:

vided for the attitude items are inappropriate
Rationale: No underlying .theoretical rationand should be replaced with 'a Likert-type re-.
ale was identified bYthe author: Her experfen,ce
sponse scale to indicate the respondent's degree
with the sexual adfustment difficulties of paof agreement or disagreement' with the state.:
tispts on a cancer research unit prompted her
ment.
attention to this neglected aspect Of health'care.
,
References:,
Source of ItemsThe author's professional experience and a review of the, literature provided . Green, Mary. A survey on sexual counselingas
nursing respOitsibility. Unpublished: menuthe. items.
script, Cancer ReSearch Center, Columbia,' Procedure for Development:' The /author-reMisspuri, 1975.
Viewed the literature to identify desirable_.qualities for-a-nurse sexual counselor. Four qualities
of Information:
toward . : Source
were identifieirce:;.
i.e',
Mary Green, R.N.
Box 1268 .
. sex; a .broad background in sex education;
jty to discuss sexual matters with otherS, and an
.Cancer Researc Center openminded attitude toward sexual. counseling
-Business Loop, 70 and Garth Avenue
as a nursing responsibility. With these areas as
Columbia, Mo. 45201
a. frame of referetke, the author ;developed a
draft of the instruinent;conclucte4 .a small pilot A nstrument Copyright: N ne.
.
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Green, Mary
NURSE ATTITUDES ON SEXUAL COUNSELING

A NURSING RESPONSIBILITY

Please make sure
Inttructions: Answer each question carefully.
you do not skip any questions. To indicate your,answers, circle
In the case
the letter beside,the response.you wish to Indicate.
of the Irbe7False quedtions, circle the entire word True or False.
beside each statement to indicate yourresponse. .Please do not
mark irthe.lefi margin.beyond the line.
'1.

Age:

25 or less
26-30
c., 31-35
d.
36-40
e.
41-50
f.
51-or over
a.
b.

O

.o

2.

O

Marital status;
married
a.
never married'
b.
divorced or separated
Widowed
.

.

:

.

Childhood religious background:

A. Protestant
b.
c.

6.d.

.' 4.

.

-

Catholic
Jewish
other.

Circle all appropriate'responses.

Educational background:
a.. LPN

1..-RN
c..

diploma ,graduate'

d.
e.

associate'degree
baccalaureate
additionalcolle)ge_degree(s)
college credits beyond basic nursing program

f.
g.

°'

5.

From childhood ulato ,the present how have yoU received_ _
information on menstruation? ,Circle all appropriate responses.
from discussion with mother
a.
,.b. 'from.discusSion with father
Mdthergaveme reading material on menstruation
d'.
father; gate me reading
material on menstruation ." .
d.
,
.,e.
peers
1
f.
grade school;or high,school classes-rteachers
.
Tea:ding.= my own
,
g.
from an adult other than parents or teachers
h.
.

.

i.
-,,,

church.

',

1:sex Partner

.-

ee ,

..,
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.

6.Irom'childhoOd4Up to the present how have you received
information on reproduction?' Circle all appropriate responses.
,,,,
from diecussion with mother
a.

04.

-,,

.

from'discUssiori.with father
:ce4,mother give .me reading material =on reprodU'C-IIn
father.gaVe me reading material on reproduction..
d.
be

ti

peers,

e.

grade school or high school.classes7teachers
reading-on my own
g.
frdm adult other than parents or teachers
h.
i.
church
j. 'sex partner

-'. f.

4

7.

3

From childhood up to the piesent how hava,you.received
information dn sexual behavior? Circle all appropriate responses..
from diecussion with mother
A.
from discussidnwith father.
b.
c. -mother gave me reading material on sexual 'behavior
,d.- father gave me reading material on'sexUal behavior
e:. peers
grade school or high school classes7 teadhers
f.
reading on my own
g.
from an adult other than parents -or teachers
h.
k i.
church
sex partner
j.
.e

-8.
,

.

Did lour school of nursing teach any information regarding any
of the following suBjects? Circle all appropriate , responses. -'
%
normal sexual behavidt.
a:
abnormal sexual behavior'
1):.
sexual.behavior in relation to any. disease. or physical
c.
Condition
concepts.of. sexuality
d.
.

J
-.:

.

.

,

.
:: e.-,..contraception
..
reproductive. processes
f.

L.

,

I

:

9.-

.

,

Where have you attended formalvrAnformal classes regarding,..
sexual behavior and sexuality? .Circle all appropriate. responses.
.S have never attended such' classes ..
...lir:

b. oschooil RS- nursing
c.
.

.
.

,

cylk4ge \

,

,..

- workshops, seminers,,'or.conventions
e. ::church, Sunday school; or youth'group

-tili,

-f4, high
school
_

7.

.

..g... lUnior high.school

_

h.
.
i.

grade school
girl scouts, camp fire

.

,''.,,,q7

.

or other, girls'. clubs

*10.

.
. ..

'ICY.

your.

Jiow.much. knoWlpdgedid you haVe
of menstruation before
v
firsi,menstrualperiod? Circle one answOr.only.
.

a.- none'
,

h.
ci

.

.

.,./

,

insuffiCient amount of,knowledge.
sufficient amount of.knOwledge
.

4:4:1

.
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;1'1.. Have you ever been asked questions regarding sexual behavlor by
patients? Include all patients, not jUst cancer, patients.
Circle one answer only.
a.- n;l7Wi'
b.

seldom

c. frequently
d.

12.

.

Have yoil ever answered a patient's' questions regarding contraception
Include all patients,mot just cancer patients. Circle one
answer only.
a. 'never
b.

Seldom

c.

frequently
often

d.

13.

often

,

With whom have you Ascussed Sexual4behavjor?
all appropriate responses.
a.
friend6

Circle

i

b.
c.
d.

sex partner:,

your own children
'
OB-GYN doctor
e.-T doctor other than OB-GYN'doctor
f.
parents
g.
clergy
h.
someone else
.1., no one

14.

With 'whom have(Tou discussed contraception?

Circle

all appropriate responses.
a.
friends
b.
sex partner
o
c.
your own children
d.
e.-

f.

g.
h.
i.

-15.

OBGYN doctor'.
doctor other than OBGYN doCtor
parents
clergy
someone else
AN
no one

In general, do yotisee sexual counseling within the realth of any
of tie folloWing professionals? Circle all appropriate responses.,.:
a.; physicians
b%
nurses
:
C. - psychiatrists or psychologists
.ch-l'soCial workers
e,-

f.

clergy
none of the above

c:

27
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How .do you think you would feel'about askingTatients about
their sexual problems? Circle one answer only.
at ease
a.
somewhat appreheasive
b.

16.

c.

apprehen4ve
too apprehensive to try

Have 5Vou everlwondered about the effects of illness on any
Include all patients,
of your patients', sexual functioning?
Circle
one
answer
only.
not just cancer patients.
a. -never

17.

c.

seldom
frequently

d.

often

b.

18:

False

True

Intercourse among non - married adults is
acceptable if they are engaged or have' plans

to marry.
.19.

.True

False

Abortion may,bedone in cases of rape or incest.

20.

True

False

Masturbation is normal behaviorfor either sex_
at anyage, whether married or single.

21. /True

False

,Homosexuality should lie considered a fotm of

mental illness.'
22.

'False

True.

7.

.

Oral-genital sex play should be considered a
form of sexual deviancy:
Intercourse among non- married adults is acceptable' behavior if they are in love.

23.

True

-'False

24.

True

False

Masturbation is acceptable behavior for unmarried
adults who have no other means of sexual gratification.

25.

True

Faltie

Abortionmay be done.when there.is strong likelihood
of the baby being malformed.

26.

Trim

False

Homosexual behavior. is immoral.

27.

True

False

I am against abortion under any-circumstances:

28.

True'

False

Intercourse between consenting non-married adults
acceptable behavior.,

29.

True-

False

MastUrbatiOn is normal behavior for male adolescents.

30.

-True

'False'

True

False

,

p
31.

g

Intercourse among.non-married adults is wrong 'under
any circumstances:

Homosexual behavior-shouldbe.a criminal offense.

28.

=1---

21
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32.

-True

33.

True

False

Masturbation. may lead to mental illness.

False.

Oral - genital- sex is acceptable behavior

,

34.

True

False

,AbOrtion should be the decision solely of the woman.

35.

True

False

Homosexu 1 behavior is acceptable behaviosbetween
adults.
consents

a

9
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feelings of Powerlessness of the health care per-

Title: DECISION SCALE (Note: Ther&are two
versions of this instrument a 34 -item version,
and a 6-item Guttman Scale.)
Author: Guilhert, Evelyn Kelly
Variable; The willingness of health care personnel in \ psychiatric patient settings, to allocate
decisiOnmaking talpatients is the variable under
1
study. \
.,,
Description:
Nature and Content: The longerr version of the
nt consists of descriptions of 34' situations, each of which is a simple type of dilemma

sonnel. The instruments, are derived from

theoriesiof therapeutic practice that place em.phasis on promoting independent behavior, ineluding appropriate decisionmaking in psychiatric patients.
Source of Belts: The descriptions of the situations were based upon the author's professional
experience as a nurse in a variety of psychiatric
care settings.

.

1

Procedure. for Development:- The description of

they situations were. submitted to an expert

panel consisting of 'five judgestwo stiff

,

nurses, one head nurse, one supervisor, and one

involving either a single patient or a group of
clinical specialist employed in a psyChiatric
patients.'Each dilemma requires that a decision .4ticility.. The judges evaluated each situation
be made by someone. Thirty of the situations--- and indicated for each who should make the deare- ones in
which experts agree that the decicision. To be inchided
in the .final version of the
-,
sion should be made by the patient. The other
34-item instrument,, all 5. members of the panel'
four are filler items. Most of the 30 involve a
ban() agree on who should make the decision...'
choi.situation in which one action taken imFrom the 34-item scale, the author refined and
mediately will prohibit another action later or
developed the Guttman Scale version of the inWill 'probably result in criticism of the staff by
strument.
0
the Patient's family.
.Reliability and Validity: The 34-item version
A short version of the instrument, referred to
,was completed by 140 subjects'. The Split-half'
as the Guttman Scale consists of four items from
reliability, orrected for full length by the
the original Instrument 'and two filler items
Spearman-Brchvn prophecy formula, was 0.85.
which were added to reduce the possibility of a
Test-retest reliability of the Guttman Scale
respondent\ developing a set pattern of answerversion administerect to 52 graduate nurses

.

o.

.

-z1

1

\
.
ing.
Adminiat 'ation andScoring: The instruments

with an intervening period of I. week was Q.81.
The content validity of both Versions was es

1

c

are self-ad roistered, and directions precede
the first ite on each version. No estimates of
the time re uired for completion of either ver-

tablished by the expert panel review described
above.

'

Sion were p ()Med.
For the lo ger versiOn, items ratunber 5, 14, 22,
and29 are . of scored; they are filler items, for
'these are ju e:d to require a decisi'ui bY sorne-

one other t an the patient. In the Guttman

,

Scale., items three sand four are considered filler

items and a e not cored.
oFor the o her -items on both versions of the
instrument, a valtie of 1 is assigned if the respondent ha: indicated that the patient should
.

.

.

1

.

he instruments were developed
`as a part of larger study to investigate the
relationship tween he willingness of health ,
care personne in psyc iatric hospitals to permit
patients to m ke,the r own decisions and the
Rationale:

9

...

The correlations between the Guttman Scale
version and the Adorn° Authoritarianism Scale
(California F Scale) and the Crowne Marlowe
Social Desirability Scale were 0.38 and 0.31,
respectively. These correlations indicate some
degree of construct validity for the scale, as does
the fact that graduate nurses in a nursing edu :
emphasized patient aucatioil ,program t
tonomy scored significantly higher on the scale

than did nursing assistants (aides, orderlies,

make the de ision, and zero value is assigned if
someone oth r than the patient has been indir
sated as the ne w14) should make the decision.
For the to er version, scores may range from
0 to 30; for he Guttman Scale version, scores
.,
may range f in 0 to 4, --

Development:

?

and psychiatric technicians).
Use' in `Research: Guilbert's devrelopMent and
use of the instruments' are described' in her references cited below.
Comments: The situations described in the instruments are ingenious and real. The 34-item
version may prove to' be very time-consuming,
and its reading load might prove difficult for
persons with a limited educational background.
The Guttman Scale Grsion, circumvents this
problem. The author is continuing to work on

the -scales to strengthen their psychometric

30

-

.,
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Unpublished master's. thesis, University of

properties. The instruments appear to have po-

tential for research on other correlates of the
same variable.
References:

Adorno, T. W. The authoritarian' personality.
NeW York: Harpers Row, 1950.
Crowne, D., and Madowe, D. Social desirability

and response to perceived situational demands: Journal of Consulting Psychology,
1961; 25, 109-115.

Guilbert, Evelyn Kelly. A study of the relationship between alienation.and decision making.

California at Los Angeles, 1970.
On the views of nursing personnel regarding psychiatric patients making decisions: _A
pilot study. Unpublished'manuicript, 1972.
Source of Information:
Evelyn K. Guilbert, R.N., M.S.
University of California at Los Angeles
School of Nursing
LOs Angeles, Calif. 90024
InstruMent Copyright: Evelyn K. Guilbert, R.N.,
.

M.S.

Guilbert, Evelyn Kelly

DECISION SCALE

.

Each
On the next few pages you will find a number of situations,described.
situation is concerned with an interaction between a psychiatric. patient and
a member of the nursing staff. You are asked to consider yourself as the
nurse present in each of these situations.
In each situation you are asked. who, in your opinion, should make the necessary decision about the'specific_ matter described. THERE ARE NO "RIGHT" OR
Please read each situation carefully and indicate who you
"WRONG" ANSWERS.
honestly feel-should make the required decision.

It is quite possible that you may feel you,would like more inforMation about
some of the situations. However, it is important to the study that you do'.
not assume any details about,.the situation except, those which you are given.
Please baSe your opinion only on the information given.
For the purpose of this study it is important that every question be
answered. PLEASE DO'NOT OMIT ANY.
'

r.

For each situation limit your answer to only one person. to make the required
decisibn.
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(01)

Mt. X. has been 'a-heavy-Chain smoker for many years,.butiass nowdevalOped a severe_
.cough.- His doctor has written an order limiting him to not more than ten cigarettes
his ten cigarettes in the morning.
per day. Yesterday. Mr. X.asked for and was given
the
He smoked them all within one hour, and he was very unhappy for the remainder_of
The
decision
must
be
made
Cigarettes.
day: Today"Mr. X. has again asked you for his
cigarettes at one time *vigil' receive them one
whether Mr. X. will-receive the ten
Who should -make the decision?
at a time spaced at intervals throughout the day. 0

Mr, X:, the patiint.
-You, ,the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.
(02)

Today his
Mr. A: requires some assistance with his personal- hygiene and dressing.
family will be coming to visit; they era very particular about his personal appearenci
and complainzhen they feel that he doesn't look Ifeat. You have been assigned to
one is fairly
help him get ready. In his locker you find two clean sets Of clothing;
,
When you start to get the newer
new and -the other is much older and quiteqaded.
Who
other:
set of clothes for Mr. A. to put on, be-states'be would rather wear the
ahOuld decide which set of clothes Mr. A. will wear for the visit with his family?
.

Mr: A., the patient.'
You, the nurse.
(Specify who,
Other.
the hospital canteen so that he may
(03)"Yod have been assisned.to accompany Mr. Y. to
__- any more funds for at
purchase new shirt. Mr. Y. has $8.00; he yill.not reoeive
Bells-for.$5.00 and the
least a week. The canteen has two shirts in his size; one
$8.00 shirt. However, this
Mt.
Y.Ways
he
wishes
to
purchasethe
other for $8.00.
would mean that he will have no money for cigarettes and other incidental itemsfor
Who should decide which shirt
at least a week, and you have44plained this to him.
Mi. Y. may purchase?

Mi. Y., th patient.
Yod, the nurse.
Other.

.(04)'

(Specify who

)

The doctor has written an order permitting Mr. C. totbave an. unaccompanied grounds
of the day
pass for one hour each morning and one hdur each afternoon; the remainder
Mr. C. is restricted to.the ward. -. Late this afternoon Mr. C.'s family is coming to
visit and 1.1 bringing a picnic supper so that they may all have supper together with
He returned from
!Hr. C. on the hospital grounds.. Mr. C. is aware of these plans.
his mbrning grounds pass and had lunch. ShOrly after that he approaches you and
It is several hours'hefore his fapily will arrive; if
requests his afternoon pass.
he uses the pass now, he will nothe able to gowith-his. family when they arrive.
Who should decide Whether or not Mr. C.'will take his pais now or Wait until his
family comes with the picnic supper?
Mr. C., the patient.
You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Othhr.

3Z
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Mr. R. was admitted to your ward two days ago following a serious suicidal attempt.
He As still an "S" status and appears very depressed. His brother has just arrived
on the ward and has asked you for pernissionto take Mr. R. off the station to see
his father who' is in the-hospital. The-father is seriously ill and is not expected to
recover;'he has been asking' constantly to see his son, and Ms,.R. is anxious to go
visit his father.. Who should decide whether or not Mr. IL will leave the hospital
go see his father?
Mr. R., the patient.
You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.

(06)

Mr.N. has Acently returned to your ward from the medical service.. Be is still on
bed rest except for an order perthitting him to sit up in a wheelchair for one hour.)
raice a day. This morning Mr.: N. sat up in the chair; now, seve'ral hours later, he
has asked you to help him out of bed again. Each evening Mr. N.'s wife coMes to
visit, and she usually takes him to the lobby in a wheelchair to visit With his
children.
It is about three hours before Mrs. N. will arrive for her visit.
If
Mr. N. gets up now, he will:dot be able to sit up .again when his wife comes. You
know that this will present a problem for Mrs. N. since'she cannot leave her children
in the lobby alone and will -have to return to them:. Mr. N. will be quite unhappy
if his wifecannot stay and if he cannot-visit with his children. Who should decide
whether Mr:-N.-gets out of bed now or' waits until his wife cameo?
Mr. N., the patient.
You,,the nurse.
Other. (Specify who

(07). You are sitting in the day room when two patients, Mr. P. and Mr. S., become involved
in an argument over which teleyision program will be turned on
There are several
,
other patients present in the room; but none of them express any preference for a
particulAt televisionprogram. After arguing for a few minutes, Mr. P. andjii. S.
approach you to askyou'whith program should be allowed. Who should decide which

-

program the patienwill watch?
Mt. P. and Mr. S., the'patients.You; the nurse.
(Specify.who
Other.
(04 Mr. D. is a twenty-one year old man on your' ward who became ill and. -was admitted to
the hospital during the latter part of his second,year at college. For the first few
weeks after his Admission he rarely spoke to anyone.
Howevet,\receqtly he has been
much improved and'the doctor has told hii he may be discharged as soon wile feels he
is ready to leave.' For the past few days Mr. D. has sought you out and talked to you
at length about the problems he has at home.
He ham told you that his parents are
very dominating and have always treated him as if he were a very young child making
him account for his Whereabouts at all times. Although Mr. D. states he enjoys his
college work and was doing well, he began to feel anxious and depressed because of
his desire to be more independent which wss creating problems with his parents. Mr. D2
feels that he could continue his college work if he could live away-from home.
Since.
'he has been able to obtain 'a scholarship and hai been working part time, he can manage
this financially without the aid of his parents.. However, Mr. D. has been having
difficulty deciding whether or not to make this break with his parents; Whits discussed this with his doctor at length. Thi6 morning Mi. D. contacted the college
.

c
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'and was told ihat a vacancy is available in the men's dormitory, but that heemst
decide today whether or noehe wants'it; otherwise, the vacancy will be filled by
whether or not Ile
smother student. Mr. D. has now approached you and asked you
should take the room which is available in the dcrmitory. Who should decide whether
.or not M. D. should take the room?
.

..-::

- .

------

-

-

Mk. D.,. the.patleAt.
You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.

)

of

Ordinarily Mk. M.'s
The. doctor has granted 214. M. an unaccompanied weekend pass.
(09)
drive'him
hope.
--However,
shortly afternoon,
,parents come by late Friday evening.to
today, Mr. M.'smother phoned to tell. him that, because her sistei'had arrived with
her family the evening before for a visit, they are very busy and .cannot come by to
him to come, home this,
-drive him home. Mr. M. feels that his slather does not want
weekend, since she spent considerable time telling him. how crowded the house is and
haw busy she will be with the visiting relatives. However, When La asked her, his

mother told'hie he could come home,if he wanted to, Mk. M. has now approached-youand askerkwhether or not he'should cake the weekend pass, and if he does go on pass,
should he go home, or spend this weekend some place else. -Who'shoeld decide whether
''.
or not Mk. M. should go on his wekicead pass?
.

-

.

ir-

.'
.

.

.

...

Mr. M.,. the patient.
Other.
Y

(10)

(Specify who

in the ituation justeove (number 09), if M. M. does gO on pass, who should
decide whether he should so home or go some piece else for the weekend?
Mk: M., the patient.
You, the nurse.
(Specifyiiho
Other.

. (11)

)

/scantly 'on. your wIr4 there has been a serious probleminVolving one of the patients
taking items from the lockers of other patients." One of the patients, Mk. B., warplains lOudly'to you whenever he finds some itemmissing from, his locker. All of the
patients have been provided wi,th.keys for their lockers and have'been encouraged to
keep their lockers locked. However, Mr."B. consistently leaves his'locker unlopke4
he states it is too much trodble to carry around the key and to lock end unlock the
locker every time he wants something out of it. Someone has suggested that it might
be helpful-if Mr. B. kept his key in the nursing office; this will mean that he will
have toMndergo the inconvenience of having one of the personnel let him into his
locker each time he wants something frpm it, but should take care of the problem of
Who shOuld decide whether or. not Mr. B. will
items being taken from his locker.
keep his pleb key to. his locker or whether hamilkleave it in the_nufiing office?

=11.... Mk. B., the patient
You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.

)
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td the, situation just described (number 11),. if Mr. 11, does keep hia\own key to his
locker, who should decide wheiher.or not he will keep hi* locker locked?\

Mr. B., nhe patient.
'You, the nurse.
Other.
(Specify who
.

(13)

The recreation department has arranged for the patients. on your ward to have s
barbecue this evening.
The, dietician has notified the ward that no food will,be
available from thedining7roomofor the patientsi-sinCe it is expected that all
patients will - attend the barlieCui: About a half hour before the group plans-to
leave for the picnic,grOunds for the outing, Mr. T. approaches you and tells you.
that he does not wiskto go.. Mr. T. has a full day privilege cardrhowever, since
he is completely withOut funds, he will not have any supper if he does not go with
the group to the.barbecue. Who.should decide whether or not-Mr. T. will go with
the group?
Mr.,T., the patient.You, the nurse.
Other. -,(Specify who

(14)' Mr. Si has recently been readmitted to your ward; he had only been out of the hoapita1
foi one week when his wife brought him back stating that he had bee:atting "strangely"
since he has been at home.
Since- he has-been beck in the hospital,
behavior
has been bizarre and unpredictable; he has required constant supervision around the
clock. --(For:example, he_donetintly removes_his clothingrunrring about the ward nude;
he.speaks,in an mnintelligible "gibberish" and laughs frequently for no' apparent,
reason; he refuses.'tkest, the foqd served.= hiE, but constantly picks up pieces of
trash off the floor, from ash trays' etc., and tries'to'eat these.)
This morning
Zip. S., the patient's wife, has ApprOadhed you and asked.to see her husband for the
purpose of havingOzim sign some papeis which will enable her to borrow some money
she needs to reet an.emergency at-home.. Who should decide whether or not Mrs. S.
may see herhusbend and get his signature on the papers?
.

.

Mr, S., the patient.
Your the nurse.
Other.
(Specify who
(15)

W. has just been hired to work for a company whiCh is located some distance from,
the hospital. Tomorrow will be his first day on the job.
It is now 11:30PM and:Mr. W.
is still sitting in the day room reading a book. You know that, because of difficulties with transportation, Mr. W. will have to get up at 4:30AM in order to get to
work on time. You have-suggested to him that he should go on to bed, but he states.
that he wishes to finish the book he is reading.. Who should decide whether or not
Mr. W. should go on to bed now or continue reading?
Mr.

Mt. W., the patient.
You, the nurse.
Other.
(Specify who

2
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The doctor has written an. order that Mr.,.F. may have an unaccompanied weekend pass
everrweekend, provided that Mr. F. has attended his work assignment every day and
conditional
performed hik assignment satisfactorily. He has made Mr. F. aware of this
Arrangement for a pass, and has told Mr. F. that the pass will be automatically
canceled-if he fails to attend any scheduled work session. This weekend Mk. F.'s
wife. is coming from out of town to visit him, and herhaS been looking forward to this
regularly. However,
pass for several weeks. Mr. F. has been attending his assignment
that he'has other things to do
after lunch on Friday heapproAches'you andistates
This will mean that his pass for
and is not-going on his.assignmentthat afternoon.
Who should decide whether or not Mr. F. should go on

X16)

theweekend will be canceled.
his work assignment thatjtfternoon?
Mr. F., the patient:
You, the nurse.
(SpeCifY who
Other.

.
.

doctor
Since the staff feel that Mr. E. will be ready'for discharge very soon, the
has permitted Mr: E. tq keep and take his own medication. The doctoi instructed
Just now.
Mr. E. to take the medicatiOn only when he feels that he really needs it.
you passed by Mr. E.'s room and found him pacing back anclforth; he appeared upset.'
When you stop in tit talk with him he'tells you that he feels nervous, and wonders
whether or not he should take some Of the medicine. Who shoulddecide.,whether or
not Mr. E. takes the M7idttina-at" this time?

(17)

-

Mr. E., the patient.
You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Othei.
For weeks now Mr. R. has been lookiig forward to seeing a professional-football_game
which the recreation department has arranged for a email group of patients to attend.
The group is scheduled to leave immediately after lunch. .About 10:00AM Mr. R.
receive a telephone call from his patents telling him that they are arriving for a
&cause of the distanQe they must travel, they
visit and will die there about 2:00PM.
come often. .After talking with his parents, Mr. R. .approaches you
= do not manage
and asks you whether he should go ahead and attend the game which he has looked forward to for so long, or whether he should remain there and see his parents. Who
should make the decision whether or not Mr. R. should attend the game?.

(18)

Mr. R., the patient.'
You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.

-

A

Mr. V. has worked on the same assignment for several weeks. The therapist reports
that he isdoing excellent work, and Mr. 1% has repeatedly stated how much he enjoys
However, about ten days Ago a patient from another ward was
the work he is doing.
assigned to the same work area; he and Mk. V. have been having frequent disagreements
about the say the job.ahould he handled. This morning Mr. V. approaches you and
discusses the problems he has been having with the other patient. He asks you whether
he should talk to the .therapist about the problem and ask to-have someone else
assigned to work with him or whethet he should ask. the doctor to change his assignment

(19)

.r
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to another area. Who should decide whether or not Mr. V. shquld ask the thApist
to assign someone else to work with him?
..=

Mr V., the patient.
You, the nurse.'.
"Others. 1Spehify who
(20)

In the situation just above (number 19), if Mr. V. does ask the therapist to assign
someone else to work withbhim but findm out. this is not possiple.,Uho should decide
whether or not gr.V. ihould ask his doctor to change his assignment to another area?-,.
Mr, V., the patient.

I -

You,.;:the nurse.

Other.

-

(Specify who

)
A'AS

(21)

Mr. J. is a forty-four year-old patient.who has-been_im_the hospital for approximately
three months;this is his first hospitalization. The staff now feel that Mr. J. is
ready fordischarge. For the 'est. seventeen.years Mr. J. has been employed as as
accountant by a small insurance company, He is well liked by his employers, and they
have held his job open for him'while he has been in the hospital. About a week ago
Mr. J. received an offer for another position from a large bank located in another
city. The new -position would give him a sizable increaskin salary and would offer
considerably more opportunity for advancement. However, thii would necessitate hie
moving his family to another city-and-would involve his adjustment to thunew working
condition*. The bank hai asked that he contact -them no 'later than tomorrow morning.
-to give them an inswer.about whether or not he will accept the job.
DUring the
afternoon-Mr. J. approaches you and discusses the situation with you.. Be states that
he-feels the new job is:a a'wonderfUl opportunity,'but that he is somewhat concerned
about making the change Co soon after his recent illness. He asks you whether or
not accepting the new position would be the best thing for.him to. do. Who should
decide whether_orinot Mr. J. should accept this-new job?

a..

Mr. J.,-the patient.
You, the nurse.
Other.
(Specify whor;'.
.

(22) -following visiting hours today, Mr. B.. approached you and showed you some small -white
tablets which his mother had brought to.him. 'The medicine bottle hailio label on it:
He hates he has been taking these tablets at home to ease the pain of the severe
headaches labia he frequently gets; he ,sxatesthat nothing else will help him.
The
tablets were givea_to him by a doctor in another city. Mr.: B. asks you if he may
keep the tablets Oirh .him since, in order for .them to help hit., he must take them as
soon az he feels one-of his headaches coming on
Who should decide whether or not
Mr. B...sHall keep the tablets with him?

Mr. B., the patient.
You the nurse.
Other.
(Specify who

'NJ
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Mr. K. is assigned to a Single bedroom on qtiur ward. The patient in the next room
shores very loudly at night,Nand Mr. K. lam difficulty sleeping. He complains to'you
this,time,is in the large.
.-every day about atia. The only other available vacant bed at
dormitory, and Mr. K. hambein [old he may move-to this BA4 if he- would 'prefer it.
However, Mr.-K. likes the privacy of, the epgle bed'room and is undecided about whether.
'or not he. should move to the dormitory. A new patient is in the process of being
admitteid so Mr. K. must decide now whether or not he wishes to'. -move. BC approaches
you and asks you whether or not he should take the doimitory bed. Who should make
/'
this decision?

(23)

-

o

(24)

-Mr. K., the patient.
You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.

)

Mt. G. is a single, forty year old patient on your ward whose only_income is a small
health.
disability pension. Mt. G.'s mother is fiftyeight years old and in good
"Since his Mother doesn't work, Mt. G. has for many years been sending all but a few
d011ars Of his pension to his mothei'esch month. None of his brothers or sisters
contribute any money to their mother's support. Although Mr. G. his bees hospitalized
for several year's, he has improved a great deal recently and the staff feel be is
nearing the time,when hecen be discharged. Mr. G. does noewish to return to live
kowiver, in.order to manage on his own he will need to keep. his
with his mother.
entire Pension each .month and will, be unable to-send any to his mother. The social
worker has seenlir:. G.'s mother onseveral occasions And explained to her how she may
go about receiving financial assistance from other sources, but she has been unwilling
She insists"that her son, Mr. G., should continue to supperther. Mr.-G.
to do so.
is very anxious to leave the hospital, try to find a job, and make it on his' vn..
Towever,,he.is reluctant to discontinue. sending the- major portionvf his pension to
the problem; his mother
his mother. This afternoon he has been talking with-you about,
is cominfor a visit this. evening and.fiecause of the nearness of his discharge plans, he
wants to settle the mattez-mt that time. Mr.` G. asks you whether or not he'shpuld tell
his mother that he will not be able to continue the financial assistance NM has been
giving to her. Who shorild make this. decision?
Mr. G., the patient.
You the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.

(25)
1

The patients on your ward have access to ,a room where they may make their own coffee;
In order for them to keep
they enjoy being able to have coffee.whenevei they.like.
this room, the patients must assume full responsibility for keeping the room clean and)
neat.- Recently the patients have. been warned that the condition of the room is not _.
satisfactory and; that unless an immediate improAment inoted, the room will be locked.
All of the patients are. cooperative about keeping the room neat except for Mr. L..
patients do not want to lose their use of the coffee room, but they are reluctant to
This morning a group of patients
restrict Mr.,,L..'s use of the room in any way.
Who should decide how the problem with Mr. L.
approach -you to ask what should be done.

shaald be handled?
The patients.
You, the nurse'.
(Specify who
Other.

O
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p
(26) lir. H. is a thirty-siz.year old patient on your ward who, prior to nis &emission to .
the hospital, was an accomplishakmusicianv His parents have brought his instrument
to the hospital for him so that he may continue his daily practice-sessions.
However,'
Mr. H.- enjoys the work aisignment'he has bead doing as well as the other activities .
which are available, and rarely practices?, His parents visit him each week. When,
they find out..that Mr. H. is not practicing regularly- they become quite angry and very
loudly criticize you and the other members, of the nursing staff; they insist that you
must see that Mr. H. continues his daily prictice sessions since they feel that this
is most important to his'future. Who'dhould'aeclde when Mr. H. will practice his
musical instrument?
Mr. H., thc patient.
Your the nurse.
.

fr

(27)

'

;"11

At a recent session Of the ward governisent meeting the patients toted that they wanted
to decorate their ward fgr the.coming.-Christmas holidays. Some of the decorations
they have-been making theiselves, and they have. takearsuwa small'hollectIon.to enable
them to purchase others. However, now that the. time has come for them'to actually
make the purchases, the patients are divided on how they.should spend the money. Some
of them are still in favor of purchaSing declaration" bit Others leel that they have
made enough decorations and prefer ,to spend the money onrefreihments for'e ward
Christmas party. They seem to be fairly evenlyivided and have not yet been able to
settle on which they should W!. This'afternoon two of the patients have approached
you and told you that they have been Unable to reach a compromise.
They sk you
whether they should buythe deco tions or buy refreshments for a pdity.' Who should
.
decidh which purchase should be
e?
The patients..
You, the nurse.
Other.
(Specify who.

(28)

"c

.

Other. .0pecify who

t )
-

For the past three days Mr. ,I. haScomplained of not feeling well.
He was seen by the
,ward doctor and although the doctor found nothing specifically wrong with,.hil, the.
-doctor wrote an 'order that Mr. I. may remain off his essignment'and stay in bed ifhe
doesn't feel well. This afternoon, after everyone else has left the ward,.Mr. I.
.approaches you and tells-you thit he feels much bettei. He asks you whether or not he
should go on to his assignment. Who should decide whether Mr. I. should remain on the
ward.or return to his assignment?
.

Mr.' I., the patient.
You, the nurse.
Other.- (Specify .who
(29)

Mr. N. has been a'patient on your. ward for.some.tiMe
soon be ready for discharge. However, while an pass
begun to scream loudly milled struck several people
severe injuries to two of them.
Since his return to.

and the staff felt thatehe.would.
last Weekend, Hi. N.:had-suddenly
standing nearby, causing rather
the
habeen

onsidered assaultive and is still carriedon "A" status even-though ho further episodes
of this behaVior have occurred. There is an orZer on Mr. N.'s chart which states that
.

he is not to be permitted to leave, the ward unless he is accompanied by two; nursing
assistants. This evening there is a,special program being held at the chapel, and
Mr. N. had been working hard helping withpreparetions for The program prior to last
weekend's. episode. He has lotked forward- for apveralweeks to his part on iheprogram
and is very disappointed that he will be unableto-attend since there are not enough

7
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available f,:x the nursing assistants to accompany him. The chaplaiehes just
persona
take Mr. N. to the chapel for the service;
,come up the ward and has &eked you if he ma
tins Mr. [1,00to thechapal and returning .
Cy for
. he agree* to assume full reipodsi
they or not Mr. it Will be permitted to go to
Who should dea d'
%! ....him to Elie ward.
,
the service with the chaplain?
1

2.1

.

.

*

.

4

-Mr. N.,,the patient.
You, the nurse.
Others . (Specify who

)

alcoholic patient who has upon numerous occasions in the past started
Mr. O. is
bewent on pass end failed to return on time: For a long period Mt: 0.'s
drinking
permitted
doctor did not allow-him to have any passes., However,-,!last weekend he was
This week the doctor"
ak
one
fr
Sunday
and
returned
on
tine.
a day .past for Saturday
weekend.
has Again written anorder that N. 0: may have two one-day passes over the.
will
The doctor hat told,Mt. O. that,wif he fails to return on time for any reason; be
Late
be restricted to the locked ward and further pats-requests-will be denied.
city.
Friday evening Mr. 13. receives a telephone call from a former employer in another
this weekend
for
Mr.
0.,
but
that
he
-must
see.
him
Be states that he has a job:opening
given to °
in cider to settle the details. If Mt -4 cannot make it, the job will be
another man. .Beceuse.of the distance involved, Mr: 0..cannot make it there and back
'for the.interview it one day, but'could make ft with a pass permitting hit to leave
Mr.,0.'s doctor has left-the hospital
. .early'Saturday morning and return Sunday night.
Because of the
ana is, out Of visa for the weekend;
he cmitnot-beireacled byphone.
.
knoi.Mr..O. persOnally, the doctor who is
patient's past history and since he does not
Mr, O.
',in charge over:the weekend is reluctant to chaiga the original-pass order.
approachet you and discusses the problem. He very much wants*to sae about the job
before,
since yie feels he can handle the work, and when he worked for phi same employer
Mr.
0.
fesii'that
his
own
doctor'would
give
,.,.- he was able to remain sober for many years.
him the pear-if he'knet the circumstances.; However, he is not sure, and is reluctant
without further
to. take the chance and perhaps have tb returd'to the Jacked ward and,do
/e. O. asks, you whether or noi.he shouldgo for the interview. Who should+

(30)

-

.

..

.

passe?.
decide whether or not
,

.

. Mr.

.

0.:the patient.*
.-a"

.

,

.
.

.You, the nurse.
(Specify who
.........-9. Other.
.
`(31) .

.,

0"..shou}d go?

_y

making plans for a parly. They
sherd have be
vere? weeks.the patients on
r
have-made some decorations;.cellected money and arranged for the refreshments and
entertainment, and have invited a group of ladies from one of the female wards to be
that thespatiaproaho had
.their gueits. Ot the aftern000.of the party they discover
been4ppointed to keep the money whifh had been collected and to make the arrangement
for the,refreshments has-lift the hospital with their money; A group of patients
ahead°14aftheparty even though they have
approach you and ask whether they should go
Who should peke this decision?
no refreehments or whether they should cancel the partY.
.

The'patients.
You , the nurse.
Other.
(Specify
)

..
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if the patients do not have the party, the
In the situation just above (number
ladies who have been invited as guests will have to be informed. Who should decide
how this matter will be,handled?

(32)

The patienis.4
Yeu,Jfie nurse.
Other.
(Specify'who.
:

Mr. J. has beedhospitalized for many years. For the past several months hi has shown
Mr. J. has no relatives in this area. He has rarely been off the
steady improvement.
. hospital grounds except for an occasional outing with groups of patients from
the hospital.. For the past several-weeks a volunteer has been visitingMr. J. eac13,'
He enjoys these visits very much. The volunteer has offered to drive Mx. J.
week.
to a nearby shopping center for lunchand,to allow him to ?urchase home items he
Mr: J. is quite anxious
needs provided the doctor will give him a pass.
to-go, but he is reluctant toask the doctor for a pass. Tomorrow is the day
theyolunteer is C6ming to visit. This afternoon Mr. 1. approaches you ind.asks
youwhether or not he should ask the doctor for the pass. -Who:should decide
whether. ornot Er. J. should ask for a pass?

(33)

..

Mr. J., the patient.
, You, the nurse.
(Specify who
Other.

.
.

,

She goes to considerable
mother lives Some distance from the hospital.
(34) 'Mr.
...,-trouble'to, arrange transportation:in order to visit her son; since she cannot
.

drive herself.' Whenever she comes for a visit, Mr. Z.'s mother becomes very
angry with the personnelif.she cannot see her eon at once. Mr. Z. finds
these visits with his Mother-very upsetting, and does not like to visit-with
afternoon,.after everyone else has left the ward.eXcept you and Mr. Z.,
her.
: Z. approaches you and discusses how upset he beand two other patients,
1
He asks you whether or not he should) see his
comis when his mother.
s.
Who should decide whether or not
mother when she arrivpis afternoon.
Mr. Z._fihould visit with his mother?
'Mr. Z:, the patient.'
You, the nurse.
Other.
(Specify who

.
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Guilbert, Evelyn Kelly
DECISION SCALE

On the next few pages you will find a number of situations described. Each
situation is concerned with an interaction between a psychiatric patient and
a member of the nursing staff. You are asked to consider Lourself as the
nurse present in each of these situations.
the necessary
In each situation you are asked who, in your opinion, should
decision about the specific matter described. THEREeARE NO "RIGHT" OR 4WRONG"
who you honeatlY
ANSWERS. Please read each situation carefully and indicate
feel should make the required decision
It is quite possible that you may feel you would like more information about
do
some of the-situations. However, it is important to the study that you
not assume any details about the situation except those which you are given.
Please base your. opinion only on the information given.

For the purpose of this study it is important that every question be answered.
PLEASE DO NOT OMIT ANY.
_

For each situation limit. your answer to only one person to make the required
decision.

1.

For the peat three days Mr. I. has complained of not feeling well. He was
seen:by the ward doctor and' although. the doctor found nothing specifically
wrong with him, the dOCtOr wrote an order that Mr. Jp may remain off his '
assignment and-stay in bed if he doesn't feel well. This afternoon, after
everyone else has left the ward, Mr. I. approaches you and tells you that
He asks you whether or not-he should go on his
-he feele,much better.
wag or
aosigneent. Whoshould decide whether Mr. I. should remain on the
return to his assignment?Mr. I., the patient.
You, the nurse.
(SPECIFY WHO
Other.

2.

)

For the past several months he
Mr.-Q. has been hospitalized for many years.
He has
has shown steady improvement. Mr. Q. has no relatives in this area.
rarely been off the hospital grounds -except for an occasional outing mith
groups of.patients from the hospital. For the past several weeks a volunteer
has been visiting Mr. Q. each week. He enjoys these visits very.much. The
volunteer has offered to drive Mr. Q. to a nearby shopping center for lunch
and to allow him to purchase some items he needs provided the doctor will
give him a pass.' Mi.' Q. is Auite anxious to go, but' he is reluctant to 'ask
the doctor-for the pass. .Toporrow is the day the volunteer is coming to
whether or not he
visit; This afternoon Mr. Q. approaches you 'and esksyciu
Q.
should ask his doctor for-the pass. Who should decide whether or not Mk.
should ask for a pass?
Mr: Q., the. patient.
-You, the aurae.
(SPECIFY WHO
Other.

42
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Mk.. D. is a twentyone yaai old man on your ward who became ill and was
admitted to the hospital during the latter part of his second year at college:1.,
For the first few:Weeks after his admission he rarely spoke to anyone.
However, recently he has been much improved and the doctor.haatold him he
-may be discharged as soon as- he feali.he is ready to leave. For the past
few days Mr. D. has sought you Out and talked tO'YOU at length about the
Be has toldlow.;thsthispartstm.-at.0
problems he has at home.
dominating and have always treated him'-Wif,he were a very young child
making him'accoupt for his whereabouts sie411 time!. Although Mr. D. states
(sal anxious and
he enjoys his college work and was doing well, he liege
depressed because of his desire to be more independent wnncn was creating
Mr. D. feels that he could continue his college
problems frith his parents.
work if he could live away from home. -Since. hebas been.able..toy:btain a.
scholarship and has been working.pamtime, he can manage this financially
without the aid of his parents.: Howeeirk.,,D. has been having difficulty
deciding whether or not to make thia.:.beekvith'his parents; he has discussed
this with his doctor at length. Thii:Morhing Mr. D. contacted the college
and was_told that a'vacancy is available in the men's dOiMitory, but that he
must :decide today whether,or not he wants it; otherwise, the vacancy will. be
(

filled by another seudeni,'%D. has approached you and asked you whether
or-not he should take thaxoom which is available in the dormitory.
should decide whether or not Mr. D. should take the room?
Mr. D.

theTpatient.

You,' the nurse.
, Other.
(SPECIFY WHO
4.

WhcC-

a

Mk., R. was admitted to your ward two days ago following a serious suicidal
attempt. ,He is still on "S" (suicidal) status and appears very depressed.
His brother has just arrived on the ward and his asked you for permission
to take Mr. R. off, the station to see his father who, is in the hospital.
The father is seriously ill and is not expected to recover; he has been
Who
asking to see his son, and Mr. R. is anxious to go visit his father.
should decide whether or not Mr. R. will, lease the hospital to go see his
father? '
Mr. R., the patient.
You,.the nurse.
Other.

5.

(SPECIFY'WHO.

For weeks now Mr. E. has been looking forward to seeing a professional
football gale which the recreation department has arranged
or a small
group of patients to attend. The group is scheduled to leav immediately
after lunch. .About 1000AM Mr. E. receives a telephone call from his parents
telling him that they are arriving foaa visit and will be there about 2:00P.
Because of the distance they must travel, they do not manage to c'bjne often.
After talking with his parents, Mr. E. approaches you and' asks you whether he
should go ahead Sand attend the game which he has looked forward to for so long,
or whether he should remain, there and see his parents. Who should' make the'
decision whether or not Mr. E. should attend the game?
Mr. E., the patient.
You, the nurse.
Other.
(SPECIFY WHO

9
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6.

The therapist
Mr: V. has worked on the same assignment for several weeks.
reports that he is doing excellent work, and Mr. V. has repeatedly stated
how much. he enjoys the work he is doing. However, about.ten days ago a
patient from another ward was assigned to the same work area;/he and Mr. V.
have been having frequent diiagreements about the way the job should be
handled. Mr. V. has asked the therapist to assign. someone else to work
This.morningMr. V. approaches
with hip but foOnd out this is not possible.
you and asks you.whather'or.not he should ask the doctor to change his
assignment to. another area. Who shouldacetdc whether or. not Mr. V. *should
Auk the doctor.fora chings.of assignment?
Mr. V., the patient.
YOu, the nurse..
Other.
(SPECIFY.WHO

'

.
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Title: HEALTH CARE WORK POWEaL ESSl'gSS SCALE (REVISED)
Author: Guilbert, Evelyn Kelly
Variable: The variable is the feeling of power-

changed and five new items were added. The
scale was then submitted to a three-member
panel of judges for review. Changes in wording
were made as necessary in order to achieve
unanimous agreement on the validity of each

lessness'in health care work settings. Powerlessness is defined as the extent to which the
'health worker believes that he(she) has little or

item.

Reliability and Validity: Content validity has
been tentatively established by submitting the
items to a panel of expert judges. However, no
other type's of validity have been established as
of this date. Split-half reliability coefficients
have been determined for two small groups. In;

no control.over events relevant to his(her) work
situations.
Description:

Nature and Content: This instrument is the

one group, N = 6, the split-half reliability Coefficient was 0.72; in the other, N = 15, the reliabil-

second revision of an instrument constructed by
Guilbert in 1972. The revised version consists of
14 paired statements, one of which represents
control and one of which represents lack of con-

ity coefficient was 0.81. BOth groups were
extremely heterogeneous in educational backgrounds.

- trol or powerlessness. The instrument is a

forced-choice response, one in which the respon -..

:'Use in Research: Guilbert has used either the

dent is asked to endorse one of the pair of statements.
The statements are general in nature and the
content is not particularly related to health care
settings.
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is simple to administer.' The respondent is instructed to check, in each pair, one item which
he(she) believes to be most nearly true. The instrument can be self-administered, individually
administered, or grOup administered.

original or first revision of th a instrument in the
studies cited at the end of this review. As of this

date, the present revised edition has not been
used in any research study.
Comments: Each revision of the'instrument has

attempted to improve its psychometric properties. The original version and each revision
has been field tested. 'Further testing needs to
be done before it can be used in research. The
author plans to continue work on the development .of the instrument, and anyone interested
in using it should contact her.

A score of 1 is assigned to each- statement
checked that represents powerlessness (feelings
of lack of control), and a zero is assigned to those
that represent control. Scores can range from- 0
to 14 with higher scores denoting greater feelings of powerlessness.

f
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influence the degree to which psychiatric work...," ers are willing to allocate decisionmaking to patients. Guilbert's view of powerlessness, which
appears, .to be closely related to Rotter's
internal-external locus of control, focuses 'on the
.extent to which workers think they have or ex-

Review, 1964, 29, 216-226.

Rotter, Julian B., Seeman, Melvin, and Liver;
ont, Sliephard. Internal versus external control of reinforcements; A major variable in
behaVior theory. In Norman E. Washburne
(Ed.), Decisions, values, and groups (Vol. 2).

pea to have control or influence on events or

'decisions in their working-situations.
Source of Items: The items were developed by
the author and are of the same general design
as those used by Seeman (1962).
Procedure for Development: The author de-

London: Pergamon Press, 1962.

veloped a scale of nine items which was

reviewed by Dr. Melvin-Seeman for content vs.--

.lidity. The wording of the items was slightly

°

Seeman, Melvin, and Evans, John. Alienation
and learning in a hospital setting. American
Sociological Review, 1962, 27, 772-782.
-
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Duilbert,-Evelyn Kelly
HEALTH CARE WORK POWERLESSNESS SCALE.(REVISED)
v
,

For this section of the study you are asked to select the ONE statement out bf each
Again, it is quite
pair. of statements which you more strongly believe to be true.
possible in some cases that you may not really agree With either statement in a pair.
In these cases please check the one statement which comes closer to expressing the
way you feel.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pleate check ONLY ONE statement out:Of each pair. Be sure to check the'one which
,y_oi actually believe to be more. nearly true, rather than the one you think you
.-"enbuld" check or the one you would like to be true.
.

It is important to this study that vou choose one statement out of each pair.
PLEASE DO NOT OMIT MAKING A CHOICE.DUT OF ANY PAIR..
Remember, there are no- "right" or "wrong" choibes.
that is tmportant:to this study.

1.

It is your individual opinion

.When a person works for a large orgadization such as this facility, that
.sperson has-little chance ot exerting any real influence on working.,
.

.

conditions.
Even in a large organization such as this. facility; the individual can have
a real influence on working conditions, if that individual makes her (his)
.

ideas known,
The'type of treatment program a 'patient receives is decided by the doctor;
there's really very little anyone'else can do eXcept go along with it.
Everyonewho works with patients here can haVe a Keel influence on what
treatment appreach will be used.
.

3.

,

Some people are just lucky and seem to advance in their jobs by.simply being
in the right.place at the right time.
Many people don't realize how much the cause of.their failure to get ahead
on their jobs is the result of their own work performance.

4.

It doesn't do much good to try to thinklof ways to improve conditions at
work; you usually can't trynew ideas anyway.
If you have a good idea about some way to improve conditions at work, You.
can usually get the. backing you need to try it.

5.

It does little good.to. plan.pne's career too far ahead; some people get the
breaks and some doret.
.People are better off. f they plan their careers and set goals for themselves
rather than. trusting to fate.

6.

Individuals can influence in established rules at this facility, if they
make their own`needs known.
Established rules at this faCility can't be changed for an individual's
needs or praledis.

As a member of the treatment team I can have a real influence on the
treatment programprescribed for' patients.
Even though I am considered a member of the treatment team,'it's really
the doctors who decide what treatment the patient will receive.

Whether or not a person ggts a raise
mostly on luck and knowing the right
individual can do about it.
Whether or not a person gets4a raise
mostly on whether that individual is

8.

or promotion in their job:depends
people; there's really not much the
or promotion on thei''r job depends %.

well prepared and doei a good job.'

1 think people like myself can have an influence on how things are run here.
It's rather silly to lsk someone like myself to make suggestions'about how
things should be run.,here; people seldom pay any attention to them...

.9.

.

When decisions. are being made at this facility; the opinions of the people
affected by that decision do have an effect on what's decided.
When decisions are being,made at thiS facility, the opinions of the people
affected by them have little influence-on what's decided.

10.

.1
12.

Offering.valid complaints about one's.work situation here doesn't seem to
do much good.
Offering.valid complaints about one's Work situation here is usually helpful
in bringing about needed changes.
Persons like myself have little chance of protecting our professional
interests in this job when they conflict with those in the positi2ns of
power;

I feel we have adequate ways of coping with those in the positions of power
in this facility and can.protect'our own professional interests.
13.

14.

Employees at this facility can usually participate in making important
decisions related to their own work.
Individual employees have little opportuntty to participate in making
important decisions related to their own work.

Facility-wide policies are made by those few peopleln power, and there is
not much the individual cmployee can do about -it.
The individual employee can usually have an influence on facility-wide

Copyrighted:by Evelyn K. CUilbert; reproduced with permission by theHetlth Resources Administration.
Further reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder:
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pitals on three wards--an intensive care unit

Title: NURSE PERCEPTIONS OF STRESS
Author: Navin, Helen L.

(ICU), a medical-surgical unit (Med-Surg), and a

.

geriatricsunit. In each case, the nurse in charge
of the unit. was interviewed, and copiei of the

Variable: Personal subjective and objective
stress as perceived by 'nurses is the variable.
The definitions of stress and stressor used by

forrri were left for completion by nurse staff
members. The investigator. interviewed the
the author are those of Selye (1956). Stress is the
nurses on the staff of another unie to discuss
state manifested by a specific syndrome which . their .work and the events they perceived as
consists of all, the nonspecifically induced .: stressful. The investigator interviewed a nurse
.

changes within a biologic system ; stressorthat
which produces stress.

middle management who told of the stressors''''
that pertained both to her(hini) and the staff as

Description:-

she(he) perceived them. Froth these steps, a

Nature and Content: This is a 27-item interview scale which could hd. self-administered.
Along the left side are 17 "subjective-stressors
and 10 "objective stressors"; for each of these,
the respondent is asked whether or not this Par*

ikular stressor was experienced last year

(response. choices are yes or no) and, if so; an
estimate of its severity.
If the respondent did experience a particular

stressor, it is asked that he(she) numerically

rate its severity using a scale of 1 to 6 for a mild
stressor, 7 to 13 for a moderate stressor, and 14
to 20 for a severe stressor.
Adm:.listration and Scoring: If the scale is to

be administered by interview, the interviewer
should be one with interview experience who
can establish rapport with the subject, and who

is familiar with the instrument. The - author
states that each interview requires. approximately 45 minutes.

If the instrument is t,. oe self-administered,
no special provisions are necessary, and this reviewer estimate§ it would require approxi-

mately 15-20 minutes 'for completion.
No information on scoring of the. instrument
per se Was provided.
Development:

Rationale: The instrument was based upon
Selye's (195 &) theory of stress and was derived
from the work of Holmes and Rahe (1967) and
Thurlow (1971).

Source oftems: The author adapted some of

the ,items from Holmes and Rahe's Social

Readjustment Rating Scale (1967)0 and
supplemented them with items froin other literature, her personal and professional experience,
and that of her peers.
'Procedure for Development: Three steps\were
involved in the development,of the scale:
1. A restated form of Holmes and kahe's'So-

cial geadjustment Rating Questionnaire and
Social Readjustment Rating Scale was de-

veloPed and distributed to nurses in three hos-

total of 13 responses were received and a total of

139 stressors_ were listed. After duplications
were eliminated, 75 stressorsrernained.'
2: Twenty nurses volunteered to participate
in the next step the 75 stressors were placed on
IBM cards with a particular stressor typed at
the top of each card. The nurses were asked to
rank the cards On a continuum from I to 20, with

20 representing the stressor which required the
most personal adjustment and 1 being the one
which required the least personal adjustment.
The stressor "inadequate work area" was arbi.trarilr given the value of 10 in the subjective

stressors, and "marriage" was assigned the

value of 10 in the objective category by the author.
3. From step 2, the 17 cards most frequently
chosen from a possible 43 became the subjective
stressors of the final -instrument; the top 10 of
the 32 objective stressor cards most frequently
chosen became the, objective stressors of-the
final instrument.
Reliability and Validity, The author referred
to the reliability and validity of the Holmes and
Rahe Scales (1967). How. ever, no data provided
for the reliability of 1.1er adapted version of it
other than "reliability was shown to be accurate
for eight factors in the severe category."'
Content validity would seem to have been es-

tablished by the source of. the items and the
steps used in the developmen4 of the instrument.
.

.

Uie in Research: Navin (1975) developed and
used the scald in a study entitled A Case for the
Nurse: Stress Identification or Absenteeism. A

larger study:using the instrument is' now in
progress..
CoMments: This scale is stilloin the early stages
of psychometric development. The items and the
format of the instrument should be refined; a
scoring system should be developed, which will

provide quantifiable data and the reliability

avid construct validity of the instrurnent.should

4.0
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be determined. The author pointed out that vol-

Selye, Hans. The stress of life. New

study, and persons who volunteer for research
projects, especially a project dealing with stress,.
may, in fact, react to and handle stress differently from nonvOlunteers.

Thurlow, H. J. IllneSs in relation to life sit
tions and sick-role tendency. Journal
Psgchosomatic Research, March 1971,.

untary subjects who partic!ated in her pilot

McGraw Hill Publishing Company, 1956..

73-88.

.

- Source of Information:
Helen L. Navin, R.N.., M. S.
College of Nursing
University of ArizonaTucson, Ariz. 85724

References,.

Holmes, Thomas; and Rahe, Richard. The social
readjUstment rating scale. Journal of
Psychosomatic Research, 1g67, 11, 213 -218.
.

Navin, Helen L. A case for the nurse: Stress
identcation or absenteeism. Unpublished .
manuscript. Tucson:- University of Arizona,

,
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Navin, Helen. L.
NURSE PERCEPTIONS OF STRESS
a

STRESS DATA

STRESSORS

SEVERITY ISTIMATE

EXPERIENCED LAST YEAR

YES

NO

MILD

SEVERE

MODERATE

,

7-76

7i T3

.

1 4- 20

.

Inadequate work area

Unfairdiscipline from Su brior
Unfair treatment fronjsuperiors

.

Unwelcome-:feeling of formed group to'newcomer
Team nursing .channels of authority broken

Threat of losing job
Friction bets een unit personnel
corn etent staff
F

.

.

ction with other services in hospital

Dis espect from staff under your leadership
Too. iuch responsibility
Drs.

.

0.

,............._,____

it responsible for talking to patient or
about impending death

fami

Nots

.

L,

,

...,-

.

wo k s ace - nursing station

being a m ddleman

.

.

.

Dr.-Family, Etc._.1

Dr. Pt.

.

Problems w' h family members of patient

i

E Lyi s i c a n reprimand

.

.

.

,

i

Personal sextfal di fficul ties

.

,

.

.

'OBJECTIVE

.

.

..
,,

.

-.,

.

,

Marriage'
Death of `spouse-A-

________......
..

,.

.

.

Divorce
;Son or daughter 'leaving hone

rMat-70 separation

A

.

P

Death ofe.close.family`member
.

.Gain of new family membe

Mari to

,.

reconci 1 iat on

Death of a. close famil

.

friend

eqrliE7Fom suDermor to

..

i

.
.1.

o,

via

tas

1

., a

ft
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initiation of such a program?",(Seidl and tillitteri,1967).
Source of Items: An initial list 432 items was
devised by the authors based upon a review, of
the literature-and their professional
experience.
.
Procedure for Development: The initial list
was submitted to a panel of three nurse-judges
for evaluation On the following criteria: (I) dal.-

Title: PARENT PARTICIPATION ATTITUDE .
SCALE.

,

'

Authors: Seid), Frederick W., and Pillitteri,
Adele

,

r

.

Variable: The PPAS was designed to measure
the.acceptince or rejection by nursing personnel of parent participation in hospital pediatric
programs. "Parental participation" refers to a

ity of intent, brevity, and relevance to the Object

of the attitudepareneparticipation, and (2) rel
evance to current nursing theory. Of the 32
items submitted to the panel, 26 were Con-

parent's or parents' presence and active in-

volvement in the care of their hospitalized children.

sidered acceptable on the baSis' of 100 percent
.agreement. '
.
These 26 items were listed in random order
and mimeographed for distribution to 231 nursing personnel. After the completed forms were

o

Description:

Nature and Content: The PPAS consists of 24
self-rated Likert items indicating pediatric staff
acceptance or rejection of parental involvement
in hospital pediatric care programs. A typical
item is: "It is generally good practice to -allow a
parent to accompany his or her-child to X-ray."

scored, two criterion grotips, the highest 33
cases and the lowest33 cases, were compared

A=strongly agree, a= mildly' agree,
d=mildly
disagree, and

ununcertain,

ID=*:strongly -disagree.

An equal number of positive and negative
statements are included to avoid'the effect of
.: -24 -item final. form.;
'.
response set.
The
sample
used
for
instrunient
develOpment
',Adminietration and Scoring: Instructions acwas
231
nursing
personnel
at
the
Children's
companying this self-administered instrument
Hospital
of
Buffalo,
New
York..
Although
destate that there ale no right or wrong answers.
tailed
samPling.information
was_
not
provided,
Returns* are not signed and subjects are urged
.

.

:

(according to a procediire 'developed by Likert)
to determine whether or not the groups differed
significantly in their.-responses to each of. the
kerns. All but twoTiof the comparisons produced
.values which indiCated that the item discriniinated beaveen the high and low scoring groups.
These two items were eliminated yielding therk

Five pos.sible alternative responses are provided:

z

.

.

the group seems to have been. representative of
the population for whiCh the "nstrunient is iir-

to be; frank in giving their personal views.
For, positive items (acceptance of parent in-

-

tended. The group was het ogeneous with re- '.gard to educational pre ration (nurse's aides;

scores are assigned from 5 (for

strongly agree) to 1 (for strongly disagree). For

licensed .practical nurses. and ' registered

negative items (rejectionof parent involvement), the -s ores are reversed. The resulting

nurses), employMent status, length of time in
nursing, and area of greatest experience before
.
present employment.
Re;:, Way and Validity: The splithalf reliability coefficient with the Spearman-Brown

.1

ratings are then summed Lo provide a total score
for each individual. A high total score indicates

acceptance of parent involvement. Although

0

positively and negatively worsied items/are ran-

domly distributed"' throughout the question-.

correction' was 0.37. Content validity was estab-

naire, they can be identified by a list provided by
the; authors.
-

lished through Ithe systematic method of item
selection and revisions.
by a panel of _nurse
.
judges.
.
Use in Research Eiccept for 'the testing of the
scale, it has not been used in any published research. Howeve , the author- reported that it
has been used in some master's theses (Seidl
k

Development:
Rationale: From the point of view of medicine,

.

'

child nutrition, hospital administration, and-.
Mental- health,. the involvement of parents in
the pediatric care Of their children has been,
under appropriate. conditions; .minimally

troublesome and maximally beneficial for both

1976)..

,

I

.

Comments: Items for the PPAS are lucid and
comprehensive. Because the reported Spear-

the child and the parent The recent growing
man-Brown coefficient is extremely, lo*, further
interest in parent participation programs has
raised the question, "WS.at kinds of reactions ° studies of.the instrument's internal consistency
from staff might be expaeted as a result of the

52

are urged; as is further attention to its validity.

.
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References:
Seidl, F. W.,And Pillitteri,.A..Deveiopment of an
attitude, scale on parent participation. Numing Research, 19Q7, 16, 7143.
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Seidle,Freder4ckW., and,Pillitteri, Adele:
PARENT PARTICIPATION ATTITTE SCALE.(PPAS)

'INSTRUCTIONS

,

,

,

.

,

.

,

.' .- In cooperationvith the hospital we are studying what nurses.,
think about parent participation in hospital pediatric programs. A lOt
Frequently, these
has,bien written on-this suhject in the various journals.
We
thought
it
might
be
a
good
idea to find
articles are'not inagreemefit.
out what nurses themselves 'think
\

You can help in the-study by passing on your own ideas.
and give your personal views regar ess of what others may think.
no right or wrong answers.,

Be frank
There arei

.

We wou d, however, like to
have you fill out, the questions on the last page' for research purposts (age,

You do notneed to give you\ r name.

education:, etc.).
°

So as not to use too much of Your time, we have a list of.ideas
which other nurses'have 'contributed. You werely'dircle the large."A" if you
strongly agree, phe small."a" if you mildly- agree, "un" Al you are uncertain
Or can not make, up your mind,.the small "d" if. you mildly disagree, and the
strongly disagree.f.You'have any ideas Which you feel
large "D"
should be included, of them. down at the end... We'Would appreciate having them.
Others who have given us their ideas say that it.is best to work
Give your first reaction. If you read and re-read the statements
it tends to be confusing and it will take up too vluch.of your time.

(rapidly.

.1

/

"Child" in this study'refers tochildren between the ages' of ode
and fOur years unless the statement indicates otheiWise.

A = strongly agree%

/7

a = mildly agree
/''un = uncertain
d = mildly disagree
13 = strongly disagree
:

,

/

'I.

.1

.

-

When parents stay beyond the scheduled visiting
hours, the.normal hospital routine is upset.
.

,

A a. un.

d.

.

The nurse-patient mailationship IS frequently
.'
enhanced. by parentalLinvolvement.
.

A a un d D

.

.

.

/

If.e kiven procedure. 1.4 explained-to a,parent in
a'patient and understanding manner, the.Pdrent
will be 'better able .to glve the child the emotional
support he needs. .'

'

.

.

,It'is not necessary, under usual circumstances, to
-Anform,parents if there is a positive change in the
child's coadition:'
,

'

.
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A a

un

d

D
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5.

It is generally good practice o allow a
to accompany his or her child to X-ray.

47
parentt\lo

.

a

un

d

D

a

un

d

D

a

un

d

D

\

6.

Generally'., parents should not be allowed to

accompany their children into the X-ray room
after having observed the necessary precautions.

" *.
7.

8.

.

10.

i .

12.

13.

14.

151

,16.

A

If. mothers are involved in the care of their
terminally ill children, they will usually have
an easier time adjusting to their death.

The mother igho insists on staying with her
child is usually a very upset person.

A

a

un

'd

D

Parents should be allowed to visit the hospiLal
whenever they wish.

A

a

un

d

D- -7

When death occurs, it is usually better for parents
to be absent from the room.
A

a

un

d

D

It is,usually"better for the nUrse.to explain a
procedure:to a child than it is.to have the parent
do the.exPlaining'after having been instructed by
the 'nurse, even rif the parent is able to fully
Understand the procedure.

a_ un

d

D

The. mother who shows visible signs of being
upset over her child'scondition should not be
allowed to visit her child.

AaundD

It is,not necessary, under usual. circumstances
\to'inform parents if there is a negative change
in the child's condition;

a

un

d

The presence of a child's parents is usually
very.comforting to him:

AaundD

Explaining a medically difficult procedure to
a parent, such as a spinal tap, usually fails
to make the parent feel more at ease.-

A a

un

d

D

A a

un

d

D

A a

un

d, D

A a

un

d

Mothers sh8uld be encouraged to stay in the
hospital through such means as free meals, bus
-fare;'etc, if the financial situation in the home
' is marginal.
I

.

4 .
:17.

18;

D.

Most parents are not aware of when it is good
for them to be with,their'child and when it iivnot.
Nurses should, always, give medications to children

even iI the medidation7is-one
mother
/ihich a
would normally give in the hoe.

55
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19.

If death is expected within a few days and the
child is conscious, parents ahoilld be encouraged
to stay with their child._-7-

A a

un

d

D

It is better for a mother to feed her own baby
than it is forthe nurse to do so, provided It
is notmedically.contraindicated.

A a

un

d

D

Most mothers should beiallowedto change simple
dressings proVided they have been instructed by
the nurse and are under nursing supervision.

A a

un

,

20.

21.

.

22._ When a mother Volunters.tO feed a child other
than her own and permission for such has been
granted by the natural mother of the child, she
should be allowed. to do so provided such action
is not medically contraindicated.
.

23.

24.

.d

A

AaundD

I

Generally, parents should not be told the diagnosi-s-and the implications of the diagnosis in
terminal cases.

a

un

d

D

a

un

d

D

In procedures in which'the child needs to be
restrained. such as-ingiving injections, a parent
can often. carry out ::this function.

,,

A

CoFyrighted by Frederick W. Seidl; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources Administration.
Further reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder..
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Title: YOU AND DEATH

help of fourgr aduate assistants: Chris Dowell;

Author: Shneidman, Edwin S.

Ross Goldstein, Dan Goleman, and Bruce Smith.
Reliability and Validity: No information was
provided.

Variables: The vlariables under study are (1)
childhood experiences of and attitudes toward
death, (2) beliefs and wishes about afterlife, (3)
thoughts about one's own death, (4) feelings
about the disposition of one's own body, (5) past

tries and probability . of future attempts of
suicide, (6) wills, funerals, and other death rituals.

lished in Psychology Today, August 1970, along

with instructions for completion.and a request
for readers to complete the reply form and mail
it to the periodical office. More than 30,000
readers returned completed questionnaires. The
Shneidman .reference cited below:
The instrument has also been used in a study
by Golu-b and Reznikoff (1971) comparing the
attitudes of nursing students toward death with

Nature and Content: This is a self-administered, 75-item instrument. The' first 57 items

dperationalize the variables identified in the
preceding section; items 58 through 75 elicit respondent demographic data. Multiple choice re-

that of graduate nurses.
Comments: This instrument was developed to
obtain information relative to people's peiceptions of death and dying. In its present form, it

sponses are provided for each question; the
number of response choices varies from 2 to 9.
Sample items from the instrument are:

does not purport to do more. It does have poten-

4. Which of the following best describes your child-

tial as a research instrument on a concept of

hood conceptions of death? (A) Heaven-and-hell concept,

special interest and concern to nurses. The instrument's reliability and validity should be established and any potential user should give it a
great deal of psychometric attention, e.g., item
analysis, cluster analysis, etc.

(B) After-life, (C) Death as -sleep, (D) Cessation of all
physical and mental activity, (E) Mysterious and unknowable, (F) Something other than the above, (G) No
conception, (H) Can't remember.
8. To what extent do you believe in a life after death?
(A) Strongly believe in it, (B) Tend to believe in it, (C)
Uncertain, (D) Tend' to doubt it, (E) Convinced it does not

References::
Golub, Sharon. Fear of death among nurses. Un-

exist.

32. If your physician knew that you had a terminal
disease and a limited time to live, would you want him to

published paper presented at Thanatology.

tell you? (A) Yes, (B) No, (C) It would depend on the
circumstances.

Golub, Sharon, and , Reznikoff, Marvin. At-

Sy posium, White Plains, New York, 1974.

titude toward death. Nursing Research, 1971,

Administration and Scoring: No special provisions are. necessary for administration; the re-

20 (6),

Psychology oday; August 1970,4 (3).
You an death. Piychology Today, June

level. Approximately 20 minutes are.require,d to
complete the instrument.
In Golub's stu .y (referenced below), no indi-

1971, 5 (1).

Deaths of ma New York: The New York

\vidual scores were computed for any respond-

Times Book Companyt 1973.

entfrequencies were tallied and percentages

were computed for each response alternative.

Source of Information:
Edwin S. Shneidman, Ph.D.

DeVelopment:

Rationale: No underlying theoretical rationale was identified by the author.

Departmentof Psychiatry
University of California School of Me icj,ne
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

Source of Items: No information was provided.

Procedure for Development: The questionnaire wad designe,d by Edwin S. Shneidman,
Center for,
Study in the Behavioral
Sciencei, in consultation with Edwin Parker
and G. Ray Funkhouser of Stanford University.
It is a modification of a questionnaire Shneidman developed at Harvard University with the

3-508.

Shneidman, Edwin S. Death questionnaire.

"spondent must be able to read at 10th grade
\\

Use in Research: The questionnaire was pub-

results of that study are described in the

Description:

.
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Instrument Copyright:
Psychology Today
,

Box 744
Del Mar, Calif. 92014

The instrument is not reproduced in this compilation.
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Title: TRUST SCALE FOR NURSES (TS-N)

Authors: Wallston, Kenneth A., Wallston, Barbara S., and.Gore, Susan
Variables: The Trust Scale for Nurses (TS-N)
measures two ,variables: nu.-ses' trust of pa-

tients (TS-N-P), and nurses' trust of other
nurses .(TS-N-N). No specific definitions are
provided for these variables. However, trust ap-

parently has the same meaning here as that
provided by Rotter in the Interpersonal Trust
Scale (ITS). Rotter defined interpersonal trust
as the belief that "the word, promise, verbal or

written statement of another individual or

group can be relied upon" (Ratter, 1967).

The variables are operationally defined by
asking respondents to indicate the extent to
which they agree or disagree with a series of
questions dealing with nurse-patient and
nurse-nurse relationships.
Description:

Nature. and Content: Trust of patients (TSN-P) is measured by six items, such as "Most
patients answer questions about their health
habits- honestly." Trust of other nurses (TS-NN) is measured by responses to four items such
as: "If a patient were under anesthesia and said
something they wouldn't have said otherwise,
most nurses wouldn't go around talking about
it" (Wallston et al., 1973). Half of the statements
used to measure each variable are worded positively; half of the statements are worded
negatively. Responses to the 10 questions are
indicated on a 7-point rating scale with the two

end points defined as strongly agree and

strongly disagree,
Administration and Scoring: The Trust Scale
was designed to be self-administered, and no

special provisions are needed. Directions for
completion of the instrument precede the first
item.

' Responses to all items are scored so that

7

indicates a. high degree of trust. Responses to..
the reverse- worded items- are reversed before
being added to the responses to the
nonreverse-worded items. Scores on the two
variables aye derived by summing responses to
the respective groups of items.. If a respondent
fails to respond to a given question, that
response is estimated by taking the average respOnse to the other items in the particular subscale and rounding it off to the nearest integer.

The author States that if more than one re-.

sponse is mi$sing, it is better to invalidate the
-entire set of responses (Personal communication

with author, 1916). Scores on the TS-N-P may
range from 6 to 42, those on TS-N-N frbm 4 to
28, and those on the total scale from 10 to 70.
Development:

-

Rationale: Trust between nurses and patients
is considered fundamental to full attainment of
the purpose of nursing. Nurses must be able to

trust before they can assist patients to trust.
Patients experiencing the openness of trust
Should be better able to share their true feelings

with nurses. *Mutual trust would allow -for
greater accuracy in nursing observations and
diagnoses and, therefore, increase the effectiveness of nursing interventions (Wallston et
al., 1973).

Source of Bents: 'The authors did not indicate.
the source of the items used in this instrument,

other than to note that they were part of an

initial pool of 34 such questions.
Procedure for Development: Ten of the above
mentioned 34 items were selected-for inclusion

in the present scale based on the following
criteria: (1) The 4m had to have a correlation of
at least 0.30 with some of the other 33 items, (2)
The mean score had to be approximately. 4.00,
and (3) Responses had to be spread across the 7
response alternatives.
Those items in the original pool that had to do
with trust of self and of institutions did not meet

these criteria and, therefore, were excluded
from the final scale.
The sample used to select the 10 items used in
the Trust Scale for Nurses was made up of 45
senior and 19 graduate nursing students. It appears that only the data from the 19 advanced
students were used to select the 10 items used in
the current form of the test. The sample used to

provide the data for test-retest reliability information consisted of 15 registered nurses. The
sample .of nurses used to provide information

'about the relationship between the ITS score

and the -TS-N measures was located at the
Nashville Veterans Administration Hospital.
Fifty-five (35 percent) of the 157 total sample
returned the ITS queStionnaire, 92(50
returned the TS-N. questionnaires (Wallston et
al.:1973).

Reliability and Validity: Test-retest reliability information is based on the ,responses of 15
registered nurses who took the dame test twice.
There was an 8-month interval between the two
tests. The test-retest correlations were 0.86 for
TS-N, 0.70 for TS-N-P, and 0.68 for TS-N-N
(Wallston et al.; 1973). No internal Consistencyreliability type. information was.available.
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No information was provided regarding the
distribution of nurses on these measures. The
scores of several subgroups of interest to the
authors suggest, however, that the typical respondent tended to agree somewhat more than
disagree, for they had mean scores of about 5.0
on the 7 -point scale. In addition, the standard
deviations for these groups suggest that they
were relatively homogeneous, for the observed
variance would be only from 5 to about 10 percent of that which-; is theoretically possible on

items were removed from the final TS-:11 because they did not relate well to the TSN in the
preliminaiy item analysis. This is not necessarily a problem. Eight of the 10 TSN questions
appear to have content that suggest trust. Coneequently, there is not a priori reason' to think
that they may not be used to 'provide such information. However,° further information .is
needed regarding the inter-item relationships of
these items before such a decision could be sup-

such scales.
No information 'wastavailable regarding the-

The fact that half of- the nurses at the, VA
hospital refused to participate in the research
raises a question about the variance obsery din
the initial sample of respondents. As indic ted

relationship between scores on the three measures and various demographic characteristics
of the respondents such as sex, age, religion, and
educational background. Neither was there any

specific information about the relatibnship be-

tween TSNN and TSNP. However, the fact
that TSNP correlates somewhat better with
the ITS 'measure than does TSNN suggests
that these two sets of items are measuring different variables.
The Interpersonal Trust Scale score (hotter,
1967) -Wasssed to provide information regarding

the extent to which the Trust Scale for Nurses'
measures are similar to another test presumed
to measure a similar variable. The highest correlation reported between these two tests was
0.32.

Analyses were run to determine the relationship between the Trust Scale for NiIrses' scores
and whether or not the respondent was willing

to participate in future research. The, results
indicated that those who were willing to partici-

pate in future research had higher scores on
TSNP (p < 0.01) and TSN (p < 0.02).
1.1(3e in Research: The TSN was, used in a study

of 66 registered, nurses at the Murfreesboro,
Tennessee, 'Veterans,. Administration Hospital
(Battle and Wallston, 1973).
Comments: The TSN appears to be easy to administer. The use of an average scale for missing items is often a good practice, but in this

case the two variables are measured by an
insufficient number of items to make the procedure defensible. An alternative strategy i& to
average the items to which the subject has ac-

tually responded to arrive at a score nor that
variable:

The fact that the relationship between the
ITS and TSN scores is minimal suggests that
the Trust Scale for Nursesis not measuring the
same variable as the ITS. This is also suggested

by the fact that the more general trust type

ported.

above, the group appears to be fairly homog neous. If this were true and if those who chose of
to respond held considerably different opini ns,

and had responded, then it is possible that ifferent inter-item characteristics would be present. Since the intent of such a test is to provil e
information about persons other than just tho e
who volunteer to participate in research, add.tional information is needed to illuminate the
differences between such groups and to indicate

how these differences may affect the scale

characteristics of the TSN measures.
Moreover, the limited size of the sample used
to gather information on reliability and the initial item characteristics are too small to make
other than the most limited generalizations.
Ct,:isequently; before the TSN is used in other
than a very tentative fashion, it should be given
to much larger groups of respondents under
conditions designed, to improve the quality and
dependability of such information.
Finally; the basic °rationale for,,the use of the
TSN involves a belief that nurses who have

higher trust scores will be more accurate in

their nursing observations and diagnoses and,
therefore, will be more effective in their nursing

intervetions. No data are presently available
regarding this potential. Such data are critical

for making a decision regarding the validity'
and/or practical utility of the test. Consequently, subsequent use of the TSN should
include, attempts to gather data relevant to this
issue.
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Wallston, Kenneth A., Wallston, Barbara. S., and Gore, Susan
TRUST.SCALE FOR NURSES (TS-N)

This is a questionnaire to determine the beliefs of nurses about .
relationships with patients and other nurses. Please answer the statements
by giving as true a picture of your own beliefs as possible. There are no right
or wrong answers. Be sure toread each item carefully,. and respond to it on the
grid below.
1.

Most patients answer questions about their health'habits honestly.

(TS-N=P)

If a patient were under anesthesia and said something they wouldn't have said
otherwise, most.nurses wouldn't go around talking about it; (TS-NA)
2.

A nurse is better off being cautious in dealing with Patients until they have
provided evidence that they are trustworthy. (TS- ii -P)'

*3.

4.

A patient will not ring fOr.a nurse unless he has a real need for her

.(TS -N -P)

Patients often complain to their families, doctors, and other patients abOut
(TS-N-P)
the way nurses treat tnem:

*6.

6: Patients will often go out of their way to be helpful to..other patients.
(TS-N-P)
7.

*d.

Most.nurses live up to their responsibilities.

(TS-N-N)

Few nurses are really concerned about'theirpatients' welfare.

(TS-N-N).

Given the opportunity, almost any patient on a strict hospital diet will try
to sneak in some forbidden food.
(TS-N-P)

*9.

*10.

Most nurses like to gossip with each other about their patients.

(TS-N-N)

*.1ndicates reversed scoring. (i.e., high. agreement means low trust).

Response Seale:

1

strongly
agree

'

-

-strongly
'disagree

,CopYrighted,by theAmerican Journal of Nursing Company; reproduced with permission by thi; Health itesources
.; Administration. Further reproduction prohibited without permission of copytight'holder.'
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Title: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR UNDER- ,agree) ,p 5 (strongly disagree). For negative
items (reflecting rigidity and lack of insight), the,
STANDING THE DYING
PERSON AND HIS
.
scores are reversed. The resulting ratings for
FAMILY
the 33 items are summed to yield a total score.
Author: Winget, Carolyn, Yeaworth, Rosalie C.,
Scores on\Part I may range from a minimum of
and Kapp, Fredric T.
33 to a Maximum of 165 for the 33 scored items.
Low score's indicate flexibility in interperSOnal
Variables: The questionnaire was designed to
relations,
.\.a desire for open. communication
obtain attitudinal and experiential data on
around
critical issues, and !`psychological-professionals.
death and dying from health care
.

Experiences with death and dying include

mindedness" in relation to dying patients and
their families. High scores indicate a rigidity of
attitudes, a focus on physical needs during terminal illness; and a lack of insight into
psychological factors influencing the self and
others.
tems in Parts II and III seek
Most of th\e items
factual inforri;lation about the respondent, and
scoring will depend_ upon the needs and pur-

events, in one's persohal life and professional
training.

thors suggest categorizing responses to 'the sec-

Attitude is defined as "a complex, structured
psychological tendency to respond in a, consistent way to social objects or situations." Attitudes toward death and dying are assessed in
terms of flexibility in interpersonal relations,

.

desire for open communication about critical is-

sues, and "psychological-mindedness" in relation to patients and families of dying patients.

Description:

Nature:. aitd Content: The 6-page questionnaire has three sections. Part I consists of 50
Likert-type items to be answered using a 5-point
= strongly agree, A = agree, U = 'unscale:

certain, D = disagree, SD = strongly disagree.
Thirty-three of the items contribute to-a total,
score, while the'remaining 17-items are apparently fillers. Typical' items. are: "Regardless of
his age, 'disabilities, and personal preference, a
Person should be kept aliire as long as possible,"
and "Dying patients should be told they are dying."
-

Part II consists of 13 items with varying response alternatives. These deal with the respondent'S experiences.- with death and dying
and hi's' attitudes toward fzinerals, autopsies,
and educational experiences about, death. For
example, "Have you ever been asked to talk
with .a person who is dying?" (The respondent
cheeks "yes" or "no.") "Has anyone in your immediate family died?" (The respondent checks
the appropriate relationship, "father," "mother," "sister," etc. and then records the respondent's age at the time the death occurreG.) '

poses of the individual investigator. The au-

ond sentence' completion task ("If I learned
today that L had alatal illness, IkwOpld probably ....") into those that emphasize emotional
responses, those that emphasize "doing," and
,.
those that include elements of both.
Development:

Rationale: Kibler -Ross has emphasized that
individuals must\ evaluate their own attitudes
toward death and'Aying before they can be helpful to tefminally ill patients without feeling anxiety or other discomfOrt. Although nurses Play a
pivotal role in facilities for geriatric and termi-

nally ill patients, little research' has been devoted to the attitudes of health care personnel
and how they may affect or modify the management and treatment of these patierits..Presumably; treater acceptance of 'feelings about
death, more open communication, an broader
flexibility in relatingto dying patients and their
families facilitates better patient care.
Source of Items: The contents of the questionnaire were based \ upon the professional
experience of an interdisciplinary team .of the

University of Cincin
ii atia social worker and

some members of the faculty of the College of

Nursing and Healt

and the

College

of

Part III consists of five items Of-demographic
information about therespondent (sex, religion,
age, intensity of religious belief, and profest
siOnal status).
Administration and Scoring: The questionnaire is self-administered and requires approximately 25 to. 40 minutes to complete.
A scoring key has been developed for Part I of

Medicine. Members of ne team had had various
amounts of experience with dying patients and
in conducting teaching sessions for nursing stu-

Openness-flexibility) are scored from 1 (strongly

issues.

the questionnaire. Positive items (reflecting

.

dents and medical students for the students'
,
work with dying patients.
Procedure for Develo ment: In Part I, item
construction was design d to minimize' the ef=
fects of response set by using both positively
and negatively worded it ms on similar content

PSYCHOSOCIALINSTRUMENTS
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Reliability and Vatidily: A student research

study conducted in 1976 with 46 seniorgand 88:
.,

sophomore nursing students investigated coefficient alpha as a measure of internal consistency. The coefficient alpha for this instrument
Was found to be 0.72 (Winget, 1976).

Qiscriminant validity of Part I was demonstrated in a study of attitudes of nursing t tudents toward the dying patient that involved
the entire freshmen and senior classes (n = 108
and n = 69, respectively) in the Collegeof Nuraing and Health of the University of Cincinnati
(Yeaworth et al., 1974). Scores on,the attitudinal

poition of the measure discriminated between
senior nursing students who had taken formal
elasses on loss and grief and on death and dying,
in addition to having had clinical conferences on

these topics,' and freshman nursing students

55

toward death and dying persons.. The authors
reported, "Since then it has been widely used in
both undergraduate and graduate nursing §tuAk
dent projects."
Comments: Part I of the questionnaire, has considerable value as a measure of health profeSsionals' openness and flexibility in dealing`with
dying patients. Since it was developed for college and professional students, the language in
some of the items might present difficulties for

less well-educated respondents (e.g., Part I,
Item 16: "Individual freedom of choice ultimately should mean freedom of choice to live or
die within a context of responsibility for self and

others.") An item analysis is strongly recommended to determine, for exainple, whether
focusing on the physical needs of the patient
precludes an emotional response to his situa-

who hack not -had this educational, experience
(t = 8.69 for mean scores, p < 0.001).
Construct validity was assessed by administering the questionnaire, the Rotter If-E Scale,
and the Defense Mechanisms Inventory (DMI)
to men and women enrolled in an evening course
on death and dying. Those expressing greater.

References:

affect on the DMI and those who had scores
toward the internal control pole on the I-E

search,-1974, 23 (1), 20-24.
Winget, Carolyn. (Personal communication)

Scale also had low scores on the death and dying
questionnaire. Norms are availab'e for
freshmen and senior nursing students and med-

tion.

Yeaworth, Rosalie C., Kapp, Fredric T., and
Winget, Carolyn. Attitudes of nursing stu;
dents toward the dying patient. Nursing Re1976.

ical students, practicing physicians and regis-
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Carolyn Winget, M.A.
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College of Medicine

Use in Research: The instrument was originally
used in a study by Yeaworth, Kapp, and Winget
(1974) to measure attitudes.of 108 freshmen and
69 seniors in a baccalaureate nursing program

Oincinnati, Ohio 45267
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Winget,Carolyn, Yeacortl, Rosalie C., and Kapp, Fredric.T.
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR UNDERSTANDING THE DYING PERSON AND HIS.FAMILY
Subject #

Using the following-code, please circle the response that best
matches your actual current attitude for each of the following statements.
Part.I:

Strongly agree.
Agree
= Uncertain
= .Disagree

CODE:). SA =

A
U

D
SD* = Strongly disagree
4..-

.

_SA A U D SD

1. Regardless of his age, disabilities, and personal preference,
a person should be kept alive as long as possible.

SA A U D SD

2.

SA A U D SD

3.

SA A U D SD

4.

SA A U D SD

5.

Dyingpatients should be told they are dying.
Medical personnel find it more satisfying to work with
patients who are expected to improve rather than with
-patients who are likely to die.
The dying patient is best served. by a.matter-of-fact focus
on medical issues.
.

Discussion among doctors, nurses, and other health workers
'about the care.of the dying may reveal differences in
attitudes toward death and dying.

SA A U D SD

It is important in the treatment of the dying patient to
discuss his feelings with blm.

SA A U D SD

e octord, nurses, family and friends, if they prefer, can
keep knowledge.about his status from the dying patient'.

SA A U D SD

8.

Fear of death ienatural in all of us.

SA.A U D SD

9.

Feelings. of depression in theme dying patient-are unusual.

SAA U D SD

10.

The patient is better off..not knowing his diagnosis even
when it carries an implication of imminent death.

SA A U D SD

11.

If a patient talks about his fear -of death, his doctcitsand
nurses should reassure hiwthat he has little to worry about.

SA A 5 D pp

12.

Nurs es and doctors usually,tommunicate easily with each
other on issues relating to the needs of the dying patient.

SA A U,D SD

13.

Those who support the principleeof "death.with dignity"
endorse active as well as passive euthanasia..

4
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SA A U D SD

14.

No matter what my personal beliefs, in my role' as a medical
professional I would fight to keep the patient alive.

,SA A U D SD

15.

The dying patient who t _ks about his future plans for work,
family trips, etc., does not realize the seriousness of
his condition.

SA A U DSD

16.

Individual freedom of choice ultimately chould mean freedom
of choice to live or die within a context of responsibility
for self. and others.

SA A UD SD

17.

SA A U D SDp

18.

Even if they don't ask. relatives should be told when death
is imminent In the ill-patient:
.

Dealing with a dying_patient makes one aware of his own.
feelings regarding death.:

SA A U D SD-.7

SA A U D SD

Family members who stay close to a dying patient often
interfere with the professional's job with the,patient:

20_ Death means annihilation of the physical, social, and psychological self.
,

,

SA 4 UD SD

21:- Dying in the United States is handled more humanely than it
is in most other parts of the world.

SA A U D SD

22.. If given a choice, I prefer to avoid contact with dying
people.

SA A U D SD

23.

It is natural for medical personnel to grieve for their,
patients who die:

SA A 0D SD

24.

I rarely think of dying.

SA A U D SD

4.

The dying patient is' hysically ugly.

SA A U D SD

26.

It is possible for medical personnel-to help patients prepare
for death.

SA A U D SD-

27.

Medical personnel tenet; cut down on their visits to the
dying patient if-there is little that can be done forjam
medically.

SA A U D SD

28.. Patients aie better off dying in a hospital -than at home.

SA A U D SD

20. 1 Suicide is wrong.

SA A U b SD

30.

.

/.

,

When thinking of dying,.I fear 'the idea of disability and
pain more than death itself.
.0

a
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-SAA U D SD

31.

G

.

e it they have frequent

Dying patients reel less mato

.

.

.

SA A U D SD

-,

,visitors during their final d
32.

Nurses should be the primary professionals' equipped to deal
c'
with the reaction of.a dying patient.
-

SA A U D SD

33.

Some patients should,. be allowed to die without making heroic
efforts to prolong their lives.

SA A U D SD

34.

Reltives who know the prognosis of the terminally'ill
patient make patient management more difficult..

h

.

SA A U D SD

35.

The "terminally ill patient frequently turns to hisdoctor and
nurse to disCuse his feelings about dying.

SA A U D SD

36.

Our imagination about dying is harder to handle than the
reality.

SA A U D SD

37.

The more intelligent a person is, the lest, he fears death.

SA A U D SD

38.

The dying patient mourn

1

his own coming death.
A

//

`SA. A U D SD

39.

Dying is,a painful process.

SA A U D SD

40.

Training medical personnel on attitudes toward dying Is
inappropriate because helping people.to live is their goal.

SA A U D-SD.

41.

The dying patient should be separated from other patients
.
during the final period.

4

.

g.

.

.

SA.A U D SD '

42.

Many " patients. prefer to be told when their death is near.
,
.

SA A U D SD

43.

The term "pass away" is preferable to the term "clie;"

SA A U D SD..

44.

It is'-all right for people to whisper to one another in the
presence of a dying person.

SA A U D SD

45.

Doctors and nurses should be detached emotionally if they
are to work in the best interests of the dying patient.
-..

SA A U DSD

46.

.SA A'U D SD:,

47.

.

Sometimes patients give up on themselves because the
-medical personnel have given upon them.

It is a common tenden'Cy to "skip over" dying'persons on
teaching rounds.

66
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'SA .A U D, SD

48..

I Usually feel at ease talkidg with physicians about dying
patients.for whom they are reeponsible,..

SA,AT D SD

49.

The physidian ordinarily. discusses frankly with the family'...
the implications of a diagnosis of a' usually fatal diseise../-

SA A U D SD

50.

Suicidemay be justified in the terminally ill. -4

N01,-T

..

Part II:

l.. Have you ever discussed-attitudes toward death and dying
with your friends-, classmates, or colleagues?.

Yes

...

T._ Have you ever been asked.to t

with'a person who

dying?.

I

Do you usually go. to the funerals of relatives, friends,
and close colleagues? 4

4.- Do you usually pay condolence Calls on the families of
deceased relativeS, friends, and close colleagues?
Has anyone in your immediate family died?
Relationship:
Your age then:
Father
Mother
Sister
g,
Brother

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes_
-No

Yes
No

Grandpa:
,

6.

Other close relative

Have any of your close friends died as a result of:

Yes

No

'Suicide?

Accident?
Acute illness?
Chronic illness?
Old age?
7.

Have you made a Will?

Yes
No

8.

Do you thinkluneral services are of value to.the
survivors?

Yes
No

.
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Do you,prefer:

Traditional burial with open casket?
Traditional burial with closed casket?
Cremation
Placement in a mautoleim:
Donate body to medical science

Doeset.matter
10.

_

*,

Necropsy (autopsy):
I (do/do not) prefer necropsy fot myself.
I (do/do not) prefer. necropsy for meMbersof my family.

Odo/do not) prefer necropsy for my patients:
I have'no personal opinion on this subject.
S

11.. I (would/would not) want my family,to. know I have.a fatal illness

because

12.

If I learned today that I had a :fatal illness, I would probably

13.

Would. it 13.....helpful if your training as a health profesSionsl in-

cluded.mateilal on hoW to deal with the-dying patient andhis
fatally?

Yes

LectuTO or seminars
Panels.
Group-discussions.
'Reading lists. ,:

Clinical conferences

No .
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Scoring Key
Questionnaire for Understanding the Dying Person and His Family
KEY

14. -

31.

9

33. +

50. +

16. +

34. +

V

?

18. +
36. +

37. -

-

- = SA = 5
+ = SA = 1.

8. +

[:]=_No score
21. -

Ca
40. -

6. +

Ila
+

41. -

Minimum - 33
Maximum - 165

46. +

29. 13. 7

EE

Copyrighted by Carolyn Winget; reproduced,with permission by the Health Resources A4ministratiOn.
Further reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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Client Cognitive Variables
Development:

Title: SEX KNOWLEDGE TEST
Author: Bloch, Doris
I

1

is

l

Variable: This instrument elicits information n
sex knowledge. The variable is operatiohalized
by responses to questions such as "How lOng
doeC the baby develop in the mother before it is
born?"

I

\,.....

,
-

.,

Description:

Nature and Content: There are two forms of
this multiple-choice test. Form A consists/ of 25
items and?Was desi'ned to be used with mothers.
Form, B conspts f the same 25 items /plus 2
"test-taking ability" iteits and Was designed to
be used with 12-year-old girls. The subj 'ct matter areas covered 1:)r both instruments a e: male
anatomy ; and physioldgy; female a atomy,

physiology, and.i4nstruation; pregna cy and
birth; father's role n reproduction and f rtiliza-

don; and venerealJdisease.
Forth A elicits information only on respondent's sex knowledge. Form B elicits, th s infor-

a.

.

mation, as well as data on 'the source of the
respondent's sex \lmoWledge. Instructi na for
the respondent are provided as part of he
. instrument..
Administration a d Scoring: This.instru ent
was designed to be self - administered, but i can

be administered byc.)interview. On Form A nd
the corresponding , art of Form B, three response cilternatives.one of which represent a
true or correct response, are 'provided for each
question. The score is derived by dividing tli\e
number of correct esponsei by 25 (the tot
number of questions and multiplying the resuk
by 100. This score i a percent and can range
"test-taking ability"
from 60 to 100. (The
questions on Form. B are not used to arrive at a
score.)

For that portion/ of Form B which identifies
,sourcee Of sex inform tion, respondents are allowed to name one or more sources for a single

question. From this, the number of times a

source is Mentioned i calculated. Sources are
printed material,
categorized (parents,
peers, siblings, church tel vision, doctor, nurse,
youth groups, and oth r) and ranked according
to frequency of identification by respondents.
I

Rationale: This instrument was developed to
obtain a measure of the aocurady-of a mother's
estimate of her -daughter's sex knowledge and
sources of sex information. The author indicated
that alternative tests lit this area were not appropriate for the purposes of her study, that is
to say, (1) usable with "!2-year-old girls and their
mothers, (2) usable with mothers of a wide range
of edutatiOnal leyels, (3). based on concepts,
rather than terminologyv,#nd (4) not so diffic/ult
that it would frustrate tl% respondents unduly.
This instrument/ was developed to overcome
such problems.
Source of Iten1ts: The items were based on
tests such as those developed by Dobrow and
Exelby (1968a,b) and Robinson (1949), and the
author's profesiional experience.
Procedure for Development: The questions
contained in this instrument were selected after
having been pretested with 17 mothers. They

Were then administered to 124 mothers and

their 12 -year) -old flaughters along with 'several

test.% that provided information on
mothers' attitudes toward sex education and
their sex education practices with respect to

other

their daughters. The mothers lived in two small

towns in California. The respondents in one
town had lOwer incomes and less education than
did those from the other; but together the sample spanned the socioeconomic spectrum.
Reliability and Validity,:- No information on
reliability was provided.

ParentS who-preferred to be the- source of
their children's sex. information had signifi-

cantly higher sex knowledge scores (p. < 0.001)
than did those who preferred to have other persons assume this responsibility. There-also-was
a significant positive relationship (p < 0.001) betWeen Cex_knowledge and parents' attitudes toward the content and, timing of sex education.
Parent sex knowledge and daughter sex knowl-

edge were similarly related. Parents who had
higher family incomes and/or more education
also had higher scores on sex knowledge (p <
0.001).

se in Research: The development and use of
this instrument, along with four other instrueats described elsewhere in this compilation
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(Attitudes Toward Content and Timing of Sex
Education, Attitudes Toward Sex Education in
Schools, Parental ..Sex Education rl'actiees
Interview, and Parental Sex Education Prac-

Any potential user should examine the instrument to be certain the terminology used is
aropriate for his(her) study population.

tices Checklist) are described in Bloch's doctoral
dissertation referenced below.

References:
Bloch,. Doris. Attitudes and practiceg of mothers
in the sex education of their daughter's. Unpub-

Comments: The instrument appears to have po-

tential for measuring the variable it was de-

signed to measure. However, the scores of the
mothers, as well as of the 12-year-old girls, were

skewed very highes'Pecially those of the
mothers. If the test were to be used as a mea-

lished doctoral dissertation, University of

California, Berkeley, 1970.
dr
Bloch, Doris, and Derryberry, M. Effect of political controversy on sex education research: A
case study. The Family Coordinator,1971, 20

sure of sex knowledge (which was not the bask'
puipOse in the study for which it was developed),
it may be more appropriate for use-with slightly

(3), 259-264.

information on several content areas. There-

junior high school pupils. Unpublished master's thesis, University of Oregon, 1949.

Dobrow, B., and Exelby, S. Teacher's Manual to
accompany Preparation for parenthood, grade
younger children. Norms for different age
8. Stockton, California: Stockton Unified
groups should be developed. It would be helpful
School District, 1968a.
to have information on the test-retest and/or
Parent's Manual to accompany Preparasplit-half reliability charaCteristics of the 'in- v tion for parenthood, grade ,6. Stockton,
strument. It would also be helpful to have inCalifornia: Stockton Unified School District,
formation on the instrument's inter-item
1968b.
characteristics. The tool was designed_ to elicit
Robinson, M. C. Measuring the sex knowledge of

fore, it would be useful to have information on
the item relationships within and between these
areas. It would also be helpful to have inform ation on the relationship between sex knowledge

Source of Information:
Doris Bloch, R.N., Dr. P.H.
Chief, Research Grants Section

and variables such as subsequent events that
' happen to the daughters, specific attempts to
,increase sex knowledge, and fathers' and sons'
'scores on this instrument: Finally, it would be
useful to hjave information on the characteris-

Nursing Research Branch
Division of Nursing, BHM, PHS
Center Building Room 3-50
3700 East-West Highway

tics of the instrument derived from a much
larger sample of mothers and daughters in a

Hyattsville, MD -20782

Instrument Copyright: Doris Bloch, ,R.N.,

variety of locations.
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Bloch, Doris
SEX KNOWLEDGE. TEST

1.

(FORM 'A)

Where do babies come from?
a.

b.

from the hospital
out of the.mother

c.c from .some place else.
2,

How often dO most women menstruate?
a.
b.
c.

3.

once, a month

once a year

When does a new baby begin to grow?
.

4.

once a week

when the mother releases an egg
when the father 'releases a sperm
c. 'when the sperm meets the egg

a.
b.

Why do some people use birth control?.
because they want to have a baby
_b. because they don't want to have'a baby right then
c.. because they want twins
a.

5.

A woman can become pregnant only:
a.
b.
c.

6.

How many sperms are needed to fertilize-one egg ?.
a.

b.
c.

7.

only one
a few
many

When is a,boy first able 63 become a father?
a.

b.
'c.

8.

if she is married
if she is in love
if she his intercourse

when he is 18 Years old
when he gets\married
when his sex glands mature'

soft and limp?
What fluid can leave a man,' 'body when the penis is
a.
b.
c.

sperms
urine
blood

L.

ie

4.
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9. .How often does an'egg-matUre in a woman's body?
a.
b.
c.

10.

How does a baby get its food before it is born?
a.

b.
c.

11.

once a week
once a.month
once a year

through the placenta and the cord
through. the mouth and throat
through the nose and lUngs

At what time of the month is a woman most likely to get pregnant?
halfway between two menstrual periods
just before her menstrual period
c.. just after her menstrual period
a.

12. Where do sperms develop?
a.
b.
c.

a

13.

in the penp
in the testicles
in the blood

What happens when a baby is ready to. be born?
a.
b.
c.

the baby starts kicking
the mother's tubes. start to open
the mother4s uterus starts contracting'

14.. How does the father's sperm reach the mother's egg?
a.

b.
c.

15.

Why do women menstruate?
a.

b.
c.
16.

to clear the body of bad blood
to get rid'of.the unfertilized egg
shed the lining of the uterus

When is a girl fitst able to become a mother?\
a.
b.
c.

17.

through kissing
through intercourse
through hugging

when she begins to menstruate
when she is 18 years ad
when she:gets married

Where are human eggs produced?
a.

b.
c.

in the uterus
in the vagina
in the ovary
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,
What is.a.wet dream?
.

18.

a.
b.
c.

19.

20.

How long does'a menstrual period usually last?
a.
b.

a feW minutes
about one day

o.

3-6 days.

How long does the baby develop in the mother before it Is born ?.
a.
b.
c.

21.

22.

release of sperms during sleep
the same as bedwetting
a nightmare

about.3months

.

about 6 Months
about 9 months

What happens to the cord after the.baby is born?
a.
b.

it is tied and cut
it stays attached. to the baby

c,

it stays attached ta ttie mother.

How is f baby usually born?
*
a.-

b.
c.
23.

a.

c.

from spoiled food
from toilet seats
from intercourse with someone who has it

What happens to.an egg if it does not meet a sperm?.

b.

it does .not.grow
it starts to grow-

c.

it remains in the uterus

a.
..

25.

through. an operation

How do people catch a venereal disease?

b.

24.

through the mother's bellybutton
through the mother's vagina

Where are.the sperMs placed during intercourse?
a.
b.
c.

in the wamansPvagitia
in the woman's tubes
in the woman's ovaries

Copyrighted by'llorii Bloch; reproduced with permission by. the Health Resources Administration.
Futther reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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SEX KNOWLEDGE TEST (FORM B)

0

/

.

think

.1 its

I'am
.Just -.
guessing

I

learned it
'from

.......--------...

1, Where 06 babies come from?
a, from the hospital
b. out of the mother
c. from some place else

.

0
,
.

.

2, How often do most women
menstruate?

a. once a Week
b. once a month
c. once a year.

.

g

.

.
.

.

3.. When does 0. new .baby begin
to grow ?..

:11,. When-the mother 'releases

an egg.

.

-

.

.. b, when the fattier releases

-

a Sperm .p. when the apet*meeis:the
.,
egg
:

.)

.

4. Why dosome people: use .birth
.. control?
i

.
,

-,

a, because they want to_have

"

a baby_.

.

.

b, becauie:.theY'donitwant to
_have-440y' right, then:
c, because they want twins

.k,

.

...
.--

3'

S...woman can became pregnant
.enly

a,:if she le married.
h..: if she ii ? - love
vc. if she his intercourse

.

6, How many sperms are needed to
fertilize
one egg?
;
\ ...,.
6

a.. only one
b.. a2,few

c. many.
_

.

.

.
%
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.4
am.
4;`t...

i
.

tht

gulsising

it'

I

v

.

,..)

learned it
from

.

7, When is a boy flitt able to'
become a father?
,

1

-

fi, whin he is 18 years old
b. when tr: gets married
c. when his sex glans Mature

,

8. What fluid can leave a. man's
body whin the penis is soft
and limp?
.a. sperMs

b. urine
c. -.blood

r.-

,

_&,How_often,dnes,an_ewme.ture.,- ,,,,l.
i.n.a woManlabody?
.

a. onde.aWeek
...1). once a month

.

c. once elyear

,

..0, How does A baby get' its food
before it is born ?.

.

a. thrOughthe placenta and
the cord
b. through the. mouth and
:,
throat
.c. through the nose: and lungs
..:..-:

.

.

.

,

.

.

.1; At-Whattime'of the month is a
roman ,most likely to telt_

pregnant?
two menr
Struallieriods.

a, halfway -.

.

.

b..just:befOre:her menstrual
. c.

.0

,period
just after-herAnedstrual.-

ypetiod

:
,t.

2. Where do sperms deVelOp?

A,in the penis
b..: is the: 'testicles

c. 'in tbkilood

.

.
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.

I'
.

think
it's

',I am

.1.

learned it
from

just
.guessing
.

13. What happens when a baby is
ready to.be.born?

.

.
.

a. the'babY-starts kicking.
b. the motherlectubes start
to open

_.

.

c. thimotheej uterus starts
contracting
,

.-.
.

14. Now does the father's speiM
reach- the mother's egg?

a. through kissing

b throughintercourse
c. through hugging
15. Why do wOmen Menstruate?'
D.

a, to clear thebody.of bad
blood
4 to get rid. of the,ueferti.1iied egg
c.,to shed.the lining of the
.

-

.

.

.

,

uterus

.

.

0

.

16. When iia7girl first able to
become a mother?'

.
..

4. when ahe.begins.to
menstruate
b. when she is 18 years old
c. when she gets married'
17. Where. are human eggs produced?

A

g

.

.

4. in-the uterus
b. in the vagina
:c. in the ovary

M..
\

°
.

'

I.

...-

-

,

18, What isa wet dreal?
c releaie of sperms during
.

sleep

.

.,

b. the same as bedwetting
c. gunightmare

,

4
.
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355
<
.

.
1

I

J

I

think
it's

I am
just
guessing

19. Ho long' does a menstrual
.

;

.

'1

learned it

.

from.

.

.

.period usually last?.

'./4 a

few minutes
b. about one day
c. 3-6 days

.,
...1

20. How long does the baby develop
in the Mother beforeit is
born?
...
/

.At. about 3 months.
b. about 6 months

..,

.
.

c. about '9 months

.

21. What happens to the cord aftcr
the ,baby is 'born?

a. it is tied and cut
'b. it stays- attached to the
.

.baby

:

.

c, it stays attached to the
mother
.
<

.

22. How is 'a baby usually born?

.0

O

.a. through the mothers
.
bellybutton
b. through the mother's
vagina
°C.
through an'operation
.,

.

23.. How do people.catch a
venereal disease?
.

.

.

a: from:Spoiled food
from toilet seats
.
c. from intercourse with some-

-b.

one
who bas' it
.
-,

24. What ,happens to an 'egg if'
'.dOes nOt 'meet a ;perm?.
-a, it- does not

.

it

..

a,

.

.

grout

14 It.atarts ,to grow
remains`
.c. it riOs
'71 in .the uterus

.
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D

1
learned At
from

/ am

think.

:just-.

AtIs

guessing

-25.A4herg are the sperms placed
during intercourse?
,

0 in the.woman's vagina
b n the woman's tubes
c in the womanls ovaries

.

.

.

26.N *torn babies cani
.

a;" talk
b.
43\ "suck

i

c.

o

.

.

27. NeWborn. babies usually drink:
.

,

1

a. coffeds
b. tea
c. milk

.

,e,
.
.

.

1.0

Copyrighted by Doris Mach; reproduced with =permission by the Health Resources Administration.
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Title:

insulin-28 points, (7) use of the Clinitest-7

DIABETES `MELLITUS PATIENT

points. Total scoresand subscores are computed
for each patient. Detailed information as to hoW

INTERVIEW
Author: Bowen, Rhoda G., Rich, Rosemary, and
Schlotfeldt, Rozella M.
Variables: This instrument measure-1a diabetes
mellitus patient's (1) knoWledge of the disease,

these point scores were derived was not provided.

,

Development:

Rationale: The Instrument was not based On
any specific underlying theory.
Source of Items: The items were based on .a
review of the literature, and the authors' professional experience.
e'
ProCedure for Development: An early draft of
the interview schedule was tested .with seven
patients who met the criteria for patients eligible for the authors' study. Following the pretest,

(2) knowledge of insulin, (3) performance in
self-administration of insulin, (4) perfortnance
in testing urine for the presence of glucose, (5)
knowledge of diet and food exchange, (6) at-,
titudes arisi_knowledge of persopol hygiene, and
toward the disease.
Description:

Nature and Content: This is a "structured

modifications in the interview schedule were

interview guide of 100 items whiCh elicits infor-

mation on the variables identified above..The
items are divided as follows:

Items

1. Knowledge of thedisease
2. knowledge of insulin
3. Performance in self'administration of
insulin
\4. Performance in urine
testing (Clinitest)
. Knowledge of diet and
food exchange
Attitudes and knowledge
\ of personal hygiene
7.1Attitudes toward. the

10-30
31-49

,

made. Following that revision, three nurse

jurors independently judged the instrument to
be appropriate for the authors' study.
Reliability and Validity: No information regarding reliability was provided! Content validity was established by the sources from which
the items were derived and the steps followed
--for development of the instrument.

50-56

Use in Research: The instrument was developed
and used in a study toeValuate the effects of an

organiZed instructional program for diabetes
77-86

mellitus patients (Bowen et al., 1961). The study
inclUded 51 adult patients, 28 who served as a
control grodp,\ and 23 who served as an experimental group.

.

877-100!

.4;
sr 0,. IA

BeSide.each question, preferred or acceptable
answers are stated; and a epace is provided for
checking the respondent's answer as correct or
incorrect. .
Adm,inistration .and Scoring: The interviewer
shouldl make an alpointment with the reSPondent/for cenducti g the interview and err' ,,ige

for the interview to be conducted in a oom

whwh permit's privacy and has the equipi ent
and the \space rieeded.for the two perforrnance
components. In the authori' study, a prePared
mixture which indicated a-2-1-7-reaction for sugar

Was substituted for urine in the Clinitest.'
Each reapondent answer is check, '1 as being
correct if it corresponds in esSence to V. at recorded on the interview schedule.

The authors 'stated that the total possible,

Comments: The instrument is. still in the early
stages of psychometric development. Reliability
and additional validity data are needed. The instrument is detailed and comprehensive and an
item analysis might show that it could be shortened ;without altering its usefulness. For a researcher interested in the variables aadressed

by thSinstruMfnt, it could provide a useful
starting point for the development of a new tool.

References:
Bowen, Rhoda G., RiCh, Rosemary, and Schlotfeldt, Rozella, M. Effects of organized instruction for Patients:with the diagnosis of diabetes
mellituS. Nursing Research; 1961, 10,(3), 151
I

159.

Souice of Information:
.Rhoda G. Bowen, R.N., M.S.
knowledge of disease--10 points, (2e1cnoirledge
Director, DENT Project
of insulin-46 points,.(3) knowledge of _diet and
food exchange,--59 pointi, (4) knowledge Of pe:z-- 323 Cohn Building
5557 Cass Avenue
sonal hygiene -25 points; (5) attitudes toward
Detroit, Mich. 48202
the diSeitse--10 points, (6) self - administration of

score is 185 points distributed as follows: (1),

\

.
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notified when this instrument is us 4d in any/
manner.
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Bowen, Rhoda G., Rich,'Rosemarg, and Schlotfeldt, Rozella M.

DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENT INTERVIEW

4
1.

DIRECTIONS TO INTERVIEWER

A brief sample as to aAuggested method of approach to3the patient
You will also note suggested conversation for
tiai been given below.
the transition from one area of inquiry. to the next.
One of the objectves'of the.interview is to Tain rapport with the
patient through the warm, friendly manner of the interviewer.
RECORDING OF PATIENT RESPONSE

2..

Place a check mark in either the correct or incorrect column under
the heading, "Patient's Response." The correct answers have been, °.
written. in.,' They are in the languzige in which'the.patient may reAnSwers need not:be 1./rbatum but should contain,in essence.
spond.
Check marks should be circled " .," and
the Lorrect answer.
notations tirade regarding variations in answers from totally correct
to totally incorrect.

'INTROqUCTION.
I

Good Morning,

(Patient's Name):

I -am (Interviewer's Name).

I would like to talk with you a little about your condition. Wp are
lattempting-to,learn what the patients thernselves know.about their
condition, their diet, and the manner in which they give ttremselves ,
insulin, along with some general information.; The reason for our
doing-this is that we would then know what kind of information and
instruction the patients need in order to better understand the
reasons for the doctor's orders, so they may be helped in living
with their condition.?
x.

-I have a number of questions I would liRe to ask you. I would like
you to give me your answer, the way you feel and what you know about
th4s condition.'
r/

Now begin with the questions in Category

0\
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Patient's Name:
Code No.:
Date of Diagnoses:
Kind of Insulin Prescribed:
Dosage:
.

Diet. Prescribed:

QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

PATIENT'S
RESPONSE

Category Knowledge of the Disease.

Cor- Incor
rect rect

1.

Doctors use the tern "sugar in the
blood" when they talk to you about your
problem. Can you tell me the name of
the condition you have?

1.
Diabetes or diabetes
mellitus.

2.

2.

Do you know what goes wrong in the
body to cause this condition?

The body does not have
enough insulin, and/or
there IS interference with
the- action of.iniulin in
the body.
.

3. -Whai happens then to muse your
spresent' condition?

'TO

4:

What tests does the doctor do ,to,
find out if your ti?ody is using the
sugar and.. starch foods wopeily?5.

Can-you tell me .what is. considered

to be the normal amount of sugar in

Youi body does not use
sugar and starch foods
properly.
3.

Blood sugar test
Test's urine for sugar

` 4.

IN

80-- 120 mg. per 100
cc. of blood.

.5.

the blood ?,
6.

Is this coneition, "diabetes,"

.

Do you know if it "runs in
families?"

7.

How about recovery; Do people
having diabetes "get over" having it?

8.

'7.

8.

9.
For some conditions, rest is ordered, others operations, cad still
others medicine.
What are the specific treatments for diabetes?

Yes

9.
Diet or food regUla'tion and insulin.

4

K..
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Transition to tAtegorY.II

Knowledge of Insulin .

You answered that insulin was-one of the specific treatments for diabetes.

leeetalk about insulin and how you use it.

PATIENT'S'
RESPONSE

ANSWERS

QUESTIONS

\

Category Knowledge.Of Insulin
_Tell me, aspirin is Always
Lspirin.,is insulin that you can get
all,the'same or are-there differ10.

Cor- Incorrect rect

;

10.

There are different

kinds.

entkinde?
11, -What is the main .difference
in these kinds'of insulin?

11.: The period of, great-est reaction and the
length- of action.

Do you think it is necessary
to know the kind of insulin you.are
\.\
taking?

12.

12.

:13.

14.

Yes

13.
So you know how to
regulate your diet and
'when you might-be in difficulty from the insulin
which you took.

.Why?

Can you tell the the kind, of

insulin you,are taking?

How many units do you take
and how ofien:do you take insulin?
15.

14:

CheckwIth

tion on page 1 of,interview schedule.
-15,

Same as. above

-16:

When,is.the period of greatest
reaction for the kind, of insulin
you are takipg?

Dependent on above
16.
answer. ,Possible-Regular 4-3 hours
8-12 hours
NPH.
PZI
12- 16.hours
8 hours
Lente

Have you Beard or read of any
Other way. of taking insulin than

17.

Yes

18.

Bytablets taken by

17,,'

by injection-?
'-18.

What: is

that way?.

mouth.
i

Would it be all right for you
to get any kindiof insulin without
telling your doctor?
If aq--why?
19.

Now

\

19. NO--eadb patient
must be regulated and the
kind pf insulin that best
controls the condition is
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ANSWERS"

QUESTIONS
C

dependent' on the pati-ent's clinical response
(laboratory test) to
the.partiCular prescription.

Is it possible to have too
much insulin in your body?
20.

Can you te11 me three times
when this may happen, i.e., having too much insulin in your
21.

20,.

Yes

21.

1,---,When you make a__

mistake ia'your dosage:
When you do not
2.
eat your meals--or you
are vomiting and/or.have
diarrhea.
When you do too
3.
much-sirennous exercise.

bOdk?

Can you tell me some of the
ways you'feel or act when you have
too much insulin in your body?
(Signs and Symptoms)
22.

;

1.- Inward nervous-

22.

ness.

2. -Weakness
3.
Sweating
4.
Hungry
Blurred vision
5.
Act intoxicated
6.
7.
Breathe fast and
shallow
8.
May have conVulsions.
9.

May bpcome stu-

porous

What can you do to help yourself if you begin to feel this
way?

23,

23.

1.

Drink sugar ra-

2.

Drink orange

3.

Drink pop
Eat sugar
Eat candy

ter

juice
4.

5.

Do you know what the doctors
call this condition when.you have too
much insulia in your body?
24.'

24. 'Insulin shock or insulin reaction

.

/.

2!.

Do you know what happens if yob

do riot take your 'insulin?

You fail out or go
into coma.
25.

_

Can you tell me what the doctors call this:condition?

Diabetic Coma--Acidosis is the forerunner
of a coma.
26.

PATIENT'S
RESPONSE
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QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

.

7.7777EAtrrither things may cause
this condition besides you not
taking your insulin?

1.
Not following
your diet.
2. .Having an infectibn in your.body .,'N
such as a cold, pneumania, a carbuncle,
,an ulcer on your leg:

27.

.

_

.

.

Can you tell me the way you
28.
may feel or act when you.do not
hSve enough insulin in your body?

28.

.

.

PATIENT'S
RESPONSE

;

.

..

.

Thirsty tut no

1,

aptite.
2.

Nausea, vomit-

3.

Cramps or pains i

.

ing.

-

c.

:in arms; legs or abdomen)
Mapsfeel.drowsy,
4.
Skin cold and
5.
dry to touch
flushed
6.
7.
Dim vision
8. :Sweet smell or
fruity odor to breath .

.

.

9

.

What should you do if any of these
signs or.s,mptoms should begin to
show up in_you?

,

.

Call your doCtOr right
If you are a clinic patient, come. to
the emergency room and
tell them you are a diabetic.
If in a
strange city go to the
emergency room in any
hospital.

'away.

,

.

.

-

Do you know what you can do
until the dOctor arrives or until
you get to the hospital?

29.

29.

_

.

Drink clear tea or
Save
be

'coffee.
Keep warm.
your urine so it co.
tested.

.

.

.

,

One more question about insulin. Wherc'is,the prober place"
to store insulin when you are not
using it?
30:

Transition to Category III

Where it is cool.
The ice bok, if possible.
30.

,

4

.
.

.

Self Administration of Insulin.(Test of Performance)

Have all the equipment necessary for giving insulin ready; syringe and needle
not assembled, sieve in-saucepan, cotton, aleohol, and insulin. You are tak-.
ing insulin: Is that right? Do you give it to yourself? Now I want., you to
show me just how you go about getting .your injection ready.
Do everything but
inject the insulin into yourself.

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS;.

QUESTIONS
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PATIENT'S
RESPONSE

ANSWERS

.

31. 'Yes- -wash them well
with soap and water.

FirSt of all, da there" -ny=-

31.

thing special you Oo to your hands
before taking an injection?
Handling'parts of syringe
and needle appropriately.
,a. barrel of syringe
b.
plunger
needle
c.

32.
°b,

b.-

c.

outside
knob
hub.

33.
Needle should touch
nothing.
Syringe can be
laid so that hub rests on.
;Ad of insulin box.

33.
Is shaft of needle contaminated when syringe placed down'in

tray?

34.

a.

34.

Rotation of bottle of insu-

palms

lin.

Done gently between
hands. Does not

_Shake bottle violently..
35.

Cleansing stopper of bottle

35.. Uses clean side of
alcohol sponge.

36.

Dosage-

36.

Draws plunger back
to the proper number of
units

./

37.
Injects air into bottle, or
does not.

I

If he does so, ask:
Can you tell me why you do
this, inject air into bottle?

inside of botte.

39.
Can you explain what will
happen if,you do not inject air into
the bottle before you withdraw the
insulin?

Preparation of skin at site
of injection.

37.
Patient should inject air into bo;_tle.

38. To maintain pressure'

38.

,,40.

.

.

Negative pressure is
caused and it is difficult
to withdraw the insulin.

39.

°

40._ Uses clean side of alcohol sponge.. Cleanses

skin area using circular
motion from center to periphery.
41.

Tautness of skin.

41. 'Eitdr spreads skin°
or 11.-ies muscle betmen

87
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RESPONSE

ANSWERS

UESTIONS

Pull bad( on the
plunger after the needle
is in the tissues.
42.

42. .AskIf.you were actually
'giving yourself the insulin, what
%iOuld you do before injecting the
medicine to the muscle?

To check that the

43. ;Carry .on, tell me why you do

43.

this.

needle is not in a blogifix
vessel.

1,

pall out needle and
44.
begin from the. beginning
using a fresh needle,
.syringe and medicine.

Suppose when you pulled the
44.
plunger back some blood came into
the syringe. What should you do?

Is there anything special to
do to the place of injection after
. you have given yourself the insulin and, pulled the needle out of

Massage aregently

45.

45.

with clean side of sponge.

-..,tte skin?
46.
.

Stimulates circulation and thus aids in the
fabsorption.of the insulin.
46.

Can you tell me why you do

this?

t

47.

47.

Is it all right to use the

No

same spot on yOur body every 's.:.17

in which you inject the insulin?
Can you give me a reason for
your answer?

You develop a'reactiOn in the tissues, eith48.

48.

.

er tumefaction - -a hardness

;

in tissues resulting in,
delayed abSorption' of insuIin or lipodystrOphp-a sunken hollow area.

.

NoTain just disfiguring.
Rinse in -cold water,
pusi; water through needle.
Store ill a safe place.

How should you care for the
syringe and needle after each injection?
49.

49.

f',.

=1111116

Transition to Category IV Test Performance Procedur= to be Followed far Doing
A test for the'. presence or.sugar.ig the urine.
Clinitest.
The equipment needed,to do a clinitest should be prepared on a tray. Included is
rlis is to give a ++ reaction. Be cer-.
e dextrose. solution to be used as uria5,
tain to have the chart for interpretation 'c/..test-,
o.

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRIIMENTS
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I was wondering . . . Does the doctor hai'm you check your urine for sugar? Do
you do this every day? I would likerto see you do the test on this sample of
Now you go ahead.and do just as you
urine for.me. Here is the urine sample.
woul; do the test at home.

PATIENT'S
RESPONSE

ANSWERS

QUESTIONS
.

50.

Number of drops of water used.

51.

Number of drops of urine

50.

.10 drops.

51.

1.5 drops

-

.

used.
I
.
.

Should rinse medicine dropper in clean
water and place in small
jar labeled droppers.
52.

Care of medicine dropper after urine has been dropped into
test tube. Place dropper in proper container.
52.

...--

53.

y

.

.

.1

53.. Not touched with
fingers--dtop into cap of
bottle then into test

Handling of clinitest tablet.

_

.

tube.

\
,

.

54.

Handling of tube.

54.

.

a

Hoj.d tube still by

top of tube for one minAs bubbling stops,
shake gently four or five

.

ute.

.,

times.

,
.

55.

55.

Interpretation of reaction.

2 ++ for sugar.

fi

Ask:'. If you just do the test
once a day, when is the best time
to collect the specimen of urine
and do the test?
56.

Collect the specimen
before you eat breakfast
and do the test right
56.

away.

Transition to Category V Diet and Food Exchange

You know we tdlked about another specific item in the treatment for diabetes. Do
you remember what it'was? That's,correct. How many years halie you been on the
diet? Well, I'm wondering if you would like_to talk about what you have been
doing about your food.
ANSWERS

QUESTIONS

When we speak of food we talk°.
about thethiee main classifica.tiona of food.
Can you tell me what
57.

they are?

r

57.

Carbohydrates
Fats
Protein

PATIENT
RESPONSE
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ANSWERS

QUESTIONS

What kinds of food would you
think to be included in carbohydratet?
58.

59. Now when we say fats we know
-, and:can see the fat say on a piece
What other substances
'
of--steak.
would you include in fat?

60.- Can you giVe me at let five
foods that contain mostly protein?

4

May give exact number
of carbohydrates, fats, and
proteins or give in terms
of household measurements.
(Check answer with information on front page.)

Do you feel that it is necessary for you to eat the exact
same kind of food every day?

.62.

Can you tell me how you can
63.
avoid having what we call a,"monotonous diet" or eating the same
foods every day?

63.' By 'substituting foods
of equal value for the ones
listed on the same diet.

62.

,

All kinds of meat fat,
bacon, chittlings, butter,
margarine, oil, corn oil,
peanut oil, cream, mayonnaise
Milk, cheese, meat,
60.
'nuts, peanut butter, jello,.eggs, fish, fowl.
59.

Can you tell me the amounts
ofveach of the'above foods that
the doCtor has prescribed --r .you?

.61.

'

Fruits, vegetables,
cereals, bread, cake, pie,
cookies, candy, Sugar,
soda pop, alcoholic drinks.

58.

61.

Secure food exchange
lists from the dietitian
here in the. clinic or write
to American> Diabetes Asso-,
ciation, New York. Call
Wayne County Medical Society for address of Detroit
Diabetic Association.

Do you know where you can
64.
,get help 4n this matter of food
lichange or substitution?

,64.'

Do you feel that you need
special equipment-Such as,a.qdia
betic scale" that you see adver
tised:every.once. in a while in
the,papers?,

65.

,65

What can you use to measure
your food?
)

.66.

No", thiallis not ne-

cessary.

No

,

Ord :.nary standard
66.
eige.-`: ounce laeasuring cup

.and a standard. mea3urng
teaspoon and tablespoon.

90
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.

67-.
Do you feel that it is necessary for you to cook your foc' in
pots'and pads separate from the
rest of the family?.

67.

68.

Cook your_portion
with family's. Remove
your portion before butter, flour, or sauce is
added to the reit.

(If previous answer is yes.)
Can you tell me how it is or
might be possible to cook your
food with that Of the rest of the
family?

No--If answers yes,
ask why and note.

68.

69,

Is it permissible for you to
accept invitations to dinner at
your friends' homes or eat, in restaurants?

c:69.

70.
Can you tell me how you are
able to stay on 'your diet and still
eat out?

Selegt.foods permit:
ted in your diet in ap.,proxiTate amounts permit-

Should be yes.
If no--Ask: Do you think
it would be possible or
,permitted for you to do
this?

See that no suga,
butter, gravy or sauce is
ted.

added to your portion..

11. Can you.tell me the best ways
to cook or fix meat or fowl--say

Bake, boil, or broil

71.

chicken?.
72.
Do you know why these are the
best ways to cook meat or fowl?

73.

Why do you think thatthe doc-.

tor. put you on a diet and wants
you to stay on it every day and'at.
every meal?

.74.
Can you give me 10 foods.
'which people who do not have diabetes often eat which you should'
not eat?
.

72.
You don't use extra
butter or fat when cook lug them this may.
0

73., So that by control:ling the amount of food
you eat, he knows,,how much,
insulin to prescribe. Being on a diet altio,Con-trols your weight and this
is important in controlling diabetes.

Regular sugar, candy,
soda pop, pies, cakes,
fried,* scalloped or creamed
foOds,,beer, wine, or other alcoholic beverages.
74.

.

75. Are there some candies, pop,
and lcl cream that you can eat?

75.

Yis, that labeled di:-

0etic--made with sacchaine.'

83
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RESPONSE
DO you understand why the dcctor does not encourage you to get
76.

these?

\

76.. They are very .expensive and
on a limited
.
budget, it is better to
spend monei on essential
foOds. -

.

Transition to Category VI Personal Hygiene.
.

We hear on the radio or seem T.N7 and 1,; all the papers all these suggestions fot
yeople to follow to insure them good health such:as having chest x-rays, not being.
overweight, seeing your. doctor at least ante a year. dr if you have a cold that
0
.hangs.on,.also seeing yout dentist once a year. *
ANSWERS.

quEsTioNs

77.

(This Could'The a.watm-up.)

How do you feel about all this?
b.

Do you do any of these ?,

77.

A good practice to'

follow.
List
b.

78.

Do you think that.a person with
diabetes needs to take any special''
precautions or care of themselves?

78.

Yes

Can you tell me some items of
special care necessary for a diabetic to follow?

79.

1.

79.

'

Avoid gaining

weight.

Care of feet.
See doctor right
away, when yoe have a cold
or sore throat or boils.
Be careful and
4.
avoid g:tting cut:
See an eye doc5.
tor once a year.
Practice good,
6.
oral hygiene.
God 'general
7:
cleanliness.
2.
3.

*if patient answer:4 all--then folIf not cover materilow with 80.
al by asking questions but giving
the areas to the patient'.

That's very good, you gave
the most important areas of care.
Now-letTasee just what we can do.
in each instance to help keep well.
80.

For,exampla, wliat can you do. to,

keep your' weight down to what is
considered correct. for You?

Dp
Stay on my diet.
not cheat by eating snacks.
80.

PATIENT'S
RESPONSE
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QuEstILRS

PATIEN71

ANSWERS

RESPONSE
Why do you think we' keep
talking about your,:need to reduce
your weight or if'you are at a cor-

81.

431.

weight Ma result in improvement of his condition. It can mean decreased'sugar inthe blood
and urine or a decreased
need for insulin.

rect weight, notto gain weight?

That if you stick,
right to your diet all the
time, you do not have to
take insulin.

Do you know that some patieAts are able to control their diabetes through diet alone. What does
this mean?

82.

82.

83.

Cain you tell me 'what we mean

t,

83.

Keep them clean

and dry.

"taking care of your feet"?

by

Reductionof excess

Do not cut corns
or calluses.
3: Care when cutting
toenails and cut them :
2.

ir

straight across..

Wearing shoes and
4.
stockings that fit and are
large enough..
When yaufhave diabejou-have poor circuThis is often
lation.
',present in the lower extremities'so that there
is poor healing and the
danger of gangrene and
the-foot-or toe haa.to be
cut off.

Do you know why we emphasize
care of the feet and tell you not
to get cuts or blisters on them?
84.

84.

.

.

.

1.
Because it Upsetsthe way you' useyour food
and insulin and you may go
into coma.

85. Why do we'ask you to see you
doctor if you'have a bad cold or
an infection?

85.

2.. Because you. may

get worse'since people
'With diabetes don!t,heal
so fast or as good as
regular folks.

0
In. order to prevent any of
these serious sicknesses,, what
should you make, a practice of'doing?

86.
1: 'Keep your'apObintments with your doc-

86.

-

tor.
.

Stay on your di2.
'et and insulin:dosage:
Tell him if you
3.
avre, or a
hixe a cold,

change in Vi ion.

93
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Tihnsition to Category VII Attitudes
.

I think I:* have covered the major things that you as a diabetic should know about
-diabetes and insulin and how to give yourself insulin andwhat to do about your
diet and a few items about personal hygiene. Now I want to ask just a few more
general ouestions before we finish.

QUESTIONS

87.

87.

You' know it is suggested that

Good idea.'

people with diabetes.card a card
with/them that identifiee them as
a diabetic., How do you.feel about

*Note-rIn-terviewer
please evaluate
attitude-

this?
.

If-your son or daughter had'
88'.
diabetes, would you want them to
carry such a card?'

88. 'Yes

(Change of wording in this
question if response to 87 and 88
is negative) Can you te:1 me why
you think this is a good idea?
Even' if you don't approve of
B.
carrying a card, can you tell me
why it is considered the wise
thing to do?

89 A &. B. It tells
people that you are a

revealed
as favorable, unfaVora-

aa89.

diabetic. They will
know better uow to
treat you if you faint or
become !laconsciods.
tells them when you take
your insulin and what
kind and how much.you
take,

'(
'90. Incidentally do you have one
of those cards with you?

Do you think that in general
people want to be friends with di91.

abetiCs?

/
J.

4

90.

Yes

91.

Yes

,o

What do you think about people
with diabetes getting tarried?92.

All right if both
parties kndw.
92.

,

How would you'feei'about.telling the person that you were going
to marry that ypu have diabetes?
93.

94.

Do .you work - -I mean have a

job or do the housework?

95: -1)o you think it is all right
for diabetics to hold a.job?
a.

93 They.need to be
told.

May say laid off but
does give evidence of
working.
94.

95. -Yes

tisfacto.-

:ty, or unpatisfactory.

Circle
word best
describing patiaxles at-titude.

PSYCHOSCiCIAL INSTRUMENT?

87.

PATIENT r-S
RESPONSE

ANSWERS

96.
What.would yofir reaction be or
how.do you feel about a, person who
knows that he is a diabetic but who
goes out and drinks a otof beer
or whiskey?

Is foolish and will
get real sick.

Do you think that it is all
igiu for people with diabetes to
play golf or, ball -or swim ?-

97.

97_

Yes.

11

2

./-

98,
life there .4p7 precautions
!they should take'?

98.
Not over do. May
need.to have doctor adjust diet.

Do you fee1 that your chances
for_livingi to a ripe old age are
just as good
the ,next person's?

99.

99.

Yes.

4

100.
What do y9u- need' to do to insure your' living, to a ripe old age?

Stay on diet
2. 'Take insulin
S. See doctor regularly
1.

4.

Go to see doc--

for for care when you are
just slitkptly ill or have
just a sinafi sore.

s,-

I

o1
-
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Title: SEX KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONNAIRE

Author: Reichelt, Paul A., and Werley, Harriet
V.

H.

Variable: Sex knowledge with an emphasis on
knowledge, .ot< contraceptives is the variable

tiller study.

the items from available scientific literature
ley, 1975a).

Nature and Content: This 44-item questionnaire was designed for use with the layperson.
The first two items have multiple Darts and are
designed to elicit information a out the source
the respondent's knowledge o sexuality. The
4'4 remaining items include three attitude cpestiO s, ut, primarily, they cover general knowl-

Of human, sexuality

(6

items) and

know dge about speci e areas Of sexuality, i.e.,
vene al disease (5 i ems); menstruation (2
ite ; the birth zont 1 pill (6 items); the diephralm (4 items); the condom (4 items); The
intrauterine device (4 items); spermicides (5
items;; and abortion (3 items). Each of these 42
items is to be answered by circling a T for True,
an F for False, ur DK for, Don't Know.
The item have been worded so' as to be easily
understood by adolescents, while at the sOne
time avoiding the use of any subcultural slang
(Reichelt and Werley, 1975a).
Administration and Scoringi_No special provi-

sions are necessary for administration of this
test other than that the area should be quiet
and wall lighted. The questionnaire requires
.pproximately,40 minutes to complete and ha..,

been used successfully 'with respondents as
young as/13 years of age.
The items are scored in terms of general correctness,

-- 7

The ,three-part response scale allows the

-

items (Reichelt and Werley, 1975a).
Content validity was established by deriving

and having the instrument reviewed by:a panel
of health profession experts (Reichelt and Wer-

Description:

e.dge

the authors' review of related scientific literature and their Professional experience
Procedure for. Development: The/ authors
stated that there had been a preliminary testing
of the instrument to insure the clarity of the

scorer ,to distinguish between lack of information and.. misinformation. Scores are tallied by
the number answerei correctly, the number an:
swerqd incorrectly, 'Ind the number marked unknown by the respondent'. Various scales can bederived such es the number answered correctly;
number answered correctly minus number anSeleci incorrectly, with zero weight for "don't
krow" responses; -s( subscale for each content!
area; and so forth.
Development:

Rationale: No underlying conceptual theory
was identified-by the authors.
Source of Items: The items were baied upon

The discriminatory power of theinstrument is
demonstrated by the fact ,that persons who have

received education in the content area score
better as a group than /persons who have not
received such instruction (see research noted
below).

Use in Research: This instrument was used by

Werley and Reichelt to collect data for their
study evaluating the sex education program for
teenagers at the Youth Education on Sex (YES)

Teen Center operated by the Planned Par-

enthood League, Inc. of Detroit. The results, of
the study are reported in their articles "A Sex

Information Program for Sexually Active

Teenager" (1975) and "Contraception, Abortion, and !Venereal Disease: Teenagers' Knowledge and the Effect of Education"
The study sample included 1,190 respondents
(148 males, 1,042 females) who were required by
the Planned Parenthood League to attend a discussion session prior to obtaining Medieal family planning services:
Comments: Though developed primarily for adc

lescent,laypersons, the instrument'could easily
be adapted for uee with adults iind!or prolessional groups. However, the potentialuser must
remember that this'test is not intended to be a
eompreliensive, in-depth assessment 'of sexual
knowledge. Reliability data, should be de-'
veloped; the form and content of the instrument

suggest that reliability could be established,
With little difficulty.
References:
Reichelt, Paul A., and Werley, Harriet H. A sex

information 'program for' sexually active
teenagers.

The Journal of School Health,

1975a,,45 (2), loo -1Q7.

Contraception,_ abortion; and i-enereal
disease: Teenagers' knowledge and the effect
of education. 'Family Planning Perspectives,
1675b,j' (2), 83-88.-

.
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Source of Information:
Paul A. Reichelt, Ph.D.
College of Nursing

,

University of Illinois at the Medical Center

O

845 South Damen Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60612.
Instrument Copyright: None.
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SEX KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONNAIRE
control,
'Have Tou...ever had serious conversations abc:r sex, birth
(CIRCLE
YES
OR
W,
FOR
EACH.
PART
pregnario:, or to sexuality with:

OF THE TEMETDOE'

Yes NO--mm:7,aren?
No--s tealicOrr- or sc:mol counselor?
No--s clemmmman?
No--. dactimm7?
No--E cmtrale
No--a Vie= friend?
frienc:1
No--e
(Write
it
Yes No--orr,

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

your

source
=mon se. era

th%

What

pregmmomITN,

birth control,

-mat_on abcr

ONLY CNE

_y7

:R.)

-taw:toes, nespaperG, munies, erz.
.itsImmtw
r-4414E-.. y

mr school .

unselo/..

catht.

The fOilat*
For .EACH

the Tor r
-T F L:

T F DV

stFrreents
,mer: aaswer_lruei r-Tialse, 2r
JK in front of the stmzement

-I

1611-Hmt

_Ixmality.
Kmmilw by circling

now as m-- =h as I vculd like to know about birth control.

a highly effective method of birth control.

T F DK

.. girl :an get pregnant the first time she has intercourse (makes

T F DK

metbmd.
Uouffoiig after intercourse is a highly effective birth control

T F DK

S

an live in the

..f9Josma.Le's reproductive

system, for about

77:hictfurs (3 days).
sex (mamersel-x organ contact) is a common practice.

T F DK

073--ge.nital

T F DK

If a. wvi-man does not

3.1rf.w an orgasm (climax) during intercourse, she

can': met pregnant.
.

control.
.T F DK Withldr wal (pulling cv -) as a highly effective method of birth

T F DK

SuaL2o,wing sperm canmmeRe a woman pregnant.'
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Venereal. Disease (VII)

r

F DK Mmmy teams of VD are camght by contact with toilet seats, drinking
fommtaLme. amf swimmer
7 D15.

If the spmptmes of VD eJsappear by themselves, no treatment is needed,

DK -(rece yomulve had VD, you can't get it again.

T F DK

1ED is not really dangeramsto your health.

T FMK Minors ran be treated fr= VD in (name o7.-- state) without-permisSion f=pm
their parrente.

18Er; tat s3

Omouth_r_y pomriod)

T FaK tisienstrust;ion is a clearing of the tal.!emus (womb) to prepare

again for

mregnancy.
T F DK

mnalAn'S fertile time (linen she tE:M17St likely to become pregnant)
:.over. the middle of the interval ivetveen her menstrual nerinds.

The firth Cactrol ?ill
T F .D1E-

77.se pill must Me stopped every year-±71. three months.

T 7 DK The pill is generally diarverous to nee..

T F DY

".7.ae

±t

tmay b.,. taken elan with otne- medications witham_ decreasing
effectiveness.

T F DK Me p.:11 may be taken mp. a girl who uses alcohol and/or drugs.

T F DK "Me pill may nct be

x if the woman haE= a history of Main illness-

es.

T F DK The 01 Ls the most =active method of '=irth control.

T F DK

The riaphraipm must be worn at all times.

T F DK A diwohragm Atould be used only after having been fitted for it by a
doctr7-.

T F.DK The effectiveness of the diaphragm is ine s d when used with a cream
or

T F DK The dialnmmila cannot be felt by eith'i.the imanlor woman when properly
in placm..

1

The Cu sh= .0rubber)

T F DK' Using a mmladier can helpprevent the

of venereal disease.
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rubber should be tested before use.

T F DK

T F DK/ Rubbers break easily.

Jr

when
T F DK The rubber shOul&be held around the base of the man's penis
withdrawn.
The I. U. D. (intrauterine;de'Vice, such as, the loop or coil)*
love).
T FIM The I. U. D. is inserted before each act of intercourse(making

intercourse.
T F DK The I. U. D. cannot be felt by the man or woman during

T F DK The-I. U. D. is the second most effective method of birth control.
been stretched'
T F DK The I. U. D. usually works best if the uterus (womb) has
by a previous pregnancy.

Foams, Creams, & Jellies

T F DK They should be inserted just before each intercourse.
T F DK They work by killing sperm.
T F DK

They can.b2 bought without a prescription'in any drug store.

T F DK Whenj used with a rubber, they are a highly effective birth control method.

T F DK T

y should be washed out with a douche immediately after intercourse.

rtion

T F DK An abortion can be done safely and easily by a doctor during the
first 12 ,weeks of pregnancy.

T F DK

Hailing an abortion will make the woman sterile (unable,to.have children
in the future) -.

T F DK Anyone can tell if a girl has had an abortion.

9$
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Client Affective Variables: General

Title: LABOR_ AND DELIVERY TOOL

Author: Aguiar, Martha B.
Variables: A postpartum patient's perceptions

ot her labor and delivery experience and her

,

general knowledge of pregnancy, 'labor, and delivery are the variables studied.
Description:

Nature and Content: This self:administered,
41-item instrument is divided into four' parts.
Part A contains two itemsone concerning the
patient'srgerieral educational background and
another related to attendance of prenatal classes. Part B contains five open-ended items, Part
C contains 25'attitude statements related to the
subject's labor and delivery experience, and
Part D contains nine multipTe-choice knowledge
item% related to pregnancy, Labor, and delivery.
Eight of the items have four answer choices and
obe has five possible choices.

Administration and Scoring: The instrument
requires no special skills or provisions for administration. Directions for completion of each
section precede that section of the instrument.
The author estimated that approximately 15
nfinutes were required for completion of the instrument, though no time limits- were imposed.

For scoring of parts C and D; the following
information was provided:
Foch item is scored by the investigator in the following
way: the most ,positive answer receives' 5 points; the
next most positive answer receives 4 points; the next
most posits ye, 3 points, and down to 1 point for the least

positive answer. An empty space receives a zero. For
Part D a positive score is given for each' completely
correct answer (Moore-Nunnally and Aguiar, 1974).

No other:scoring infezmation was provided.
Development:

Rationale: The author stated that the instru-

ment was ....ased upon'Greenwald's (1968) theory

of attitude formation.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of literature and discussions with nursing staff members, graduate nursing students,

graduate, nursing faculty members, and a
perinatal nurse specialist.
Procedure fa'r Development: A preliminary
form of the, questionnaire.was pretested with

five patients and sevenii actuate nursing stu'' dents. Following that rare9tesit, re-rons were
made, and, prior to its401,1,11inistrztialu. the final
imstrument was critique4 .h.y a Iperimitz-T.1 nurse
specialist and an assiAmaik ,$),rtifessair. of sociology.

Reliability a ql Valia,

N. remmility data

were provided_

Content validity was
the instrumentrevieWe

rimmed

by haying

I talotnersons iden-

tified in the section, Pry era "3: Tor Development.
Some evidence of coniss:',,..tet midity for Part C

and Part D is provided by'-group tefferences in
the scores on these sovtitfonos of two groups of
subjects.' In the Moog' Nun?nally. and Aguiar
women who had
(1974) study, mean scum', Lif
classes
significantly
were
prenatal
Attended

scores of 25
highero (p < 0.05) than, the in
women who had not atteinawd ,-enatal classes.
Prenatal class attendees also hid ac significantly
tdward labor and,
more positive overall rigtiti-

delivery (p < 0.05) t

men who had not

attended prenatal claok.

Use in, Research: nix
the instrumpnt is de,
and Aguiar's (1974) a
tion of Their Prenatal 4,

Aguiar's (1974) mane'

'patient and use of
ti )10.ore-Nunnally

1Pabents' EvaluaOiitihretry Care" and
r.iwtoo reaferenced be-

low.

Comments: This inst...

Aguiar for a study
tients' responses to
experience based upc
a,nce at prenatal cla
not learning took plat_

,t sous developed by

-ned to 'evaluate pa:
labor and delivery
dance or nonattend-

.d to test whether or
!tong the patients who

attended versus those r o did not.
Work to establishts-str. tiability and valloility is

needed as is attentit t.' other facets of the instrument For exanweeil, %formation is needed
on the categorization. and riscoring of the 'openended statements; semorrit-for Part C needs to be

refinedes it.now stanit w it would, appear that
no one would be assign a score of 2 for an
answer; some of the items an the knowledge test

appear to have more than one correct answer.
Each of the items shoulciike critically tested to
determine how each coreslates with the total
scare. Such an item analysis might show that

,

oi

OLUME 1

could be eliminated. The instrurnetrtis ainismt could be morP, accurately
Attitudes
change of name, a
ialentifiesl
3warri ast:z Rnowledge..of Pregnancy, Labor
ssonte of the it,*

land Dmitiv7e:--.Tool.

Aguisr_ ilootha B. The effect of prencatal education uporcn he knowledge and attitudes of 50
razoirpc-rtwonz women. Unpublished master's
-moms_ ...7nicrersity of Oregon, 1974.
Cirreenimaia

A. Cognitive learning, cognitive re-

mtommier.::- tiormasion and attitude change. In

7- ---prenoolifogiod.: Foundation of Attz:ude, New
or Arratimic Press, 1968, 147-168.

Moore, D., and Cook-Hubbard, K. Comparison of

methods for evaluating patierit r9sponse to

nursing care. Nursing Research, 1975, 24 (3),
202-204.

Mo, ,re-Nunnally, D., and Aguiar, Martha. Pa=exits' evaluation of their ..grenatal and decare. No ursing Research, 1974, 23, (6),
-it 69-174.

Source of Info.-mation:
Martha B Ag_,Lar, R.N., M.S.
Old E)epo' 1.10:44

Campton,

.E 03223

Inkstrunwro .Copyright: None.

a
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Aguiar, Martha B.

LABOR MD DELIVER! TOOL

Dearftther:
1 as -tuterested.i.n. ---"nding out what you know and how you ~eel about your

laterand delivery_

Your name will not be used so pleasE_ae frank in you
.

ansmiers.

't A.

J1

Tease circle the last year of school which you completed:
1
Grade School
9
High School
13
College
Graduate
17

Ptease circle the r

2

3

'C

11

-a

15
19

4
12
16

5

6

7

8

5ers of any prenatal classes offered at the clinic

wfch you attended
1

is I

Class I

Class IV

Class III

Class V

Part B. Open-Endee Statements
Directions: Pleases finish the following statements with thb first thing
that comes to mind.
-1.

My labor and eelivery was

2.

During labor I wish I had

3.

I knew I was in labor when

4.

The prenatal classes offered at the ciplic are

5.

My mother said that labor and delivery would be
4

Part C.
Directions:

Answer each item in terms of your own laber and delivery.
Read each of the statements-below and rate each one with a
'strong yes', .'yes', 'no', or 'strong no.'
Please check (X) in the space provided which reaction comes
Closest to saying how you feel about each statement. a
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,

30es

1.

Strong

Strong
Yes

No

.

4t

No

I wish I had been asleep during
labor and delivery.
The doctor was' always there-when
I needed. him.

I feel badly about my labor and
deliVery.
4.

My husband should be proud of
me..

5.

Nothing sed to help the
pain.,

6.

I am not afraid to have
another-baby.

7.

I was not sure of where to go,
when I came to the hospital in
labor.

8.

2-'N
9.

I was interested in reading
the pamphlets gi7en to me in
the clinic.

The pain I felt was not unbearable.

10:

I would like to take care of
IV baby while in the hospital.

11.

The delivery room frightened

me.
12.

The nurses were attentive.

13.

I asked question% about my
progress during labor and
delivery.

14.

I was well prepared for my
labor and, delivery.

o.
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Strong
Yes

15.

Strong

'

Yes

No

No

: wish that men had babies to-sop
am:Armen would not have to go_

trough labor andeelivery.
-1,

.

1,1111L

if.woien have some idea of what
labor is like, they'll hake an
easier time.
a

,

13.

I lost control of myself during
labor and delivery.

18.

There is really mahing a woman.
can do to help herself duMng.
labor and 'delivery.

T9.

I wish I had practited my
breathing exercises more often.

20.

No matter what anyone says,
childbirth is a very painful
experience.

2l.

If I become pregnant again,,
I will go to pregnancy classes.

22.

No one told me anything during
my labor and delivery.

23.

The doctors and nurses helped°

r

.

a

rellieve my discomfort.
24.

25.

r wish I had had my baby in
a private hospital.

The breathing techniques
'were-a waste of time.

Part C
Direction:

1.

The following items or incomplete statements concern pregnancy,
labor and dbgivery. Please circle the word or words that
complete the statement or answer the quein.

Your ovary releases an egg
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

6
10
14

18
22

b.

days before .a menstrual period.
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Warningsigns of danger during pregnancy are:

2.

B.

C.
D.

3.

vaginal bleeding.
occasional headaches
pain in lowe'r abdoMen
blurred vision

3

Good dental care during pregnancy should include:
a toothbrdsh with medido to soft bristles
dental flossing between teeth before brushing.
downward_stroke on upper, teth and upward stroke on lower teeth
C.
brushin9 once each day, preferablj, before bed
D.

A.
* B.

4.

Good body mechanics:

A. 'includes
includes
B.
are only
C.
includes
D.

5.

using your legs0 do the work in lifting'
rising from bed'to one's feet in one quick motion
important during pregnancy
using your back to do the work in lifting

Breathing techniques used in early labor when contractions are mild
include:
tapping out a song with the fingertips
A.
shallow rapid breathing
B.
-slow deep chest breathing
C.
breathing in through the mouth and out through the nose
D.

t.
,6.

Learning to relax during labor:
is only important for people planning natdral.childbirth
B. .will-allow,your uterus to work more freely and efficiently.
involves practice before going into labor
C.
is something that comes naturally to most women
D.

A..

7.

8..

Signs of true labor are:
A. .contractions starting in front
B. 'contractions regular in interval
contractions stop, when you move around
C.
D.,,bloody show from the vagina

It is important to use Level t breathing or panting ih1the delivery
room because:
uncontrolled pushing could injure the baby's eyes
A.
the breathing causes the medication to work faster
B.
the breathing prevents dizziness
C.
D: _uncontrolled pushing could cause the mother to tear.

1.0 6
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cause a loss of feeling but do not put you to sleep
9. eAnesthetits which
during labor and delivery include:
A.
caudal
paracervical
B.
inhalation or general anesthesia
C.
D. 'morphine

T

c-

40.

Mow

0

a

.
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According to the author, responses marked 1
or 2 are considered favorable, a response
considered neutral or embodying nb--ern-otio-rial
reaction, and a response of 4 or 5 indicates the
presence of anxiety.

ANXIETY DUE TO TERRITORY AND
SPACE INTRUSION QUESTIONNAIRE
Author: Allekian, Constance I.

Variable: The variable is, anxiety which results
from territorial and personal space intrusions..
The author defines these terms as follows:

Development:

Anxietyan experience which can be described- affectively, such as ure53iness, embarrassment, or annoyance.
Territoryan area of the hospital room which
is clairn4 by the patient.

-

Personszi spacean area extending outward
to a. distance of four feet from the person's
body.

--Intrusionunsolicited entrance and activity
or contact ( Allekian, 1973).
_

Description:
Nature and Content: This is a 27-iterri, 5-point,

.

ftilly anchored rating scale divided into two

.

Rationale: Following Robert Ardey's theory of
territoriality, it is prop,osed that an individual's
needs for security and identity may be'
threatened by intrusions. Such instrusions may

produce annoyance or anxiety. Similarly, ac
cording to recent hypotheses formulated by
Irene Beland, Kennet,ii Little, and others, intru-

sions -of personal space (one's body and immediate surroundings) may produce unease or
embarrasament. It is thought that patients- are
likely to be especially affected by such intrusions, because they have little control over their

hospital situations and because hospital personnel may easily intrude upon the paient'S
territory and 'personal space in the course of

performing routine duties.
Source of Items: The itertris were derived from
the theories of territoriality and anxiety found
signed to determine patients' feelings regarding . in the. published literature and the professional
personal space intrusions by health care per- experience of the author.
Procedure for Development: No information
sonnel. Each item refers to a hypothetical situapart-§7 Part I contains 15 items designed to de-

termine patients' feelings about territorial
space intrusions; Part II,contains 12 items

tion, e.g., "Your door is closed and a nursing
assistant enters without knocking" (item 1, Part
0-; "While you are lying in bed, the nurse leans
over you and you feel her breath against your
-.---- face as she talks" (item 1, Part II). For Part I,
response choices are (1) pleased, (2) agreeable,
(3) indifferent, (4) annoyed, and, (5) 'very an-

noyed; for Part II, response choices are (1)
pleased, (2). agreeable, (3) indifferent, (4) uneasy,

,

'
and (5) embarrassed.
Administration and Scoring: The instalment
can be self-administereds If the patient is unable
to read -or write, the items and response rhoices

may be read to the patient and the patient's

verbal responses recorded by the administrator.
Administration- of the quiestionnaire requires
approximately 20 minutes. It is highly desiable

to insure that individual patient's responses,
per se, do not become, known to the heaith care
personnel.The possible responses to each item are given
a numerical score of from 1 to 5 as follows:

Part I
Pleased-1
Agreeable-2
Indifferent-3
Annoye&--4

Very annoyed-5,

--Pleased -1

Agreeable-2
Indifferent-3
Uneasy-4
Embarrassed-5

was provided other than that the response alternatives for each item were carefully elected
on the basis of J. R. Davitz's analysis of terminology used to describe anxiety (Allekian,
1973).

Reliability and Validity: No information was

.
provided. =
Use in Research: The instrument was developed

by Allekian for her _study "Intrusions of Territory and Fiersonal Space".(1973). The purpose of
her study was to determine whether intrusions
of territory and persOnal space were anxietyproducing factors for theft hospitalized person. 41

Seventy -six adult patients in four metropolitan Chicago hospitals participated in the study.
Three hospitals ' were general acute care
facilitiesk,the fourth was an extended care facility for long-term patients.with chronic conditions. The sample population for the study was
selected according to the availability ofpatients
who were lucid and responsive, not critically or
seri ly ill; confined to bed or room, and were
willi g,,tO participate in the study.7
CAMments: Since the-instrument was developed
for use in a particular exploratory study, each
researcher who contemplates Using-it should
review each item carefully and judge its. quality

°
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References:
Allekian, Constance. Intrusions of territory and,
personal space. NurAg Researsh, 1973, 2 2, (3)

and, value for the purposes of his(her) project.
Many items are complex, e.g., item 13, Part I,
"The cleaning woman re-arranges your personal
belo gings,on the bedside stand without asking
yo how you would like them arranged"; if the
pa ient responds,. "Annoyed," it could be an- .
noyance at the rearrangement or the fact that it
was done Without 'asking. Other items may not
be applicable to all patients, e.g. tern 3, Part I,
"You, prefer to have your door cased. but the
nurse always leaves it open when she leaves the
roam"; some .patients may not prefer to have
their door closed. This _problem could be addressed by rewording the items which fall into
this category into simple declarative sentences.
Conceptually, one might- question whether an-

236-241. .

.

Intrusions of territory and personal
space: An exploratory study of anxietyinducing factors in hospitalized patients.
Internation'al Journal of Psychiatry
Medicine, Winter 1974, 5 (1), 27-39.

Source of Information:
Constance I. Allekian
7753 West North Avenue
River. Forest, Ill. 60305-

noyance and embarrassment (the response,

Instrument Copyright: \
The American Journal of,Nursing Company

able).

10 Columbus Circle
New York, 'N.Y. 10019

choices) can be equated with anxiety (the vari-

The reliability and validity of the instrument
should be determined for any proposed study.

c.

0

1Q9
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ANXIETY DUE TO TERRITORY AND SPACE INTRUSION QUESTIONNAIRE

Thisquestionnaire walideveloped for the purpOse.ofobtaining information
as to how hospitalized people feel about various situations that normally occur
in the hospital.

The responses to the questionnaire will be confidential.
Please indicate your:
family size

sex

age

place of birth

country of national origin
length of stay in the hospital

Directions:

Read each of the situations described below.

In the list of possible

responses to the right of each situation, place an X on the line in front of
the.word which best describes how you might feel.Definitions:

nurse:. an R.N. or an L.P.N.'(Licensed Practical Nurse)
nursing assistant:

an aide or orderly

Part I

1.

Your door is closed and a nursing
assistant enters without knocking.

1.

_2.
---3.
4.
5.

, 2.

While>you are sitting in your chair,
the aide sits'on your bed while

1.
2.

_3.
4..

3.

conversing with you.

5.

You prefer tojlays your door clobed

1.

but the nurse always leaves it open
.when.she leaves your room.

2.
3.

4.
5.

pleased ,.
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed

pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed
pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed,
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1._ pleased
2.- agreeable
indifferent
3.
annoyed
4.
very annoyed
5.

The nursing assistant talks in an
unusually loud voice while working
in your room.
5.

Your bedside stand is moved to a

1.
2.

.

position where it cannot be easily

3.,

4.

6.

.7.

reached by you.

5.

The nurse removes a chair from your

1.
2.

room without asking, whether you will
be using it.

3.
4.
5.

While you are lying in bed, the nurse

1.
2.

3.
4.

bumps the.bed as.she walks by it

5.

1.
2.

The window in your room is opened

3.

or closed without asking your

_4.

9.

10.

prefetence.

5.

Without, asking your permission, the

1.
2.

nurse looks through.your personal

3.

belongings in your draWer.

4.
5.

The window shades in yoUr room

1.
2.
-3.

-ari-raised or lowered- without

4.

11.

asking your preference.

5.

The nurse,sits on your bed while

1.

2.

talking to you.
.

1.
2.

12.. An orderly opehs the door to your
:room and enters without knocking.

3.
4.
5.

.

3.

4.
-5.

pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed

pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed
pleased
agreeable
indifferert
annoyed
very annoyed
pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed
pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed
pleased
agreeable
'indifferent.

annoyed
very annoyed
pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed
pleaded
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed
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13.

1.
2.

The clearing woman rearranges your
personal belongings on the bedside.

3.

pleased
agreeable
indifferent

4: annoyed
5.

very annoyed

The nursing assistantenters your

1.
2.

room and begins to move your bed
while you are in it.

3.
4.
5.

pleased
agreeable
indifferent

The nurse speaks in an unusually

1.

.stand without, asking you how you

would like them arranged.
14.

15.

2.
3.
4.
5.

loud voice while talking with you.

annoyed,

very annoyed
pleased
agreeable
indifferent
annoyed
very annoyed

Part II
1.

J.

While you are lying in bed, the

2.
3.

.nurse leans over you and you feel

4.
5.

her breath against your face as

pleased
agreeable
indifferent
uneasy
'embarrassed

she talks
2.

pleased
2. Tagreeable
3.
indifferent
4.
uneasy
embarrassed 4
5.
1.

The nursing assistant stands close
to-the head'of YOur bed when talking-

with-You while you are lying down.
3.

pleased
2.- agieeable

While yOu'are sitting in achairi.

.1'.

-3.-indifferent

the nurse comes close-to-you and

uneasy
5. -embarressed
4.

puts her hand on your shoulder
while she'talks with you.
4.

1.
2.

the doctor sits close to you on

3.

your bed while talking to. you.

4.

pleased
agreeable
indifferent
uneasy

5. embarrassed

112.
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5.

The nursing assistant holds .your

hand for at few minutes after pptting
a thermdmeter,in your .mouth.

After asking you some questions,.eha /

1.- pleased
agreeable
--73. indifferent
uneasy
4.
embarrassed
5.
1.
2.

////

doctor begins to examine you by
feeleing and listening to different /
parts of 5r-our body.
7.

3.
4.
5.

../

The nurse administers a treatment

3.

pleased.
agreeable
indifferent

4.

uneatiy.

1.
2.

to a more personal area of your

-5.

body.
8.

The nurse. holds your hand while

activities for the day.

while you are lying in bed, the
nursing assistant leans over you;
in'the process of making yOUr bed.-

10.,-; The -orderly.places his,hand'on.your:

4.
--775 .

2.
.agreeable
.3.. 'indifferent

4.
5.

uneasy
embarrassed

1.

pleased 44
agreeable
indifferent
uneasy,
embarrassed

3.

4.
5.

:11.

The doctdr takes your hanclin his

agreeable
indifferent
uneasy
emberrataed

1. _pleased

2.

arm while talking to you.

embarrassed

1. pleased
2.

talking with-you about your

9.

pleased
agreeable
indifferent
uneasy
embarrassed

pleased
agreeable
3. -indifferent.
uneasy
4.
embarrassed
5.
1.
2.

Atlas you are telling. him about a
priablee.
12.

The aide approaches you in your room

1.
2.

and puts her arm around you while

3...

4.

talking with you.

'pleased

agreeable
indifferent
uneasy

5 embarrassed
.

permission bi.the'HealthAesoUrces
Copyrighted by ths:AMericarSournal of Nursing Company; reprOuced.with
permission
of
copyright
holder._
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Title: ATTITUDES TOWARD CONTENT AND

TIMING OF SEX. EDUCATION

(SECT-

Attitudes) ATTITUDES TOWARD SEX EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS (SES-Attitudes) Note:

These two instruments were developed to be
used jointly.
Author: 13loch,-Doris

Variables: The variables measured are attitudes
toward two partiallY independent facets of attitudes toward sex education, namely, attitudes
toward the content and timing of sex education
and attitudes toward sex eduCation in school.
Description:

Nature and Content! Each instrument is a 10item, self-administered, Likert-type scale which
contains attitudinal statements to whicythe re-

spondent indicates 'Whether he(she) /agrees,
disagrees, or is undecided. An example of a
"content" item is "Children should be allowed to
see their pets mate." An example of a "timing"
item is "When a 5-year old asks how babies get

out of the mother, he should he told he Is too
young to know." An example of a "school" item
is "Schools should-take the lead in teaching the
facts of life."
ministra tio,n and Scorn,: The scales were
designed to be self-administered; however, they
can:he read to the-respondent, if the respondent
is" unable to read. The respondent circles A for
agree, .D .for disagree, and .1)" for undecided. The

instruments are prescored (2 points for the liberal or favorable answer$ 0 points for 'the conservative or unfavorable answer, and .1 point for
undecided);` however, these numbers should be
removed frOm the instruments priOr to selfadministration. Each instrument is scored by
-summing the scores'on-a1110 t*..ems. --The possible

range of scores is -from 0 (most conservative or
most 'unfavorable) to 20 (most liberal or most
favorable).
A high Score on the SECT scale rep,
reSenti
"liberal attitudes" and a low score rep-

resents "conservative attitudes." A high score

on the SES :scale represents "favorable at-

titudes" and a low score represents "unfavorable attitudes:"
The two instruments may be administered as
one, but they Inust be analyzed separately, since

the two variables' measuredalthough °relatedare conceptually and empirically distinct.. Administration of each, tool requires ap-,.
proximately 5-1.0 minutes. The tools were found°
suitable for use; with adults of the -whole spectrum of socioeconomic levels (Bloch, 1970).

Development:

Rationale: The instruments are not based on

any specific theory. They are, however., based on

the author's hypothesis that the two components of sex education attitude's are conceptually and empirically distinct.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a

review of the literature, attitude scales developed by. other investigators, interviews with
parents with different beliefs about sex education, and interviews-with professionals in health
care and education.
Procedure for Development: A set of 160 Sex
Education Content and Timing-Attitude statements were collected to cover the following subcategories: general statements, statements
about male-female anatomy, menstruation,
seminal emission, pregnandy, birth, coitus, contraception, venereal disease, and masturbation.
A Thum* ne-type model lArs used, but wasinot

considered succesiful; ho ever, based on a

broad range, of Q-values, ap` opriatenesS of con-

tent, simplicity of wording; lid sound sentence
construction, it did lead to the selection of 26
items.

To develop the. Sex Education in Schools-

Attitude scale, 26 statements were collected by

adaptation of items from older scales, froin

-statements in the popular .presS1 from profes-

sional journals, and frOm interviews with

mothers.
The 52 items for the 2 components were then'
intermingled, pretested with mothers in a small
series of pilot 'studies, changed, as.,,needed, and
administered to 1g4 inotherS,"Of 124ear-old=girl
component
in a larger study.,The data for
were then subjected_ to item ..analSF4 ' '
This resuited in the 2 Sale4iaCk-Consisting of
the 10 items which had been found to correlate

highest with-thi-totai score on each component.-'
ReliabilitY and 'Validity: No test-retest: reliability

information was available forAhese

instruinentg:, Split -half correlations for the two
instruments were 0.70 (SECT) and 0.91 (SES).
ApproXimately half of the respondents had a
kt.
high score (15:-20) on both_ of these variables.
Approximately 10, and 20 percent, respectively,

had low scores (0-9) on these two variables.
There was a significant positive relationship (p
< 0.005) -between these two variables. However,
only about 8:percent of the variance of one was "
shared'by the other (r =4/28):
Use in Research: The development and use of
these instruments is described in-Bloch's (1970)
.doctoraP dissertation referenced below: BloCh's
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study showed that the two components of sex
. education attitudes are partially independent: a
sizeable proportion of mothers with liberal attitudes toward content and timing held unfavorable attitudes toward sex education in school,
and the reverse was also true. Liberal SECTAttitudes were associated with relatively ex
tensiveThex_education practices.

Comments: These- 'instruments appear to have
potential for obtaining information about the
variables they were developed to measure. They ,
appear to be simple, straight-forward, easily
administered, and applicable to a wide range of
socioeevomic and educational levels. However,
any poteltial user should examine each instru, ment carefully and judge its suitability for
his(her) study population. This is especially im-

portant as .far as words and terms are con-

cerned.
It would be helpful to hive information on the

est- retest characteristics of the variables. It
would also be helpful to have inforthation re,,garding the nter-item characteristics of. the
52 -item version of the instrument: .Such information could indicate the presence of measures

other than those identified by the' author, as

well as confirm the itein selection made by the
author.
It would also be useful to Kaye , information

regarding the relationship between these variables and subsequent events that happened to
the children of mothers who responded to this
instrument. It would be useful to expand this
information to mother-son and father-son situations.

Finally, it would be useful to have results

based on a much larger sample-qf parents and
children.
References:
Bloch, Doris. Attitudes and practices of mothers
in the sex education of their daughters. Unpub-

lished doctoral dissertation, University of

California, Berkeley, 1970.
Bloch, Doris,--and Derryberry, M. Effect of political Controversy on sex education research: A
case study. The Family Coordinator, 1971, 20
3), 259-264.

gource of InfOrmation:
Doris Bloch, R.N., Dr. P.H.

a

Chief, Research Grants'Section
Nursing Research Branch
Division of Nursing, BEM, PHS
Center. Building, Room 3-5ii
3700 Ease7West Highway
Hyattsville, Md: 20782

Instrument Copyright: Doris Bloch, R.N.,.: Dr.
F.H.
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ATTITUDES,i0WARD SEX.EDUCATION.IN SCHOOLS (SES ATTITUDES')
ATTITUDES.TOWARDCONTENT AND TIMING OF SEX IDUCrION (SECT ATTITUDES)

In order to learn something. About the opinions
ade up 20
-abqut teaching children the facts of life, we th
For
it.
Each one has some sort of an opini
statements.
agrees
each statement I would like you to decide whether,, DU
So you have three
with it'or not, or whether you are undecided.
possible answers: l:_. Agree, 2: -undecided or not elute, or it
depends,and 3: Disagree.
(IF INDICATED)

-

Readeach statement carefully and then circle A for agree, U for
undeciaed, and ,.D for disagree.

GIF INDICATED)
Would you like me to read theM to you again?
If there is anything that is not clear to you, be sure to stop .
me, and I will be glad to read it again.

1-16
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ATTITUDES' TOWARD SEX EDUCATION IN sacla
o

(SES ATTITUDES)

1.

' A 1.1 D'

2 1 0
a-

-

'Teaching the facts of life in school is as important
as teeddeng reading., writing, end arithmetic.

2 1.0

Children should learn about the facts of life as part.
of their regular work in school.

3.

A U D
0 1 2

When the facts of life are taught in school, children
are given too much information when they are too young.

4.

A U D
2 1 0

When children _are given. a good sex education in school,
they will make wiser decisions when they gro47up.

5.

A U D
2 1 0

The facts of life should be taught in school, so that
children get the proper information.

6.

A U D

Schools should take the lead in teaching the facts of

2 1 0:

life.

2.

A' U D

.

.

7.

A IT D

2,1 0

P.

A -U D

0 1 2

'If the facts of life are taught' in 'school, children
learn that sex is a normal part of life.

'A t D.

- Classroom discussion about sex will. stimulate' too 'much

0.1 2

interest in raw sex

A

=

Agree

U

=

Undecided

D

.

Teachers are too overt4orkedto teach sex' education
in addition:o all their' other duties..

2 1 0

A U D

10.

Boys and' girls should be together in classes where the
facts of life are taUght.

Disagree

Copyrighted by Doris Bloch; reproduced with permission hy_the Bealth Resources AdministratiOn.
Further reproduction prohibited without, permission of copyrtght
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ATTITUDES TOWARD CONTENT AND TIMING OF SEX EDUCATION (SECT ATTITUDES)

Children should not be told"about intercourse until
they are at least 12 years old.-

A. U. D

1..

0 1.2

If a child-of 6 asks where babies oome.from, he-.should
be told: "From God; He lets a little.seed.grow,under
mother's heart,"

A U D

2.

.

A U D
0 1-2

Children should be taught that playing with themselves
is a bad habit.

A U D
0 1 2

Children should be told that women have to be married
to have babies.

A U

Children should be allowed to see their pets mate.

210
''''

.

A U D
0 1.2
A U D

If a.young child asks how the baby gOt inside the mother,
-,
' .
it's best to change. fiesubjedt.

0 12.

.

A U D
2 1-0

A child who wants to know how babies get out of the
mother should he told the truth, no matter .how young

''

4

he i's.,
,

A U D
a 1 2

10.

.

,

.0 1 2.
.

,

Children should. nly be told about, the facts of life .
when they ask questions.

A U-D

2.

..

Parents should teach their children not to:talk about
the fac.-s of life. with other children.

'

,

.

-

.

when a 5-year-old asks how babies get out of tiie Mother,
he should' be told he"ii too young to know.

Agree

A-

U

=

Undecided

D

=

Disagree

__Copyrighted by Doris Bloch; reproduced with permission by the Health Resource s Administration.
FurtherlFdpro&ction-prohibited without permission of co,yrigbt holder.
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Since the interview was designed toapproxi-

Title: PARENTAL SEX EDUCATION RRACTICES 'INTERVIEW, PARENTAL SEX EDUCATION PRACTICES. CHECKLIST
Author: Bloch; Doris
Variable: The level of sex education provided by
a4parent to a child is the variable under study.
= Level of sex edUcation is operationally defined by

mate aq closely as possible a Guttman Scale, any
component can be terminated if two probes in a
row result in negative answers. Probing further'

:might create embarrassment and stress. The

length of the interview depends a great deal on '-

the talkativeness of the respondent and may
range from 5-30 minutes. The interview must be
practiced before accurate data can be collected.

a parent's responses, to the items in the semi-

Extensive notes should be kept during the

structured interview or the responses to the

interview and shoUld be transcribed immediately *after the interview. The author

items in the checklist. Emphgsis is on the extent

---of-the-farteaching rather than its scien-

suggested that audiotape recording would be
tific accuracy... '-------____
helpful if it were acceptable to the parent with, c?,
Description:
out
creating additional discomfort. Using the'.
Nature and Content: Both- the interview and
three-Par scoring guideproviddd by the author,
the 14-item checklist address three components
the interview content should then:be scored by,
of sex education: (1) nienkruation? (2) father's
one or more coders. The score. for eacirenmpo-.
role in reproduction, and (3) birth control. The
nent
consiSts of the highest level reached and
interview -.is semistructured with .specific quesranges'from 1.0 5, with 1 indicating a low level
tiona and probes identified. A det(ailed scoring
of sex education having\ been prOvided, and 5 a
guide for the interview has been developed. An
high level of sex educa,tion having been pro- "
example of an, interview item is: "Haye,the two
vided. A score for total \sex education level is
of you ever talked in any way:about:what makes
obtained, by summing the three cOinporient
. a baby- start growing, about the father's part in
scores and subtracting a constant of 2, which
hiving a, baby ?" The accompanying probe, is:
results in a possible range of scores of .1 (very
"Have you ever had' a chance to talk to her
low) to 13 (very high).
.about the sperm orthe seed from the father?"
Coders should be trained 15r practicingon preOn: the checklist; the parent indicates whether
test
data. Coders are instructed to:
each subject identified on the checklist has, or
1. Place a reapOndent in )he highest possible
has not yet been_discussed.
category; for example; i it is clear that the
Ah example of a checklist item is: "How often
parent is at least at-lev. e1,3,,but if there
.women have a period and how long it lasts," for
Cshe has touches) on an
some eviden.
which 'the parent checks either "the "talked
iterriln
level
4,
she
should be scored 4:
abo_ut!',or "not yet talked about" column.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Administration and ,caring: The interview

mdSthe'condticted by a highly skilled, sensitive,
experienced interviewer in a quiet place where
at,a minimum. The interview
interruptions
was designed. to allow. the respondent to talk
freely,; however, the interviewer should adhere
closely. to the questions and probes prescribed.
.The :anther found it necessary to individualize
each interview for kvariety of 'reasons: (1) Sonie
mothers were not Very 'verbal and needed many
probes, while others would give:a great deal of
information in Einiwer to the. first question, obviating the need for a number of questions 9..nd.
(2) Soine mothers were very unconiforti

_

'iffecciderre a le-to-proceed without difficulty. No major sco n$-probleirisideveloped, and

the 'scoring guide a i peared to be adequate to

enable the .three ciders to make. a numeric

judgment of the, m ther's sex:education practices from theinter yew data.
The checklist can e self-administered without
difficulty to any. arena able to read. It can
,
able tring this interview, and at times the ina parent whols unable
also
be admini'stered
tervieTer'hadLtO bring-a great:deal'of tact and
to read 'by reading, it t her(him).

-senSitivity into play in order-to-keeP_La, Mother from gettingtoo upset. The goal at all timeS-,was

_ The checklist is Ares &led with M wpresent-

to elicie\the least amount of information necessari, tOjUdgea mother's sex x-eduCation practices

"fatheris paWeduc-.Aion-,-vansipresenti,us

and to dO!sb-with a:Miniznal.amount off discom.

2. Score the e tent .df the parent's. teaching,
rather tha her scientific accuracy. The
ori- level of communication
emphasis
.7
'0
about sex.
ategory
"insufficient
data
to
.
3. Avoid the
score" as mu h as possible.
inthe-study for hich the tool was developed,

fort to the' mother:

''*'

ing 'ffienstruati_ort educitpin," F representing
"birth control education.", Eaeh.cohijrchent was

designed, to approach a GnttMan-type

.
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therefore, the highest item in each component
checked "talked about already" becomes the

collection resulted

largely from the inter-

viewer's increasing skill and from the use of

nent is checked "talked about already," the

probes where appropriate.
Checklist: In the latter stages of Pretesting of
the interview, it was decided to add a checklist-

symbols should be removed from the instrument
prior to administration.)
The total score on the checklist is determined
by adding-the final score for each of the three

type instrument to the interview schedule to
suppleMent the open-interview method of obtaining information about sex' education practices. A checklist 'based updn the interview

ION4 to 13 (very high).

lowingthe conclusion of the interview about her
sex education practices. The response cate-

score for that component. If no item in a composcore for, lhat.coMponent is 1. (The precoding

scoring guide was constructed and prescored ig
sets of items contained in the instrument; and
subtraiting 2 from the 'resulting' sum, Since the : order to allow a quick, second measure of judging sex .education practices. The .mother was
score for each of the three parts can range from
asked to complete the checklist immediately fol(veiy
1 to 5, the total ,score may range from 1
.

Development:

Tile tools were designed for use
with mothers of 12-year-old girls largely to ascertain the relationship between parental at;
titudes. and Practices in sex education. Content
was based upon literature on sex education directed to parents and written by acknowledged
experts in the fieid and on the author's belief.,
regarding what represents a realistic, achieva-

.

ble level of .sex eduCation for 12-year-old girls.
The '6inponent "menstruation".was; chosen because: (1) many mothers consider it a .vital and

reladyely easy facet of the 'sex education of

gories "talked about already" and "riot yet
talked about" were chosen deliberately over
:talked about: yesNo" in .the hope that the.
wording "might be less threatening. The
checklist was not pretested before it was used in:

the pilot study; however, only a. .few minor
"changes were made before it was. used in final
datacollection.

The instruments were designed to create a

minimum of distress for the respondent.
Reliability and Validity: Interview: No data
on inter-interviewer reliability 'are 'available.
The author and two college students coded all

girls, (2) it is timely for mothers of 12. gear-,old
girls, and.(3) menstruation education; in the au- thor's view, should definitely be coMpleted, by
age 12., "Father's role" was chosen because
it the most difficult asmany. parents
pect .of sex, eduCation. "Birth control" was choIsen- because 'parental .teaching of birth control

interviews independently.- Pearson product-.
moment correlation coefficients interiater re-

achievement in ,parental sex edubation.
Source of Items: Components of the interview
.find checklist were '-derived &obi the author's
Preliminary interviews Withparents,from a re-

practices' of mothells were used in the study

by age. 12 would represent' a considerable

.

.

view of the literature, and from the author'S

liability ranged from 0.76 to 026. Coders agreed
perfectly or differed by one point in from 75 percent to 87 percent of the cases.
Checklist: No reliability coefficients were determined.
Two methods of measuring the sex education

the interview method and the checklist.method.,
The author correctlyreporta that the manner of
administratiOnt,-clearl3L...ni0e the Iwo.

less than independent of 'each other. ,,

professional experience.
Procedure, for Development: Interview: An extensive: review of the literature revealed 'only
one instrument for the measurement of the sex
education practices of parents (Witmer, 1929).
The author felt that such a checklist-type instrument would be apt to elicit invalid responses
in that mothers, would be likety to, over-report..

_Mothers were asked to- mark the checklist iminediately,after the Completion of the sex education practices interview: This close. association
of the two 'meaSureS"may haVe had a number of
consequences. Some - mothers: probably would

Therefore; the author decided to- utilize an

obtained in- the ' interview: However, other

Open-ended interview to elicit information from
the mother about her sex edUcation practices.
The interview was subjected to a great deal of
pretesting, resulting in a number of changes. In
the latter'part of the pilot study, Minot changes

mothers, already Uncomfortable after the.practices interview which had in mink cases clearly.

elicited ina4equs+es in their sex : .education
practicei, w4ght grasp at the opportunity, of

<in ording were inade;Utimprovement in data

not want to contradict in the, checklist what
they had said in \the interview; their checklist
would presumably, arallel very closely the data

fered by the. checklist to improve upon the pie.hire of their:sex edueation practices previously

,
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presented to the investigatbr. This 'Cs to .say,
be due to g number of plissibilities; including the
then, that the data obtained by means of the
limited nature of the response alternatives used
checklist were undoubtedly influenced by the
in the checklist as well as to differences in the
preceding intervieW.-gesults' obtained from a' .::questions asked within the father and birth conchecklist administered without a prior practiceS : ,trol sets of questions. The author assumed that
the infoimation prov,ided by the checklist was
interview might well result in different data.
less valid thhn that obtained from a structured
The practice` interview, hoWever, was indeyeninterview. ft would be helpful to have more indent from the checklist androm any.ather measures included in the study.
formation regarding the relationship between
the. varible measured by the checklist and
Mothers were found to rate themselves generally higher: on the checklist than the coders
other variables ; before such a conclusion as
rated them on the basis of the interview data.
reached.
Over. 40 percent of the mothers who scored "very
Finally, it would be helpful to have additional
information based on a much larger Sample df
low (1-3)," "low (4-6)," and. "high (7-9)" on the

-

respondents .selecteefrot.a variety of com-

interview, moved into,the next highest Category
when scored by the checklist method.

munities.

Having conducted all the interviews on a

face-to-face basis; the dithor felt that the data
obtained by the interview wsresoMewhat more
valid than data obtained by the cheq.klist.

'

Any-potential user should examine the
struments carefully to be certain that the ter,

m minology Used is appropriate for his(he) study
population..
.

Use in Research: Bloch (1970) developed **and

.
used this instrument along with three others -References:
Bloch,
Doris.
Attitudes and,practices of mothers
desetibed elsewhere inNzis compilation (At- 4'
in
the
sex
education
of their daughte'rs. Uriirlubtitudes Toward Content andiTiming.of Sex Edulished
doctoral
'dissertation,
University of.
cation, Attitudes 'Toward Sex Education in
California, Berkeley, 1970.

Schools, and Sex KnoWledge Test) for .her doe-.
toraI research referenced below:

..

Comments: These instruments appear to haVe
potential for providing.information on the variable they were designed to measure. It would be
helpful to have information on the test-retest
characteristics of the instruments. It would also
be helpful to have information on the inter-item
and item variable characteristics. It was
pointed out by the author that the items have.
Guttmari-type characteristics. This may, indeed,
be the case, but it would be helpful to have informalion that:cOuld confirm this, and/or that
would lend itself to the 'developnient ofalternative procedures for scoring'resporises.
It would- be 'helpful to have more information
on the relationship between the scores and/or
,item responses,. on the checklist as compared
with those :.derived from the structured inter-

view procedures. The author indicated that

,

scores on the checklist were higher than those
derived from the interview schedule. This may.,

-

Bloch; Dbris, and Derryberry, M.. effect of polit-.
ical controversy, on sex education research: A
case study. The Family Coordinator, 1971, 20
(3), 259-264. _-

Witmer, H. W. The attitudes of mothers toward

sex education. Minneapolis: University of

Minnesota, 1929.
Bloch, Doris. Sex

education. practices of

mothers. Journal of Sex Education and
Therapy. yo. 4, No. 1, spring-summer 1978.
,
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.PARENTAL SEX EDUCATION PRACTICES CHECKLIST
-

have talked
Just to get a quick idea of what you-and.
would
check
off
on
this
list
aboUt:so far; I wonder whether you
those things you have already talked about, and those things yoU
haven't talked about yet.
Chadic "talked about already" if you have talked about it quite
a bit, or just "somewhat." Check "not yet..italked about" 4.1 you have not talked aboutit,at
all..

(ii:INDICATED)
Would you prefer if I read them to you?

O

122
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PARENTAL SEX EDUCATION PRACTICES. CHECKLIST

Talked About

.

_

.

,

.

Not Yet

Already.

.

.

.

M2.

.

.

.

How to put the pad and the belt on when
:,you have-your.period.
,

..

.

..

,

.

. .

-

.

.

.

.

M2. .How to keep yourself. clean during your
period;
.

.

e

.

f

.

M3;

How often women have a period, and how
long it lasts.

'4"`.....

.fr

.

-,

.

...

M3.

-c

Thag_girls_can get pregnant when they
start menstruating.

....

.

-

.

.
. .

1.=

)

0

M4.

What happens inside the body when awoman has a period.

M5:

That the blood feeds the baby if the
woman gets pregnant, instead of flowing

.

.

.
.

.

out.
.

F2.

.

:

That you need a man and a woman.to have
a baby.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

,F3i

..

.

That you need a sperm (seed) from the
father and an egg from the mother to have
a baby.

.

,

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

F4.

.

That during intercourse the man puts his
penis in the vagina of the woman.
,

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

F54

How people feel before and during inter=
course.

,,"

'

.

B2.

That lopie canAO'something.to-keep
from
,
gettin

.

.

.

.

pregn.ant.

J

123'
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PARENTAL SEX EDUCATION PRACTICES CHECKLIST

Talked About

Already

Not Yet,
.

Thq&WoMen can take. pills to keep from
getting pregnant.
0

B4. -That there -are other things, people can use,

besides the pill to keep from getting
pregnant.

B5.. How some of,these dther birth control
methods-work

,

Copyrighted by Doris Bloch; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources Administration.
Further reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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PARENTAL SEX EDUCATION PRACTICES INTERVIEW

MENSTRUATION
I wonder how much motheri:and daughters talk about the facts of
.life together:
whether girls ask questions about these things;
what kinds of questions they ask; and
'what mothers do when a question is asked.
Let's start with menstruation.
Would,you.tell,me, in ..as much detail as you can remember, about
your own experiences-with,
/

Let me ask you a few questio4 to
Did you ever talk to her
Do you remember her ever
What did you do when/she

get you stai.ted:'
in any way about menstruation?
asking any questions about it?
asked?

MENSTRUATION - PROBES
KOTEX
At some time or another over the years,, she has probably seen
your Kotex, maybe when you bought it, or at home. Do you
remember her ever asking anything about that?

a.

b. -EQUIpMENT.
Have you ever talked to her.about how to use the pad and. the
belt, and how to keep yourself clean, and things like that?
c.

CYCLE
kasanythinrever come up about how often woiMen.have a
period, how many days it lasts, and things like that?

ch

PHYSIOLOGY
Has anything ever come up about what happens inside a woman's
body when she menstruates:. where the blood comes from, why
the blood comes out, and about the egg?

e.
.

MENSTRUATION-PREGNANCY
Have you ever had a chance to explain to her how menstruation
has something to do with pregnancy?
.

VOLUME 1

FATHER'S PART

Now, let's get Off menstruation, and on to a different topic._
Have the two of.you ever talked in any way about what makes a
baby start growing, about the father's part in having a baby?
;

.

FATHER'S PART

MAN AND WOMAN. NEEDED
Has anything ever come up about the fact that you need a
father and ',a mother to,have a baby?

;a.

SPERMS-

b..
.

.

PROBES

Have you ever had a chance to talk to her about the sperm
or the seed from the father?
SPERMS - PHYSIOLOGY
Have you ever mentioned to her where the-al:4ms come froth
and how they ,come out?
,

SIMPLE 'FATS
Have-you ever, aaid anything to her- about how the sperms get
from -the father to the mother?
e.

INTERCOURSE
Have the two of you ever talked about how people have
intercourse?

f.

INTERCOURSE - .FEELINGS ,
Have you ever talked about what petting and intercourse is
like, and how' !it'makes people feel?

g.

.ILLEGITIMACY

Has anything a er come up about having babies without being
married?

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS
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BIRtH'CONTROL
Does she know anything about birth control?
Has anything ever come up about that?
,

BIRTH CONTROL - PROBES
a.

ACT'OF INTERCOURSE
Some children ask .whether women have a baby each time they
have intercourse. Do you remember whether this hasever
.come up with her?

b.

PREVENTION POSSIBLE
Have you ever mentioned to her that people can.do_something
to keep from getting pregnant? .'"

c. 'PILL
A lot of the girls nowadays hear or read about the pill.
Has she ever said anything about the pill to you, or asked
anything about sit?
,d.

-

CONTRACEPTIVES
Has anything ever come up about other things people use to
keep from getting pregnant?

0,
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,SCORING GUIDE FOR

PARENTAL SEX EDUCATION PRACTICES INTERVIEW.

SCORING GUIDE - MENSTRUATION

No communication;:no questions;_ questions asked, but not
answered.
.
Offers to answer questions, but none. asked.
unexplained
do's
and
don'ts.
Moralisms, warnings, admonitions,

a.

.

-

I-

b.
c.

Use-of pads and belt;.-disposal of pads.
,.
What to do when it starts.
exercise,
discomfort.
Menstrual hygiene, cleanliness,

A.

.

b.
c.

.

,

a. -Menstrual cycle manifestations":

frequency, regularity,

duration..
L.
c.

Use of tampons..

.

Relation of menstruation to pregnancy: minimal, no detail.
"You are a young lady now, you can have a baby."

Reason for menstruation: `minimal, just touched on.
blood is waste; no menstruation during pregnancy;
.. blood is cushion for.baby.

a.

5

Female physiology and anatomy: elaboration of 4:
ovulation, building up of uterine lining, breakdown of
',lining; purpose of blood is t6 nourish baby, if pregnancy.
Occurs.

.

Relationship of menstruation to pregnancy:

128

more detail.
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SCORING GUIDE -.FATHER'S ROLE-

c.

-No communication, no questions; questions asked, but not
'..
answered.
Offers
to.
answer
questions,
but
none
asked.
,... .
Moraliems, warnings, admonitions, unexplained-do's and don'ts,

a.

Concept that'a male is needed; that a part from a male is

b.

Concept of unwed motherhood:

a.
b.

Simple male reproductive anatomy.: penis, scrotum.
Sperms: What they areg where they are made.
Concept that man and woman "get together": -unexplained.
Concept that sperm from man goes up: nto body of woman:
-mechanics not explained..
Elaboration of concept .of unwed motherhood.

a.

.

.

.

1

b.

.

.

needed.

c.
d.
.e.

a.

4-

b.

a.

5

b.
c.

no detail.

Simple facts of intercourse: penis enters vagina, sperms
exit from penis.
Relation of intercourse to pregnancy.

More detail of intercourse: mechanics, erection, foreplay.
Sexual feelings before, during, after intercourse.
Sexual feelings in dating: necking, petting.
o
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SCORING GUIDE - -BIRTH CONTROL

NO commuhidation,, no questions; questions asked, but notanswered.
.'
b.ti Offers to answer questionel but.none asked.'
non-explained des and don'ts.
c. Mbralisms, warnings, admonitions,
a.

,

-a.

2

Concept that not every act of coitus results in pregnancy.
Concept that people can do something to prevent pregnancy.

Concept 'of the pill as a cOntraceptive:

c.

More detail on pill.
Reference to mother using or not using pill.
Other methodsof birthcontrol mentioned: no detail.

a.
b.

Other methods of birth control: some'detail;
Reference to birth control (other than pill) used by mother.

a.

4

no detail.

b.
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This type of scaling has the advantage. of

Title: LONELINESS RATING SCALE

minimizing subject response set, as it requires a

Author: Francis, Gloria M.
-Variables: This scale-is designed to measure two
variables:, human secondary loneliiiess and

response to specific alternatives rather than
only members.
.!..,ddfireinistration. and Scoring: The Loneliness
_

cathectic intiesiment. CathecOc investment i'S/

seen as an intervening variable in the mea

prepared student. It is necessary that the subj-egi beable to understand the questions and
respond verbally. The only problem connected
with the administration of the instrument was
that the reflective nature of the questions-asked
often caused the subject to cry;
Scores are computed fdr cathectic investment

loWs:

1', A ..person seeking' optimal gratification
finds himself in a situation which includes a
constellation of objects.

\ lows:1. One has cathe6tic attachments to _persons
and things.
2. He is separated from them.
3. As a result, certain needs go relatively unmet.
4. He might experience a vague dysphoria; he

is more or less lonely, relative to the

/ amount ot'cathectic investment..in tee now'
separated objects.
5. He can verbalize awareness of his subjec-tive dysphoria.
`Descriptions

Nature end Content: The items used to mea-

sure cathectic investment and loneliness are

Rating Scale is administered as an interview
with only the subject and the interviewer present.. It can be administered by any profesSional
health worker, behavioral scientist, or properly

sureinent of loneliness and is defined conceptir:
altras the endowment off- social
objects (people and things) with meaning, ini;"
port, and energy.
cathectic investment is operationalized as fol-

2. He compares the objects.
.3. He seeks potential gratification in certain
t
of those objects.
- 4. He ascribes poSitive significance to them.
5. Situations in ,which he finds those objects
recur.
6. Positive significance increases and it becomes an emotional investment.
7. He can verbalize knowledge of his investments.
Secondary loneliness is operationalized as fol,

123

by simply summing the resporiSes for items 1, 2,
3, 5, and 6. The loneliness score is computed as
, the sum of responses to items 8, 9,10, 11, and 13.
The numerical range for each score is between 5
and 25.

\

Development:

Rationale: The development of this instrument is related to the following conceptual

/

scheme.
.

Individuals have endowed certain social and
physical objects with meaning and ,energy. In
the course .of life they are separated from some,
Or all, of those ,objects. At this' pOint relative
deprivation or gratification will be experienced
to the same intensity with which the now Separated objects were invested with meaning and
energy. The greater the investment, the greater
the deprivation when separated, and ,the
greater the secondary loneliness. Conversely-,
the less the investment, the greater tlie gratification, and the less rOneliness should be experienced.
The instrument was. developed for the purpose

of measuring both the amount of cathectic investment and loneliness.
Scores of.ltems: The items were constructed

part of a 16-question interview form. Items 1, 2,

based on information found in the work of

3, 5, and 6 are indicators of cathectic investmenti while items 8, 9, 10, 11, and '3 are indicatorsof loneliness. Each of these 1.. items is
represented by a five-choice response scale.

Townsend (1957) and Tunstall (1966), and earlier

Each of the five response alternatives is specifically defined. The specific response alternatives
represent, an ordinal scale. Item 2, for example,
is "About how' much time would you say you
spent there ?" This item provides response alternatives of: (5) practically all the time, (4) most
time except for, (3) hard to saycame and went,

(2) away more than there, and (1) very little.

research by the instrument's author.
Procedure for Development: The items as con-

structed by the author_ were included in the
questionnaire form along with open -ended
items. The instrument was then used in a study
of loneliness among hospitalized adults. The in

.

strument was used in a structured interview
situation with 133 nonintensive" care medical
patients.
Reliability and Validity: Test-retest reliability coefficients were computed for, both the

32

.
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cathectic investment and the lonelineis scales
on the basis- of the scores of 27 subjects with a
,,2-week, interval between administrations. Co-.
efficients of r =' 1.00 and e = 0.98 were obtained
for the cathectie investment and lonelinesg
scales; respectively. ,
The instrument has content validity based

upon the opinion of expett judges. The author
stated that the instrunfent has construct validity based upon the logical definition of lona.'
ness, which corresponds') to the construct the
instrument was designed to measure. Patients'

self-ratings of lorielineSs correlated significantly
(p < "0.02) with their scores on the instrument,
which is additional validity evidence.
-USe in Research: The development and use of

References:

Francis, Gloria M. Loneliness: Measuring the
abstract. International Journal of ,Nuraing
"Studies, 1976,1:1, 153-160.

Loneliness: A study of hoSpitalized
adults. Unpublished doctoral dissertation,

University of Pennsylvania, 1972.
Townsend, P. Family life of old people,. London:

Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1957.
,Tunstall, J., Old and alone.. London: Routledge
and' Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1966.
Source of Information:
Ph.D.
Gloria M. Francis,
Medial College of Virginia
School of Nursing
Virginia Commonwealth 'University
1220 East Broad Street

'- the instrument are described in the author'sdoctoral dissertation (Francis, 1972) and an in- 7----RichinondrVa.,_16523
press article ."Loneliness: Measuring the
Instrument Copyright:
Abstract ". (Francis, 1976).
Pergamon, Press
Maxwell House
for
Comments: This instrument has potential
Fairview Park
measuring the variables it purports to measure.
Ebonsford, N.Y. 10523,
of
the
Efforts to establish additional evidence
reliability and validity and to develop'norms for .
the instrument are underwakby the. author.
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Francis, Gloria M.

LONELINESS RATING SCALE
to

Directions.to-InterViewer
1.

Introduce yourself.
.

2.

State thatthe purpose of the study is.to determine which kind p
periscins are illostaffected by separation from' -loved ones.

and the

Indicnte that. Permission from the
have been,obtained.
4..

5.

State that all'information is confidential and that interviewees
are anonymous since names do not appear on forms.
Assure the person that he does not have to participate. If he.
is willing to participate ask him to sign the consent form. The
interview takes twenty minutes.

1. 'First, about where you lived before taming here
number and enter on right.)

.

.

. was it al

(Circle

-,

Room

Apartment

House

4

a

3,

Institution

Drift

1

2

ci

2.

About how much. time would you say you spent.there?

Practically
Mos,ttimiour
time
exce t for
all

Hard to say; Away, more
came and went than there

Very
little
1

3

(c1)
3:

HoW ManyApeople lived with you in yOur
'More-than three
5

Three

Two
3

:4

One2-

None
1.

(ci)
4.

What relations were they to.youl
Spouse
Children
Siblings

( Place number in space. )

Aunts/Uncles
Other

In-laws
Friends
Grandparents

7

*Hospital Adaptation
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This maybe difficult, but think, with how many persons., generally,

5.

would -.you say yoU were closely attached or.emotionally close -taken
came here?

'

41

5

6.

3

None

One

.Two

.More than three Three

-1.-

2

.

(ci)

This.may-sound odd, but did you have any special things, other than
=people, where you lived, that were and are particularly important or
meaningful to you?

A few

Many

,

2

3

4'.

54

Just one

Hard to'say

No

e.
,

.

(ci)

.

What .are -the things or objects that were and are particularly
important to you?

Certain foods

Recreation

Pets,

(active)
Newe/Phone/Mail--

Job/Work
Other

Entertainment
(passive)

Some people.miss their
Now,tbeAueitions will shift to the hospital.
.-.
do
you
miss or feel particularly,.
homes when they have to leave them .
to
the hospital?
separated from where you lived since you came
Very.

much so

Most of.the time; Sort of;.
hard to say
not alwa s

3.

4

5

Occasionally
2

No
1
(L)

9.

Do you miss or feel separated from any of the persons you said you
were close to (mention them)?

Very
much so
5

10.

Most of the time; Sort of;
hard to say
not always
3

4

Occasionally
2

No

1
(L)

Do these persons visit you here?
Never
5

Rarely
4,

Sporadically EveryAother day Every day
3

2

1
(L)

11.

Do you particularly miss or feel separated from the special things
you mentioned (name them)?
Very.

much so

Most of the time; Sort of;
hard t sa
not alwa s
3

4

Occasionall
2

No
1
(L)

34
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12-.
.

_13.

with?

Now-think about this question and.tell me in yout own wordh. Try to
dedcribeat.it hhs been like to you or liow-it feels to.you-te,6e0
aeparated from the-people and things you were and are used to being/

(If X. misses anyone or anything ask) Do you miss the people (name"
them) and things (name them) worse or less-the longer yeu'are here
'S.
in the hospital?

Much
more

for

.

MuCh
less
1

2

3

4

5

Less except.,
for . . ..

Some more;
some /ess

More except
.

(L)
.

14.

(If 13 rated.5 or 4.a6k)- Can you say why you miss them more, the
longer you are here, i.e., why it gets'worse?

14A.

Can yeu say why you Miss them less the
(If 13 rated 1 or 2 ask)
Iopger you are here, i. e., why it gets better?

..

.

15.

When will you be disCharged?
Gives a date
It depends on .

No idea
,

'16.

-Would you say you experienced "loneliness" while you have .been here in
,
the hospital?

Very
.much SO
5.

Yes but it was
broken up by ...
e

4.

'Unable to say;
A little
ambivalent
.

.

2

3

0

No
1.

VOLUME 1

Now 43 few factd a,out yourself.
,:

D

(circle)

Are.yOU

17.

-'S

Nbat-ls your usual occupation?'
CirCle:

UNS

.

SEMI

BUS/PROF

SR

..

What was the highest grade of school or college ycu completed?

19.
.-.

.

.

Do you have a religious preference?

20.

'Circle:

p

C

Other

J

21. :Now I wilT show you a card With inccme groups on it. Consider all
sources of,family income for the year just past, such as wages, .social
And tell me by number in which group your

.(1)

(2)

Under $ som

(4).

$5,000 to .$ 9,999

(5)

$ 15,000 to

$.19,.99.9.

40ver,$ 20,000

(sY. $, 10,000 to 14,999
4

That was the last question.

Thank you very much for helping me.

a

Obtain -from hospital, chart:
22.

Age:

23.

Sex:

24.

Racial group:

25:

Number of occupied beds.in-patient's room:

M.
1.7
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doing more things for myself than I really can."
(agree or disagree)
7. Belief-in supernatural cause of illness is a

'SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL DETERMINANTS OF .PATIENTS' PERFORMANCE
IN STROKE REHABILITATION

4-item Guttman quasi- scale. The patient is

of

,Author: Hyinari, lgartin D.

asked to agree or disagree with statements like
"We get sick because we were meant to suffer."
8. Secondary gain in illness is a 3-item
Guttman scale with items such as "When you're
sick you don't have to do some of the things you
didn't like to do when you were well." (agree or
disagree)
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is used as an interview schedule administered to
patients shortly after hospital admission. Pa-

Variables: The instrument was developed to assem three categories of socialpsyChologicOl variables: (1) Se4f-cbricept in temps of feelings of
stigma associated with an illness and low self esteem; (2) Attitudes toward the premorbid life

situation in terms ofdissatisfaction with a patient's social roles and feelings of social isolation, and (3) Attitudes toward illness in terms of

dependence on hospital staff; belief in super- natural cause of illness, and derivation of seconditry gain from illness;

tients must be able to understand the ques

tions and respond appropriately.
Response to the two items related to Social

:

Isolation which are not 'Guttman scaled are,

Description:

combined to form an index of social integration
and interdependence. All other scales afe scored
by adding up the number of responses indicative
of the trait in question. For instance, agreement

Nature and Content: The questionnaire of a
total of 29 items contained in 8 icales. Eight of
the nine are Guttman scales or Guttman quasiscales, and most require the patient to indicate
his agreement or disagreement with each item.
1. Feelings of Stigma related to illness are assessed by a 3-item scale. For example,."People
often don't feel comfortable being with someone
with an illness like Mine."
2. Self-esteem is measured b`y a 4-item seal

adapted from Rosenberg's measure of self,

esteem. A typical item is "On the whole you are
satisfied with yourself." (agree or disagree)
3. Satisfaction ivith. Occupational Role, areasiired by three items with varying response al' ternatives. For instance, "How much do you get
a feeling of accomplishment from the work you
haVe.been doing? Would-you say it gaveyou a lot
of this feeling, a little of this feeling, or none of
this feeling?"

4. Satisfaction with Family Role consists of
five items adapted from the Minnesota Survey
of Opinion, requiring the patient to indicate his
agreement or disagreement with statements
such as "It's hard for me to be happy.at home."
(agre,e or disagree)
5. Feelings of Social Isolation are assessed by

\\ two measures, according to a published paper,
);:out only one part is included in the tool submitted..It is a 4-iterti Guttman quasi -scale modified

frorei,Dean's measure,of alienation with items
such-as "I don't get invited .out by my friends as
often as I'd like." (agree or. disagree)
6:.-Dependericy. on hospital staff is measured
.

by a. number of items, including both a question

and two statements. For instance, "Nurses and
other staff here sometimes think I'm capable of

with the statement, "My home is the most

pleasant place in the world;" and disagreement'
with the statement "It's hard for me to be happy
at home," both add to the patient's score on the
Satisfaction with Family Role scale.
eVDevelopment:

ti

Rationale: It is now widely re&rgnized that
social and psychological factors, because of the
way in which they shape the,,p tient'smotivadon, influence the course an outcome of rehabilitation._ The literature s ggeits a number
of social psychological variab es that may be related to rehabilitation outcornes. For example, if

the patient feels stigmatiOd by his disability,
the concomitant social withdrawal may pose an

obstacle to the translation of rehabilitation

gains into increased func(tioning and social participation (Hyman, 19721).

Self-Esteem sale was
's Index of Sel
ggEsteem;
the Satisfaction with Family Role scale was
Source of Items:

adapted from Rosenbe

adapted from the Mihnesota Survey of Opinion;
and part of the Feelings of Social Isolation scale
consists of modified items from Dean's Measure
of Alienation. (Hyltan, 1972).
Procedure for Development: No details were.
provided..

Reliability and. Validity: Although the scales,
are claimed to be Guttman scales, or quasiscale's, they dq not meet the stringent criteria
which Guttman has set. The scalereproducibility is marginal and nothingia.stated about item
reproducibility. More important, the number of
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patients' performance in stroke rehabilitation,

items is far fewer an the 10 Which Guttman
regardS as mini s ally acceptable. Nothing is

it may apply to tj-ie study of recovery from other

type's of illness/as well. While the scales that
constitute the main part of the instrum:nt are
said to be Guttman Scales and Guttman quasi scales, inspection ofthe scales does not generally lead to that conclusion, and further testing
is indicated. Results of an initial study indicate

stated about- t e item marginal frequencies
which tend to

ake the coefficient of reproduci7

bility spurio sly high. The available evidence
only show that the coefficient is significantly
different from zero.
Witlf regard to validity, it was shown that pa-

tier(t's feeling of stigma was significantly re7lated to relatiVes' judgments, and that feelings
of social isolation was significantly related to a
measure of objective social isolation as manifested in the patient's living arrangements befoie hospitalization (Hyman, 1972). There is,
.
however, no quantitative evidence of validity,
nor is any information available on reliability.
Use in Research: The instrument was used by
Hyman (1972a) in an investigation of patients'
self-conceptions, attitudes toward prernorbid
life situations, and attitudes toward illness on
motivation and functional improvement manifested during a program of rehabilitation for
stroke. Functional improvement was assessed
using the Kenny Self-Care Evaluation Scale,
and -motivation was measured twice, with a
4-week interval, by a 5-item rating scale completed by the patient's physical therapist. The
social psychological variables under consideration demonstrated substantial predictive power
both individually and jointly.
Other aspects of the study are discussed in
greater detail in two other publications (Hyman,
1971; Hyman, 1972).

.The author recommends that the tool be used
as a screening instrument that would permit
both the early identification of patients likely to

do poorly in rehabilitation because of social

psychological barriers and the delineation of the
precise obstacles at issue in each case.
Comments: Although the instrument was originally designed to measure the determinants of

that scale scores are related to independent var-

iables (motivation and performance) in the
manner suggested by theory, but quantitative
,

evidence of reliability and validity is needed.
The instrument might be improved by refining the items for more consistency in wording.

For example, the Helms under. "Feelings of
Stigma" use the pronouns me, mine, and my; the

items under the section "Self-Esteem," which
follovis, uses the Fr' ofioun you, yet both groups of

items ask the respondent if he(she) agrees or
disagrees with each statement..
References:
Hyman, M. D. The stigma of stroke: Its effeets

on performance during and after rehabilitation. Geriatrics, 1971, 26, 132-141.
Social psychological determinants. Of pa-

tients' performance in stroke rehabilitation.
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 1972, 53; 217-226.
Source of Information:
Dr. Martin D. Hyman
Hospital Building, No. 333
Rockefeller University
York Avenue and 66th Street
New York, N.Y. 10021
Instrument Copyright:
Pergamon Press
Maxwell House

Fairview Park
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523
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Hyman, Martin:D.
_SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL DETERMINANTS, OF PATIENT'S PERFORMANCE IN
STROKE REHABILITATION
` Peelings !of 7Stigma (Agree or:Disagree)

jPeeple often don't feel comfortable being with someone with

as illness- like mine.

2) !Some people probably look down on me because of my illness.
3)7/ Many.Lpeople' would rather not be seen in thecompany of someone

who has an illneesAike mine.
Self -EsteeM,(Adopted froM Morris:Rosenberg,'Society,and the Adolescent
(Agree or Disagree)
Self Image. Pr nceton, Princeton.University Press, 1965)
satisfied
with
yourself.
1). On .the whole you are
You are able to do things as well as most other people.
2)

ames.
You certainly feel useless
You feelthetYou're-a'person-of worth, at 'least on an e4Ual place
with others.
3)
4)

Satisfaction. with Occupational Role
How much (do) (did) you get a feeling of.accomplishment'from the
1)
lot of
work (you've been doing) (you did)? Would you say it gave you a
this feeling, a-little of this feeling, none of this feeling?
If you had.your lifl to live again, would you want to-do the same
2)
kind of work you.(are doing) (you 'did)? (Yes or No)
Was the amount of money (you) (for women: your spouse) earn(ed)
3)
higher, the same or les's than what most other (name occupation) get?
.

.

Satisfaction with Family' Role (Adopted from Minnesota Survey of Opinions
in Delbert C. Miller, Handbook of Research Design and ,Social Measurement,
(Agree or Disagree)
New York: David MOKay Company,Inc.,1964,. pp. 160-172)'
1) It's hard for ms.to be happy at home.
2)- My home is the most pleasant place in the world.
3)°:It's easy for.me to become nervous at home.
The joys.or pleasures of home life are not as great as some people
.4)
think they are.
I am most satisfied when I am at home.

Loneliness (Adapted froM Dwight Dean,' "Meaning and Measurement-of Alienation,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. 2610ctobet 1961),_pp.'753-758). (Agree or
Disagree)
1): Many people:are lonely these days.
2)' A person can Always find friends if he himself is friendly.
.

3)
-.4)-

Ofteni feel all alone in the
I don't get invited out by.friends as often as.I'd like.
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Dependency
1)
Do staff members here do all the things to take care of you that
you'd like them to dO? (Yes or no)? If no: what don't they do that you'd
like them to do ?. (Answers alluding to insufficient attention and comfort
were categorized as indicative of dependency.
All other answers, and thoseanswering "yes" to the original question, are scored as not dependent on
this-item.)
2)
Nurses and other staff here sometimes think I'm capable of doing
more things for myself than I really can (Agree, or Disagree)
3)
(Adapted from G. Kassebaum and B. Baumann, "Dimensions of ihe Sick
Role in Chronic Illness," Journal of Health and Human Behavior, 6 (Spring,
1965), pp. 16-27. In general people expect too much from a person who is
sick (Agree or Disagree).
Belief in Supernatural Cause of Illness (Agree or Disagree),
1)
We are sick because We were meant to suffer.
2)
Man deserves the illness he gets because he was bori.evil.
3)
Illness is what God sends us so we should accept it.
4)
Sometimes illness is God's punishment for doing wrong.
Secondary Gain (Agree or Disagree)
1) When you're sick you don't have to do some of the things you don't
like to do when you. were well.
2)
When you're sick you have time to get away from the commotion of
life.
3)

Often the only real rest a personAgets is /hen he is sick.

Copyrighted by Pergamon Press; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources Administration.
Purther.reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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Title: PSYCHOSOCIAL PROBLEMS INVENTORY

Author: Jacox, Ada, and Stewart, Mary
Variables: The variables measured by this instrument are psychosocial problems thiit are associated with pain and illness. A psychosocial
pfoillem is conceptualized as "something that is
a source of distress to a person."
Descrip
ure and Content: This instrument is a 24item inventory. Six types of psychosocial prob-

lems are measured. They are described as

problems related to: feelings of loneliness, fear
of pain, depression, dependency, family, and vocation (Jacox and Stewart, 1973). Each of the six
problem types is operationalized by a subset of
four items. The items are in the form of statements about feelings such as "Would like more
contact with others." The subject responds to

133

Reliability and Validity: A split-half reliability of 0.84 was computed for the Problems Inventory. -The sample consisted of 102 hospital
patients (31 short-term pain' patients, 31 longterm.pain patients, and 40 progressive pain patients).
Concurrent validity was tested by correlating
the inventory scores with scores from other in,
dices. The inventory correlated positively with
the Neuroticism Scale of the Eysenck Personality Inventory (r = 0.43, p < 0.01, n = 97). It is
also correlated negatively with a Fealth SelfConcept Scale (r = 0.41,-p < 0.01, n = 97).

The authors reported that face validity was
considered good as judged by a panel of three
instructors in psychiatric and medical-surgical
nursing.
Use in Research: The Problems Inventory was

developed and used in the study entitled

"Psychosocial Contingencies of the Pain Ex-

each 'statement by choosing one of three response alternatives: yes, occasionally, and no.
The subject is asked to choose "yes" if the

perience" (Jacox and Stewart,41973). Other in-

statement describes how his(her) pain or illness
usually makes him(her) feel, "no" if it does not,
and "occasionally" if this feeling occurs part of
the time.
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is self-administered. For each item, the subject
simply circles the best response alternative.
For each of the 24 'items, a "Yes" is scored a
value of 2, "Occasionally" a value of 1, and "No"
a value of 0. The sum' of all response scores provides a total score ranging from 0 to 48. Subscores for each problem type can be computed
using the same method.

Cornell Medical Index -J. Index, and the Modified
Melzack Pain Description. The study was aimed,

Development:

Rationale: The underlying rationale for the
developinent of this instrument lies in the concept of pain and illness being viewed as a biopsychosocial phenomenon.. Pain and illness are
considered as being associated with a variety of
psychosocial problems, some of which are .measured by this instrument.
.. Source of Items: The authors do not explicitly
identify the source of the items. However, they
did mention that this inventory was patterned
after one deVeloped by Wright and Remmers
(1960).

Procedure for Development.- No specific developmental procedure was reported by the au-

thors..

struments used in the study included the

Eysenck Personality Inventory, the Modified
at exploring the psychosocial correlates of pain
and illness.
Comments: The Problems Inventory appears to
be easy.to administer and score. It might well be

a useful tool for the assessment of a patient's
psychosocial problems as those problems relate
to the pain and illness experience.
While reliability and validity have been tested
to some degree by the authors, further explorations into these areas should be,made.
References:
Jacox, Ada, and Stewart, Mary. Psychosocial

contingencies of the pain experience. Iowa
City, Iowa: University' of Iowa, 1973.
Wright, G. N., .and Remmers, H. H. Manual for
the handicap's problem inventory. New York:
Purdue Research-Foundation, 1960.
Source of Information:
Ada Jacox, R.N., Ph.D.
School of Nursing
University of Colorado
Denver, Colo. 80220

Instrument Copyright:
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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PSYCHOSOCIAL PROBLEMS INVENTORY

WE.KNOWTHATILLNESS AND PAIN MAKE NEW PROBLEMS AND ADD TO OLD PROBLEMS. HERE IS
A LIST OF DIFFICULTIES REPORTED BY PEOPLE AS BEING CONNECTED WITH THEIR ILLNESS..
SOME OF THESEvPROBLEMS'ARE STATED BY ALMOST EVERYONE AS PART OF BEING ILL AND IN
PAIN;r0THER,PROBLEMS ARE EXPERIENCED BX ONLY A FEW.`' BY LEARNING MORE ABOUT HOW
.PEOPLE'S'ILLNESS AND PAIN BOTHER THEM HOSPITAL PERSONNEL WILL BE BETTER ABLE TO
HELP.

FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS, PLEASE CIRCLE "YES" IF IT
INSTRUCTIONS:
DESCRIBES HOW YOUR PAIN AND ILLNESS USUALLY MAKE YOU. FEEL AND "NO" IF IT DOES
IF YOUR PAIN AND ILLNESS MAKE YOU FEEL THIS WAY OCCASIONALLY, CIRCLE
NOT.
"OCCAS'Y".
1.

WOULD LIKE MORE CONTACT WITH OTHERS.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

2.

WORRY ABOUT DUTIES AND BURDENS AT HOME.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

3.

FEEL DISCOURAGED MORE EASILY.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

4.

HAVE TO LEAN ON OTHERS TOO MUCH.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

5.

FEEL INSECURE ABOUT EARNING A GOOD INCOME.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

FEAR MAY NOT BE ABLE TO GET RELIEF FROM PAIN.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

7.

FEEL LONESOME.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

8.

FEEL UNSURE ABOUT FUTURE HOME LIFE.

YES

OCCAS'Y\

NO

9.

SEEM TO HAVE GIVEN' UP.

YES

OCCAS'Y 2 NO

-6.

10.

OCCAi'Y,

NO

YES'

OCCAS'Y

NO

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

FEEL' BADLY. WHEN OTHERS HAVE TO DO SO\MUCH FOR YES
ME. \,.

11.

LOSE CONFIDENCE IN WORK ABILITY.
1-1

12.

FEAR HAVING MORE PAIN LATER.

13.

FEEL ISOLATED.FROM OTHERS.

14.

FEEL AM NOTABLE TO DO ENOUGH-FOR FAMILY.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO'

15.

FEEL THERE IS NO HOPE.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

16.

WOULD LIKE'TO BE MORE INDEPENDENT.

YES.

.00CAS'Y

NO --

17.

FEAR NOT BEING ABLE TO CONTINUE WITHUSUAL

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

YES'

OCCAS'Y

NO

JOB.
18.

FEAR PAIN MAY AFFECT -MIND.

,

4
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19.

SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ALONE.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

20.

WORRY ABOUT HOW WELL FAMILY IS GETTING ALONG.

YES

"OCCAS'Y

NO

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

22.

FEEL BADLY ABOUT ASKING FOR HELP WHEN NEEDED. 'YES

-OCCAS'Y

NO

23.

CANNOT BE SURE ABOUT FUTURE WORK CHANCES.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

24.

FEAR MAY NOT. HAVE ENOUGH COURAGE TO STAND
PAIN.

YES

OCCAS'Y

NO

21, FIND IT HARDER TO-FACE LIFE.

1

I2

permission by the Health Resources
Copyrighted by the University of Iowa; reproduced with
without permission of copyright holder.
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his(her) reply by placing a check 'at whatever-

Title: SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL FOR
HEALTH (SDH)
Author: Jenkins, C. David

position on the continuum he(she) feels-est
represents his(her) view.

The author converted the responses to each
scale to &cumulative frequency distribution for
each disease. Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff
two-sample test for frequency distributions, he
then tested.the significance of the differences
between distributions, i.e., the likelihood that
the observed distribution of perceptions might
be random samples of some larger hypothetical
set of perceptions about the same or equivalent
conditions (Jenkins, 1966b).

Variable: The instrument measures a subject's
beliefs and feelings about disease(s). Beliefs and

feelings about diseases are operationalized by
the espondent's peteeptions of:
Rate of attack of the disease
Aasotiation of the disease with certain ages
Amount of pain associated with the disease
Degree of recovery possible

Respondent's chance of contracting the disease
Chance of dying from the disease

Development:

Rationale: The content of the instrument was

Social acceptability of the diseaseclean vs.

derived from theories of the dynamics of

dirty ,

Preventability of the disease
Speed of progression of the disease
Severity of the disease
Man's understanding and mastery of the disease
Frequency of the respondent's thoughts about .
the disease
Kind of people who contact the disease
ValUe of avoidance

Frequency of public discussion about the disease
Social acceptability of the diseaseconfidence
vs. disgrace
Description:

Nature and Content: This is an application of
the .semantic differential technique developed
by Snider and Osgood (1969) to the study of beliefs about --diSea-iii7The interview-administered instrument consists of a set of 16 scales;
each scale represents a continuum between descriptive words or phrases which elicit percep
tions of the various dimensions of a disease
identified above under Variable.
Administration and Scoring: This instrument
is to be administered by an interviewer familk.r
with the instrument and its administration.
After establishing rapport with the respondent
and eliciting demographic data, the interviewer
introdnces the SDH by a wimple example and
then supervises the respondent in marking
:some practice Scales. to be certain the respondent comprehends the task. Each scale is then
read to the "resPondent and his(her) response
elicited the following manner: "This.line says:
Xany- people get it. Some people get it. A few
People getlit. AlmOst nobody gets it. Where on
this line would you put (interviewer uses name
of disease under study)?" The respondent marks

-

health-related behavior (Jenkins, 1966b).
Source ofitems: The items were based upon a
review of the 'literature and the author's.profess oral experience.
Procedure' for Development: No information
was provided.
Reliability and Vatith:tii: The reliability and
validity of .the SDH scales are discussed extensively by Jenkins (1964). In brief, the test.retest
reliability of the individual items depends both
on theitem and the disease to which it is being
applied. In Jenkin's (1964) study, the SDH settles

applying to poliomyelitis and mental illness

were administered twice to one sample, first in
January and again in May 1962. The raw scores

of the January responses were. Converted to
t-seores;3hese were-correlated person-to-person
with the,:'Mapresponses which were also _con-,

vetted to t-scores. The reliability coefficients
ranged from 0.23 to 0.56.

Statisticians argue, however, that for this
type of test; a snore appiopriate approach to re-

liability is to use the square root of the communality 'estimate in a factor analysis as the
estimated lower limit of reliability. Using this
approach, the item reliability coefficients for the
mental illness and poliomyelitis scales scores
ranged from 04 to 0.69 with 19 of the 32 being
'T
in the 0.50s and9.60s.

To demonstrite the validity of an instrument Purporting to measure beliefs and feelingifOout a disease is a
perplexing problem .... Direct prooti of validity cannot
be ',offered. The moat conclusive answ,erto the question
of validity will be Whether present'and future inferences

froM the SDH data can lead to'new insights into the
natUre. of buman beliefs and -feelings and whether this,

in turn, can be translated into more effective health.
.

planning (Jenkirf, 1964).

Use in Research:1 This instrument itself, and

adaptations of it, have been widely' used in
k

144
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health-related research. The author used the
instrument to investigate the beliefs of 436 resi-

.

dent4i.aged 20 to 39 years. of age, of a large
urbaii:'4,county .0f,::=;E:lorida concerning tuberculiiiiktpoliomitelitis, Cancer, and mental illness
(Jenkins, 1966b).

Carolina School of Public Health, 1964.
Group differences,in perception A study
of community beliefs and feelings about,
tuberculosis. American Journal of Sociology,
.

1966a, 71 (4), 417-429.

AntonovSky (1972) used an adaptation of the
SDH to study the images of cancer, heart dis-

The semantic differential for health: A
technique for measuring beliefs about diseases. Public Health Reports, 1966b, 81 (6),

urban Jewish population of Israel.
Comments: This instrument offers a useful, al-

Jenkins, C. David,,and Zyzanski,"Stephen J. Di-

ease, mental illness, and cholera held by the
ternative approach to the usual. survey-type
information-gathering techniques. As the author pointed out:

.

1966b).

Anyone considering using this instrument
should. consult the author's references listed below; as well as Osgood et al., (1957) and Snider
and Osgood (1969).

-549-558.

mensions of belief and feeling concerning
three diseases: poliomyelitis, cancer, and
mental illness: A factor analytic study. Be-

havioral Science, 1968,18, 372-381.

The semantic differential and the SDH do not. assume
that the verbal labels have the same meaning or impli:ptions for all respondents. The SDH, like most semantic
differential research, does not assign an.a.priori definition to words but rather defines them a posteriori in
terms of the way persons respond to them (Jenkins,

.

86-36-207. Chapel Hill: University of North

-

References:
AntonovskY, Aaron. The iinage of four diseases
held by the. urban Jewish population of Israel.
journal'Of Chronic Diseases ,1972,25, 375-384.

Jenkins, C. David. Views of diseasesActions

toward health. Final Report to the Division of
Community Healthy Services) United States
Public Health SP- ',ice, contract number PHS

Maclay, H.; and Ware, E. Cross-cultural use of
the semantic differential. Behavioral Science,
1961,6, 185-190.

Osgood, Charles' E., Suci, George, and Tannenbaum, Percy. The measurement of meaning.
Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press,
195'7.

Snider, JameS G., sind Osgood, Charles E.
'Semantic differential techniques. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1969.
Source of Information:
C. David Jenkins, Ph.D.
Division of Psychiatry
Department of Behavioral Epidemiology
School of Medicine
Boston University
Boston, Mass. 02215
Instrument Copyright: None.
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SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL FOR 'HEALTH (SDH

DATE:

NAME:
INTERVIEW:

SUBJECT NUMBER:

PRE

POST

INTERVIEWER:

.

MANY PEOPLE
GET' IT

B.

-

-

A FEW PEOPLE
GET IT

SOME PEOPLE
GET IT

ALMOST NOBODY
GETS IT

THIS IS. USUALLY A DISEASE OF

CHILDREN

,:BABIES

IS EXTREMELY
PAINFUL

.VERY OLD
PEOPLE

CAUSES VERY
CAUSES.LITTLE
LITTLE
DISCOMFORT
PAIN BUT,IS
.UNCOMFORTABLE

CAUSES SOME

CAUSES
MUCH PAIN

MIDDLE
AGE

YOUNG
ADULTS'

TEENAGERS

-PAIN

4"4

D.

PEOPLE. RECOVER
FULLY

PEOPLE HAVE
PERMANENT
MINOR BODY

PEOPLE RECOVER
BUT ARE WEAKER

PEOPLE HAVE OB-,

VIOUS PERMANENT
DISABILITY

DAMAGE

E.

USUALLY
CAUSES DEATH

1

1

I

SOMETIMES
CAUSES DEATH

OFTEN
CAUSES DEATH

1

I- 1

QM"

146

J

RARELY
CAUSES DEATH
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SORT OF
CLEAN

CLEAN

I_

G.

III

I

I

I

I

1

H.

I

I.

II

t

I

I,

I

I

K...

I

L.

EASILY
PREVENTED

t

I

I

I

WELL_

SOMETHING IS KNOWN
ABOUT IT

ST.ERY

I

I

I

I

.A "MILD" DISEASE

A "POWERFUL" DISEASE

A

1,1

A SLOW-MOVING DISEASE

A FAST-MOVING DISEASE

I

1

J

I

1

CAN BE'PREVENTED
WITH A LITTLE EFFORT

HARD TO
PREVENT

NOTHING CAN
PREVENT IT

DIRTY

SORT OF
DIRTY

.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I THINK ABOUT
IT OCCASIONALLY

I THINK ABOUT
IT SOMETIMES

I THINK ABOUT
IT-OFTEN_

I

UNDERSTOOD

I

I

I NEVER THINK
ABOUT IT

\I -- -"r
ATTACKS MOSTLY
BAD PEOPLE

ATTACKS MOSTLY.'
GOOD PEOPLE

1111

i

i

i

I

1

1

1

1

b
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M.

I'D GIVE:

TO GET RID OF IT

A MONTH' S PAY

A WEEK' S PAY

A 'DAY S PAY

A YEAR'S PAY

I

.

OCCASIONALLY
TALKED ABOUT

SOMETIMES TALKED

OFTEN TALKED ABOUT

ABOUT

0.

1

I

1

1

1

1

I

DISGRACED

EMBARRASSED

ACCEPTABLE

PROUD

1

I

J

1

ALMOST NEVER
TALKED ABOUT

1
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solicited froin many available sources? These irk.
PATIENT'S PERCEPTION SCALE
eluded: (1) personal observation and experience
Author: Palmer, Irene S.
-. of subject-matter experts, (2) appropriate litersture,' (3) peers who could provide relevant conVariable: The Patient's Perception Scale mew.'
tent input, (4) students in undergraduate and
sures an adult patient's perceptions of impendgraduate classes" at a locakuniversity, (5) nursing general surgery.
ing students in a diploma schoof of nursing, (6)
Doecriiition:
nursing personnel in hospitals, and (7) thegen-

Nature and Content: This s elt;report rating
scale contains .46 statements: The items are

eralpublic.

grouped into 13 categories. The categories and
the' number of items in each are as follows: (1)
confidence in, the ability of the family to maintain itself,4 items, (2) faith in God-3 items, (3)
skill and competence of physician, hospital, and
staff-7. items, (4) body integrity-3 items, (5)
acceptance of the need for- surgery-4 items, (6)

identified above, 3,000 suggestions for 'items
were obtained and categorized.Four broad general categories of items- were identified:

Procedure-for Development: From the sources

psychological; sociological, bidphysiological, and

transcendental. Statements in these broabd gen-

efal categories were reviewed, the categories
were refined to adhere more closely to the basic
ideas 'in the statements, and the 13 categories

financial security-1 item, (7) understanding,
acceptance, and support of others-4 items, (8)
relationships-7
dependency-independency

identified above under Nature, and Content
were developed. Simple; clear, concise stateTents which expressed the basic ideas of the
suggested items were prepared. These state-

items, (9) postoperative living patterns-3
items, (10) expectations about surgery-2 items,

(11) self-awareness-1 item, (12) anesthesia-2
items, and (13) painful procedures=5 items.
Responses are on a Likert-type scale with
choices of: strongly agree, agree, undecided,,
disagree, and strongly disagree.
Administration and Scoring: No special arrangements are necessary for administration of
the scale other than it be planned for a time
when there. are 'Minimal interruptioni for the

-patient. Directions precede, the first item on the
form as dO explanations of the answer choices.
RestiondentS are urged to check all statemenV.
It takes approximately 15 minutes to complete
the scale, though 'no time limits .areimposed.
:Scores are 'assigned to answers as folloWs:
strongly agree = 5 points, agree =, 4 points, undecided '= 3 pOin,ts, disagree = 2 points; strongly
disagree = 1 point. Scores are summed to pro-

vide a total score for each respondent. The

range of possible scores is 46 to 230 with a score
of 230 indicating strongly favorable perceptions
toward' iMperiding surgery and a score of 46 to
,91 indicating strongly unfaVorable perceptions

toward the surgery. Between those extremes,
scores ranging-between .184 and 229 are interpreted as indidatiVe of "favorable perceptions
toward surgery,7 those between 138 and 183 as
",`Undecided," and thoie between 92 and 137 as
"unfaverable perceptioni toward' surgery."
,

Development:

Rationale: The .instrument was not base d- on
any specific theory.
;Source of Items: TO assure their repreientaness, items for possible incorporation were
.

-

o

,..
a

I

ments were edited to assure a positive tone in
order to avoid generating stress and to refine
them so that none contained more than. one ,
thought- Each item was also stated in such ,a
way that it could be endorsed of rejected bz the,
respondent in accoirdance with the respondent's
agreement or disagreement with the concept.
Reliability aftd.Validitiv A 71-item ;velsion.of

the scale was administered to 50 hospitalized
adult patients who were scheduled for general.
\
,
surgery:
Using the Kuder-Richardson split-half 'method, a reliability Coefficient of +0.884 was obtained. Using the. Spearman-Brown prophecy
-

.

formula, a reliability coefficier3t of +0.939 was
obtained.

To establish content validity, the Scale was
subMitted to a panel of three judges. who held
earned.doctorates and were considered experts
in ,their respective fieldsmedical-surgical
nursing, -psyChiatric mirsink, and nursing research. Only those items on which there was
100=percent agreementofjudges were retained..
Following adminiStration Of the 71;item scale.
to .50. patients, "item -test homogeneity values
were calculated using a formula for quintiserial
correlations. Forty-eix, of the original 71 items
had t values which equaledorexceeded the,9.001

level of significance. These statements were

selected for inclusion in the instrument. -°
Use in Research: Palmer' (1963) developed and
used the instrument in her study referenced be
low. Silva (1976) adapted the instrumcipt for her
/,

1
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s't'udy; "The Effect of Orientation Information
on Spouses' Anxiety and Attitude Toward Hos, pitalization and Major General Surgery."
Comments: The scale is constructed in simple,
meaningful language and is,easy and simple to

.

s of pa-

analysis of the expressed percepti

tients between the ages of twenty-one and sixty
years of age to cholecystectoniy, gastrectoiny,,
and herniqrrhaphy. Unpublished doctoral (its.°
sertation, New York University, 1963.
The development of a measuring device:

administer. The category to which each iteM\ be-

Measuring patients' perceptions toward im.

longs-is indicated on the scale. The systematic,
methOdOlogic4lly sound _steps by which it was
deNzlopeci are impressive and all too rare. Howc
ever, since c4I'llhe items are stated in a positive\
manner, there is some hazard of response set on ,
the part of the respondent. Anothbr problem is

pending surgery. Nursing 1?eseg.rch, 1965, 14
(2), 100-105.
Silva, Mary E. The effect of orientation inforina-

'

.

tion on spouses' anxiety and attitude toward
hospitalization and major .general aurgery.

'

Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Mail/and, 19/76.

that there are very few' items in many of the

.

categories; For example, categories VI, XI, and
XII contain only one item each.

\ Source of Information:

.

Irene S. Palmer, R.N., Ph.D.
Philip Hahn School of Nursing
z
University of San Di go
San Diego, Calif. 921 0 ,

As should be done, Silva (1976) emtablished the

validity and reliability of. the adapted instruf
ment for her setting and sample before proceeding with.her study.
References:
Palmer, Irene S. Perceptions of patients tb ins
mine*t general surgery: A- comparative

Instrument Copyrigh : Irene S. Palmer, R.N,
Ph.D.
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Palmer, Irene S.
PATIENT'S PERCEPTION SCALE.

Directions:
6.!

.

The following pages contain some statements indicating how patients feel
about being operated upon. There are no right or wrong answers to these statePlease answer
manta: Let your own liersonal:feelingsdetermine youranswers.
every statement. '-Please check whether you strongly agree, agree,are.undidiced,
disagree, or strongly disagree with each statement.
Checking a statement strongly agree means that you Aefinitely and emphatically
agree with the statement. You are really sure of your agreement with it.
If you definitely disagree and have no doubt about your disagreement with the
statement,, check strongly disagree.
If you are not really sure about how you feel about a statement.-check
undecided.
If you agree with the statement generally, but are not completely. emphatic'
and very sure about it; check agree.
.

If you disagree with the statement,but are not really emphatic in your
disagreement,-checkliw__mee.
EXAMPLE:Surgical operations have improved so much in the past several years.
Strongly agree___, Agree___, Undecided, Disagree___, Strongly disagree____.

Checking this statement Strongly agree means that YOU are very.sure that
surgical operations have improved a great deal in the past several years. If you
definitely and emphatically believe that surgical operations had not improved
much in the past Several yearS, you would have checked strongly disagree.

IX

1.

Soon Iam going to be able,to do all the things 7 used to do.
',',Undecided_,_, Disagre___, Strongly disagree___,),
Strongly agree___, Agree

I.

2.

The people who. are closest to me"in my family can take this in 'their stride.
DisagreL_, Strongly disagree
Strongly'agree___,.Agree

VIII 3.

I can be up and doing things for myself in a few days.
, Disagree___, Strongly disagree
Strongly agree___, Agree___, Undecided-

.

V

4.

Surgery is a quick way to gott-well:
Undecided__, Disagree, Strongly disagree
Strongly.agree___,

iii

5..

Surgery is much safer today thin it wie.in)iyperents' time.
DiSsgree__., Strongly. disagree __.
Undecided,
Strongly agree___,

XIII 6.

IV '

7.

The staff help makepeople comfortable when they have pain.
Disagree
, Strongly
, Agree
, Undecided
Strongly agree
The thought of having an incision does not upset me.
, Disagree
, Agree
, Undecided
Strongly agree

disagree_

, Strongly disagree
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My immediate family-knows how to manage while I am in the hoipital.
, Strongly disagree
, Disagree
, Undecided
4r2e
Strongly agree

8.

I

,

III

Hospitals are the best place to be when you are sick.
, Disagree,, Strongly disagree'
, Undecided
Agree!.
Strongly agree

'9.

.

.

,

XII

With Cod's help, this operation 'is going to restore my good health.
Strongly disagree
./disagree
Undecided
, Agree,
Strongly agree

10.

,

X

VI

I know what is going to happen to me.
Undecided
,' Agree
Strongly agree

11..

12.

, Disagree

, Strongly disagree

.

Money is of little importance at a time like this.
, Disagree
, Undecided
, Agree
Strongly.agree

, Strongly disagree

.

The pain after the operation is not going to amount to much.
Strongly disagree_
, Disagree
Undecided
, Agree
Strongly.agree

XIII 13.

,

,

I

14.

My immediate family are able.to-take,care of themselves while I am in the.
hospital.
, Disagree____, Strongly disagree
UndeCided
, Agree
-Strongly agree

.

,

do
VIII 15.' Even though I am being operated upon, there-are some things I am able to
for'myselff.

Strongly agree
If

17.

18.

Undecided

, Disagree

, Strongly disagree

yog have lots of faith in God, being operated on need. not worry you:

Strongly agree
III

, Agree

, Agree,

Disagree__, Strongly disagree___.

takes the chance out of an operation today.
---irtietite
Strongly agree___,/ Agree_ , Undecided___; Disagree_, Strongly disagree

Surgery is necessary to my future health and well-bei ng.

Strongly agree, Agree___, Undecided___, Disagree__ Strongly disagree___.
,

VIII 19.

I am doing everyth'ng the way-the doctors and nurses want.
Strongly agree___f Agree, Undecided___,-Disagree___, Strongly disagree___.

20.

Now is the best ossible time for this surgery.
Strongly agree___, Agree___, Undecided___, Disagree___, Strongly disagree_.

VII' /21.

The people closes; to me,understand how I feel abouthaving.this operation.
, Strongly disigree___.
Undecided___, Disagree
Strongly agree___,

XII

22.

What I might way coming iout of the anesthesia. does not concern me.

III

23;

I am'receiving the best care possible.
Undecided, Disagree___ , Strongly disagree
Strongly agree

Strongly egree___, Agree, Undecided___, Disagree___, Strongly disagree.

24. ,This operation is going to remove my source of discom fort.
Disagree___ Strongly disagree_.
Strongly agree
,

VIII 25.

It is a relief to me that they entire situation is out of my hands.
Undecided___, Disagree__ , Strongly disagree_.
Strongly/ agree

4r
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, Strongly disagree
, Undecided
, Disagree
, Agree
Strongly agree

VI/ .26.
1w:

IV
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Incisions are not very noticeable these days.
, Disagree_
Agree .', Undecided
Strongly agree

27.

,

Strongly disagree

VIII 28.

At times like this I am glad to depend on other people.
,Itrongly disagree___.
, Undecided', Disagree
Strongly agree___, Agree

XI

This experience is like an adventure to me.

29-.1

Strongly agree___, Agree___, Undecided, Disagree__

,

Strongly disagree___.

III _30.

I have confidence in the skill of the hospital staff..
Strongly agree___, Agree___, Undecided, Disagree___, Strongly disagree___.

VII

The people who 'are caring for me give me great courage.
, Disagree
, Strongly disagree
, Undecided
, Agree'
Strongly agree

31.

.

III

There is no need to worry about being operated upon.
, Undecided__, Disagree
, Agree
Strongly agree

3:.

,Pain can be overcome in a situation like this.
,.Disagree
Strongly agree, , Agree_, Undecided

XIII 33.

Modern drugs make people comfortable.
, Undecided
, Agree
Strongly agree

XIII 34.

, Disagr**

,

Strongly disagree

,

Strongly disagree

,

Strw4gly disagree

.

Soon I can take up where I left off.
, Agree__, Undecided,, Disagree.___. Strongly disagree
Strongly agree

IX

35.

X

36.. Most of my questions about the operation have been answered.
Strongly disagree
, Disagree
, Agree', Undecided
Strongly agree
,

.

I am being as little trouble as possible for the people'vho are taking care

VIII 37.

of me.

Strongly agree
IV

,

Agree

, Undecided__, Disagree

A scaron the abdomen does not matter.
Undecided
Strongiy agree__, Agree

38.

,

I

39.

II

40.

,

Strongly disagree

This operation treates no problem for the people closest to me,
Strongly disagree
, Disagree
I Agree__, Undecided
Strongly agree

.

XIII 41.

, Disagree

, Strongly disagree__.

With faith in God, everything turns out well.
, Undecided
Disagree
Strongly agree ,.Agree

,

Strongly disagree

I can take what goes on before and after th operation.
Strongly disigree
, Undecided
D agree
Strongly agree__, Agree
,

III

42.

VIII 43.

We get wonderful care,..in our hospitals today.
Strongly agree
, Agree
, Undedided
, Disagr e

It is a relief that I have no more decisions to make
Agree___, Undecided,, Disagree
Strongly agree
,

53
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Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

.
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44.

1///

I

4.5.

The people who are taking care ofme know how I feel about having this
operation.
, Strongly disagree
, Disagree
Undecided
,
, Agree
Strongly agree
With prayers, all turns out well.
,
Undecided
, Agree
Strongly agree

, Disagree

, Strongly disagree

.

.

4C. / can lead my usual life after I am over this operation.
, Strongly disagree
, Disagree
, Agree__, Undecided
Strongly agree

TX

COryrighted by Irene S. Palmer; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources
permissioh of copyright hOlder,
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instrument was administered in a pretest to 46
adult medical- surgical patients. Using the
Spearman-Brown split-half reliability formula,

(POWERLESS-

a reliability coefficient of 0.47 was obtained. Reliability of the revised instrument has not, been
determined.
Content validity was established by the steps
followed, in the development of the. instrument.

Variable: A natient's perception of powerlessness imillness is the variable. Powerlessness is
defined as the expectancy or probability held by

the individual that his(her) own behavior cannot determine the occurrence of the outcomes or

reinforcements he(she) seeks (Seeman and
Evans, 1962).

Description:

Nature (Ind Content: This is a selfadministered, eight-item, forced-choice questionnaire. The items elicit a patients perception

of his(her) 'control over illness, physicians,
nurses, and hospitals. Responses are selected

from a four-choice Likert-type scale: -I strongly

agree, I agree, I disagree, and I strongly disagree.
Administration and Scoring: No special provisions are necessary for administration, and directions precede the first item.
The instrument is scored by,assigning weights
of 0, 1, 2, and 3 to responses. A patient's score is

the sum of the individual responses and may
range from 0 to 24; the higher the total score,
the higher the patient's perception of power-.
lessness.
Development:

Rationale: The instrument is based upon

Seeman's concept of powerlessness (Seeman and
Evans, 19L 2).

Source of Items: The items were based'upon a

review of the literature, other available research instruments, and the author's professional experience.
Procedure for Development: The author began
with Seeman and Evans's (1962) Powerlessness

Scale, Grubb's (1968) Powerlessness Among
Mothers of Chronically-Ill Children Scale, and
Boire's (1976) Powerlessness Scale. She revised
some items from these scales and added others

to develop a 12-item instrument. Items were
selected that the author felt would express a
high or loW expectancy on the part of the patient
that his(her) own input would make a difference

in relation to control emanating' from other
sources. Following .a 'pretest, the six most discriminating items were retained and two items
added which resulted in the present instrument.
Reliability and Validity: The original 12-item

Use in Research: This instrument was developed
_

by the author and is being used in conjunction
with a Hospitalized PatientDecision-Making instrument, Zuckeiman's Affect Adjective
Checklist, a distress rating scale, and other research instruments to collect data for her dissertation.
Comments: The instrument appears to have potential to measure what it purports, to measure.
A thorough assessment of the instrument will

have to await the author's conclusion of her
study.

Data elicited by this instrument and the author's HospitaliZed Patient Decision-Making instrument may show that these two instruments
measure variables more similar than dissimilar.
Conceptually, the variable of this instrument` is
very similar to the concept of internal-external
locus of control.
References:

Boire, Marie I. A study of the relationship be-

tween traitpowerlessness and situational

powerlessness in the hospitalized patient. Unpublished master's thesis, University of
California, Los Angeles, 1976.
Grubbs, Judy E. Powerlessness among mothers
of chronically-ill children. Unpublished 'Mas-

ter's thesis, University of California, Los
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Roy, Sr. Callista. Decision-Making by the physically ill and adaptation to illness. Dissertation
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Angeles, 1976.
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and learning in hospital setting. American
Sociological Revietv, 1962, 27, 772-283.
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Sr. Callista Roy, R.N., M.S.

2957 Brighton Avenue Los Angeles, Calif. 90018
Instrument Copyright: None.
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Royt.Callista
HEALTH- ILLNESS-(POWERLESSNESS) QUESTIONNAIRE

Below are some comments about health, illness and the hospital
I am interested in knowing how you feel about these statements.
There are no right or wrong answers. Please check the response
that most nearly agrees with how you feel. Check only one answer
in each set.
The sun will rise tomorrow.

For example:

X -1 strongly.agree
I agrees.
.

Tk

1.

I strongly disagree

Getting wellin the hospital is a matter of the efforts of
all of us; luck has little or nothing to do with it.
I
I
I
I

2.

1.1 disagree

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

It doesn't seem to matter what I say to the doctors and nurses,
they go about their business in their. own way:
I
I
I
I

strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree

I don't feel thete is anything I can do to better my condition.
I strongly agree
L-,gree
I disagree
I 'strongly disagree

In-the hospital t can be pretty sure that the nurses will listen
to me instead of- acting just out of routine.
I strongly agree
-I agree
I,disagree
strongly disagree
_

5.

Getting well depends a lot on what I do.
I
I
I
I

strongly-agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree
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Getting released from the hospital depends on how lucky
you are.
I strongly agree
I:agree
I disagree
I strongly disagree

7.

I really don't expect to have. much control over what
happens to me in the hospital.

I strongly agree
I'agree
I disagree
I strongly disagree
8.

I now feel that .I can do a great deal to keep myself
well in the future.
I strongly agree'
I agree
I-disagree .
I strongly disagree

°
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'Title: HOSPITALIZED PATIENT DECISION-

condition. The instrument was pretested with 45

MAKING

adult medical-surgical hospitalized patienti.

Author: Roy, Callista

and the 15 Most discriminating items were

Following thePretest, the format was simplified

Variables: A patient's perceptions of the decislims he(she) makes while in a hospital is one
variable assessed; the second variable is the decisions the patient would prefer to make in the
hospital.
Description:

Nature and Content: This is a selfadministered, forced-chaice, 15-item' instrument. ;ach item is made up of two statements,
and the respondent checks each statement in
the space provided under a column headed "As
it is" or "As I prefer."
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is self-administered; the autl..or has noted that

older patients and some patients of lower
socioeconomic background need help in interpreting the directions.

The instrument is scored by giving a score of 1
poh,.*- for each time the choice involved the patient's making a decision or receiving information. A score of 0 is given!or marking the other

alternative, hence, high scores equal percep-

tions of a high degree of decitionmaking power.
The preference items are scored similarly. Low
scores and high scores are determit.ed by breaking at the melian score (Roy, 1976).
Development:

selected for inclusion in the revised form.
Reliability and\ Validity: Using the
Spearman,BroWn split-half reliability formula,
a reliability coefficient of 0.84 was obtained.
The instrument has face validity. Additional
validity is evidenced\ by resulti of a pretest in
two` hospitals. In the. hospital designated as one
in which the patients had a high degree of decisionmaking, 65 percent of the patients' scores
placed them in the high decisionmaking category (n = 23). In the hospital designated as one

in which the patients had a low degree of
decisionmaking, 45 percent of the patients'
scores placed them in the high decisionmaking
category (n = 13).

Use in Research:'The instrument was developed
by the author, and is being used along with a
Health-Illness Questionnaire Scale, Zuckerman's Affeet Adjective-Checklist, a distress rating scale, and other research instruments to
collect data for her dissertation (Roy, 1976),
Comments: The instrument appears to have potential for determining patients' perceptions of
their role in decision making in a health care
setting. A thorough assesarnent. of the instrument will have to await the author's conclusion
of her study.
References:
-Glaser, Barney,' and Straus; Anselrh. The discovery of grounded theory. Chicago: Aldine
a

Rationale: The instrument was based upon

Glaser and Straus's (1967) grounded theory approach to the study of behavior.
Source ofltems: The items were based upon- a
review of the literature, the professional experi
ence of the author, and controlled clinical observations by the author.
Procedure for Development: Based upon her

review of the literature, her professional experience, and the controlled clinical observations, the author developed 25 forced-choice
items which related to specific decisions

tients could make in relation to their daily care,
She hospital environment, their treatment, and
a general category of information about their/
,

Publishing Co., 1967.
Roy, Sr. Callista. Decision- malting by the physically ill and adaptation to illness. Dissertation

proposal, University of California at Los
Angeles,_1976.

Source of Information:
Sr. Callista Roy, R.N:, M.S:
2957 Brighton Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90018 '

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Roy, Calltsta
HOSPITALIZED PATIENT DECISION-MAKING

.
In this part of the study I have some statements about decisions that are made.
i.Sm interested in how yousee these situations in this
in the hospital.
There are no right or Wront=
hospital and in how'you Would,,prefer things to be.
answers, only opinions about these things. Each of the items below is'maae up
of a pair of statements. You will be marking. each pair two times each.' The
firSt time.choose the One statement from the pair (and only one) which is
closest' to what you believe to be the-case.- Mark this choice with an IC under
is." Next select the one of the pair you would want to be true,. that
is, how you prefer the stituation to be. Mark this choice with an X under "AsI prefer."
.

As it is

For example:
1.

2.

As I prefer

X

I am sick now.

I am well now.

.

X

I

I am going to be here a
while longer.
I am going home soon.

X
As-it is As I prefer

1.

I'have found in the hospital that I often can decide what
time to get up.
I usually have mo freedom about the time to get up in the
-morning.

.

My recreational activity is under the control of the staff
and the routine here.
I plan my own recreational activity, such as reading or
TV based on what I feel able to do.
3.

My level of actiVity.is regulated by the staff without
discussion
t ; with-me.
My input is important in deciding
can have.

4.

how much activity -

If .I needed surgery, I would make the decision about
whether, and when to have it.
4,

My doctor would make any decision about surgery..

59'
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As it i

5.

e

Most of the time the staff in the hospital explains
everything that is done to me.
Most of the time I don't know what. to expect next in the
hospital.

6.

I've.observed that doctors and,nurses don't realize that
patients need a lot. of information. about their condition.
Most of thetiMd.,dOctorsand nurses realize how much
information patients need to know about their condition.

7.

In the hospital I have a say in planning my diet based/on
my.own health needs and my,own habits.
.

My individual needs and concerns about my diet cannot be
taken into account around here.
There are tome.medications that I can decide when I should
have them.

All decisions about medications are made by the doctors
and nurses.
9.

What kind of bath I have (tub, shower, bed; assisted or
unassisted) is'up to me and my needs.
Hospital routine usually dictates what kind o bath I get.

10.

The staff avoid my questions about my condition and do not
explain very much about it.
In my case,,I have found that usually I cap depend on the
staff to answer. my questions about-my condition.

11.

I'm'usually the last.to find out about any changes in my
treatment program.

Thestaff talk with me ahead of time about any changes
in my treatment program.
12.

since I have been in the hospital, I usually have to\ take
my bath at a specific time whether.I want to or not.
I can usually take my bath at a time I want to.

13.

'I can have something.to say about when 1 am able to use.
the bathroom;
,

.

The-doctors and nurses do not consult me about my needs
or ability to use the bathroom.

160
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As it:is As I prefer
14.

If ISmoked, I could have the control over my smoking
habits here.

Staff have more to say then I do -bout whether or not I
smoke.
15.

Hospital policy is very strict about where I may go.

Lam free to-go most anywhere in the hospital.
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inclusion in this instrument if (1) a wide distribution of responses was observed, (2) the item
mean was close to the midpoint (3.5) of the scale,
(3) the item correlated significantly (r < 0.20)
with the total scale score, and (4) this item had a
low correlation with the Social Desirability

'fide: HEALTH LOCUS OF CONTROL SCALE
(HLC)

Author: Wallston, Barbara S., Wallston, Kenneth A., Kaplan, Gordon D., and Maides, Shirley
A.

score (Wallston et al., 1976).

Variable: The variable assessed is the kind and
extent of-control a person thinks he(she) has

The revised instrument was administered to
three samples of about 100 college students and
one sample of about 100 persons from the community in order to provide information on the

*vd his(ner) own state of health.
Description:

ture and Content: This self-administered
Iment is made up of 11 statements that are

ins

.

designed to elicit information about persona'
health-related beliefs.
A' six-point Likert-type scale is used for responses. The six response categories are:
strongly disagree, moderately disagree, slightly
disagree, slightly agree, moderately agree, and
strongl3r\ agree.

Administration and Scoring: 1,:o special provi-

sions are necessary for administration of the
instrument.

A numerical Code of from 1 to 6 is assigned to
the six response categories. The responses to

questions 1, 2, 8, 10, and 11 must be reversed
(subtracted from 7) before being addedl to the
questions. The total
responses to the
score for the instrument may range from 11 to

66; a high score denotes belief in a high degree of
external health locus of control, and a low score
denotes belief in a high, degree of internal locus
of control.
Development:

reliability characteristics of the .items. It was

also administered to 40 hospital outpatients who
were known to be hypertensive, to two groups of
100 college students who participatedN-in, ex-

perimental studies on hypertension, and to a
group of 34 overweight women who were stu-

dents or staff members at two small private

southern colleges. Except for the latter group of
respondents and the hypertensive outpatients,
all groups ere approximately evenly repre
sented by en and women.
Reliability and Validity: Information on the
test-retest characteristics of the variable (HLC)
/ by the instrument is based on a sammeasured
ple of 2/2 women who were involved in a weight
reduction program over an 8-week interval. The
correlation between the test-retest HLC scores
for these- women was 0.71. Information on the
internal consistency (reliability) characteristics
of the instrument was derived from four college

student groups from one community sample.
Each group had approximately 100 respondents.
Coefficients alpha for these samples varied froth

Rationale: This instrument was developed to
provide specific information about the relationship between an individual's health behaviors

4.40 to 0.72.

health control. The authors indicated that previous information available about this relation-

0.46 (N = 34).

and that person's belief about the locus of
ship was inadequate, because it had been

derived from instruments whose measures were
very general.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review,of the literature and the professional experience of the authors.
Procedure fore Development: An original version containing 34 items was administered to 98

college students loca,ted at a small southern
university. The students also .completed Rotter's I-E Scale (Rotter, 1966), the Marlowe-

Crowne Social Desirability Scale (Crowne and
Marlowe, 1964), and a demographic form. All
students received psychology credit in return

for., theirparticipation in this project. The.
authors indicated that items were retained for

correlation between HLC and the more
locus of control measure derived from
Rotter's instrument varied from 0.25 (N = 85)'to
/general

The distribution characteristics of HLC are
essentially the same for three groupi of college
students and-the single samke of respondents
drawn from the community, i.e the mean score
on HLC was typically about 34.01)\and the stanthe
dard deviation was usually 6.00. However,
\.
had
a
small sample of hypertensive outpatients
than
significantly higher (p < 0.01) HLC sure
did, these other groups of respondents.

Information regarding the relationship between HLC scores, Rotter's I-E classification,
and health infoririation,. seeking . behavior is
available for two sets, of college students.
(Health information seeking behavior was

operationalized by having subjects choose from
among a list of 16 pamphlet titles after having
read a threatening message abOut hypertension

16R
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and after having taken a difficult knowledge
test about the same subject. The greater the
number of titles selected to be read by a subject,

the greater the amount of information seeking
attributed to that subject.) In both Of the college

student itudies, the results indicated that persons who valued their own health and had low
HLC scores were more likely (p < 0.01) to seek

additional health information than was anY
other group of respondents. No such relationship was noted between the more general measure of locus of control (Rotter, 1966) and the

aseeking of additional health information in

either set of data.
With regard to the persons in the weight reduction program, approximately one-third
dropped out of the study prior to its termination.

The results indicated that of those who remained, persons assigned to a program group
presumed to be congruent with. their beliefs
were more satisfied with the weight reduction

program than were those who had been as-

signed to a program incongruent with their beliefs. This provides additional evidence of the
instrument's validity. However, no significant
differences were observed with regard to actual

weight lost during the '8-week period of the
study.
Use in Research: Except for the ,testing of the
instrument described above, its .use has not yet
been reported in any published r'search. However, a number of other investiga
are using

the HLC scale, and further data will be availabIe (Wallston, personal communication, 1976).
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the hom2geneity of the measure and thus e-duce the number of scores that would fall near
the-middle of the possible scale simply because
the items of the test were answered in an inconistent fashion.
The response scale suggests a potential source

of ambiguity for respondents. That is, a re-

sponse of "moderately disagree" has the same
connotation as "slightly agree." This could be
tone s :rce of person-item response inconsistency. It would be, helpful, thereforerto have
inforination which would indicate the relative
power Of a measure of HLC when obtained on a
5-point rather than a 6-point response scale.
The results-support the author's assumption

that the more specific the measure, the more
likely it will provide information relevant to a
particular problem. However, the items contained in this instrument do not appear to be as
statistically independent of a dependent variable such as "seeking additional health information" as they might be. That is, "seeking additional health information" should, perhaps,
not be used as part of the measure of HLC in the
first place. Therefore, it would be helpful to have

additional information more like that available
from the weight reduction study.
References:

Crowne, D. P., and Marlowe, D. The approval
motive. New York: Wiley, 1964.

Rotter, Julian B. Generalized expectancies for
internal versus external control of reinforcement. Psychological Monographs, 1966, 80 (1,
Whole No. 609).

COmments: Initial information regarding the
test-retest characteristics of the variable (HLC)
Measured by this instrument is in line with that

Wallston, Barbara S., Wallston, Kenneth A.,
Kaplan, Gordon D., and Maides, Shirley A.
Development and validation of the health

'available for similar types of tests. However, the
sample size was quite small and was involved in
a study that would have had some effect, upon

locus of control (HLC) scale. Journal of Con;
suiting and Clinical Psychology, 1976, 44 (4),

the results. Therefore, it would be helpful to
have test-retest data for a much larger sample

of persons not involved in a particular study.!
The inter-item characteristics of this instru-

ment appear to be marginal. That is, the

average inter'-item. correlations appear to be
consistently lOw enough to suggest that some of

the items are minimally contributing to the
total score. Consequently, it would be 'helpful to
have specific information on the inter-item correlation characteristic of this instrument. Such
information would make it possible to increase

580-585.

"Wallston, Kenneth A., Maides, Shirley A., and
Wallston, Barbara S. Health-related informa-

tion seeking as a function of health-related
locus of control and health value. Journal of

Research in Personality, 1976, 10, 215-222.
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Kenneth A. Wallston, Ph.D.
School of Nursing

Vanderbilt University
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Instrument Copyright: None.
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Wallston, Barbara S., Wallston, Kenneth A., Kaplan, Gordon D., and Maides,

ShirleyA.

HEALTH LOCUS OF CONTROL SCALE (HLC)
,

,

This is a questionnaire to determine the way in which diffeient people view
s a belief statement with
__..certain important health-related issues. Each ite
which. you-may agree ordisagree. : BeSide each state it isa scale whichranges
frOmstrongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (6). Fo' ach item you ard'to
cle-the nuMber thatrepresents the extent to which You disagreeor agreeiwith
staterent, then the hfgher
the statement. The more_strongly'you. agree with a
The
more
strongly
you
disagree with a statement,
will be the number you circle..
Please
circle
only one number./ This
the lower. will be the number you circle.
obviously
there-are-no
right or wrong
is 4MeSsure of your personal beliefs;
'

an swers.
4

Please-answer these items carefully but do hot spend too much time on any
Be sure to answerevery item. Also, try to respond to eackitem inone item;
dependently when making your choice; do not be influenned'by your prevtious
It is important that you reCtond according to your actual beliefs and
choices -.
not according to how you feel you should believe.

w

ar

.

P

00

00

O

A
1-4

ON

CI)

4-1

00

0

.0W

0
P
of

'00

Z

4

5'

3

4

5

2

-3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

/6

Most .people do not realize the extent to which:
:rheir.illnesses are controlled by"accidental
happenihgb.

1

2

3'

.I can only do what' my .doctor` tells me to do.

1

4.

5

t

1

2

Whenever I get tick it is because of something
.I've done or not done.

1

2

Good health is largely a matter of good fortune.

1

No matterwht I do, if I am going to get sick
I will get sick.

If

3.

4.

.

6.

take care of myself, I can avoid illness.,

There are so many strange diseases around, tht
you cAnnever knowhow or when you might pick

onedp.

3
z

.

6

=
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00
.

a)

.14

00

0
O

4.1

En.
,,

8.

When ifeel ill, I.know it is because I'have not
been'testting:the proper eiekcise or eating right.

1

9.

People who never get sick are just plain lucky.

1'

2

1

2

1

.2

10.

People's ill health results. from their own
_carelessness.

. 2

,

3

4

5

.6

3

6
5

6'

'

_

11,! I Fr, .!irectly responsible for my

6

3

KEY:

Items 3,

from 1 -

5,. 6,

and 9 are worded in the external direction and are scored

as they are circled by the subject.

Items, , 2, 8; 10, and 11 are worded in the internal direction and-arereversed
scored (by subtradting the circled response from the NuMber 7).

Tota1111.0 score is the sum of all Il items after reversing the scores for the
internal items.

The higher the total score, the more-external the beliefs,

/
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Title: HEALTH PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE (HPQ)
Author:Ware, John E., Jr/
Variables: This instrument provides information on six variables called current health, przlr
health, health outlook, health worry /concern,
resistance-susceptibility and rejection of sic,c
role. Current health is defined to Mean " ... the
extent to which the respondent presently sees
himself as being healthy or ill. " ,Prior health: is

,

although the items can be orally administered if
necessary. It takes 7 minutes ..co respond to the
test questions. The respondent is proVided an
instruction sheet that indicates how responses
are to be marked on the cmastionziaire.
Scores on the six variables are computed by

adding up the responses to the items used to
measure that variable. Current health is made
up of responses to items 1, 4, 9,1.2, 47, 22, 26, 30,
and 32. The responses to items b and 12 must be
subtracted from 6 before being added to the sum

defined to mean " ... whethei the respondent

for this variable. Prior health isimade up of re-

perceives -a favorable (healthy) or an unfavorable cunhealthy) prior health history." Health
'outlook is defined to mean " i .. the respondent's

subtracted from 6 before, being added to the
other scores for this variableillealth outlook is

prediction cf things to come." Health worry/
concern is defined to mean!" ... the extent to
which the respondent is worried or concerned
about his state of health." Resistance-

susceptibility is defined to mean " ... the extent
to. which the respondent perceives that he is
able to resist illness." R.ejction of sick role is
° defined to mean " ... the espondent's characteristic-reaction to illness iri terms of the extent
-to which he aecepts the sick role" (Ware, 1976).
.

Description:

I

Nature and Content: This is a selfadministered instrument of 32 questions that
are designed to provide information about persome' beliefs regarding various 'aspects of their
health status. Current health is operationally
defined by responses to nine questions such as
"I feel better now than Ii ever have before."
Prior health 'is operationalized by responses to
three questions such as "i was so sick once I
thought I might die." Health outlook is operationally defined by responses to four questions
such as "I will probably be sick a lot in the fu1

ture." Health worry 'concern, was made up of responses to four questions such as "I never worry
about ,y health."Resistancle-suaceptibility was
Operat onalized by responses to four questions

such a "I seem to get sick 'a little easier than
other eople." Rejection of sick role is operational defined by response to eight questions .

,such as "I don't like to go tojthe doctor."
A 5-phint response scale is used to gather responses to the questions co tained in this in-

strument. The five respon e categories are

given a numerical- code of from 1 to 5 and are
.

defined, respectively, -as defin\itely false, mostly

false, don't* know, mostly /true, and definitely

true.

I

\

14dMiniaration and Scoring c This instrument
is designed to lie completed -bk the respondent,

sponses to items 11, 19, and 28.

ern 1 -1 -must be -.

made up of responses to items 5, 10, 18, an 23.
Responses to items 5 and 18 must be subtracted
from 6 before being added to the score for this
/ariable.
Health worry /concern is made up of revi
sponses to items 6, 13, "20, and 24. The responses'

to items 6 and 13 must

he

subtracted from 6

before being added to the score for this variable.
Resistance-susceptibility is computed by'adding /
together the responses to, questions 3, 7, 15, and

29: The responses' to' items 3 and 29 must be
subtracted from 6 prior Ito being added to the
score for this variable. ejection of sick role is

made up of responses to items 2, 8, 14, 16, 2425,
'27, and 31. The responses to items 8, 14, 25, and

31 must, be subtracted from s 6 prior to being
added to the score for this variable.
Developinnt:
/
Rativnale: The implicit
rationale for the device is for use in research studies comparing
groups. It does not /appear to be intended for
individual diagnosii.
S-Our-Ce of. Items: So information is provided
regarding the sourCe of the items or the content
framework upon wich they are based.
Procedure for Development: Original instruents were tried out on over 2,000 respondents
in 5 different field tests located in 5 different
.1 cationsin various parts of the United States..
T ei field tests provided information useful in
th revision of the instruments. Items which did
not correlate with the prespecified subscales of
which they were a part were deleted from-the
inst ment. .IteMs which had skewed distribution were either rewritten to make the distributid s more symmetric or were deleted from
the i strument.
Reit bility and .Validity: Reliabilities of the
indivi ual items were estimated by. test-retest
I

correlations on two of the original field test

'popula ions. These Single, item test-retest correi

1
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lations ranged from 119 to 0.77 with most of the

correlations falling b ween 0.4 and 0.6. Reliability of the eight subsc les and of three global
scales were estimated by internal consistency
reliability coeffieients. These internal consistency coefficients ranged from 0.45 to 0.92 for
the subscales and from 0.70 to 0.92 for the global
scales. Test-retest reliabilities for the eight subscales were also obtained and ranged from 0.41

to 0.86. Two-year stability coefficients for the
current health , subscale, the resistancesusceptibility subscale and the prior health subscale were also obtained and ranged from 0.45 to
0.62. The 2-year stability coefficient for the gen-

eral health total, which consisted of the sum of
those three scales, was found .to be 0.63.
There is some evidence that the instruments
are validly measuring what they intend to measure. Factor analytic techniques tended to support a prior hypothesis about interrelationships
between the subscales, providing some measure
of construct validity to the instruments. Additionally, a number of health related variables
not measured by the instrument generally tend
to correlate in hypothesized directions with the
various subscales in the instruments. It is recommended that anyone intending to use the in-

strument determine its validity for his own

purposes either empirically or by examining the
correlational data available from the author of
the test',

Use in Research: This instrument is presently

being used in other research studies, one of
which-is-being-conducted by the Rand Corpora-

tion for the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

Comments: This instrument appears to have a
potential for providing useful information in

159

certain research studies. It appears that theinstrument is sufficiently reliable for detecting
differences between groups .on at least some of
the variables measured by the eight subscales.
It is also clear from evidence provided with the

instruments that the various subscales are

measuring different variables. It does not appear that the instrument is intended to be used
for making individual diagnoses or for dis-

criminating between individuals, and there is no
evidence that, in fact, it would be useful for this
purpose. It is recommended that anyone using

the instrument obtain the extensive inifrmation available from the developer concerning
the scales, the subscales, their intercorrelations
and their correlations with external variables.
References:
Ware, J. E. Scoring procedures, scale to measure

perceptions regarding health, Form II. Personal communication, 1976.
Development and validation of scales to

measure perceived health. Volume II of the
Final Report on Contract No. HSM 11\0-72-

299, prepared foe the Research Methods

Branch, .U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Carbondale, Ill.: School of
Medicine, Southern Illinois University, 1976.
Ware, J. E., Wright,:W. R., and Snyder, M. K.
Measures of perceiitians- regarding health
status: Preliminary findingR, Publication No.
PB 242-726, National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, Va.
Source of Information:
John E. Ware, Jr., Ph.D.
The Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406
Instrument Copyright: None.
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HEALTH PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE (HPQ)

\PLEASE READ EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS, AND THEN

CIRCLE ONE OF THE NUMBERS ON .ECH LINE TO INDICATE
WHETHER THE STATEMENT IS TRUE OR FALSE FOR YOU.
THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS.
If a statement is definitely true for you circle 5.
II It Is mostly true for you, circle 4.
11 you don't know whether it is true or false, circle 3.
If It is mostly false for you. circle 2.
It It Is definitely false for you, circle 1.

SOME OF THE STATEMEt'JTS MAY LOOK OR SEEM LIKE OTHERS.
BUT EACH STATEMENT IS DIFFERENT, AND SHOULD 1 DE RATED BY
ITSELF.

A. According to the doctors I've
seen, my health Is now

I

Mos:1y

1

torte

2

5

excellent
B.

Otheutelyi Mostly' Con;
true I true I know

try fo avoid letting illness'
Interfere with my hie

pennomy
I woe
1

4

3

5

4

3

2

1

have before

5

4

3

2

1

will' probably be sick a lot
In the future

5

4

3

2

1

I never worry about my health

5

4

3

2

1

C. I seem to oet sick a little
easier than other people

D. I feel better now than I

ever

E. I

F.

G. Most people get sick a little
easier than I do
H. I don't like to go to the doctor
I.

J.

K.

3
5

I am somewhat ill

.

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

1

In the future. 4 expect to
have better health than
other people I know

5

4

3

2

1 was so sick once I thought
I might die

5

4.

3

2

5

4

3

2

.3

2

L. I'm not as healthy now
as I used lo be
M..I. worry about my health more
than other people worry
about their health

1
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Delinstely1 Mostly

Lev L true
.

N. When I'm sick, I try to lust
keep going as usual

0. My body seems to resist
Illness very well

1

Oon't 1 Mostly 10etintlety
false
ketow 1 false

5

4

3

2

5

4

3

2

3

2

1

2

7- 1

2

1

.

P. Getting sick once In a while

-5

Is a part of my life
0. I'm as healthy as anybody I know

3

1

1.

5

4

5

4

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

4

3

R. I think mr health will be
Worse in the future
than It is now

S. I've never tied an illness that
lasted a long period of time
1. Others seem more concerned
about their health than

I am about mine
U. When I'm sick,
It to myself

I

try to keep

Y. My health is excellent
W. I expect to have a very

healthy life

X. My health Is a concern In
my life
Y. I

Z.

accept that sometimes I'm

Just going to be sick

5

4

3

2

I have been feeling ban lately

5

4

3

2

3

'2

AA. It doesn't bother me to go
to a doctor

5

1

5

4

3

2

1

CC. When there is something going
around, I usually catch it

5

4

3

2

1

DD. Doctors say that I am now
In poor health

5

-4

3

2

1

EE. When I think I am getting
sick. I fight it

5

4

3

2

1

FF. I leel about as good now as
I ever have

5

4

3

2

BE. I have never been seriously

III

I

69
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Client Affective Variables: Anxiety, Depression

-Title: THE BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY

ognizes the value of clinical judgments of

Aiithor: Beck, Aaron T.

instrument such as the BDI .provides a standardized consistent measure that does not rely

Variable: The variable being measured is

depression. Depression is operationally defined
by the following attributes:
L A specific alteration in mood;

depression while simultaneously acknowledging
the disadvantages of the clinical approach. An

on the theoretical orientation of the inter-

viewer. The BDI rs also more economical than

the psychiatric interview, arid it provides a

numerical-score which can be used for comparison purposes.
.self4eproaches and self-blame;
Source of Items: .The items in .the BDI were,
3. Regressive and self-punitive wishes;
priniarily clinically derived. Systematic obser4. Vegetative changes; and
vations and records were made regarding the
5. Change in activity level.
characteristic attitudes and symptoms of
Description:
depressed patients. Those attitudes and
Nature and Contett: The BDI is available in
symptoms which appeared to be specific for deboth long-. and short-form questionnaires. The
pression, and those that were consistent with
long form consists of 21 items, while the shordescriptions in the psychiatric literature were
tened version consists of 13 items. Th. response o selected.
alternatives for each item are defined by a
Procedure for Development: -On the basis of
4-point (0-3) ordered scale. Each of the possible
the above selection process, 21 categories of

2. A negative self-concept associated with

.

responses is uniquely defined by a statement
describing the respondent with respect to the
item. The items each correspond to a specific
.manifestation of depression. For instance, Item
A (Sadnese) has the following response alternatives:

0I do not feel sad.
1 I feel sad or blue.
am blue or sad all the time and I can't

snap out of it.

3I am so unhappy that I can't stand it.

Administration and Scoring: The BDI is self.administered and the subject should possess a
high school reading level. The BDI can also be
administered orally. The complete BDI takes
approximately 10 to 15 minutes to complete,

while the short form takes "approximately 5
minutes to complete. The BDI is scored by
summing the individual responses; Thus for the

long form,' the total score has a range 00-63.
The total score on the short form can be adjusted in order to be compatible with the long
form.
DevelOpment:

Rationale: No specific theory is used as a rationale. The motivation for' developing this in-

strument lies in' the need for 'a standardized
means of assessing depression. The author rec.

symptoms and attitudes were selected." The
items and the alternatives within each item
were chosen on the basis of their relationship to
the overt Manifestations of depression.
Consensus on the appropriateness of response

alternatives was accomplished by having a

panel of psychiatrists judge differell'.; psychiatric patients .with respect to severity on the different categories.
The samples which were used in the develop-'
ment and. testing of the BDI were-taken from a
population of 598 patients in the psychiatric and
outpatient services of the Philadelphia General
Hospital.
Reliability and Validity? Internal consistency

was evaluated by comparing item scores and
total scores for each patient (N = 200). Using the
Kruskal-Wallis Non-Parametric Analysis of
Variance by Ranks, all items were found to have°
a signfficant correlation with the total score.

Split-half reliability was computed (N = 97)
and the Spearman-Brown reliability coefficient
of 0.93 was obtained.
The stability of the instrument was tested by,
administering the BDI twice, at an interval of 4
weeks, to a group: of 38 patients, Clinical judgments of the patients' depth of depression were
concurrently made. Changes in BDI scores were

°
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The inventory can be Completed by the subject

foRnd to parallel changes in' clinical ratings.
Concurrent validity was tested by correlating
BDI scores with other measures of depression.

in as short a time as 5 minutes for the short-

Within a wide range of studies, the BM was
found to correlate 0.65 with clinicians ratings,
0.75 with the. MMPI-D scale and 0.75. with

suffering from depression in cases where an

Hamilton's Rating Scale for Depression. Other

correlations repor,ted include: 0.55 with the

depression-anxiety scale, 0:66 with the depres-

sion scale of .the Multiple Affect Adjective
Checklist, and 0.76 with the Zung Self-Rating
Depression Scale.
Construct validity was examined by compar-

ing outcomes of the BDI with scores on other
measures considered to be indicators of depression. Significant relatidnships are reported in

the literature with "negative self-concept,"
"identification with the loser," "pessimism,"

and a `hostility- inward" scale.
Use in Research: The BDI (also referred to as
DI) has been used in more than 100 published
research studies:- For a more detailed descrip-

form. It, therefore, has an excellent potential as
a quick and easy aid in detecting the individual

evaluation might otherwise have not been
made.
References:
Beck, A. T. Depression: Causes and treatments.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1972.
Beck, A. T., and Beamesde der, A. Assessment of
depression: The depression inventory.

Psychological Measurements in Psychophar-

macology, 1974, 7, 151-169.
Beck, A. T., and Beck, R. W. Screening depressed

patients in family practice: A rapid technique.
Postgraduate Medicine, 1972, 52 (6), 81-85.
Source of Information:
Dr. Aaron T. Beck

ences to other studies, the reader should see

Professor, Department of Psychiatry
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"Assessment of Depression: The Depression Inventory" (Beck and Beamesderfer,.1974).

Instrument Copyright: Aaron T.- Beck, Ph.D.
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TNE BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY (BDI

On this questionnaire are groups of statements. Please read each group
of statements carefully: ,Then pia out the. one statement in each group which'
best deseribee the :way you haNfe been feeling.the.PAST.14EEK, INCLUDING TODAY!
If several statements in..
Circle the numer-beside the statement yoU picked;
the group seem'to.apply equally well, circle each one. Be sure.to read-all
;

'the statements ineach.roteforemakinourchdite.
Name

Case Number:

.6

Date

5

1 2 3 4 5.6
7

(

)

.A.
0.

f do not feel s1/4.sitt

I feel sad.
2 Tam sad all the time and I can't snap out of it.3 I am so dad'or unhappy that I can't stand it.
1

B.
.1.

1
2
3

.

9

(

I am not particularly discouraged about the future.
I feel discouraged about the future.I feel I have nothing to look forWard to.
I feel that .the future `is hopeless and.that 'things
cannot improve.

C.

).

0

:1

I do not feel like a failure.
I:feel I have failedmore than the average person.
can see `is i. lot of

2

As 1 .look back on' my

3

failures.
I feel I am a complete failure_as a person.
.

.l0'

11.

D.

0 I get as much satisfaction out of things as I used to.
I don't enjoy things the way I used to.
1
2 -I don't get real satisfaction out of anything anymore.
I am dissatisfied or bored with everything.,
3
(

E.

)

0
1
2

3

I
I
I
I

don't feel particularly guilty.
feel gUilty,a sood.part of the time.
feel quite guilty most of the 'time.
feel guilty all of the time.
.

12

:

(

)

.

F.

.

tr ..I don't feel I am being,punished.
punished.
1 I feel I may
,
2 I. expect to be punished.
3

I feel I am being punished.

aP

1
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G.

0

I don't feel. disappointed in myself.

1 I am disappointed in myself.
2 I am disgusted with myself.
3 I hate myself,,

.

H.

14

0
1
2
3

I don't feel I am any worse than anybody else.
I am critical of myself for my weaknesses or, mistakes..
I.blame myself all the time for my faults.
I_blame.myself for everything bad. that happens.

-15

I don't have any thoughts of killing myself.
I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not caizy
them out.
.2
I would like to kill myself.
3. I would kill'myself if I had the chance.

-0

1

.

16

(

)

J.

.

0
1-

2
3

17

8

(

(

)

D

don't cry anymore than usual.
cry more .now than I used to.
cry all the time now.
used to be able to cry, but now I can't cry even though
want to.

K.

0
1

I am no more irritated now than I ever am.
I:get annoyed or irritated more easily than I used to.

2
3

I feel irritated all. the time. now.

0

I
I
I
I

have not lost interest.in other people.
am less interested in other people than I used to be.
have lost most of.myinterestin other people.
have lost all of my interest in Other people.

I
I
I
I

make decisions about as well as I ever'could.
put off making decisions more than I used to.
have'greater difficulty in making decisions than before..
cant make tecisions at all anymore.

I don't get irritated at all by the thingthat used to
irritate me.

T

a

JJ

.1

.2
3

19

I
I
I
I
I

M.

0
1
2
3.

20

0..I don't feel I.lOokany worse than I used to.
1 I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive;
I feel that there are -permanent changes in my appearance that
make me look unattractive.
I believe that I look ugly.
3
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21

I can work about as well aibefore.
It.takes.an extra effort to get started at doing something.
I have to push myself very hard to do anything.
I can t'do.any'work at all.

0

.

1
2
3
'22

(

)

.

P.

I can sleep as well.assasual.
I don't sleep as well as I useii to..
2 I wake up 1-2 hours earlier than usual and find'it hard to
.
get baCk to sleep.
3 .1 wake up several hours earlier than I used to and cannot
get back to sleep.

0

t.

1.

.

'

23

(

Q.

0

.

1

2

I
I
I
I

don't get more tired than usual.
get tired more easily than I used.to.
gettired from doingiallost anything.
Emr too tired to do anything.

R.

24

.
.

0.

1
2
3
.25

.

(

)

My appetite is no worse than usual.
My appetite is natio good ar it used to be.
My appetite is nitu44 worse now.

I have no appetite at all anymore.

S.

I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately.
1 I have lost more than 5 pounds:
I have hat more than 10 pounds.
2
more that 15 pounds.
3 1 have
0

I am pUrposely trying.to lostweight by eating less.
26

)

Np

T.

0
1
2
3

27

Yes

I am no more worried about my healththan usual.
I. am worried about physical problems such as aches and pains;
4
or upset stomach; or constipation.
I am very worried about physical problems and it'shard to
thinleof much else.
I am so,worried'about my physical problems, that I cannot,
think about anything else.

U.

0
1
2
3

T have.not,noticed any recent change in.my interest insex.
I witless interested in sex than I used'to be..
I,am much less- interested in sex now.
Iltavelost interest .in Bei completely.

Tile elapsed. since
clinical interview.
Copyrighted by Aaron,T. Beck; reproduced with prmission by.thelfealth Resources
Further reproduction prohibited without permisiion of copyright holder.
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Title: EVALUATION OF EMOTIONAL TEN/ SION,ON ADMISSION IN LABOR
Author: Crawford, Mary I.

Variable: The instrument evaluates the emotional iension of a woman in labor at the time of
hospital admission.
Description:
Nature 'and Content: This is a' 4:item,
observer-completed; rating scale. Sy ptoms of
anxiety are evaluated -by the nurse' observation of four "signs" between the pati nt's labor
contractions, i.e., (1) expressed fear o labor; (2)
behavioral syMptoms (voice tremulou , quivers,

or breaks; Pupils dilated; crying, se ms near
tears; unable to concentrate on what you say;
jittery; easily startled; acts as if fearful; seems

overly shy or timid); (3) systolic blood' pressure
on admission in labor minus blood pressure on
last visit to aniepartal Clinic; and (4) pulse rate
on admission in labor. A score of 0, 1, 2, or 3 is
asiigned for each sign; a cumulative score of 10

symptoms of anxiety during labor by two
nurses. The Pearson product-moment correla:
tion between these two sets of ratings was 0.51.
This measure was used by the author in con:
junction with her Questionnaire on Symptoms

of Muscle Tension, and, when "both instru-

ments" are mentioned, the reference is, to that
combination.

Use in Research: This instrument, along with
the Evaluation of Muscle Tension Question1naire, was designed as a screening' tool which
nurses could use to help determine the need of
women for emotional support during labor .
(Crawford, 1968). Results'of this study appear in
an article in the .Bulletin of the Sloane Hospital
for Women, Vol. 14,° Winter 1968, entitled
"Physiological and Behavioral Cues to Disturbances in Childbirth."
Comments: This measure deals with the kind of

situational observations which _the sensitive
obstetrical nurse makes daily. HoVever, it is a
beginning in which observations are systematized and quantified. This instrument is
still in very early stages of psychometric development; psychometric attention should ,($
directed toward refining the items,, developing
more objectivescoring criteria, and further es-.
tablishing the reliability and validity of the instrument. ,

indicates the highest possible emotional tension.

Administration and Scoring: No special provisions are necessary for -administering the instrument. Nursei whowere interviewed as part
of a pilot study reported no difficulty in using
this instrument as part of the admission procedure, nor did they feel it' required the length of

A*significantly higher number of women were
found to develop physiological disturbances related to'hypoxia if they scored above the median
On' ratings of _emotional tension in labor."Emo-

time required to admit a woman in labor (Ciliwford, 1968).

Scoring is, on a fouf-point scale. Two of the
signs are scored from 0-3, and two from 0-2,

tiOnil tension in labor, howeVer, was not the

making a total possible sc<sre of 10..A cumulative

only factor involved in the prediction of whether
or not physiological disturbances would develop.
Predictions were much more accurate if muscle

score Of 10 indkAes the highest passible emotional tension.
Development: .
Rationale: The relationship bk'AWeen anxiety,
as it is evaluated during pregnancy, and distur-

bances during labor has been the subject of
many investigations. Positive relationships
have been reported between scores on different

kinds of anxiety tests 'administered during
pregnancy and maternal-fetal, and/or neonatal
complications of labor (Davide ,9nd De Vault,
1962; Grimm, 1961; Klein, 1963 ar,,d McDonald et
al., 1963).

Source of Items:. The items were based on a
review of the literature and the professional experience of the author.
Procedure for Development: No information
Was provided.

°Reliability and Validity: Thirty-nine women

were rated on physiological and behavioral
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.

tension scores, based on the author's other in-.
strunfent, were also used ,during pregnancy.
These latter scores were assumed to represent
an index of whether or riot the woman had developed a habit-of responding to anxiety with
Physiological symptoms. 'The findings support
Breggin's theory that patterns of responding to
anxiety with sympathoinimetic symptoms re-

sult in' learned associations, and that these

symptoms themselves can elicit and reinforce
further anxiety, producing .a .seltgenerating,
spiraling anxiety reaction. The greater the anxiety, the more severe the sympathetic nervcsus

system 'response likely to occur.
The ,:relationship found between' anxiety
Symptoms and.fetal hypoxia supports the theory

that anxiety results in vasoconstriction and a
reduction in oxygen :supply to the fetus.

1.75
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Using the"two instruments together, the aut or was able to select from the subjects in her
st dy opt woman )ut of five,.predict that she or
he infant would develop physiological /distures, and,be correct_ more than half the time
1)4
(Cr wfo.rd, 1968).

Refe erCes:
--GEC ord, Mary I. Physiological. and behaviaral
.

cue to disturbances in-childbirth. Bulletin of
the 41dane Hospital for Women, 1968,14, 132143, \
'Davids, Anthony, and De V.)ult, Spencer. Materna anxiety during pregnancy and
mstiWilities. Psychosomatic
childbi
Medici e, 1962, 24, 464-470:
Grimm, E aine R, Psychological tension in pregnancy. sychosomatic Medicine, 1961, 23,,
520-527.

1-

Klein, Helen T. Maternal anxiety and abnormalities of birth: Relationship between anxiety

level during pregnancy and maternal fetal

complications. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Yeshiva University, 1963.
McDonald, Robert, Gynther, Malcolm, and

Christakos, Arthur. Relations between maternal anxiety and obstetric complications.
Psychosomatic Medicine, 1963, 25, 357-363.
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EVALUATION OF EMOTIONAL TENSION ON ADMISSION IN LABOR

ttsi woman in labor, evaluate t he 1041%611g rinir Signs in bet Wen eontractions and assign sor-! of 0, 1; '2, or 3 flu. rant sign. A rnmulafive snow of - indicates s
the highest possible (snot:tonal tension.
W1tile.

0

Expressed Fear of Labdr
(See English and Spatish Questions int
Back of Sheet)

None Expressed

Expressed
Fear for
Self (hemorrhage,
Expressed
long labor,
Fear hut
pain-,
Unable

Expressed

Fear for
Baby or

1)escMie..

Behavioral SyMptions:
__Noire Tremulous,
Quivers, or Breaks

I

None of
these
Symp-

at
least !..,Diameter
of the Iris

toms

Noted .

Score

3

2

1

Sign

One

of

\

these
Symptoms
Noted

death,
etc.)

flS

Two or
More of
these
Symptonts
Noted

_Crying
Seems near Tears

Unable to

Colleen-.

trate on What You
Say
......Jittery;' Easily
- Startled
as if Fearful

I.

Sent OVerly Shy iir
Timid
:Systolic Blood 1ress%te. Lbss than
+3
on Admission in La.!

+3+15 +16+28

More than

+28

.cbor Minus Systolic

'.I

:

Blood Pressure on

Last Visit to A.P.

i

,

Clinic
.

in
.

.

.

I.tss than .

Pubic Itate !)1I AtillliSS.

\

.

08

108.

More than
108

.

Tonal --"--

-71., -.,

;

87 . 97

87.

Lithar

/

/

.

1

:

I

.

->..

.

i

I

.
.

t
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Title: EVALUATION OF MUSCLE
QUESTIONNAIRE
Author!: Crawford, M ry I.
Variable: The instru ent assesses the severity
of muscle tension and other subjective
symptoms experience. during a a-week period of

A significantly higher cumber of women were
found to develop physiological disturbances re-

lated to uterine dysfunction, or their infants
-were found to develop physiological distur-

,

bance's related to hypoxia, if they scored above
the median on rating° of emotional tension in
labor. Emotional to sion in labor, however, was
not the only factCr nvolved in the prediction of
whether or no phySiological disturbances
would develop. Predictions were much more ac-.

the third trimester of pregnancy.
Description:

Nature and Contnt: This self-administered

questionnaire is made u13 of 14 items, seven in,
each of two groups. The respondent is asked to
recall various discomforts she may have.experienced during a 2-week period and the dbration
of each symptom. The five response chokes .are
keyed to the nurhber of.days the discomfort was
experienced,
Administration and Scoring: No special provi-

sions are necessary for administration of the
questionnaire, and afproximately 5 minutes are
required for completion.

Responses -are scored by assigning a point
value for each answer as follows: none = 0..
points, 1-3 days = 1 point, 4-7 days = 2-points,
8-11 days -7 3 points, 12-14 days = 4 points. The
points are 'summed to provide a total scorefor
each respondent; the higher the total score, the
higher the incidence of symptoms of muscle ten-

curate if muscle tension scores, during preg-

nancy were also used. These scores were

assumed to represent an index of vvh ther or not
the woman had developed a habit of esponding

.

to anxiety with physiological symetoms. The
findings support Breggin's (1964) theory that
patterns of responding to anxiety with sYm-,
pathomimetic symptoms result in learned. as.

sociations, and that these symptoms themselves
can elicit and reinforce further anxiety, produc,
ing a self-generating, spiraling anxiety reaction.
The, relationship found between anxiety
syniptoms and fetal hypoxia supports the theory

that anxiety results in vasoconstriction and 'a

sion.

reduction in oxygen supply to the fetus.
Using the two instruments together, the author was able to select from the subjects in her ,
study one woman out of five, predict that she or
her infant would develop physiologiCal distur=
bances, and'be correct more than half the time

DeVelopment:

(Crawford, 1968).

Rationale: Crawford, (1968) cites the large
number of studies that suggest "anxiety is associated with increased muscle tension which is,
in..eturn, accompanied by subjective complaints
of pain and discomfort in the muscle or muscles
involved. "

,

Source of Items: The items were deriVed from

an interview schedule used by Sainsbury and

11 Gibson' (1954) to assess clinical evidence of mus-

cle tension in patients.
Procedure for ilevelopntent: The author
adapted the Sainsbury. and GOson (1954) interview guide for her ptirpioseg and population,
then-refinedit as-the result of two pilot studies.
No details of the two pilot studies were provided.

Reliability and Validity: In a pilot study, 59
women' compled .a second copy of the questionnaire 4 weeks aftcr having completed the
first one. The test - retest correlation was r = 0.64'

for a 1-7asttl:rpterval. .
e was used by the author in con-This me
junction with her Rating Scale of Emotional
Tension /on Admission in Labor, and, when
"both instruments" are mentioned, the refer-1
ence is to,that combination.

Use in Research: This questionnaire, along with
the One for Evaluation of Emotional Tension on
Admission in Labor, was designed as a screen-s
ing tool which nurses- could use to help determine the need of women for emotional support
during labor (Crawford, 19_68). Results of this,
study appear in the Crawford article referenced
beloW.

Comments: This' in3trument appears to be easy
for a nurse ix administer. However, any potential user should examine each item carefuilY for
its relationship to the concept under study, i.e., e
muscle tension. The instrument could perhaps
more accurately'be considered a measure of sub-'
jective symptoms of anxiety: Psychometric attention is indicated.
References:

Breggin, Peter R. Psycophysiology of anxiety
with revie, of the literature concerning adrenalin. Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, 1964, 139, 558-568.
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Sainsbury, Peter, and Gibson, J. G. Symptoms or

anxiety and tension and the accompanying
phyiiological changes in the muscular system.

Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery, and
P8ychiatry, 1954,17; 216-224;
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Crawford,Mary I.
EVALUATION OF MUSCLE TENSION QUESTIONNAIRE

'Flu' 'answers to the following quest it11114 will bulp 111.4 to plan Ior your rare during labia..
All 1110 tpuw.tiuus you beianswervol in live attinatus. It is important that eat la questioni be
answered as accurately as possible. Simply think bark over I he past Iwo weeks and rluerk
thetuttuber of-days that you can remember having each of the following discomforts.

an hOw-nutay dart during the past
lieu weeks have you felt.
.1. any p t, stiffness or aching in
your tifickiiikielt lasts. an
hot or moire?

1

.

...

None

2. nny phitt,ctifittem, cramping

.1-3

-7

8-11

13

-7

8-11

19-14

days__ days._ flays_ days
12 14

or aelting in your no: or None______. days_ daym_.:._ days_ 'days _
shoulders?

3. any pain, stiffness, cramping
Dr/11061w in your arms?
. any/ tightness or pain ariontol
yOur heart .?-

5. sick at. your Stomach or loati
seated?_

6. tense, restlec
relax?

and unable to

''\

.

7. irritable and touchy?
.

:

On-how many day3 during the xis/
tam was have you noticed
I. any diarrheawr watery bowel
movements?)

None_.....__

!!!! s?

: lug in your hands?

..,

6. ally clicking or ,ringing in
..../
yotir ears?
.
:-.; -yourself junaning,at muses or
waking no with a jerk?

.

12 14

nays

12_,14
8-1l^
-7
days_:- days_
1-2: 14
8 11
-7
1-3
Nolle____ days days days._ days
12 14
8-11
-7
1-3
Nina._ clas_ days_ days_ clas_l_.
19 1
8-11
-7
1-3
,

Nottc_.÷ days days__ days_ days
----

1-3

4-7.

8-11

13

4-7

8- II

12-14

None_ clays__ clays__ days_. tlays_LNoise_ days__ day
1-3

Nion'e___

I

I

VS

13
'4. a feeling of numbness in yotul
Nolte-- days___
hands or fare?

5. any tremor or trembling feel.

8 11
days

1-3

3. any Hushing,_or felt any hot :
mensa Li

7

, dap__

!lime__ days__ ilays

o

2. llett things hooked blurred?

13
days

1-3

,

.S.-_____

days__ clays
8-11

12.14

daYS---:
4.7

(10,4_

dap(

4-7

8-11

4-7

8. 11

days__ day

None.._ days.......L. days_ days.'
1-3
Ns:, ,-........_

.7

,

12 14.

8-11

12 11

days__
-12-14.

day's_
12.-14 ..

.

days_ days___.__ 'days....:___ days

12.1.1
8 !I
4 -7
13
Nome._ days-L.__ days__ days_ tlays.
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These two measures are graPhed over the 5-day
observation period. The graphs are then used to
sort the patients into two groups called nonad-

Title: BEHAVIORAL" RATING CHECKLIST
FOR NURSLISIG PERSONNEL

,Author: Garrity, Thomas F., and Klein, Robert

justment and the adjustment groups. (The

group names are simply labels which are de-

scriptive of manifest behavior and are not
meant to characteriZe any deeper levels of

Variable: The presence or absence and degree of
unresolved emotional distress. of coronary-care
unit patients during the acute phase of myocar.dial infarction is the variable. Emotional
distress or upset and positive behaviiir are operationally defined by_the. 21 patient behaviors
--ciii-the7instrument. The acute phase of

psychological adjustment.) Graphs sorted into
the nonadjustment group show either great be havioral disturbance and-little positive behavior
over the 5 days of observation, or increasing
behavioral disturbance and decreasing positive
behavior. Graphs sorted into the adjustment
group show either little behavioral disturbance

myocardial infarction is defined as the first 5
days of hospitalization following the attack.

or great-positiye behavior over the 5-day period,

Description:

Nature and Content: .The:instrument is an ob-

servational rating scale to be dsed by nursing
personnel to rate the extent to which certain

behavior traits are exhibited by patients. It

consists of 18 item; descriptive of behavioral
disturbance, such as anxiety, hostility, anddepression (items 1 through 21). Each item is

or decreasing behavioral disturbance and in-

creasing positive behavior.
Development:

Rationale: PsychoSomatic research leaves lit-

tle doubt that emotions are a factor in the

scored,on a 5-point scale (0 to 4) depending upon

pathogenesis, onset, and complications of acute
myocardial infarction. The, works of Rosennian
(1974) have studied the associations between

sponse choices are: absent, slightly, Moderately,

and habitual types of behavior, so-called Typo A

much, and extremely. The nurse rates the patient on all items and also records the date and
the shift on which the rating was made.

statistical studies have shown that behavior

the intensity of the particular trait. The fe-

Administration ctnd,S coring: Observations of

the patient's behavior are made during the

acute phase of the heart attack, that is, during
the first 5 days following hospitalization for the
attack.. The observation should begin with the

patient's admission and continue at regular
intervals during the next 5 days. Using separate
checklists, observations are to be recorded on

each` patient by two independent observers-one at the end of the 7 a.m.-3 p.m. shift, and one
at the end of the 3 .p.m. -11 p.m. shift. The raters

Who used the original checklist were trained
over a 1-year period, during which the develoPment and testing of the instrument took place.
During the development, raters were required

to use the checklist with patients under their

and to defend their ratings in weekly staff
meetings with a research psychiatrist and a behavioral scientist. By the end of the training,
raters were consistent, as a group and as individuals, in labeling given behavior according to
checklist items (Garrity and Klein, 1975).
CP

The scores for the individual items on the
che-eldist are grouped by addition into a single

measure of behavioral disturbance (items 1

through. 18), and ea single measure of positive
uehavibr (items 19 through 21). for each patient.

coronary artery disease, selected risk factors,

and Type B patterris. Carefully controlled

patterns are an independent risk factor capable
° of increasing coronary risk alone and in concert
with other classical risk factors, e.g., heredity,
diet, smokingoveight, exercise, etc.
These and other findings seem to suggest that
mind-body linkages in cardiac disease might, affect long-term rehabilitation, as well as the development and precipitation of the acute

myocardial. infarction (AMI). In a study to

examine the possible correlation loetween unre-.
solved emotional distress is evidenced by postattack behavior and survival after 6 months, the

authors developed this instrument as a means
of measuring such behavior& distress or upset
(Garrity and Klein, 1975).

Source of Items: The checklist is similar to
that reported by Bunney and Hamburg (1963).
Procedure for Development: The items of the

Bunney and Hamburg (1963) checklist were
modified to reflect types of behavior typical of

patients in a coronary care facility. In constructing the checklist, items requiring a great
deal of inference on the part of:the observer
were minimized. The development and testing
of the checklist and the training of raters took
place over a 1-year period of time.
Reliability and Validity: The interrater reliability on each of" the 21. items on the checklist
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was significant at the 0.01 level. The correlation
between two observers simultaneously rating a.
bedridden cardiac patient (as depicted in a 15,minute film segment) was 0.64, using the composite 18-item behavior disturbance score.. When

in parallel forms. Also, each item should be op-

ward setting, the cortelatiim was 0.42.
Discriminatory validity of the instrument is

to an unacceptable level for some researchers. It

observers rated patients in the actual hospital

reflected by Garrity and Klein (1975) having
found that the pattern or behavior adjustment,
as assessed' by the instrument during the postattack period, was a significant predictor of
6-month mortality (F = 6.94; significant at 0.05
levet. N = 48).

Use in Research: Garrity and Klein used

erationally defined in explicit terms. As they

now stand, i.e., withdrawn, quiet, unfriendly to

others, impolite to others, etc., they require
value judgments on the part of the rater. This
could d9crease the reliability of the instrument
would be more accurate to rename the instrument a rating scale; since it requires a rating of
the degree of possession of each characteristic.
References:
Bunney, W. and Hamburg, D. Methods for reli-

able longitudinal observations of behavior.
Archives of Genera\ Psychiatry, 1963, 9, 280.
Garrity, Thomas F., and Klein, Robert F. EMo-

instrument in their 1975 study "Emotional

tional response and clinical severity as early

Response and Clinical Severity as Early *)eterminants Six-Month Mortality After Myocar-

myocardial infarction. Heart and Lung, 1975,

dial Infarction" which suggests that psychic
factors do affect 6-month mortality rates after
myocardial infarction.

-

Comments: The instrument is brief, straightforward, and is made up of behar!ix al and nonbehavioral characteristics which research seems
to indicate are important in coronary-prone be-,havior and/or the ability to adjust to AMI. HoweVer, the validity and reliability of the instrume .t depend greatly upon the skill and training

of the raters. The author stated that the raters

`for 'his study were trained over a 1-year period.
Any potential user might consider developing a
videotape for training raters and thus shorten-

ing the time required. Psychometrically, the

items should be refined so that they are phrased

9

determinants of six -aonth mortality after

4, 730-737.

Rosenman, Ray H. The role of behavior patterns
and neurogenie factors in the patifogenesis of

coronary heart disease. In R. Eliot (Ed.),
Stress and the Heart. Mount Kisco, New York:
Futura Publishing Co., 1974.
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Garrity, Thomas F.

BEHAVIOR RATING CHECKLIST FOR NURSING PERSONNEL

Date__

Patient

Shift--

Hislory

Rater

(lease indicate to what extent the following,items were present in the patient during this shift.
the appropriate place op each scale.

Absent

Slightly

Modiratety

Much

Extremely

Anxiety.
Restless.
Tense.
Seans afraid of something.
4.
Becomes upset easily.
S.
Seeks reassurance from personnel.
6.
Hostility.
7.
Unfriendly to others.
8.
Impolite to others.
9.
Complains.
10,
Objects to some routine procedures.
11.
Angry.
12.
13.- Depression.
Seems to, fee? rejected.
14.
Sad appearance.
15.
Withdrawn.
16.
Quiet..'
17.
'Alks of gloomy. things.
18.
19. Calm.
20.
Cheerful.
1.

2.
3.

2J Friendly.
Copyrighted by C. V. Mosby Company; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources
Administration. Further reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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Title: SYMPTOM RATING.TEST (SRT)

Author: Kellner,_kobert, and Sheffield, Brian F.

Variable: The variable is patients' perceptions of
distress defined as a temporary and changeable
state. In this instrument, distress is assessed by

patients' self-ratings on a total distress score
and4four subcategories (anxiety, depression,
somatic symptoms, and inadequacy).
Description:

Nature and Content: This self-administered,

30-item instrument consists of words and

phrases descriptive of a wide variety of feelings
or symptoms a patient may be experiencing or
may have experienced in the past.
Anxiety is determined by responses to eight
items such as "Scared, frightened." Depression

is operationalized by responses tp eight items

'such as "No hope." Somatic symptoms are
operationalized by responses_ to seven items

such as "Chest pains." Inadequacy is operationalized by responses to seven items such as

"Inferior to others." For each item, a Yes-No
format is presented on the left side of the page,
such as "Have you felt dizzy or faint?" On the
right side of the page is a corresponding Likert
type scale with a question such as "How often
have you felt dizzy or faint?" Respondents are

instructed to mark the Likert Scale for each
item they have checked "Y,
Administration and Scoring: No special provi-

sions are necessary for administration of the
instrument. Approximately 20 minutes are
necessary to complete ti-e test. Re:::pondents are
-.3 felt during the
asked to describe how ,the
past week or day, depending r,pin the version of

the instrument beineused. .1.tmeric code from
1-4 is assigned to the response categories, i.e.,
.1 = not -at all; 2 = a little, slightly; 3 = a great
deal, quite bit; 4 = extremely, could not have
been worse. .
The score for anxiety is the sum of the scores
of items 3, 5, 9, 16, 19, 23, 26, and 29. Depression
is the sum of the scores of items 2, 6, 8, 12, 18, 24,
25, and 30. Sontatic'score is the sum of items 1, 4,
7, 11, 14, 21, and 27, and inadequacy score is the
sum of items 10, 13, 15, 17, 20, 22, and 28. The
total score is made up of responses to items 1-30.
The scores for anxiety and depression CErtl range

from .0 to 32. The scores for somatic. and inadequacy can range from 0 to 28. The total score
can range from 0 to 120.
Development:

Rationale: The instrument was, deyeloped to

provide measures of changes in distress in research, such as drug trials.
Source of Items: The items were based on
symptoms of distressed patients; the subcategories. were based on a review of the literature
of factor analyses of symptoms of emotionally
distressed patients.
Procedure for Development: A checklist jvas
compiled from the complaints of 100 consecutive
neurotic patients. The responses for self-ratings
were chosen from expressions used by patients.

Initially, each symptom was rated on three

dimensionsintensity, frequency, an &oration;
with the aid of test cards. Ai a result of experience and extensive testing with the test card

version of the instrument, the scales were

further refined and a pencil-and-paper version
was constructed.

The instrument was then administered to

several groups of normal patients and psychiatric patients. Scores on the instrument were also

compared with other pencil=and-paper tests
such as the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale
(Taylor, 1953) and the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1964).

the relationship between the scores, psychia-

trists' ratings, and the effects of drug treatments were examined. As a result of these
studies, the pencil-and-paper version was

simplified and abridged; this final form became
the ShOrt Version of the SRT.
Reliability and Validity: Test-retest informa-

tion was available only for the total score
derived from the instrument. Twenty-eight

neurotic outpatients and 40 neurotic inpatients
completed the instrument on two occasions, 24
hours apart. The results indicated a high degree'
of similarity in scores on the total score: r = 0.94
and 0.92, respectively, for these two groups. The
split-half reliability of changes in .SRT scores in

neurotic patients after 1 month of treatment
was r = 0.89.

°Spearnian rank order correlation 3 between

scores on this instrument, the Taylor MAS.
si,ore, and the Eysenck Personality Inventory
Yeuroticism score ranged from 0.41 to 0.75. In
.3.1 studies, the scores of psychiatric patients on

this test were significantly higher (p < 0.001)
than were those of theirs controls who were not
psychiatric patients. The test scores .discrimidiagnostic
significantly between
nated
categories of psyChiatric patients. Patients sufferiiig from endogenous depression scoredsignificantly higher than' neurotic patients; the

latter scored significantly higher than al-

18q
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coholics,and- .alcoholics scored significantly
higher than normals. The scores varied significantly in schizophrenic patients with changes in

treatment. The scores discriminated significantly between the responses to electroconvultherapy of patients with endogenous depression and those With exogenous depression. In

anxious patients, the scores were negatively
correlated with the blood level of. benzodiazepines. The percentage of persons incor-

rectly identified to be neurotic or normal by
their test scores ranged from 11 percent to 28
pefrcent, depending upon the subscale. The best
identification occurred for the total score, anxiety score, and -depression score, which ranged
from 85 perCent to 89 percent of the respondents

who were correctly classified. These results
were from 5 percent to 6 percent more accurate
than the Taylor and Eysenck measures:
Scores on this instrument for several groups
of patients who:had had drug therapy were significantly lower (p < 0.001) after treatment than

C

before. After treatment, the scores were still
significantly ligher than those for normal respondents. There was also a moderate to high
correlation between psychiatrists' ratings of
their patients on the Hamilton Anxiety Ratirig
Scale (Hamilton, 1959) and SRT self-rating
scores. ln.drug trials, the instrument was found

to be effective in discriminating between the

effects of psychotropic drugs and those of
placebo.

Use in Research: This instrument has been used

in a large number of research studies. Recent.
lists of these studieS are available in KeHner
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note that although the authors purport to measure "distress" ( a temporary and changeable'
state) as distinct from a "trait" ( a-long-standing
disposition), much of the validity data they offer

show a relationship to variables-that are not
considered temporary states, e.g., neuroticism.
The information available zegarding the relationship between scores on this instrument and
those of other instruments is rather Complete
and congruent with what would be expected. It

would be helpful to have information on the
short-term, test-retest reliability characteristics of the subcategories measured.

References:
Eysenck, J. J., and Eysenck, S. B. G. Manual of

the Eysenck personality inventory. London:.
University of London Press, 1964.
Hamilton, H. The assessment of anxiety states
by rating.. British Journal of Medical Psychology, 1959, 32, 50-55.

Kellner, R., and Sheffield, B. E. A self-rating
scale of distress. P sycholog icalk :icine , 1973,

_3,88-100.
Scoring- instructions for the symptom
raiirig test. Unpublished manuscript, 1976.
Taylor, J. A. A personal' j'scale of manifest anxiety. Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology; 1953, 48; 285 -290.

Source of Information:
Robert Kellner, M.D., Ph.D.

Department of Psychiatry.
School of Medicine
University of New Mexico,
and

and Sheffield (1973 and 1976).

Veterans Administration Hospital

Comments: The instrument appears to have
some potential for measuring .change over a

Instrument Copyright: Robert Kellner, M.D.,

period Of time. Nevertheless, the reader should

Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87108

Ph,D:, and Brian F. Sheffield

o
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Kellner, Robert, and Sheffield; Brian F.
SYMPTOM RATING TEST (SRT)

How have you felt during the past week? today?
'Draw a circle around,your answer like this:

Please answer all questions.
No

Ary

Do-not think long before answering. You will be asked more about these ques7
filled in
tions later. Work quickly: Do not read any of the forms you have
previously.

1.

Have you felt dizzy or faint?

Yes

No

.

2.

Have you felt tired or felt a lack of energy?

Yes

No

3.

HaVe you felt narvous?

Yes

No

4.

Have you experienced feelings of pressure'
or,tightness anywhere in your head or body?

Yes.

No

Yes

No

Yes

\\No

Yes

No

\.5.

Have

oU been scared or frightened?.

.11

6. .HAs your Appetl\te been

7.

poor?

Has' your heart tended to beat quick:., or
(throbbing ;..r
strongly without reason?
pounding)

s
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How have you felt during the past week?

today?

Check all the questions. you have answered "Yes" on the page on your left'and
describe your. complaint.by drawing a circle around your answer like this:

What ha4 your headache been like dUin the
ery a
palSlightvery
unpleasant
a little
.

ast week?
Unbearable-couldn't
have been worse

dressing

You can put the circle anywhere along the line.
answering. Work quickly!
1.

How often have you felt- dizzy or faint?
Very often or
Often
Only a\few
most of the time
times

All the time

What has your energy been like?
Tired
Only slightly
lacking in
energy

everything
was an effort

Extremely
tired - could.not
do anything

A very great
deal-it has
been very bad

Extremely
couldn't have
been worse

.

3.

Do not think*sng before

How nervous have you felt?
A great dealquite a bit

A little

Very tired:-

4., What has the pressure or tightness been like?
Very badBadSlightvery
unpleasant
a little
distressing

5.

How scared or frightened have you been?
A. very great
A great de61A little.
deal-it has
quite a bit
been very .bad

6.

What has your appetite been like?
Could hardly
Did not enjoy
Slightly
my fbod at all face food
off my food

7.Alhat has our heartbeat (throbbin: or oundin
a little

Bad.-troublesome

Very Sadvery

Unbearablecouldn't have
been worse

Extremely
couldn't have
been worse-

Haile not eaten
anything at .all

of theheal.t) been like?
Extremely
distressing-couldn't
have been worse

VOLUME 1
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8.

Have you had h feeling of hopelesorese.or
the feeling that there -was r.o hope ion you?

Have you-felt restless or jumpy?

10.

Has your memory been poor?

11.

Have you had chest pains, breathing
difficulties or felt you have not had
enough air?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

12.

Have you felt guilty over some matters?

Yes

13.

Have you been worrying?

Yes

No

Have you had muscle pain's; aches,- or
rheumatism?

Yes

NO

14.

C

.

15.

Have you.felt that people looked down on,
you oethought badly of you?

Yes

No

16.

Have YOU had spells of trembling or
shaking?

Yes

No

Have you pad difficulty in thinking clearly
or difficulty in making up your mind?

Yes

No

17.
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Check again the questions you haVe answered "Yes" on the page on your left
and describe :.zgain your complaints by drawing a circle anywhere along the line.

8.

.

10.

How often have you had this feeling of nopeledsness?
Very often or
Often
Only a few
most of the time
times

All thL-time

How restless or jumpy have you been?
A very gteat
A great dealA little
deal -it Vas
quite a bit
been very bad

Extremely
couldn't have

What has your memory been like?
A little
Unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory

Very urisatis-

factory-very
bad

been worse.

Extremely badcouldn't have
been worse

k

r

11.

12.

What have your chest pains or
SlightBad
a little
unpleasant

your breathing
Very bad-

-cal ficulties

very
distressing

What.has-the feeling of guilt been like?
It has been
It has been
Slightvery
bad
,
A little
bad
.

-;

13.

.

How-much have
A little

ou been worr in
A great'de
quite a b-

f-)

14.

15.

A very great
deal-it has
been very bad

What have the aches and pains been like?
Very badBadSlightvery
unpleasant
e little
distressing

beer) like?

Extremely
distressing
couldn't have.
been worse

Extremely badcouldn't have
been worse
Extremelycouldn't have
been worse

Unbearable -

.

couldn't have
been worse

How :such did this feeling(did people look down on you or. think badly of you)
.bother.you?
A very great-.
ExtremelyA little
A great deal-

couldn't have been
deal-it has been
'worse
very bad
How much haVeyou been trembling-or shaking?
A very great deal- Extremely-couldn't
A little 0 A'great-deal.
it
has been very bad have been wci-le
quite a bit

'quite.a bit

16.

17.

How often ham_you had diffiel
'Only a few
timeti.

-

Often

Very often or
most of the time

or'making up our mind?
All the time

voLumsr
/1)

18.

Nave gnu: elt at times unworthy ora
failure?

Yea

7.

19.

Have ycu felt tense or "wound up"?

Yes

20.

Have you felt inferiorto other people?

Yes'

21.

Have pats of your body felt numb or

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

.Yes

No

!lave 1 felt unhappy or depressed?

Yes

No

Have you had attacks of panic?

/Yes

No

tingling?

22.

No

Have you been irritable?

O

23.

Have you had thougikte which you could
not:push out of. your mind?

a.

.

24.

26.

Have you, rouud at times that you have lost
interest in most things?
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Check again the questions you have answered "Yes" on the page on 346,r-eftand"
describe again your complaints by drawing a circle along the line.

-

18.

Unworth -or a failure bothere4 you?
'n of bein
How much has this feel
Extiemely
A very great
AaNgr- t dealA little
couldn't have.
deal-it has
quite a-bit
beewigorse
been very-bad

.

wound-kup. feeling been. like?
What has the tension
Very badBadSlightvery distressing
unpleasant
a little

-..

Unbearablecouldn't have
been :,worse

.

4
.1:

,......

26.

How much has this feeling (of being inferior to others) bothered ;60
'Extremely
A very great
'A gr t dealA little
cotildn't have
deal-Whas
a bit
qui
been wort*
been very bad

21.

What has the ntimbness or tingling been like?
Very -badBad.Slight+
very
unpleasant
a little .
distressing

Unbearable -

couldn't have
been worse

1

22.

How-irritable have you been?
A great deal-.
A little..
quite a bit
.

r

23.

24.

Extremely
couldn't have
been worse

A very great
deal-it has
Veen very bad

How often have the lOnghts which you could not push out of your mint. been
bothering'you?
.
All the time
Very often'or
'Oflen
On.ly a few
most of the time
times
A
How,bad,was the feeling_that on have lost interest?
Hardly anything
Only a few
A. slight loss
has interested' '
"..things have
of interest
'interested me
me

I couldn't care
about anything
t

.

26.
k

How depressed or unhappy have you bean?
It has been
It has been
A little,
bad
very-bad.

Slighta 1ittle

of

she attack

What hal,
.

.

It rzTaT nOt
have been A4orst

anic been like?'

Ba

trnublesome

Very bad-Very
distressing

.
.

f.

/7

EXtremelyiDadcouldn't have
been worse
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27./ Have parts of your body feltleak, for
example: arms or legs?

/ 28.

'Have you felt that you couldn't concentrate?

29.

-Have yOu found it difficult to faWasleep?
Was your sleep restless, or did yc4,hai.re
nightmares?

Yes'

No

Yes

No

/

30.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Have' you 4Ven up too early and could not

Sleep agaiq

192
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Chdck again the questions you have answered "Yes" on the page on-your left and
describe again your complaints hy drawing a circle anywhere along the line.
110

27.

28.

29.

30.

How weak haw. you (or your arms, legs,-etc.) felt?
A very great
-A lotA little
deal-it has
a great deal
been very bad

What has your concentration been.like?
Unsatisfactory- Very unsatisA little
factory-very
poor
unsatisfactory
bad.

What has your sleep been like?
My sleep was restMy sleep was a
less or it took a
little restless
long time to fall
or it took a
little time to
asleep
fall asleep

Could not. move

at all

_Extremely bad-.
couldn'thave
been worse

I have not
My sleep was
very restless or slept at all
it took an extremely long
time to fall
asleep

How early did you wake up?
I woke up.somewhat I woke up very I woke up soon
after falling
early
early
asleep,

I have not
slept at all

VOLUME:
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SCCSING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SYMPTOM RA-1111.6 TEST
(Pencil and Paper Form)

Both Check
be.scored.

."sgi-

Score ;left hand pages);

.at. each "yes".

Score ol

1)

Check Li.t.ct

2)

S.R.T. Tptzl'Szore (rift hand pages; scare :rom 1

1-r-,t,t1

land pages) should

hand pages) and self-ratings (ri

to right 1,2,3 or 4):

't

Suc of the sel.:=-1-atimg scores.

Subscaies
a) Anxmet- '.-xiticale:

Sum of se!-`-c-,:-_-ialps of

i77rs

..".5,9,16,19,23,26 and 29.

Sam of sle!;-ratings of ire's:

b) Deammasim

2,6,8,12,18,24,25 and

3C

self-raitings of imme,

c) .Sow
:14.111srale:

d)

_m of se__f-ratilgs

_

L,4,7,11,14,21 and 27_

Aerns:

10,13,15,17,20,2e and

2E-

E:t.= foc the Ch
pages).

Subscales
ratings (right
Scoring cm/No

List

_ert

pages) and for the sell.=

.fit' -zhed.

FORMS ,

SHE S.R.T.

used in recent studies
--rence between the vacious forms of the SRT as
The only d
For example, the "Week Form" begins with the
is in the -Aitiaal Instruction.
the past Lek ", the "Day Form" wt...-th
sentence, 13!eamrib.e how you have belt during
the sentencs llov have you felt today?", etc.
The forms azittati.ged by crossing
the first semites on pages 1 and 2.

the words either "past week" or "today" in

B. F.:
about :t& fccms see: Kellner, R. and Sheffield,
3:88-100,
1973.
of distress. 33somhological Medicine

For further motion
-A self-rating aczaI

a=effield; reproduced 1:19' the Health Resources
Copyrighted by Rnbert :ellner and Briar
without permission of copyright holder.
-2E:rt
er
reproduction
7rc-4n1:-_tted
Administration.
.
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hospital? What has bothered you the most about

CHILDRE N'S PERCEp'TIOnl: OF STRESS
Author: W.ake,_Edna

being in the hospital? Who have you missed
since being irr the hospital ?" The child's re-,
sponses are tallie!tas "stressful." "nonstress-

Variable 'This "game."' is atefigined to mess ..re
pitalizec children. Stress is opelristress in A
tionally 44**ned as die respowses that the chikE.
gives to *-..h stimuli =1 the game amd question=
which co- .tote a "stmsolur perception.

ful," or "no response."

Descriptimn:

intervie-wing.
The noise of the subject for investigation is

Naturf-and Content:

Mme is 21 projectiv,
tec'hnicue consisting of 19 pia tic t-surds with co;

,ored drawings of stimuli irovat
hospitdizzAttnn and :',)ur
h o s pi t

Each

to '..ne c!^.ilci;.athou7 the

1

faerieffice
Ate- foidowringsti mull, are. preRentit-..D71

a separate- c.arn- bop._ girl., motffier, father, hair:7...

dog, cat, nurse. doctor ,,ospit:ai gown, hospital
room; ilospita-. beri. .Stuff, medications, toys,
thermometer, stethossertipf house, and school.

Development:

Ratio: wile: The underlying framework for the

game and question format is based upon the
method- )logy of projective instruments and of
based or: the fact that illness is considered to be
a universal stress in childhood, that hospitalization ranks high among the stressful experiences
which rowlify and interfere with the child's developmen:- Belmont, 1970), and that this knowl-

edge cam .''be used tg assist tae child and his
parents in ,iealing with the nospitalizatio,n, if
the stres--7-- stimuli in the hospital car be identified.
Soure,

time is deterrneti by the, lengilti of tine he

11,ents: Items were developed from
the aut:,ur- professional experieee with hosand her knowtterige of child
pitalize
developn. counseling, stress, an.:.,1 perception.
=formation
Proceefirr-- for Development: N

the rapes .ase sauittrzed, anti the child's r,t-

was pro7--trd other than that the instrument
with a sample of 10 nonhoswas
pitalizecicren, aged 4 to 12 years

Administ.rat,,onnund Sco, low- It takes approxplay the game;. the
imately 30 to ,+i) rmininte

subject is wiLL,--mt tc, play. Th. garble an be
played with -out,- ?akt.'child at a time, aid treplay session is -::4144- remrdied. The kcontents

sponses are coded fo- tresp,..A1 thild response
is labeled as a .:;tressful- p.frteeptit if any off
the following v.-..nrds are used: anraos. bother-,,

dislikes. distur. i 1s aT vious. hates.. hurts,.r- ritates, misses. tine!aten- uommfor:able. prod
upset. A chiles respnose is labeled --monstri.--:fur if none of the worais are used.. A
response is labele: no Tea, -°, fa if the cliuri
game fora
does not play wit the eterd
used with each chitid is as fol lows:
I am interested in

70W

the hos-pital. i woulc

.1lay a vAme xv-i:h you. i hay,

Some cards which w cat
splay with me. (The cards azr.
willing to play with me? Alt,

:low 71
I t.

tees. v.bout betiw

vont are wiii:ng to
-hill.) Are you
ye 7-11S

which lwant you to turn on --sir

tape re order
r;Aaying. IS that

a mi Validity: The reliamility of the
instrument has 'not been establisheo
The face validity of the game was...-,stablished
by having-a grour of five judges ref- -the stimuli
as stressful or 7:onstressful for a naspitalized
child. The judge:, were three doctora.-1 students
in counseling ant,: child psychology- and two registered nurses working on pediatric units.
The author found that children who were prepared for hospizAdzation and were in the hospita. for fewer than 5 days perceived fewer stimuli
as stressful tha:. did children whc were unpre-

pared and whc were hospitalized for a longer
period of time.

vri,teh we can play
all right with you? Here acre
with while we think about being tft ,,rte hiripital. Choose
ab.ou:. What do you
any card which you *ara. :t- .:ell
(1*
The-colud responds.)
think of when you see thir

Use in Research: The instrument v. as developed

The child selects another cirri. aunt the same
lot select all
format is followed. If the

Comments: The authorlists words the children
must have used to describe a stimulus if it is to

the cards, the investigator re5i

if he wants

to play with the remaining =art:: If the child
does not, the omissions are 'yofteri.

Next, the child is asked to answer these four
questions: "What do you iike-ahour being in the
hospital? What don't you like about being in the

and used in the author's doctoral dissertation
research referenced-below. Menke's sample consisted of 104 Caucasian children.

be labeled "stressful." Some of the cterms appear
to be beyond the level of expressive vocabulary
for children ages 4-12 years who were subjects

in the author's study. However, the method

merits further consideration and attention. As
the game is now developed, it provides descrip_it 9,2.;
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tive information. A scoring system could be developed which would provide quantifiable data.
The instrument is not included in this compilation.
References:
Belmont,-Herman S. HospitalizUtion and its effect upon the total child. Clinical Pediatrics,
August, 1970, 9, 472.

Menke, E. M. Factors related to children's perception of stress in the hospital. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Ohio State University,
1972.

Factors related to children's perception
of stress in the hospital. Paper prpsented at

the Ninth Nursing Research Conference,
American Nuries' Association, 1973.
Source of Information:
Edna -M. Menke, R.N., Ph.D.

Ohio State University
School of Nursing
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Instrument Copyright: Edna M. Menke, R.N.,
Ph.D.
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Title: HOSPITAL STRESS RATING SCALE

Development:

Rationale: The underlying tl-

ration-

Author: Volicer, Beverly J., and Bohannon,

ale is the work of Janis (1958) ar

=!(.191,35) on

Mary W.

stress.

Variable: The isychosocial stress of events e.Yperienced by short-term hospital patients is the

interviews with patients, la-- Awrsorg anases,

variable under study. Though the word stress,
per se, is not defined, it is operationalized by 49
events/situations.
Description:
Nature and Content: This is a 49-item scale for

measuring psychosocial stress experienced by
short-term medical and surgical patients. Its
purpose is to quantify the stressful hospital experiences of a patient.
The instrument consists of a set of forty-nine

Source of Items: A review cLtbit9 liteirs evae.. and

and physicians about their tentiarives with

stress related to hospitalizaicon as well as the
author's professional experenrrPes, Trovilieed. an
initial list of 45 events.

Procedure for aevelopmen! i
methocii for quantifying strew
began with the work of Holm,
anti their Social Readjustme

deweimaiiiiig a

,Lite authors
Rabe (1967)
Scale

(SRRS). The SRRS -provicied r
constriction of this irnstruzne .
used as a baseline measure err

,,u,Tvior use

.Having compiled the original

-. event, iitst,he

can_aiso be

the hospi-

3"x5" cards, each containing one stresSful event.
The events represent occurrences which might

with patients at the time
tal.)

"thinking you might have cancer," "being hos-

authors revised it so that ihig "general" in

engender various- degrees of stress, such as

pitalized far away from home," "not havirig
your light call answered,' etc.
Administration arithScoring: The scale can be
administered to any-patient willink to, and ca. pable of, completing the task. Patients who are
not physically capable - of manipulating the
cards can direct the interviewer as to how the
cards should be sorted; interviewers can read

the cards to patients who do not see well enough
to read them for themselves.
.A patient is presented with the cards and
O

asked to select those cards- which represent
stresses experienced since coming to the hospital. As an alternative to using cards, patients
can be presented with a list and asked to check

off the -event experienced. The. objective of
either procedure is to have each patient select
the cards which list events he(she) has experienced since hOspitalization.

Rank order and mean rank scores have been
assigned to ePch of the 49 events based upon a
study of 261 medical-surgical patients. Examples of the most stressful ftnd least stressfulevents and their-mean rank scores are:
Mean
Rank
Order

Rank"

40.6
Thinking you might
"49
lose your sight
13.9
Having strangers sleep
1
in the same
room with you
The stress score for each patient is calculated

as the sum of the mean_ ranks for the events
experienced:

nature.were replaced by intl,(-e spect(Oc lazes or
were expanded into sever., huare (explicit
events. All items were then ra'viewied sstainst a
set aof four criteria for excilLOon/incclutaion; to be
of
retained, an event had to net at Leese
evernts
resulted..
the four criteria. 'A list-of
A .pretest with 56 hospital -1,err-

the final 49-event list. (A dt.
the development procedure
Vplicer (1973, 1974), and VC
(1975) articles referenced h,

iesulted in
'escription of
r'ournd in the

d' Bohannon

Reliability and Veilidity

,h,,tity of rank

Scores for different subgroup:
Bohannon study ranged frpoft?
items on the scale. Test -rent
estimated at 0.90 for a sam,,-,
surgical patients interview.there was no tendency for
decrease.

hi ioslicer and

The procedure for dew
established its content vas.

0.9fWfor all
:

rn:abillity was
v medical and
lays apart, and
s to increase or
.)f the scale

Use. in Research: Three alum -e'2oncestred with
the development of this rsstri .ment have been
published in Nursing Restiam, and a fourth ar-

ticle has been accepted fin-umulication by the

same periodical. The firs z.-_.tm. aarticles (Volker,

1973, and 1971) describe tit, design and de-

velopment oftlne initial scaleiais well as the pilot
studies. The 1975 article summarizes the history
of the development of therscale.and reports the

data for the final form of the s-scale based on
interviews with 261 patients Tee in-press article "describes the use of the instrument with a

VOLUME 1

ik-rgge sample
Ttuaranicataan.

patients" (Volicer, personal
i .97 1"=,

saaneuts:131huiraLmethodological a "iproach
has _beer used in the developmen---- of this

_nstatmeirressive.. Volicer and Boannon

it is continuing to .undergo
refinement, that some factor
ansuivsis hesiwo n completed, and that they plan

(1 77I) report

ev.aistati.ou., vr..-

to establit4in stia)icales which will represent dif-

fere= corosooner.gls of stress. It is hoped. that
.

devmamporm:. ,of this type of measure via sound

metioololows: 'tops will continue. since this

scale k-.1- are -/r.,irriluk.,of an instrument which fo(nne significant aspect .4 hoscuses
RiAervoicet.
Hoimr TE .J:Tukis.i. and. Rahe, Richard. The social
rating scale. Journal of
ust:-i
ricResearch,
1967, 11, 213-218.
F

.. J. ;:ifiocniological stress. New York: Wiley

aerie -;on ?uPlishing Company, 1958.
`la: Tie stress syndrome. The Anierirrr' frr .1=)terttd e cr Nursing,

1965, 65, 97799_

Volicer, Beverly J. Perceived stress levels of
events associated with the expprience of hospitalization: Development ant testing of, a
measurement tool. Nursing Research, 1973, 22
6), 49°1-497.

=='atients' perceptions of stressful events
aso" +Bated with hospitalization. Nursing Re-

sear-- :974, 23 a.), 235-238.
Volker . Beverly J and Bohannon, Mary W. A

hosputai rating ACale. Nursing Research, 1975,
2_ (5. Z2-3.F.9.
Vol cer. Bevel,.ty .. and Burn'., Mary. Pre, e:Kistiutg corri.)w..e..: of h,,spital stress. Nursing
Research eon

re'i8).
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HOSPITAL STRESS RATPRG-SCALE

.

Stress WOne

AssigNME.L.Rank

-2

Having strangers sleep in the same room with
Havtmg tc,aat at different times than you usmatray do

Having =deep in a strange bed

.

4

Havisogtoa..,aaar'a hospital gown

5

Havtmgetsmmge machines around'

6

Being aftwiened-in the night by the nurse
Having .!..a be assisted with bathing
Not being :able to get newspapers, radio, or TV

7
8

17.0

17.7

when you want them
Having .aiiroommate4ho has too many visitors
stay. in bed or the same room all, day
Having .

18.2
19.1
19-4

174

Being ,.--are of unusual smells around you
roommate who is seriously ill or cannot
Having
with
you
tai
be
assisted with a bedpan
Having
roommate
who is unfriendly
Having

15

Not hoN4ng friends visit you

16
17

Being n a room that is too cold or too hot
Thinkmog your appearance might be changed after.
your hospitalization
Being in the hospital during holidays or special
family occasions
Thinking you might have pain because of surgery
or test procedures
Worrying about. your spouse being away from you

21-.7

23.2

22

Having to eat cold or tasteless food
Not being able, to, call family or friends on the

23
24
25

Being cared for by an unfamiliar doctor
Being5ut in the hospital because of an accident
Not knowing when to expect things will be done to you

9

_o

'11
-12

43

18
19
20

21

21.2
21.5
21.6
21.7

22.1
22.3
22.4
22.7

23.3
23.4
23.6
24.2

.phone

0

26
27
28
29,

Having the staff be in too much of a hurry
Thinking about losing iacome because of yoUr illness
Having medications cause you-discomfort
Having 'nurses or doct6rs talk too fast or use words
you can't understand
.

199.

24.5
25.9
26.0
1,26.4

.
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Event

Assigned Rank

Feeling you are getting dependent on medications
Not having family visit you
Knowing you have to have an operation
Being hospitalized far away farm bone
Having a sudden hospitalizat±an you weren't
planning to have
Not haVing ybur call light answered

30
31
32
33
34

35
36

37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

,46
47

Stress Value

a

49

27.2
21,3

Not having enough insurance tr-izay for your,
hospitalization
Not having'your questions ans- ed by the staff
Missing your spouse
Being fed through tubes
Not getting 'relief-from pain medications

27.4
27.6
28.4
29.2
31.2

Not knowing the results or reasons for your
treatments
Not getting pain medication when you need it
Not knowing for sure what itaness you .have
Not being told what your diwgzausis is
Thinking you might lose your hearing

31.9
32.4
34.0
34.1

Knowing you haVe a serious illness
Thinking you.might lose a kidney or some

otherorgan
48.

26.4
26.5
26.9
27.1

Thinking you might have cancer
Thinking you might lose your sight

rOroduc,sa with permission
Copyrighted by the American Journal of Nuising Company:
Futther reproduction cw,'4.olted without
by the Health Resources Administration.
permission of copyright holder.
.
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344,5-

34.6

35.6
39.2
40.6
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Reliability and Validity: No information on
Title: PATIENT RECOVERY INVENTORY
the reliability of the instrument was provided.
Authors: Wolfer. John A., Eisler; Jeanne, and
Pearson-correlations tverecomputed between
9 the total score deri!ed from this instrument, the
Diers, Donna
Social Desirability Score,iand the nurses' ratVariable: Tlr irmcr-nment was designed tb elicit
ings for each day patients were in the hospital.
a patient's eranouroon of his(beztphysical condiThe correlations between the Patient Recovery.
ion while re rivp----ng from elective surgery.
Inventory and the Social Desiz ability Score -for
Description:
approximately 50 patients ranged. from -0.06 to
i'laticre and :hmatent: This is -a- 15-iteip, self-0.32. The correlations between the nurses' rat,report ratiscatte. It includes ltp items, such as
ings of physical assessment and the Patient Reppetite, stoma= condition today (i.e., upset,
covery InventorY score ranged from 0.67 to 0.69.
nauseated, vomiting), your. nursing care, etc.
Use in Research: Eisler et al. t,1972) used this
/./ The patient is Risked to rate each itein on a
instrument, along with the Crowne and Mar6-point response scalevery poor, poor, fair,
lowe (1964) Social Desirability Scale and the
go9d. very good, or excellent.
Patient Welfare Inventory, in a study which inAdYninistrixtion and Scoring: The instrument
cluded 64 adult surgical patients.
is to be completed by postsurgical patients for a
the
Comments: This instrument is. in the very early
series of day's and should be completed at
Approximately
7
minutes
stages of pSychometric development, and, before
same time each day.
of
the
instrument.
its potential uftfulness can be fairly assessed,
are requires for completion
its reliability and validity must be established.,
Responses TO 10 of the 6-point response scales
that
1
is
assigned
a
are coded from 1 to 6 such
Referenees:
response cut -very pc,or"-and 6 a response of "exCrowne, D. P.;'and Marlowe, D. Approval motive:
cellent." :41:n information is provided regarding
Studies in evaluative dependence. New York:
the assignment of a numerical code to the feJohn Wiley and Sons, 1964,
spSizses to the remaining questiong, or with re-Eisler, Jeanne, Wolfer, John .A., and Diers,
spect to how the responses to the total set of
Donna. Relationship between need for social
questions are to be combined into a single score.
approval and postoperative recovery and welHowever, the authors did state, "The individual
fare. NursingResearch, 1972, 21, 520-525.
ratings are summed for a total score which indiWolfer, John A. Definition and assessment of
cates the patient's overall physical state on a
'surgical patients' welfare and recovery. Nursgiven day" (Eisler et al., 1972).
ing Research, 1973, 22, 394-401.
Wolfer,
John A., and Davis, Carol E. AssessDevelopment:
ment of surgicalipatients' preoperative emoRationale: The instrument is based on a holistional condition and postoperative recovery.
tic view of man and the psychosomatic approach
Nursing Research, 1970, 19, 402-414.
to illness which hplds that the process of physical recovery is influenced by the patient's
Source of Information:
psychosocial status.
John A. Wolfer, Ph.D.
Source,of Items: This inventory is a slightly
School of Nursing
revised version of the Recovery Inventory deYale University
veloped by Wolfer and Davis (1970).
New Haven, Conn. 06510
Procedure for Development: No information
Instrument Copyright: None.
was provided.

.
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Wolfer, doh A., Etsjer, Jeanne., and Diers, Donna

PATIENf. RECOVERY- INVENTORY
Day

condition.at difThe purpose of this form!is to get your evaluation of your
such things as
How
yoefeel.regarding
operation:
ferent times following your
course, change from time to time and not
appetite, strehgth, pain, dec.
aspects of your condialvays for the best. Ais6, you Say fee l very good about some
It is impoitant for us. to know this, so
aspects.
tion and very poor about cipher
will see your
please try and be as frank as pOssible: .too oneout the project nurse
P.

ratings.

regarding this-form.
Ve would appreciite any suggestions you might have
Please fill out this form at
hOw you
Make your ratings simply by checking the box that best represents
meal until now.
period
from
your
afternoon
feet. These ratings are to coveoJahe
home when you are well.
Make your ratings in comparison. to how you,uspaIly .feel at

Very
Poor

Poor

.

'Good

Good

.Lr

'.

.

Very Ixcel.-.

.

.

,

1,

*

Appetite

'fl_ar.t

A
.

.-

v

Strength and energy
.

, .

.

,

,

1t-

.

.
,

Stomach condition today (i.e.,
upset, nauseated, vomiting)

0

.

Bowel condition (i.e.,
gas pains)
'--..//-

Ability to urinate

-- ,

1

'

Ability to do things tor
ydurself

1.

u
,

.

Ability to move around

:

v

Interest in what is going on
around you

e

':'....:'

,

Your nursing care

.n.;

,
4

..i.,.

/
.

Your Medical care
'
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Very
Littlg

No

Quite
A Bit

Some

.11ich

Very
Much

. 4.-

.

.

Him much .pain have you
had today?

/_-=

-

q

.

.

.

.

Very
Mild

Very.

HOBcrate

Mild

Intense Intense
_

law intense has the pain

Extremely
Intense

"--,

-

ioeen?
.

.

-

s

(thospital,

If anything urii.sual or upseitin; happened today,'elther in or out of
please indicate how upsetting it was to you:

Not
At All

ModeratelV

'A Littli

Quite

A

rt Very

Ex-

Much "trepelv

it

.

.,

ft

[

How many times have you been out of bed today?

This afternoon, about what per cent of the Cite have you spent out of bad moving
around?
.

0%

257.

.507

.

CoMMents:
Cs_

1.

4
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Titles: ANXIETY STATUS INVENTORY (ASI)
and SELF-RATING ANXIETY SCALE (SAS).
----.. Note: These two inseuments were developed to
be used jointly.
Author: Zuhg, 'William W. K.
s

Variable: The variable measured is anxiety conceived specifically as a clinical disorder. Anxiety
as a disorder is defined in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (second
edition) as a neurosis characterized 13!, pnxious
overconcern, extending to panic, and fluently
associated with somatic symptoms (Zung, 1974).
Description:

_

Nature and-Content: ASI: In using the Anxiety Status, Inventory an interviewer asks the
patient 20 questions. These questions cover 20
diagnostic criteria (5 affective and 15 'somatic
symptoms) of anxiety disorder. The diagnostic
criteria are (1) anxiousness; (2) fear; (3) panic; (4)

mental disintegration; (5) apprehensior9' (6)
tremors; (7) body aches and pains; (81easy
fatigability, weakness; (9) restlessness; (F t palpitation; (11) dizziness; (12) faintness; (13) Yspnea; (14) paresthesia; (15) nausea and vomiting;
(16) urinary frequency; (17) sweating; (18) faCe
flushing; (19) insomnia; (20) nightmares. As an
example, question number 1; for "anxiousness"
is: "Do you ever feel nervous and anxious?" The

interviewer evaluates the subject's responses
either as observed or as reported. The responses
are then scored on a 4 -point scale in terms of
severity.
SAS: The Self-Rating Anxiety Scale is based

upon the same 20 diagnostic criteria as the

.

,

clinician-rated Amtiety Status Inventory. Each
item in, the SAS parallels the item of the same
number in the ASI.iFor example, ited number 1
of the lAS is: "I feet more nervous and anxious
than
usual." Responses W the 'SAS are rated on
.
a 4-point scale.
is
' Administration and Scoring: ASI: The ASI
designed as a rating-scale to be used by a clinician. The data upon- which judgments are based
come from an interview with the patient. The
items are to be-quantified, using all information
available to the rater; this includes
servations and material reported by the pati t.
Use of the Interview Guide assures coverage of
all areas in which ratings must be Made. In rat., ing the patient's Current status, an arbitrary

period of. 1 week prior to the evaluition is
adopted in order .to standardize the data. Degrees of severity of anxiety are scoredras fol-

lows: none = 1,

mild = 2, modeiate = 3, se-

vere = 4.
An index score is derived by dividing the patient.'s total sum of scores on thg 20-items-bk the
maximum possible score of 80, and multiplying
.

the resulting decimal fraction by 100: Theinterpretation of the scores is the same as that for
the self -rated anxiety scale scoring described,
below.

The estimated length of time required for the
interview is usually less than 10 minutes.
SAS: In using this scale, the patient is asked.

to rate each of the 20 items as to how it has

applied to him(her) within the past week, choosing from four response alternatives. The alternatives are: None or a little of the time, Some of
the time, Good part of the timerMost or all of the
time.
In scoring the items of this scale, a value of 1,
2, 3, or,,4 is assigned to,a response indicating
presence of anxiety. The scale is constructed so

that the less anxious patient will have a

low

score and the more anxious patient will have a
higher score.
An index score for he SAS is derived by the
same procedure as that described above for the
ASI. An index score of 45 on the SAS is the
morbidity cut-off point for distinguishing normal patients from patients with anxiety disorder.
Estimated time for completion oMhe scale is

less than 5 minutes.
Development:

Rationale: There are numerous rating scales
available and in use for assessing anxiety as an
affect,a symptom, or a disorder. In the words of
the author,
The need for a standardized method of evaluating and
recording the presence of anxiety as a clinical disorder
has not been met by most scales tOday. We were in-

terested in having a rating instrument which would

fulfill the following: it should be inclusive with iespect to
sxmptoms of anxiety as apsychiatric disorder; it should
quantitate the symptoms; it should be sh-ort and simple;
and it should be available in two formats so that (1) the-

patient can indicate his own responses on a self-

administered scale (SAS) and (2) the observer can indicate his clinical evaluation of the patientl status on the
same set of criteria (ASI) (Zung, .974).

Source of Items: Items for both-the ASI and

SAS were taken from the most commonly found
'characteristics of anxiety disorder described in
e psychiatric literature.
.>Procedure for Development: In a study whose
main purpose was to construct standardized instruments for measuring anxiety .asisa clinical
disorder, the author administered the two scales
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Use in Research: For studies in which these

to. several samples of normal_ subjects and subjects with various-psychiatric diagnoses.

.

197

struments have been used, the reader is referred to the author's reference's cited below..

-Alotal of 225 patients (152 inpiiients and 73
outpatients) were tested-at-Duke--University
Medical Center and the Veterans' Administra-

in the
for
the
cliniASI is clear and should' be helpful
cian who is observing the patient for symptoms
of anxiety. The items of the SAS are worded in
simple terms which should present no difficulty
to a subject. Both of the instruments are clear

Comments: The Interview'? Guide for

tion Hospital, Durham, North Carolina. The inpatients were all men, whose ages ranged from.
22 to 75 years with a mean age of 45 .-ars. The
outpatient population was made up of .23 men
and 50 women, whose ages ranged from 14 to 72
years with a mean age of 32 years. Themean age
for all 225 subjects was 41 years.
Reliability figures
Reliability and
were not provided for either scale.

and straightforward in administration and
should be useful in assessing clinical anxiety.
However, psychometric work needs to be done to
provide evidence of reliability and additional

validity evidence. \

Concurrent validity was obtained with the

References:
Zung, William W. K. A rating instrument' for

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (TMAS) drawn
from the MMPI. Correlations between the ASI
and TMAS, and the SAS and TMAS were 0.33

anxiety disorders. Psychosomatics, 1971, 12,
371-379.

and 0. 30, respectively.

For both the ASI and SAS, statistical tests of
significance using analysis of variance indicated
that the mean index scores obtained by patients
sigwith the, diagnosis of anxiety disorder
nificantly higher (p < 0.05) than the mean scores
of patients with other psychiatric diagnoses. All
age-matched normal subjects (n ^ 96) between

the ages -of 20 and 64 years scored below the SAS
index- score of' 45. Using the morbidity cue-off

score of 45, there were less than 5 percent false
positives.

the measurement ofaffects: Depression

and,anxiety. In P. Pine hot (Ed.), Psychological
,measurements in psychopharntacology (Mod-

ern Problems in Pharmaeopsychiatry Series,
Vol. 7). Paris: Karger, 1974.

Source of Information:
William W. K. Zung, M.D.

Veterans Administration Hospital
Durham, N.C. 27705
Instrument Copyright: William W. K. Zung, M.

.
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Zung, William K.

THE ANXIETY STATUSIHVENTORY

Severity of observed
or reported responses

interview guide for
Affective and
somatic symptoms anxiety status inventory (AS1)
of anxiety.
1. Arixiousness

none mild mod sev

Do you ever feel nervous and

2. Fear
3. Panic

anxious?
Have you ever felt afraid?
How easily do yoti cet upset?
Ever have panic spells or feel like

4. Mental disintegration

:Do you ever feel like you're falling apart?
Going to pieces?

1

2

3

4

1

2

3
3

4.

it?

3. Apprehension

7. Body aches

Do you have headaches? neck or

10. Palpitation
11. Dizziness

12. Faintness'
13. Dyspnea

3

2

Have you ever felt uneasy? or
to happen?
Have you ever had times when
you felt yourself trembling?
shaking?

and palm

o

that something terrible Was going

6. Tremors

a. EasY
fatigability,
weakness
9. Restlessness

4

2.

1

2

3

4

How easily do you get tired?:
Ever have spells of weakness?

2

3

4

Do you find yourself restless and

2

3

,":41'

2

3

4

2
2

3

1

3

4
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

%. 2

3

4

back pains?

.

can't sit still?

Have you ever f. t that your

heart was running away?
Do you have dizzy spells?
' Do you have fainting spells? or
.
feel like it?
,

Ever have trouble with your

1

breathing ?

14. Paresthcsias

Ever have feelings of numbness
and tingling in your fingertips?
or around your mouth ?

15. Nausea and
vomiting
16. Urinary
frequency
17. Sweating

Do you ever' feel sick 10 your stomach or feel like vomiting?
How often do you nccd to empty

Do you ever get- wet, clammy
hands?

1

2

3

4

18. Face flushing

Do you ever feel your face getting

1

2

3

4

hot and blushing?
How have you been sleeping?
Do you have dreams that scare

.1

.2

3

4
4

19. insomnia, init.
20. Nightmares

your bladder?

1

2

3

you ?.

Copyrighted by William W., K. Zungi reproduced with .permission by the Health

Resources'

Administration. ,further reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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ZUng, William K.
(SAS)
THE SELF-RATING ANXIETY SCALE

a

Sex: 'M

Age
Date

Name

No.

Good part
of the time

Some of
None or
the time
a little
of the time

Most or

all of
the time '

1. 1 feel more nervous and
anxious than usual

2. I: feel afraid for no reason
at all

1 I get upset easily or feel

.

panicky

4. I feel like I'm falling apart
and going to pieces.

5. I feel that everything is all
right and nothing bad mill

-

'

.,

happen

6. My arms and legs shake
and tremble

7.I am bothered by head-

.

iches, neck and back pains

S. I feel weak and get .tired
easily

'

9. I feel calm and can sit still '
,-easily
10. I can feel my heart beating
,,
fast

11.I am bothered by dizzy
E.

spells
12. I have fainting spells or feel
.

like it
13. I can breathe in and out

.-

easily

14.
I get feelings of numbness
,I,
and tingling in my fingers,
toes ..
15. I am bothered by stomach
aches or indigestion
.16. I have to empty my bladder
often
.

17. My hands arc usually dry
and warm
19. My 'face gets hot and

:

:

Y

.

.

.

blushes
19. I falIasleep easily and get a
good night's rest
20. I have. night mares

.

-,.,

.

.

Copyrighted by Willlam"W. K. Zung; reproduced with permission by the Health .Resources
of copyright holder.
Administration. Further.' reproduction prohibited withou't permission
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the interview with the patient. The items in the
scale are to be quantified by using all the information available,to the rater. This includes both
clinical observation and the material reported
by the patient.
Use of the Interview Guide assures coverage

Title: DEPRESSION STATUS INVENTORY
(DSI) and SELF-RATING DEPRESSION
SCALE (SDS) Note: These two instruments
were developed to be used jointly.
Author: Zung, William W. K.

of all the areas on which judgments are re-

Variable: The variable measured is depression.

Description:

quired. However, the rater has the flexibility of
modifying the questions or probing for details,
which makes possible a smooth interview that
does not sound like a question-answer examination. In rating the patient's current status, an
arbitrary period of 1 week prior to the evaluation is adopted in order to standardize the data.

Status Inventory is a 20-item, semi-structured,
interviewer -rated depression instrument. The

should occasionally precede questions with,
"During the past week, have you ... ?"

Depression as an affect or feeling tone is a

ubiquitous and universal condition which, as a
human experience, extends on a continuum
from normal mood swings to a pathological state
(Zung, 1974).

.

-

Nature and Content: DSI: The Depression

In order to reinforce, this, the interviewer

scale addresses itself to the most commonly

The following rules and guidelines were used
in rating the patient's psychopathology: Each
item should be rated independently as a unit in
order to eliminate the "halo" effect. Each score
should, be the. average of the full range of responses observed or elicited, and not necessarily
the extremein severity. To help establish severity, the following questions May be necessary:
Intensity: "How bad was it?" Durationi-"How
long did it last?" and Frequency: "How much of
the time did you feel that way?"
An item is scored Positive and present when
(1) behavior is observed, (2) behavior was described by a patient as having occurred, and (3)
patient admits that symptom is still a problem.

found characteristics of depression divided into
the following categories: pervaSive affective disturbances (two items), physiological disturbances (eight items), psychomotor disturbances
(two items), and psychological disturbances
(eight items). The Interview Guide contains 20
questiOns based upon.' clinical signs and
symptoms of depression. For example, question
1 states, "Do you ever feel sad or depreSsed?"
Each of the items is judged on a 4-point scale of

severity of observed or reported responses.
These are defined as follows:
1 = none or insignifiCant in intensity or dura-.
tion, present none or a little of the time in

An item is scored negative and not present

° frequency.

when (1) symptom has not occurred and is not a
problem or is riot present, (2) response is arn,
biguous even after suitable probing, and (3) patient gives no informatio4 relevant to an item.
Ratings of the individual items are recorded

2 = mild in intensity or duration, present
some of the time.
3 = of moderate severity, present a good part
of the time.
4 7 severe in intensity or duration, present
most or all of the time in frequency.
SDS: The Self-Rating Depression Scale is a
20-item, self-rating instrument which addresses
itself to the same categories as, the Depression
Status Inventory. A typical item is item 1, which
reads, "I feel down-hearted, blue, and sad." Responses are given on a 4-point scale using four
quantitative terms:
1 = none or little of the time.
' 2 = some of the time.
3 = good part of the time.
4.= most or all of the time.
Avalue of 1, 2, 3, or 4 is assigned to a response
depending upon whether .the item is worded
positively or negatively.
Administration and Scoring: DSI: The author
\ provides the following information: "The data
\upon.which the judgments are based come from

on a standard form that has the Checklist of
Signs and Symptoms of Depression, Interview
Guide, and ratings for the severity of observed
or reported responses (Zung, 1972c).
The total raw score from the DSI is converted
to an index by dividing the sum of the raw scores
obiiiiied on the 20 items by the maximum possible score of 80, and multiplying the resulting

decimal fraction by 100. (Zung, 1972c, 1974).
SDS: In Using the SDS, the subject is asked to
rate each of the 2p items as to how it applies to'

him at the time of testing in four quantitative
terms. A key for scoring this scale is provided
(Zung; 1965).

According 'to Buros (1972); the original Self Rating Depression Scale booklet entitled,v"The
Measurement of Depression" (copyrighted 1967)
presents direttions, keys, norms, and 12 copies
.
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ing steps: (1) deciding what was to be measured
in terms of explicitly defined units, (2) observing
behavior and eliciting information to complete
the DSI, (3) making and recording judgments
quantitatively, and (4) obtaining patient data on

of the scale. A 22-minute, 16 mm sound and color

film on use'of the scale is =unable. In addition
to English, editions of the-scale are also available in the Chinese, Czech, Dutch, Finnish,
French, German, Greek; Hungarian, Italian,
Japanese, Luga.la, Marathi, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Romanian, Slovak, Spanish,
Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Vietnamese, Yiddish,
and Yugoslavak languages.
An index for the SDS is derived in the same
manner as'that for the DSI described above.
Patients with SDS indices of 49 or less are con-

both interviewer-rated and self-rated depression scales. Data were collected and analyzed
for the interpretation of scores and for the differentiation among five diagnostic groups of
psychiatric disorders (Zung, 1972a).

In developing the DSI as an 'adjunct to. the
SDS, a total of 225 patients were tested-152
inpatients and 73 outpatients (Zung, 1972c).
SDS: Ten of the 20 items in the SDS were

sidered normal, those with indices betweeh

50-59 -are considered to have mild or moderate
depression, those with indices of 60-69 are considered to have moderate to severe depression,
those with indices of 70 or more are considered
to have" severe depression (Zung, 1974).
<

Rationale: Zung stated, "The fact that there is
a need for assessing depression, whether as an
affect, a symptom, or a disorder is obvious by the
numerous scales and 'inventories available and
in use today. The need to assess depression simply and specifically as a psychiatric disorder has
not been met by most scales available today"
(1965).

.

tient's self-rating on the SDS: The DSI was

designed so that it-would correspond to the SDS

with respect to the diagnostic criteria measured. It would also provide a standardized
method for recording the patient's clinical

status and would have responses that could be
recorded in a quantitative manner.
Source. of Items: The 20 items of the DSI and
SDS are drawn from a large pool of signs and
symptoms of depression. The. pool was assem-

bled from the work of R. R. Grinker, J. E. _Overall, A.- S. Friedman, and their associates;
however, the items were not designed to represent any one theory of depression.
Procedure for Development: DSI: The proce;
dure for developing the DSI included the follow-

symptomatically, positive and 10
symptomatically negative in order to avoid subject "response set. Because the original version
of the SDS (1965) caused ,some problems in administering and scoring, the, author revised the
scale by rewording some items and some response alternatives.
In developing the original SDS, -Zung (1965)
administered the scale:to 56 patients who had
admitting diagnoses'of depressive disorders and
a normal control 'group of 100 individuals.
Reliability and Validity: DSI: The split-half
(odd -even) reliability of the DSI. was''.0.81 (p <
0.01) on a sample of 225patients (Zung, 1972c).
The discriminant power of the DSI was demonstrated when it differentiated significantly (p
0.01) depressed patients (DSI mean
score = 61) from nondepressed patients (DSI
mean score: 48 for schizophrenia, 51 for anxiety
disorder, 52 for personality disorders, and 44 for
transient situational disturbances). There were
96 patients in the sample of depressive disorders; the other diagnostic groups contained 25,
22, 54, and 12 subjects respectively.
SDS :, The split-half (odd-even) reliability,
coefficient of the''revised SDS was found to be
0.73 (p < 0.0.1). The sample consisted of 225 patients: 152 inpatients and 73 outpatients.

worded

Development:

Zung and his associates; ,were interested in
having a scale for assessing depression in patients whose primary diagnosis .was a depressive disorder which would fulfill the following: it
should be all inclusive with-respect to symptoms
of the illness; it should be short and simple; it
should quantitate rather than qualitate; and it
should be self-administered and indicate the patient's own response at the time the scale is
given (Zuhg, 1965):
The DSI was'designed to obtain a clinical rating of depression in conjunction with the pa-
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.

Concurrent validity .for the original (1965)
scale was measured by correlation with the

MMPI. As expected, the highest coefficient was
obtained between the`SDS and MMPI Depression Subscale: an r of 0.70. The data analysis

was based upon 152 patients (Zung, 1967).
'Scores on the SDS and global ratings made by
c inrcians showed a significantly high cOrrela-

don (r = 0.53) for depressed patients (Zung,
1974).

Physician-Rating
The SDS and th Hai
significantly,
rrelated
Depression Scal
(Brown
and.
Zung,
1972). The
r =.0.79 (p < 0.01)

.
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data for this analysis ,came from 35 patients
tested before, during, and at the completion of a
.0

drug study, plus data from 30 subjects who were
rejected for the drug study:
With regards to discriminatory power, the -revised SDS shows good validity.. Using the SDS

index of 50 as the morbidity cut-off score, 88
percent of 360 patients were identified correctly

as depressed patients and only 12 percent
(n = 45) were misclassified as normal subjects.
Using the same cut-off score of 50 for 1,108 normal subjects, only 12 perant of them were considered "depresied" and 88 percerft were considered "riot depressed" (Zung, 1972a). These
subjects ranged in age from 20 to 64 years; the
scale lost its discriminatory power when it was
applied to subjects 19 years of ageand under or
subjects 65 years of age or older.
Some evidence of construct validity has been
obtained from across- cultural study. SDS indices and suicide rates were found to be signific-

antly related among nornial adults from six

countries. The rank order of the SDS indices of
the countries -are:. Czechoslovakia, Sweden,

Germaq; Spain, England, and the United

States; the rank order of, death by suicide was:
Czechoslovakia, Germany, Sweden,. England,
United States; and Spain (Zung, 1972b)..
,.

Use in Recearch: The author has used these instruments extensively in his research work. As
.one example,fin a cross-cultural survey pf depressive symptornatology in normal adults, the
author employed the SDS Is a criterion instrument to compare depressivelsymptomatology in
Cieckoslovakia (n = 697), England (n = 364),
Germany (n =-64), Spain (n = '597), Sweden
(n = 82); and the° United States (n = 364).
For information on additional studies, the
reader should consult the references which
low.

Comments: It Would seem athrisable to obtain
information on both the DSI and the SDS for
each patient Whenever oossible. The two tools
haVe had a good deal of psychometric attention.
The DSI hail some eVidence of reliability and
'validity. ,However,, it requires interview: skills

and is more
time consuming, than the SDS.
m
Nevertheless; the DSI has the advantage of
slightly higher reliability than the SDS and can

be adminiitered to patients, who are unable to
read and write.
The SDS has several advantages as an instrument for assessing a patient's depression.

The items are stated in simple terms which ,
makes it easier for patients to understand and
to respond; the scale is self-administered and
this should save time; the index scores are easily interpreted. For additional information the
reader should see Buros (1972).
References:
Brown, G. L., and Zung, Williani W. K. Depression scale: Serf or phYsician rating? A valida-.
tion of certain slinically observable phenorn-.

ena. Comprehensive Psychiatry, July-Aug.
1972, 18 (4), 361-367.

Buros; 0. The seventh mental measurements

yearbook. Highland\ Park, N.J.: The- Gryphon
Paps; 1972, 320-321.\
Zung, William W. K. 1A self-rating depression
scale. Archives of General Psychiatrg, Jan.
1965, 12, 63-70;
.

,

Factors influencing the self-rating de-

scale. Archives of : General
pression
Psychiatry, May 1967,,16; 543-547.
. How normal is depression? Psychosomatics, May-June 1972a,13 (3), 174-178.
. A cross-cultural survey or depressive
symptomatology in normal adults. Journal of
Cross-Cultural Psychology, lune 1972b, (2),
177-183.

The depression status inventory: An adjunct to' the self-rating depression scale. Journal-of Clinical Psychology Oct. 197,2c, 28 (4),
539-543.

The. measurement of affects: Depression
and anxiety. In P.Pinchot (Ed.), Psychological
measurements in psychophicrinacology (Modern Problems in Pharrnacopsychiatry Series,
Vol 7). Paris:`karger, 1974:
Zung, William W. K., Richards, Carolyn B., and
Short, Marvin J. elf-rating depresiion ,scale
in an outpatient clinic. Archives of General
Psychiatry, Dec. 1965;13, 508-515:
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RING

Wfiliamk K.

THE DEPRESSION STATUS INVENTORY (DST)

Interview Guide.
Signs dc Symptoms
_01 Depression

Depression Stitus InventorY'(DSI)

,Severity of Observed
or Reported Responses,:
None
Mod Sev

1. Depr-issed mood

Do you ever feel sad or depressed?

.1

2

3

4

2. Crying Vas

Do you have crying spells or feel
hire it?

1

2

3

4

a Diurnal variation:

Is there anyPrirt of the day when
you feel worst? Bea?

1

2

3

4. Sleep disturbance

How have you been sleeping?

1

2

3

5. becreaSed appetite

How is your appetite?

1

2

3

6. Weight loss

Hive you.lost any weight?

1-

.2

3

7. Decreased 'libido

HOw about your interestn the

1

2

3

8. Constipation

Do you have trouble with
constipation?

3

9. Tachycardia

Have you had times when your
heart was -beatingaster than
usual?

3

4'

n

symptoms worst in a.m.

opposite sex? ,

"/

t,

10. Fatigue

How easily do you get.tited?

1

2

3,-

4

11. Psychomotor
agitation

Do yOu find.yourself,restless and,

1

2

3

4

12. Psychomotor
retardation

Do you fedslowed down in doing
the things you, usually do?

1

2

3

4

13. Confusion

Do you ever feel confuEed and have
trouble thinking?

1

2

3

4

14. Emptihess

Do yOu feel life is empty for you?

1

3

4

15. Hopelessness

1'

2

3

4

16. Indecisiveness

How hopeful do you feel about the
future?
How, are you at making decisions?

1

2

3

17. Irritability*

.How easily do yOu get irritated?

1

2

3

4

Do you still enjoy the things yOu
used to?
t,

1

2

:3

4

19. Personal devaluation >.

Do you ever feel useless and not
wanted?

1

20. Suicidal ruminations

Have you had thou.:rids about doing
away with yourself?

Dissatisf:ictiou
c

4

can't sit still?

2

.

4

4

Copyrighted' by William W. K. Zung; reproduced with permission by thew Haelth Resources
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Zung, William K.
SELF-RATING DEPRESSION SCALE (SOS)

711111.7gaq

=11171=1:=1i=11...r
A Littleof the Time

Some c

... Part

Most of

the Tir-

e Time

the Time

1. I feel down hearted 'and blue
2.. Morning it When I feel the'best

3:,1 have crying spells or feel like it

4. 1 have trouble sleeping at night
,

5. I eat as Much as I used to

--

6..1 still enjoy sex
7., I nOtiesthat I am losing weight
,

11.

I have trouble with constipatitin

.

.

9: My .heart beats faster than,usual
10. I get tired for no reason

-

.

11. My mind is as clear as it used to be

12. I find it easy to:do the th;rtgs I used to

.

13. I am:restless and can't keep still
14. I feet hopeful about the future

.

i51,aurrmOre irritable than usual

16. I findlifiasy_kmake.deeisions
13. I feekthat. I am :useilkario needed

/S. My life is pretty lull

--.._ ---_____

19. 1 feel: that others would be Cr:tor bif:11 I wWie-oeao
2 0 .

I still enjoy the things I

used to

,-

-- -

do

__.

-

Copyrighted by William W. K. Zung; reproduced with spermission by the 'Health Resources
Administration. Further reproduction .prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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Client Affective yariables: Self' Concept

Title: ADAPTATION .OF CLARK AND CLARK
DOLL TEST and BOGARDUS SOCIAL DIS.TANCE_ SCALE

Authsrs: Anderson, FrancesJ., and Hamm, N.

Development:

.

Rationale: From the work of Clark and Clark
X1947) and other investigators, it has'been ac
cepted by many that negative attitudes toward
members of a minority race may be evidenced by.

age 5 and that by that age, the child has also

Var bible: The variable is racial self-coricept as
measured by peer preference; it is
operationalized for. this instrument as "how the
Indian ana/or Caucasian child perceives hiniself(herself) as related to the race`of preferred
peers" (Anderson slid Hamill, 1973).

learned the positive and negative values.--andstereotYped roles associated with color differ -.
ences. Gregor and McPherson. (1966) reported
that both black and white children between- 6
and 7 years of age identified themselves with
their own race and exhibited preferences f;or
their own ethnic traits:

Description:

.

Nature and Content: This 20-item inter -$iew
instrument is made up of 16 questions poied in
the form of a dollchoosing game, and 4 sociogram questions which 'deal with peer relations

Source of Items:The Clark and Clark Doll Test

and the Bogardus .Social Distance Scale were
the sources for the iterifs:.
Procedure for Developni.ant:. No information
-

.

in the 'classroom. .The first 13 questions are
'stated in a positive manner, e.g., "Which doll

was provided.
Reliability and Validity: No reliability' or val.

.

idity data are reported' for this instrument.

Would you like to play with?" "WhiCh doll mould`

Howeirer, such data are available for the 'Clark
and Clark Doll Test. A nonsignificant relatiiir.
ship wasOUnd :between Doll Test Scores and
,
sociometrie measures of peer relations.
Use in Research: Anderson..and Hamm '(1973)
used the instrument in their study "The Racial
Self-Concept of Indian arid Caucasian Children

yoti want to sit by .y6u in school?" These same

questions are, then, repeated with negative _
words, e.g., "Which doll would you not want to
play with?" "Which"doll would you not want to
sit by you in schoOl?" Three additional questions.
elating to identification were: "Whichdoll looks
likes white doll ?" "Which doll looks like an In- ,,
dian doll?" "Which.doll looks like yoti?" These

in an Integrated School." Their sample con-

questions are asked with -respect to the four
dolls preViously placed: before the' subject

sisted of 20 Indian. children who' Were first, sec=

ond, and third grEtdersin an'integrated public

(female ancVniale Indian dolls, female and male
Caucasian dolls--all identically dressed).
ThelbUrsociogism-questions refer to peer te-

school in.a midWestern State.

Comments: The authors encountered no .diffi-

lations in classroom, e.g., "Who are the four
culty in using this instrument With school-age
children in your classroom who are your .best , ;children. Anyone contemplating using it with
younger children. ,might wish to restructure.
friends?"
Administration and Scoring:'Four dolls idensome the items to make them. more 'relevant.
al:inform, feattire,:an dress but differing in,
to a younger child's life and experiences.
'igment, eye color, hair color, and hair textures to be placed on a table before the sub: .ject. The trument should be administered by
an inyestiga r able. to relate well with young
childreif(3 to' 8 arsfof age) and in a quiet room
where_distractions e at a. minimum_
otighL.13, when a child
For queStions
choosei a dell of his(her) n race, that choiCe`is'
sbored'Avith a 1. When a ch chooses a doll of
the other race, that choice is sc ed with a 0. For
question's 14, 15, and 16, response re recorded
.
7
1 or '0 as to correctness on race and

Use of real dollsidoes help the children to con-

ski

t

.

ceptuali*e situations where they are. asked to
,express a 'choice' and:should facilitate adminiitration of the instrument.
References:
Anderson (Ayres),Frances J, andrlialrim /4.. The

racial elf-concept of Indian and Caueptsian.
children in an integrated school. Paper_ presented .at meeting of Society for Researchin
Child Development?. 1973.

Bogardus, E. S. A forty year ,racial ,distance

.

.
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Press,'1561.

Clark, K. a., and Clark, M. P. Racil identiaca,
thin and racial prefererice in Negro children.
In T.M. Newcomb" and E: L. Hartley (Eds.),
Readingi in social psychdtogy. New York:
Holt, 1947.

Gregor; A. J., and McPherson, D. A_ Racial attitUdes.among white and Negro children in a
deep-south standard metropolitan area. Jour.
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nal of Social PSychology,-1906, 68, 95-106.

Source of Information:
Frances J. Anderson, R.N., M.A.
School of Nursing
University of Kansas Medical Center
39th and Rainbow
Kansas City, Kans-66103
..
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Anderson, Frances J.
N.

and Hamm N.

ADAPTATION OF CLARK AND CLARK' DOLL TEST AND BOGARDUS SOCIAL DISTANCE SCALE

I am going to ask you some questions about these dolls standing in
front of you. I want;you to playthe doll-chooiing game by pointing to
one of the dolls in response to the questions. Later,,I will ask you
some, questions about other things not concerned with the dolls, I have
a list of questions here and I'll be writing your score to see how jou

do on the me.
Which one of these dolls is most like the one you have at home?
2. .Which doll would you like to play with?
want .to play with?)
.

4..

Which

lC

"( Whi,oh'doll is a bad doll?)

is a nice doll?

Which doll do you like the best?
Which doll 'has a nice color?

,

7.

.

(Which dcllowould you not

(Which doll do you not like?)

(Which doll does not have a nice color?)

Which doll would you invite to your birthday party?
you not invite to your bii-thday party?)

Which doll would you 'want to walk home from schoolewith? ( Which
doll would you not want to walk home from school with ?).,
Which doll would you like 'to halrists-ter-or
doll would you not like to have for a sister or brother?)

Which Aoll,would You like to,have for a. best friend?
Would you not like 'to have for a best friend?)

'10.

(Which doll would,

Which,doll would' you want to sit by you in,School?'
You not Want to sit by you in school?)

,

(Which

(Which doll

(Which doll would

Which doll would you want to live in a house near you? .(Which doll
would you not want to live In.a.house near you?)
12.

Which doll would you want to see and talk'to real often?
would yOu not want to see and talk to-very often?)

-

.13.

14.

.

-

Which' doll would you want-to have living 'in Americe
would you not'waht to ha ve living in-America?)
a

(Which doll

,

Whith doll looks like .'a white doll?

(Which doll

0
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15.E Which doll looks like an Indian doll? _
16.

Which doll looks most like you?

The rest of the ques'tions don't involve choosing a doll.
to answer each of these questions.

I just want you

_

A

17:

friends? c'4
Who are the four children in your classroom that are your best

18.

Who are the four children in your classroom that you would like to
work with on a special class project?

)9.

Whci are the four children in your classroom that you would like to
sit next to?

.

20.

If you could have a birthday party, which four children in your
classroom would you invite?
.

0
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Titre: POSTMYOCARDIAL INFARCTION PATIENT SEMANTIC 'DIFFERENTIAL SCALES
'Author: Avillo, Linda J.
Variable: The. self-concept of postmyocatdial in,

farction patients is the variable under study.
Self-cdncept is operationally defined as "how

one feels about himself (herself) at a partibular
point in time" (Avillo, 1071):
Description:

Nature and Content: This interview instru-

ment is set up like.a semantic differential scale
after the method of Osgood (1967) but is treated
as an interval scale with 12 pairs .of adjectives.
Twelve "negative" adjectives are listed on the
,left side of the scale and 12 "positive" adjectives
are listed on the right side _of the scale. Each set
of "negative" and "positive" adjectives is connetted by a 7-point continuun on-which the reapondent is to indicate the point (1, 2, 3, 4,'5, 6, or

7) which best described his(her) feelin s about
self at a particular 'point in time. (See ins
beloWt) If the patient thinks he is very

changeable; he places a cheek in space 1; if
changeable, a check in space 2; if slightly
changeable, a check in space 3; if neutral, a
check in space 4; if slightly stable, a check in
space 5; if stable, a check in space 6; if very
stable, a Check in space 7.
Administration and Scoring: The scales were
designed to be orally administered by an inves-

.

tigator in a hospital setting after a patient had
been transferred from a coronary care unit to a
general medical unit and after the attending
,physiCian had given permission for the subject
to complete the instrument.
It is estimated that aPproximately 5 to 10
minutes is required for administering the scale
aftbr.the directions haye been explained to the
respondent.
`The responses, are scored as a Likert-type

Development:

Rationale: The author indicated that the instrument was not derived from any specific
theory.
'
Source of Items: The adjectives came from the
author's 'Classmates, from Roget's Thesaurus, a
Webster's dictionary, and Osgood (1967).
Procedure for Depelopment: The author asked
classmates to list positive adjectives which relate_d .to themselves as family members and as
menibers of a community. The adjectives listed
most frequently were selected for inclusion in
the scales; then, adjectives of opposite meanings
were selected from the sources cited in the preceding section (Source onterns).

Reliability and Validity; The author stated
that net, work had been done establishing the
reliability or validity of the instrument (Avillo,
1971).

Use in, Researcji: Avillo (1971) developed and used the instrument along with the IPAT-Anxi-

ety Scale in a study of posteorOhary patients.

Her research design provided for using the

'Semantic-Differential &Ales for pretesting and
posttesting a control group of postcoronary patients and an experimental group Of postcoro-,
nary patients. The latter had been ttibject of a,
structured teaching unit on postcoronary care.
r
Comments: The instrument is still in they very
early stages of development. No ;pliability- and

validity work has been done, and though the
format appears to be'that of a sernanlic differential, the structured scoring, used by the author is in effect, that for an interval scale.,Anyone contemplating using thiS instrument should
consult the.,, Osgood reference cited below: t
.
References:
,

.

.

Avillo, Linda J. The effoe_ctivenesi of a teaching

approach on self-concept in post- myocardial
infarction patients. Unpublished. master's

scale with a point score assigned for each adjec-, if, thesis, 'University of Arizona`, 1971.
Osgood, C... The measurement of meaning.
dye pair that corresponds to the space marked
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1907.
on theicontinuum, e.g., space 1 = 1 point, space
..
7 F. 7 points. A' total score is computed for each
Source of Inforthation:
subject; the enge of total scores is from '7 to 84.
Linda J. Avillo, R.N..
A high total score is interpreted as indicating a
27 North Russell-Street 4
more positive self-concept, a low total score as a ' York', Pa. 17402,
more negative self-concept. No ranges for high
,
Instrument Copyright: None.
or low scores were provided.
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Linda J.

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL- SCALES
POST MYOCARDIAL' INFARCTrON PATIENT

.

to'giveletter care to
Directionsi,In,order
heart
attack, I Wish to find out
patient's who have had a
I wish to do
yourself
at
this time.
hggi. you feel about
certain words bean to you., Oft\
this bY measuring what
Eacl1 line of spaces

this paper I have some adjectives.
Place a check in-Ilier-epace
has anadjective at either end.
nearly
applies
to youf feelings
in each line that most
adjeCtive
bel4W bet
ibout 'yourself. For example, which
time?
opinion,
at
this
describes you, in your

SCORE VALUES:

tt

.

Tall

1: 2: 3: 4:'5: 6: 7

Short

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

Very short
Short
Slightly short
Neutral
Slightly tall.
Tall

Very tall

check'in.space-#7.
If you think you. are very tall, plaae a
speed
plitce
a
check
in
If you ere just tall,
,
you feel at this.
answers you will give only apply to how tol4orrow.,
'Sere 'are
very moment. You may feel differently
no wrong answers.
.

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7
Stable
Re

'.'Confident,

2Undertain,
HAPPi.

'Dejected

Detached

:

oar... Emma: aro dam..

:

0

-,Involved?

Organized

dehfueed

o.

HConcerned--

Inattentive

0.
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Indifferent

Enthusiastic

Passive

Active

Uninterested

Interested
4

Lonely

Friendly

Uncomfortable.

Comforeable

Nervous

Calm

ti

e

.

°.
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Title: SICK ROLE ACCEPTANCE (MEASURE
I)
Authors: Brown, Julia S., and Rawlinson, May E.

Variable:The individual's tendency to accept or,
reject the sick role is -conceptualized as the extent' to which he(she)'perceivs himself(herself)
to resemble sick persons wag regard to worthiness, power, activity, and' independence. The
variable is~ operationalized as the semantic distance between the two concepts of "myself" and
"most persons who are sick."

Nature and Content: The instrument utilizes'

ren is ec nique. en -point

° bipolar adjective scales are presented to the
subject. Thede 10 scales tap 4 dimensions of
meaning through the following adjective pairs.:
the evaluative factor (good/bad, fair/unfair,
clean/dirty); the activity factor (fast/slow, hot/
cold, sharp/dull); the potency factor (hard/soft,
large/small,-heavy/iight); and independence factor (independent/dependent). The two concepts
rated on these scales are "myself" and "most
persons who are sick." (The former may be var-,
ied, as "myself since surgery," "myself before
treatment," etc.)
Administration and Scoring: The instrument'
is self - administered, and ,instructions are attached to the instrument. In an interview situation, these instructions may be reviewed by the
administrator to ensure comprehension of. the
task by the subject.
In scoring, first the subject's rating of "myself' on each adjectival scale is assigned a value
from 1 toy, with 7 representing the most favorable judgment, i.e., most worthwhile, most pow-

ot

tor, and determining the semantic distance on
that factor across concepts.
Development:

Rationale: A review of the sick-role literature
revealed that most investigators had focused on
initial entry into the sick role and questioned
subjects as to probable actions under hypothetical illness conditions. The authors desired a

more ger ral instrument, capable of measuringp

Description:

.

Subscores may also, be obtained for each of the
four factors (Evaluative, Activity, Potency, Independence) by summing values assigned to the
specific adjectives representink the specific fac-

erful, most active, most independent. These
values for the 10 scales are then summed, to
arrive at a total which may vary from 10' to" 70
points. Second, the subject's responses to the
concept "most persons who are sick" (on the
same 11) scales), are similarly summed to arrive

at a total ranging from 10 to 70 points. This
second sum is then subtracted from the first

sum. The result constitutes the semantic difference between the two concepts and :can vary
from 60 to +60. This is the individual's Sick.
Role Acceptance Score. A positive score implies

that the subject judges himself to be better,

More independent, more powerful, and more active than sick persons; a negative score implies
that the subject views himself as even less inde,pendent, less active, 'etc., than most sick 'persons. .

220

to which the sick role was-accented by
the individual during treatment or following

the exte

treatment.
The literature indicated that certain qualities
were commonly attributed to occupants of the
sick

statusnamely, undesirability., depen-

dency, passivity, and weakness. Since'these attributes are quite similar to --the evaluative,
potency, and activity dimensiOns of meaning elicited by Osgood's semantic differential, the authors decided to measure the extent to which an
individual viewed himself as sick by the semantic distance between` the meanings of "self" and
`sick person." Precedents for the measurement
of social role concepts by use of the semantic
differential are cited in the author's article referenced below.
Source of Items: See "Procedure for Development."

Procedure for Development: The adjective

pair, "independent/dependent," was chosen for
its face validity. The other nine adjective pairs,
selected from Osgood (1957), had demonstrated
that they, of all .pairs of adjectives factoranalyzed, possessed the highest loadings on the
Activity, Evaluative, and Potency dimensions of
meaning.
Reliability and Validity: No test-retest reliability coefficients are available.
For a sample of 150 patients who had undergone cardiac valve replaceinent surgery at least
1 year earlier, the following significant correla,
tions were obtained: between Sick Role Acceptance score and score On Cornell Medical. Index
(CMI), Sections AL, r.= -0.26; between Sick
Role Acceptance score 'and score on Cornell
Medical Index (CMI), Sections ML, r = 0.20.
These negatiVe correlations imply that" individuals perceiving themselves as "most unlike
the sick" repOrted fewer physiCal and emotional
symptoms' on the CMI than did individuals, perceiving themselves as "most like the
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In addition, the individual's Sick Role Accept-

ance score 'correlated significantly

(2- = 0.37)

with-a second measure of perceived health. This
second measure was the individual's self-rating

indicated on a 9-interval vertical Dembo line,
the top of which was designated, "The healthiest I could, be," and the bottom, "The sickest I

-

could be."
'Finally, Sick Role Acceptance score correlated

0.263 with the fact of returning, or not returning, to work following' surgery.
Use in Research: Brown and Rawlinson (1975)

ittsed this instrument in research investigating

extewruf-the recovery -Uf patients 1 year or
More following cardiac valve replacement
surgery. The sample was comprised of 150 patientst of whom 87 were male, and 63 female. The
mean age of the sample was 48.2 years.

Commenti: Brown and Rawlinson (1975) re,pgrted that the dimension .of potency did not
distinguish between concepts in their research.
We attribute this to an unfortunate selection of adjectives to represent that factor. Our post hoc explanation

is that the adjective pairs "heavy/light" and large/

small" are ambiguous. They may imply variations in
weight, which is a property to be strictly controlled by
many heart patients, or they may carry overtones of a

psychological burden, as depression or oppression
(Brown Ind Rawlinson, 1975).

The authors have revised their instrument
and are using t:

revised instrument in ongoing

research. However, Brown and Rawlinson's instrument described here may be applicable to

groups of individuals other than open-heart

surgery patients. Anyone contemplating using
the semantic differential technique should consult the references cited below.
References:
Brown, Julia S., and Rawlinson, May ,E. 'Relin-

quitshing the sick role follow:ing open-heart

surgery. Journal of Health and Social Be-

havior, 1975,16,12-27.
The morale of patients following openheartstirgery,Journa/ of FiPulth_a_nri-Sotial,-Behavior, l976,17, 134-144.
Sex differences in sick role rejection and
in work performance following cardiac

surgery. Journ&l of Health and Social
Be,

havior (in press).
Osgood, Charles E. The measurement of meaning. Urbana: University of Illinois Press,1957.
Snider, G., and Osgood, Charles E. Semantic differential techniques. Chicago: Aldine Publishing-Co., 1969.

Source of Information:
Julia S. Brown
School of Nursing
University of Oregon
Portland, Oreg. 97201

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Brown, Julia S., andlawlinson, May E.
1)

SICK ROLE ACCEPTANCE (MEASURE

vaiThe,purpese'of this study is to measure the meanings of certain things to
descriptive
scales.,
ious, people by havAng them judge them against a seties'of
judgments on the basis of what these
In taking this test, please make your
page,of
this
booklet you will find a different
things mean to 112., On each
to rate the conconcept to f3e judged and beneath it a set of scales. You are
Here
is
how
you
are
to
use these
cept on each of these scales in order.
scales:

closely related
If rufeel that the concept at-the top of-the page is very

follows:
.to one end`'-of the scale, you should place your check -mark as

Unfair

Fair: X :

OR
Fair:

: X Unfair

:

:

',

..-.

.

..,

.

I

16-6-eiy related to one or the other-end
If you feel that the concept is quite
follows:
of the scale (but not exitemeiy), you should place your check-mark as
.

Fair:

: X :.

.

:

,Unfair

: X :

Unfair

':

OR
.

Fair:

:

:

:

.

the other
If the-concept seems only-slightly related to one side as opposed to
then
you
should
check
as
follows:
side (but is net really neutral),
(I)

Active:

.*C

:

:X :

:

:

o

.

Passive'

.

OR
.

,

Ac4ve:

Passive

: X :

_

which of the two
The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon
the
thing
you're
judging.
,ends of the stale, seem most characteristic of
.

of the scale
If you consider the-concept to be neutral on the scale, both Wes
completelyirrelevant,
e uall associateA wit4 the concept, or if the scale is
middle
should
place'your
check-mark
in
the
unre eta-Eine concept, then you
space.
a.

S fe:

x

,

0

Dangerous
.

.

.

.

IMPORTANT:

(

Place your check-Marks in the middle of spices, not on the
boundaries.
X
NOT THIS:
:
THIS: X :
,

(

(
Sometimes you
This will not
Do not try to
each item a se

Ilia.
Be ;sure you check every scale for every concept-do not omit

Never put more than one check -mark on a single scale.
ay fe l_as though you've had the same item before'on.the test.
ape; so do not look back and forth through the. items.
e. the
earlier in the test--make
emembe hoW you checked similar items
Do not
Work
fairly
fast'.
grate and independent judgment.

2,22
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,

.

.

.

worry or puzzle over individual items; It is your first impression we want.
On the other hand, do not be careless, because we want your true-impressions.

MYSELF
.
.

hard

:

:

good

:

t

dependent.

-

.

:

unfair

;

.
.

:

-bad

:

independent

:

fair

:

:

.

soft

:

:

:

fast

cold

:

.

:

slow

:

hot

:

small

large

:

heavy

:

dull

1

sharp

dirty

:

clean

.

light
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dull

sharp

unfair

fair

light

:

:

clean

:

:

4

.

:

heavy,

dirty

..

fast

"slow

soft
oft

hot

cold

large

small,

dependent

independent

bad

good

ti
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Title: HEALTH SELF-CONCEPT

Procedure for Development: The 'authors modified the J scale of the Cornell Medical:Index by

Authors: Jacox. Ada, and6Stewart, Mary

combining, two iterris,' eliminating or e, and

Variable: 'Health self-concept refers to "one's
concept of himself as a relatively ill or healthy
I
person."'
Description:-

Nature .and Content: This self-report instrument consists of seven items to which the subThe items relate to a
ject responds yes or
person's assessment of himself as an "ill person." For example, "Are yotifrequently ill?" "Do
you consider yourself a sickly person?"

The index was developed for use with hoai
pitalized patients experiencing varying degrees
Of pain, and currently exists in two forms. One
form is for patients experiencing "progressive
pain" resulting from illnesses for which-death is
a highly probable outcome, such as metastatic
.cancer; the other form is for the more typical
patient. For the former, wording on several of
reinforce the notion
the items was changed
that the questions did not relate only to current
illness. As the authors state; "We did not believe
that we could ethically, ask patients with meta-

static cancer ...'such questions as ... 'Are you
constantly made miserable by poor health?' "
(Jacox and Stewart, 1973).
Administration and Scoring: No special provi-

sions are necgssary for administration of the
index. It can,be completed by any patient who is

literate and well enough to read and writeOnstructions for completion precede the first item.
Patients should be told that they are to answer
in terms of their lifetimes, not just in terms of
the current illness. No more than 5 or 10 minutes should be needed for completion.
-No information on scoring was provided.

.

changing the wording of two others.
Reliability' and Validity: No reliability mformation was provided.

The index has face validity, and some evidance for construct validity, is available. The
Health Self-Concept Index was administered. to
102 patients admitted to a large university medical center. Thirty-one were experiencing
short-term pain (associated . with elective
surgery), 32 had long-term pain (associated

chrbnic illness, such as arthritis), and 40 suffered from progressive pain (associated with
terminal illness, such as metastatic Cancer).
Only those patients who had experienced pain
associated with their illness. during the week
preceding the study were included in the damJacox and Stewart (1973) found a negative
relationship between extraversion and health
self- concept for three groups: They felt that
these findings were in accordance with
Eysenck's conceptualization of neuroticifim and
extraversion (Jacox and Stewart, 1973).
Use in Research: The instrument was developed
for use in a study reported by Jacox and Stewart
(1973). The Health Self-Concept Index Patient

Interview (relating to patient's pain history),

Eysenck Personality Inventory, (Psychosocial)
Problems Inventory, and the Modified Melzack
Pain Description were administered to the sample described above. to teat hypotheses relating
to the psychosocial contingencies of the pain experience.
Comments:- The Health Self-Concept Index is
brief, direct, and has face validity. However, the
obvious face validity of the items may be a liabil-

ity in some situations, since the "fakeability" of

Development:
Rationale: The index was developed for use in
a study of psychosocial problems related to pain

self-report in this sensitive area seems high.

and illness (Jacox and Stewart, 1973). This investigation was predicated on the assumption
that pain cannot be viewed simply as a physiological phenomenon, but it must be conceptualized within a biopsychological framework.

and validity data. Jcox and Stewart have

Health self-concept is one factor investigators hi've found to influence pain perception and
response.

Source of Items: The Health Self-Concept

Index is a modification of a subseale (J) from the

Cornell Medical :Index -(Jacox and Stewart,

c

21.7

Changes from the original index are suffiCiently
great to warrant the collection of new reliability

begun-this task.
References:

Jacox, A., and Stewart, M. Psychosocial contingencies of the' pain experience Grant No.
NU-00387-02). Iowa City: University of Iowa,
1973.

Source of Information:
Ada Jacox, R.N., Ph.D.
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InstrUment Copyright:
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Alacox, Ada, and Stewart, Mary
1.

-HEALTH SELF-CONCEPT

- HEALTH SELF-.CONCE
.6 q"

.

N

.

Are you frequently ill?'
1
2.. Are you frequently confined to bed by illness ?
Are yOu always in:poor health?
3.
,-\
4. .Are you considered a sickly person?
5. .bo you coie'frOm a sickly family?
Do severe paing and-aches make it impossible for- oV u to do your work?
6.
Do you wear yourself. out worrying about'your healtb7
7.
Are.you always ill and unhappy?
8.
\
Are,you constantly made miserable by poor' health? V
9.
1.

.

.

,

.,.

.

i
HEALTH SELF-CONCEPT:.'
(Used with short-term and .loniprte$2froups)
Instructions: For each of-the following,qUestions,-piease circle. "Yes" if it is
generallTtrue of yOu ang1"No" if it is. not.'.- ,--,

1. Are you frequently ill?
-.. 2.

3.

,

.

.

Are you frequently confined to bed briliness?/
Do you consider yourself to generally be in poor friealth,or a
/
"sickly" person?
at
has
had
a
large
amount-of illneis?
Do you came frog a f
aches
make
it
impossible
for
you to do your work?
Do severe pains a
Do you worrya lot about your health?
Areyou'constantly made-miterableby poor health?
.

4.
5.
6.
7.

-

-

Yes No
Yes No

.

Yes No
.Yes No

-Yea No
Yes No
Yes No

Total

HEALTH SELF-CONCEPT
(Used with progressive. )3roup)

Instructions: For each of,the following questions, please circle "Yes" if it is
generally true of You and "No" if it is not.
1

1.
2.

Have.you frequently been ill in your lifetime?
Have you frequently been confined to bed by illness prior to
present illness?
Have Sou considered yourself to generally be in poor health,,
.
orla "sickly" person?
-Do:you come from a family that has had a large amount of illness?
Have 'severe pains and aches often made it impossible for you to do
your work?.
Have you worried a lot about your health?
Have you been constantly made miserable by poor health prior to
,

Yes No
Yes No

.

-3.

.

.

4.
5.
6.
7.

-

-

.

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

this 'current illness?
Copyrighted by the University of Iowa; reproduced with permission by the Health.
ResourCes Administration: Further reproduction prohibited without permission of
'copyright holder.
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Title: LIFE SPACE DRAWING TECHNIQUE
Author: Stein, Rita

Variable: This technique was designed to determine perceptions of self in relation to significant others, self-esteem, and social distance.
Description:

Nature and Content: The Life Space Drawing
is a projective technique designed to obtain an
expression of one's - feelings toward self and
others that are nof easily obtainable by direct
ft7

questioning or other overt methods. It is a
method for getting the respondent to structure

his own social world with virtually no interference or influence from the examiner.

Administration and Scoring: The :-subject

should be placed in a quiet room equipped with a

table and chair. After brief task orientation,
the subject is given a blank sheet of paper and a
pen or pencil, and asked to draw a circle in- the

center of the page and label it "Me." Around this
"Me," the subject is asked to draw circles repre,_
senting those people to Whom he(she) feels
closest in close alignment with .the "Me" circle,
while those people to whom he(she) feels more
distance should be represented by circles in-

creasingly farther frgnitthe "Me" circle. The,
subject is asked to label the circles in terms of
relationship, such as mother, father, sister,
brother, friend, and "other."

.

For scoring, the author provided the following
directions: "Measure the 'Me' circle, then mea-

sure the distance of each of the other circles

from the 'Me' circle." For details of how the am:

thor scored on the 'instrument, the reader

ProCedure for Development: No information
was provided.

Reliability and Validity: The Life Space

-Drawing's reliability and validity are difficult to
assess because there are, as yet, no normative

representative groups with which to compare
(Stein, 1971). However, the author's study
(Stein, 19711 which used the technique to

examine social processes of two-ethnic groups of

adolescent boys (one disturbed group --and onecontrol grdup) revealed findings that coincided
with the kinds of disturbance exhibited and in
line with the personality attributes identified by
the Edward Personal Preference Schedule.
Ilse in Research: A description of the Life Space
Drawing technique as used in a study of disturbed adolescent Italian-American and IrishAmerican boys is contained in Stein's(1971)
publication referenced below.
Comments: Validity of the measure depends,, in
turn, upon the validity of the two projective
hypotheses: (1),that the .tize of the "Me"- circle
drawn is correlated with self-concept, and (2)
that the physical distance on paper corresponds
with psychological distance. The expected
ethnic differences found by the author's study'
suggest some evidence of validity. The author
stated that examples of Life Space Drawingscould be obtained from her.
References:

Stein, Rita. Disturbed youth and ethnic family
_patterns. Albany: State 'University of
York Press, 1971.
Personal communication, 1976.

should consult the Stein (1971) reference cited

Source of Information:

below.

Rita F. Stein, Ph.D.,
Indiana University Medical center
r.!

Development:

Rationale: The author did not specify an undenying theory.
Source of Items: Not applicable as such.

*:

1100 West Michigan
Indianapolis, Ind. 46202

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Client Affect_ye Variablei
Psychological Health States
1

.1

Title: WARD BEHAVIOR INVENTORY (WBI)

Authors: Burdock, Eugene I., and Hardesty,,
-Anne S..

Variable: The WBI measures the severity of
psychopathological' disturbance shown in the
ward behaviOrs of hospitalized adult psychiatric

patients. .
Deseription:
.

4

1

Nature and COnient: The WBI consists of 138
items for recording observations of appearance
and bearing,vefbal -behavior, and adaptation to.
ward routine..The items were constructed so as
to reflect observable units of behavior. They de- a
scribe such characteristics as" facial expression,

grooming, eating, toileting, physical, status,
habits, cooperativeness, communicativeness,

vocalization and speech patterns, interpersonal
relations, hostility or aggressiveness, mannerisms, and affect. ExplanatOry examples have

been provided parenthetically on the

forM

where the authors deeined such examples might
be helpful.
Administration and Scoring: The WBI is in{wended to record the patients observed behavior
during a specified observational period. The au-

:

thor reports (personal communication) that
,different methods have been 'employed. For
example, if a research nurse is used °for data
.

collection, at least 2-3 hours of observation are
needed. In most cases, however, data are collected by a regular staff member, and a whole

shift may be used as the observation period.
Historical material or facts about the patient's
behavior, other. than that otrerved during the
specified observation period, must be disregarded.
An observer judges each item and Marks "Y"
(for "Yes" when the patient displays the indicated behavior)' or "N" (for "No" -when the pa-.
tient does not behave in the manner described).
The observer must mark every item to the best
of his ability, even if he must guess. The patient
is to be independently evaluated on each item,
not compared, with other patients. .A trained observer requires approximately 10 minutes per
patient to complete the inventory at the end of
the observation period.
I

"Erich item is scored 1 or 0. -Maladaptive behavior (usually "yes" answers) is scored 1. There
are nine items (10, 49, 58, 61, 74, 77, 80, 1.10, 121)

for "which a "No" indicates maladaptive
havior;- these must be reverse scored. Total
scoresrange between 0 and 138; the higher the
score, the more disturbed the patient. A detailed
manual describing the administration and scoring procedure and providing an extensive bibli-ography is , available (Burdock and Hardesty,
1968).

Development:

Rationale: The WBI represents a praginatic

and a theoretical approach to providing detailed

and uniform informati9n about a patient's abnormal behavior. The authors have aimed at a
molecular level of specificity. The_ intention is to

ncrease'objectivity by penetrating through the
global level of generalization to the observable
behavior (Burdock and Hardesty, 1968).

Source of Items: The.manual (Burdock and
Hardesty, 1968) mentions six previously_ published rating schemes and scales that were considered in the Construction of the WBI.
Procedure for Development: The items were
tested for clarity and specificity with nurses and
ward attendants. In a pilot study of 28 patients
correlation
in a VA hospital, a point b'
a
correlations
analysis identified 122 items those
thebasis
were significantly different from 0.,-On
of this analysis, some items were reworded, the
direction of scoring one item was changed, and
one item was replaced. Because of the restricted
nature. of the sample' and,,the truncated distribution of the point biserial correlation, no items _
were rejected solely on the basis of this analysis.
Reliability and Validity: Reliability in terms

of interobserver agreement has been investigated extensively. Intraclass correlation coefficients ranged from-0.57 to 0.87 (to-thirds were,
in the high 0.70's or better) for pairs of ratings
on samples of patients by regular ward-nurses
and attendants in six institutions. Mean infraclass es Tor eight hospitals at which research .

nurses made paired observations of acute

schizophrenics ranged from 0.79 to 0.89 over
four observation periods.

Hoyt's analysis of variance technique was

VOLUM
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Use in Research: The WBI has been used in
numerous, published studies with geriatric pa, dents, both acute and chronic schizophrenics on
a. variety of drug regimens. An extensive bibliography is included in the test manual (Burdock

applied to an item-by-patient matrix to produce
an index of internal consiateney eqiiivalent to

the Kuder-RichardsoriA,R) Forniula 20 testretest coefficient. Values 'ranging from' 0.88' to
/0.96 were obtained 'for samples at seven State
and Hardesty, 1968):
hospitals and a psychiatric institute. The authors claim that this evidence of item ' Comments: The WBI appears to be a wellhomogeneity supports the decision to employ
developed and well-tested instrument. Adtotal score a§ alneasure of severity of illness.
and
and scoring is .
The reliability of the internal consistency : ministration
accompliMd in a
straightforward,
and
it
can
be
analysis -was evaluated in a study in which fourshort time. Reliability and validity have been
different observers independently assessed thd
extensively tested and reported.
same .sample of 28. patients in a VA hospital.
It should, b noted that interobserver reInternal consistency remained stable across obliabilities have been marginal for situations in
se5yers with K-R 20 coefficients ranging from- ) Which untrained ward nurses and ward atten:
0.85 to 0.92,
dants were used as observers. Maximum preciWork
has
been
done
to
establish
the
construct
-......
sion has been .obtained when observers were
'.- -Validity of the WBI. WBI scores were compared
required to complete a training session in the
with\scores obtained from the Structured Cliniuse of the instrument.
cal 4iterview, a technique devised to provide
quantitative indices of salient psychopathology
References:.
digpltlyed during a psychological interview. For
Burdock, Eugene I., and Hardesty, Anne- S.
newlyadmitted
patients,
correlal
a sample of 73
Ward Behavior Inventory: Manual, New YOik:
0

tidns between the -WBI and the interview inventory wefe 0.22 when the latter was completed in
an 'unstructured interview and 0.35 when it was..
completed in a structured interview.
Changes in scores on a preliminary form of the
WBI', indicated significant improvement for a
group of geriatric- patients who underwent in.. tensive psychiatric treatment as compared to an
unti/eated control group (Burdock et al., 1960).
"The WBI was used as a criterion measure a second time in a study of treatment with psYchoac-

' tive drugs. It detected changes. in' patient

pathology in three out of four comparisons.
In another study of psychoactive drug effectiveness in the treatment of schizophrenia, the
WBI total score was the best single measure (of
20 assessment instruments) for discriminating
between drugs and placebo (Burdock and HardeSty, 1968).

Vs

Springer, 1968.

Burdock, Eugene I., Elliott, H. E., Hardesty,
Anne S., O'Neill, F. J., and Sklar, J. Biometric
evaluation of an intensive treatment program
in a state Mental hospital. Journal of Nervous
and Mental Disorders, 1960, 130, 271-277.
0

Source of Information:
Eugene I. Burdock, Ph.D., or Anne S. Hardesty
Ph.D.
Biometric Laboratory
New York University Medical Center
550 First Avenue
New York, N.Y. 1001

Instrument Copyright
Springer Publishing Company
200 Park Avenue SmithNew York, N.Y. 10003
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Burdock, Eugene I., and Hardesty,.Anne S.
WARD BEHAVIOR INVENTORY (WBI)
SEX_

NAME

1D NUMBER

DATE-OF BIRTH
Month

.-

Middle.

First

Lett

HOSPITAL

,

SERVICE

Year

Day

.

.

DATE OF OBSERVATION

'OBSERVER

0

Year

Day

Month

Instructions: All items must be answered. For each item record whether or not
you have observed the behavior described by making a vertical fine'thrbughY for
Use pencil; erase completely'apy marks you Wish.to change.
-yes or N'for no.
1.
=

Is 'noisy.

:

.Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Shouts or yells.
Refuses. treatment.
3.
Says he wants to die.
4.
Refuses to eat.
5.
Loses something.
6.
-Y
7.. Tries to kill himself.
.Y
Has
a
blackout-or-fit.
8.
Acts afraid.
9:
y
Looks clean.
16.
Y
Tries to escape.
11.
Y
Shows suspicion.
12.
Y
13.. Needs help in eating.
Says he hates people.
14.
.Y
Weeps or wrings hands, etc.
15.
Y
Is sarcastic.
16.
Y
Looks angry.
17.
Y
Head shakes.
18.
Y
Does not talkqit all.
19.
Y
Demands medicine.
20:
Y
21. ..Playswith genitals.
Y
22. '2Initiates talk about sex.
Y
Bumps into things.
23.
Y
24.
Is slow in his movements.
Complains about other patients.Y
25.
2

26..

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32..

N
N

Y N..
'.
Needshelp in dressing..
34. ,Resists or refuses to follow
Y N
directions,
35. 'Misidentifies name-Or pOsiY N
tion of staff metber.
.Y N
36. Moves about restlessly.
37.
Y N
Curses-or swears.
Y N
Has a temper tantrum.
38.
33.

.

.

-

:.

N
N
N

N
N

39.

N
N
N
N

N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Does not answewhen spoken to.Y NY N
Deliberately .hurts himself.
Y'N
Complains of insomnia.
Y N
Walks with unsteady 'gait.
Says that he.had a bad dream. Y N
Has a downcast or mournful
Y N
expression.
Says that people do not like
Y N
him.

Insists thathe has to get
out.

§

Y N

Gets irritated.
40.
41.
Sayshe ts afraid:
Acts nerious or agitated.
42.
43. :Takes and holds strange pose.
44.
Deliberately hite,orrhurts
someone.-'.
Jokes or Jests insistently
45.
46.
Shows anger when questioned.
Has attack of panicky fear: .47.
Says-he.does-not know who he
48.
is.
,
Acts feiendiy with someone
49.

Y N..

Y N
Y N
Y N

Y R
N
Y N
.Y N
.,

Y N

.

.

Y N
Acts bewildered and confused. Y N
YsN.°
Has a blank expression.
Wets bed or clothing (Ineon-YN
'-'
-tinent).
Has to be reminded what to do.Y N
Needs help in washing or
Y N
showering.
Refuses or discards his
N
medicine.
Touches or caresses member of

oh the war

50.
51.
52.

53.
54.
55.

56.

the same sex.

.

Yi N.
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"57, ,ndicates ihdt he does not
know'where ht.is.

N

85. "D scribes some horrible act
oi event with obvious enjoy-

Y N
._
Y N 86. .Gets.upset when something does
Y N
not suit him.
Smears himself or surroundings'
N' 87.
Y N
with food or feces.
.

58.

.Tries to help with ward.
..
chores.

59.

Keeps taikAtKabbut religion;
politics,, or. morals.

.

.

60. Hisiddttifief patient or
thing around-hip.
.,61.. Joins in social game.(cards,
,

N

89.

Y N'

90.
91.

etc.)
.

.

Says thqsomeoneAs trying-to

Y 1488.

.

62: 'Does the opposite of what he
"is i asked tol!dO.
163.

Keeps giggling ida foolish
Y N

>
way.
com64. , Eggs on other patient
rebel.
Shows sudden change of mood.
65.
.

CoMplains-of imaginary bad
smell. -

Y.

%

67.

Complains about hospital rou-

68.

tine.
Tells:1,story which is almost
certainly,not-true.-

N .94

Y N

95.

71.

Tries to start.fight or argu=
bent.
Swallows sometpitg other :than

YiN

98,

,Y N

99:

N 100,

Suddenlychatges hii mind
Mentions.or engaged in a hbbby

zy

76,

7 Y

Acts- unpleasant or offensive,
toward staff member.

79.

Has to.be belped in the
bathroom.
Readily partic pates in retertainment::
creation and
Speech is both slow and full

80.

-81.

ofjauses.

82.

1

N 102.

.

Keeps eyes closed or.averted
or head bowed down.
Strikes u0.conversationtwith
someone oethe ward:

74

Y N

Claims that his mind is being.
1
Y N
controlled.
Talks; mutters or mumbles to
zY N
himself.
Says that hetis notsick and
Y N
'
should not be here.
Shows no interest. in news-.
paper, magaiine,,radio or

Y N

Clothes are unbuttoned, un..

SayS he is going to kill him-

.

77.

N

Y N 101.

self.
4

Y N

Y

TIT, etc.

..-thatcan be pursued alone.,
i5.

Y N

.

Denountes relatiVWfriend
associate.

74.

Y N

or 'decaying.

food.
72.

Suicide..

Says that his body is rotting

96.

Y N
"70.

Y
Y N

-others hate him, or are against
X. N
him.

Y N

690 Places .entire blame for.his
illness or condition on some-

Y N

Blames himself for what'he
has done of failed to do.'
Hands'or legi tremble.
Jokingly says he will commit
RePeats-somi act over and
over again _although driven.
Makes exagger ed. claim of
poWer oiNfaMe.
Speech keeps' thingingfrom
fast to slow.
Says that family, staff or

92.

Y N
Y N 93)

.

kill him.11

Y N
'
tidyor bizarre.
t
Says that he gets treeping or
crawling, sensation on his bodyYN

Y N 103.x. Has. to be helped along
stick to anything heibas been
Y N
given to do.
Y
Doei
tot
move
about
unless
_ .104.
directed into some activity.. Y. N
Y N
-105.: Cobplains about his pelts or
Y N.
his physicalcondition:
Y N
Shows
inappropriate
emotional
'106.
.

4

.

Y .N

respOnseSe.g.; laughs atot-

Y N 107.

Talks to,hivoicee or acts

casion of death or disaster). Y N'

as if he hears voices.'
Soile.bed or clothing with\.,
X 'N:108.
excrement.
Mentionethat he cannot get
Keeps talking about eVeryY
N
105...
rid of Certain ihoughtEW.
thing thst.comes into his
eech is nonsensical or mean7
Ignores peciple or objects
around him.

N

.

83.

84.

1

less.

Y N

mind.)

32

.

Y. N.

:
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N 124.

Y
110.' Helps, ward personnel with
other pitients.
InsiSts.on:telling his problems
111.
Y
tO7everyone-who will listen,

or to

.

112.

N-125:

Has tic'ortwitch_(e.g.,.distorts°face, turneineck,
,

N 126.

blinks).

113,- RepeatsWords and phrases in a
meaningless and'mechan±cal

127.

N

manner.
Mentions that his food tastes
128.
suspicious or that his
or
food lOokS like poison.
.\.
129.
115; :Says that people or objects
,
N
Y
look_strange.and distorted.
130.
116. ',Hubs,--scratches or licks
self or pulls out-hair or,,
Y 411131.picks* skin.
.

114.

117.

Hoards things(Carries things
hidden in paper bags, hides
things under bed; etc.).
&1St be.difecied or. urged to'
.

119.

Is impatient (will not wait
for something to be given him
Y
be-donslor hiM).
Without reason accuses someone (patient or ward person-7
\nel) of wanting to hurt him. Y N
Makes homosexual suggestion or
Y' N
'
advance.
Says'.that certain'things have
special:meanings that. only he
-Y N
understands.
Says he sometimes feels like
-N
'committing a violent act.
Complains about the behavior
..Y
of theStaff:
Saysthathe is a failure of

that hi is inferior.'
Says that he had a_fital
ness or that he expects

ill

Y

N

die 'soon.

Y

N '132.

Hide's fromdoctor.or ward

Y N

personnel,',

N 133.

_takeTart in ward'.activity.
Indicates that he is sexually
attracted to member of the

134.

N

same ilex::

Attempts sexual aggreSsion
toward membei-of oppositsS' :NY
Holds convergadon-with atten,121.
dant or nurse.
'122, Acts9-asif he haS a vision or
talks,about his vision,
-123, "SpeeCh:is blurred as if from

135.

120.

N

.

N 136.

N 137.

N

Says that he feels as if:Jiis

body does not belong to him. Y N
Deliberately tears-Or breaks
something.
Says that part of ild8 Yody.
has changed.unacc!iuntsbly in
Y
size or shape.
Says that hefe is.depressed
Y
or despondent.
words,or TeEither mixes

N
N

peatssoundsor makes up new
words.
Remains in yed without good
reason.
.

-a thickehed tongue:-.
138.

y

N

Y

N

permission by the
Copyakfted by-the Springer Publishing Company; reproduced /rith
Further
reproduction
proHibited
without permission..
Health ResourcesAdministration.
of .copyright holder.
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nevertheless have to be in a position to observe
the child in a -.variety of situ'ations. The scale
itself can be filled out in about 2 minutes per

Title: THE CHILD HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE
Author: Butler, Alan C.
Variable: This instrument measures psychological health in young chiEren from about 6 yearS

of age (kindergarten and first grade) to

child.

"applies somewhat" answer = 1 point; each

9.

"doesn't apply" answer = 0 points.
Individual scores for each of the 20 items are
totaled to produce an overall score (from 0 to 40).
A cutoff score of at least 34 without any 0 ratings has been established as the point in identifying the psychologically healthy Child. The
cutoff score implies a gieater likelihood for ail
dren with high- scores to be functioning in a
psychologically healthy direction.

Psychological health, .as opposed to .mental illness and also as distinguished from the statisti-

cally normal, is conceived of as a positive,

creative, growth-oriented condition which can

be observed in the child's. behavior in'

five

categories of criteria: (1) physical: .a child who
has good physical health' and accepts his own
body; (2) cognitive: a child who is original, creative, and possesses a wide range of interests; (3)
social: a child who is comfortable with 'others
and who demonstrates some leadership-and "responsibility; (4) emotional: a child who makes
appropriate use of a variety of affective
responses; and (5) play: a child whose play activities reflect freedom, spontaneity, and :lexibility. Overall, the psychologically healthy child
is expected to possess a high porportion of the
total number of these health characteristics.

.

ScOres.are assigned to the answer categories:
each-"certainly applies" answer = 2 points; each

.

Development:

Rationale: Believing that psychologicalhealth in the child is not simply the absence of
illness, nor the presence of behaviors within a
statistical range of normal, the authorbased the
questionnaire on ..a theoretical model of health
asa creative, growth-oriented process:
Sources of Items:. An intensive search of the
literature revealed 22 health criteria appropri-;
ate to children at ages 6 to 9.. These criteria were
refined and. divided into the five health
categories of the scale.
Procedure for Development: The questionnaire was developed solely from Specific health

Description:

Naturi and Content: This 20-item teacher's
rating scale listi 20 deacriptive statements pertaining to a child's psychological health. Examples are: "Rarely complains of aches and pains,"

criteria as part of a jositive apProach to

"can assume responsibility appropriate for
age," and "demonstrates flexibility in dealing

psychological health,During the development of
the scale; frequent Meetings with teachers, par-I
ents, and practicing child clinicians were used to
assure that the items in the scale reflected true
Further interviews
health patterns of the
with 'parents and teachers completing the scale
were used to determine whether any items or
instruction was ambiguous or misunderstood.
A pilot study Was conducted by aclininisteng
to a pool 'of \50 children compristhe
ing the two first grade classes in a middle-clais,
Midwestern elementarY school. TWelve of the 50
children were identified as. possessing a high
proportion of psychological health characterismeasure of
tics. As . an initial
....
psVChological health, two praCticirig
intertherapists offered.. their, aiiiessment\ yia
views with five children :who had high scores
the,CHQ and five children who had low scOieiori.
the CHQ. There was complete agreement abinit
the 10 children between the therapist and the
results' of the scale: In addition, .schoOl. records
were reviewed,: and teaehers, parents, and the
Principal were interviewed Tega::ding the emo-.

with play materials or problems which arise."
Choices. for answers are "certainly applies,"

"applies somewhat," 'and "doesn't apply."-Iii ad-

dition, the teacher is asked at the beginning of
the cpiestionnaire how well he(she) knows the
child ("very well," "moderately well," or "not
very well"). Following the 20 items, the teacher
is also asked to state. other special characteristics which would be important ingaining a fuller
understanding.of the child. Clear directions for
cOMpletirig the queStionnaire are provided.
It is important to note that this instrument is
not an observational tool. Rather, the items require the user to draw upon his(her) direct and
indirect knowledge of the child and to make
value judgments.

.

4dMinistratfon and &bring: Two slightly

modified versions of the Child Health Question-.

naire were initially devised for teachers and

parents, However, the experience of administering the scale to parents revealed greater parental bias, and/less` differentiation of scores than
teachers'. The person rating the child will
with

.

'I/

't

.
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the teachers, parents, or clinicians knew the
exact nature of the scale until after the study

Health Questionnaire: Preliminary Data"
(1975), the former an unpublished doctoral dissertation (University of Maine) and the latter
appearing in Psychology in the Schools, 1975, 12,

studies, an arbitraiy cutoff of-approximately

153 -160.

tional arid social behavior of each child. None of
. was completed. As A, result of these preliminary

one standard deviation or a score of 33 or above
was used to !distinguish those children with a
high proportion of psychological health characteristies. The score wit:, raised 1 point in the
final version.
Reliability and: Validity: Interrater reliabilities involved the judgments of the current
first grade teacher and past kindergarten
teacher. For 50 urban middle.claSs children, the
coeffiCient Was 0.76; for 20 rural lower-class

children, the coefficient was 0.79. Odd-even
internal consistency coefficients for four kindergarten and first grade teachers ranged from
0.82 to 0.89. - -

These reliability coefficients may be reflecting

consistency in the teachers' shared valize system and shared opinion of the children.
A comparison' .of CHQ scores with scores on
Rutter's Behavior Questionnaire, a measure of
emotional and behavioral disorders, showed .a
phi coefficient of -0..76 for the urban sample and
-0.81 for therural sample, suggesting concurrent validity for the CHQ: It was. felt that a
medium to high inverse relatioriship with Rutter's scale would,provide an-indication that children scoring high on psychological health
Characteristics did not also possess maladaptive
behavioral characteristics.
When the school records of high-CHQ-score
children were examined and the teachers and
parents interviewed, it was found that 16 of the
19 highest CHQ children in both urban and rural
samples seemed to be living a life at home and at
school which was consistent with his(her) per-

formance on the CHQ. .
Use in Research: The -qUeitionnaire has been
used by Butler in two studies: "Exploring the
World of a Healthy Child" (1970)'and "The Child

7

Comments: The model adopted by the author for
psychological health is relatively broad, so the

CHQ includes items on topics front creativity,
range of interest, and leadership roles to dealing
with other children, self-acceptance, and utilization of play materials. .The variety of items'.
suggests that -perhaps "psychological health"
should be analyzed into parts or reduced to several factors as part of the continual evolution of
the measure.
In addition, individual items could be further
,
refined to be, univariate, behavior specific, and riot dependent on the rater's value system.
References:
Butler, Alan 'C. Exploring the world of a healthy
child. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Maine, 197.
The child health questionnaire: Preliminary data. Psychology in the Schools, 1975, 12,
153-160.

Spivack, G.,' and Swift, "M. A critical review of
teacher-administered rating scales. Journal of
Special Education, 1973, 7, 55-89.
Source of Information:
Dr. Alan C. Butler
Counseling Center
101 Fernald Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04473

Instrument Copyright:
Clinical Psychology Publishing Company, Inc.
4 Conant Square
Brandon, Vt. 05733
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THE CHILD.HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE

To Be Completed by Teachers

Date
Sex
Age
Name of Child
Moderately
welt
Not
Very
you
know
this
child?
Very
How well ao
Below are a series of descriptions. of .behavior often shown by children. After each statement are

elite columns;:" Certainly Applies." "Applies Somewhat," and "Doesn't Apply." If the child de&
eltely shows the behavior dueribed by the statement, place an "!x" under the "Certainly Applies"
child 'shows the behavior described by the statement but to a lesser degree or less
column:7'1f'
;often, plaCe an "x". under the "ApRiies Somewhat" column. if; tt..4 far as you are rmare, the child
does 'not. show the behavior, place an "x" in ties "Doesn't Apply" column. Please put an "x" for
each statement:
Doesn't
Applies
Certainly
Apply
Somewhat
Applies
Statement
1. Has good physical health (few colds)
2. Rarely complains of aches and 'pains
3. Speech is clear for age
4. 'Demonstrates appropriate use of intelligence
6. .Is unique, original, or creative
6. Demonstrates a wide range of interests
7. Is intellectually curious
& Relates well with other children
9. Relates well with teachers
10. Can quickly establish a trusting relationship
11. Can assume responsibility appropriate for age
12 Demonstrates leadership with peers
13. Demonstrates a wide range. Of feelings appropriately..
14. Expresses himself well (is understood by others)
.
15. Expresses both, positive feelings (love) and negative
18.

feelings. (auger) directly
Is accepting of himself

17.

Is free and spontaneous in play

18. Utilizes a variety of play materials

Demonstrates flexibility in dealing with play mate hale or problems whith arise
10: Demonstrates fleCibility in dealing with other children
19.

Certainly
Applies

Statement

Applies
Somewhat

Doesn't
Apply

Aretjserechtindc other special characteristics which would be important ill gaining a fuller understanding
of

Thank you very much for your help.
Signature: Mr./Mrs./Miss
w.
reproduced with peimission
Copyrighted by Clinical. Psychology Publishing Co.,. Inc.;
Further reprodudtionprohibited. withoutby the Health-Resources Administration.
permission of copytight holder.
.
.
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patient's scores are compared with the appropriate norm table to determine how he(she)
compares with other patients at comparable
stages of treatment. Detailed instructions for
administration, scoring, and interpretation of

Title: PARS V COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT
SCALE

Author: Ellsworth, Robert B.

Variable: The instrument measures :community
...adjuStinerit of discharged psychiatric patients.
Community adjustment is operationally defined
as having two component parts:: personal adjust nt and role skills.
Description:
Nature and Content: Ellsworth (1975) states.
that the PARS V SealeSCombine the featUreS of
a fixedscale and a'- modified goaIattairiment
scale for each client. There is a PARS V Corn-

rinInity Adjustment .Scale pretreatment and

the scores, as well as norms, are provided in the
manual (Ellsworth, 1975).
Development:

RatiOnale:"The effectiveness of mental health
services can be measured most' directly by cornparing a client's 'posttreatment community ad-

justment with his(her) functioning prior to
treatment (ErickSon, 1975; Evenson et al.,1974;
Hargreaves et al., 1975). ThePARS V, attempts

, to evaluate treatment in the light . of Paul's

(1967) findings that the most promising criteria'
are those behavioral changes that occur outside

posttrfatment form for feinales and -a pretreatmerit and posttreatment form_ for: Males. The.
baSic :scale is a 4-Page instru. tient 'Whych con-

the treatment setting._

tains 37 items addressed to the --frequency.-of

specified behavioral incidents, 2 items related to
earned income, 9 items related to possible pa -'

tient problems the informant may have per'ceiyed during the past Month; and 8 items of
deniographic data-of the respondent. The areas
fifetrhy...the authoras beingeoYered in the
trinnent are: (1) interpersonal involvement,
anxiety-depression, (3) confusion, (4)

hol/drug abUse, (5) household management,
lationship to children, (7) outside social involveMent, and (8) employment. Most'items can

.

**1

Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of professional literature and the professional:exPerience of the author.
Procedure for Development: An 'initial pool of

items (120 items for 'females, 115 items for

males) was developed. Using the criteria of (1)
item retest' reliability, (2)1-test differences in

pretreatment and posttreatment ratings, and

(3) factor loadings, the initial pool was reduced
to 57 PARS III items. In the selection of items

be nswered by placing a check in the space

that were scored for the PARS V Scales, two
other criteria were added: (4) each item was
examined for its effect on the internal consis-

-provide:4 for the answer-of choice. Examples. of
;.items
. iterns are : -,'During' the iast month, has he said

and (5) the F ratio for each item as it -differ-

:

don't care about him? (never, rarely, often, alinosf always.) During the past month, has
he had problems talking and relften to you and
with people close to him? (no probleins, some
problems, serious proble ms.)"

Administration and Scoring: The -PARS V is
to be completed by a "significant other" of the
patient. If the-patient is married, the spouse is
the preferred source of information: If the patient is not married, a rel4ive who has the most
frequent contact with the patient is asked to
complete the instrument. The patient is asked to
supply the name of the "significant other" to be
contacted, and confidentiality of the information should be assured. An -explanation of the
need for the data is printed on the fiat page of
the instrument.' Easy -to- follow instructions' for
the- form precede the first item.
The score to be assigned each answer is indicated on the form. The Coded scores on the forms
are summed to.provide an overall pretreatment
score and an overall posttreatment score. The

tency of factor scales (Cronbach's Alpha, -1951),

entiated between clinic, hospital, and nonclinic.
populations was examined.
The PARS V, then, uses those items of the
PARS III that were found to be-the most reliable, that differentiated best between clinic and

hospital and pretreatment and posttreatment
groups, and that were the most salient mea-

sures of different adjustment areas as reflected
.by high factor loadings. In addition, further ratings had revealed that the previsus 5-point an-

swer choice was not usually necessarythe

categories of "never" and "always" were used so
infrequently that a 4-choice scoring format was
adopted.
According to the author, two otheeimportant
changes were made in the standardized PARS V
Scales. Some features of goal setting were 'built
into the scales by a 'system of score weights, and
standards or norms for improvement were developed. Each patient or client .beingrated by

the PARS V can now be scored in terms 'of
whether he improves more'or less than °then
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with similar initial levels of adjustment by

using standardized -improvement or residual
,sceresactual- .outcome minus predicted obtcome "(Ellsworth, 1974). Also, ,sere changes in
,thp/se areas judged by the rater to be serious

problems for the client are given-more weight in
calculating the total post-treatment adjustment
score.

Reliability and Validity: The author' reports
test-retest r's ranging from 0.80 to 0.92. Using
Cronbach's (1951) Alpha internal. consistency,
r's rankeil. flOni 0.67 to 0'.04. .
PARS 8cale reliability and validity ratings
,

are treated in 12 pages of information and data
in the manual. In summary, the predictiVe va,r
lidity of the instrument was assessed by using
the PARS scores to predict 'group membership

as a hospitalized patient, clinic patient, or
nonclinic patient. F ratios were all highly significant, with Anxiety and Confusion the best

predictors. (F ratio between 48.70 to 69.57, p <
0.01). Uaing the three best PARS scores as pre-

dictors, an average of 75.5 percent of hos-

pitalized patients, clinic patients, and nonclinic
patients were accurately classified into their respective gr ')ups. (Ellsworth, 1975).

Concurrent validity is suggested by the. finding that pretreatment ratings of adjustment by
patients correlated well with ratings by their
"significant ahem" (r's up to 0.76).
Use in Research: The author did not provide this
information specifically for the PARS V. However, the PARS III Scales have been used in
several hospitals and clinics. Eight mental hoe pitals and 22 clinics returned a sufficiently large
number of pretreatment and posttreatment

PARS III ratings for inclusion in the data

analysis and development of the PARS V.
The sample was as follows:
Male
Female
Clinic
N = 185
Clinic N = 299
Hospital
N = 256
Hospital N = 320
have
utilized
A bibliography of studies which
in
the
manthe PARS instruments is contained
ual.

Comments: A detailed description of the de-

velopment, of the PARS V Scale is available in
the mant.al.
The potential usere5f the PARS should be:cognizant of the, advantages and disadvantages of
using a "significant other" person as the source
of data While the reliability of the other person
as a data source is sometimes questionable, the
relevance of the data is often superior, as the

author suggests. Any /Potential user should

examine the items carefully to be certain they

will elicit the information he(she) seeks. Some of

the items are complex, i.e., "become drunk on
alcohol or high on drugs." This problem could be
eliminated by making each item address only
one idea or thought. Those items which: are
time-referenced, e.g., "sometimes," "rarely,"
"often," introduce a possible source of inconsistency in interpretation by respondents.
In summary, however, the sound, methodological development of this instrument is impressive.

References:

.
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297-334.
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PARS V COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT SCALE

55

'Pretreatment MALE Form

Date Sent

Name of Pi FiTn Being Rated

you for information about
The person named above has given us his permission.to contact
He
indicated
that you were someone
his community.
adjustment before he came for treatment.
-A
who knew him well and had recent contact with him.
.

information you
As indicited in the letter to you (,a.companying this questionnairethi
and'Olin for his treatunderOtand
this
person's'
behavior
provide now will help us...better
asked. to rate his community adjustment so that we can
ment. Later on, you will again be
estimate the tffeeti of our treatment and thefeby improve our services to everyone.
the staff. Please .
The information you provide will be. kept strictly confidential by
In making your ratings, mark the
ofYour
ability.
answer every question to the best
If' you have additional
month.
answer. that best describes his behavior. durink the last
comments' , space is provided for them on page 4 and on this page.

Please complete the
.It.is important that the staff receive .this information quickly.
Your cooperation is deeply
it
to
us.
.questionnaire as soon as possible and return
appreciated.
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

Date You Filled Out This Form

.

Your Name.

ahead and answer the ouestions on aces 2. 3

Col
'BO

Col
(To be filled in 'b

63

pre

and 4.

day

yr

SU J

a enc

agency

card
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"INSTRUCTIONS:

-

Answer choices

iminth.by answering each euestionj$711e.

N. Please.answer ere
your answer.

1-

2

Almost
Never

&WO-.

DIM Leli MUM. HAI 1lE..

A..Please describe the person's immunity adjustment during the gla

il. Had difficulty eating
(poor appetite, Indigestion, etc.)

question even thoughyou might feel unsure of

C. Mark your answer to each question by making an X In the box under
your answer choice, like this: I

Often

Alrest.,
Alurjs<

times

LJ

12. Been nervous

El

13. Actedrestless"and tense

1---1

I

1

E]
1

1

1

Answer choices

OURING LAST MOTH, HAS NE .

.

.

2
Some-

1

Rarely

3

14. Had difficulty sleeping

4

Usually

1

Always.

L_1

1:1-1

1

times
1
.

. Shown consideration.
.
Mark one answer,
for you.

I-1

.

.

F-1

13-FWEEIThaTtfoit

2 . . . Felt close to
members of household.

-I

Been able to talk
4'.
it throuchmhen angry

1

L_I

.

I

5 . . . Cooperated (gone
along) with things asked

I.

of him

.

1---'

3

2

I

.

Rarely

Often

,

tlaes

15. Jumped from one subject
to another when talking

3 .

.

.

Never

1

Discussed important
.
.
matters with you

Answer choices

DURING LAST MOM, HAS HE

1 0 Li 0

1-1

1 Li

16. Just sat and stared

I

17. Forgotten to do laf
portant things

F-1 L1 F-1

18. Been in a daze, or
confused

I

1

1

1

,

E]

19. Needed supervision or
guidance

1

AnsUei choices

17-3

---1Answer mho ices

DURING LAST mogri. HAS HE .

.

.

2
Rarely

14;%r

. Said people don't
care about him

6 .

7

It

. Said people treat
him unfairly.

. Complained or
worried about problems
.

.

. Said people try to
.
push him around

9 .

Said life wasn't
worth living

10 .

I.i

.

.

I

3
Sometimes

4

DURING LAST MONTH, HAS HE .

Often

Never
20. Been drinking alcohol
to excess

1

IT. 0 Li 1-1
01
1

1

1

EJ L_1 1_J

.

I

1

1-1

1

I

.

1

1

1

1

21. Been using drugs
excessively

II
Rarely

Sometimes

Often

I

22. Become drunk on alcohol
or high on drugs

23.Had a drinking or drug
problem that upset his
relationship with family

1

1

.24. Had a drinking or drug
problem that kept him
from working
-

.

0

r.
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Nesse axone each question by masking
yowl entice dila& like this,

DURING

tilt /Rem. M.1

36 .

26: Done householdcleaning

I

D

27. Prepared meals for the
really

.

rl

28. Done laundry.. ironing,

or mending
..

L_J

ca

1

L_J

.

Mark', one)
I

Mo (If you marked.*No". skip to question 34)
Yes (If. you marked 'Yes'. answer questions 30-33)

.

2
Sometimas

1

.

Alewst
Never
30. Spent time with the
children

ED

31. Shown affection toward
the children
.

32. Kept his promises to
the children

1

33. Been consistent in how he
reacts to the children

DURING LAST MONTH. HAS HE .
:34

.

Employed, had a Job last month

li

NOTE: !UNE PERSON HAS NOT BEEN EMPLOYED. OR IS MOT EXPECTED TO
WORE. PLEASE SNIP QUESTIONS 38 AND 39. GO on TO QUESTIO3 40

39. From boding, did he earn an adequate amount of money.last month?

Answer choices
DURING LAST MONTH. HAS HE .

° 3) Sometimes went'out and locked for work

.

29. Art there usually children in the home?

2

37. During the last month, has he looked for or obtained employment?
t;
Mark one)
.Unemployed; didn't look'for work
I)
Unefployed;
wanted
to
work.
bit didn't seek it
21'

38. About how much take home ea did he earn from working last month?
.-6:7-4774ctudg montylton pension'oA teetintgl
IntAsE .
Earned little'or no money from working last month
(I)
Earned less than 5I00 per week'
(2)
'Between 5100 and 5200 per week
(3).
Over $200 per week from working
(4)

.

.

1

.

D.

2S. Helped with chores
around house

.

Sometimes participated
4)::-- -.Often participated
31

Almost

.Often

Some-

lever

.

.

21-- Rarely participated in outside recreation

__II]

1

.

.

.

Answer chmices

.

.Participated In recreational activities outside the home
sports. movies, dances. etc.)?
Nark one)
No recreational activities outside the hoes this past month
1)

.

I

3

.

2

--Earned enough to partially support a family
Earned enough to adequately support Oamily

31

I

..1

if: 1

I

1

1

Earned no money by working last month
Earned enough to.takesare of his personal re::!

11

Almost
Alwavl

Often

I

1

(Nark one)

4

1 4)
I

NOTE: QUESTIONS 40-48 ASK THAT IOU INDICATE.RNETHER CERTAIN AREAS OF
Ab)ISTHEN1 CAUSED PROOLCHS FOR THE PERSON YOU ARE RATING DURING THE
101(511 JUST eErcnt IIE CAME FOR TREATMENT. OE SURETO imag EACH
QUESTION BELOW

ED

LJ

OLOING.Ilik PAST MUNT11.. HAS NE HAD PROBLEMS .
40 .

. Been Involved In activities outside the home?
'''
(Mark one)
Stayed at home this past month
2 -----Rarely involved outside*the home
Involved in sore outside activities
!3)
Often involved in outside activities
4)

Talking nevi relating to you and with people close tiie?

.

rots one answer)
No Problems. (2)
1)

.

.

.

I

41,

.

Some problems. (3)

Serious problems

Feeling bad ebuut himself, angry with others? (Mark one)
Serious problems
Some problems. (3)
No problems. (2)

.

10_

(1'cc

1$ .

.

. Attended nietingi of'civic. church, or other organizations?
(Mark one)
past eunth

2 ----'1111eTS::::::da::eZIglh" this
3 --Sometimes attended meetings
14

0

-----Often attended. meetings

42 . . . Being nervous, net sleeping or eating well?
Some problems, (3)
Ho problems. (2)
(1)

(Mark one)

Serious problems
.

43,. .
(I)

.

forgetting things. being confused (Mark one answer/
Serious problls
Some problems, (3)
Nn problems. 12)

44.. . . UsI4 alcohol or drugs to excess? (Nark one answer)
Serious problq-s
Some problems. (3)'
No problems, (2).
(I)

PLEASE GO on TO PAGE 4

$4. How, long has he had the
OWING THE PAST man.

NA PROBLEMS

81.,_ittp%bptcted of him

47 .

.

. Relating to children in the

1/

: g1:n
1:in hnn

Sous problems

123

home?

(Mark one answer)

1:77rnt:l1±:
31:o:sp!:ems.

12

. Getting involved fn outside social activities, meetings?

.

(2)____ Some probieffit
Serious problems
(3)

(0)=161t expected of him

(I)

48 .

.

coating, cleaning?.

45-. ; . Doing household Chores.

44

.

No orators

(Mark one answer)

. Earning foam from working?

.

Not expected of him
On_
(I)7-- - No problems

(2)

. (Mark ono)
Had 411fictaty
1)

2)-7 Had difficulty
1 3)

(Mark one)
Expect-he will show little or no improvement' if
(1)
treatment
Expect lie wilt show at least some improvement
143

; __IsIfiawftat cote Igmatduring :hat month

ter

age

Please check back.and make sure youhave answered each
have
question. This is very Important. Well you envelope

finished...put this form in the postage-free
and mail it to uses soon as possible.

Thank you very much for your help.

About once a sleek

About 3 or 4 times a week

5 =Sax him daily

ADDITIONAL C614IENTSt'

SO. :Bat is your relationship to the person you are rating?
Mark one)
Wife

Parent
Other relative (sister, aunt, etc.)
4)_ Friend
2
3

'

51. Current

marital
Mark one)

l),_
2)

status of person you are rating?

Never married

.

Currently separated, divorced, or widowed

3) Currently married and living with wife
52. Host rusk-education does this person have?
/lark one)

Didn't finish more than 8th grade
I)
2) Some high school
3

Nigh school graduate

S

College graduate

4 Some college

53. Total yearly McGee of household he lives In? (Mark one)
(1)._r___ Wider 58,000 per year
Over $8,000 per year
CI)

o.

Expect he will be much better than he is now
Expect he will be very well adjusted after treatment

56-57. Age of person you are rating
IMPORTANT:

49. Now often did you see this person during the month prior to
ereatcelt? (Mark one)

Ira several moths
fur 2 or more year

after treatment?

Some problems

(3)

a few weeks or less

55. Hui much improvement do you expect to see in his Adjustment

Serious problems

PLEASE COIILETE THE FOLLOWING BACKGROUND QUESTIONS:

3
4

H44 4Ifficulty

difficulty that requires treaueenti

.

Copyrighted by the Institute for Program Evaluation, Inc.; reproduced with permission
Further reproduction 'prohibited without
by,the Health Resources Administration.
permission of copyright holder::
.
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0

:title: NURSING RATING SCALE (NRS)
Author: Hargreaves', William A.
Variable: Psychopathology as it can be described
by the current behavior of acutely.psychotic patients and patients undergoing a relatively brief
hospitalization.is the variable.
Description:
Nature and Content:;:rhis is a g4-item scale to
be used by psychiatrk nurses or technicitins to

.

describe syMptoms and..*Ward behavior of
psychiatric patients. Each of the items is rated
on_a scale "Of from 0 to 9 to indicate the degree of
. severity or frequency of the symptom. The items
are distributed as follows: Items 1-4 concern depression, items 5-8 concern anger, items 9-12
concern afixiety, items 13,-1-6 concern thought
disorders, items ;17-20 concern interpersonal
behavioi,-itern 21 relates to motility, item 22
relates to talkativeness, items 23 and 24 ("contact with peoPle" and "general functioning") are
ratings of "effective" functioning rather than of
he pathological behavior of the preceding
Ms.

rater's manual, available from the author,
contains detailed guidelines for rating each of
the it ms by providing descriptive statements
illustra ive of the several levels of behavior for
each ite within each group.
Adnkint 0.ation and Scoring: As mentioned
above, detailed guidelines for ratings are pro=
vided in the rater's manual. For the first 20
items, a zero ating means the particular behaVior is defini ly not present, 1 -3 is in the low

:range, 416, *de ate; and 7-9 is considered high.
For items- 21 ark 22, Motility and Talkativeness, ratings of 4-6 ,epresent average functioning, while ratings either above or below this

range represent deviations from the average.
On items 23 and 24, the scale values are reversed so that the 0-3 range represents poor

functioning, 4-6 fair, and Z.\9 good functioning.
Hargreaves:(1968) point's out that "each rater
should expect, to give a 9 rating several times a.

year for every, item. If necessary, the raters
should agree to adjust the guidelines to match

.

°the patient pOpulation typically lern on a ward
so that high ratings are frequen tl used."
Raters may; use information reported to them
by other staff members to supplemeA\their own
first-hand observations if such information will
raise a. patient's rating but not if it will 1 wer it.
This limitation is necessiary because of t e way
in which psy-Chopatholdgy is expressed in behavior. An experienced rater can make daily

ratings on 25 patients in approximately 30 minutes.

The NRS generates a large volume of data
and requires rapid and continuing training and
monitoring of interrater agreement. The following techniques have been successfully used in
recording NRS data: (1)-a card sorting method,
(2) machine scored answer sheets, and (3) an
automatic rating keyboard, which is considered
superior to the foregoing methods in spite of its
larger initial cost.
Development:

Rationale: The author indicates that no

specific psychological theory under,ies this instrument.
Source of Items: The items were based on a
review of the literature and the professional 'experience of the author.
PrOcedure for Development: Hargreaves
.

adopted the 24-item Biinney and Hamburg
(1963) Scale as a starting point and used the
following criteria during the 18-month develop.>
ment of his scale:
1. The scale must be sHrt enough' for daily
use with a relatively large number of patients by several ry ters.
2. Items should have reasonable comparable
interrater reliability. Items found consist

ently difficule to agree upon would be

dropped.
3. Items should have roughly comparable var-

iance. Any item rarely rated above zero

would be dropped.
4. rtems should cover several areas of patient

..behavior normally noted by a trained

psychiatric nurse or technician. No general
area of behavior would be represented by
only one item.
Reliability and Validity: Hargreaves (1968)
reported:
It has been our observation that an experienced and
skilled psychiatric nurse or technician usually attains a
level of interrater agreement comparable to the average
of our staff of psychiatrists within two months.

Factor analysis has indicated the presence of
four factors related to anger, thought disorder,
anxiety, 'and depression. Problems in the in-.
terpretation of this factor analysis are discussed
in some detail by the author (1968).
The author suggests that since this scale is
intended for longitudinal studies of individual
patients, the items should show significant time
trends in patients who are changing. He con:
cludes from his data that the Nursing Rating

243
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Scale does deted longitUdinal ,trends in his
sample of hOspialized patients.

Use in Research: The use of the NRS -1.1 a

6-month period during which ratings were made
on a total of '2,396 patient-days is described in
the Hargreaves references cited below.
Comments: 'The Rater's Guide provides clear,
concise statements of the scoring criteria, and

elaborate multivariate methods were used to

detect trends in patient behavior identified

through use of the instrument. The instrument
has an inherent difficulty, as do most scales of
its type, in that scoring is dependent upon the
observational abilities of individual raters. To
overcome unreliable ratings, the authOr
emphasizes the need to select raters who demonstrate good reliability, the importance of an
ongoing rating program, and-the use of the Rater's Guide.

Referencei:
Bunney, W. E., Jr. and Hamburg, D. A. Methods

for reliable longitudinal observation of behavior: Development of a method for systema-

tic observation . of emotional behavior on
psychiatric , wards.
Psychiatry,

Archives

of

General

1963, 9, 280..294.

Hargreaves, William A. SystematiC nursing ob-

servation of psychopathology.
General Psychiatry,

Archive/I -.0f

1968, 18, 518-531.

Methods' for large scale recording of tlinical ratings. Journal of Psychiatric Research,
1968, 6, 169-174.

Source of Information: ,
William A. HargreaVes, Ph.D.

Langley Porter. Institute
University'of California at San Francisco
San Frinciscol Calif. 94143
Instrument Copyright: None.

t
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mow

suicidal, helpless
Mentions these feelings'on:e or twice uring.shift or Ozzly on direct questioning;.patient'need,net refer` to these feelings by name` if' the content
.
of hie talk clearly demonstrates .thern.
Volunteers or admits to these feelings in conversation..

High

worthless, hopeA large proportion of his talk is about being unhappy,
.

L DEPRESSED TALK: worthless, hopeless, guilty,

Law
1-11

.

less or guiltY.-

2.D

MANNEM sad face, slumped body, .self-destructive
.Slowed movements, sad loOking,\sad voice, or occasional teary...eyed.,

Low

a

\
Persistent dejected ail; occasional, crying.

14

Mod 0,
4-6

Steady, persistent, extremely sad posture and expression; crying; suicidal
gesture.
Serious suicide attempt.

High
7-9
9

toirmarr.

3. PHYSICAL

e

Occasional complaints.

Low
1-3

Mod

Frequent complaints about real bodily ills, or exaggerates bodily ills. '.

High

Frequent and obviously unrealistic comPlaints about bodily ills; talk
suggests somatic deluSions.
Clear expression of somatic delusions.

7-9

9

4. DEPRESSION

Overall rating:
This, is 'the. place where the rater can utilize the previous depression items plus
other aspects of the patient's behavior to give an overall rating for depressitin;The
detailed items will help to bring to mind the vario ways_ depression cart be exavior whi6h indicate deprespressed, but there 'may be other aspects of patient
sion. In most cases, the overall rating will be in .the same range as the 4igher of
either the talk or manner item.' But it might be /a er if you think the particular
talk or manner is a sham, or higher if you can no* t to other behavior_which indicates more intense depression but does not fit specifically into "depressed talk". or
"depressed manner."
'ORR Tam: grumpy, resentful, sarcastic, abusive
7
Occasionally sarcastic. snappish, gnunpy,.demanding.
2-3

Mod
4114

High
-

6. ANGRY'

Low
1-3
Mod
4-8

'

An angry outburst; outspokenly annoyed several times during the MS., '.
or persistently' grumbling or sarcastic.
'yerhally assaultive or abusive more than once during theday or a large
proportion of his talk is intensely angry; the person who is target of
'
anger need not be present.
MANNER:: annoyed face, threatening posture, striking another
Annoyed facial expression; sullen; brusqpe or abruptin interpersonal

ta.

-01

..
.
contacts.
Occasional intense,-glaring; threatening expression, 'or merle ate., angry.

7- expression throughout the. shift; slamming around, 'kicking or banging
Objects; noisy bUt/non-destructive.

'Ugh
7-9

Threitening expression for several hours; hits or grapples with another.
..' pOrSon; destron property.

Serioni destalast of property or physical attack on another.
7. UNCOOPERAtiiii: stubboisk verbally resistive, physically resistive
Avoidiag.,obleptions; failure to live up to established contracts; mild
..Low
stubbortinessaissistive though claims wiL,noess.
1.3
Failtarit;a farms:orders:. Verbally :resistive, or sullenly defiant
Mod
9

.

.

4-6

.

C.

tiAtiZZ,7

1
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High

Physically refusing to conforçm to staff requests; physically resistive.

7-9
8. AIMER

Overall rating:
The guidelines on overall ratings under item 4 apply also to this item.
9. ANXIOUS TALK: worries, talks fearfully

Mentions being anxicus once or twice during shift or only on direct quegtioningdoes not volunteer anxious talk: patient need not refer to fear or
anxiety by name if'the content of what he says clearly demonstrates it.
Occasionally talks about these feelings; worries abOut little difficulties;
Mod
fearfully asks for reassurance: volunteers anxious talk.
4-6
A large.proportion of his talk is about being anxious, fearful, or worried;
High
\
insists on anxious talk.
7-9
tense,
jumpy,
panicked.
n
10. ANXIOUS MANER
Low -::1- ,,Somewhat tense; occasionally appears anxious or fearful; shy; anxious
Low

-

1-3

'

1-3

Mod
4-6
High
7-9

.

'quaver in voice.
:,-;;Tortured expression or mild tremor; distinct muscular tension; occasional
\` startled or fearful expression.

Continuously agitated, hand-wringing, fearfully hiding, startling, gross
Irereor.

11. PACEVG OR ticANDERHIG

Low
1-3
Mod
4-6

High
7-9

Oc&sicinal restlessness.

racing-or wandering part of the time.
Aiml4sa_cya.ndering around ward all .day, or pacing continuously back and

fohlOn rain, area; very restless.

12. ANxrcry
Overall rating:T/

The guidelines -15T14',oyeralrY.eatings under item 4 also apply to this item.
13. DISORDERED TALK: `IOoSk,vambling, incoherent
Talk is 3x-44de:3161d to follow; rambles.
Low
,i, -,
..- ..
1-3
r ^.-...,

//

.

Mod

4-6

High
7-9

Talk is harctlelollow:'
easily distracted, subject changes, loose assoCia,,,,,...
tions; cannoee,..'kiis ideas out, as if thoughts come too fast.
OecasionallyZemitCcompletely incoherent sentences; unconnected talk
with gramme 011 mixed up; very loose or tangential associations; severe
statements or immediately contradicts
bloCking; freqUently retracts
.-,.
himself.

I:. t

idea.4,--.-; ;.iiitiOn.i..-Or hall6inritions
Odd ideas, unclear '0'.-ta.- temeftts; strange ideas which raise question of delu,.

14. DELUSIONAL TALK: odd

Lair

sions; ideas or interests. notcthemselves delusional.but -closely-related to
7-4
-. former delusions. '-'4,.;.:
Suffers from delusions p,tieli not completely in theirigrip; may report
Mad
- :,: ,
,` hallucinations. but doubtstheie reality.
4-6
'dearly
delusional;
ideas
of persecution, somatic
Content of talk is at times
High
delusions;
delusions
of
grandeur,
and
delusions
.:of
absolute guilt; mis7-9
identifying persons, places or. things; reports .hallucinations.
.
15. CRAZY MANER.: peculiarities', symbolic gestures, posturing
Miner peculiarities; eccentric behavior which does not clearly indicate
thought disorder; person seems' "odd" but his nonverbal behavior. would
14
not ordinarily rause him tu be itosjiitalized or to be seen Am. crazy by dal
/
average person.
Nonverbal
behavior
which
clearly
incliCatm thought disorder, but does not
Mod .'.'
dominate or severely disrupt,Iiis function/ng: wears inappropriate clothes:
4.6
collects or =carries around small objects;. moderately catatonic; very indecisive; occasional bizarre _dr symbolic gesture or posture.
1-3

,

I

I.
.

.

--

.

I
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Posturing; extreme catatonic rigidity; undressing; bizarre costuming;

High

smearing behavior suggests hallucinations.
Clearly behaves as if hallucinating, even if only once.

7-9

9

,

16. StISEICEOUS OR PARANOID
.

Some suspiciousness, but no sign of paranoid delusions.

Low
1-3

Suspicious talk but no direct actaiission of delusions; glancing around suspiciously; xefuses food without admitting suspiciousness of being poisoned.
Verbalizes' paranoid delusions.' occasionally, or if questioned.

Mod
4-6

High

7-9
-Verbalizes paranoid delusions spontaneously.
9.
17. ASKSFOS HELP: demanding,. clinging- /
Seeks occasional reassurance by asking others to make small decisions
Low
for hizn,.or 'by asking trivial/ questions.
1-3
1

,,

Mod
4-6
High
7.9

Often asks for help or reassurance; asks others to make important de-

visions for him; continuous' indirect asking for help,
Verbally, demanding or physically clinging; continuous direct requests
/
for help.
18. NEEDS LEAITS: teasing, breaking rules, anti-social behavior
Mild limit testing, teasing; needs only minimal verbal limits, e.g., "knock
Low
/
it off."1-3
Requires explicit, firm controls verbally, and responds to them.
Mod
4-6
Requires physical controls; PRN tranquilizers for control.
1..:.. High .
7--9"---------------Seclusion required at' east once for control.
9
which May lead the staff to motivate the

,

,

.

(Do not rate here the tack of behavior
patient or structure his activities.)

19. ALOOFNESS: remains alone, withdraws, unapproachable
Tends. not to get involved with others; may simply wish to be by himself,
Low

but responds to others' approach.
Avoids involvement much of the time, or with selected people, e.g., being
aloof fram ste but not from ,Other patients; aloofness may be expressed
primarily in passive withdrawal.
Actively avoids contact or involvement with everyone; does not answer,
oHigh
turns away, leaves the room: at high levels the patient must be exerting
7-9
,
- considers le effort to avoid being involved.
istent!
thinking
activity
which
replaces
-or interferes with ap20. PREOCCEPATION: lie
propriatelattention to persons and events in the here and now
.
Stares off into space or daydreams part of the time, but has no difficulty
Low
attending hen involved in an activity or in conversation.
1-3. ,
Stares off iIto 'space when left albne but attends fairly well to converseMod
tion when a proachecl; or, generally participates in surrounding.activitie.s
4-6

14

Mod
4-6

.

.

....

i

.

.,

.

!

occasionally.
but"driftso 'Ior loses/the flow of conversation
talking, is limited to one or a very
.

I

.

High
7-9

pace all the time; or if

Stares off int
few topics.

MOTILITY-AND TALICATIN ."ESS

These two items are different from the preceding ones, in that normal variation
in behavior is rated in the middle ririieTiTC:the scale, instead of in the low range.
Avoid a rating of 5 if the patient is even slightly slower or faster than usual.
Ratings of 3 or 7 maybe \normal fur some individuals and do not necessarily indiCate pathology.

.:

I

\/

21. hIcrituTy: rrtartiod to t-tvei rage (4.6) hi hyperactive
unlem staff insists.
Completely immobilized.
0
1,, , e never moving
Severely..retaraea. trozen, or catatonic!.
-1

I

\

2-3
4-6

Noticeably slOWer 'than is average- fur must people.
Normal dailiiflukuations in an average person's motility.
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Enough activity that it is noticeably greater than average for most people.
Manic excitement; nearly constant physical activity.
22. TALKATTFENESS: mute to, average (4-6) to constant chatter
7-8
9
0
1

2-3
4-6
7-8

9

Mute; does' not talk.
Little talk; single word answers.
Quiet; doesn't waste words; prefers. not to _initiate contacts.
Talks about as much as an average person.
Gregarious; likes to initiate contacts with others.
Constantly talking; unable to stop.

EFFECTIVE FUNCTIONING

The scale for items 23 and 24 is reversed from the cne used for items 1-20. Ratings
of 0-2 represent very poor, ineffective functioning, while 4-6 is fair, and 7-9 is good
enough to be discharged and to handle his own affairs fairly weal. Remember that
9 meant good functioning in a person who has needed hospitalization in the past.
Even a 9 rating includes people functioning a bit poorer than the average person
of his age, education, etc.
23. EFFECTIVE CONTACT WITH PEOPLE: reality, honesty, warmth
Conversation. doing tasks, playing games, or just being with other people
'PoOr
is characterized by aloofness, quarreling, tension, coldness, unrealistic
0-3

dependency.

Fair
4-7

Good
7-9

Engagement is partial and sporadic; less aloofness; more realistic expression of feelings; difficulty being direct: awkward but trying.
Is able to show through deeds and words some concern for other people;
works, plays, talks with others successfully; is relatively direct; interpersonal frictions are resolved almost as well as the average nenpatient.

24. EFFECTIVE GENERAL FUNCTIONING

Poor, fair, and good ranges are determined by the patient's ability to perform the
type of functions shown.
Feed self without assistance: keep his clothing appropriate without assistPoor
ance; make his bed by himself; wash face, take shower without super'0-3
vision; stay in an exercise group and follow the exercises: wash his
clothes without help; remain in O.T. and gYtn; stay with group on outings:
be aware of the score in games played at gym.

Fair

46

Good
7-9

Even if he can doilLij these things, rate no higher than 3 if you feel the
patient probably cRld not minimally care for himself all-day alone:
Grimm himself appropriately; stay with tasks on the ward; participate
effectively in 0.T.: carry out cooking project with others; participate
sensibly in activities planning meeting; handle building passes with another patient; initiate and plan 'a project in O.T. on his own.
Function adequately in lunteer work; handle unaccompanied passes
away from the hospital; su cessfully manage home visits; look sincerely
.
for work or perform a job; plan realistically for discharge.

.
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Title: PEDIATRIC BEHAVIORAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Authors: Tasem, Walter M, Dasteel, Joan C., and
Goldenberg, Erwin D.

the professional experience of the authors.
Procedure for Development: No information
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: No information was

Variable:. A child's behavioral ,characteristics
which a parent perceives as an important problem is the variable studied.

Usc in Research: The instrument was used in a

provided.

survey research study conducted by Tasem
Dasteel, and. Goldenberg in the Department of
Pediatrics, Southern California Permanente
Medical Group and Kaiser Foundation Hospi-

Description:

Nature and Content: This is a self-adinin-

istered, 28-item questionnaire designed for
psychiatric screening, i.e., to uncover common
behavioral problems in age-related developmental sequence (Tasem "et al., 1974). Parents are
asked to check "yes" in the space provided for
any item they feel is a serious problem for their

child and "no" for any item they feel is not a
serious problem for their child. 'Included are
such items as eating, sleeping, bowel problems,
bed-wetting, speech, discipline, sex behavior
and education, extreme dependency or independ-

ence, recurrent physical complaints, size, al-

cohol, drugs, etc. The questionnaire is available
in both Spanish and English. Space is,also provided to report the presence of problems or concerns not listed on the instrument.
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
was designed to be completed by pdrents during
initial screening interviews in a pediatrician's

office or a pediatric facility. Instructions for

completion -are on the form, and respondents are
urged to answer all questions. The authors state
in the instructions that "several do not apply to

all ages." It is estimated that the instrument
could be completed in aPproximately 5 minutes
though no time limits are imposed. The authors
did not score the instrument pet-ie. Scoring procedures will be dependent upon the needs~ and
purposes of the investigator.
Deielopment:

Rationale: Delegation of certain medical-

related tasks by plrysicians to allied health personnel has been widely proposed and sometimes
adopted as a means of expanding pediatric
manpower and improving the quality and quantity of pediatric care (Tasem et al., 1974). Early
detection of emotional and behavioral distur-

-bances in patients seen in a department of
pediatrics was the motive for developing a
psychiatric screening program; this instrument
was developed for use by allied health personnel

in that screening program to help identify parents' concern about their children.
Source of Items: The items were based upon

talb, k.,os Angeles. The patients were 2,022 chil-

dren ages 4 to 14 years. On the basis of data
collected using the instrument, 1,540 parents
reported problems and 622 parents reported no
problems.

In a followup interview of 1,137 parents reporting problems, 13 percent stated the problem
was resolved, 59 percent required reassurance,

percent needed further medical work-up or

another interview, and 16 percent were referred
to a mental health facility.
Comments: This instrument was designed to be
used by pediatric aides for th purpose of iden-

tifying those parents willing to report their
child as 'having an important behavioral prob-

lem. Then, .a social worker talked in person or on

the telephone with the parents to determine the
existence and nature of the problem and the
disposition of the case, e.g., reassurance, advice,
or referral to a mental health facility.
The items on the questionnaire concern gen-

eral classes or area's of behavior rather than

Specific behaviors. A few- items include more
than one class or area. Consequently, the
unclear
specific meaning of any response
Any
potential
Any
without a subsequent interview.
user should note that in its present form, the
instrument leads to a simple tabulation of data,
and its psychometric properties are, as yet, untested.
References:
Tasem, Walter M., Dasteel, Joan q, and,Goldenberg, Erwin D. Psychiatric screening and brief
intervention in a pediatric program utilizing
allied health personnel. Journal of Ortho-*
psychiatry, 1974, 44 (4); 568-578:

Source of Information:
Walter M. Tasem, M.D.

Department of Pediatrics
Southern California Permanente Medical Group
4900 Sunset Boulevard
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Please check "YES" to any of the following which you feel may be an IMPORTANT PROBLEM for your child.
Please ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS (We know several do not apply to all ages).

If other rroblems are present,

please describe briefly below, (after "other").

NO
1.

15.

High strung; easily upset.

16,

Overactive; restleis,

17.

Excessive fears,

Bowel problems (include consti-

18.

Extreme jealousy.

pation, soiling, recurrent

19.

Extreme stubbornnes

diarrhea),

20.

Extreme destructive ess.

21,.

Extreme dependency

22.

Nervous habits (eye blinking,

sating (include weight problems)

IMMO

mares; sleep-walking, etc.)

11=,

4.

Toilet training.

5.

Bed-wetting.

6.

Day time wetting.

7.

Speech.

8.

gchool problems.

9.

Jevelopmental progress for age.

24.

Posture,

Ability to get along with

25,

Size,

others.

26,

Tobacco,

11.

Discipline, obedience.

27,

Alcohol,

12.

Temper tantrums.

28; Drugs,

13.

Sex behavior and education,

14,

Need for attention.

10.

YES

ImM11.0

sleep problels (include night-

3.

NO

YES

~Min

1~1.0
=MEP
01110

r independence.

m01,1

grimacing, etc.)
23.

011.
weiORM

Recurrent physical cpmPlaints
(headache, pain, etc

Im.

Iml

fm

=m1

OTHER'

252.°
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Title: WASHINGTON SYMPTOM CHECKLIST
.(WSCL)

Author: Wimberger, Herbert C., and Gregory,
Robert J.
Variables: The .variables are parents' perceptions of the behavior of a child' for whom the
parent seeks professional psychiatric help and
the parents' Motivation in seeking that help.
Description:

Nature and Content: The checklist consists of
three sections. Section one contains 66 behavior
symptoms of children commonly reported by
parents seeking help in a child psychiatry clinic.
Some of the items are reverse-worded. Each
item is checked as occurring "never," "seldom,"
"frequently," or 'very often."
Section two contains five questions designed
to assess parental motivation in seeking professional help. Response choices for these items are
yes, undecided, or no.

attempt to devise a behavior rating scale in
terms of parents' report. of 'their child's
symptoms. Although parents are - neither
trained nor detached observers, they are usu-

ally the person with the most knowledge about
the behavior of their child.
Source of Items: The WSCL consists of items
derived primarily from the verbal complaints of
parents seeking help in a child psychiatry set-*ting.
details
were
Procedure for Development: No
provided.

The final section contains four open-ended
questions designed to further assess parental

motivation in seeking help and the existence of
psychopathology in the child.
Administration and Scoring: The first part of
the WSCL can be completed by any literate person who knows the child well. Preferably, each
parent completes an entire questionnaire (re,
suiting in two completed instruments for each
child, if both parents are present) under supervision in the clinic just prior to the intake inter-

view. Parents take an average of 15 to 20
minutes to complete the WSCL.

A total score may be assigned to each 'com-

pleted WSCL.by summing scores for the first 66
items. Items are scored 0 (never) through 3 (very

clinic grouP, 66 parents of 40 children showed a
correlation (Pearson r) of 0.84 between the two
administrationa; for the nonclinic group, 74 parents of 40 children showed a correlation of 0.87
betWeen test and retest.
The validity of the first part of the instrument
was studied by comparing WSCLs from parents
of children undergoing treatment with WSCLs
obtained from the child's therapist. Twenty-two
sets of parent-therapist ratings were analyzed.
FOr each of the 66 items, a- measure of agree-

ment was obtained by subtracting the Parent's
scare from the therapist's score. These observed
discrepancies were compared to the expected
discrepancies "obtained by assuming that vthe
ratings of parent and therapist were independent. A Chi-square analysis indicated that the
hypothesis of independence was rejected (p <

often)" for items indicating the presence of

0.001).

the absence of pathology. The positively worded
questions (Items 1,, 8, 26, 27, 45) are scored in
reverse. A high, total score indicates both a

Use in Research: ,WimberW and Millar (1968).1
conducted a study in which the-child behavior
before a clinic intake interview was compared
with his(her) behavior 30 days later by the use of
the WSCL. The purpose, of thii project, was to
Measure the effect of.:a. single, initial interview
on a child psyChiatry patient las compared ,to a
similar control group receiving no treatment! A
signifiCarft trend toward a lessening of
symptoms appeared for the clinic group, while
the control group showecf- a slight Increase :0
symptomatology (Wimberger and Gregory?.
1968). The size of this sample was not indicated.

pathology and vice versa for items indicating

-

Reliability and Validity: Test-retest reliability of the first part of the WSCL was evaluated
for a gioup of 40 children referred to a clinic for
treatment and a second giouP of 40 nonclinic
children. In both cases, parents completed the
WSCL under supervision and then completed a
second wscr, 30 dayi later. Neither group had
any clinic contact during this period. For the

greater number of symptoms and a greater severity of symptoms.
No information on, the scoring or categorization of the remaining items was provided.
Development:

Rationale: Clinicians generally agree that

clinical improvement correlates to a higher degree with the disappearance of symptoms than
with any.other trait. Predicated on the assumption that the number and degree of symptoms
are directly related to the extent of emotional
disturbance, the WSCL represents a -pragmatic

0.
4.J
253

Comments: The first part of the WSCL has considerable face validity and) demonstrated test:
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retest reliability; the second part provides
valuable adjunctive information for clinical and
research purposes. Future work should focus on

a more extensive assessment of parent-parent
and parent-therapist interrater reliability and
should continue the authors' work in the instrument's discriminant.validity.
The WSCL provides relatively quick access to

the types-of behavior problems present in the
child, as well as information about the family's
motivation and attitude toward psychiatric intervention. As the authors suggest, the instrument gives parents an opportunity to address
problems they may be reluctant to discuss initially. (Wimberger and Gregory, 1968).

A behavior \ checklist for use in child
psychiatry clinics. Journal of the American
Academy of Child Psychiatry, 1968, 7, 677-688.

Wimberger; H., and Millar; G. The therapeutic

effect of the initial clinic contact in child
psychiatry patients. In S. Lesse (Ed.), An
evaluation of \the results of the psycho-

therapies. Springfield, Illinois; Thomas, 1968.'
Source of Information:
Herbert C. Wimberger, M.D.
Division of Child PiychiStry
University of Washington School of Medicine
Coach House, Building NUmber 8
_-

An important unanswered question is the relationship betWeen scores obtained using this
instrument and scores of the severity of emo
tional disturbancein the child obtained by other
means.

2309 NE Forty-eighth Street

References:
Wimberger; Herbert C., and Gregory, Robert J.

315 Fifth Avenue

Seattle, Wash. V8105

Instrument Copyright:\

International University Press
New York, N.Y. 10016
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WASHINGTON SYMPTOM CHECKLIST (WSCL.)
age,-sex, and school grade of the
The parent is asked to fill out the name,
The items 1 - 66 listed below are folchild, and to.give'his own name and age.
check "Very Often'," "Frequently,"
lowed by boxes in which the parent is asked to
followed by boxes in which th parent,
"Seldom," and "Never." Items 68 - 72 are

Items 67 and 73 - 76,being

"No."
is asked to check "Yes," "Undecided," and

by empty spaces.
open - ended questions, are followed
,

INSTRUCTIONS:

The answers to the following

the problems of your child.

questions will help us, tounderstand

other
Please compare him/her with his/her friends or

childrea you know when filling in the answers.
deliberate.

Mark your first thought.,

Do not

of your child
Please.nswer the questions considering the:behavior

during the last month.

your
Questions marked with an asterisk (*) are regarding

with this in-mind.
child's whole life,-and they should be answered

Has interests or hobbies
Has trouble'reading
2.
Has serious fights with other children
3.
Has temper tantrums
4.
Forgets things
5.
Is easily led by others
6.
*
7.. Disobeys father .
feelings
8. Is understanding ok other people's
Refuses to-share
9.
10.. DaydreaMis
11. 'Is inattentive in school
Has difficulty 'in finishing a task he/she starts
12.
Shows jealousy'
13.
Gets hurt in accidents
14.
Feils unhappy
15.
Is shy'
16.
Angers
easily
17.
:Disobeys
mother
18.
with teachers
Has
difficulties
19.
Takes
things
that
are uot,his/hers
20.
Demands
a
great,deal
of attention
21.
i.

.

.
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

247

Shows immature behavior
Misbehaves at home
Is-a discipline problem at school
Blames others for his troubles
Is self-sufficient
Is cooperative and follows directions
Prefers to play alone
Pouts or sullcs when told to do something
Has difficulty making grades in school
His/her feelings are easily hurt.
Doesn't tell the truth

33..:Is'adpopUlar with-other. children
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
._41."

42.
:43.

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
58.
54.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Rinieefood"
Talks back to parents
*Has been held back a grade in school
Lacks self-confidence
AHAsheen in trouble with 'Juvenile Authorities
Has sleeping disturbances
Prefers to play with children not his/her own age
Cries easily
Refuses parental instructions
Gets along-poorly with children of oppositesex
Is irritable
Gets along wellwith grownups
Has speech difficulty
Gets:along poorly with brothers and sisters
Is resentful of discipline
Teases others
'
Is fearkul.
Is stubbOrn
Is nervous and jumpy
Is bossy
Is destructive
Is overactive
Is afraid to defend herself/himself
Has physical complaints
Wets, bed
Sticks thumb

Bites nails
Masturbates
Shows unusual. interest in fires
Has a tic (nervous twitch)
Ding not shows feelings
Is concerned about neatness
Complains about going.to school
Other problems not listed:

.

The next nine questions are directed to you, as the child's parent.

7hey-

may,not be exactly appropriate to your special Situation, but please answer them
the best of your ability.

VOLUME 1

WA
problem?
Do -you think that your child has an emotional'
problems?
yourohild
has
emotional
Does-it embarrass youathat
problems?
70.. Does-your wife/husband agree that there are
for your child's problems?
71. DO,youfeel'in part responsible
problem?
Do you feel that your child will outgrow the
72.
concerns
you
most
about him/her?
As -the child's parent, what
73.
have you considered?.
At this point what solutions to your 'ifficulties
74.
asssist
you?
75. -Do you feel that our professional help will
to
the
clinic?
Who originated the idea of coming
68.
69.

76.

Press; reproduced with permission by
Copyrighted by International University
Further reproduction prohibited without
the Health Resources Administration.
permission of copyright holder.
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Client Physical Health Status

Title: ORAL ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Author: De Walt, Evelyn M.

\Variables: The.instrument was designed to asrss nine,variables: (1) salivation, (2) tongue
oisture, (3) tongue color, (4) moisture of Pales, (5) condition of gingival tissue, (6) color of
t e membranes, (7) lip Oxture, (8) lip moisture,
and (9) soft tooth debris.
Description:

Nature and Content: The instrument is a set
Of nine fully scored, 3-point rating scalesone
for each variable. Each of the 3 points on the
rating scale is provided with descriptors that

assist, the rater in making the ratings. The

the instrument reviewed by /dentists at Ohio
State University and the University of Arizona.
Construct validity was established by factor
analyzing pilot data which appeared to have an
identifiable dimension.
Use in Research: This instrument was used by
_

DeWalt in a study conducted to ;identify and
compare- the effects on oral Mucosa when oral
hygiene was performed using a toothette versus
a toothbrush at 2, 3, and 4-hour intervals during
an 8-hour period for 10 days.
The study sample consisted of 48 geriatric patientss randomly selected from an extended care
facility. These patients were -unable to perform
their own oral care and were willing to partici-

range, of the scale is from 1 (undesirable oral

pate in th study.

tissue ConditioN to 3 (most desirable teral tissue
condition).
Administration and Scoring: Usinglthe mate- ,

: The method of assessment, the numerical ratings, and the deseriptive ratings are
'clear /r.d would seem to be easy to understand.
HoW er, the author's study would seem to indicate that it is difficult to assign numbers to some
of/these variables unless the condition is in the
direction of either extreme, i.e., 1 or 3.
The author's factor analysis having identified
only one factor indicates that the variables are
highly related and that one variable, amount of
salivation, determines all other variables' measurement.

rials, methods, and criteria specified in the instrument, the Atter assesses and rates each of
the nineNariables for each subject. iNo other
specifications for scoring were provided..Development:
Rationale: The state of oral health can be de-

termined by)-a series of observations done according to' professional dental directions. This
instrument was constructed as an explicit guide
for such observations.
Source of Items: The items for the guide were
adapted from an instrument developed for the
study of Passos and Brand (1966). The Passos
and Brand study instrument was based upon
information contained in an article by Greene
and Vermillion (1960).

Procedure for Development: With the' assistance of dental consultation, the author adapted
the guide from the Passos and Brand study. A
pilot study involVing 40 subjects was conducted

by the author and her assistantAo determine
interrater'reliability.
.

Reliability and Validity: Interrater reliability

of 0.92 was obtained on the pilot study; however,

the author did not indicate whether this was the
reliability for all nine variables or one variable

alone. Although- no figures are reported for
test-retest reliability' data are reported from
which this can be inferred (Dewalt, 1975).

Content validity- was established by having

1.

Comme

.

References:
DeWalt, Evelyn. Effects of timed hygienic mea-

sures on oral mucosa in a group of elderly
subjects. Nursing Research, 1975, 24, 104-108.
DeWalt, E. M., and Haines, Sr. A. K. A compara-

tive study of the effects of two oral hygiene
procedures at varying time ,intervals. 'Unpublished:master's thesis, Ohio State University,
Columbus, 1968.

\

Effect 'of specified streSsors on healthy

oral mucosa: Nursing Resedrch, 1969; '18,
22-27.

Greene, J. C., and Vermillion, if. R. The oral
hygiene index: A method for classifying cal
hygiene status. Journal of American, Dental
Association, 1960, 61, 172-179.

Oral, hygiene research and implications

for periodontal care. Journal of Dental Research, 1971, 50, 184-193.
Passos, J. Y., and Brand, L. M. Effects of agents
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15, 196-202.
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Source of Information:,
Evelyn M. DeWalt, R,N., M.
4
College of Nursing

University
of Arizona
.

.
Instrumplt Copyright:
The American Journal of Nursing Company
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10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y.,10019
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bevalt, Evelyn M.
ORAL ASSESSMENT ,OUIDE
NUMERICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE RATINGS

DEPENDENT
VARI

TOOLS FOR
DAIA COLLECTION

NETI100 OF IlEASUltEMENT

3.

Moist

Dry or scanty

- Ropy of viscid

.

e.

. .

1

Insert-blade into Mouth.

.Tongue blade

Salivation

.

.

touching flumes, palates. .

and floor of mouth.
Slowly remove and observe
.
-

Tongue moisture

.

.

Visual and palpitory
assessment

Moist

Dry

Coated

Feel and observe

.

appearance ortIssue

-

:.
.

Tongue coloring

.

Visual assessment"
,

.

Red and blistered

Observe appearance of
tissue

Pink

Red.
.

.

r

Palates.

Visual assessment

,
"
Gingival tissue

Observe appearance of

Dry and coned

tissue'

with debris

Dry

Moist

Pink and
resilient

.

Gently press tissue
with tip of blade.

Red. shiny,
edematous, bleeding

Red. shiny
edematour

Visual assessment

Observe appearance, of
tissue

Red with general
inflammation
(includes two of
the membranes)

Red with local
inflammation
(Includes one of
the membranes)

Lip texture

Visual and palpitory
assessment

Observe and feel tissue

Rough, large amount
of debris

Lip moisture

Visual and palpitory
assessment

Observe and feel
appearance of tissue

Cracked or bleeding

Soft tooth debris

Disclosing solution

-Tongue blade and
visual assessment
--

Membranes (palates.
uvula, and
tonsillar fossi)
'

_Ptak

.

..--.

.

.

Rough, small amount
of debris

.

,

.

,

.

Dry

Moist

-

.

---2-____

;

.

Siooth andsoft

.

.

Applied by applicator stick

_Soft debris covers

Acts
to all tootle surfaces.
as dye which penetrates the.
invisible foreign material '
/
clinging to teeth. For
purposet of scoring the total
amount of tooth debris was

more than'2/3 total
teeth surface

Soft debris covers
1/3. but less than
2/3 total teeth surface.
.

Debris less
than 1/3 or
-edentulous

1

.

-

.
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computed according to an index
developed by Greene -and
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External criteria

Title: GESTATIONAL AGE
BORN INFANT

Score

Authors: Dubowitz, Lilly. M S., Dubowitz, Victor,
and Goldberg, Cissie

Edema
Skin texture
Skin color
Skin opacity
Lanugo

NI,

0.

Variable: The instrument assesses the gesta-

tonal age of ,a newborn infant on the basis of 10
neurologic and 11 "external" criteria: The
neurologic. criteria are: posture, square window,
ankle -doriiflexion, arm recoil, leg recoil, poPteal angle, heel to ear, scarf sign, head lag, and

Plantar creases
Nipple formetion
Breast size
Ear form
Ear firmness
Genitals
Total

:.ntral suspension. The external criteria are:
skin texture, skin color, skin opacity, edema,
ianugo,:ear form, ear firmness, genitals, breast
size, nipple formation, and plantar skin creases.
DescriOtion:

Nature -cm 2. 1.7onten t:
.

mo
This is a 21-itebser

\

vation guide that can be used to clinically assess

the gestational. age of a newborn infant. It is
divided_ into the two sections identified above
under Variable. Section 1 pertains to the
neurologic assessment and consists of a stickfigure representation for each grade'. of each
sign. arid the score to be assigned for each of

.

these. The section is accompanied by descriptive
"Notes on Techniques of Assessment of
which describe the proceNeurologic
dure for testing the infant for each sign. Section
2 pertains to the external signs to be assessed
and consists of verbal ,descriptions for 'each
point on the rating scale for each sign. For both
sections the number, of grades which may be
the sign being as. assigned varies according to

sessed, i.e., for some, one of three possible

grades may be assigned, for others, One of four'
or one of five possible grades; and for popliteal
angle, one of six possible grades may be assigned.
Neurologic criteria
.CriteriOn

Posture
Square window
Dorsiflexion of foot
Arm recoil
Leg recoil
Popliteal angle,
Heel to ear:.
Scarf sign.
Head lag
Ventral suspension
Total

Score
0-4
0-4
0-4
0-2
0-2
0-5
-4
0-3
0-3
0-4

0 -35

13, -2

'0 -4
0-3
0-4
0-4
0-4
0.- 3
0 \- 3

0-3
0-3

0-2
0-'35

Administration and Scoring: The assesiment
completed by a health care prbfesshould
sional who is proAcient in conducting pediatric
examinations and who is familiar with the in-

struntent. In the study reported by Dubowitz,
Dubowitz, and, Goldberg (1970), the assessments

were conducted "on the obstetric landings and

in the Special Care Unit and Premature Nurassessments were' made within 5
sery
days of delivery; in a large proportion the first
Wassessment was made within 24 hours (of
birth)." The authors report that the whole pro cedure,' once one becomes familiar with it, requires approximately 10 minutes.

If scores on the right and left sides differ, a
mean score is used for that particular 'sign.
Scores for each sign are summed to provide a

total score for each infant. Total possible scores
range from 0, 'which is compatible with the pcisture or state of the reflex of the immature infant,
to 70. Total scores can be equated to estimation
of gestational age in weeks by reference to a
graph (Dubowitz et al., 1970, p. 9).
Develcipment:

,Rationale: Interest in the assessment of the
gestational age in the newborn infant and in
differentiating the -short-gestation infant from
the small-for-date infan't has increased in recent.
years. These interests ho.Ve fallen, mainly, into
two broad groupsa series of nedrologic signs,
and a series of external characteristics. The au-

thors of this instrument were interested in de-

veloping one whiCh would include both
neurologic and external ,characteristics, would
have an objective scoring system, and would be

more accurate than trying to assess the gestational age on the presence or absence of indi-

,
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two independent assessments 'were done on the
same infant, the error of prediction of the average of the two readings was 0.7 weeks, and the
95 percent confidence limits wen; plus or minus
1.4 weeks. The correlation coefficient, of the external criteria .against gestation/was 0.91 per -

vidual neurologic or extern& l'T.i" (Dubowitz et
al.; 1970).

Source of Items: The items were based upon
the professional experience of the authors, a review of literature, and the work of other professionals in the field, especially Koenigsberger
(1966), Arniel-Tiion (1968); Robinson (1966), and

cent' and of the neurologic criteria against

Farr and Associates (1966).
Procedure for Development: The authors conducted a pilot study using all of the neurologic
criteria defined by Koenigsberger, Amiel-Tison,

ternal. criteria were 2.4 weeks and on the

gestation was 0.89. The correspionding 95 percent confidence limits of the single score on exneurologic critenli. were 2.6 w/eks.

and Robinson. Based upon the results of the
pilot study, a series of n urologic criteria were
selected, i.e., they were easily definable and

Use in Research: The irmtrument has been
widely used by the authOrslin their research in
England and by researchers in this country.

were least influenced by t e state of the baby or
the presence of neurologic abnormality. At this
time, it was also decided to score each neurologic
sign along, the lines used, by Farr and AsSociates
'/

for scoring external characteristics. In parallel
with this; the-authors alSo used the criteria for

external characteristics defined by Farr and
/

Associates (Dubowitz et al., 1970).

The instrument was then used for a survey of
-167 infants in the Jessoii Hospital for Women,
Sheffield, England (Dubowitz et al., 1970).
Reliability and Validity: An observer who h d
no knowledge of the delivery dates used the i
strument to assess 167 infants. After completi n
oc that initial survey, three pediatricians pr c,ticed using the scoring system on a number lof
infants. Following that, i:he three pediatricia.
assessed 9, 10, and 130, respectively, of the sa

e

infants assessed by the initial single observe
The Student's t-test of tkie differences betwee
the scores obtained by the original observer an
the .three pediatricians Ishowed no_significan
differences. The scores obtained by three nurses
were then compared with those obtained by the
original observer on some of the same infants
(11, 7, and 11 infants, respectively, for the three
nurses). The Student's t-test showed no significant differences between he scores ',obtained by

the original observer and two of the three
nurses, but, the third nurse consistently scored

each' infant 5 points higher than the original
observer. None of the thre nurses had had any
previous experience with the instrument or
method.

Validity for the instru nt is evidenced by
the following: the correlation coefficient of the
scores obtained by theinitial observer against
theleStational age of !it-let 167 infants based
upon data, obtained from the mothers was 0.93.
The error of prediction of a single score based on
these data was 1.02 weeks:a d 95 percent confidence limits were plus or mitius12 weeks. When

Comments: The instrument has much to coinmend it. The criteria are clearly defined, easily
identified and observed;' the scoring system is
clear, comprehensive, f and can be readily

learned; the evidence of interrater reliability
and validity, though limited, is promising.
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GESTATIONALIAGE IN THE NEWBORN INFANT
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VOLUME 1

SOME NOTES ON TECHNIQUES OF ASSESSMENT OF
NEUROLOGIC CRITERIA

,

and legs exPOSTURE: Observed with infant quiet and in supine position. Score 0: Arms
flexion of legs,
knees,
arms
extended;
2:
stronger
tended; 1: beginning of flexion of hips and
full 'flexion of arms and
arms extended; 3: arms slightly flexed, legs flexed and abducted; 4:
legs.

index finger
SQUARE WINDOW: The hand is flexed on the forearm between the,tbirmli and possible, and
is
applied
to
get
as
full
a
flexion
as
of the examiner (Fig. 3). Enough pressure
forearm is measured
the angle between the hypotheaar eminence and the ventral aspect of the wrist while doing
is
taken
not
to
iotate
the
infant's
and graded according to diagram. (Care
this maneuver.)
of 'the leg, with
ANKLE DORSIFLEXION: The foot is dorsiflexcd onto the anterior aspect
the leg (Fig. 4). Enough
the examiner's thumb on the sole of the foot and other fingers behind
between the dorsum of the
pressure is applied to get as full flexion as posiblc, and the angle
foot and the anterior aspect of the leg is measured.

first flexed for 5
ARM RECOIL: With the infant in the supine position the forearms are The sign is fully
the
hands,
and
then
released.
seconds, then fully extended by pulling on
to incomplete
positive if the arms return briskly to full flexion (Score 2). If the arms return
extended or are only
flexion or the response is sluggish it is graded as Score 1. If they remain
followed by random movements the score is O.

flexed for 5 seconds, then
LEG RECOIL: With the infant supine, the hips and knees are fully
released.
&maximal
response
is one of full flexion, of
extended by traction on the feet, and
partial
flexion
scores
1,
and
minimal
or
no movement scores 0.
the hips and knees (Score 2). A
examining couch, the
POPLITEAL ANGLE: With the infant' supine and his pelvis flat on thefinger and thumb supby
the
examiner's
left
index
thigh is held in the knee-chest position
the examiner's right index
porting the knee. The leg is then extended by gentle pressure from
5).
popliteal
angle
is
measured
(Fig.
finger 'behind the ankle and the

baby's foot as near to the
HEEL TO EAR MANEUVER: With the baby supine. draw the the foot and the head as
it.
Observe
the
distance
between
head as it will go without forcing
diagram. Note that the knee
well as the degree of extension at the knee. Grade according to
alongside
the
abdomen
(Fig.
6).
is left free and may draw down
put it around the neck
SCARF SIGN: With the baby supine, take the infant's 'iland and try tothis
maneuver by lifting
around
the
opposite
shoulder.
Assist
and as far posteriorly as possible
and grade according to illushow
far
the
elbow
will
go
across
the elbow across the body. Sce
midline and opposite
trations. Score 0: Elbow reaches opposite axillary line; 1; Elbow between
midline.
axillary line; 2: Elbow retches midline; 3: Elbow will not reach
if a very small infant)
HEAD LAG: With the baby lying supine, grasp the hands (or the armsof the head in relation
the
sitting
position.
Observe
the,
position
and pull him slowly towards
may initially be supported by
to the' trunk and grade accordingly. In a small infant the head
2: Able to maintain head in line
Complete
lag;
1:
Partial
head
control;
one hand. Score 0:
with body;
.) 3: Brings head anterior to body.

position, with examiner's
VENTRAL SUS ENSION: The infant is suspended in the prone
in a large infant): Observe the
chest
(one
hand
in
a
small
infant,
two
\Slant's
hand under the
and legs. Also note the
degree of extension of the back and the amount of flexion of the arms
Grade
according
to
diagrams.
relation of the head to the trunk.
If score differs on the two' sides, take the mean.
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Score'
External

0

sign

Edema

3

2

1

I

Obvious edema of No obvious edema No edema
of hands and
hands and feet;

pitting over tibi a feet; pitting over
tibia

Skin texture

Very thin, gelati- Thin and smooth Smooth: medium

Slight thickening. Thick and parchment -like; superficial or deep
ing and peeling
especially of hands cracking
and feet

thickness. Rash or . Superficial crack-

nous

superficial peeling

Skin color

Dark red

Uniformly pink

Pale pink: variable Pale; only pink
over ears, lips,
over body
palms, or soles

Skin-opacity

Numerous veins
and venules
clearly seen,
especially over
abdomen

Veins and tribu-

A few large vessels A few large yesclearly seen over sels seen India -.
tinctly over ababdomen
domen

No lanugo

Abundant; long
and thick over
whole back

(trunk)

Lanugo

(over back)
Plantar creases No skin creases
.

taries seen

Faint red marks
over anterior
half of sole
O

Nipple formatidh

Nipple barely via- Nipple well defined; areola
iblc ; no areola

Breast size

No breast- tissue
palpable

Ear form

Pinna flat and
shapeless, little

Hair thipning
especially over
lower back

No blood vessels

Small amount of
lanugo and bald

seen

At least 1/2 of back

devoid of lanugo

areas

Definite red marks Indentations over Definite deep in' dentations over
> anterior 1,f3
over > anterior
> anterior 1/4
1/2; indentations

over < anterior
1/4

Areola stippled,
edge not raised,

smooth and fiat,

diameter < 0.75

diameter < 0.75

OIL

Areola stippled,
edge raised, diane-

eter > 0.75 cm.

Breas't tissue both Breast tissue both
Breast tissue on
sides; one or both
one or both sides, sides; one or both
> tl cm.
0.3
1.0
cm.
< 0.3 cm. diameter

Incurving of part Partial incurving
whole of upper
of edge of pinna
pinna

or no incurving

Welt-defined MI
curving whole of
upper pinna

of edge

Ear firmness

Pinna soft. easily
folded, no recoil

Pinna soft, easily
folded, slow recoil

Cartilage to edge Pinna firm,
of pinna, !Alf soft cartilage to edge;
instant recoil
in places, ready
recoil

Genitals
Male.

'Neither testis in

At least one testis

At least one testis

scrotum

Female (with Labia' majora
hips 1/2

abducted)

widely separated,
labia minora,
protruding

high in scrotum

Labia majora
almost.,cover
labia .rninora

right down
Labia majora
'completely cover
labia minora

lf score diffeii on two sides, take the mean.
reproduced with permission by the Health Resources
Copyrighted by C. V. Mosby Company;
prohibited without permission of copyright'holder.
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Title: RECOVERY ROOM ACTIVITY' SyHEDULE
Author: Elms, Roslyn R.

---

Variables: This instrument provides information On five variables: spontaneous behavior ac-

tivity (SBA), spontaneous behavior comforts
(SBC), response to stimuli. comport (RSC), response to stimuli-positive responses (RSPR),

and response.. to stimuli:negative responses
(RSNR).

Nature and Content; This instrument consists

of a list of overt patient behaviors and their
respective comfort ratings. Spontaneous behavior activity is operitionalized by counting
body movements, verbal statements, and verbalizations made by a patient in a recovery
Spontaneous

nonobservation period. Each behavior is recorded in brie? as it occurs and includes patient
verbalizations, vocalizations, and body movements, as well as the apparent purpose of these
behaviors. Continuous movements are recorded

as one unit until there is at least a 3-second

Description:

room.

the stimulus, are defined as neutral responses."
Administration and Scoring: The information
provided by the instrument is obtained by having an observer'-rate patients while they are in
the recovery .room. Each observation period is
15 minutes long, and is followed by a 15:minute

comfort

behavior

is

operationalized by observers' ratings of the
amount of comfort expressed by patients in the
recovery room, apparently in response to some
inner feeling, impulse, or tendency without obvious external stimulation. A'i-,4:point rating scale

is used to record this information. The four response categories are defined as follows: 0 = no
'evidence of discomfort, 1 = evidence of mild dis-

\ comfort, 2 = evidence 'of moderate discomfort,
\and;3 = evidence oi,,severe discomfort.
Response to stimuli comfort is operationalized

by observers' ratings of the amount oftcomfort
expressed by Patients in the recovery room, apparently in. resplinseto -external stimulation.
The iamb rating scale- is used to record this information as is-used to record the information
gathered for spontaneous behavior comfort. Re,
sponse \to stimuli- positive responses is
operationalized by comparing the number of
positive, responses made by the patient to external stimuli 'with the total number of such responses. A positive response. is one which
appears .to indicate :that a' patient is .willing to
comply, 'cooperate, or correctly follow instructions. ResPOnse too stimuli-negative responses is'

operationalized by comparing the number of
he patient to exnegative responSes\rnade
ternal stimuli with the total number of such
resPonsea. If fear or displeasure is indicated by
the'patient as part of a\response, that response
is rated-as anegative response: So; too, are patient 'actions .and/or responses which indicate
unwillingness to cooperate; to. comply with requests, or to folk;w, directions Responses whiCh
are neither clearly positive nor clearly negative,
and/Or which appear to have little connection to
\.

6

pause in that behavior or until a moving part is
refurned to its original position.
i
The score On "spontaneous behavior activity".
(SBA) is computed in two steps: (1) add together
the total number of body movements, verbal
statements, and vocalizations that Were apparently due to nonexternal stimuli, aricr(2) divide
this total by the total number of units of spontaneous behavior. The resulting mean score can
range from 0 to 3. The \score on "response to
stimuli comfort" is alsO computed in two, steps:
(1) add together the comfoit indices for all behaviors apparently due to external stimulation,
and (2) divide this sum by the total number of
behaviors which occurred as a response to ex-

ternal stimulation. The resulting mean score

can range from 0 to, 3. The score on "response to
stimuli-positiVe responses" is computed by dividing the number of positive respOnsesto external,

stimuli by the total number of responses to external stimuli. This resulti in a percentage ratio
of positive. responses. The. total number of re-.
sponses is the sum of the positiVe, negative, and

neutral external responses:The score on "re;
sponse to stimuli-negative responses" is simi!arly computed, except that, in this case the

number of negative responses to external.
stimuli is divided by the total nuMber of responses to external stimuli. A similar percentage ratio results..
Development:

Rationale: The author note's that,
Nurses frequently believe that the patient who wakes
quickly after surgery,' cooperates easily with routine
procedures, and has little diScOrrifort will have less diffi-

culty adapting postoperatively than the 'patient who
takes a icng.pme waking up, exhibits much ,discomfort,
and finds extreme difficulty in coughing, turning, or following simple instructions. Proceeding on such assumptions is not uncommon in nursing, since nursing Prictice

has traditionally4 been based on experience" (Elms,
,

This instrument was developed 'to provide inforination thktvould be used to systematically.

\
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.

examine the relationship between patients' recovery room behaviorS and their patterns of
convalescence. Assuming that the positive relationships were observed between these two sets
of variables, information on the former could
theribe'gathered and made available to personnel who care for patients po;toperatively. Hopefully, such information could be used to
reniediate or limit the severity of subsequent

strument is described in the reference cited be,
low.

Comments: This instrument appears to have a
potential for providing information on the variables it is presumed to measure. The initial in-

terobServer reliability information suggests
that there may be considerable agreement between observers. However, it would be desirable

to have additional information regarding the
characteristics of these measures before a more

problems.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of the literature and the author's professional experience.

definitive conclusion is reached.
The information available' does not indicate
the number of patients or the range and type of
surgical trauma experienced by the patients in-

for Development: The instrument

was developed by observing 60 patients in the
was
recovery room at !Parkland Memorial Hospital,
Dallas, Texas. The number of observation
period5 per patient varied from 1 to 12. Their
ages ranged from 18 to 82 years:and approximately one-third of the patients were males. A
variety
of surgical procedures, having a wide
4
variety of risk, were performed on the, patients.
The surgical procedures lasted' from ,35 to 570
.minutes. The scores' on the five variables de,

volved in the reliability phase of this test development effort. Since training was required to
prepare observers to use this instrument, it
would be useful to hive additional information
regarding these procedures.
The magnitude of the relationships between
the five variables measured by this instrument
and, those from the Postoperative Convalescence Questionnaire is quite small, which
suggests that how a patient behaves in the recovery room is. minimally related to convalesce-rite type behaviors. However, since the results
are based on a fairly small sample, and since
they are incongruent with what is expected, it
would be useful to gather additional information on a larger sample of patients. Further-ex-

rived from this instrument were examined in

relation to four other variablei derived from the
Postoperative Convalescence QueStionnaire
(Elms, 1972).

Reliability and Validity: Interobserver reliability information was gathered by comparing
the author's scores on the five measures for sev
oral patients with those of the observer. The

ploration of the relation of recovery room scores
to other convalescence data such as the number
9f pain medications received, the length-of h spital stay; and the degree or type of su
trauma would also be useful.

Pearson correlations for SBA and SBC, based on
one session were 0.86. The. Pearson correlation
_for RSC in two sessions was 0:88., and the Pearson correlation between the negatiVe and positive Responses to External. Stimuli was 0.86 for
three sessions:
Scores on the five measures of Recovery Room
Behavior were correlated with scores from the
Postoperative Convalescence, Questionnaire
(Elins, 1972). Of the 25 correlations performed,

References:*
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postoperative convalescence.. Nursing Research, 1972, 21, 390-397.
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only -four showed statistical significance tof; Roslyn R. Elms, R.N. , M.S.
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another variable._ Response to stimuli-negative
responses (RSNR) was the most sensitive indicatorOf postoperative recoVery as measured by
the Postoperative Convalescence Questionnaire
(Elms; 1972).

The correlation between the spontaneous

be-

havior comfort (SBC) and the response to stimuli
conk. fort (RSC) was 0.72.;
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RECOVERY ROOM ACTIVITY SCHEDULE: GUIDELINES FOR SCORING

During each 15-minute observation period, the observer records in brief
all overt behavior as it occurs, including verbalizations, vocalizations,
and body Movements. He then scores this behavior using the following.
guidelines:

The observer used this score when the
patient's behavior did not seem to
indicate discomfort.

no discomfort

Examples;

Patient opens his eyes.
Patient says "Thanks."

This rating was used when'the behavior
indicating disdomfOrt was of low.,
intensity and of short duration, showed
only slight musCle tension, and when
the pace of:movement wavilow., Verbal
-pitch was soft (below normal speaking
level); the.patient was apparently
able to tolerate the situation easily
and made no obvious'atteMpt to relieve
his discomfort.

mild discomfort

O

.

Examples:

Patient slowly turning head side to
side for "3 seconds.

Patient rubbing incisions slowly with
hand.

Patient frowning, but with only forehead involved.
Patient scratching ear.
Yatient.whimpering intermittently for
a few seconds.
4,

69
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,

.moderate.disc

The score was used when thepatient
was obviously restless, when muscle
tension was easily apparent, when
movements continued at a Tegular
and quick pace and indicated that
the-patient was having some diffi-

ort

culty coping with., the situation

and was making some effort to
relieve his doscomfort: Verbal._
pitch was clearly audible (normal
speaking level or. slightly aboVe).
Examples:

Patient's frowning involves forehead, eyebrOwi,'.0yes.:
Patient, tossing head rapidly.side
to side for 7 Seconds/
Patient groaning with each eXhalation for 10 breaths.
Patient :take nurse for help in
turning over.
Patient.adjusting-oxYgen.tesk 5
times consecutively.

severe discomfort

The behavior in this category showed
rigid muscletension and extreme
restlessness; movements were abrupt'
and sometimes wild; the behavior
continued over an extended period
of time.. Verbal pitch was loud
enough to be shouting or screaming,and the situation seemed -to' demand
immediate attention. The patient
seemed unable to cope with' the
situation and was trying very hard
to relieve the discomfort in some

.

way.

Examples:

Patient throwing chest at side rails
twice in an attempt to get out of
bed.

Patient grimaces involving entire
face, mouth pulled back and
teeth clenched. *Fista clenched
so knuckles are white.

VOLUME1'

Patient's body arching from bed
as he is suctioned, 'Neck..
.
muscles rigid;
Patient screaming out loud several'
times that he ii in severe pain..
Patient yelling for a. nurse to help
him.
Patient. crying.uncontrollably.
1-^

with permission by the Health Resources
Copyrighted by the American ournal of Nursing Company; reproduced
without
permission
of copyright holder.
Administration. Further rep oduction prohibited
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hard moderate, and loose. No instructions were
provided on how to apply these codes other than
to indicate that the skin at identified high risk
sites should be stimulated for touch,and 2-point
discrimination.

Title: DATA COLLECTION SHEET 7OR /ASSESSMENT OF PATIENT'S POTENTIAL FOR
PRESSURE SORES.
Aiitbor: Gosnell;, Davina J.
Variables: This instrument proyides informa-

Skin appearance is assessed by the rater

using his(her) own adjectives, e.g., dry, oily, flaccid, etc.

tion on eight, variables: mental status, conti-.

nence, mobility, activity, nutrition, __skin
ppearance, skin .tone, and skin.sensation. Mental status is defined to Mean assessment of one's

Administration and Scoring: This instrument
was designed to be used by a nurse as one part of
a typical patieht assessment procedure. From 3

evel of responses to his environment. Contience is defined as amount of bodily control of

to 5 minutes are required to complete the instrument.

rtnation and defecation. Mobility is. defined as
a ount and.control of movement of one's body.

A test score is computed by summing the re-,
sponses to the first five variables. The score may
range from 5 to 20. A low score is presumed to

_A tiyityis_irlined-ra mean ability of an indi,vi ual to walk. Nutrition is defined as process of
foo intake. Skin appearance is defined to mean
the escriPtion of observed skin characteristics.
'Skin tone is defined to mean degree. of..turgor
t

indicate poorer health status.
.Developmerit:

Rationale: This instrument was developed because of the author's belief that the presence of
_pressure sores constitutes a significant problem,
both in terms of cost of care and personal discomfort for a substantial number (10-15 percent) of patients. Since little information was
presumed to be available regarding why a particular patient develops pressure sores, it-:was
hope-TU.1-kt the data gathered from this instrument would provide some leads' that would

..and ension of the skin, and skin sensation is
defiri d as the response to tactile stimuli of the

epide mis. Each of the first 'five
variables is
.
on the single
operat'ona ize by ra ing pa le
rating calefor that _variable; skin appeArance,

skin to e, and skin sensation are not, rated
mimer; ally.
DescrIpt On:

Nature and. Content: The Data ColleCtion

used to reduce: the incidence of this prOblem/.
Source of items: The test variables were based
upon research conducted by Norton et al. (1962).

Sheet for Assessinerit of Patient's Potential for
PreSsure ores is made. up of eight qUestions,
each of which provides information on o& of the
eight variaibles described above. In addition, the
instrument is designed to identify information
regarding vital signs, medication, and demo -.
graphic infOrmation such as age, sex, weight,
height, and diagnosis: A. rating scale with three
to five response cavegories is provided for 'the
0
first five variables (mental status, continence;
mobility, activity, and nutrition). No numerical
code is associated with the response categories
foskin appearance, skin tone or skin sensation.
4Five-e,respOnse categories are used to d7-2.ribe

mental status: unconscious, stuporous, 'confused,

apathet\ic, and alert. Four response
/

categories describe continence status: absence
of control, minimally controlled_,__usually

corn-

trolled, and fully controlled: Four response
categories' describe mobilityrstatus: immobile,
very limited, slightly liMited, and cull. Four re-:
sponse categorieS capture information on activity: bedfast, chairfast, walks with help,'
and ambulatory. Three response categories are
usedto provide information on nutrition?poor,
fair, and good:
Three categories are used to assess, skin tone:, .
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1

Procedure for Development: This instrument
was administered to 30patients-within 24 hours
after they were admitted to one of four extended
are facilities located in. the Ohio metropolitan
area. The patients ranged in age fid'm 65 to 91
years. All but one were Caucasian, two-thirdswere females. None of these persons had a-pressure sore at the first administration of the test..
The instrument was readministered to patients
on a biweekly basis for. 4 weeks, unless a pres-

sure sore developed, or the patient was dis-

charged.
Reliability and Validity: No information was
provided regarding the test-retest, gerieralizedi

split-half, or interrater !reliability characteristics of the instrument.
..Test scores on this 'ristrument for the 30 patients ranged from 10 to 20The:mean score was
approximately 17. Four of the 30 patients deyeloped pressure sores. Two of these he'd scores
from 16720: Nineteen patients who.did not..deVelop apressure sore 'also had scores within AO
range. The other two patients whO developed ,a
presSUre sore had test scores from 1.1-15. Six
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some ambiguity, in categories adjacent to each
Other. For example, for The variable mobility,
the choices "very limited". and "slightly.limited"
are defined; by' essentially, the same phrases

patients Who did not develop a pressure sore
also had scores within this range.
The four patients who developed a pressure,
sore had had scores on this test which decreased
frOm 1 to 8 points across a ,4-week observation
period. Eight patients who did not develop pres-

"Requires assistance to change position" and
"Requirei the assistance of another person to
change/position." Consequently,4t is uncertain

sure sores had similar decreases in their test
scores.

Use in Research: Gosnell (1973) desdribed the
development and use of the instrument in the
publication referenced below.
Comments: As a result of tter use of the instrument, the author recommends that provision for
the collection of the following data be added by
any potential user:

.

.

ratory studies to More accurately assess
each patient's nutritiOnal status.
:.

1

The Data `'Co
Collection
Sheet for Assessment of:
llect'i

I

Patient's Potential.for Pressure Sores appears

1

.

to be easy; to administer and score, tinsithe item .
used to measure each variable appears to have
face validity. Consequently, the instrument apPears to haVe some potential for providing information regarding the development of
Pressure sores. However, due to the very limited
nature of the sample (only four patients actually
developed pressure sores), and the similarity in
4Jost scores, bath /at a point .in time and across
o did and those who did not
t me .for t those
develop isressur sores, it is'tpremature to draw
aty definitive onelusions about the ultimate

u efulness of the instrtiment.

\The ,rating categories for the various 'van\

aisle_ s. are fairly easy to understand. The end
s of each set of rating categories/ in parcular, are cle,ar an distinct. However, there is
-

category to use for a particular observation.
o information was presented that provide a
rationale for combining the responses to the ve
variable's into one score. The-information .a ailable does not indicate a substantive relatio ship
between a total test scc,,,, and the prese ce of
pressure sores: It would ue useful, there ore, to
have information regarding the relatio ship between individual variables and/Or various com.

1. Medicationsndme, dosage,' frequency;

2. Hydration and circulatory status including
intake and output;
3. Temperature, pulse, respiration, and blood
pressum at the 'actual; timeof the observatiOn of tie patient; .'
,
4: Type of diet ordered for the patient;
.5: A Measura of protein 'metabolisni via labo-

,

what determines how an observer decides which

binations of variables and the presence of
pressure sores. A large number of patients

should be studied, and, from such data, a factor
weighting schenie based on empirical evidence
developed which would identify those patients
at risk for ilevelopine,decubiti.
Any potential user. \ should consult all of the :
most recent literature>aVailable on decubiti.aS
.

,

well.
.

References:Gosnell, D.avine, JNen-41tfassment tool' to idenpressure' sores. Nursing Research, 1973, 22 ..
.

(1), 55-59.
Norton, Doreen, et al: 11,.n investigation of geriat-

hospitals. Londpn
ric nursing problems
National Corporation for the Care of 01
People, 1962.
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DAIA COLLECTION SHEET FOR ASSESSMENT OF PATIENT'S
'POTENTIAL FOR PRESSURE SORES
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Diagnosis

Naaie

{1.

Age:

Date of Admission

BT.

Date of Dichirge

Se:c

RATING SCALE

MENTAL
STATUS:
. 5 Alert

.

4.

.Apathetic

3' Confused
1:11upOrous :
1: .110conscious..

MOBILITY:'.

CONTINREEs:.

I

NUTRITION:

ACTIVITY:

I

,
.

.

--I

4

Fully. controlled

/

3 Usually.Controlled
Minimally Controlled
2.
1 Absence of

,

3.

Limited
. 2

.

..

'Control

4

i
4 'Full
Slightly

.3

1

Verylimited

2

Immobile

1

Ambulatory
Walks with
assistance
irfast
t
Be

3

2
1

Good
Fair.
Poor

'"
.

'

TOTAL SCORE

V*te

-

.

...

.

.

.

.
.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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VITAL
-:SIGNS

SKIN
fiPF'EtIRAtirl

SKIN
TONE

SKIN
SENSATION

MEDICATIONS:

275.
ti

Y

I

COMMENTS:

GUIDE FOR NUMBICAL RATING OF IHE DEFINED CATEGORIES
.

RATING

2

3

Confused:

Mental. Status:

Unconscious:

Atuperousl

Awassessment of

Non-responsive

one's leVel of

to painful
stimuli

Total disorientation. Does
not respond to
name, simple
commands, or
verbal stimuli

'response to his
environment.

\

.

4

Alert:

'ppthetic:

Lethargic, forPartial and/qr
.getful, drowsy,.
intermittent.dispassiVe & dull,
'orientation to TPP.
sliiggith, depressed.
Purposeless response
Able to obey simple
Restless
to stimuli.
aggressive, irritable,. coninands. Possibly
anxious & may requine° disoriented to time.
tranquilizers or
sedatives
-

Oriented to time,
place, &-person:...

Responsive to all.,
stimuli, and
understands
explanations.

:

\

'Centinencef

Mininmlly. controlled:

Incontienet
of both
urine & feces.'

Often incon-

incontinent of-.

tintntof
urthe with
occasional-to
often incontinence of feces.

urine A/or of
feces once in
awhile - or has foley catheter & is incon7
tinent of feces.

Immobile:-

Verylimited:

stimItty, Lfmited:

Full:

Does not assist
self in.any way
to:change posi-

Requires assis-

Able,to_control
and move all ex-

Able to control and
move 1.11,, extremities
Hey require
wi
the use otra
s
can turn, lift, pull,
balance,And attain sitting
position at will.

.

The.amountof
bodily control
of urination &
defecation.

.

..The .mount and
control of movement of one's

Fullixontroiled:

Usually con

Absence of
Control:.

pOsitionOffers--1

-tits. i °unable
to change. position

Lance in helping
to change one`su
position. May
have contractures, paralyses, etc..

pendent on others
for movement.

traed:

.tance to change
minimal 'assis-.

withwt assiktan.A.
_ Is completely de

.

treiui ties but

snme degree of
limitation may
Rebe present.
quires the assistance of another
person to change

Total control of
urine and feces.
A

at

.

position.

Bedfast:

Chairfast:

Walks with Help:.

Ambulatory:

Activity:

The ability of an
individual to_
ambulate.

Is Confined to
bed firing
entire 24 hOurs
of the.day.

Ambulates only

Able to ambulate
with assistance
of another per7
son, braces, or

is able to walk. unassisted.
Rises from bed unassisted.

I

A chair:,

reqo.res
assistance to do
so-nr-is confined to a

crutches,

flay

he limitation
11f stair!._

27G

With the use of a deice such
as cane. or walker is ablei
to ambulatolwithout thu'aSsistance

einother person.

Nutrition:

Poor:

Fair:

Good:

The process of
food intake.

Seldom eats a
complete meal.
Eats only a
few bites of
food at a Mal.
Is dehydrated
4 has minimal'
fluid intake.

Occasionally
refuses a meal or
frequently leaves
the larger portion of a meal.
Must be encour-

Eats some food from:
each category of the
Basic 4 every.day.

aged to take.
fluids.

each meal served - or , is
receiving tube feedings.

::.Assessment of the skin was made but not rated numerically_

Drinks 04 glasses offluid every day.
the major portion of
Eats

It was described in the following manner:

Skin Appearance:

A description.of
observed skin
characteristics.

Terms used:
Dry, oily, wrinkled, scaly, flatcid, etc..

Skin Tone:

The degree of turgor
and tenston'of the skin
determined by pinch

Hard

Moderate

None

Slight

Loose

at specific high -risk sites.
for.pressure sores.
'Skin Sensation:

The response of an
indjvidualIo tactile
stimuli of the
.

epidermis'.

'Identi-

fied high-risk sites for
. pressure sores stimulated
for touch and two point
--descriminationr--

.

Mociirate

Great

--------

°

iiipyrighted by the American Journal of Nursing Company; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources
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Title: ORAL HYGIENE INDEX (OHI) and
SIMPLIFIED ORAL HYGIENE INDEX
(OHI-S)

Authors: Greene, John C., and Vermillion, Jack
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The scores and criteria for oral calculus are:

0No calculus present.
1Supragingival calculus covering not more
than one -third of the exposed tooth surface.

D.

Variable: Oral hygiene as identified by the ex-

tent of oral debris and cal::ulus found on

selected teeth is the variable. Oral debris is defined as the soft foreign matter loosely attached
to the teeth. It consists of mucin, bacteria, and
food, and varies in color from greyish-white to
'green or orange. Calculus, is defined as a deposit
of inorganic salts.composed primarily of calcium
carbonate and phosphate mixed with food debris, bacteria and desquamated epithelial cells.
Description:

Nature and' Content: Both of these instruments include a physical examination of the
mouth and a scoring system used to rate the
cleanliness of the mouth. As their titles indicate,

the 01II-S is a simplified version of the OHI

desigr2d to offer a more rapid method for
evaluating oral cleanliness of population
:groups.

The two instruments, differ in the number of
tooth surfaces scored,the method of4selecting
surfaces to be scored; and the scores which can
be obtained. For the Simplified Oral Hygiene
Index, .1inly 6 surfaces (from 4 posterior and 2
anterior teeth) are examined for debris and calculus; 12 surfaces are exam: nevi for the Oral
Hmicne Index. Only fully erupted permanent
teeth are scored.
Both the OHI and the OHI-S have two components, the Debris Index and the Calculus Index.
Each of these Indexes, in 'urn, is based on numerical determinations xspresenting the
amount of debris or calculus found on the pre-

selected surfaces. The individual Indexes are
derived, from scores based on the fraction of
tooth surface area covered by debris or calculus..

The scores and -criteria for both Indexes are
identical.
The scores and criteria for oral debris are:

0No debris or stain present.
1Soft debris covering not mote than onethird of the tooth surface, or the presence

2Supragingival calculus covering more than
one-third but not more than two-thirds of
the exposed tooth surface, or the presence
of individual flecks of subgingival calculus
ar9und the cervical portion of the tooth, or

bth.

3--Supragingival calculus covering more than
two-thirds of,the exposed tooth surface, or
a continuous heavy band of subgingival
calculus around the cervical portion Of the
tooth, or both.

Diagrams and illustratic .s of these scoring
categories are included in Greene and Vermillion (1960).

Administration and Scoring: To determine

the debris and calculus scores, each of the :preselect&I surfaces are examined, first for 'debris.and then for calculus. In both ,instruments the
surface area coyered by debris is estimated by
running the side of a No. 23 explorer (Shepard's
Crook) along the tooth surface being examined.

The occlusal or incisal extent of the debris is

noted as it is removed: A No. 23 explorer is also

used to estimate the surface area covered by
supragingival calculus and to probe for' subgin-

gival calculus. The examiner is instructed to
score the lesser value when in doubt about
which score to assign. It was estimated that not
more than 2 minutes per person were required

for the OHI examinations given in one study

(Greene and Vermillion, 1960).
When preparing to use the debris and calculus
components of the OHI and OHI-S, standardiza-

tion of examiilers and examination procedures
are essential. Ti e sequence of observations is
quite critical. When other types of observations
are to be made, the sequence should be such
that the debris and calculus are not disturbed
before they are assessed:
As stated above, the criteria used to assign
the scores to the tooth surfaces in the 0111-S are
the same as those used for the OHI. The same
procedure is &Bowed to compute scores for both

of extrifisic stains without other debris, regardless of the surface area covered.

instruments, the only difference being that 12
scores are recorded for each Index of the OHI

posed, tooth surface.

the scores for debris and calculus are recorded,
the Index values are calculated. For each individual, the debris scores are totalled and divided
by the number of surfaces scored. (In the OHI-S,

2SOft debris covering more than one-third,
but not more than two-thirds, of the ex-

3Soft debris covering more than two-thirds
of the exposed tooth surface.

and six scores for each Index of the OHI-S. After
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at least two of the six possible surfaces must

have been examined for an individual score to
becalculated.) A score for a group of individuals
is obtained by computing the average of the in-

dividual scores. The average individual or group
score, is known as the Debris Index (DI). The
same methods are -used to obtain the calculus
score or Calculus Index (CI). The average individual or .group debris and calculus scores are
combined to obtain the Oral Hygiene Index or
Simplified Oral Hygiene Index. The CI and DI
values may each range fl om 0 to 6, and the total
Index values from 0 to 12, on the OHI. These
values are reduced lzfy half for the OPI -S.
In one study using the OHI-S (Greene, 1963)

subjective assignments of the terms "good,"

"fair," and "poor" were applied to correspond to
different levels of debris and calculus for two
groups of children 12-14 years of age. The ranges
for the DI-S and CI-S Of these groups, were: good
poor (1.9 to 3.0).
(0.0 to 0.6), fair (0.7 to 1.8),
groups`for
the OHI-S
The ranges for the same
good
(0.0
to
1.2), fair
(overall index score) were:
(1.3 to 3.0), and poor (3:1 to 6.0).

scored for debris and calculus. After careful

study, sixsurfaces were selected from among all
of these surfaces as those which provide reasonably representative information on the oral
cleanliness of the segment of,the mouth of which
they are part as well as the whole mouth.
Reliability and Validity: A group of Navy recruits were examined and reexamined. in the
same half day by the same examiners (Smith
al., 1970). Reexaminations were randomly ..0
termked with examinations' of new recruits so
the examiners did not know when a reexamination was being performed. Debris, supragingival
calculus, and subgingival calculus scores were
recorded separately. The overall percentages of
agreement between first and second scores on
the 627 surfaces examined were:. debris 80 per-,
cent, supragingival calculus 93 percent, and
suilgingival calculus 76 percent. These figures

represent the percentage of intraexaminer

agre -iment. Interexaminer agreement percent-

ages in other studies have been lower.
An inverse relationship between oral hygiene.
_scores and toothbrushing frequetici was demonstrated in a field trial of the OHI (Greene and
Vermilion, 1960). A poSitive correlation was'
demonstrated between the debris, calculus, and
OHI and Russell's. Periodow al Index, and the
OHI was shown to be more closely correlated
with the Russell Periodontal Index than either
of the OHI's separate component indexes
,

'Development:

Rationale: The need to categorize, individuals
and groups to their oral hygiene status was the 4
of the
force that precipitated the development
,
Oral Hygiene Index.
The authors believed that such a tool would be
.

.

useful when studying the epidemiology of
.

(Greene and Vermilion, 1960):
Use in Research: The OHI and OHI-S have been
used in many clinical and epidemiological
studies. Two examples 'of the use of the OHI-S
are provided in the reports -by Suomi,

periodontal disease and oral calculus, when assessing tooth bru`Shing efficiency, and when

evaluating the dental health practices of a

community and the immediate as well as longterm effects. of dental health education proce-

dures,
The authors felt that the original Oral

Hygiene Index required the user to malv.. more
decisions and to spend more time in arriving at
his evaluation of an indiVidual's oral cleanliness
than is always warranted. Therefore, an effort
was made to develop another equally sensitive
..index which would reduce both the number of
_decisions required, en the part of the examiner
..and the time required for the inspection. The
result of this effort is -the Simplified Oral
Hygiene Index.
SoUrce of Items: The content of the Indices
was based upon a review of the literature and
the professional experience of the. author.
Procedure for _Development: In the. develor
ment of the PHI-S,- 232 men, women, and : sj

°

modification of the calculus portion of the index
.as been used in a study of the epidemiology of
calculus formation, and a modification: of the

OM-S, has been employed in a longitudinal

study of periodontal disease. The author

:suggests 5 everal modifications of the examination procedure if the purpose of the examination

dren from HunV,ngton, W. IY:; and SGultland,

were examined, and eve:-.

"Periodontal Disease and Oral Hygiene in an
Institutionalized Population: Report of an
Epidemiological Study" (1969) and Smith,
Suomi, Greene, and .Baibano, "A Study of
Intra-Examiner Variation in Scoring Oral
-Hygiene Status,. Gingival Inflammation, and
Epithelial Attachment Level" (1970).
Comments: The OHI and OHI-S have proven'
useful in evaluating dental health education
programs in public school systems, in evaluating the cleaning efficiency of toothbrushes, and
in evaluating patients' oral hygiene practices. A

th surface Was

-
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is to determine the effectiveness of a device or
procedure in removing soft &Posits from the
. teeth, or when small differences among patients

ation in scoring oral hygiene status, gingival
inflammation, and epithelial attachment
level. Journal of Periodontology, 1970, 41,

are expected (Greene, 1967).
References:
Greene, J. C. Oral hygiene and periodontal disease. American Journal of Public Heath, 1963,

Suomi, J. D. Periodontal disease and oral hygiene in an institutionalized population: report of an epidemiological study: Jouimal of

53, 913-922.

Greene, J. C. The oral h:. glene index development and uses. Journal of Periodontology, 1967,38, 625-635.

Greene, J. C., and Alermillion, J. R. The oral
hygiene index: a method of classifying oral
hygiene status. Journal of the American Den-

tal Association, 1960, 61, 172-179.
Greene, J. C., and Vermillion, J. R. The simplified

oral hygiene index. Journal of the American
Dental Association, 1964, 68, 7-13.
Smith, L. W., Suomi, J. D.,..:Greene, J. C., and
Barbano, J. P. A study of intra-examiner vari-

671-674.

PeriodOntology, 1969, 40, 5=10.
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Greene, John C., and Vermillion, Jack D.

ORAL HYGIENE INDEX (OHI) AND SIMPLIFIED ORAL HYGIENE INDEX (OHI-S)

Age

lame ,
SChool

Sex

M

E.

Grade.

Race W

N

Date of Examination

.

CALCULUS

DEBRIS
.

Right
-

Upper

Ant.

Right

Totals

Left

Ant.

'Left

Totals

(B)

(8)

,

(0

Lower .

.

loWer

.."

Upper

,

TOtals

Totals;

CalculuS index

Debris Index

Oral Hygiene Index
Daily

Frequency of Toothbrushing:
BID

.

TID

61

0
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CRITERIA FOR CLASSIFYING ORAL DEBRIS

Oral.debris is defined as the soft foreign matter on the surface of the
teeth, consisting of mucin, bacteria and food, and varying in color from
greyish white to -green or orange.

As stated previously, two scores should be assigned to each segment in
which there are fully erupted permanent teeth present:

one score for the

buccal surface having the greatest surface covered by debris and one score
for the lingual surface.

The scores and criteria far oral debris are:
Qr.No debris or stain present.
1= -Soft debrii covering not more than one third of the tooth surface,

or the presence of extrinsic stains without other debris regardless of surface area covered.

2-Soft debris covering more than one third, but not more'thAn two thirds,
1

of the .exposed tooth surface:

3--Soft debris covering mare than two thirds of the exposed tooth sureace.
/.

Copyrighted by the Journal of the American Dental Association; reproduced with
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CRITERIA FOR CLASSIFYING CALCULUS

of inorganic salts composed primarily
Dental calculus is defined as a deposit
with food debris, bacteria, and
of calcium carbonate and phosphate mixed
Dental calculus is divided into two types,
desquamated epithelial cells.
in. relation to the ifee
differentiated primarily by location on the tooth;
gingivaT margin:

(1)

located occlusal to the

"supragingival calculus" denotes deposits
yellowish
free gingival margin and usually white to

calOulus" denotes deposits, located
brown in color; and (2) "subgingival
usually light brown to
apically to the free gingival margin, which are
pigments.
black in color because of inclusion of blood

should be recorded. Adcording to the
Only definite deposits of hard calculus
having one or more fully
criteria, two scores are assigned to each, segment
for the buccal surface in the
erupted permanent teeth present - -one scare
surface having the greatest accumu.segment and one score for the lingual
and the lingual score for a particular
lation o calqplus. 'The buccal score
tooth.
segment need not be taken from the same
calculus are:
The scores and criteria for oral
0--No calculus present.
covering not more than one third of thi
1--Supragingival calculus

exposed tooth surface.

than one third but not more than
2--Supragingival calculus covering more
the presence of individual flecks
two- thirds of the exposed tooth surface or
cervical portion of the tooth or both.
of subgingival calculus around the
covering more than two thirds, of the exposed
3--SUpragingival 'calculus
of subgingival calculus around the
tooth surface or a continuous heavy band
cervical portion

a the tooth or both.

reproduced with
Dental'Association;
Copyrighted,by\the Journal of the American
Further reproduction..
es Administration.
permission by the Health Reso
on of copyright holder.
prohibited without permi

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS

INDEX OF INDEPENDENCE IN
ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING (INDEX OF

Title:

ADL)

Author: Katz, Sidney

Variables: The Index of ADL measures the independence of the chronically ill and aging per-

son in the performance of six hierarchically

related functions: (1) bathing, (2) dressing,. (3)
going to toilet, (4). transferring, (5) continence,
and (6) feeding. Independence is defined as "acting without supervision, direction, or active personal assistance," and performance is based on
actual status, not on ability.
Description:

Nature and Content: This instrument has.two

parts: (1) a 6-item observational rating scale
(called the Evaluation Form) on which the observei- checks one. of three degrees of

independent-de kndent behavior for each of the
six functions, and.(2) a grading or scoring sheet
(called the Inde.x) which specifically defines independence and dependence in terms of the six
functions and permits the patient to be ranked
according to,..a defined continuum. Each item on
the rating scale is fully anchored and designed
to increase observer awareness of subtle
distinctions bki_r_troducing an intermediate description. This intermediate position is translated into dependence for some items and into
independence for others in the bipolar defini-

tions on the scoring sheet. Definitions and

categories for grading the patient are presented
on the instrument itself.
Administration and Scoring: Extensive
guides are not needed to drninister the Index,
although initially the observer may be required
to study the definitions provided for each of the
six functions. By means of a series of questions
and observations, the observer forms a mental
picture of the patient's 'ADL status as it existed
'during a 2-week period preceding the evalua-
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either independent or dependent by following
the definition guidelines on the scoring- sheet.
fell. example, a person who can eat without as
sistance except for cutting meat and buttering
bread (the intermediate position on the scale of
feeding) is classified as independent, while. the
person wh: needs assistance in getting in or out
of bed or a chair (the intermediate position on
the scale of transfer) is classified as dependent.
The patient is ultimately scored on a continuous
scale ofeA to G, where A represents, independence and G dependence in all functions. This
hierarchical grading scale is designed to ref;ect
the order of recovery (or the progressive loss of
ability). Occasionally, a patient who _can

adequately perform a more basic function but
not a less basic one may, be classified as "other."
By definition, this classification is more dependent than A or B, but more independent than G.
A modified form of scoring the Index of ADT.,

has been successfully used and eliminates the
.need for the category of "other." In this version,

scores of the Index of ADL represent the

number of activities in which the individual is
dependent. Scores expressed as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6

thus reflect the number of areas of dependence
as a single sur .mary term. This type of scoring

correlates highly with the original scale and

does not assume an inherent hierarchical order
among the variables.
Deielopment:

Rationale: The..Index of the ADL was developed to study the results of treatment and
prognosis in the elderly and chronically ill.
In the course of the use of the instrument, it
has been obse . -,ed that the order of recovery of
Index functions in disabled 'patients is remarkably similar to the order of dqyelopment of pri-mary functions in children. Tht parallelism and

similarity to the behavior of primitive people
described in anthropolo ical studies has given
rise to' the theory that the Index appears to be
based on primary biological and psychosocial
functions and reflects the adequacy of organized

tion. The observer may create test situations,

neurological and locomotor response (Katz et

such as asking the patient to show the observer
the bathroom, as'a means of verifying observations. If special conditions or regulations exist
which might influence the ratings, these should
be. noted. For example, -a patient might not be
allowed use of the shower unattended.
The rating scale allows for classification of patient behavior on each of the six variables on a
3-point scale." In order to scPrd the Index, the
investigator reduces the ob.:- wed. behavior to

al., 1963).

.

Source of Items: Items were developed from
extensive observations of function-dysfunftion
among severely disabled people. Activities
,which appeared empirically to be related in. a

hierarchical nature were retained, and t se

diswhich were not
n hierarchically related "w
carded.auttman-type techniques we utilized
in item selection.,,
Procedure for Development: The original form
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of the instrument was constructed as a result of
detailed analyses of the patterns of activity
status (not ah'lity) in study patients. It included
detailed definitions for the six functions together with the A-G ranking classifications. The

.

observational 3-point rating scale was developed at a- later' date, and the operational
definitionafor use with this scale have 'be7 expadded..

Reliability and Validity: After a short train;ing period, simultaneous observers differed in
their observations only once in 20 evaluations or
less frequently. Katz et al., (1970) investigated
the predictive validity of the ADL using as subjects 270 patients discharged from a hospital for
the chronically ill. The measure of relationship
used was the Index .of Order Association. The
ADL was administered at the time of hospitalizations, then patients were observed 2 years
after discharge and evaluated in terms of three
trite a: survival, rribility, and houseConfi ment. Relationships 'with ADL 'scores
were s follows: survival, -0.22 (not significant);
mobility, 0.50. (significant at 0.05 level); and

house-confinement, 0.39 (hot significant at 0.05
level, but significant at 0.10). All relationships
were in the hypothesized directions.

The independent convergence between the
hierarchical order of variables within this scale
and the hierarchical orders of behavior in child

development and in primitive-civilized

de-

velopnient give supportive evidence to the construct validity of the instrument. The successful
use of the instrument to detect group differences in various research studies pr. tqs some
of the
evidence of the discriminatory va

instrument.

thOugh it should be noted that the time span
between administration of the ADL and assessment of the outcome criteria is long (2
years), and the criteria are vigorous. The ADL

should be useful i ' studies on prevention of dis-

ability and in

aintenance of rehabilitatiorP

It may also be quite useful in
gains in the aged _It
theoretical studies designed to testthe similarity between recovery of disabled patients and
developmental growth of children. Users are
urged to respect the six variables measured as

to their utility for the particular purpose at
In some case ?, it may be.desirable to use
hand.
scales measuring other activities than those
'represented by the ADL even though such
scales may not be "hierarchically pure."
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Health, 1965, 55, 1295.
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' aged: The index of ADL, a standardized measure of biological and psychosocial function.
Journal of the American Medical Association,
_1963;1g5, 914-919.
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Use in Resesreh: This instrument has been used
frequently to assess need for care, to determine
-the effectiveness of treatment, and as .a teach. ing aid in rehabilitation. It has also been used as,
about

Katz, S., Jackson, B. A., Jaffe, M. W.,Littell, A.
S., and Turk, C. E. Multidisciplinarg studies of
illness in aged personsVI. Comparison study
of rehabilitated and nonrehabilitated patients

prognosis and about the dynamicsOf disability
in the aging process (Katz et al., 1970, Katz and

staff of the Benjamin Rose Hospital. Multidisciplinary studies of illness in aged persons
II. A new classification of functional status in
activities of daily living. Journal of Chronic

a tool to help accumulate information.

Akpom,11976)(As an example, 300 consecutively

discharged"patierits from Abinion House, a

hospital fOr thechronicallyill in Cleveland, were
admitted into a 2-year study whose primary goal
of
was to test eXperimentally the effectiveness
services
a sustained program .of home nursing
after rehabilitation (Ford et al., 1965).
Comments: Interobserver reliability as reported
is relatiely high for this type of measure. The

predictive validities are low to moderate, al-

with fracture of the hip. Journal of Chronic

Diseases, 1962, 15, 979 -984..

Diseases, 1959, 9, 55-62.

Staff of the Benjamin Rose Hospital., Multidit
ciplinary studiei of illness 1 .,aged persons -III. Prognostic indices in fracture of the hip.
Journal of Chronic Diseases, 1969, /1, 445-455.
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DAILY LIVING (INDEX OF ADL)_
INDEX OF INDEPENDENCE IN ACTIVITIES OF

Day of evaluation

t

Name

.

.

applies.
below, check description that
For each area of functioning listed
direction, d?- personal assistance.)
`assistance" means supervision,

(The word

-Bathingeither sponge bath, tub hath, or shower.
."

[..]
Receives, assistance An bath-

Receives assistance in bathing
nce (gets
,.:.teives no assis
.more than one part of the body
ing
onlAone
part-of
the
..*
IA and out of-tub by self if
(or not bathed)
of-bathing), body (such as back or a leg)
MO is usual means
.
garments and
.
including.underclothes, outer
Dressino-,oett clothes from closets and drai4ers-(including traces if worn)
04'

-

.

-.

.

.

a.

0

using faster

..

in catting
Gets clothes and gets dressed Receives assistance
for clothes or in gettinv-dressaa
without assistinceexcap:
completely dressed without'.
for stays partly or completely- assistance in tjing shoes
'
undressed
assistance
,'
.
cleaning self after
Toiletin - ;going to the "toilet room" for bowel and urine elimination;
.._.
'/
/e iminatiot, and arrOnging clothes
1:11

Gets eothes and cets

.

i

.

.

Goes to "toilet room," Cleans
self, and :rranges clothes 7
without assistance (mayuse
object for support sucn:as
cone,,walker, or wheelchair
.-.;.. may managp night-bedpan.

Doesn't go to room termed
"toilet" for theelimination

Receives assistance in go
to "toilvtrcom'' or in

"

process

cleansing self or iff arranging clotnes after elimination or in Use! of night'

,

-

bedp or commode

f-- commode, emptying same in
!

morning).

.

,

Transfer--

.

1
in and out of bed as
well as,in and out of dhair
without assistance Itik;, be
using object for support such
as!cane or walker)

Doesn't get out of bed

Moves in. and out of bed o,
'chair with assistance

Continence.
f

Controls, urination-and

bowel

Has occasional "accidents"

movement.9ipletely by self

`Supervision helps; keep urine cr

'bowel control; catheterli-used;

or is incontinent
r.

feedingFeeds self without assistance

forgetting Receives assi twice in feeding
Feeds'self except
completely
or is fed pa
assistance in cutting Meat
by using tu' s or intravenous
'or buttering brad
-fluids
.

.

11

V
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The-ledca of Independence .in Activities of Daily Living is based on an evaluation of the functional insiapazdence
or giopoodrisca of pates in bathing. 4-rinsing. going to toilet. transferring. continence, and fending. Specific demiSWIS of Stdional -independence aisci-deptn439 appear below the index.

Aindependont in foiding.,cantinence. transferring. going to foils% dressing, and btthing..
11Indapendpst in all but one of these (unctions..
Relent in en V bathing, and one additional function.
nclispendsnt irLerrAut bathing, dressing. and one additional function..
Eleclepondent in all but bathing. dressing. going to toilet, and one additional function.
Flndepe.ridont )non but bathing. dressing, going to toilet. transferring. and one additional function.
6OPPenclant in VI six functions.
OtherDependent in et least ivnx=fpnciTons, but not dessifaILi as C. D. E. or F.
Indepondenee means without supervision di/action. or active personal assistance. except as specifically noted latIta:/.
This is lensed on actual status and not on ability. A patient who refuses to perform a function is considered as
1
act performing the function. even thong he is deemed able.,

lathing (Sponge. Shower, or Tub)

Inclepinchnt; assistance only in bathing a\single part
dr or disabled nstremity) or bellies ;elf
'(as
tety

ant: assistance in bathing more then one pad

y; assistance in getting in or but of tub or
or
On not bathe sad

Transiow

Independent: moves in and out of bed independently
and moves in and out of chair indepCndintly (nsey
or cosy not be using mechanical suprrts)

Depende.:}: assistance its moving in or out of bed .
end/or chair; dons net perform one or more transfers
ConfiCience

DreSin

Indepjtdent: gets clothes from closets and drawers:
,outs on aethu. outer garmenrs. braces; manager
fettling's:4ot of tying shoes is excluded
Dependint: does not dress self or remains phrtly
undressed

Going 1. Toilet
Independent: gets to toilet; gets on acrd off toilet;
arranges clothes: cleans organs of excretion (may
menage own bedpan used at night only and may or
nosy not be using mechanical supports),
Dependant: uses bedpan or commode or receives
assistance in getting to ancliusing toilet

Independent; urination and defecation entirely self.
controlled
Dependent: partial or total incontinence in urination
or decoction; partint or total control by enemas.
catheters, or regulated use of urinals and/or.
bedpans

Feeding

.

Independent: gets good from plate orN:sfs equivalent
into mouth (precutting of meat and preparation of
food, as buttering broad. are excluded from v4,6.
Attica)

Dependent:. assistance in act of finding (se. a above);

does not eat at all orparenterai.fieding

4
4

28
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Independent in all six functions (bathing, dressing,
feeding, continence, transfer,

toi 1 eti ng)

1

=

Independent in five functions'and dependent in one function

2

=

Independent in four functions and dependent in two functions

3

=

Independent in three functions and dependent-in three
fuOttions

4

=

Independent in two functions and dependent in four functions

5

=

Independent in one function and dependent in five functions
;

6

=

Dependent in all six functions

(7,AL ,NF.,:fRIJMENTs

Title: MINOR ILLNESS -INVENTO Y

care settings. Little is known regarding n:mor

Author_ Lakin, Jean A:, Anselso, Sandra A_,

illness which occurs in day care settings., ara± no
standardized methoc exists for recortting

and Sammons, Hope C:

'

Variable: The instrument was developed to assess the nature and incidence of minor ii17,.sses
of children in day care centers. Minor
are denmed in terms of the identificatior f
servab. symptoms, rather than specifica
a diagmesis--e.g., "runny, stuffed nose"
than "etlid."

Deseripen:
Natw and-Content: The Minor Illness
C
a 61-item checklist inventor
tory
symptorms designed to study the nature an.
cidenit..- )f minor illnesses in children -muyears .ff age. Many items are group
categurit of similar location or funct.
.

exam 'Eyes- may haye "discharge.2_,ar
distliae, colored/thick"; or they may-rsE430,1-en." "Urina"'ion" may be "fret
-7?,,veofua..' Four of tbreme items refer to

level, appetite, ,'AO! .01M,
iano mood. Si ,ce is provided-to t

e

(Dbizry r v.

symptom
the
Saartions .r

e day care ce:
le

: njury,

.1

anr_

'TP"'":1,(rt,-,'/I.

parents at the star-

n-ov
:may of

fin, recording or.p4pt-

;

week.

Adn rrniyr
co'rd-rig: The chE
mainbY 01. -;.;irigS r/.7- tmregiliers of ubibie7vat does ir:clude a few pl4.., ;iv
1±1v-,syTsitfOrn,

¢f resorts oy older childreT
"says ept,rhusrts."The presence of any syrr
at a parfieu:, 4e time of :aye.g., midmopn. 111 Orr
" recorded by checking th 114-midafte
prapriall,<

.oar. 4-ems that require the obst

to ass change necessitates observation of tie
child over a tamed of days. Detailed deseriptimu:

of earn
awailatiLke tr

that must

ueriencing minor

can be cared for 11 nur-

sery school or day care placement

Like

discretion of the pare -it.
iourr- o f /tems:"Content of the invent

v a c as

established through: .1) an in-depth re.,..r of
the lit...a.ture for symptoms of minor ilinkessz occurrin in the infancy 2./1xi prescnool y rs. (2)
obser-zation of chilce.: for overt symi- .ots of
,ther
minor :Jness, and I'

health are profei,isit,.11.ais.
Prot
for Pe.,,,im-,enernt: The 9uot.' the
t.ciang
Early Childhood
Centel
and.rekt,..e.1± facilit:
he Univernry (,, Iowa,
_ised
inventor' 'AI systematically -911ect
,
childnl-ro 'ranging in age cit,om 2
rnont!,
years Wiho were
the
Center rr-,, staff at the, Center useci-±=- Trvenanr -tin it was r!F,,x-raeLq of me
,ory for
basis 4
recornamendatiovrs. Thi, step was
tool w'ns Hear
ti
until
,E>t,eF.2red
r

.

:'nfri's act t

frory

symptoms. The need for assessment is MA:el-scored by the- recent American Acatiolivy of
Pediatrics recommendation that child11,1, ex-

-An appear in a scoring mar=I
the authors. The authors st ia

ts can readily learn to use :rt

inventory amd that use of the scoring manual
anti careertitrra ing sessions help to avoid delinityonal uumstior (Lakin et al., 1975).

Resatts art tabulated for each individua.

item. The soul number of symptoms for earl,child can lx-uobt .ned by summing the number ri

checkmortia.
velopasengt:

Ralibreste::11, author states that there is-ur
urgent neeni to Delineate what constitutes minor-

illness in children over the entire 'age rani'
from 2 mea-ths to 5 years
r. who are in group Oma

use in:

,pinion

the au-

re- and

4-1, 77.2 StZif.

ReLiabili---11 and ,rddity: Reiiabii:;. was determined by the ar.;reemnent between caregivers
or between caregi , .erand registered nurse a&---to
whether a .symptaim cress present or absent on a

child on a giver

Assessment was made
daily at -a set time over a period of a month for
the 84 chP,dren nytntioned above. For each pair
of raters, the ratio) between agreement an observation of a certain symptom and the number
of possible obserwations were computed. Between all pairs of .tura and over all symptoms,
.

the mean reliabilit---fiwze 0.90 (Lakin et al., 1975);

Content validit-,y was established through a
comprehensiveinaitasid of item selection involving consultation
health care workers, au-

thors of studies on nealth in day care, and the
staff of the Early Childhood Education Center.
Use in Research: Thelnventory does not appear
to have been user') many research study other
than the One coralliarsed for its development.
Comments: The azartiars have established the re-,

liability of the 'surument for use by trained
observers with a. 2saneple of children representing the full spectrum of families in a university
community. TlieFantianowledge that their initial

effort is a pilot stingy and that "further work
with the Minor filnesss Inventory will be neces-
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sary before marling more defini...tive statements
about the natture and.ircidence of minor illness
in young children in dax care ce-iters" (Lakin et
111;7975).
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Lakin, Jean A., Anselmo, Sandra A., Solomons, Hope C.
MINOR ILLNESS INVENTORY

Monday

a

Tuesday

Wednesday

Absent (give reason)
Appearance
Change in 3ctivity level (+, )
Change in ppetite
Change i sleeping pattern
mood
Change
flushed face
Skin:
pale
hot/sweaty
cold
scratching (specify -where)
rash: diaper rash
heat rash
crad'e cap
straw colored sore
other (specily)
Eyes: discharge, clear
discharge, colored/thick
red
swollen
Ears: says ear hurts
pulls at ear
dischar e
hard of hearing
says head hurts
Head:
Hair/scalp: lice
scaly patches of baldness
Nose: runny, stuffy.
sneezing
nosebleed
rubs gums, swollen gums
Mouth/throat:
white patches in mouth
save tooth hurts
hoarse voice or crysays throat hurts
mouthbreather
Lungs: cough
noisy or difficult breathing
wheezing
Abdomen/stomach: seys.atomsen or
abdomen hurts
vomiting
gas
Elimination: Bowel movemantf; frequent
loose
worms in stool
straining, difficulty
frequent
Urination:
painful
bite, sore bruj.se, burn, cut,:
accident (specify)
Describe any symptoms mentioned by parents at the start of the day:
Injury:

29

Thursday

Friday
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,Scoring Manual

.List reason

Absent from center
.

Record appropriate term.
May. appear tired, uncomfortable, or ill;
not "up to par."

.Aliearance

Record whether- = or

Change in activity 'level

Much quieter than usual, appears
listless,dedneased interest in surrouneings, play, or-people.
+: More active than usual, very restless,
"in orbit."
a
-:

.

Record whether - or +:
Little or no appetite; has hardly
touched food, not interested in eating.
Eating and drinking more than usual
+:
amounts, after being. "off" food for a
few days, appetite has returned.,

Change in appetite

Naps more than usual, less than usual.

Change. in 4leeping pattern
4

Record appropriate term.
Withdrawn, clings, seems unhappy, whines;
increased demands for attention and close
physical contact.

Change in mood

Appears angry, upset; 1?emper tantrums,
irritable, uncooperative.
Skin

Continuous red or reddish color of face,
warm to touch. Exclude reddish color
with rough patches of skin commonly seen
with exposure to weather conditions and
changes following vigorous physical
activity which may produce a temporary
reddish color of the face.

Flushed face

O

Whitish appearance, skin lacks reddish

Pale

color.

,
Hot/sweaty

...I"
,

°

Identify appropriate symptoms. Child feels
hot to ;:ouch; complains of being to warm.
Periods of sweating in the absence of prior
Record temperature if
strenuous_ activity.
taken, fever usually indicated by a temperature of 100° F or greater.
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2S5

ltEld feels cold to touch; complains of
wig _cold. Shivers, lips and finger"gooserbumps" Sn mkin.
(Exclude malfunc=ms of furnace or air:
conditioning or immediate prior exposnre

Cold

mos

to_extreme temperature. outside.

Scratching

Identify body area. Frequent scr---.11gg
of body part: scalp, eyes, ears, .ace,

chest, belly, arms, legs, feet, teals
of

or anal area.

,Ary eruption on bod7-with an area wf
surrounding redness-and/or raised ham",
saves.-

Rash

Diaper rash
0

'Perches of rough red skin or rEriaedBros-,
area: May also have patches of nmeganc4e

ar bright red skincnlor.

Heat rash

Small minute pimples-with a surrounding
pink or red area. Commonly seen on the
face, neck or body. Frequently apprs
with overdressing or the day follodneg
hot weather.

Cradle cap

A yellowish, scale and/or crustingleest.
commonly seen on the scalp during =fancy.

Straw colored emTes

Raised fluid filled btimpy areas -=intich

quickly form straw colored crust: sores.
Most commonly seen on the face.
Other

Identify color and characteristic of'the
rash and body area. Note' if raem spreads
Suspect communior changes in consistency.
cable 4seases--chickenOxi meanies- -may
Also enter roused puffy
be entfired.here.
red patcfies which spread outward an the
skin and sunburn.

Eyes

DisCharge - clear-or colored and thick;
redness on white portion of eye or. on eyelid; or swelling of eyelids, crusrdng of
lashes.
1

Ears

Rubs or pulls at ear; ear maybe mdWdened
or appear irritated; discharge; complains
of ear hurting; hearing seems affedned-doesn't seem to hear, asks to.haveings
repeated, tilts head toward person speak -'
ing.

'
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Ram ar holds head, as:-.1ough in pair;
complains of head huiti=g.
Lice* infestation _is usually initially

obsserved by the_presence of eggs, or nits.
Cawing to the hair.. Scaly patches of

&Weems on the'head_are usually due to
rbepserm,
Wawa

Name: discharge, ruany,or-thick, crusting
or meedeped area near nostrils, audible

"fig." A stuffy nose usually present
-same dV?..ficulty\with breathing.
rafairainsiti-ith a stuffy nose may have diffi-

cuamy ceding.

Older children with a

stinff-y nose may complain of dryness and
nasal. leritationi. Frequent sneezing
throufikent the day with or without nasal

disearge.
NosekLeed - a bloody discharge from the
nostrzas.
"Mouth/Throat.

Lungs

Abdomen/Stoarh

Swollen gums, rubs teeth or gums, complains
mouth, says tooth hurts. .White
of
A cheese-like coating
as in: mouttv
pat
tongue
inside
the mouth. This
on
cosir-lg remains when the infant is given
wallow& following a feeding. Rubs neck
amdAs complains of. pain on talking or
wail:lowing, complains or sore throat.
Vonne or cry sounds nasal or hoarse: Infant orchild breathes through mouth
,instead of nostrils.
Frequent coughing throughout the day.
Noisy or difficult breathing is usually
heard.both breathing itvand opt. .Wheezing
is heard. primarily on breathing out. -.The
sound has a musical quality and seems to
come fromrhe chest, not.the nose.'
Breathing out is prolonged.

Vomiting refers to food being-brought up.
forcibly from the stomach. This needs to
be distinguished from spitting up, which
usually implies small amounts of food
coming fromche mouth or stomach follow7.
ing feedings, andjs not forceful. Child
passes gas-frequently.
-Child may rub or ,hold and complain
abdomen hurting.

of
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Elimination
Frequent - 'several more stools than usual
daily pattern. Loose bowel movements are
watery or semi-liquid. Wormsate=sometimes observed in the bowel issmassat.
Straining and difficulty - hated stools
passed infrequently, complaium-af
ity to have a bowel movement, spends a
lot of time in the bathroom.

Rowel- Movements

.

Frequent urination - more often: than usual
daily pattern .(i.et, in m:preochvol

Urination .

urinating more often than..evr two hours).
Include frequent dribbling. Painful -child complains o burning of urination.
cidental wetting.
Do not include
Bruise, burn, cut, bite (lums- animal),

Injury

accident. Note location on -thfld,
describe.type of injury'and mamse, if
known., under comments. Notre nay inconsistencies between a non-accidental
injury and the stated cause,. Record
symptoms linked with same injury only,
one time.'

Comments

.

.0

If symptoms need explanation.
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Title: A MODIFIED VERSION Of T ftEE INFANT PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVEL/NMENT
SCALE

Author: McElroy, Evelyn M.
.

".

Variable: An infant's sensorimotor -n-se.=idence

is the variable being measured.. Stemorpr-nriotor

intelligence is defined by the a.uthor:aE -u form
action of
ti* or
of intelligence evolving
spatial relationships the organization: of objects, including a notion of their. -permanence,
and the organization of causal rwlatininshipa"
(McElroy, 1975).

required if the*infant is not in the1/4appropriate"
state desired for testing."

In additiop to/ copies of the scale, the researcher midst have a bull's gye target, a p-en
light, an appar,ttis to regulate the blinking of

the light, a stop watch, a screen. with which to isolate the infant's bassinette, a baby bottle, a
tape recorder with the necessary voice recording, and an 8" x 1(T sheet of paper (McElroy,
1973).

For scoring, "yes" responses are rated 1; "no"
responses are, rated 0. Scores are summed to
provide a total score- for each infant; ;possible
total scores'range from 0 to 16 (McElroy, .1973).
Development:

Description:

Nature and Content: This is an 1S-item, mod-

version of the Uzgiris-Hiunt Infant
Psychological Development Scale adagted by
Kenney, Minard, and McElroy. This se 1e was
designed to assess neonates and comsists of four
"series." One item from each se rie.is as follows:
Series IVisual Pursuit and Permanence of Objects (items 1-5):
"1. Target with light in the center. Move it
slowly through an arc of 180°. Does infant fixate
on the light? (A)LYes_____. (B)
Series IVThe Constructiorrof Object in Space
ified

(items -6-13):

"6. Target anti black circle with lights in ,

center of each stimuli. First presentation,

target to the right of cirele.:Voes infant fixate on
target? (AI Yes__ (B) No _."
Series IIIDevelopment of Schemos in Relation
(:?

to Objects (items 14-15):

"14. Hold baby bottle 6 inches from the infant,
observe eye movements. Does the infant fixate
on the bottle? (A) Yea._ (B) No_."
Series VLocalization of an Object by Its Sound
an the Waking State (REM sleep, 'waking, or
NREM sleep) (items 16-18):

"17. The infant localizes the- source of sound

with his eyes. (A) Yea_ (B) No_."
"Yes" and "no." are the response alternatives
for each of the 18 ite
'Administration and coring: The scale must
be administered by an investigator trained to
reliably judge neonate responses: Two trials are
-Conducted on each of the 18 items', i.e., the first

trial is c ducted from the infant's right side,

the seconrial from the infant's left side. Re-

sponses are judged "yes" if the infant responds
to the stimuli, `.`no" if he does not
McElroy (1973) states that approXimately 5
minutes are required to complete administration; however, "additional observation time is

Rationale: The instrument is 'based on
Piaget's 'theory of sensorimotorintelligence; thd
final three items of the scale reflect concepts
derived from the ontogenetic theory of the func-

tion aof rapid eye movement (REM) sleep of
Roffwarg, Muzio, and Dement (1966).

Source of Items: These items were adapted
froui the Uzgiris-Hunt Infant Psychological Development Scale (1966).

Procedure for Development: No information
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: Some reliability evidence is availablefor two groups of neonates
the interobserver coefficients of correlation
were:
0.97'
N = 15
Sample 1
0.86
N.=
15
Sample 2
provided,
e.g.,
No other specific information was
etc.
how many investigators were involved,
One predictive validity estimate was derived
based upon McElroy's (1973) testing of 69 neonates with Series I of the Instrument' and comparing the scores with maturation. (Maturation

was defined by the latency of observed eye
movernentLOEM, i.e., the period of time be-

tween final eyelid closure and the appearance of
rapid eye movements under closed lids.) With

age partialed out, the relationship between,
maturation and the instrument score was
r = 0.31.

Use in Research: The development and use of
the instrument are described in McElroy's
(1973) doctoral dissertation and in McElroy and
Minard (1976). In her study, MeElroy also used
Apgar ratings and Dubowitz's instrument for

assessing gestational age and maturation of
newborns.
.

Comments: This instrument per se is still,in.an
early stage of development. Reliability and va-

.
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lidity need to be established, especially due to
therfaa that an adinnistration procedure such
asthis instrument involves, could be subject tq
a great deal of interLter variation.

Roffwarg, Howard, Mirzio-, Joseph, 2nd. Dement,

References:.
McElroy, velyn M. An investigation of the rela-

assessing infant psychological development

William. Ontogenetic development of the
. human sleep-dream cyCle. Science, 1966, 604.
,

619.

-

Uigiris, Ina, and Hdpt, J. An instrument for
(mimeograph), University of Illinois, 1966.

tionship between aspects of ntaturation and

cognitive development amoitg newborn infanfs.
_Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Maryland, 1973.
McElroy, Evelyn, and Minard, James.Relationship of REM latency to neonate perceptual -'
cognitive developthent: A Feplicated 'study -of
Communicationk in
Research
LOEM.
Psychology, Psychitary, and*Behavior, Jan.

.Source of Infofmatjon:
Evelyn M. MCElroy, R.N., Ph.D.
University of Maryland .School,of Nursing
655 W. Lombard Street

Baltimore, ;d. 21201

Instrument eapyright: Evelyn McElroy; R.N.A
Ph.D.

1976.
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McElroy, Evelyn M.
A. MODIFIED VERSION OE THE INFANT PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT SCALE

SeriesI - Visual Pursuit and Permanence of Objects

A.

1.

Hove it slowly through an arc
Target with light on in:the center.
Does
infant
fixate
on
the
liht?
of 180°.
.

A)

Yes

.13).- 'No ,

2.

Does the infer& pursue the moving light?
A)-.,..Yes

"BY No
3.- Repeat the procedure with the light flashing.
fixate on the light flashing?

Does tie infant

.

A)

B)

yl

Yes
No

Does the infant pursue the moving object?)
rd

.A)

Yes

B)
5.

Target w,th light on. Have the simulus move behind the white
x 5 card. Does the infant fixate at the ent,where the light
disappeared?'' '
A)
B)

B.

Yes
No

r

(The purpose of this
Series IV - The Construction of. Object in Space.
glancink.)
the-development
of
alternate
sequence was to observe
6.

Target and black circle with lights on in center of each stimuli.;
Does the
First presentation, ta14, t t6' the right of the circle.
_infant fixate on target?
'A)

Yes

B)

No .

.

;

A
7

r.
4).

.
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7.
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Does- infant fixate on: black circle,?
A) Yes
B)- 'No
JIA

8.

Does infant look at both Patterns, but switches glances slowly
from one-to the other (three-four switches per 20sectInds)?
A)
B)

'9.

'

Yes.

No

Does infant look at both patterns, switches the glance quickly
from one to the other (five-six-switches per 20 secOnds)?
A)
B)

'Yes

No

(Black ci le will be
10. After 20 seconds reverse the procedure.
Does in ant fixate
lights
on.)
to the right of the target on target?
A)
B)

11.

Yes

No

Does infant fiisate on black circle?
,A)
B)

Yes
No

ijrze.:, infant look at both patterns, but switches glaies slowly
;)se to the. other (three-four switches per 20 seconds)?

13.

Does the infant look at both patterns, switching the' %-ance
quickly from one to the other (five-six switches per 2 seconds)?
A)
B)

C.

Yes Ot

Na

Series III - Development of Schemes in Relation to Objects.,
14.

Hold baby bottle six inches from the infant, observe eye movements.
Does the infant fixate on the bottle?.
A)
B)

Yes
No

c.
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15.

A)

.3)

Yes
No
.

D.

Does the-infant pursue the

Move the bott1e- through a 180° arc.
moving-bottle?

.

.

Series V - Localization of an Object by.Its Sound in the Waking State
..(REM Sleep, Waking or NREM Sleep)
16.

-Tape-recordings-of a male or female voice saying, "Hi, pretty
babi". Are.presented.to.the infant. ,Does the infant turn his
. head to the source of the sound?
\
1.
A)
B)

Yes '..

No

\
\

,

\
Place a check mark in the type of recording.
Female's voice

Male'S voice
17.

The infant' localizes the source of soundvith:his eVes.
4

A)
B)

18.

Yes,

No

Infant shows other behavioral-change to the recorded voice.
A)
B)

Yes
No

.

.

Type of behavioral change.

t

O

o

3 oi

.
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Sex

Chart Number

Infant's Name

Apgar Scores

Birth Weight

Time

D.O.B.

Race

Complications

Type of Delivery

Medication used during delivery
Prenatal Medication
Anesthesia
Time of observations.
Testing Conditions (estimai:e in decibels)

Sleep Conditions

.

Age of infant at testing

Score on Dubowitz Scale.

Amount ingested

Time of. last feeding

Latency REM
Changei:in body movement
Type

Respirations

Excessive movements
E.D.C.

Gestational': Age.

External

Neurol..

Score on Dubowitz Scale COmbined score
MOTHER'S HISTORY
Chart Number

Parity

Age

neurological problems,
General Medical-History (unusual aspects) mental illness,
.

"Length of.Labor.

Smokes
Breast Feeding

Medications
Social Security Number.
' Bottle Feeding

the Health Resources,
Copyrighted by Evelyn McElroy; reproduced with permissionby
'without permission of copyright holden.
AdAinistration.. Further:reproduction'prohibited.
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Title: SLEEP STATUS OBSERVATION FORM
Author: McFadden, Eileen H.

consulted with intensive care unit nurses to discuss their patient care activities and to review
the routine orders for .open-heart surgery .pa-

Variables: Nurses' perceptions of a patient's

dents in that care setting. The author also observed these same nurses as they provided care
for patients who had experienced open-heart
surgery. Changes were made in the instrument
based upon those consultations and observations. A second version of the instrument was

sleep or wakefulness status and selected factors
which might influence that status are the variables covered.
Description:
Nature and Content: This is a multipage, mul-

tiitem form to be completed by an observer.

Five-minute time intervals are listed vertically
along the left side of the form, and specific items
to be observed and recorded are listed horizon-

tally near the top of the form. The latter includes such items as characteristics of the
patient's respirations, purposeful movement by
the patient, patient position, patient behavior,
medications, environmental factors which
might influence the patient's sleep, nursing care
Activities, etc.

Administration and Scoring: Administration
and scoring will depend upon the needs and

purposes of the researcher. The author observed

the subject during the first minute of each

-b-minute interval foi. the 8-hour period; notes
and comments were made as needed for the entire 8-hour time period.
The author-investigator stationed herself
outside the door of the patient's room, then entered the patient's room for the time necessary
to complete the observation. If a nurse entered a
patient's room for either direct or indirect nursing care, the investigator folloived to observe
and record the resultant activities. Some inforMation, e.g., intake and output, body tempera - ,ture, etc.,,may be obtained from patient records.--,
The frequency. and duration of uninterrupted
sleep periods are calcurated based upon data
recorded on the observation form.
Development:

Rationale: The- instrument was developed to

allow the author to documenethe amount of
uninterrupted sleep post open-heart surgery

c.,Patients received -during the fourth, fifth, and
sixth postoperative nights. The development of

three othersSleep Estimate Form,

Demo-

graphic and Descriptive Data Form, and Prioi
Questionnaire (described
Sleep Pattern
elsewhere in this' compilation)were developed
and used by. McFadden (1968) for a master's
thesis entitled A Study of Sleep Deprivation in
Patients Having Open-Heart Surgery.' These instruments, with minor adaptations, were also
used by Woods (1969) for her master's thesis,
referenced below.'

ComMents: This instrument is detailed and
comprehensive, and the ,plicement of the sequence of observation on the form itself has

been.carefully planned to faCilitate the ease and

accuracy of recording. Reliability data are
needed; and any potential user should take-noteof the fact that some items might need to be
changed, for they were specific for the setting
where the author conducted. her study. As it
currently stands, the instrument provides a
great deal of descriptive data which could be
used in Studies designed to geneiate hypotheses
for further experimental research.
.
References:
McFadden, Eileen H. A study of sleep deprivation in. patients" having open-heart surgery.

the instrument was based upon a desire to

Unpublished master's thesis, University of

examine the Aossible relationship between sleep

McFadden, Eileen H., and Giblin, Elizabeth.
Sleep deprivation in patients. having openheart surgery. Nursing Research, 1071, 20 (3)",.

deprivation and poseoperative cardiac psychoses.
Source of Beni's: The items were based upon a

.

pretested by the author by using it while observing one open-heart surgery patient. Again,
minor changes were made in the instrument.,
Reliability and -Validity: No information on
reliability was available.
Content validity was established by the
source from which the items were derived and
the procedural' steps followed 'during the instrument's development.
Use in Research: This instrument, along with

review of the literature,, the authoi.'s professional experience,-and consultations with professional peers.
Proce'dure for Develbpment: The authOr developed an early form of the instrument; then

Washington, 1968:

249.-254.

Woods, Nancy F. Type of interruptions of sleep
and--amount of ,.sleep and 'rest _obtained by

selected postcardiotomy patients during the
first eight post-operative 11 PM. to 7 A.M.
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periods. Unpublished master's thesis, University of Washington, 1969.
Patterns of sleep in postcardiotomy paNursing Research, 1972, 21 (4), 347-352.

2237 SE 179th Street
Portland, Oreg. 97233
Instrument Copyright: None.

Source of Information: °
Eileen H. McFadden, R.N., M.N.

O
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Mc Fadden, Eileen H.
.SLEEP STATUS. OBSERVATION FORM

NAM

POSTOP DAY

DATE

PREVIOUS 113DICATION

DATE CF SURGERY

YES UV
110.0

Time

.:O0

11:05

11:10
11:15

11:20
11:25

11:30

11:35

11:40
11:45

11:50
11:55
12:00

NS = Ndl Sleeping

9

General
Conclusion

S = Sleeping

I

Body
Temp.

eyelids`.

-Closed/Slit

Shallow

RESPIRATION
Reg.
Deep

.

Irreg.
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INTAM AND OUTPUT
Urine

P.O.' ..IV
_7- 3.

.ELI:.

The Patient is
a. responsive to stimuli
b. responsive to intense stimuli
.

.

c.

unresponsive

1]..

.

.

Prolonged

Post. Exp.

Insp./Exp..

'Pauses

tl
.

Swallowing

Snorihg

Apparent
Purposeful
.Movement

Apparent'

'Awareness of
Surroundings

.

2.

7.

/

I

V

.

.

-

-

-

-

High
Bedside
Other Part
of Room Care of
Nearby
Patient

Off
Low

blza

High

°I

cw

co!

Responses

ItnaPp.

ndication
indication

RaMbling
Speech

i lurred,-..

'tumbling

Out

Calling,

"Less

Side

Left

(Back'

.

H
0

0

1-3
1-4

0

Fd

00

et,

..

.

.

.

'

i

/

/

-I

/

1

0

I,''

V

/

.

.

.

.-

/

.

.

,

.

_......s.--

/

.

.

.....

...

.

'

.

.

.

1

.

.

_

Measure Urine

Turn
Position

..:

Breathe

Cough, Deep '.

.

=

'Tempera are

cor"oxygen

Check H2O

Check Monitor
or Leads

.

(Hypo-Blanket
Check Chest
Bottles

Sponge Bath
Oral Hygiene
Check IV Tube

'

Bedpan
Fluids Offered
Bed Bath

''

:,v,trrigatel
.Foley

,

N-T Tug
Posturdl
Drainage

Chest Tube

Strip -..

Vital Signs

.2 Plus Leads
0 - 214eads

iRestraints

.

En

tri

1-3
1-1

1.1

0
Pi

c-3

1-4

1
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A u.one person
4
* two
'C =Tthree
= four'
E A fiire or:morc

Daily
Weight

Bag &
Suction

*People
Indirect/Direct
At Bedside.

Other Comments/Disturbances
9

a

.3

O.
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Variable: The intensity of pain as it can be verbally described is the variable.

with patients experienCing pain, an instrument
was developed and pilot tested for content, language, and response alternatives.
The instrument was also reviewed by three.
nursing experts (Rasmussen, 1974).
Reliability and Validity: No information was

Descriptiori:

provided..

Title: -RASMUSSEN PAIN DESCRIPTION
INDEX (RPDI)
Author: Rasmussen, Susan L.

O

.

.

Nature and Content: This self-administered
questionnaire consists of two parts. Part I con
tains spade for three items of demographic in-.

Use in Research: The instrument was-developed
by Rasmussen (1974) and used in a study with
patients complaining of low back pain who were
being treated in a pain clinic.

forniation and six questions of background
information to be answered by circling "Yes" or
"No" as appropriate. Two of these six items re-

Coiriments: This instrument is still' in a very

late `to personal backgrounu, four relate to

early stage of development and the author notes

pain-history. Part II contains 10 forced-choice
questions designed_ to elicit very general infor-

that in her use of the instrument:
Subjects wanted to dejicribe variations of pain verbally
that were not included in the Index, wanted to write-in
alternate choices despite instructions to the 'contrary;
and asked for assistance from other persons in the pain
clinic (Raimussen, 1974).

mation about the patient's pain, e.g., occur-

rence, intensity, relief, and effects. Responses
are to be chosen from four choices worded to be
appropriate for each question.
Administration and Scoring: No special provisions' are needed for administration of the qUestionnaire. Though the questionnaire was
designed to be completed by a patient, it could
be administered by interview. Subjecis are
urged .to respond to' all of the items. The instrument should not be administered'to anyone who
has had pain medication within the previous 6
hours.
4:1

This instrument appears to have potential for

being developed into,, a sound instrument to
,measure. a, subject's perception of pain;
. at this time, no information on its
psychometric properties is available and the author has indicated some of its limitations. Additional testing should include examination of the
forced-choice response forhiat.

Answer choices are assigned a numerical

'References:

value of 1; 2, 3, or 4 depending upon the question,
e.g.,..for question 3, a = 1# b..= 2, c = 3, d = 4,, for

Clarke-Spear Analogue Scale referred- to in:
Woodfo:de, J. M., and Merskey, H. Some rela-

question 4, a ,=-7. 4,-b = 3, c = 2, d = 1. Values were

-tionships between subjective measures of
pain. Journal of PsYchoso »odic Research,

assigned so that a higher value indicated in-

creased intensity Of- pain. A total score is obtained. for each patient; posSible scores- range

1972, 16, 173-178.

Melzack, R., and Torgerson, W. S. On the lan-

froni 10 to 40.'A scoring key is available from the

guage Of pain. Anesthesiology, 1971, 34, 50-59.

author.

RasmuSsen,,Susan Rubin. Chron4i2ain: Rela-

Development:

tionship of personality variable!? and pat

zack and Wall's Gate Control Theory of Pahl'

versity of Illinois, 1974.

description.- ThipubliShed miisterzs-Tthesig Uni-

Rationale: The. instrument is based upon Mel.:

Perception (1965).

Source of Items: The author reported that the
instrumentis a modification of the Clarke -Spear
Analogue Scale and ,the result .of interviews
With patients experiencing pain.
procedure for Development: Based upon the
Clarke-Spear Analogue Scale, data reported by
Melzack and Torgerson'(1971), .and interviews'

Source otInfOrmation:
Susan L. itasrnussen, R.N., M.S.
16. Cedar Cohrt
Carrboro, N.d: 2'7510
Instruinent Copyright: None: The author would
-

like to be informed of any research in which
this instrumentis,used.
.
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Rasmussen, Susan L.

RASMUSSEN PAIN'DESCRIPTION INDEX (RPDI).

yrs.

Age

Name

OCcupation
%

.Marital Status (circle one answerpfease)
Single

married

separated

divorced

widowed

Badkground Data:

For the'questionS below, please circle the correct
answer, Yes or No. Please do not write in the
-'marginsi but-answer each question.
.

2

Wereqou.or, either of.your parentsborn or raised.
,
outside the,United,Siates?.

Yes
Yes,

Have you completed high school?

No

Have yoU ever had. surgery on your back to relieve
Yes

Have you had more than one surgery on your-back?'

4.

" No

Yes

5. _Have you had back painfor more than one year ?,

Yes

No

Have you taken pain Medidation in the past fotgr
to eight hours?

Yea

No

6.

Pain Description Items:

r.
NO

c-

For the questions below, please circle the. letter, of the answer
that' best describes the pain you have. While the answer may not
exactly describe your pain, select the answer that--comes closest
to_yOur own description and ciidle the letter. Do iiik-write,in
the margin or skip questions. You will discuss'your pain further
'with 'the doctor, but this questionnaire,is intended only to give
Move through the questions
us a rduip ide,S of:-the painyou have
as fast -as, iTou. can, but don't skip questions.
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,How was the temperature when you came in today?
a.
b.

hot

c..

chilly
frigid

d.

1.

warm'

How would you describe your pain as it was when'it first: occurred?
a., as bid,as it could possibly be
very bad
b.

2.

c.

moderately_bacT.

g.

fairly bad

How would you describe your pain as it usually 'Occurs?%
a.

b.
c.
d.

3.

distressing
intense
bearable
excrpciating

After,yourpain becomes more intense, how long does it usually
last?
A.
b.
c%
d.

One to six hours; part of the day
six to twelve hours; half a day
twelve to eighteen hours;all day.
eighteen to twenty -four hours;.all
day and all night

4- When is your pain most intense?
a.
b.
c.

all the time
off,and on; several times a day
once or twice a day'
\

d, less than once a day
5.

How long does relief last between episodes of pain?
a.

no relief at all

b. only -brief .perjod; up to eight hours
c:. half a day or,iore; .up "to" sixteen hours

,d., a day or morersixteen to twenty-four
hours or more 4
.

How would you "describe your pain.as.it occurs most of the time?-

.

c.

as bad as it could possibly be'
very bad
moderately bad `"

d.' fairly bad. "

S.

VOI,UME 1
.

-7e

.

O

flow would You evaluate your ,pain?

A.

annoying
by,°miserable
c.' intense
d. ,unbegrable

O. .HOwitjas Pain, affected your ability to work?
a.

b.
c.

maintain 'the same-work schedule
4
as.before.
maintain the same work schedule
as'before, but tire more easily
now do another type:of work, which
0
'
is easier
unable to work at ali
.

d.

9.

has
How would you describe your family relationships since pain
been present?
,

a.
b.
c.

d.

no change noticed.
very little change for the better
or the worse
definite change for the better or
the worse
things are much better or much.
worse.

a

10: How;Would you describe your pain at this moment?
a.
c.
-d.

s.

Ct

as bad as it could-possibly be
very bad
moderately bad
fairly bad

.

s.
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time of the interview, e.g., urinalysis fpr sugar
and albumin, blood pressure, etc.; and, from the
patient's Medical record..

Title: COLORADO MATERNAL 'HEALTH IN-DEX

Authors: Waller, Mildred V., Rubbelke, Leona
R., and Fahrni, Erma B.

The instrument is scored to provide a risk

status category (high, moderate, or low) for each

numerical values of
weights associated- with each response are

a "able: The variable is the risk status of a
p
nant wolnan. Risk status refers to the

patient. In -Pa-A, I,.

summed to -provide a composite score or risk

bkelihood of an unfavorable outcome of a curreht pregnancy for either the mother Or the infant. Unfavorable outcomes of a current
pregnancy are defined. as: fetal and neonatal

index. The lower the score, the better' the

mother's chances of having a favorableutcome
for herself and her baby. A high score is predictive of an unfavorable outcome. A composite'

,

deaths, low birth weight, short gestational

scoreiof-35 or more places the mother in the high

period, congenital defects and morbid conditions
of the newborn, increase in the severity of pres-

nsk category, 26 to 34 places her in,the moderate risk category, and 25 or less places her in the
,
low risk category.

ent chronic conditions in the 'mother, and
obstetrical complicion of labor and delivery.

Part III supersedes Part II in that the presence of any of these conditions in Part III is

Description:
Mature,and Content: The index has five parts:
Part I consists of seven demographic items. Part

predictive of an unfavorable outcome and will
place the mother in the high risk group regardless of her score on Part II.
The items in PartlV are not scored, but may
contribute to the overall determination of risk.
Both predictors and outcomes are described in
detail in the instruction manual (Waller

II lists 13 scoreable factors which are ernpirirelated to., unfavorable pregnancy
outcomes. Each has from two to four 'Axed response§ which have been assigned :numerical
Values in accordance with their predictiveness

ally

of an Unfaybrable outcome. These Values appear
in parentheses prece,diQg each response.

1968).

Other items refer to the patient's marital

Development:

Rationale:, In the maternal and child -health
area, where focus. s on reduction of the Nation's

steps, age, religion, blood type and Rh factor,
an other aspects of the patient's ;mediCal his-

prenatal mortality rate, there a need for a
system of priorities in order to make the most

tory.
-Part III is a checklist of six patient conditions
.

.

efficient use of professional services.
The developMent of an index of maternal risk,
which could be used hy health care personnel in
the identification of pregnant women who have
a high likelihood of unfavorable pregnancy oui7

which indicate a high risk of unfaiorable out
comes: cancer of the womb, 'diabetes,. germati
measles, acute urinary tract infection, oxemia,
and previous. high blood pressure.
Part IV is a 15-item checklist ofless important

come, is considered an important' step in this

predictors of infavorable outcomes; including
serious accident; rape, violence, previous mtiltiple. pregnancies,, tuberculosis, etc..

earlier attempt to predict "high risk" pregnancies-Mailer et al.; 1968).. In the earlier study,
data 'Obtained in unstructured interviews with
multiparous women and data collected from -clinical and medical records for the mother and-her newborn were used to select items predictive:of unfavorable pregnancy outcbmei. Sorne,,
ite-Ms of questionable predictive value were retained in the index so that additional data could

-Part V 'is completed after the pregnancy. It
provides_space 'fbr comments and for recording

.

the outcome of the pregnancy for mother
baby.

.

Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is 'completed by a nurse at the time of the, first

'Contact with- a Pregnant woman and may. be

used in.' a health care or lhome setting. As' the
.nurse cgmfoletes the required pregnancy record
for the. health care agency, she, may elicit. data
for the index, 'since both require the same,,information.

effort.
Source of Items: Items were--deriiied from an
.

O

.

. be collected on them.

Procedure for DevelopMent: Revision of the

Nurses are urged to use available data in

form folloWed two pretesting periods. Following .
that,. a study of 108 women (grakicla -1-10) was

completing the schedules: Information for the
index cornes.frOm.the;interviwer; from labora-,
tory procedures dMinistered, or ordered. at the

1968). The data collected were used in the'
further refinement of the' instrumept. dome

.

'

conducted in Colorado and Utah (Waller et al.,,.
-

.

VOLLIME 1

OS

.items were eliMinated, because they did not
adequately discriminate between women whose
pregnancies resulted in a 'favorable outcome,
and tho'se whose pregnancies resulted in an unfavorable outcome. Other items were omitted
because of their redundancy' with ,items retained. Several items were reduced in detail in
ak

order to simplify the index form as much aspossible while still retaining a sufficient number of
categories for prediction.
',Items that did predict pregnancy outcome
were placed in two groups'. The first of the two
groups contained items which were found to -associate exclusively with an unfavorable outcome in all but a few cases. Because of the high
predictive properties of these. conditions (listed
in Part.III), their presende was given dominance

over any other circumstances in assigning a

°
woman to a high ris4. category.
partially
pre-.
The second group of items was
(listed
in
Part
II).
dictive of pregnancy outcomes
given
a
relative
Responses to these items 'were

weight or predictive value On their degree of
association with unfavorable outeome.
- Finally; a group of items were included which
were not found to be predictive of outcomes in

-

the study (listed in Part IV). These were selected
because they related to conditions not prevalent
in the patient study group, but were frequently
mentioned in professional literature as having
some predictive value.

Of those who had unfavorable outcomes, 1 was
classified low risk, -11 were classified moderate
risk, and 42'were classified high risk.
Use in Research: The index has not been used in
other published studies; however, the author
did state that the instrument had been used in
several master's theses.
Comments:, The authors have provided a promising pool of predictors, a set of precise definitions,
and a method for systematically collecting data
in standardiied formall necessary ingredients
for a definitive prediction study. The small sample size of the study does not permit definitive
statements at present;. however, continuing ac;
cumulation of 4ta should reveal an increasingly stable relatiaship between predictOrs and
outcomes. In the meantime, the index serves an
important Prirpose in classifying women by the
probability of risk in pregnancy' with some degree of accuracy.
,

Further cross' validation and reliability
studieS should establish the instrument's discriminatory power (acediacy of prediction).

References:
Waller, M. V:, Rubbelke, L. R., and Faarni, E. B.

The Colorado maternal health index study:
Second phase. Tri-County District Health De-.
partment, Aurora,, Colorado, 1968.

=

,Reltbility and Validity: The patient sample
on which the instrument was developed -was
eialuated rising the index to determine mater-

nal risk. Of those whd had favorable outcomes,.
15 were classified low risk, 21 were classified
moderate risk, and. 10 were classified high risk.

Source of Information:
Mildred V. Waller
6500 Fast, Nevada Place
Denver, Colo. 80224

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Wailer, Mildred V., Rubbelke; Leona R., and Fahrni, Erma B.
COLORADO MATERNAL HEALTH INDEX
PART II

.

.

.

,

t

PATIENT'S NAME

PLACE OF INTERVIEW

TRESS

INTERVIEW OAT E . _ ..._./

PATIENT'S AGE

PARA

PART III

-

von. )AT LAST oinTmoArt

-

ij

2) AGE OF PATIENT
CI !WUNDER 20

01121 MARRIED

0 in vivoRcEo

AI) WEIGHT/HEIGHT RATIQ
MI UNDER I.73
III 1.7S- LTA

0 131 PROTESTANT

C] II) L.D.S. ,

0 431 25 -21
.. 0 IS) 30 A OVER

0121 SEPARATED

6

3) RELIGION
THoLic
CATHOLIC

0 III 30-24

Oat NIDOwED

/

RACE - ETHNICITY

.

1) MARITAL STATUS

.:_

0 (21 2.00- 2 24
= 141 2454
ER

-

0 13) OTHER ISPCCIFYI

012) NEVER MARRIED

.

3)B

°6) ,SYSTOLIC B.P.
0 101 UNDER 400

0 131 UNDER 30
CI 111 10 -SW.

0 121 100-101

C] (II 410-Ill

CI III so . OVER

11).BL00 : TYPE

-7),PU SE PRESSURE
..
0 101 UNDER 40
,
r.:3 15) 40 -41

0 III A

(Z) 171 so A OVER

0 110) 120 a OVER

9) RH OF PATIENT
4121 POSITIVE

101 NEWATOCRIT
.

OM NEGATIVE
..

11)

,
12) latfNEY TROUBLE.
CAW TZS
0 121 NO

PREY. ABNORMAL PREG.

I._7, If) 'UNDER 35

L1161 NONE

0131 33 -35
011) 40 4 OVER

0111'ONE

,.

0 141
0 131 0
0 III OTHER'

013) Ty0 a OVER_
. ,
.

.

13f PREY. SAVES WITH NEWBORN MORBIDITY
f
0171 YES

I

012/ NO

T ill

RISK INOEX ISUNNATION OF
.

.

_

-.

PART Illi

-.

0 CANCER OF PONS

0 DIAMETZS
MIRING, 1ST TRIMESTER)

C:1 GERMAN ME

,.

RTC STATUS IDASTO ON PARTS21 A ItIl
L.,. HIGH RISK IINCEX O. 3S OR MOPE OP
CONDITIONJN RAPT II! PRESENT;

0 ACUTE URINARY TRACT INFECTION
CJ TOXEMIA
co PREVIOUS NIGH 11.000 PRESSURE

CI MODERATE RISK limInx OF 24 -24)
0 LOW RISK 11110E7 OF 25 OR LESS)

PART IV
NURSE'S OSSERvATIONS.3 OTHER HISTORY
11:1 SERIOUS ACCIDENT. RAPE, VIOLENCE

.

0 PREVIOUS MULTIPLE PREZPREGNANCIES

C3 SMOKING 2 OR MORE PROs. clip
0 USE OF HARMFUL DRUGS

cj SERIOUS CARDIAC DISORDER
c) THYROID DiSTURRANCE

0 TusErt cuLosis

ISEASE

0 MULTIPLE SOCIO- ECONOMIC PROMLEmS

0 PREVIOUS DysTociA
0 RECURRENT RLEE01HG

R i RRR KS:

,

CURRENT PREGNANCY OUTCOME
MOTHER:

C) /AV° RRRRR
0 UNFAvO RRRRR

INFANT:

CIFAVORAlict

COMMENTS.

..

.

0

0 oNFAvO RRRRR
c

DAY

C] CONTRACEPTIVE use
0 LESS THAN 2 YEAR INTERVAL SINCE LAST PREG.

.

in PSYCHIATRIC coNo moN

PART V I

C:Ittii rT:C RosLEo
0 2RADIATION or ARDDNEN

COMMENTS.
.

.

.
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Title: PATIENT WELFARE INVENTORY
Authors: Wolfer, John A., Eisler, Jeanne, and
Diers, Donha
variable: The instrument was -designed to provide infOimation on the day -to=day emotional
status of a patient as he(she) recovers' from
surgery.
*

`ranged from; 0.08 to -0.11: depending upon the
day. The correlations' between the nurses' rat.;

ings and the total score derived from this in-

strument ranged from 0.41_ to 0.56, depending
upon the day. The total score was also examined
in terms of such variables as the sex of the patient and the nurse who made a rating. No significant differences were reported as a function
of'such variables.
Use'in Research: Eisler et al. (1972) used this

Description:

Nature and Content: This self-report inventory consists of 20 adjectives which are pre-

instrument, along with the Crowne and Marlowe (1964) Social Desirability Scale and the Recovery Inventory, in a study which included 64
adult surgical patients (32 males and 32

sumed to be descriptive, of the range of emotions

a patient may experience during hospitaliza-

tion, e:g., comfortable, depressed, tense, hopeful,
etc. The patient is asked to rate each adjective
on a -,pOint scale to indicate the extent to which
each desCribes his(her) feelings for that day. The
scale extends from "not at all" to "very much."

There is also one summary item which asks,
"How low or high are your general spirits?",,
This, too, is rated on a 6-pOint scale-from "Very
low" to "very high."
Administration and Scoring: No special provisions are necessary for ,administration. Approximately 7 minutes are required for-completion of

'the instrument.
The 6 points on the rating scale are assigned
values as follows: not at all = 1; very much = 6;

values of 2, 3,4, and 5 are assigned to the respec-

tive intervening categories. The scores for all
adjectives are summed to provide a total score
for each patient.
Development:

Rationale: The instrument is based on a holistic view of man and-the psychosomatic approach
to illness which 'holds that the process of physi-

females).

Comments: Before the strengths and weak-

nesses of the instrument can be fairly assessed,
more° information is needed--i.e., the .variable.
should be conceptually defined clearly, and the
reliability and validity of the instrument deter-_
mined. Since it is possible that the words contained in this instrument may differentially
contribute to the total score,It would be helpful
to, have information regarding' the inter-item
characteristics of the instrument.
Finally, Jiven that the information, derived
from this'instrument was designed to be used to
examine the effects of nursing care upon the
emotional state of a patient, it would be impor-*
tant to have data that would make it possible to
. examine the relationship between several
methods of obtaining this latter data and different levels of quality of nursing care.
References:
Crowne, D. P., and Marlowe, D. Approval motive:
Studies in evaluative dependence. New Icerk:
John Wiley and `Sons, 1964.

Cal recovery is influenced by, the patient's

.

-Eisler, Jeanne, Wolfer, John A., and Diers,

psychosocial Status.
Source of Items: The adjectives contained in
the instrument are a slightly revised version of:
th4 Moods and Feelings Inventory developed by
Wolfer and Davis (1970), an& are based on the
recommendations of experienced medical and

Donna. Relationship between need for social
approval and postoperative recovery and welfare. Nursing Research, 1972, 21, 520-525.
Wolfer, John A. Definition and assessment of
surgical patients' welfare and recovery. Nurs- _
ing Research, 1973, 22, 394-401,
Wolfer, John A., and Davis, Carol E. Assessment
"of surgical patients' preoperative emotional
condition and postoperative recovery. Nursing Research, 1970, 19, 402-414.

surgical nurses and their patients.
Procedure for -Development: No information
:-

was provided.
Reliability. and Validity: No information was
provided regarding the reliability of the instrument.
Pearson correlations were computed between
the total score derived from this instrument, the
Social Desirability Score, and the nurses' ratings of, patients' emotional states for each day
patients were in the hospital. The correlations
between the total score and Social Dtsirability

Source of Information:
John A. Wolfer, Ph.D.
School of Nursing

Yale University
New Haven, Conn. 06510
Instrument Copyright: None.
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Wolfer, John A., .Eisler, Jeanne, and Diers, Minna
PATIENT WELFARE INVENTORY

COZIFORTABLE

PLEASED

WORRIED
UNCERTAIN
0

RELIEVED

WEARY
DEPRESSED----

SATISFIED

VISE
ANNOYED
CONFIDENT

RELAXED
FRUSTRATED

UNEASY
HOPEFUL
FRIGHTEIED

CONTMT
MISERABLE
PEACEFUL
c

ENCOURAGED

HOW LOW OR HIGH ARE YOUR 'GENERAL SPIRITS?

..

VERY
LOW

318

.

VERY.

HIGH
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,Client Biopsychosocial Health Status: General

Title: BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE,

Author: Brink, Pamela J.

Variable: Behavior definea as any verbal or
nonverbal action of hospitalized inpatient heroin addicts 'mentioned by the nursing staff
either in the nursing notes or in staff conferences is the variable.
Description:
Nature and Content: This is an observercompleted, ,three-page instrument designed, to

identify the presence or absence of 50 behavioral characteristics or acts. The characteristics are itemized and categorized as

(2)
follows: (1) sleep -habits7 items;
eliniination1-5
items,
(4)
activities:.-11 items, (3)

socialization-3 items, (5) eating habits-5
items, (6) grooming-4 items, and (7)

behaviors-15 items. Most of the acts listed are
negative. The rating scale is divided into columns for use by the night, day, and afternoon
shifts of the nursing staff.
Administration and Scoring: A copy of the instrument is attached to the front of each patient's chart by the night duty charge nurse.
Each member of the nursing staff assigned to
the particular patient for that day and that shift
is asked to check off those behaviors-that occur
during his(her) tour of duty. The
at least
rating scale provides space for a check if the
behavior has been present and no check if the
behavior has not been present. Space is provided at the end of the scale for additional COMments about the patient by staff of any of the
three shifts. Special notes are requested for type
of activity in which the patient participated in
occupational -therapy and recreational therapy,
the time at which the patient arrives for meals,
and type of activity engaged in when present on
the ward.

A simple tabulation of the presence or absence
of a particular-behavior is made for each patient
for each hospital day: Whether. the behavior is
noted once or three times, the activity is simply
scored as having occurred that day.,

Since, all patients are not admitted at the

the
, same time, each rating scale is filled out for

day of hospitalization. A simple tabulation is

made of each behavior exhibited by each addict

for each hospital day. Each behavior for each
day is then tabulated in percentages according
to the number ok rating scales completed for
that day. All 'behaviors are=then given a scale
value...according to the percentage of patients
displaying that behavior on any given day. If a
behavior occurs in more than 75 percent of the
Patient population, the behavior is given'a,behavioral value, of 5; frpm 50 to 74 percent, a
behavioral value of 4; 30 to 49 percent, a behavioral value of 3; from 15 to 29 percent, a
behavioral value of 2rand for less than 15 perdent, but more than zeror the- assigned behavioral value is 1.

-

The sum of each behavioral value for'each day
provides the scale value. The 'highest possible'
-scale value is 25 if more than 7.5 percent of the

patients displayed this behavior for 51 days,
while the lowest, scale value is 1 if less. than 15

percent of all patients displayed this behavior
on 1 hospital day. The behaviors are then
ranked according to the scale value.
Subscores are attained by tabulating scale_
value for male versus female patients-arid for
each hospital day.
Development:

Ratiimale: An initial pilot project was carried

out is:a-result of staff complaints of the

be-

havior of heroin addicts on an acute care inpatient psychiatric facility. Although there had
been numerous consultations around -this 'patient' population and a nursing-care plan developed by the staff, the 'complaints continued.
The pilot project, however, did not yield data
about addicts' behaviors which could account
for the staff's continuing ,unrest: At the time,
there was no literature available on this type of
detoxification program, nor on staff-patient

problems in and around such 'a program. A
study was devised which would investigate.
instru-

,addict behavior and staff attitudes. This
ment was designed to elicit characteristic be-.
havioral patterns of an addict population in
order to have sufficient` data on which to plan
nursing care.
Source of Items: The items were based-upon,
nursing notes, the specific nursing care plans
for the addicts; and comments made by staff
.
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members at-staff meetings about addict behaviors.

Procedure for Development: The instrument
Was designed by the author in consultation with

two clinical nurse specialists who had been or
were involved with a particular hospital ward.
The instrument was developed-as a pilot instrument to test its feasibility.
Reliability and Validity: No reliability coefficients have been established for the instrument.
The instrument has, content validity in that the
behaviors listed are representative of all of the
usual behaviors (or lack of) seen on such a ward,
and all of the behaviors listed had been observed
by a member of the staff.
Use in Research: A complete report of the find-

ings of the sty-in which this instrument was
used can be found in the articles. referenced below.
d.

Comments: Brink (Personal Communication) reported that:.
Several problems arose with the use of this instrument.
First of all, the rating scale was4cored by staff nurses
who were.not supervised during the period of the study:
Gross errors can be estimated from this scoring procedare. Many gaps in the data were appargnt from the raw

datacomments were not consistent, nor were re-

quested pieces of iqforrnation elicited. I would recommend that anyone using thiS instrument train research
assistants to collect the needed data.

311

In reviewing the published article, I have found a
gross statistical error in the rank ordering of the scale
values: The rank ordering had not been done properly,
i.e., tied scale values were incorrectly rank ordered.
Finaiy, I would recommend a test-retest reliability
test in the form of repeated observations to. develop a
beginning estimate of the reliability of the instrument.

Any potential user will need to.,examine the
scoring system carefully and critically, and, as
the author suggested; determine, the instrument's reliability, However, it can provide an
.

initial starting point for the investigator in-'
terested in the same aspects of behavior covered
by this instrument.
References:

Brink, Pamela J. Behavioral characteristics of
heroin addicts on a short-term detoxification
program. Nursing Research, 1972, 21 _SA-18-45.

Heroin addiCts: Patterns of behavior dur-

ing detoxification. Journal of Psychiatric
Nursing, and Mental Health Services, MarchApril 1972, 12-18.

Source of Information:
,Pamela J. Brink, R.N., Ph.D.
---Asideiate-Professor of Nursing and
Anthropology
UCLA School, pf Nursing
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
Instrument Copyright: None.
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Brink, Pamela J.,

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

NIGHT SHIFT

SLEEP, HABITS:
.

1.

Retired after midnight.

2.

Slept with intervals.

DAY SHIFT..

AFTERNOON SHIFT

3: Drowsy during day;
_

.

4.

Slept late in

5.

In -bed - awake.

6- : = /t "bed

7.

asleep.

Restless during sleep.

ACTIVITIES:
`1.
2.

Attends morning meeting.
Attends addict meeting.

3...Attends OT.
'

4.' Works on OT protect'.
5.

Attends R.T.

6.

Specify activity in R.T.

-7:

S.

Watching TV on ward.

Playing cards & other
games.

9.

Off.ward to Movie or deice.

10..

Plays ping pong on ward.

11.

Specify on-ward activity.

ELIMINATION:
1.

Constipation.

2.

Diarrhea.'

3.

Urine spediMen obtained

4.

RoUtine.

5.

Suspected drug use.

ti

3
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NUMBER
DAY SHIFT

NIGHT SHIFT

DATE

SOCIALIZATION:
1.

Talks with other addicts.

2.

Talks with other patients.

3.

Talks with staff.

EATING HABITS:
1.

Regular diet.

2.

Attends -meals (note time).

3. ,Attends snacks :(note time).
Has second helpings.
5.

Eats at other times.

GROOMING:
1.

Bath:.

2.

Shave.

3.

Shampoo.

4.

Neat and clean looking.

BEHAVIORS:
1.

Listless and apathetic.

2.

Alert and aware of surroundings.

3.

Amgry,verbalizations

4.

Angry at staff.

5.

Angry at patients.

6..
7.

aggression to others.
°Physical aggression to property.

322
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AFTERNOON SHIFT

0

VOLUME 1

814

N0MBER.

NIGHT SHIV

-DATE

AfTERNOON.SRIFT

DAY SHIFT

c

Requests medications When mot
due.
9.

Requests medications when
staff besy.

10.

Accuses staff of omitting
given' medications.

11.

Accused of harrassing.other
.patients.

12.

BitomesirritableIihen-iegis.
_-not given on requeht.

13. ?Questions when made. are due-7
threateni to leave AMA.
14.. Questions nurse's judgment.
15.

Threatens to report nurse's
behavior to physidian.

0

0

A

te.

1.
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POSTOPERATIVE. CONVALESCENCE
QUESTIONNAIRE
Author: Elms, itoslyn R.

Variables: This instrument provides information on four variables: physical complaints and
discomforti; physical independence; social -interaction and diversional activity; and emo-tional response. The other itejns are basically
transition items, -Note that the published paper
(Elms, 1972, p..393) refers to the emotional response items as Section D. This was done in
order to avoid a sequence of A, B, C, E, which
would have been confusing to the reader.)
A fifth variable, called the Patient Convales-

15

pitysiccil independence (instrument items* coded

with the letter B); social interaction and diversional activity (instrument items coded with the
letter C); emotional responses (instrument items
coded with the letter ,E). Items on the instrument whose numbers are circled are -not scored.
Response categories were assigned numerical
values for quantitative analysis, but no further
information was provided on the numerical val-

ues assigned to questionnaire items and'
sponse categories. The Patient Convalescence
Score (PCS) is obtained by combining the mean
values obtained or each questionnaire administered to the patient.' and than dividing by the
total number of interviews the patient received.

cence Score (PCS) is derived by'averaging scores
on the four variables over the period of hospital
confinement.

Development:

Description:

explore the relationship betweerfreicovery room
behaviors and postsurgical patterns of recovery.

-

Nature and Contact: The Postoperative Convalescence Questionnaire is made u0 of 46 ques-

tions that provide information about a variety
of experiences patients are likely to have while
in a hospital and haw they feel about these experiences..Physical complaints and discomforts
is operationalized bcombining responses to 15
questions, such as "How well, did you sleep last
'night'?" Physical independence is made up of re-

sponses to nine questions, such as "Did you
comb your hair today or did sonieone else do it?"

Social interaction and dilmrsional activity is
operationalized by responses to eight questions
such as "What have you been doing most of the
day?" Emoti9n,al responses is made up of responses to. 10 questions, such as "Have you felt
depressed, sad, or like crying today?" The Patient ConyalescenCe Score (PCS) was derived
frOm the scores computed for the other four variables..'
The' questionnaire employs forced choice alternatives, and the number of \response
categories provided for responses to the ques-

tions .contained in this instrument rang from
two to six.
%Administration and Scoring: This instrument
is' designed to be administered to a patient byAin
interviewer. Interviews range 'from 15-30 minutes, depending upon the condition and coopera,tion Of the patient. Approximately ;15-20 hours

are required to train interviewers in the use of
the tool.
Scores on each variable., represent the mean

score on .:responses to each of the variable
categories, i.e., phyaicalsomplaints and discomforts (instrument items coded with the letter A);

Rationale: -This instillment was developed to

provide informatian---Aat could be used to

Source of Items: The questions in this test

were developed by the author and modeled upon

previous work described in Abdellah et al.
(1961), Henderson (1964), and a report from the
University of Iowa (1960).

Procedure for Development: The questions
were administered by an interviewer to 60 patients at the Parkland Memorial -Hospital, Dallas, Texas. Approximately one-t!hird ,of -'the
patients were men. They ranged in age &Om 18
to 82, years. A wide variety of surgical procedures having a variety "Of risk had been performed on the patients. The scores derived from
the instrument, were related to those derived
from, the Recovery Room Activity Schedule
(Elms, 1972, see elsewhere in this publication),
and to common medical measures of convalescence such "as postoperative fever days, fre-

quency of pain medications, pOstoperative
complications, and length of postoperative hospitalization.

Reliability and Validity: The validity of the

data collected with the, Postoperative Convales-

cence Questionnaire was tested by collecting
similar data on a Nurse Evaluation Questionnaire. Nurse perceptions of patient behavior
were coded as NES and were highly correlated
with the PCS (r = + 0.82) which resulted from
patients' self-reports.
one of the patient convalescent measures
acco nted for as niuch as 10 percept of the variance o the variables derived from the Recovery
Room Activity Schedule. However, the Patient
Score(PCS) was,substantially reConvalesc
lated (r = 0. C 6 and r = 6.60) to the number of

e.
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postoperatiVe fever days and to the degree -Of
surgical trauma, respectively: The PCS was alio
moderately related to length of postoperative
hospitalization (r- ='0.35), and to postoperative
complications (r = 0.33). No differences were observed between the five measures derived from
this instrulment and such variables ,as sex,, age,
and race. Previous research (Menzer et al., 1957)

suggested) that there would be a relationship
between the Patient Convalescence SCore and

vomiting m. the recovery room. No such differences Were -observed.in these data.
1

Use in Researchk,Elms's (1972) use of the 'instrument is described in the reference cited below.-

i

Comments: The instrument appears to have a
potential for providing information on the variables it is designed to measure. The relationship
observed between the patient Convalescence
Score and medical variables such as.degree of

surgical trauma suggests that that measure, at
least; is providing information congruent with
what would be expected. However, since the
items used to'compUte each score haye a variety
of 'answer choices, it is possible that they are
differentially contributing to the total scores for
each variable. If information were available regaiding the inter-item relationships of the various items, within and across these measures, it

would be possible to eliminate "weak" items and
to capitalize upoti or differentially weight those
items that were really contributing strongly to
the actual variability On these measures. This
might also result in a reduction in the number of
items required to gather useful information,
and it would thus take less time to administer
this instrument to patients. The sample of pa-

tientS is itlso sufficiently small to make it

Worthwhile to try to replicate; these results on
larger sample of patients.
The fact that there was .a fairly large amount

.3

of agreement between nurses' and patients'
perceptions of parts of these measures suggesIs
that themeasures are likely to be stable across
°

,

short intervals of time. However, approximately

30 percent of the variance on the Patient Convalescence Score is not accounted ,for. Therefore, it) Would. be useful to have additional
information on the short-terni, test-retest
characteristics of these measures.
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Elms, ROs1S4I'R.,

-

.

POSTOPERATIVE!CONYALESCENCE QUESTIONNAIRE.

Questions. with * are those questions also askei of the patiint's nurse,
in.order tor:test validity. .giicied.items are no score questions.

*1E.

Wouldyou say you feft .... today?'

1E.

better than you expected
about as.you'expected .
worse than you expected

*1A.

How well.did you sleep last night?

1A.

very well
moderately well
poorly

Did you take a sleeping pill?

2A.

yes
no

.10

-

2A.

don't kfiow
.3A.

3A.

requested
not iequasted

Have you had any pain in your
incision today? How severe was
the pain?

4A.

no pain°
slight amount
moderate amount
severe amount

How often-did you have pain?

5A.

most of"the time
frequently .occasionally

Did you request one or did the
nurse give it to you without
asking?
0

4A.

*5A.

e,

rarely,

no pain
6A.

When did the pain occur?

6A.

usually when resting
usuallytyhen moving
in bed
usually when getting.
.

v4 of bed

usually when walking
around
no pain.
7A.

Were you able to ease the pain
(remarks)
yourself? How?

7A.. yoi
no

ONMENIIMpl
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*8A.' About how amny times ma you
,ask for pain medicatioh?"

8A.' # of times

,

Most of the.ttme, did the
medicine relieve the pain?
How well?

9g._ none given,
completely
almost completely
some"
not at all'
:

-

99991m.'

.

*18..

When You took yoUr bath this
morning did you do it alone
or with help?

alone in BR

1B.

alone at .bedside
.

in BR with help
in'bed with help
refused bath 4*

.*2B. 'Did you comb your hair today
or did =someone else do it?
Did you ask that it be done?

*3B.

Did'you use the BR or BP today?
Alone or with help?

2B.

3B.

not combed
someone else without
request
someone else with
.request
self combed

.9

alone to BR.
help to BR
BP without help
BP with help
lincoainent'or cathed
chth fot urine & BR
for bowels
r

*4B.

Did you get out of bed today?
Did you dangle? (How extensive
was ambulation?)

4B.

bedresi.
dangled
up to BR only
up in, chair only.'
ambulated (shOrt walks).

up ad lib

53.

Would you describe how easy or
hard it was for you to get up
or dangle?

5B. ebedrest.
easy
slightly diffiCult
moOeiataly difficult.
Very difficult
.

,

c

1

.
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2.

Dangle.

ilone
with a little

6B.

Did you dangle or walk ...

*6B

Y

-help

'with quite a
bit of help

.2-\7;- °

.no

.

bed
chair in room
walking around
on sunpoich

1C.

*le.' 'Where have you spent most of
your time today?

O

yes

7B.

-Did the nurse have to make
you get up?

*7B.

'

/-

S.

of the day?

sleeping

2C.

*2C. ''What have, you been ,doing most

awake doing nothing
°
thinking
reading or witching TV
talking withpeople.

y.

,
a

t

-

yes

.3t.

Have you been bored today?

3C.

.

What would you like to be abler
to do to occupy your time?

4C.

4C.

c

*5C.

10A.

tient

no .

6C.

Did you, vis t with Ally patients
or go to the coffee shop today?
'

Write- suggestions
makes.

5G. ,yes.

Did you have any-visitors
' ylsterday?

*6C.

no

,

0

1441
.

'yea

no
.

a

/

10A.

Howwo414.you describe your
appetite today?

not hungry-.

.

ti

a little hungry
fairly; hungry

u

*14.

very hungny
;

-

How much food did you eat
today? (included liquids)
.

.

.

liA. ot 'seri-zed any'
ate nothing on try...
:
A
some

more than 1/2

Amtythingvn tray
`'

.4
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*8B.

.

*9B.

Were you able to feed yourself
ordid'yOu need help?

8B. self

Were you able to move in bed
today by yourself or did you
need help?.

9B:.

.

.

.

Have you.felt depressed, sad,
or like crying today? (Cried?)
How badly were you feeling?
Plat was,it,that was.bothering

3'0
*3E.

12A.

Have you felt tired or
energetic today? 116w much?

12A.

1

help to position tray
help to cut food, etc.
'.
needed to be fed
unable or refused

self
help

tired
slightly

moderately
.
very
DK or neither

.

2?a.

energetic
slightly
moderately
,very

no
a_ little

moderately
very

.

Did you.care how you looked
today?

3E.

yes
no

4E.

limit
enhance

.110(,
4E.

Do.You ,think that this.operation

willIchangeyour life in any
''way?

DK

In what way?

5E.. Are you glad that you had this
,operation now that it is over?

5E..

yes
no

6E,Do you feel satisfied or im-,

6E.

satisfaction

iMpqience

'patient about the progress you
are making?

*7E.

How do you think you are pro gressing?

neither

7E.

a /little slowly

about average
very well

.

*13A.

Has your IV tube (or any other
tubes the pt.-may have) ,been
bothering you today? How much?
Did you pull any out?

13A.: no tubes
not bothering pt.
little' bothersome
somewhat bothersome
very bothersome
pulled tube out
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°*14A.

*8E.

Today have you vomited.
felt nauseated
felt dizzy.
had any muscle soreness

Have' you'felt restless;

.

8E.

worried; or nervous about anything today? About how nervous
(etc.) didyou feel? Tell:me
what it was that troubled you.

*7C. ,Did.you follow the instructions
You received fronfthe doctor or

no.
no
no
no

144. -yes
yes
yes
yes

no
,a little
some
very
.

76.

not given any
yeti.

nurses. today?

somewhat

*8C.

*15A.

Did you'help any of the other
patients on the ward today?
How?

Today have you had a ...
sore throat
gas pains
diarrhea
constipation
headache

8C.

15A.

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Did anything happen today that
pleased you? What was'it?

1D.

Did you feel upset, angry, or
annoyed at anything today?
How much? What was it that
bothered you?

9E.

10E. 'Are you sorry that you had
this operation? Can you tell
,me what makes you feel that?

10E.

1D.

*9E.

*2D.

Have. you asked the'doctors or
nurses any questions today?
About how'imanyT About what?
_.

yes
no

yes
no

_

no
a little.
moderately
very

yes
no

2D. yes
no4
.one"

a few
some
many

VOLUME 1

D. Do you feel that. you get
straight (clear) answers from
thimIZAWill you explain that
more clearly for ma.)

3D.

yes
no
DK

Do you think you were given'
enough information about the
hospital routines, that is
the rules and regulations of
the hospital? What other information do you think would
be helpful?

4D.

yes
no
not given any

4D.

.

-.

.

,
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as either good to fair, or poor. The item is scored
1 for good to faKand 2 for poor. Th'e third health

perception variable is an overall measure of
health status requiring the respondent to place
himself on a 10-point scale (or "ladder") ranging
from 0 (poorest health) to 9 (best health) at the
present time, just before his heart attack, at the

Variables: This instrument measures three aspects of a respondent's social and psychological
status during recovery from myocardial infarc-

time of his discharge from the hospital, and 6
months from then. He is also asked to rate the
health of the average man his age on the same r

tion: (1).his perceptions of his health, (2) his social functioning in structured and unstructured
activities, and (3) his self-reported morale. Perce eption of health is measured by asking the pa-

scale.

community organizations, volunteer work, visit-

same," or 'more" than before the attack are

ing friends and relatives, watching television,
reading, sitting around doing nothing, working
on hobbies, and sleeping. Overall morale is determined by self-assessment on a happiness/
sadness, 10-point continuous scale. The instrument is designed to tell something' about the
longitudinal trend in the patient's life by asking
the respondent to compare his current status
with his past and estimated future status.

scored 1, 2, and 3, respectively, for each of the
activity areas. Finally, after questions about his
job and income, the respondent is asked to rate
his activity level and his social life on two 10point scales similar to the one used in the health
perception variable.
Morale is measured on the same tyr of 10point scale ranging from 'saddest" to "happiest" on which the respondent places himself at
the same,timesas listed above. This is a singleitem index which gets at overall morale rather
than feellngs about various aspects of the respondent's4ilife. The last item' of the instrument
asks the respondent to rate his degree of worry
-about his health on a 7-point scale- from "not
worried" to "very worried." He rates *his degree
for himself (currently, before his attack, and at.
time of discharge from the hospital), for the average man his age, and for his family.
Adminfitraltion and Scoring: The wordilg of

c
trent
about psychophysiological symptoms as
well as the condition of his heart and his overall
health. Social functioning is measured 'in terms
of nine activity areas: work, participation in

Description:

Nature and Content:, Most of the approximately 80 items' on this self-report questionnaire are designed to yield scoreable data on one
of the three general areas listed above. How-

ever, some of the questions are preparatory
items yielding factual data which lead the re..
spondent into comparative items On the same
topic. A few questions yield information gener-

ally relevant to one of the areas, such as new
health problems of the patient or comparison of
his income before and after-his heart attack.
The 19 items, tapping the respondent's per-

ceptions Of his health, ask about the presence or
absence of a number of symptoms thought to be
indicative, of psychophysiological disability:
Such items as 'dizziness" and "trouble sleeping" can be checked as absent, occasionally present, or frequently present. These are scored 0,
1, or 2, respectiVely, with a high score indicating
a high degree 'of psychophysiological

A. second measure of health perception is a

dichotomouS variable in which the respondent,
after answering a plumber of preparatory multiple-choice questions/ about symptoms of heart.
trouble which 'fie may have in varying degrees,
relates his assessment of his heart's condition

In the area of social functioning, the respondent is first asked to record the time he spends
in an average day or week in each of the nine
activity categories. He is then asked to compare
current involvement in the various activities
with preattack involirement. The possible answers of "currently involved less," "about the'

the instrument indicates that it is to be ad-

ministered 6 months after the patient has been
discharged from the hospital.
Since the instrument was devised to study
correlation or the lack of correlation among the
three major variables, as well as with the physical status of the patient, no overall score is' determined for the patient. Scoring for each of the
three aspects of social and psychological status
is possible, although scoring instructions are
provided only for the individual items noted in
the description. Perhaps this is because the author found that, in most instances, correlation
among item - clusters measuring the same vari-'
able was high enough to warrant inelUsion of:
only one Measure for each dimension. (See "Procedure'''below).
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Development:

Rationale: It is generally recognized that ad-

justnient after myocardial infarction occurs

along several dimensions, including the physical; emotional, and social. However, there is a

concomitant_beliefpossibly unfoundedthat

the various dimensions are highly correlated.
This .assumption has led researchers, physicians, and laymen alike to stress single dimensions of recovery, usually the physical, and to

-----"

ignore other aspects of recovery and their interrelationships. This questionnaire was designed
to tap rehabilitation data and to cover the variables of interest in studies seeking to examine

the interrelationship of physical, social, and
psychological adjustment of patients who have
suffered myocardial infarction...*
Source' of Items: The 19-item psychophysiolog-

ical disability section of the questionnaire was
based orb Langer's (1962) 22-item screening score

of psychiatric impairment. The items using the

.

10-point "ladder" scale, such as the morale
scale, are similar to Cantril's (1965) selfanchoring striving scale.
Procedure for Development: Information on
the procedure for developing the original items
of the questionnaire was not provided. However,
in one study (Garrity et al., 1972) in which the
ultiinate objective was to examine the relationship_among the physical, social, and psychological recovery dimensions, it seemed desirable to
reduce the separate measures of the questionnaire to the smallest possible number of° logically and empirically justifiable dimensions. To
this end, the various measures of psychological
and social adjustment were each factor
analyzed, using a principal components solu-

tion, to see if they could be reduced to fewer
measuresideally, to one measure for each dimension. The three health perception variables
were found to be reducible to a single 'weighted
measure. In the factor analysis of the nine social

functioning variables, two significant factors
emerged: (1) involvement in structured activities such as work, .participation in 'Community associations, and volunteer work; and (2)
involvement in unstructured activities such as

reading, watching television, sitting around

.

doing nothing, and the like. The single measure
of morale did not needany data reduction.

Reliability and Validity: No reliability data
were. provided.
.

Soine factorial validity of the instrument is
reflected in .the following intercorrelation data
from Garrity (1973a):

Ct
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Variables
Health
IIA Social Involvement
(Structured)
LIB Social Involvement
(Unstructured)
III Morale
p < 0.01: N = 56

I

IIA

IIB

III

0.33

0.01"

0.62

0.06

0.12
0.04

c,

Use in Research: Garrity used this instrument in
his 1973. study "Social Involvement .and Activeness as Predictors of Morale Six Months After

First Myocardial Infarction." In addition, the
questionnaire was used as a base for the Garrity
et al. (1972) study "PhYsical, Social, and
Psychological Dimensions of 'Recovery. After
Myocardial Infarction: A Correlational Study."
Comments:

The

possibilities

for

effective

psychological intervention with coronary patients will be -improved if the dimengions and
scope of the behavioral problems are recognized

and dealt with. Refinement and continued use
of instruments of this type, perhaps- coupled
with more general personality measures, could
lead to improved management and rehabilitation of the coronary patient and ultimately to

-the prediction and prevention of further attacks.
The health information section of the instrument Could be strengthened, by. replacing responce choices "a few times" and "often"..with a
range of numbers; this would increase the instrdment's reliability. Other items which now
elicit 'descriptive data could be refined, and a
scoring system developed which would lead to
the collection of quantifiable data.
References:
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Press, 1965.

'Garrity, Thomas F. Social involvement and activeness as predictors of morale six months
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SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL STATUS OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION PATIENTS DURING
RECOVERY EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

Date
a

We are very interested in learning of your
progress since you left the hospital six
months ago.after your heart attack. The
questions in this questionnaire deal
with your present condition in the areas
of health, work and leisure activities,
and morale.
.

Please try to answer all of the questions, since each question gives us
important information about you.
Although some questions will seem
difficult to answer, we hope you will
try an 'educated guess' for these.

4
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Health Iriformation.

Pleiie tell us which of the following problems you have had imAftelislmonth,
And.hOw often you have experienced them. For each problemeircIe70, 1, or 2
depending on hoW;often each hes happened.
never a few times often1.

poor appetite

.

0.

1

2

2.

stomach upset

.

0

1

2

3.

headache.

.

0

1

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2.

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

4.:.trouble-sleeping.
5.

hands damp and sweaty'

6. \lands tremble

.

7.

cold sweats

8.

dizziness

..

9.

fainting.

.

10.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

nervousness .

.

0
.

.

.

'

'

11. take medicine other that prescribed .
feel'weak all over

2

o

.

13.

feelrestless, can't sit long in a chair.

14.

bothered by a sour. stomach

2

.

15: had trouble remembering things

0

1

0

feel hot all over
17:

periods of days when can't get going.

18.

sinus trouble

19.

baCk trouble.

,

.
.

.

.

2

0

1

2

0

1.

2

0

MM
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Circle the.answer to the following questions which applies to 2112.

During the past month, did youTaver experience shortness of.breath?
0- never (if never, skip the next question)
17 'sometimes

2- often
20,
,

Under what conditions did you uE;Ually become short of breath?
1- with heavy exertion
2- with light exertion
3- while resting
4- other:.
During the, past month, did you ever notice your heart beating hard?
0- never (if never, skip the next, questico)
1- Sometimes
2- often

21.

Under what conditions did you usually notice your heart beating hard?
1- with heavy exertion
2- with light exertion
3- while resting
4- other:
.

'During the past month, did you ever have chest pains?
0- never (if never, skip the next question)
1- sometimes

22.

Under what conditions did you usually. have chest pain?
1- with heavy exertion
2- with light exertion
3- while resting
4- other:
1111MININNIMMI1116,

23.

24.

Have you been re-hospitalized for heard attacks since our first interview,
about six months ago?..
0- no
How many times?
1- yes

How many times have you been hospitalized with heartattacks in all?
times
.

25...From,what your,doctor has said and done, what 'sort of'cOndition woule292
say your,heart must be in? (Mnot sure, please try to estimate.)
1-.poor condition
2- fair -condition

3- goodcondition
26.

How often have you been seeing a doctor about your heart.since yoti.left the.
.hospital?

0- never
1- once.'

2-,twice
3- three times

o

4-.once'a.month
5- twice a month.
6- three times a month
'7- .weekly.or:more
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Below isa picture of a ladder. d Suppose we say that the.top.of the la er
-represents perfect.health,*and,thsbottom represents the most serious it

27.

On which step 'would you say your health is right nowt
down the-number of the step.)

(Please write
.

0

.

",r

28.

'29.

.
.

On whichstep would you say your health was just before your heart attack?
....:.
,.
On which step would yousay your health was about the time zoit were discharged from the hospital, about six months TIFF

381, Do which step woullyou say your health will be 6 months from now?
31.

On which step .would you say. the health of the average, man our gAt is?
(Please try to answer these evenif they are "educated guesses.'")
4

BEST HEALTH POSSIBLE

0'

8
7
6.

5

4
1

3

2
1

0

32.

WORST HEALTH POSSIBLE

Have you begun to have any serious new health problems since you left the
hospital?
0- no
'71.es What are. they?.
_
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Activities Information
each of the follow.
jn:anaVerakejiy., how many hours are you now spending in
eachactivity.
number
of
hours
spent
in
ing?' Pleate write down the
hours a clay, sleeping

'33.

34.

hours Eylay,'working (for pay)

35.

and records
hours a day, watching TV, listening to radio

36.

magazines, and books for pleasure
hours a day, reading newspapers,

37.

taking it easy
hours a day, jt.-at sitting around doing nothing,

in each of the folIn ,an amerme week, how many hours are you now spending
activity.
lowing?' Please write down the number of houri spent in each
fishing, walk -'
hours.a week, working on hobbies (gardening, building,
ing, etc.)

38."

39.

hours a'week, atteading church and other meetinge.

40.'

hours a week, doing Volunteer

woik.forchurch, and othei organizations

andielatives
hours a week, visiting and telephoning friends
'activities, with
the amount of time you spend crow in various
if
you'
are
now
spending
.ale amount you spent' before your attack,' tell us
activities
as
less, or about the same amount. of time on the following

2\When yOu Oompar

iTaiTe your attack.

Circle the choice that.applieataza.

r

.

,...

leas tinWnOw ;Abut the.Moretime,
than .before ,' same

now .thati'

the 'attack'

before the

..

etracic'i,

42.

less

sleeping time

°

,.
.

more

same

working time\(for pay)

less

same

more

43.

44.

.watching:TV, l \stening to redid, records

less

same

more

457

46.

books
reading newapapetsi.magazines,
\

less

Same'

sitting4tround clong nothing, taking it easy

less

same':

less

47._working on hobbies
48.

less:

attendinechurCh and other meetings

339.

more

o
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less time now, about the more.time
now than
than before
same.
before thd.
the attack
attack

49.

doing volunteer work

less

same

more

50.

visiting, telephoning friends and relatives

less

same

more

51.

Do you now have.a job?
(if no, answer 'a' below)
'0- no
1- yes (if yes, answer 'b' below)

.

- a) °Do you think you will return to work in the future?
0- no
1- yes
.

Is this the same work you did before your hospitalization?7
0- no If no, what sort of work is it?
yes
When you compare your present income to your income before your hear
53.
.has your income
52.

attack,

07 .dropped a lot?--

1- dropped a little?
stayed about the same2/
2
3- gone up a litiiet
4- gone upoa lot?

;,

SuppAae we say that ihetop of the ladder
Below is a- picture of-a ladder.
repredentsdoing all of the activities that you'enjoy and. want to-do, and:
Ole bottom repreSents doing none of these activitiese
.

.

54.
55.

On which step would you say your activity level is righti:now?
On which, step would you say'your activity level was just before-your attack?

56:

OnwhiCh Stet, would you, say your activity levelwasabout the.time
disCharged from the e-hospitalj-about six months Eago ?''.

s, teiLwouTtyou say your activity, level

'58:

you

were

i

l6 months froM now?

your sae
On which step would yOu say the activity level of the average
(Please try to answer thede with- Tair-ted
is?
guesses.')'
,
9
DOING ALL ACTIVITIES
8
7
6,

:5
4

3
2
1

DOING-NO ACTIVITIES

0

34-0

vowmei
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Ahopthdw mpy,times.a month do you visit or get visits from tilatives?
.

.

(Please. write the 'number of times in the blank.).
60.

AbOut how many ayes a week do you talk on the phone with relatives?

and
61..2'.About how many times a month do you visit or get visits from friends

neighbors 7

U. Abut haw any tites.a week do you talk on the phone with friends and
_neighbors ?
63.

How many times a month do you attend religious services?

64.

clubs,
About how many times a month do you attend meetings of groups such as
unions, and associations?

Below-lea picture of a ladder. Suppose we say that the top of the ladder
repiesents the most active social life for you, and the bottom represents
top is when you see all your friends and
having'no social life at all..
the'bottom
is when you don't see any friends and
relatives very often, and
relatives at all.
65.

.0n which step would-you
say your social life is tight now?
.

66.

attack?
On which: step would -you say'your social life was ust before your

67.

On which step would you say your so'cial life was about the time
charged from the hC21121.tal

c

68.
69.

were dis-

about` six months ag9 f-7-7

now?
On, which step would- you say yoUr social-life' will be 6 months from
0_

On which step would yoU says the social life of the average man zossie is?
(Please try t9 answer these with 'educated guelses.r)
-

9

,MOST ACTIVE SOCIAL LIFE.

8

$

6
5

3
m

2
1
0.

.
'NO SOCIAL LIFE.AT. ALL
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.

,

Below is a picture of a laddnr.:-Suppose.weeay that the tbp of the ladderrepresents the happiest you',:en.be,and the 'bottom. represents the saddest
you can be.
On which step would -you say yoUr morale. is right now?

71.:

72.: On which step Would you say\yOur morale was justbefore

your morale was'about thetime 222.Vere di -.

On-which step would you

73.

our attack?.

Lartitt-ch from the hospital, abi7it six months IVO-

On which step would you say your morale will be 6 months:from now?

74.

On which.step would you say the morale of the eve a e man your sta is?
(Please try to answer these witiOeducated guesses. ).

75-.

HAPPIEST

\8

----_--

\7
'6

1,1=fl.

5
4

AionCm

3
2

'1
SADDEST

-0
1

76.: Below is a picture of a ladder. Suppose weeay that the top of the ladder
represents the most worried you can be about your.health, and the bottom
--represents having:no worry about health at -all.
77. t How worried are youabout your health right, now?'

your attack?

78. HE....4worried were you_ about your health lust
79.,

6

How-Worried were-you about your health.et about-the time 222 :were discharged.from thehospital, six months ago?
.

I,

,

i

80:

..

:''

.

.

.

-

How worried is the average man, our aira about his health?
A

81.:Howvorried is
I

yolir

.

..:with-!educited gUeshes. )

/

,,,-....i.
.

fi..

.*.

VERY WORRIED..

7

4..

.

NOT WORRIED AT. -AL,
. 4
,

i;

COpyrighted
Administrati

-

V,Iflosbx. Company). reproduced with.permissiori by the Health Resourcei
FgrtSer treproduttion prohibited without permisiion,,of copyright holder:
.

.
.

.

.1

7th

.

,

(Please ensciar these

fgil.' now about.your health?.
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following three categories: (1) persons with a

Title: GERIATRIC FUNCTIONAL RATING
SCALE TO DETERMINE THE NEED FOR

score above 40 are able to live in their own home
setting; (2) persons with a score between 20 and
0 require some Supportive care but- not placeent 'in, a nursing. home; they can probably
unction in-Places such aaa supervised boarding

INSTITUTIONAL CARE
Authors: Grauer, H., and Birnbom, F.
.

Variables: The scale measures an aged person's
physical and mental disability balanced against
his ability to function, and the support from relatives and community resources. The instru-_
ment measures not Only the person's ability to
care for himself(herself),.but assesses such supportive factors as relatives, friends, financial
situation, living arrangements, and availability
of such resources, as recreational facilities and
Meals-On-Wheels service.

home, an .apartment hotel, or an.. apartment

Description:

Nature and Content: This 30-item observational rating scale is divided into seven groups
of items dealing with physical condition, mental
condition, functional abilities, support from the
community, living quarters, relatives and
friends, and financial situation. Items in the
first two groupi, measuring physical and mental
disabilities, have two or three response options
and are scored on a negative scale ranging from
0 (no disability) to 20 (se veredisability). Not all
items are scored equallY,' since some disabling
factors are considered more incapacitating than
others. For example, a totally deaf person re
ceives a 5 score; while one with malignant
memory loss receives a 20 score. The items of
the remaining groups, measuring abilities and
supportive environment, are checklist statements scored on a positive scale ranging from 0
to +10, depending on the importance of the ability \or supportive function. The highest negative
score possible is 118, and the highest positive.
score is +93. An accompanying information
sheet for raters provides guidance foracoring
the items.
Administration and Scoring: Volunteer
social -work students, as well as' nurses and social workers, have administered the scale. The
guide offers some ObjectiVe ways by which the
observer can rate the subject, but some' observations require more than superficial familiar.ity with the person being rated and'
surroundings.
The value to be assigned each item is indicated pn the instrument itself. The positive and
negative scores obtained from the rating are
calculated to provide an overall score. The overall score can be interpreted to indicate the de- /
.

gree of independence or ability tocontinue
outside an institutional setting according to th

Project for senior citizens. With the aid of a day
Care program to proVide additional support for
the aged person and his family, he can.continue
to 'live in the community or in a protective setting; (3) Persons with a score under 20 require
care in a nursing home, a chronic disease hospital, or placement in a psychiatric facility, when
the person's psychiatric condition warrants it.
These interpretative categorieS -Were devised
for a validation study of the instrument (Grauer
and Birnbom, 1975).
Development:

Rationale: ,The decision about when and
where to' place an aged person in an institu-/
tional setting is an important one. According to
Grauer, and Birnbom (1975):
It is well known that premature admission to' an institu-

tion often results in severe regression with accompanying depression and loss of physical and mental
functioning. Nevertheless, if admission is unrealistically delayed, the patient miiy have a great deal 'Of difficulty adapting tothe institutional setting, which in turn
causes Morbidity and mortality.

/

Also, the choice .of the setting is often dictated

by the resources of the community, but the
choice is becoming wider so that the patient's
needs and well-being can be considered more
fully.

Placement decisions are often made by inexperienced professionals. Even when -made by
trained professionals, Blenkner's (1969) study,
showed that institutional placement and morbidity occurred sooner and more freqUently in a
group receiving "professional social work services" than 'in a-matched group receiving few or
no social services.
can be a. factor in placement
Emotional.
decisions. Thus; it appeared that a rating Scale
could serve as a practical guide for determining

more accurately and objectively the need for
'placement, as well as aid in the choice -of the
`appropriate institutional setting.
/Source of Items: The rating scale was based
upon the experience of the,authors in the Day

Hospital of Maimonides Hospital and Home for
the Aged in Montreal.
Procedure for Development: The authors first
attempted to rate each patient's degree of physi-
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cal and emotional well-being. HoweVer, because

such an assessment can only be made accurately by a medically trained professional, and
because other factors play a role in maintaining
an aged person in a community, they broadened

the 'scale to include supportive factirs and

limited the scope of the physical and mental asSessinerit to easily identifiable items which curtail a patient's activities.

Reliability and'Validity: No reliability data
were provided.

Predictive validity is indicated by a study in
which, of 36 patients who obtained a score of 19

or below, 83 percent were in an institution or
dead at the time of followup. Sixty-four percent
of the 14 deceased patients had scores of 19 or
below. The low scores of theSe debilitated patients tend to support the validity of the rating
scale. Of the 77 aged who scored 40 or above, 90
percent were living in the community after an
18-month time lapse.
The validity of the scale /appears to be lower
--w-hezt_used-to assess the need for a protective

setting. Of 17 subjects. with an initial 20-39
score, 41 percent were living in a "pr6tective

,.setting" on followup.

Use in Research: Grauer and Birnbom (1975)
conducted a pilot study to validate the instrument and t_ o establish cut-off points for scoring
categories by uSing the scale with three different groups which totaled 130 persons whose average age was over 70 years. The groups were (1)

members of thp Golden Age AsSociation in
Montreal, (2) paierits applying for admission orbeing treated in lithe Day Hospital at
Maimonides Hospital' and Home for the Aged,.

and (3) patients evaluated for help or possible
institutional admision by the Geriatric Service

of the Royal OttaFa Hospital in Ottawa. In

order to obtain data ifor validation of the scale

\

3.35

and cut-off points, two ratings of the sample
were made approximately 18 months apart.
Cross-validation of the cut-off points has not
been done.

Comments: This measure, although it is relatively brief and still in the exploratory stages of
development, is a. practical way of quantifying
the judgment of whether or not a geriatric pa-

tient may need to be placed in a different kind of
setting, e.g.. a day hospital, an apartment hotel,

a nursing home, etc. The scale appears to be
easy to use, and the results are readily interpretable for those individuals with extreme
scores.

It would be helpful to any potential user to
know how the differential weighting factors'

were arrived at.
References:

Blenkner, M. Eighth 'International Congress Of
Gerontology, Washington D.C., 1969. Federa-

tion Proceedings V:L. Abstracts of Sym-

posium and Lectures (Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology,'Bethesda,
Maryland).

Grauer, H., and Birnbom, F. A geriatric functional rating scale to determine the need for
institutional care. Journal of the American
Geriatrics SoFiety, 1975, 23, 472-476..
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H. Grauer, M.D.

Institute of CoMmunity.and Family Psychiatry
Room 219

4333 Cote Street, Catherine Road
Montreal, Quebec
Canada H3T1E4
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GERIATRIC FUNCTIONAL RATING SCALE TO DETERMINE THE NEED'FOR
INSTITUTIONAL CARE
Date of Birth
NAMEiI

Tel. NO.

ADDRSS
tex:rM

Marital Status:

F

Si

W D

M

Rel:HPCO

S

Relative or Friend:
Name
Tel. No

Address

1/ PHYSICAL

-,

Score

Score

Score

CONOITICil

A) Eyesight

B)

Hearing

C)

Mobility

D)

io-

nci
.

%Is

1.°1

0

Distinguises
Faces

0

Loud Voice

-3.

Fully MobileDresses
Carries Parcels
Rides Buss

0

Uses. Cane or

-3

No RestrIctions

0

should use one
Dependent on
railings

Ca' f.rd

Function
E)

Diet

.-3

Good
Watches TV
Reads
Needlework
Gcod

1 Flight of
Stairs
1 City Block

-3

-10

Deaf

- 5

Requires Cane &
other support Wheelchair'

-15

Partly or totally
Bedridden

-20

.

Yes

No Restrictions' , 0

\\

Sees Light only

, .

2/

MENTAL
CONDITION

Time

A)

Disorientation

None

.0

B)

Delusions

None

0

Mild - Sere
'Suspicious ess
Benign

-

Person & /or

Place

-3
-3

-15

Overt
Malignant

-10
-20

Hypoactive or..
Hyperactive

- 5

- 5

C)

Memory Loss

None

0

D)

Energy &
rive

Normal

0

Judgment

Intact

0

Impaired

E)
F)

Hallucina-

None

0

\
Auditory & /or

tions
`fi

Score

Score

Score

Visual
.._

-10

PSY5MOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS

3/

FUNCTIONAL ABILITIES

Score

A)

Reads and writes letters

+

2

B)

Able to use telephone

+

5

C)

Able to bank and shop

+

5

D)

Able to prepare simple meals and bake

+

7

E)

Washes, dresses and toilets self without assistance

+

5

F)

Uses public transportation

+

7

G)

Able or would be able to -ke own medication and follow diet

+ 10

4/

SUPPORT FROM THE COMMUNITY

A)

Ethnic compatibility

B)

If living alone, can get support and help frcm a reliable
relative, friend, neighbour, janitor

C)

Able to shop at reliable-grocer's (willing to deliver when
necessary)

D)

Score
.

E)

Geographic availability of.

.-.-

5/

+

2

+ 10
.

5

(4.

Available supportive and recreational facilities -

.

337

ClUbs geared to aged
Church, synagogue
Library
Park, shopping center,
restaurant, movies

- Public health nurses
-".Meals-on-Wheels service
- Homemaker services
- Friendly visitor
- Hospital with emergency and
'clinic facilities
- Public transportation

LIVING QUARTERS

+
+
+

2
1
1

+

1

+

2

+

2

+

2

+

2

+ '2
+ 2.

Score
.

Elevator service or living on ground floor or basement
6/

RELATIVES AND FRIENDS

A)

Not married but lives with compatible and helpful relatiVe or friend

B)

Lives with imcompatible relative, friend or spouse

C)

Lives with able and compatible spouse

7/

FINANCIAL SITUATION

+

3

Score
+

5

0
,± 10'

Score.

A) -Totally independent

+
+

-0Dependent,on.helpful relative

5
3
.1

C)

Dependent mainly on Old Age Pension & /or other comm. resources
Total Plus_ Score

Total Minus Score
Final .Score

O

34-6

0

yoLumE1
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GERIATRIC FUNCTIONAL RATING SCALE
Information. Sheet

for Raters

The aim of the scale is to globally evaluate the
-simple.but hopefully
aged person in .a short period of time, in a
care
significant way, in. order to adequately plant for their future
iand treatment.

Description of Rating Scale

The forMs includeth personal data (name, address,

rated and -7 groups of
nearest relatiAre, etc.) for each person to be
items to be scored.

Groups 1 and 2: Physical and mental condition'
expressed by a
scored from 0 to 20 for each item. .Disability is
each
item
or subheading.
Circle only one score under
minus score.
GroupsA3 to 7: Physical and mental condition are,
community,
balanced against the ability to function, support from the
financial
situation,
relatives and/or friends, living conditions and
which are all expressed by a plus score.

Group 1 - Physical condition

Measures mobility. Impairment is usually
IteM C
spasm'secondary to a
due to osteo-arthritis or muscular-weakness or
stroke.
Item D - If cardiac and/or pulmonary function
of stairs or
prevents e. person from climbing more than one flight
from walking more than one city block - Score -3.
.

If severely impaired, i. e., almost bedridden, Score -20.

If bedridden, try to_determine if this is
function.
due to lack of mobility'or impaired pulmo'cardiovascular
Do not score both -15 and -20.
Group 2 -.Mental.Condition3/
Item A - If a persbn is disoriented-to one or more
followini;4. e., time of day, day of\week.or month, or year

of the
Score -3.

If a person is disoriented as to place
(where he is) and/or self (who he is) - Score -15.
.

3,
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Item B - Delusions. Try to ascertain
(a) whether he feels (unrealistiCally) that sum
people or institutions are against him;
(b) whether neighbours are (unrealistically)
patticularly nasty and/or if he thinks they are taking things from
him;

(c) whether he has unwarranted influence over
others oris influenced in an unrealistic way by'othera.
If the answer to one or more df these,Auestions is
circle -10.
If there is an.indication of severe suspiciousness,
but person will not admit overt delusions, score -3. If you cannot
detect any delusions, .circle 0.
'yes'

.

Item C. - Memory Loss -.Abk for
(1) Year and-place of birth.
(2) Year of marriage.,
(3) Year of arrival in Canada, if applicable.
(4) Name of school attended.
(5) Previous address.

If a person cannot answer 3 of these questions,
but remembers place of birth and age, circle-3.
If a person cannot answer any of the above questions,
ask for the name of his doctor, social.worker or volunteer in the club,
age and names of his children and present address. If he isluhable to
answer these, questions or answers very poorly, circle -20.
If he does well on all questions tinder. Item C, score 0.

Item D - Energy and Drive.
If a person is sad, apathetic and. retarded in his
aotions,:he is. hypoactive and probably depressed.
If he is restless,
agitsted and overtalkative, possibly manic. In bdth cases, score -5.
,

Item E - Judgment.
Measures 'common sense'-the ability to make the
right decisions, to dress appropriately, seek help when needed, to
budget properly, etc.
If judgment seems intact, score 0, if markedly;
impaired, score -5.
rW

IteM F - Hallucinations.

'Most common are auditory. The perk:on will hear a
voie'or voices when nobody is,talking to him.
Senile persons living
alone may 'hear' :neighbours complaining about them,acdusing or
vilifying them; a widow may.lbeary her deceased hueband talkto her.
Visual hallucinations are very rare. Score -10 if hallucinations are
present.

VOLUME
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Group 4 -. Support from ,Community

that the
'Mini A -: Ethnic" compatibility - mans
he
is
able
to
communicate with
person is living in a milieu where
For
example:
A
Jewish
person
and relite to his neighbours.
Montreal would find little or no
living in a Greek section of
ethnic compatibility.

by the Health
Copyrighted by H. Grauer and F. Bi'rnbom; reproduced with permission
without
permission
Ftirther reproduction prohibited
Resources Administration.
of copyright holder.
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Title: PATIENT PAST PAIN EXPERIENCE
INTERVIEW
Authors: Jacox, Ada, and Stewart, Mary

periencing varying degrees of pain. The first
section provides space for recording patient
identification information.
The second section includes eight multi -part,

open-ended questions related to the patient's
pain history for the current illness, e.g., when
and what kind of profesSional assistance was
sought for treatment of the pain, what explanations were offered to the patient regarding the

Pain, what contact did the patient have with

friends and relatiVes.who had experit: ,red simi-

lar pain, etc.? For instance, one item asks,
"When did you ?first see

doctor about the pain
and/or other symptoms? 4 What 'made you de^w did you decide what

doctor to see?"

The third section of the instrument includes
six multi-part, open-ended questions some of
which relate to a painful experience recalled
from childhood. A typical item is "Do you usually like to talk with others about, your pain?
Whom do you talk with? What is their reaction?"

Administration and Scoring: The interview
can be conducted by anyone capable of establisping the necessary rapport with the patient
(interviewers in an initial study were experi-

enced nurses). It takes less than an hour to
complete.

Each patient interview is tape 'recorded, and
response categories are established on the basis
of the content-Of the responses and the needs of
the individual investigator.
Development:

Rationale: Pain cannot be viewed as a
physiological phenomenon; it must be conceptualized within a biopsychological framework. It. has.been frequently noted in the literature that
a person's interpretation and response' to pain
are influenced by his past experience with pain.

-The instrument under consideration was de;,
vised to collect historical datS, bearing the
psgchosocial contingencies of the, pain experi,ence.

SoUrce, of Items: The interview schedule was

based on one originally used by Zborowski
(1969), cited in Jacox and Stewart (1973).

Variables: "The instrument was designed to assess- the pain of a current illness and how that
pain might be related to a patient's past experiences with pain, especially Pain. in childhood.
Description:
Nature. and Content: The 14-item interview
schedule consists of three sections and was developed for use with hospitalized patients ex-

cide to see a doctor? (b)

341

.
0

ProcedUre for Development: The instrument
was modified extensively by the authors on the
basis of several pilot studies.'

Reliability and Validity: In an initial study
(Jacox and Stewart, 1973) of 102 hospitalized pa-

tients experiencing varying degrees of pain
(short - term .\ associated with - elective surgery,

long-term pain associated with chronic illness

such as arthritis, and progressive -pain associated with\ terminal illness such as metastatic cancer), two raters independently scored a
sample of 12 interviews and attained approximately 60 percent "interrater agreement. The
response categories were then revised, and the
two raters ;1,,.ependently scored 102 interviews.
This trig; 1,.;:sirlted in 85, percent interrater
agreement.

Use in Research In study of 102 patients un-dergoing treatment at a large midwestern uni(Jacox and Stewart,
versity medical

"rinSifie'Ll by the type of

1973), subjects Nye.

pain they were experie-ing: short-term, long-,
term, or progressive. -The entire questionnaire
was administered to each of the three groups;
however, the remits for the second section only
were reported..
Comments:, The open-ended interview technique

used with this instrument produces data rich in
detail and interest, but which may be difficult to
categorize and code. The individual investigator
must develop a coding schenie and assess inter-

viewer and interrater reliability himielf(her-

self). The categorization scheme devised by the
authors for the second\section of the instrument
is available in their report and should be consuited.
References:
Jacox, . Ada, ,and Stewart, Mary. Psychosocial
contingencies of the Pain experience (DHEW
Grant No. NU40387-02). Iowa _City: UniN;ersity 01 Iowa, 1973.
I
-

Source of Information:
Ada Jacox, R.N., Ph.D.
School of Nursing
University of Colorado
Denver, Colo. 80220
Instrument Copyright:
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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PATIENT PAST PAIN EXPERIENCE INTERVIEW.

A.

Pain History and Alleviation: Current IllVess
Study. No.

Ward
Location onward
where interviewed
Date
Interviewer

Pain Category
Patientts Name
File Number.

how it feels?
Are you inpain now?' If so, can' you describe
Did you have pain before coming to the hospital?
coming to the hospital?
If so, was it the main reason for
a.,
present
Did you have pain initially that was related to your
condition?

What other symptoms did you have?
3.

4.

If pain was present:
When did you first feel the pain?
a.
Please describe how it felt.
b.
Had you- ever felt pain like that before?
c.
What did you think caused the pain?
d.
What did you do about the pain?
e.

relatiVis, friends or
Did you discuss the pain and/or symptoms with
anyone else before you decided to see a doctor?,
should do about it?
If So, what Aid (he, she, they) think you
/or other symptoMs?
When did you first see a doCtorabout the pain` - and
?`
a._ _What made you decide to see a doctor
what
doctor
to,see?
}kw did you decide
b.

to what was causing
6.' Did you receive an explanation from the doctor as
thevain and/or other Symptoms?
If so, what was theexplanation?
a.
r

the hospital?
7. 'Have you had much pain since you were admitted to
8.

had pain or illness similar
Have any of your close relatives or friends
to that which you have now?
time?
If so, what was your contact with them at.that
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Childhood Experiences Related to Pain.

Can you describe a painful experience (either illness or accident) that
occurred in your lhildhood?
a. .How old were you?
cry, 'frightened, ashamed, angry,
b. What was your reaction ?' (Probe:
etc.)

.

a

.

c. 'Did you go to your parents (or other person caring for you)?
What was their (his, her) reaction?
d.
What did they. (he, she) do?
e.
=,

4

Did you hake many painful experiences in your childhood? (ilicit brief
description including patient's and parents' reactions.)

3.

Did your parents (or .others) ever tell you that a painful experience
was sometimes,a form of punishment?

4.

How Were you usually punished?

5.

How do you usually react to pain?
angry, etc.)

6.

Do you usually like to talk with others about your pain?
(mother, husband, nurse, doctor)
Who do you talk with?
a.
What is their reaction?
b.

(Probe:

cry, try to hide it, become

Copyrighted by the University of Iowa; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources
hOlder.
Administration. Further reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright
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Title: PRENATAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Author: Lowe, Marie L.
Variables: The instrument was designed to mea-

sure patients' attitudes toward and behavioral
compliance with a regimen prescribed during
ptenatal care. Compliance was defined as
"change in reported behavior in .the recommended direction over the course of pregnancy"
(Lowe.1970).
Description:

Nature dnd Content: The Prenatal Questionnaire is, for the most part, an interview schedule
with a shoit,. self-administered section on patient attitudes and a section for data from the
patient's health _ care record. Response
categories vary 'with the type of question.
The 83 items of the questionnaire are distributed as follov.:
Part (A):. St. venteen items of demographic
data and information pertaining to the pregnancy.
Parts (B, C, and D): Thirty-eight behavioral
items which assess "compliance with prenatal
medical advice.!'

Part (E): Fifteen self-rated items which assess
the patient's perceptions of specific health care
practices related to. pregnancy.
:Parts (F- and G): Thirteen items regarding the
outcome of delivery and public health nursing
followup. This includes information from the

nurse's record covering the: number of visits
from the public health nurse during pregnancy,

the instructions given by the public health
nurse to the patient, and background information on thentirse herself(himself).

AdmAistraition and Scoring: The questionnaire VMS designed to . be administered both at
the outset of prenatal care and near the 'end of
pregnancy. Thut, many of the questions have
two slightly' ifferent forms. For the first administration, the .interviewer begiris-the questions

with the,.. words, ."Since the time you first
'thought you were pregnant ...." For_ a subsequent administtation, the interviewer substi-

tutes, "Since you ,have been coming' to the
,
clinic ...."
The interview requires approximately. 20
minutes. HoweVer, additional time must be al-

lotted .for obtaining information from clinical
records and for allowing the patient to complete
the 15 attitudinal items.
Scoring consists,Of calculating mean behavior
and fiequenciei for individual items. Responses
on the attitude scale part are converted to

scores of 1 (very good). to 7 (very bad) or vice
versa, depending upon which direction is prescribed. High scores indicate favorable attitudes
toward the prenatal regimen.
Development:

Rationale: The need t assess patient compliance with medical recommendations for prenatal care has become increasingly important
as efforts to serve a greater number 'of pregnant

women have 'intensified. The literature
obstetrics indicates a lack of agreement as to
the effectiveness of prenatal -care. Those who
argue that prenatal care is ineffective suggest
that this may be dile in part to poor communication between patient and physician. The. Prenatal Questionnaire\ was 'developed as one

criterion by which to assess the effectiveness of
physician-patient communication.
Source of Items: Items were intended to cover
traditional areas of prenatal care instructions,
including diet, rest, exercise, use of medicati6ns,
and clinic and class attendance.
Procedure for bevelopment: No details were
provided.
Reliability and Validity: No reliability information was provided.
The content validity of the \instrument was
'judged by a senior obstetrics resident and the
head nurse of an 'obstetrics clinic. They corn-.
pared the questions with instructions given to
all patients who attended the obstetrics clinic
and concluded that the schedule was complete
and relevant to actual practtet.'
Use in Research: Lowe (1970) conducted a study.
of the effectiveness of teaching by public health
nurses as measured by compliance with medical
recommendations. fty-six pritnigravidas were
randomly assigned to experimental and control
groups. The control group received clinic care
and instructions, -while the experimental group
was referred to. the local public health nursing
service for instructions in addition to "their crnic
care.
Comments: The instrument's content is speci 1ized, but parts of' it could be modified for, us
populations. Its chief advan
with other, patient
comprehensiveness
and in the
tage lies in its
attitudinal
as well as
author's attempt to assess
However;
the
portion
behavioral compliance.
test
with
"ho
right
or
designed as an attitude
knowlwrong answers" could be considered a
edge test for .which there are right and wrong
answers. AIso, instead of "compliance" in cer.

tain areas .of prenatal advice, the variables
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being measured may alsii:be conceptualized as
"nutrition behavior," "activity-rest," "medication-taking behavior," etc. The behavior
becomes "compliance" when related to professional advice.
References:

Lowe, Marie L. Effectiveness of teaching as
measured ily compliance with. medical recommendations. Nursing Research, 1970, 19 (1),
59-63.

Relationship between compliance with
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medical regimen and outcome of pregnancy.
Nursing Research; 1973, 22 (2), 157-160.

Source of Information:
Marie Lowe, R.N., Ph.D.
Community Nursing Services

635 North Erie Street
Toledo, Ohio 43624

Instrument Copyright:
The American Journal of Nursing Company
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019
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Lowe, Marie L.
PRENATAL QUESTIONNAIRE
.1,

Study Number
Date
Interview: 1

2

Clinic-Number

Tel. Number

Address

(2) Rural Non-farm

A. 1. Place of Residence: (1) Urban

If Farm:

(4) Own

(6)vTenant_

(5) Rent

If Own Farm: Number of Acre,

.

(3) Rural Farm

(7) Sharecropper

If Tenant: Machinery Owned
-

Age at lasi'birthday

2. Date of Birth

,(2) Single

3. (I) Married

(3) Widow

(4) Divorced

(5) Separated

4. Highest Grade Completed in School

5. Occupation

6. When you were a child, who was the head of your famil'A

7. What kind of work dicrhd (she) do7
Factor Weight 7 x (1) (2) (3) (4) (5),(6) (7),
,

Score

8. What was the highest grade he (she) completed in school?
g.Score
.Factor Weight 4 x (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
9. Who is the head of your family now?
.

10. What kind of work dues he (she) do?
Factor Weight 7 x (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Score

11. What is tc.hightst grade he (she) completed in achoo11\
sScore
Factor Weight 4 x (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
.

(Social Class Score:

Current Family
(10. + 11)

Family_of Origin
(7.'+ 6.)

1.)

1

kI
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I

specily'amount

B. 18. U more than three glasses a'day,

19. Please. name for me the vegetables which you usually eat since ,the time yoU

first thought you were pregnant (since yois have been coming to clinic). Probe

20. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since.you have been
coming to clinic) how many days a week do you usually eat one or more
se.

(Rcier_to lint in

servings of any orthe green vegetables you have mimed?
19 and remind her of specific vegetables.)

On the days you eat these

Negetables, low many servings do you usually eat?
Scrvin

Da s Per Week

r D

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
.

0
1

.

.

2

21.

Sdce th4 tie you,firsttthought you were pregnant (since, you have bent
,

coming to clinic) how many days a weak do you usually eat one of the:other
vegetables you have named?

On the days you eat

(refer to list in 19.)

theSe vegetables, how many servings.do you usually eat?
Servinrs Per Dhy.

Days Per. Week

0
.

1

2

''J

,4

6

5

7

,

,

.

4
.

,

,

.

.
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12.

Is this the first time you have ever been pregnant?

13.

Date of Onset .112,

14.

Veight

13.

8 tight

18.

.

17.

Yes No Don't know,

Week of Pregnancy

Hemoglobin
(Prom Clinic Record.

Date Each Entiy)

pregnant, have you felt sick

Since the time when you first thought, you were

'or.or has anything happened that made-you change the things you usually eat,

Probe. (0) No

made you change other things you usually do?

(1) Yes

Now I would like to,ask you some questions about the foods

Initial Interview:

you usually Jr, Jai,: chink about the foods you usually eat
in the period since you first thought you were pregnant.

.

Now I would'like to ask you some questions about the foods

Final laterview:

Just think about the foods you usually eat

you usually eat.

in the period since you first started to come to clinic.

B.

18.

Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have been
'coming to clinic) how many days a week do you uoually drink milk?
-days that you drink milk, how many glasses do you.usually drink?

Oa the
(If

necessary, probe for buttermilk, sweet' milk, carnation,-pet, etc.)

Days Per Heat

Olandes'Per Dny
0

1

2'

'

3

4--77

.7

.6

4
.

i

1

.

,

2

.

c

3.

,

I/
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22. Mee the time you first thoughVyou were pregnant (since you have'be,n
coming'to clinic) how many days.n t:t.tek dp you usually 'eat an egg?

days you eat eggs, how many do you usually have?

On the

/

'

Days Per Week

Servings Per Dav
0

2

1

3

4
_..

/

_

.

.

23. Since'. the time you first thought you were pregn

coming to clip

t_is_ince_yqu have been

) how do you usually cook\your,eggs?

put in your frying pan to cook them in?

If fry, what .de you

(1) Other

.(0) Fry in Fat

24. Since the tike when you first thought you were pregnant (since you hr. :e been
/

coming to clinic) what kinds of fruit have/you usually been eating?

25. Since

the!

time yoU first thought you were pregnant (since you have bc,..n com-

you usually eat one of these fruits?

ing to c)inic) how many days a week

On the d ys.you eat fruit, how many times a day do you eat. it?

Dnvs Per Wnck

Servinnsl Per Dnv

0

1

2

3

4

i

5

6

I

7

0
--,4,1

1

/
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ince the time you fi et thought you ware pregnant (Since you heye been
ng to clinic) how
pork?

ny days a weak do you usually eat bacon or salt

On 'thedays you eat bacon or salt pork, how many times a day do you

usually cat it?'

Servings Per Day
0

1

Days Per Veek
4.
2 , 3

5

_6

7

l

2

-

27. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you Nivel:.=
coming to clinic) how many days a week do you usually eat prepared meAts
On the 'days you eat this klnd'of meat, how many

like hot dogs or baloney?

times a day do you usually eat

SerlJL13?

Days Per t.eek
0

1

2

3

4

0
.

..--_---_;

3

28. Since the time you first thought you were

pregnant-(since you have been

(Prone for
coming to clinic) what other kinds of moat do'you usunlly eat?
`APP
beef, venl, chicken, fish, etc.)

rsYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS
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29. Since the time you first thought von were pregnant (since you haVe boon
coming to clinic) how many days n week do you usually eat one of the meats
you have just. told me about? _On the days you eat one of these meets,. how
many times a day do yoU 'iauall.y eat it?

Days Per !cek

Servings Per Day
0

1

2

3

5

4

I

7

6

0

2

30. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have been
coming to clinic) how many days a week do you.usUally cat liver?

(Circle one)

Days Per Veek
0

1

2

3

4

7

31. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have been
coming to clinic) how many days a week do you usually fry your meat in fat?
On the days you eat fried meat, how many times a_ day. do you usually oat it1
,

Days Per Dock

Servings Per Dav
0

1

2

3

4

5.0

6

_

7

0
1

2

32. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have boon
coming to clinic) what do you usually use to season your vegetables?
(0) Fat Rack or Other Pork'

(1) No Fat---

O

33. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have been
coming to clinic) how much salt do.you usually cat on your food?
(0) A Lot

(1) Right much_, (2) A little

(3))1ardly nny

VOLUME 1
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34...Sinci the .time you first thought You were pregnant (since you have been

-

\

coming to clinic) what kinds of bwakfast cereals do yoU usually eat?
.

Probe for both dry and cooked.

0

35. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have been
coming. to clinic) how many days a week do you usually eat one of these

On the days when you eat one of them; how many times a day do

cereals?

you usually eat cereal?

Servines Per Day
0

1

Days Per Peek.
4
3
2

0

.,----,
.

\

1

1+

(since you have been

. 3o, Since the time you first thought'you siere pregnant

coming to clinic) how many days a week do you usually eat biscuits or some
other kind of bread?

On the dayS you eat biscuits or bread, how manydO you

usually eat?

Days Per Week

Scrvinrs Per Day
0

2

1

3

.

5

6

7

0
1

-2
.
.

3

3+
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374 Since the'timeyou first thought yne were pregnant (Since you have been
On the

coming. to clinic). how many days a ::eek do ybu usually cat gravy?

days you eat gravy, bow many times a day do yob usually cat'it?
Days Per, Week

Servings Per Day
0
0

4

3

'2

1

5

7

5'

_

.

.
.

1

..

.

2

38. Since, the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have been

coming to clinic) how many days a week do you usually'drink Coke, Pepsi, or

On the daysyou drink them, how many.do you

any other bottled drinks?
usually drink a day?

'.Days Per leek

Servings Per Day

0

L

1

6.

1

-

1
:

.

.

.

.."
.i..

....

2
4).

3

.......--

39. Since the time-you first thought youwerc.prepaat (since you have been

coming to clinic) how many days a week do you.usually eat candy or desserts?
(Probe for cake,. pie, jelly, icc'cream)

On the days you cat candy or

deacerte. how ninny tlmnn it dny do you =tally ant them? .

tnys Pei feet

Servings Per I)ny

--O

1

2

3

4

.5

6

7

0
0

.

0
.

1
.

.

1+
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40. Since the time you first thought ypti ware pregnant (since you have been
'coming to clinic)..how many days a week do you usually eat starchy foods?

Probe for Macaroni, spaghetti, noodles, grits, and rice.

On the drys you

eat.one"of.thase foods, how many times a day do you usually eat it

----Days

Servings Per Day
0

2

1

er teek
3

4

u

S

2

41. Since the,time you first thought you were pregnant.(since you have been
coming to clinic) how many days a week do you usually eat dried peas or

beans? On the days you eat dried peas or beans, hew many times a day eio
you usually eat them?
Days Per tack.

Servinrs Per Day
0

1

2

3

4

,

0.

.

1

2
,

3

.

°

42. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have been

coming to clinic) what do you usually use to season your dried peas or beans?

.61 Vat Back or Other Pork

(1) No Fht

Who in your family buys the food and plans meals?

355
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C. 43. Since the time you first thought ynu were pregnant (since you have.beek
coming to clinic) how Many days e.yeekoUo. you think you walk as much

a

mile?
Days Per Week

9./:

. 2

3

4

44. Since the time you first thought you were pragnant.(sitite You have been
coming to clinic) how'many days a week do you do some houtecleaning by
laundry. either for yourself er someone else?

Da a Per Week
2

0

3

4

'5

17r45. Since the time you first thought'you. were pregnant (since you have been
coming to clinic) how many days a week do you work outdoors some in ti!.:
yard or garden? '7

Da s Per Week
0

2

1

3°

.4

6

-:5

46. Since the time you first thought, you were pregnant (since you have been
,coming to clinic) how many days a week do you usually lie down to rest
during the day?

Days Per Week
3

4

5

1

6

47. Since the time you.flrat thought you were pregnantjaince.you'have been
'coming toclinic) what time do you usually to to bed at night?
Usual Number houis sleep

get up in the morning?
(0) Less than 8 hour:

-

(1) 8 hours or more

.

VOLUME
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have been comD. 48. Since the time you first thought ;mu were pregnant (since yoU
ing to clinic)" what medicines -have you

Drug

been taking? How muck? How often? Why?

Beacon

Frequency

Amount

(1) Do-not take unprescribed drug

(0) Take unprescribed drug

49. Sines the time you firstthought, you were pregnant (since you have been
coming. to%clinic) haw Emmy dayd a week do you usually take a laxative':

What is the name of the laxative you usually take?

Days Per Week

(0) Take laxative

2

3

4

(1) Do not take
laxative

50. Since the time you first thought you were pregnant (since you have beet:
coming to, clinic) how Many days a week do you.usually take a douche?

Days Per Week

(0) Take Douche

0

1

2

.3

4

5

6

7.

Do not Take
Douche
51.. (FINAL ONLY). In the past'tbree months how.many days a week have you usually

been taking a tub bath?
r,') Take Tub Bath

Days Per !eek
2

3

4

(1) Do not take
Tub Bath

52. Since the time you first thought ynu wnro pregnant (mask you Moo been
coming to clinic) huw many cigarettes do you usually smoke a day?
(0) More th'n a pack

(1) One pack

'(2) Less than a pack

None

367
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55. Since you have been coming to clinic 'how many Mothers' Classee did you go to?

3

Classe.

0

- 1

2

54. Number of Clinic visits (from record).
O

55, .Were .16 cl inic visits spaced as recommended?

Yes (1)

No(0)

INDIVIDUALIZED QUESTIONS FOR FINAL INTERVIEW BASED:ON NONROUTINE ADVICE

.1.

VOLUME 1.

TT_ .3813______

0

It will'holpus to know how you feel about certain things which might have
.

questions which. follow
,

There are no right or wrong answers to thi

some importance in pregnancy.

-Please put an x along the line in the position

that shows best how you ?eel about the phrase in relation to pregnancy.
Here is an exaMpli to show you what I mean.
Swelling of Hands and Feet in Pregnancy:

Vary
Bad

Neither Good
Nor Bad

Bad

I put my mark close to the bad end

Good

the line because that is how I feel

feet in pregnancy.

about swelling of handl an

Very!

Good

Nowiou mark the following

lineeto.show how you'faaliabout these things in relation to pregnancy.
E. .56.

EATING FR/RD FOODS:.
!

Very

Naithir Good

.Very
Good

1

Good.

I

-

.

57.

Bad

Bad

I

i

r

1

I

Nor Bad.

r.

A REST PERIOD

EVERY DAY:
,

..

Very
Bad

Bad

58.

Very
Good

Good

Good

Very
Good

CIGARETTE SMOKING:

Neither Good

Very
Bad

Bad

Nor . Bad

a

59.

EATING SALAD GREENS EVERY DAY:

Very
Good

Neither Good
Nor Bad

Good,

Neither Good
Nor Bad

Very
Bad

Bad

17MHOSCIWALLENSTRIMENTS
60.

3.59

WORKING DURING PREGNANCY:

Very

Neither Good

Very
Good

Gdod

61.

Very)-

Bad

Good

Very'
Good

EVERY DAY:

EATING ORANGES

Neither Bad
Nor Good

L.

Bad

'Bad

Bad

1.

62.

Very

COMING TO CLINIC AT LEAST EVERY MONTH:

Neither Bad
Nor Good

.

Bad

Bad

;

Very
Good

Good

1

`63t

GAINING 18 POUNDS DURING PREGNANCY:

Bad

Bid

64.

Very:

Neither Bad
Nor Good

Very
.

Good'

Good

SLEEPING. EIGHT HOURS EVERY NIGHT:

Very
Good

Very

Neither Good
Nor Bad

Good

Bad

Bad

Bi8

Very
Bad

I-4

65.

EATING 'SALT PORK OR FAT

Very
Good

Good

BACK DURING PREGNANCY:

Neither Good
Nor Bad.

1

.66.

TAKING 'LAXATIVES REGULARLY DURING PREGNANCY:
,

t

Very
Bad

'

Bad

Neither Bad
Nor Good

Van%

,

/

Good

.

Good'

14...ir
67.

EATING BEEF, CHICKEN, OR DRIED BEANS EVERY DAY:

Good

Very

Neither Good

Very
Good

, Nor Bad

' Bad

Bad
I.

368
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68.

Very
Good

TAKING A DOUCHE EVERY DAY WHILE PREGNANT:
Neither Good
Nor Bad

Good

Bad

Very
Bad

Good

Very
Good

I

69.

DRINKING SWEET MILK DAILY WHILE PREGNANT:

-Neither Bad
Nor Good

Very
Bad

Bad

I

70.

Very
Bad

I

I

1-:

EATING AN EGG EVERY DAY WHILE PREGNANT:
Neither Bad
'Nor Good

Bad

Very
Good

GoOd

_I

I

i

0
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G.

.381

71.

Date of Delivery

72.

Type of Delivery (specify)

73.

Condition gf Baby:

74.

Sax of Baby:

75.

Birth weight

76.

Number of visits from Public Health Nurse during, pregnancy
(From Nurse's Record)

77.

Ube of Nurse.

78.

Age of Nqras (last birthday)

79.

Graddate of

80.

Year of graduation

11.

Prewation foi'Public Health Nursing

82.

Length of time employed in Public Health

83.

Instructions given by'nurse to patient as reported in the nursing record

ale.

Dead

Live

Normal

Abnormalities(specify)

Female

di

School of Nursing

.

O

Copyrighted by the American Journil OtNureing company; reproduced with permission
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requires appro:nately 45 minutes to administer. It is desig,i;,:d to be answered in a respondent's-home with; 2 to 4 weeks after the initial

Title: '.-'._;.REENING QUESTIONNAIRE FOR

HEALTH NEEDS OF OLDER ADULTS,
STAGE II
Authors: Managan, Dorothy, Woo, Jean,
Heinichen, Chlao, Hoffman, Marian, Hess, Gertrude, and Gillings, Dennis

Screening Questionnaire (Managan et al., 1974)
is completed. It is assumed; that the interviewer
will, arrange an appointment time for administering the questionnaire. -;
Scores are computed for each of the variables
and/or subgiaps within each variable by sumresponses to the questions asming the.,
signed to each
ach vgriable. ResPonses to 4a, 5a, 6a,
7a, 8a, and 9a are combined to provide the score
for physical functioning. Responses to items 10,
11, 12, 12a, 13 'through 33, 45, 47, 60, and 62
through 64 are combined to provide the score for
health condition. Responses to items 13a
through 29a, 34, 37, and 3/s provide the score for

,

Variables: This instrument Arovides information on seven variables: physical' functioning,
health condition, accessibility of medical care,
social isolation, service needs, contentment, and
subjective health index.

Physical funcinning is the respondent's re-

ported ability to pefform activities' of daily liv-

ing and the availability of help if needed.'
Activities were going up and downrstairs,/getting out of the house, getting about inside the
house, washing and bathing, dressing add putting on shoes, feeding self.
Health condition is the respondent's reported
illness sdUring last month, confinement- status,

accessibility of health care. Social isolation is

presence of specific medical problems and

deterinined by combining the responses to items
48 through 57. Service needs score is computed
by combining responses to items 39, 40, 40a, 41,
41a, 42, 42a,,43, and 43a. Contentment is the sum-

habits- regarding routine medical and dental

Subjective health index is the sum of the re

of response's to items 30, 45, 47, 60, 62, 63, and 64.

symptoms, time since last saw a physician, and

sponses to items 31 32, and 33. The total score
for each variable or subgroup Within each variable for the variable or subgroup is then divided
by the maximum possible score in order to obairi a score range of 0-6. Meaningful problems
are assumed to be thosE at or above the accep-:
tance levels.:The acceptance level is based upon
the professional judgment of-the staff-and -ad=
ministrative nursing personnel of the agency
conducting the research.

examinations.

Acceks;:bility of he9,1th rare is the
responseS to qiiesticas as to why he(she) h

not
reported a symptorri to .a physician and why
he(she) did not have routine physical and dental
1a
checkups.

Social isolattion is the respondent's intyraction with others either by telephone comacts, 4

visits, or-participation in formal group activities,-perceptions regarding neighbors, feel -'
-ings of loneliness; and desire for additional
contacts,
Service needs is the. respondent's ability to ohtaro meals, transportation, and hoseho., i hel
for laundry, shopping, and housework.
arted
Contentment is the respondent's
Satisfaction with living arrangements, way of

\

Development:

Rationale: This instrument was developed in
order to provide information regarding the ex-tent to which persons who report health problems require help from a secondary supportsystem.

source" 'of Items: Some of 'the items were

-:--7-77,1ifiTaegree of health,.anxiety. and general happiness:
.

adapted from Socialindicdtors for the aged. U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(1971), and community care for the elderly: An

Subjective health index is the respondent's

impression of his(her) health status.

alternative to institutionalization (Bell,

Description:

Nature and Content: This questionnaire is

.

rriade up ,of 8 demographic items and 69 questions designed to provide informatAin regarding
the 7 variables described above. Responses to all
/;_iestions are coded on response __scaleS that
have .a range of from two to eight response alternatiVes.
AdministratiOn and Scoring: This instrument

is administered by a trained interviewer and

1971).

Additional items were developed by the authors.
Procedure for Development: ,This instrument
was based upon the Screening Questionnaire for
Health Needs of Older Adults, Stage .I. based

upon the experience with that questionnaire,
the instrumer was revised snd-Rfithited-with

r
;.

sample of older Adults (n 1.0 to lin;
additional changes' were Made -in the'nstru-

a sr'

ment (Managan et al., 1976);
Reliability and Validity:- No information was

.
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provided regarding either, the test-retest or the
split-half reliabillty characteristics of the measures of the instrument.
A positive relationship (p < 0.01) was observed

between the Subjective Health Index and the
ccmbizied. Physical Functioning, Ability Scores
(Managayi et al., 1976). The authors noted that
this result agreed with similar information observed by Shanas et al. (1968).

Use in Research: This instrument and adaptations 'f it have been widely used in community
health care research:
Comments: The instrument provides information in tile areas it was designed to measure.
between responTh/high degree of
dents' scores and judgments
udgments made by public

health nurses on an earlier version suggests
that data from a test-retest study would, in all

likelihood, indicate a high degree of stability in
.;the scores. Moreoveri-the-clarity and specificity
of the questions would make it likely that a high
degree of stability would be obtained from such
a study.
It would be useful to have information on the
,between-item characteristics of the items used
in this test. The scores are derived by combining

.items with differing numbers of responses to
questions. This means that certain items may be
-) given more emphasis than they mightsactually
I-empirically require..

.
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Beeause\of its length, the instrument itself is
not reproduced in this compilation.
4
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Title:

PSYCHOSOPIAL

PROBLEMS

most serious hazard of an epileptic disorder is

OF

frequently not the seizure per se but the associated emotional disturbances which are
prone to develop in a youngster as a result of

ADOLESCENTS WITH EPILEPSY (4 instruments)
Authors: Richardson, Donald W., and Friedman,
Stanford B.
Variables: The variables to be identified are the
psychosocial problems of the adolescent patient
with epilepsy as perceived by the patient and
his(her) parents.

Mismanagement by his family, by his
classmates and friends."
Academic underachievement is described by

Green and Hartlage (11) in their series on
epileptic children and ado escents. They found
that grade placement was: 'significantly lower

than would be expected from psychological
tests, and suggest that teachers and parents

Description:

Nature and Content: There are atotal of four
instruments designed to be used concurrently:
Adolescent Questionnaire, Parent _Questionnaire,.Adolescent Iriterview, Parent Interview.

have low expectancy for epileptic children:
_

The Adolescent Questionnaire contains-20 questions plus a space for "Other Comments"; the

questions Concern schoolotareer plans, health

.problems, health-related ,problems; and
source's/avenues of help. The Parent Questbn-

naire (18 items and space for, "Other Comments") addresses such areas as the patient's
seizure history, school pr9blems, social prob-

lems, health problemS; and sources of help

available to the family.
The Adolescent Interview schedule contains
19 open-ehded questions designed to elicit information regarding ,problems associated with
the diagnosis at home, at school, in other social
0
relationships.
The -Parent Inteiview schedule contains 12
open-ended qiiestions designed to elicit information about the effects of the diagnosis:on the
adolescent from the parents' perception.
Administration and Scoring: Interviews are
scheduled before the questionnaires are completed. Each teenager and accompanying
parent(s) are interviewed separately for approx-

imately 30 to. 45 minutes: Each interview is
guided by the set of interview questions described above, although each response is to be

followed-up in as much depth as possible. During the interview, notes should be taken on the
subject's responses to .each question. Immediately after the inter = 'ew, these responses
should be dictated in order to preserve the data.
The responses may be summarized and
categories of responses identified. Categoriza-

tion will depend upon the purposes' of the
inVestigatois. Following completion of the inter-

views,, each teenager and each parent is given
the appropriate questionnaire to complete.
Development:

Rationale: Livingston (1970) has stated: "The

The adolescent patient suffering from a seizure disorder according to the authors may be
burdened with a complicated mixture. of medical
and - psychosocial problems. The medical infor-

mation is..easier to elicit; the psychosocial information, more closely guarded by the patient,
takes time and skill to uncover. This group of
instruments is designed to aid in identifying
some of the problems facing° both the patient

and the laarents with the intent of providing
help, partkulavly through clinic facilities.
Sdurct of Items: No inforination,was provided.
Procedure for Development: No information
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: No reliability'or validity information was provided.
Use.in Research: Findings of the research study
conducted by Donald W. Richardson, M.D., and
Stanford B. Friedman, M.D., are presented in an
article in Clinical Rediatrics, February 1974'entitled "Psychosocial Problems of the Adolescent
Patient with Epilepsy." Their Study included 17families of epileptic patients.
Parents were asked to compare the adolescent
with his closest sibling in terms of problems in
four areas: school, health, friends, and family.
Eight parents reported no differences between

the patient and his nearest sibling in overall

problems, nine reported the patients had more
problems, and none reported the sibling had
more.

Comments: These four measurestwo' questionnaires

and

two S

structured interview

proceduresare ,general descriptive, data:
gathering instruments which can be used to

help identify problems of epileptic adolescents.
Some items evoke factual information, and some
are designed to elicit feelings and perceptions of
problems of epileptic adolescents. Any potential
researcher should be cognizant of the fact that
in their present stage of deyelopment, the in-
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struments contain a large number of openended items, and categorization and analysis of
data obtained by this method may pose some
major measurement problems.

Richardson, D-onald W., and Friedman, Stanford
Psychosocial problems of the adolescent pa-

tient with epilepsy. Clinical Pediatrics, 1974,
.13 (2), 121-126.

Rutter, M., Graham, P., and Yorke, W. A
neuropsychiatric,study in childhood: Clinics in
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QUESTIONNAIRE
PSYCHOSOCIAL PROBLEMS OF ADOLESCENTS WITH EPILEPSY = ADOLESCENT

NAME:,

AGE:
DATE:

1.

What school do you now attend?

2.

What grade of school are you now in?

3.

a) Halie you ever been held backa year in school?
b) Which grade (s)?

4.

What was your average mark on your report card from last semester?

5.

semester'?
What was your highest mark on your report card from .last

6.

What would you'say is the biggest problem for'you in school?

7.

What would you,like to do when you leave high school?

3:

What kind of worlkwotild you'eventually like to do?

9..

a) Do: you feel your

feizure_problem_will influence in any way-the kind

of work you will eventually do?
b) How?

10: What are your major health problems?
11.

health in any
a) do you feel your seizure problem has affected your
way?
b) How?
3cigure problem has
What would you say are .the major difficulties your
caused for you?

13.

a) What medications are you now taking?
Phenobarbitol

Dilantin
Mebaral
°Hysoline

Other

(Please list)

(Please check)

Va.

'r.
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14.

a) Do you feel there are any risks in taking these medications?
b) What risks?

15.

Do you feel the doctors in clinic should tell you more about your
seizure problem?

16.

What additional information would you like to have?

17.

How could the doctors and staff in the Clinic be of more help to you?

18.

What changes.would you like to recommend in the Clingy::?

19.

Would you be interested in a group meeting with othtt teenagers from
the Clinic?

20.

What subjects would you like to discuss in such a session?

21.

Other Comments:

O

O
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Richardson, Donald W., and Friedman, Stanford B.
PSYCHOSOCIAL PROBLEMS OF ADOLESCENTS WITH EPILEPSY-PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please
Indicate:

NAME:

MOther

DATE:

Father

.

a)

When

did your (son) (daughter) have his first seizure?

Within last month

(

)

Within last year

(

)

Within.five years

(

)

Within ten years

(..)

lore-than-ten-years_ (

)

O.

I.

b) When did he have his last seizure?

Within lest'week

(

)

Within last month

(

)

Within 'last year

(

)

Within last five years

(

")

c,(

)

Within last ten years

(

MOrIA than ten years ago

)

How frequently does he have a seizure?
Once a,day or more
.

7

.Once a week or more

Once a month or more

)

Once a year or more
Other (Describe)

.

(

)

(

)

o

34' Does he lose consciougness when he has a seizure?

What else happens when he has a seizure?

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS

5.
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What medications is he now taking?
Phenobarbital
.Dilantin

Mysoline
Mebaral
Other (List)
6.

.

.

.

10.
11.

What risks or problems do you feel there might be in taking regular
medication like this?
What problems have your sir (or 'd

hter) had in school?

a) Have you had any meetings with an of the staff at school around
his seizure problem?
h) What was the main purpose of such a meeting?
In what ways'have you as'parentS restricted him because of his seizure
problem?
-,Who recommendeirthebe restrictions?

For_his_roUtine-medieal care, whom do you visit?-.
Family doctor
Paediatrician
Hospital. clinic

Other (Describe)

(

Ai. 'In what way does his seizUre problem affect the family?
13.

a) Do you feel his seizure problem.. affects the way other people in your
neighborhood react towards him or the faMily?b) In what way?

14.

a) Do you feel his seizltre problem has affected his health?
b),In what way?.

0

6

IS.' Please rank the following (1,2,3,etc.) in the order that you.feel they have
been tho most help tO.you in dealing with your son's (dau0!ter's) seizure
problem (#1 indicates the most help):
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)

Family doctor

)

Neurology clinic

(

)

General hospital'clinic

(

)

Neighbors

(

)

Parents.of other children with a similar probled

.(

)

Clergymin

)

SChool

(

Othgr agency or group (Please list)

16.

in clinic to.give
What further information would you like the doctors
you?

1/.

staff could be of more
In what ways do you feel the doctors or clinic
help'to you or your 'son or daughter?

18.

What changes in the clinic would you recommend?

19.- Other comments:,

-3

Reproduced by permission of the author.
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Richaedson, Donald W., and Friedman,'Stanford B.

PS(CF)SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF.ADOLESCENTS WITH EPILEPSY-ADOLESCENT INTERVIEW

1.

Do teachers at school know yoU'have a seizure problem?

2.

What adults in the school setting have you discussed your seizure problem
with?

3.

In what. ways do you feel you receive special considerai.:..:a at school because
of your seizure problem?

4.

In what ways are you restricted at school because of your seizure problem?

5.

What difficulties has your seizure problem caused for you in the school
setting?

6.

What difficulties do you have at home because of your seizure problem?

o

O

.

What difficulties dO you have with brothers or sisters because of your
seizure problem?

8.

What problems do you have with your parents because of your. seizure problem?

9.

1
What are the problems you have at home with taking.youi medication?

10.

Who is responsible for seeing you take your medicati6n?
0

11.

What things do your parents keep you frOm doing because of your seizure
problem?

12.

How is your seizure problem a difficulty in your relationship with your
friends?

13.

What kinds of problems would you see a person who has had seizures ii the
past haviqg in his relationship with someone of the oppdsite sex?

14..,Do you feel your seizures have affected your health in any way?

VOLUME 1
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15. .What do you feel causes your sezures?

,16.

17.

When has your seizure problem caused you the !wet difficulty?

From where have you received most of your informatiop about your seizure
problem?-

18.

.19.

Has reading been a way of learning about youf seizure problem?

What kind of reading material do you feel the clinic should have available
for young people. with a seizure problem?

a
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/cPSYCHOSOCIAL PROBLEMSOF ADOLESCENTS WITH EPILEPSY-PARENT INTERVIEW

.

What problems do'yoU feel!his seizures have caused for him?

2.

What difficulties has he had at school because of his seizures?

3.

Has the school had, any speCial contact with you.because of his seizures?

4.

Do you feel his'seizure problem has slowed .his progress in school in
any way?
How?

.5.

Has a physician contacted the school about yoUr san or daughter's seizure'
problem?

6.

What restrictions have you placed on him because of his seizure problem?
Who suggested them?

7.

What problems have you nOtiied/in the home becausi-Tif-fiiisneizure problem?

8.

In what way is.hit taking medication a problem in the hoie?

9.

How frequently would yoUsay he misses his medication?

10.

Do you feel there are any risks in his taking regular medication and what
do you feel they-are?

/

Whatis the age . and sex.of his closest sibling?
.

\

0

12.

How does the patient compare with his closest sibling

in terms of:

a) School Orobleths (identify)
b) Health problems (identify)
friends (identify)
-c)- Problems`
d) Discipline problems (identify)
e) Getting 'along with other members of-the family (identify)
.

.

-.
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ter, (3) how often does the problem occur, (4) is
the problem improving or getting worse, and (5)
is the proble:A more than for most children his/
her age?
Each answer to each question with the exception of question 1' is given a score of 1, or
3the number corresponding to t se6-ri of

Title: A SCREENING TOOL TO DETECT

C

PSYCHOSOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF nCHILa DRES WITH CYSTIC FIBROSIS
Authors: Rodgers, Beckett M., Ferholt, Julian,
and Cooper, Carol Ii
Variable: 'This instrument is designed to detect
the presence or abspnce of a pgychosocial adjustment problem in a school-age child with cystip fibrosis'. A psychosocial adjustment problem
is judged to be present ,`:.1err there i3 "a-n
abnorMality of behavior, :','.notions,, or rela-

the symptoms (1 = mild, 2 -

author stated that in each 'ease two of the four
choices represented. different ends of a con- .

sufficiently prolonged to use, handicap to child
himself/hersel rid-Xi:distress or disturbance in
thegamil ... and which is continuing up to the
time of assesonent." "Handicap" is broadly defined to mean "a disability which impedes the
child in some way in his daily life" (Rutter et ai.,

tinuum and each should be assigned a". score oft.
Development:

Crifot.cally ill children, when seen
jn specialtY, clin,ica,/are often treated primarily
for their physical prollems, and little attention

I 1.7.1

Nature and! Content: This semistructured
parent interview consists of 34 open-ended

questions-and probes designed to elicit sufficient
information about specific problems 'of the child
:! each problem as
So that the interviewer can
mild or not present, modeic:",:, or marked. The

items ilovered by the questionnaire are or-

ganized into 'nine general categories: (1) health
and hypocho driasis,;2) moods and emotions, (3)
intrafamilial relatic nships, ON reaction to and
understanding of chronic illness by the child, (5)
habits, mannerisms, and developMental problems, (6) family's reaction to and understanding
of the chronic illness; (7) peep relationships, (8)

self-manage ent and independence, and (9)
school adjust it and attitudes. Retrospective
limited to the year previous to
information
the intervie ; with many questions limiting the
time variabl to the'prelious 3 months.
The first uestion of 'the interview is openended and asks how the parent believes Vie

child is doin "in general." The other 33 questions, more pecific in nature, are also lopen-

ended in ord r to allow for spontaneity and to
'obtain a tiro der understanding of the parent's
frame of ref rence on the particular cidestion.
Probes are 'sed with each question to elicit
more specifi and concrete responses. Most eti
,o,
the probes are individually designed to :
overall
Lobe
:the specific .item; hoWever, an
heads each page of, the- instrument suggesting

the pattern which= additional qUestiaris. should

follow. The overall /probe is: (1) when did the
Problem_beiin,-(2) what made the problem-bet-

3=

the be-

18, 22, 25, 26) whicp have four option choices, the

tionships which is sufficiently marked and

Description:

iW.r:

definite or-marked) or,the frequen
havior discussed (1 = never, 2 = infre uently,
3 = frequently). A storing key, or scoring instructiou are needed. For thoselterns (8, 16, 17,

,

1970).

.

-

is given to their psychosocial well-being.,-The

7/

authors felt that the major obstacle to com-.
prehensive health care was-the absence of are=
liable and valid tool which can easily and
..,accurately detectand hence allow treatment
/
ofpsychosocifil problems.

Source of Itims: The 34 questions of the parent interview were formuTated to elicit a data
base arbitrarily defined as cliniCally adequate .
for a study (Rodgers et. al., 1974). Each Apes,
tion's phrasing and form was based on a clinical
interview style derived front the experience of
.
the .investigators.
Procedure for Development: The items cov-.
ered by the queStions were organizedlk-o nine
general categories. These bate ries were obtained by a factor-isolating sche based on the
literature preview,. with em aS1S from the.Graham and Rutter (1968) and the Glidewell a I
al. stddies (1959).,
Many questions, prEfOes, and response choices,

were rebised for greater clarity and specificity
during_pr 'testing. A nonspecgic question such
asthe fir t item, it was found, tended to be ait.swered in a nonspecific mariner. This pOinted.
out that ja. few opprrre led ;questions asked by
erste sufficient data
-prof&ssionale could not
adequate
-erreening,
much leetato accomplish
leaci.,to cistnrirehenahre ca

While -pretesting , the -standardized/ parent
'interview, 2' of the'34 uestions were found to
bedirectly applicable b th to children who were
, considered essentially "well" and to thOsewho..,_:had other chronic d' eases.. During the pretest
many of the other s ven qtrestionsthose that
/
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11/4

dealt specjfically with cystic fibrosiswere
found to be revisable for use in studies of other
chronic `illnesses.

Reliability and Validity: A:pediatric nurse
practitioner and the author rated the answers
to all questions for 1.5 subjects.. On only two
questions did agreement fall below 70 percent.
The raters agreed 100'percent on 26 items, and
agieement on the remaining 5 items ranged between 70 and 100 percent (Rodgers et al., 1971).
The measure may be assumed, to have content
validity in the sense that the items were derived

from the literature dealing. with latency-age
Children and children with cystic fibrosis: An
indication of concurrent validity com `s from the

One sliould also note thiat in man y cases, he
scoring scheme does not seem to be consis fent

with the questions, e.g., item 15; neither the
question nor probes ask for frequency. B fore
using this instrument, one,might plot sinipler,
inoredireot questions to elicit coded responses.
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A SCREENING TOOL TO DETECT PSYCHOSOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF. CHILDREN i4ITH.CYSTIC
FIBROSIS

Overall probe:- a. When did the problem begin, b. what made the problem
is the problem improving
better, c. how often does the problem occur, d.
and
if
problem
is
more
than
for
most children his/her
or getting worse, e.4
age.

Introduction:

Hello Mr. attOor Mrs.

This is

.

who is taking part in this yearly evaluation of

that

we wrote to you about.
As mentioned in the letters that were sent to you, we are doing a.study

in hopes that we will find a better means to meet families' needs.

This

-extensi've yearly evaluation is felt to be a needed aspect of a child's care.
'There is a'formal policy of the hospital that any study or project involving

patients must have a formal signature from the responsible party so as to
be sure they were informed.

I must also emphasize that all information we

receive_is strictly confidential.
let us know.

If some questions are hard to answer, please

Are there any questions ?

1.. How are things going?
frAre.there any_problems about

.=

you want to bring up?

If no, go on to the questions below.
how often
If yes, find out: a. when did it begin, b. what made it better, c.
and if
e.
if occurred, d. whitheiit is showing improVement or deterioration,
they feel that the problem !'s more than with most children his.or.her age.
2.

How would you describe
Would you desc
eating°too much, 7

.Probe:
2.

Jur child's eating habits?
?. his pattern of eating as: 1. jussy-fads,
eating not enough, 4. other

If yes, ask above:, pinpvAi: probe
none of the 1 4*
a.
b. yes - mild
yes - severE
c.

7--
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what made it better, c. how often
a, When did it begin,"b.
-Overall probe:
it improving or getting worse, e. mad if problem is
does it nccur, d.
more than for must children his/her age.
-3.

What is tledttme_like for
Probe: Limes bet mrr the appear to have any sleeping Aiiiiculties? ie. do
has trouble falling to sleep at fight, waking during the
you noties thatT
night or sar:-L-7-_tir. the morning, or any other difficu,eyi?
a.
b.
c.

mane if the above problems
7res, Um= not mire than once per week
yea, mare than once per week, more Ilke

4.-,How often :nom the

!y

night-

feel sick'

Probe:
It Alit unusual fog him? Pt-an Tata the usT:,;,,7if he or she.was
not goadl floAk -3ften? CSimce Sept. :Tr last 3 unamtlq)

usual chrahotO illnesses.

Barg --pis Cr..-ra-except

not tonne. than catte a month

sick =Est of game time, more 4-Mat once per month (average)

c

I'm going -.1 lue qemng same s.,e,:ific pastions now Gaut 5emme common health
S age.
r.
c ftd:Im

problems o=

a; Does

MAIe

Probe:

If

-

aches Jr-vomiting?

tine answer, ask he

often -Inis occurs.

we.nciated with anythng.
a.

c_.

6.

'Least once per week

S age complaim of headaches at some time.
Many chiLi4e=1_
eves complain of any?
Probe:

hat seems to carp
Ham-a&ten:
If 361m

Does

them and whate'seems to help them.

b.

ten than once a marth
lent
a= Least. once per 'mom_`,

c.

at item once per week

a.

7.

]er-, eten'than once a mr"-_-:).
Aft !least once per mont:i

wee his or her be =pants within the last few months?
soiled himsegfi, 3r lost control of his bowels?
Has

Probe: If ameremt looks puzzth.est lazy that these questions are for a
broad age gmnamilind some might -net apply.

or
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Were]: probe:

a.

what-made it better,. c. ,haw often
is ft improving =getting worse, e. and if problem is
Wham did it bemta,,, b.

does-ii- occur,-d..
for matt chiLEWX1em: Ids/her ewe.
more

newer in the past six :4nuths
lemur often them once pe= month
at least once Bier month

a.
b.
c.

.

Bow much-schooling has he or she missed sire September?

(count each

areties as one) .

If yes, it is the usual_mause for ais absence?

Srrobar:

a_

never in tb

last 3 montfte

b. J aitem =ban once a month
c.

Art least one a matt
mace than once a month

If the abroueegloesn't

correspondtih what wee Stated in cinestion #4 state:

I don't really nade-qtand, because ytu seated befoore that
r
Could you help uakf it clear for me?
9.

then may tmmplain they don m reel
Many :141:14fitentrafaist doing to school or
waste time on toe way.
well;-leterlay show tsars on strive. to school..
Ass this
be nearly late.
to rchan:1.32r in getting 'ready for wool so ZE :0
three montms?
during the 11.1
occurred: pith
a.
t.

c

10.

health was

tie er in the pa3t three months

month
more than once a month

A= least =me

develop different
Most thilbren 2= dIffereat timem during their development
or daughtem in
habits and -mannerisms, have yoz._maticed any with ye= son
the past free moultbs?
the
for inwtsft4e, I know thez when I get excited I tend to repeat
first syllable of a worm. Does this ever happen with

Probe ::

a.

b.
c.

11.

insfer

he becomes excited
often. even When not excited

wow he or

any habits such as biting his or her nails or
Presently has
sucking his as her thumb or fingers?
a.

very ...nixioqueartly tm never

b..

someetbe=tnecially when tired

c.

often auti'lar no particular times associated with it
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Overall probe: a. When did it'begin, b. what made it better, c. how often
does it occur, d. is,it improving or getting worse, e. and if the problem
is mare that for most children his/her age.

12.

In the past three,months has your son or daughter had any temper tantrums?
Probe: What do you mean by temper? We mean complete loss of temper
with shouting, angry movements, etc.

less often than once per month
at least once per month to twice per month
more than twice per month

a.

-

b.
c.

13.

How would you describe your child'3 overall behavior?
For instance,'would you describe your child as:

?robe:

restlesS, squirmy, or fidgety 7 as if he-can't sit still
is he irritable and quick to fly off the handle
Is he fussy-and overparticular than you would-expect in
's age
children

a.

b.
c.

a.
b-

c.

14.

Does you7 child have any special friends, other than his brothers and
sisters, why he plays with?
'a.

b.
c.

Probe:

15.

applies definitely
aPplies sometimes
doesn't apply

How does

,

none
ore

more than one
If a or b what is the reason he hasn't more?
_____set along with other children in general?

Probes:, Is he 'bullied or,picked on, or does he bully others; other than
brothers and sisters. What does bullied mean ,to you?
a.: never
infrequently (not more than once per month)
very. frequently (more than once per,onth)
.c..
b.

-lb.

-tend, to 'do things on'his own - rather solitary activities- -.
Does
during play times, such as after school or on the weekends?

VOLUME 1
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Overall probe: a. When did it begin, b. what made it better, c.
is it Improving or getting worse, e. and if the
does it occur, d.
more than for most children his/her age.

,mm

T

-,110t'Atim fs

Probe: Does he spend most of his time by himself or does he3Tieem4
of
of his play time with his friends?. Where and what does he amnia molly
enjoylimy-1m
with
Can he entertain himself? Does he
his.time_aloing?
other children?
a.

b.
c.

.

17.

d.

about 3'/4 to 1/4 or 1/2to 1/2: friends to self
by-selfDa lot 3/4.and with friends sometimes 1/4
always by self (check to see if dhis is due to no one
in the neighborhood)
never by self - doesn't enjoy being alone and doesn't
to do with self when he/she is

`''.s /tier age

monw wha....

How does he/she react to new peOple, places, or activities?
a.

b.
c.
d.

tends to
tends to
tends to
attempts

a

When
handle it?

18.

be hesitant but usually willing.
enjoy new experences,and seeks
.be afraid and trys to avoid
to take risks'and not as cautious as one ought ego be

has a problem that he/she can't solve, how

does 4,04

For example,-if he had a homework problem that he I.*
difficulty with, what would he do,,how would he act?
Prohe:

O
.

OM It tyr

tries for reasonable period of time and then refers
assistance

b.

struggles 'with' it for a while. but longer than youaliet ;tt mtimynt

c.

and then finally will ask for help
quits without even trying
atruggle.s with it and will not bring it to you

d.

./
.

Mbstchildren have happy-and sad moods. I was wandering
when she/he is in a sad mood?
describe

19.

What would make her/him unhappy, how often do you
child appears unhappyor distressed?

Probe:

' b.
c.

a

qr

could

lqot your

not more..than once per month - related to deuiallaft-prvileges ar
other direct reason and definitely passes quicklyat =least once per week with no apparent-reason, amdkr does not
piss quickly, will mope for a while
almost every day - no apparent reason amd.lengthy
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When did it begin, b. what made it better, c. how often
is it improving or getting worse, e. and if the problem,
dates it Inctur,,,z...
more ithrierfb=most children. ls/her age.

Overall Tmowe

Z.1.

ares,iver child frequently :fight with
bnmdr-rs and sisters)

children?

(other than

rtunk: Fight means different thingsz_to dtlferent pimple.
mom tiro you? If so, how often?

What does it

almost never in last three moutons
- art least once per-1month
2..

art least ()rice per week

ever tell lies.or fibs?

How often

Pr.7..ene.

22...

a.

almost never in the last three monnbs

b .

not more than 2 or 3- times /month

cc..

at least once per week

Is ymmr child ever disobedient for you and'Necur spouSe?

Probe- How much insistance is needed - diszbedient means different
thinz* to .different people - what does it mean to you?
a.

L.

c.

d-

3.

usually does what is expected but will on occasion be disobedient
frequently disobedient but will_do it with much insistance
no independence always obeys.
will not do what is asked even with much insistance

Some school aged Children steal Jon occasi.m.
of behavior in your child?

Are you aware of that kind

Probe: 'If acknowledges above, ask if their do anything about it
a.

b.
c.

24.

not in last year
once in last year
more than' once An last year

Do you feel that your child is often worried or worries about many things?
Do
Probe: What does worried mean to you (trod4ed, anxious, nervous)?
you feel that.ypur child. is troubled, anxious, or nervous about anything?
_

a.

b.
c.

sometimes but infrequently
.
,week - not preoccupied
more than expected, less than once
ian once per week
most of the time - one or greater
.

3;214-_,;

.

b.

Val -.ME 1
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what made it.betaRz, c. how often
Overall probe: a. Ann did it begin, b.
the problem
any
e..
does it occur, d. is it improving or get= ing worse,
is more than for mosa children his /her age.

25.

Mamma he/she is summied or has a problemidoes he/she ever =mik

you or

ymme:-Ilusband abose=_it?

him - narr_minor ones, or
a.. discusses it if it is reelly bothering
when eaket
only ye=y rarely -once :.:r-twice a year
b.
never
hmougtt out-even when asked
c.
wrrries no matter how
always
-zentiag-us
d.
Dines
1.

take -responsibility for:.
household chores, 3. dressing, 4.
homework, 2
.a.

b.
c.
d,

sometimes spontaneously and also with reminding - 'up-to
1/2, 1/2
will but ict.th threa,ts or reminding - rarely on Own
never tables any_pf the above responsibilities
never neer. reminding, always does everything
know about his/her cystic fibrosis?

27: What does
a.
b.
c.

clampliness

just that she/he has to go to the dOCtors
little
medication, etc.,
some un. -'standing - knows about treatment,
prognosis
(chronicity)
but.prigmarily does not know diagnosis or
and
chronicity
as
well
as treatment
good understanding - symptoms
and mad:Lz.ation

28.

What specifically have you told him or her.abouticystic fibrosis?
,haven't told him/her anything - tries to avoid and deceive child
optimistic and
.told child some facts about his disease but overly
avoids any discussion of fear of dying
questione,
c., have been very'open with their child and tried to answer
even about death and incurability.

a.
b.

29.

Sometimes children with C/F go through'periods when they resist postural
had such. a
.drainage'orefuse or hide medicati6n. Has
Ar
period?
.

,

.

never in the past three months
b.' at least once- per month
c, more than once per month
a.

(4

4
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Overall probe: a. When did it begin, b. wbrat made it better, cAhow often':
does it occur, d. is it imprairing or getting.-warse, e. and if the probleM:
is more.than for most children his /her, age._

30.

What do the other members of the immediate family know about the disease?
Probe:

'

31.

Has it been discussed? 7°

a.
b.

openly discussed
mentioned but not as:kihole famfiT and/or incompletely discussed

c.

do not discuss - closetopdc

Early mothers have stated that they are Mepressed.
true?

Probe: What do' you mean by depressed
giving up.

Do you feel this to be /

ibmpeless, resigned, feel like.

once per month
once a week
almost every day - more than once per week

a.
b.
c.

care?.

How do you and your husband share for

mother gives almost all care
father interested and-does some care sporatically
half and half when father is home from' -work
almo

a.

b.
c.

1pr
33.

How does

get along with his or her siste-s and brothers?

Is there excess rivalry (competition)? He'.,' you liced the other
children trying'to.get
your attention by pretending to beill or
_
misbehaving?

Probe:

,

more than you.wouldexpect
same as you would expect
c. -less than-you.would expect

a.
b.

34.

1'

Has this problem strained your relationship with your husband and your
Wife?

Probe:,'Has
with your husband/wife.
a.
b.
c.

having C/F placed any strain on your.., relationship
If so, how?

yes most definitely
somewhat.but feel we can manage it
has brought' our family closer together.

I've asked you a lot-of questions, do you have any for me?

39,2
1
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what made ,it better, c. how often
an& if problem, is
is it 1-thpioVing 'or getting worse, e.
'does it occur; d'.
.'.
more than for.east children his/hdr -agt.

Overall profs

a.

When did it begin, b.

.

35.

recommended that.
of psybhological treatment-or evaluation?

fras aussr Issacher or doctor. ever

gives:Isom-1mm
3res
iao

If yes, when and why.

should- be
..,

\
385.
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pain, suffering, physical limitations, and social
isolation for each respondent:
Of the;severi items relating to pain, six had

Tit:e: IiI,EALTH STATUS OF FillEUMATIC
- PATIENTS

°

(

five reponse choices and one allow jd four

Author: .Achaefer, Joadne L.

a

Variables: A rheumatic patient's health status
as perceived in terms of pain, suffering, physical
limitation, and social isolation are measured -by,
this instrument: The following definitions were
provided by Schaefer (1973).
Pain: any uncomfortable physical sensation.
Suffering: the reaction to pain.

Physical limitation: any restriction of a 'per-

son's ability to meet needs and perform common
daily tasks.
Social i,tolation: a condition of the deprivation
of satisfaction-giving interpersonal activity.
Patients with rheumatic disease: persons with

any diagnosis or syndromes classified by the
American Rheumatism Association, usually 'involving joints and/or para-articular structures.
Description:

Nature and Content: The questionnaire consists of 64 items and was designed to be selfadministered by .persons - with rheumatic
disease. The first items cover demographic in-

;

formafion.
The. next 10 items are questions dealin-, with

medical care, especially as related to the pa -,
tient's rheumatic condition. For example, the
respondent is asked, "Do you receive medical
care for other than your rheumatic condition ? ";

answer choices are Yes or No The patient is
then asked,."If yes, what is the source of'this

.

care?"; five response alternatives are presented:
private physician, outpatient clinic, emergency
room, health maintenance group, and neighborhood health center.
Four items refer to the kinds of medications
the respondent is taking and his/her reaction to
them. The respOndent's health status is evaluated in five items. Seven items refer to the king
of pain the respondent is experiencing. Seven

items refer to the respondent's suffering or
reaction to pain., The respondent's physical

Limitations :are assessed by five items. Fifteen
items measure the respondent's degreeof social
isolation and his -present mental condition.

Administration and Scoring: The question-

naire is self-administered and can be completed
in approximately 30 to 45 minutes by any liter-

ate person. Respondents with physical disabilities may need assistance in marking their

answers.
Four sets of items are scored to yield indices of

.

choices. Responses indicating the least distress
resulting from pain received a score of (oq in
the case of the hems with four choices), _while
responses indicating the ;post distress are assigned a score of 5. These are stemmed a,cross
items to yield an index that ranges from 8 to 35.

Fourteen items, or parts of items related to
physical limitations receive .scores. of .1 "(least
lilted) to 4 (most limited) resulting in an index
with a range from 14 to 56.
Finally, 13 of the 15 items dealing with social
isolatiOn receive scores of 1 (least isolated) to 3
(most isolatA). Two additional questionS have

two response alternatives; positive responses
are assigned scores of 2 and negative responses
reraiNce scores of 1. The index ranges from 15 to
41.

Development:

Rationale: No underlying theoretical rationale was identified by the author. L.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of the literature, patients' suggestions
and, cothments, and the author's professional
experience.
Proeedure for Development: A draft of the
questionnaire was submitted to several professional nurses and physicians., for suggestions."
Based upon those suggestions, the questiorinaire was revised to'its present form.
Reliability and Validity: No information on
reliability, was provided: The instrument has
'content validity based upon the source of the
items and the Input from professionalahealth
care personnel.
Use in Research: The development and use of

the instrument are described in the author's
master's thesis referenced below. The instrument was given to potential subjects by the researcher duiing patients' regularly _scheduled
visits to the Rheumatology Clinic at the Arizona
Medical Centertre subjects returned the completed instrument by mail (Schaefer, 1973).
Comments: The questionnaire can be completed

easily; for instructions. to the respondent and
appropriate examples are provided throughout;
however, its length may prove to be a deterrent
to many .potential respondents. The indices for
pain, suffering, physical limitations, and social
isolation appear to have face validity, but any
o
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psychometric.a,sseSsment of these scales has yet
to be done.,
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Schaefer, Joanne L.

HEALTH STATUS OF RHEUMATIC PATIENTS

r
e THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS SEEK TO OBTAIN SOME GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU, YOUR
HEALTH; AND YOUR MEDICAL CARE.

PLEASE FILL IN THE !XAK(S) OR PLACE A CHECK (%,) BESIDE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE
FOR THE FOLLOWING f.:c..STIONS:

1.

How old were you on your last birthday?

2.

Sex:

3.

Marital status:

4.

What is the highest grade of
school that you completed?
(Circle one.)

years
Female
Male

---

'5.

6.

Married living with spouse'
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Never been married

None
Elementary
High School
College
f
or Graduate
Professional
Technical
Other (specify)

0
1
9
1
1
1

4 5 6 7 3
10 11 12

2

2, 3 4-

-

2 3 4 5+
2

What is the name of the place
where you live?
Under 1,000
1,000 to 10,000
.10,000 to 30,000

What is the size of the community in
which you currently live?

30,000 to 50-,.000

50,000 to 100,000
100,000 to 200,000
200,000 to.400,000
Over 400,000
7.

How many years have you lived in

B.

or
If you do notlive in
from

9.

0'

10.

1-

years.

how many miles
Miles.

do you live?

to seek relief
Did you come to
for your rheumatic condition?

What is the name of your rheUmatic condition?

39

Yes
No
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.PLEASE PLACE A CHECK .(%/) BESIDE THE MOST APPROPRIATE RESPONSE FOR THE
FOLLOWING.QUESTIONS.
,

.

11.

Yes
No

'Do you 'receive medical care fOr

.other than your rheumatic
condition?.

Private Physician
Outpatient Clinic
Emergency Room
Health Maintenance Group
Neighborhood Health Center

12.

If yes, what is the source of
this care?

13.

How often do you consult a doctor,
for care other than for your rheumatic
condition?

40

.

14.

.16.

Meekly
Monthly
.Every 3
Every 6
Once
Lels than once

Have you, iad a complete physical
examination. during- the past year
other than at 'the Rheumatology Clinic?

months
months
a year
a year

\

'4

Yes
No

If yds, what is the source of
this care?
.

16.

If no, when. did you last have a
complete physical examination?

17.

Do you receive medical care for
your rheumatic: condition anywhere
other than ,

Private Physician
Outpatient Clinic
Emergency born
Health Maintenance-Group
Neighborhood Health Center

C.

(WWI
Yes
No-

If yes, whit is the source of
this care?

Private Physician
Outpatient'Clinic
Emergency Room
Health Maintenance Group
Neighborhood Health' Center

19. .How often do you consult a doctor
for your rheumatic condition? ,

Weekly
Monthiy
Every 3 months
Every 6 months
Once a year
Less often-than once a year

18.

S.

20.

Are you taking any medications
at the present time?

-

Yes
No

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS
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If yes,, please list below the NAME df every medication that you are taking
Place all of the drugs for which you were given a
at this time.
prescription by your doctor in the FIRST column and dil of the drugs that
you can buy without a-prescription in the SECOND column.
-

DRUGS REQUIRING PRESCRIPTION
FROM PHYSICIAN

DRUGS NOT REQUIRING
PRESCRIPTION FROM PHYSICIAN'

t

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

s.

'5.

.6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

0

10.

21.

...

Using the above list of drugs, please check each. drug that your doctor
(Please check (, ) in
told you to take for your rheumatic condition.
front of the number of the drug.)

_)L

EXAMPLE:

1.

2.

.

Indocin
Nitroglycerine

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO THE MEDICATIONS YOU ARE TAKING,FOR YOUR
PLEASE PLACE A CHECK (V ) BESIDE ALL APPROPRIATE
RHEUMATIC CONDITION.
RESPONSES FOR EACH !TEM.
22.

Are there any medications for your
rheumatic condition that you are
supposed to be taking but are not

Yes
No

taking at this time ?.
23.

C

If yes, why did you discontinue
taking the medication?
5

n1

8

.r

The drug did not help
The drug made me dizzy
The drug caused: nausea,
vomiting
swelling
skin rash
bleeding
Other (Please specify)

.

.
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Please list the names ofall the drugs that you.are taking at this time
for your rheumatic Condition.

24.
.

--1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

NOW FOR A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.
RESPONSE.
25.

PLEASE FILL IN THE APPROPRIATE

Yes

At any time during the past three years

No

have you had: any heating.lossT.
.

26.

If yes, what did you do when you had the loss of:hearing?

27.

At any time during the past three years
have you had any visual disturbances?

28.

If yes, what did you do when you had the visual disturbance?

Yes
No
1

.

.

29.

Do you think-your present health status is

-J

Excellent
Good

Pair.
Poor
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Part Two

PLEASE PLACE
ALL OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW PERTAIN TO YOUR RHEUMATIC CONDITION.
A CHECK (N/) BESIDE THE WORD(S) THAT MOST NEARLY DEECRIBES YOUR OWN SITUATION.
31,

How often do you ever have pain
due to your rheumatic condition?

Almost always
Frequently
Seldom
.Rarely

Never
(If never go. to

Question 45 )
THE FOLLOWNIG QUESTIONS` RELATE TO `THE 60 OF PAIN THAT YOU HAVE MOST OF THE
I AM NOT REFERRING TO THE ACUTE FLAREUPS THAT YOU MAY OCCASIONALLY .
TIME.
HAVE.

.

V

32.

Dull

How would you describe your pa.in?

Aching
BurrAng
Piercini
Sharp
33.

Would you describe the intensity
of the pain that you usually.have as

.

Very slight
Mild
..,Moderate

Severe
Excruciating
,

34.

Row often do'you take medication
for your pain?

Daily
2-3 Aifferent days a week
Weekly
2-3 different days a month
More than 3 different days a month
.

35.

How often does your pain cause you
to limit your physical activity.?

'

.

Almost 'always

Frequently
Seldom
Rarely'

Never
THE FOLLOWING SERIESOF QUESTIONS PERTAIN TO THE PAIN THAT YOU HAVE*ST
OF THE TIME. PLEASE'PLACE A CHECK (...1) BESIDE THE wo.go(s) THAT'MOST'NEARLY
DESCRIBES WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU ARE HAVING THIS PAIN,

WHEN YOU ARE HAVING THIS PAIN
36.

.

.

.

Almost always
Frequently-:
Seldom
Rarely

How often does your pain cause you

to moan?_

.

1N'ever.

c.
.0

.

.
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WHEN YOU ARE HAYING THIS PADA

.

.

Almost alwayi
Frequently.
Seldom
Rarely
Never

37. .HOW often does your palm cause .you
to become weepy?

38.

Almost always
Frequently
Seldom

How 'often does your pain cause you

to cry?

Rarely'

Never.
39.

Almost always
Frequently
Seldom
Rarely

HoW often does your pain affect
your relationships with xour family
and /or- friends?

-Never

40.

'Almost _always'

How often does your pain interfere
with your social activities?

frequently
Seldom
Rarely
Never

.

FOR THE FOLLOWING.FOUR QUESTIONS PLEASE PLACE A CHECK (v' BESIDE ALL THE.
,ANSWERS THAT APPLY TO YOUR OWN SITUATION.
(Check as many as
may apply to you)
41.
.

42.

'Paleness
Perspiration
Shakiness
Stiffening
Faintness

Have you ever had pain that caused
you to have any ofthese symptoms?

Tired
Impatient
Discouraged
Restless
Dejected

Has your pain ever caused you to
become

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO THE SAME KIND OF PAIN REFERRED TO IN
QUESTIONS 41 AND 42:
43.

What do you.usually'do when you start haVing pain?
Do' you rest briefly before. continuing with your activity?

Do you take medicatien andtAen continue with your present
activity?
-

Do you take medication and then change tO an easier activity. ?'
Do yomtakie medication and then go to. bed?

Y.)

a
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44.

(Check as many as
may apply -to you)
-Fatigue
Irritability
Frustration
Anxiety
Depression

What is your usual reaction to. pain?
a

.

NOW FOR A FEW QUESTIONS RELATING TO 40W WELL YOU ARE ABLE TO TAKE CARE OF
PLEASE PUT A CHECK (V) IN THE COLUMN THAT MOST NEARLY 'DESCRIBES
YOURSELF.
THE AMOUNT OF HELP YOU NEED TO DO TEE TASKS LISTED BELOW.
EXAMPLE: MINIMAL-ASSISTANCE - requires help with zippers and buttons
but can dress self
-PARTIAL ASSISTANCE - needs some help 'with"bathing and/or dressing
as.wsll as with zippers. and buttons.
?3
,

45,

TASKS

NO

MINIMAL7

ASSISTANCE

ASSISTANCE

PARTIAL
ASSISTANCE

COMPLETE
ASSISTANCE

A. ,Dressing
B.

Bathing

C.

Grooming".

D.

Toileting

E.

Laundering

F. %Cooking
G.

Eating

Taking own
xedicationi
I.

DOing light
housekeeping
Shopping

.

_THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS RELATE TO HOW WELL YOU ARE ABLE TO MOVE ABOUT: PLEASE
THAT'MOST14EARLY DESCRIBES YOUR OWN
PUT A CHECK (V) BESIDE THE WORD(S)
SITUATION.'

u.

r.

46.

independently
With a cane or welkar With a.wheeichair
With,a wheelchair and". another person

Are ;'you able to get around your 'hems

a

1.

.
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.PLEASEPLACE"A CHECK ()°.BESIDE THE WORD
YOUR OWN SITUATION.'
.47.

( S )

THAT MOST NEARLY DESCRIBES.

.

.

How much assistance do you need
to travel outside Of your hole?

No assistance
With a cane or walker
With the aid of a device and another person
Must be carried or use a.lift

-"AR,. How often'does your rheumatic
condition prevent you from working?
(Either-at home or on the job)
a

.

49..-How does your rheumatic condition
restrict your work?
EXAMPLE:. Changed type of work --'
Momemaker no longer able to do'
...heavy work;

J

Very often
Often
Not too often
Not at all.
c

No restriction
'Changed type of work
Forced -part time work
:Caused retirement

.

Office worker who:din't type
but can. file.
-..

,,

.

THE FOLLOWING SERIES OF QUESTIONS RELATE TO HOW YOU HAVE FELT DURING THE PAST
WORD(S) TEAT MOST NEARLY DESCRIBES
YEAR. /LEASE PUT A CHECK () BESIDE THE
HOW YOU RAVE FELT.

.
.

.

.

'DURING THE PAST YEAR'

,Very satisfied
Not too satisfied
Not at all satisfied

50.

How satisfied have you been with your life?

51.

Row often, have you'been sad?

Very often
Often
Not too often

52.

How often have you had'trbuble falling asleep?

Very often
Often
Not too often

.

53.

t,

.

Very often
Often
Not too often

ow often have youAfelt lonely?

ow often have you become dasily:Arriatid?
,

Very often
Often

Noetoo often
'

55.

How Often'wert you discouraged?

'1

Very often
Often
Not too, often.
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How such contact did'You have with your family and
Very often
Often
Not too often

friends ?-

57.

-

Hoe much of the time were you depres

tivittee

58, .How such energy did you have to dc
that you enjoyed doing?

59.

Enough
Barely enough
Not enough

More often
.About the.same
=Less often

.

How satisfied were you with your leisure time acrivities?

.

-Very eatisfied
Not too eatisfied
Not at-all satisfied

.,

PLEASE PLACE A CHECK "(/). BESIDE THE. WORD(S)
YOUR PRESENT SITUATION.
61.

.

How often.did you have the urge to cry ud
.comparedto the previous year?
,

60:

Very often
Often
Not too often

1?

THAT MOST NEARLY DESCRIBES

How would you compare your satisfaction with life
now as compared to two ;1) years ago?

.

.

More satisfied
About-the:same
Less satisfied
t.

What'kind of activities Bo you do during your
leidure hours?

Watch television
Listen to music

Rend 7777:
Play cards-,

Knit, sew
Play-tennis.
Swim
Play golf
,,. Other (specify)

.63,

(,)

Do you hiye tines when you feel sad, lonely, depressed
or discouraged%

Yes
No

.
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-64. 'If yea, what rinyou do-when you feel sad, or lonely, or depressed, or
discouraged?

A
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Title: HEALTH STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE
Authors: Schmid, A. Allan, Kiene, Werner, afid

Variable: The health. status of a person as indi..cated by data concerning health history, work
history, and, in the case of children, school and
play activities, is the variable under study.
Description:

Nature and Content: This survey instrument
wasdeveloped and used to assess the impact of a'

comprehenSive rural health clinic upon the
people. of the area it served.

The instrument -is. divided into two parts.
Items A through Y elicits background informatjon about the subject and the subject's house.- hol0. Many of the items 'hive multiple parts, and
thg items follow a variety of formats, e.g., some
are listings, some are "yes" or "no" items, and
some have Likert-type response choices. Items 1

through 42elicits data directlyzelaten, health.

status, with items 34 through 42 relating
specifically to. the. health' status of school age
children (6-17 years).

.

Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is administered by personal interview. However,
some of the needed data may be obtained from
School records and 'places of employment.

This instrument was developed for use in
community survey and no scoring procedures
:

haye been.developed.
Development:

1

Rationale: NO widely-accepted descriptors

exist-for comparing the impact Of the services of

a recently founded health care clinic with that
;

of the preyious traditiOnal health care system-or
the health care system in other:areas. This survey instrument was developed in an attempt.to

quantify some of the inforniation the authors
.deemed necessary to assess the value of such a
health care clinic. (Schmid et al., 1973).
Souive of liems: NO information-was provided.,
Procedure for Development: No information
was provided.

-.Reliability and Validity: No information was
provided.
_

Use in ReAeareh:The study for which this instrument was developed.and used is,reported
Schmid et al. (1973), referenced below. The corn

prehensive health clinic located in Baldwin,
Lake County, Michigan, had been in existence
for 5 years at the time of the study and provided
the following services: meslicaj and dental care,
laboratory and X-ray services, alcoholisin coun:
seling, community health education, family ser:
vices, transportation, emergency room services,
consultant, and inpatient services.

Comments: This .is a very general survey instrument, and it does not 'Airport to be more. It
Could be adapted and psychometrically refined
by other health care centers to fit their spedific
objectives and services.
The authors indicated .that one of Ahe problems encountered with use of some of the items
was that the items centered on recall and self classification.. Research on questionnaires
suggestS that the reliability of data based on an
individual's memory recall drops sharply after a
few weeks (Schmid et al., 1973).
References:

Kiene, Wermer. Evaluation, of .the impact of
health care on activity levels of rural pou'r; Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Michigan

State yniversity, 1972.
Schmid', A. Allan, Kiene, Werner, and Updegraft Gail. A comprehensive rural clinic: Case
'study of public program evaluation methodol7
ogy. East 'Lansing: Michigan State University, 1973.

-

Source ofinformatiOn:
A<Allan Schmid
Department Of Agricultural Economics'
Michigan State \University
East Lansing, Mich. 48824

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Schmi0,

Allan, Kiene, Werner, and Updegraff, Gail

HEALTH STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE

HOUSEHOLD

a)

Before we'start, I'd like to find out something abodt who lives in
household:
your household. Let us start with the head 'of the
For each household member, complete first line
on Member" questionnaire:
1)
2)
3)

4)

Fill in if of household member.
First name.
"head," "spouse, ".
Relationship:
"children."
'Age, sex.

b) '1.t'there anyone else who usually lives Withjou.
c)

How-long have you and the members of your household been in this county?
.g] Longer than:5 years
gi. Longer than 1 year

"Member" questitiiiiiaire

Q Shorter than) year

"Exit" interview

list those members of your household who' moved into this county during
the last 5-years.
When

From where did

Relation to ,
head of
household

come
r.

it?

:e),

Go to "Member" questionnaire.
the interview.
\

Finish "Household" questions at the end of

.

,

aged.
:11 List those of your faiilly who are' presently in a hospital, home forthe
.
facility:
or extended care
-

.

4

Name

Age

Sex
.

Relation to head
of hodsehold

Since.when:has
been there?

What facility is
--.

in?

.

. .

_

,
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List those members Of your household who have died in the _past 5 years:
Age

Name

Sex
,

Relation to head
of household

Did
live wi,th you
_during the last year of

When died

his life?

I

1)
,

2)
.

A

3)
h)

The next questions are related to housing.

1)

Did you have a working bath tub or shower

0

YES
YES

NO

'ci

YES

4N0

in

YES

M

NO

Q.

YES

g

NO

during the last year?
.j)

Did you have a working bath tub or shower
5 years ago.

k)
1)

a

Did you have a working flush toilet during
the last year?
Did you havea working flush toilet
if you*compare last,yea.r. with 5 years ago,
did your heating

YES

YES

Q

years ago.

m)

.. NO

In -improve since
Egi

NO

?

stay thec'same?

ro

12 worsen?

n)

Now I would like- to ask you a few questions related to nutrition and health
services.

.

o)

If you compare this /ear with 5 years ago, do you as an individual
eat '
P
(3 less...,
more 'Meat
M more milk

siz same

In more vegetables (/ same

noVi

ill less.
El

less;

rice 5 years ago? al

YES 0 NO

p)

Has your ."fami ly' s nutrition . mproved.

q)

Would members of your household visit the, doctor more frequently if you had more
income

.

graif doctor services were more readily available?
Q YES

A

tg NO
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O
r)

quality
During the last year,,how would you rate the availability and
of health care in this area?' .Choose a position on the scale.
Previous
/.

Five:NZ:Tate

Present Date

+3

t

good

--1

-2

-3

s)
.

0

'better
?
health iam in
sown wald you pace it

Where would you place.availability and quality o
than now?. worse than, now?
in

t).

poor

How-many .levels .up o

?

caused it?
If there was,achange-between (a years ago) and-lament date), what
LIST.

u)

r.-

situation has
With the,next question we would like to find out how your income
changed since. (5 years4ago)?
.

.

/

v)

g, improved-

Otuatfobas:

your household's income

Dolyou.think that, since

g- stayed the same?

\

g worsened?

N

'

N.

.
.

w)

.

What was the highest level of education completed by the-bead of the
-,
,
hOusehold? LIST:

N

\

3DTAIOROM RECORDS:
x). -cg

g White

Black

Not on Assistance

Not on. Assistance
Y)

.Public Assistanee

'

..;:.

,

-

11 Not enrolled in
Health Center

'White

Black

11 Public.Assistance

DTEric

Enrolled in Health Center
.:..

,

.
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,.
.
4ge:
Relationship to
Sex:
head of household
Ifyou compare
's health with that:of .other people of his/her
age and sex, how wou d you rank
- on the-follziing scale for:the past 12'montht?
Previous'
.

Firtt Name:

..

.

.

1.)

.

.

.

.

Presept 'Date

+3.
14%,

-..

Fivi=757.7&te

above average

+2

:1'3.

.+2

11

tl

--1

-1

-2
--3:

4

_2
N.

3)

-2

-3

below average

'Row would you rank
is health fiVe yeart age? 'Better than now?
How many levels up or down would youplace
Worse than now?
five years ago?'

If there was a change between 5 years ago and present, what Caused it2
LIST:
.

).,

have a genera
Did
fi -ve'years ago?
,

5)

Did

:

U

physical exam or a medics

ElNO dr

YES.

have 'a dental checkup during,tile past 12-months?

ED YES
6).

checkup since

. How. many times did'.

[E] NO

.

go to a dentist during the past 12 months?

TIMES

7} 'How many times did
12 months?
.

go to a doctor dr 'health- worker during the past

77] TIMES

VOLUME 1
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'8) I

health?
's activity limited in any. way because of disability or

-

OJ YES CE4 NO-4(13)
LIST:

not.do because of ilisability.or health?

What can,

9)

LIST:
What are the health conditions that caused this limitation?
YEARS
MONTHS

10)

How many

been that way?. How'many months?

11)' About how long hiS
-years?.

12)

need help from another person getting around inside or outside,

Does

the-ORWT---1/.1

13)
14)

0-17 years.-..) (34)

AGE:

In terms of health, is

YES [] NO

18. and over--4)(14)

e

able to work at all around

ttie) house?

E:1-1, YES El NO
,

15)

limited in the kind of home activities becauSe of health?

Is

M YES = NO
i

16)

health?
limited in. the hours spent,on home activities because of

Is

M. YES ulj. NO
.,

t.1
.

.

17)

keep
On how-many days of the past 365 days.did illness or injury
does
around
the
house?
from the things he/she usually
"L.

DAYS.

(EXIT); otherwise go to (19).

18). ,Age 66+

19). Do health conditions keep
employed?

20)

Is

4

from being employed or/self-

(EY nS. LJ NO

EE (2)ns .m
21)

Is

heal157-7-:

22)

Was

t/

limited as to occupation or kind because of health?
NO

-

limited in the amount of work"he/she.tan do because

of

rri 0 NO

(i) YES

employed at all during the last year?
YES

D NO

421
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On how many days of the past 365 days did illness Or injury keep
from the things he/she usually does At home and on the job?
DAYS

24)

self-employecr7M YES M NI:1--4(26)

Is

,

.

25)

. 26)

-,

The next qUestions are about your employment.
Please; think of the word
"eMP19yed" to include the total of outside employment rAus self- employment.
-

Let4is go over the past year, month for month, and find out how many week;
per month
H worked during the last year.
.

27) New many,weeks
was
11

.28) -How many

employed

slaii.g.t.'

(plurielf-em-

_29)

week Was
em'Toyed (plus
self-employed)
during that,
time?

ployed) during
month of:

How many hours

0)

RIE,glwas
employed (plus
self-employed)
during that

self- employed)

full7time.during
that period?
(paid vacation-employed)

time?

.

Nov..
.

.

Why-was
not
employed-Tor

_

,

Sept.
Oct.

_

,

-

.
,

57

.
,

.

57

.

.

.

%

..

.

.

Feb.

.-

...

.

Dec.

illness-

or injury
kept
from
usual days
.employed
A

Ice

,

.

31)List for
each
month the
. number of
days when

s

.

Hard)
April

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

ray-

.

June
.

July,

August

,

.

.

.

ADD:------

4

32) 'Speaking in general terms, how would you describe

's employment

and self - employment during the past year?'

En Full-time M 1/4 Time M 1/2 Time

M1/4 Time
33)

Did

5 yeah

MNo Job

have more employment and self-employment in the past year than

.

Ealiote than 5 years ago
DE: Less than 5 years ago

0

41
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able to take part at all' in ordinary

play with other'thildren?-

0 YES 11 NO
35)

his health?.
Is he limited in the kind of play because of

YES

Ell NO

health?
amount of play because'of his
36) -Is he 'limited in the

YES
IF AGE 6 -17)

38)

In terms of health, dould

39)

Does

NO.
(42).

OTHERWISE GO TO

37)

r-r

S

be able to go to school?

D

YES

L2; 'NO

.

because of health?
have to go to a certain type of school

M "YES 0 NO
.40)

Is

of health?
limited in school attendance because

DO YES
41)

If

NO

of the past school
-.goes to school, on how many days

yiairardrinness or injury keep

from going to school?

DAYS

,42)

366 days did illness or injury keep
On how many days of the past
going to school?
from playing as usual and from
DAYS
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Client Biopsychosocial Health Status:
Sociobiological Functioning'

Title: PERSONAL AND SOCIAL COMPETENCE INVENTORY,
Author. Anderson, Catherine J.'

Variables: The variables measured by the inventory are personal and social competence
among long-stay, socially regressed, psychotic
patients.
,
The variables are defined as follows: (1) per-

sonal cpmp+ncebasic hygiene and habits
such .as. bathing, toileting, feeding, and Sleeping;

(2) personal responsibilitycaring for 'belotig

ity to norms, _group relatedness, job responsibility, and financial responsibility); and commu-

nity orientation (includes use of privileges,

shopping, transportation, community 'activities,
and' social visits).
Administration' and Scoring: Nurses or aides
who have had adequate opportunity to observe
the patient, check the category -on each scale

that best represents the patient's position
the stimulus .variable. Although the author of
the-scale indicates that each patient should be

mgs,Aaking medication, and understanding as-

'rated by staff from all shifts, there Is no indication as to- how the ratings from-several raters
are to be combined into a "score" for the patient,

social beht&vior; interaction, and participation in
activities; (4) \communiti orientationgoing

The author indicates, that 'completion of the

signments; (3); social competenceincluding
shopping, taking buses, and attending activities
in the city independently (Anderson and
Sainato, 1973).
.0

Desciiption:
Nature and Content: The inventory consists of
25 rating'scaleS Ouped,under five headings as
described in Va 'a6\les above. Each rating scale
has five answer ategories (0 -4) which have de-

scriptive phras a to define' each point. The
method used to determine the 5 points of the
scale is not give
One page iden ifiesinforrnation about the pa-tient and about t e patient's home ,situation. A
very short set of instructions is provided for raters. A guide. for using thia' inventory is provided
but the guide pr videS\ for only a somewhat de
tailed exposition f the Most-positive rating cat egory.
Personal and s cial c mpetence is operation
ally defined by th inventory as the sum of personal competen e, (includes hygiene and

grooming, appear 'nce and dress, behavior at
meals, sleeping h bits, and toilet habits); personal responsibili y, (incl des caring for cloth-

ing, taking medica ions, h ndling moneY, caring
for personal belo "ngs, rid undertaking and
completing assign ents); ocial competence (includes self-confide ce, soci I behavior, social interaction, observin stand rds of conduct, and
participation in a ivitiesT; social responsibility
(includes participa ion in goal- setting, conform-

scale takes 30 minutes or less.
The inventory yields six scores: a tOtal score
,with a possible range of 0 to 100,-and a score on
each of the five subscales that can range from 0
to 20. Low scores on the inventory indicate high
levels of personal yid social competency _since
the point on each scale that represents the most
desirable behavior is assigned a value of 0 and
that of the least desirable behavior is assigned a
value of 4.
Development:

.

.

Rationale.: Some patients return to the hospital because they fail . to assume selfresponsibility in routine aspects of daily living,

not because of the recurrence of psychoses.
Long-term patients usually adapt to routinized
patterns of institutional life with a consequent
dependency and loss of self-esteem. They are
chai-acterized by a low level of competency inbasic self-careactivities and "disuse atrophy" of
social skills. These include inappropriateness in
areas such as dress, grooming, hygiene, toilet:
ing, eating, sexual- behavior, social interaction,
use of money; care of belongings, and use of free
time. The inventory. was designed to identify the

patient's inappropriateness in these areas in
order to help the patient overcome his incompetency- and therefore return to normal social life
more easily (Anderson and Sainato, 1973).

Source of Items: The items of the inventory
were derived from Eli Chinoy's suggestion of a
self-regulating conscience incorporating social
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values and from Alex Inkeles' theory of social
competence (Anderson and Sainato, 1973)

Procedure for Del)elopinent: The procedure for
.development was hot specifiedhy the author ex-

cept to state that the instrument was pretested
and refined for several months before it was

used in the study for which it was designed. One ,
aspectof the pretesting was the training of raters, but the author does not specify the nature

of the training used to obtain an interrater

agreement of 90 percent.
Reliability and Validity: The author reports

interrater agreement of 90, percent for total

score ratings of 10 subjects by 16 nursing staff.
However, it is not clear how this level of agreement was obtained or how long it was main-°
tained. Rater agreement on individual items
ranged from 75 percent to 98 percent. Rater

agreement on the five subscales are not reported. No other reliability data are reported.
No content validity is' reported. Data in the
Anderson and Sainato study (1973) indicated
statistically significant differences in mean
.

total scores between 24 patients who remained
in the hospital, and '23 patients who were later
placed on leave. These differences indicate that
the instrument may have some construct validity.
Use in Research: The inventory was used by Anderson and Sainato in a study to measure the
effect of videotape feedback en the resocialization of long-term 'psychiatric patients. The 18month study was conducted at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital, Washington, D.C. The study sample
consisted of 20 males and 30 females, with an
age range of 21 to 63 years and a mean age of
43:27 years. The length of hospital stay ranged
from' 3 to 24 years, with a mean stay of 14.10
years. Forty-sixof the subjects- had been diagnosed as schizophrenic;' four had other
psychiatric disorders.
Comments: The potential user of this instrument should examine each of the rating scales

carefully to determine whether the operational
definition of personal and social competence
used by the autlifors is releirant to the user's
needs and purposes. The categorical statements'
for each point on each rating scale need to be
brought into closer congruenee with the defini-

tions of each ti,mulus variable given in the

Guide for Using Patient Conifetence Inventory,
since some of the scales appear to use only part
or none of the given definitions:
Some of the scales do not represent continua.
of behavior; kir example, the five categories of
the scale on sleeping habits are: (0) sleeps normally without sedation; (1) sleeps normally with
sedation; (2) restless, wakeful but remains
quiet; (3) sleeps in unusual places; clothing, or
times;' and (4) restless, noisy,. disturbs others.
Number (3) represents 'entirely -different be-

haviors than do: the other categories. The
scoring categories for each rating scale need

validation.
The user will probablymeed to develop more
extensive guides for raters. Additional reliabil,
ity and validity evidence needs to be estab- .
dished. However, if an investigator is interested
in the same indices of personal and social cor4.

petency as this instrument covers, it can provide an initial starting point for an instrument.

References:
Anderson, C. J., and Sainato, H. K. Use of videotape feedback as a psychotherapeutic nursing approach with , long -term psychiatric

.patients: A .pilot study. Nursing Research,
1973, 22 (6), 507-515.

Source of Information:
Catherine J. Anderson,- R:N.
Chief, Nursing Research Section
St.'Elizabeth'saHOspital
Washington, D.C. 20032

Instrument Copyright:
The American Journal of Nursing Company'
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019 -
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"PERSONAL AND SOCIAL COMPETENCE INVENTORY
.

Patient's Mum
Kater'sliame
Mate^

PegAonat Competencg

1.

Hisiene and'Gitoonting-;

Keeps self clean
well grooled

Z.

Usually neat, wears
own clothes
'3:

Keeps self clean,
poorly groomed

u

Appeananee and

O

Bathes and grooms.
-self if reminded

Bathes self, but Is
groomed by'staff

Must be bathed and

DiSheveleC wears
hospital attire.

Dress incomplete, or
inappropriate

Is disruptive, or.messi
problem eater

groomed by staff.

&WA
Usually neat, pears
'hospital attire

Disheveled, wearsown clothing

.

'''AkkinxiOtt At Nett&

Displays normal
-realtime behavior

4.*

Manners good, but
little-socialliation

Manners poor, but
tries to- socialize

Manners poor with
no socialization

Sleeps normally
with sedation

Restless, wakeful
but remains quiet

Sleeps in unusual
clothing, placei or

Steeping Habite
2

Sleeps normally
.withOut.sciation

times

raitet Habit4

5.

Displays normal
,toilet habits
(a.

Restless, noisy,
disturbs others

Uses toilet but neg- .Uses toilet; is
lects handwashing,etc messy or immodest

O

Uses inappropriate
areas for toileting

.

.

Is usually untidy
or Incontinent

:

Pvthonal Iteeponaibitity
Clothino

1.

gashes and lions

on clothes

Launders only with

Hashes but does.
not iron clothes

super/12'1ml

.

Clothing is.launderea by others

Does not,launekr;
wears hospital imius
..

c

.

Z.

.

MidiCation

Receives no regulei medication
p.

Is on selfmedication

Is on self-medication supervised

Medication given
by staff s

Frequently refuwes
medication

Honey allotment
handled well

Handles poorly;

Purchases madeby
family or.voucherN.

Has no money or does
0
not use fundi

'Abney.

Handles own
coney well
- -

spends foolishly'

;-;

PeAdOnat Poiie.64:63n4

Ind. takes good care Ind..,takes good care
. of most belongings
of all belongings

-

a
S.

Takes care of belongings only if reminded

Needs direct help in
upkeep of belongings

'Destroys or unnecessarily discards things

Carries out tasks

Tasks suit. be, super-

Refuses or is incapable of carrying out
tasks

Auagnmena

Volunteers for
assignments:

'Carries out
assigned tasks
7

,

-only 4f reminded ....

t

°

:

vised.or controlled

-

,

III. Social Competence.
Seti-Conidence.
Shows awareness of
most capabilities

,Self - doubting; seeks

Behaies properly'
with some exceptions

Behaves well only
under supervision

Coves

much reassurance------using

neecurity
efenses

Extremely insecure.
or self-derogIting.

;

SOciat.Behavio4

2.

Apelhaves properly

- in social situation*

.

inappropriately

Seems unaware of
expectations;` confused

Is abusive, or rejecting of people

Has little spontaneous interaction,

Shows lack of respact for self0i others,

Boes-mot.seem to
know right from wrong

Is disruptive; sttention span short

Refusesor is unable

116ually acts out

Soc4ailntouictiou

3.

Is friendly toward
most people
4.

Shows awareness of
soie'Capabilitied

.

Stanek/de

Pleasant on approach
has few friends

Limits interaction
to staff members

Conduct
,

,

Usually shows respecticts with respect
for sClf awl, others
for self and few

Shows lack of yespect for self only

:..

..5.

others
Flitgagatiiin jliiiatiitiza

:Takes active part
in moat activities

.

.

Takes part in some
selected activities

Participates only
tif urged-

.

4 1 fq

to take part

o

-,Hakes plans with
consultation

Ind.: make dee' i
'.sonsi.plans

-Seems unaware of
social expectations

.

.

-.44oup Retatedne44'

.

.

Pafticipationlair
Helpful to others
.

Participates when
directed

Self - centered;. tries

to avoid helping others

Detached, doesn't
acknowledge others

Sometimes unreliable;
Job adjustment poor

Works erratically; un- able to hold jobs

Does not seek nor.
have empOyient. :

,

Job leeponaibinty

4.

Is dependable; job
adjustment good
5,

Actively resists
CoOfOrms with frequo conformity
ent reminding

/

-

Actively seeks to
help.othere

.

Is unwilling or unable toi-set goals

.

Conforms except in
selectiareas

Conforms to most
-expectations
,I;

goals sei by others

Voices unrealistic
goals

:

CondoAixity to 'Nouse

;

-'Is Indecisive, wants,

..

.Usually dependable".

job adjustment fair

Financial Reepon4ibiiity

,Has bank account
canages well

",

Has bank account,
manages with help .

Banking_handled -by

family or sponsor

T.

Money controlled by
..others

Is indigent or
finances unknowu

V

CoimunitY thiestation

uee oi.Pleittelegti
ed. uses city prIv. Nis downtown city
priv. accompanied

Ind. ihopsout of

Uses only immediate
neighberhood

Ind. shops-in
neighborhood only

.neighbor hood

Restricts self to
grounds

boos mot go out ef hull/lig
.on 'own initiative-

Is accompanied on
shopping trips out-

.Buys only.at canteen
or through other

side

.shoppers

Does not participate in
shopping

Manua& lion
Ind takes taxi
only

takes busses
61-taxis
s

'Travels by bus or
by, taxi accompanied

Relies on family or
Does not travel into
friends.to transport. city

Attends activities

Attends p annedDoes not attend
activities with staff outside activities
supervision

`4. terranitgAgsimitiv,_
,Ind.attends self.;
-,Selected activities

Goes out -informally

with'other people

-

ifinitiatid by
family or friends
Cl

Soclat V.4,site
And..goes home
temp.. visit.

-

Ind. makes day
visits only

,

Goes, on temp. visit:
If-es. orted by fam6

ilY/fr

"ds

Goes on day-visit if
escorted by fatally/

friends

'

Does not go out on
visits

,
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INSTRUCTIONS
personal
This inventory contains five broad Categories of evaluation in

These are subdivided into twenty -five specificareas

and social competence.

designedito assess the degee to wbich7the_patient e;:bibits responsible,
appropriate behavior.
I.

Before using this inventory, read the Guide which
t.

.

further defines each of these items.

Select one Statement under each of the twentyipvi items,which
.

1

- best describeS the patient 4t- present.

Place a check ralk on the line

Consider the patient's customary or characteristic functioning,

indicated.

rather than isolated incidents.

Please rate all items.

LEAVE BLANK
I.

II.

III.

PERSONAL COMPETENCE'

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
SOCIAL COMPETENCE

IV.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

V.

COMMUNITY ORIENTATION
'

6

TOTAL PSC SCORE

PsYCHOSOCIALINSTRUMENTS

413.

GUIDE FOR USING PATIENT COMPETENCE INVENTORY
I.

'-PERSONAL COMPETENCE
.
.

1."

Hygiene and Grooming

Keeps skin clean, 'bathes frequently, brushes teeth regularly,
sake-up appyopriativ, clean-shave5 or beard' trim, hails clean, hair
neat and clean.
2.

Appearance and Oice4,4

a

,Dresses completely including underwear; clothing clean-and
unwrinkled, buttons intact, clothing appropriate to place and
season; stockingsieatv shoes clean, clothes in good repair, fit
properly.
3.

Sehavibtat Meate

Uses tableware correctly, has good.table manners; chits with
tible companions, leaves table clean, returns tray. properly; is
appropriately dressedifor dining room.
c

,

4.

Steepina

Habits

Sleeps duripg appropriate hours, sleeps throughout the night in
own bed; sleepTwear appropriate; uses bed linen; is considerate of .°
others when retiring or arising, bed is uncluttered.,
5.

10zajilakisi,

Closes bathroom door, attentive to modesty; uses toilet
appropriately, uses tissue; leaves area clean; washes hands after
tieing toilet, reeves basin clean, uses waste-receptacles.

IL

PERSONAL RESPOkJISILITY
1.

Clothing

Regularly keeps clothing laundered and pressed; uses equipment;
clothes ironed or preseeeneatly, arranges for dry-cleaning.
2.

Medico ton

Takes medication according to directippi keeps medication safely,
reports errors or lose; obtaihs prescriptio s on time, takes only
drugs that are prescribed.
ll

3.

Money

Plans -ahead for expenditures, seldom loans ter borrows from others
uses purse or wallet, carries only a reasonable amount, safeguards
larger amounts, spends wisely.

cif
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PERSONAL RESPOUSITILITV (CONTINUED-I'

11%,.

Peitionn4 PoaAeAeio44'
4,

condition, stores properly, puts away
Keeps belongings.clesn.end in good
from clean items; revisals buttons ori*tesers
when not in use, saparatel soiled
as needed; Use appropriate.cleansineagents.

5.

...-412411ligai.

tirUndertake assignmentvor proeeells to help othiii; arriages
with a
for substitute when absenti completes tasks satisfactorily; performs
willing-attitUde.

r. Volunteers

LIT.

SOCIAL' COMPETENCE
1.

Sal-Congidenc.4,
:,

.

Evaluates own talents or ibilitiesfiliisticallY, is able,to accept.
constructive criticism, asserts self when indicated, identifies areas of own
peoilress.
2.

.

,

a
Soc.iit Behavio4

,

,..-.

o

.

.

AdjUhts-behavior according to the setting-such as being noisyend rowdychurch; is mannerly; conversational
. At Aballgame but quiet, and attentive in
with
content, tone of voice, body movements, physical gestures.are in keeping
Laren activity; controls impulses.
5,

.

SociniIntuaction
i

Relates. well with other patients and staff; readily' approaches ethers for
conversation or games, responds pleasantly on approach-, shows interest in other,'"
.
activities.
.,

4.

44111figaigdSatlildia

I

A

-

''

Is honest and trustworthy; is protective of the person and property of.self
bodily abuse,
and others; remains uninvolved in problems of alcohol or diiig abuse,,
t
sexuality, theft or, physichl violence.
..

.

S.

.

,
.,'.....

(

Panticipation in Activitie4

..

Willingly participates in scheduled and spontaneous activities, sometimes
initiates activities, renders assistance when needed, acknowledges imperteice of
program.

A

"NS

*

.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY,
Panticat.Lanittdoat.-Se,t,ti.ng

1.

.,

'

.

i

.

Discusies goals
Makes-immediate:and long-range plans using good judgment.
schooling, job-training; job-seeking, or place
-.with graitp. 'Flans may: include:
s mut; leaving the hospital, outside living arrangements .or other aspect. of
community return. .'

.

.

4.

Cotlioto-Nolurte

2.

Abides by the polic ies, practices and rules 4ioverning-the group as yell
:,..
./se customary adult behavior in the community. These include:: etiquette,
appropriate language, self-control, cooperation, and consideration for others;.
fulfilling moral obligations and acceptim responsibility.

r

.
---..

GAotte Retatedheas

3.

..

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Accepts the.role of ;group - member ins living situation, shows active interest
by listening and contributing,(zhoIs.concern for others', is helpful toward others
with.re474;:le to living arrangements, accepts group decisions, supports grow
inforMation.
,;goals, sh
.

4.

,.

Job Re4pouibility

Has a job for which pay is received on o. off grounds: Attendance and
punctuality.are goOd. Notifies employer of.juvecied absence, expresses satirkfaction with work, job .chinges are planned toward progression.
.

S.

fLtanc,itaRe.,soonaibLti.6

MaietalLa a:savings rnd/or checking account in a comohnitTbiikirl* facility;
Mikes own deposits or withdrawals, keeps own records, keeps check-;writing within.
balance.
COMMUNITY ORIENTATION

7.

Ube ot5TiA.ev.i./..egeos

Is aware of and:uses privileges both on and off grounds, initiates
activities requiring the,uSe of privileges, seeks further privileges if not
complete and stays within expectationi of responsibility, accompanying privileges,
uses appropriate channels when use br non -use,or privilegas.requires *decision
by the group* plans the use.,of privileges around the:treatment program.
2.

4

2122g&n9

Keeps self supplied with personal belongings through independent shopping,
.utilizes areas'both in and oht of the immediate neighborhood, knows where to go'
for desired items, makes appropriate plans for a shopping trip including reasonable transportation -804ress.
4.

f

VOLUME 1

.

COMMUNITY ORIENTATION (CONTINUED)
3,

IkanApoAtation

'Seeks knowledge of how to get to areas for shopping, visiting, or plea'a bus or taxi, is aware of
Sure trips; initiates travel ihdipandently on
alone, makes a
cost of transportation and how to pay, is able to travel
'reasonable selection of mode of travel.
4.

Community Activitie4

Attempts to find ott about and shows interest in community resources,
independently selects functions of interest, makes own arrangements to.attend activities.
5.

Social. Vi.A.LtA

initiates
Is able to remain overnight when visiting faMily.or friends,
appropriate channels, makes own plans
visits and seeks Approval through the
incidents which may occur while
for visiting, can usually handle unexpected
on visit,raturns MI scheduled or appropriately alters plans accordingly.

Permission
-Copyrighted by the American Journal of Nursing Company; reproduced with
prohibited without
Further
reproduction.
Ay.the Health Resources Administration.
permission of copyright holder.
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Title: OBSERVED PATIENT BEHAVIOR
RATING SCALE,

Author: Barajas, Judy Doan Kerr
Variable: Observed patient behavior as it is evidenced by social cpnipetei. -2e, social interest,
personal neatness, depression, and irritability is
the variable under study.
.Description:

Nature and Content: This is a 25-item, 5-point
rating scale to be completed by.health care persOnnel who have observed the patient's behavior
foY at least 2 days previous to the day of scale
completion. The items cover five categories of
behavior identified above under Variable.
There are five items within each- category: an
example for each category is as follows: -social
competence (COM)has to be reminded what to

do; social interest (INT)pays attention when
spoken to; personal neatness (NEA)keeps
his(her) clothes neat and clean; depression
(DEP)appetite is very poor; irritability
.(IRR)gets angry and easily annoyed.
Items are scored on a 5-point, Likert-type
scale; for 16 items the scale values are: 0 =
never, 1 =- sometimes, 2 = often, 3 = usually, .
4 = always. For the remaining nine items, the
values are reversed, i.e., 0 = always, 1 = usually, 2 = often, 8='sometimes, 4 = never. These
items are indicated on the instrument,. by asterisks.
Administration and Scoring: No special provi-

sions are necessary for completing the scale
other than that the author suggests, as noted
above, the raters be familiar with the instrument and have observed the patient's behavior
for at least 2 days. Approximately 5 minutes are
needed to complete the scale.

A category score and a total score are computed for each subject by summing responses.
Development:

Rationale:
The
evolving
theoretical
framework of sensory deprivation, also referred
to as perceptual deprivation, sensory isolation,
or depletion of sensory input, served as the underlying rationale for the instrument.
Source of Berns: The items were based upon a
review of the literature, an instrument used by
Honigfeld and Klett (1965),,and the professional
experiences of the author.

Procedure for Development: The instrument
Used by Honigfeld and Klett (1965) was revised

and shortened by.the author. Following use of

the shortened version of the instrument in a
pilot' study with four subjects, the author re-

vised the instrument so that it could\ be

completed by health care personnel through ob-

servation of the patient rather than by direat
questioning of the patient. Items in each category were structured or chosen so as to avoid
the possibility of a physical disability, such as
arthritis, affecting the rating (Kerr, 1971).
Reliability and Validity: No information on.
reliability was provided.
The instrument his face validity.
Use in Research: The author developed and used
the instrument in a master's thesis which investigated sensory deprivation in geriatric patients
in a nursing home. Her study included 20 pa-

tients in a private urban nursing home; their
ages ranged from 69

to.

100 years of age.

Comments: This instrument is still in the early
stages of psychometric development. Its reliability needs to be established, and further valid=
ity evidence should be obtained. The reverse
scoring of some items is confusip and a potential source of error. However, the instrument

itself is simple, straightforward, and easy to
administer; interrator reliability should be high
because of this.
References:

Honigfeld, Gilbert, and Klett, James. The
nurses' observation scale for inpatient evaluation. Journal of Clinical Psychology, 1965, 80
(1), 65-71.

Kerr, Judy Doan. Sensory deprivation in geriatric patients in a nursing .home. Unpublished
master's thesis, Unikrersity of Arizona, 1971.
Source of Information:

Judy Doan Barajas
P.O. Box 82
Sanders, Ariz. 86512

,

Instrument Copyright: None.
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-OBSERVED PATIENT BEHAVIOR RATING' i.CALE

i'

...-:...

Directions: Base your ratings on the, patient's
observed]behavior during the last three days only, including
what extent it describes the
today. For each item decide to
and
then indicate your choice by
patient!s observed behavior
before
the item.
circling the appropriate number
.

4 =.always.
-0 = never,',1 = sometimes., 2 = often, 3 = usually,
.

Score
2.'3

.1

.0 1 2
I.

3

* Is hesitant and uncertain in making up his
(COM).
mind.
Pays attention when spoken_ to,- (INT)
-Laughs ortilmiles at funny comments or events.

4

4

3. 4

1

(INT)

-.-

0
().

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3- 4
2..3 4
3 .4
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cries.
'

*
*

4
4
.4-

4

*

4
4

1
1
1

2
2

3.

4
4
4

1
1
1

.2 .3
32

4
4

.

.

.

Makes certain his heir is combed.

.

(NEA)

-(DEP)

(IRR),
Is irritable and grouchy.
-;
(DEP)
good.
Appetite:is very
(C0i0'.
do.
Has to be reminded what to
.(INT)
Initiates conversation.
(NEA)
Keeps himself neat and clean.
(NEA),
Is messy in his eating habits.
(DEP)
depressed.
Says he feels blue or
(IRR)
Complains about the food and care.
Talks about happenings on'the ward.. (INT)
Needs help in dressing for reasons other than a
(COM)
physical disabilityi.such as,arthritis.
.

*

(INT)
* Ignore's the activities around- tim.
(COM),
'4 Wets or soils his' clothes ,or bedding.
something
does
not
suit
Becomes easily upset if
.

0
0
0

2

3' 4

''''

him.
0
0
0
0

1.

2

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3
3

0
0
0

1

2

3- 4

1.

2.

1' 2

3
3

4
4
4
4

4.
4

(.IRR)

\

(IRR)
Shouts and yells.
Says that he is no goocL (DEP)
(NEA).
Keeps his clothes, neat and clean.
other
than a
* Needs help in washing for reasons
(COM)
arthritis.
physical disability,'such as
* Is- sloppily dressed., (NEA)
AccuSes 'others of wanting toiliittbim. .(DEP)
(AR).
Gets angry or 'annoyed easily.

.5ocial Competerice

(C0'f)

Social Interest"
Personal Neatness

(INT)
(NEA)

Depression- (DEP)
Irritability(IRR).
Total '.

Total
\

2/

\

..
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title: FUNCTIONING STATUS ASSESSMENT

FORM (This is one section of the Patient Assessment Form referenced below.)

Authors: Densen, Paul M.,' Danehy, Lester,
Flagle, Charles D., and Katz, Sidney

therapeutic session, e.g.., on the unit rather than in the
physical therapy department.
(The standard cane isnot -considered a mechanical aid.)

The instrument was not developed t'o' be
scored per se; however, a scoring system could
be developed.

Variables: An individual's ability to move about
physically, to maintain his(herbody by bathing,
dressing, ingesting food, eliminating waste, 'and
by carrying," out the basic social Rinctions of
communicating and behaving in "a manner appropriate to the environment are the variables
addiessed by this instrument (Jones et al., 1973).
Description:

Nature- and Content: This is a 14-item,
observer-completed instrument.. The instru'
ment items address a patient's level of mobility,

walking, bathing, dressing, toileting, bowel
function, bladder function, wheeling, transferring, stairclimbing, eating/feeding, behavior
pattern, communication of needs, and, orientation (times place, and person). The first 11 items
assess the. patient according to the degree of
dependency in functioning, e.g., indePenclent;
needs the help of one or more persons; needs the
help. of special equipment, mechanical aids, or
devices, etc. Two items address the patient's.
'ability to behave and communicate in a manner
appropriate to his(her) environment. One item
assesses the patient's orientation to time, place,
and person..

Administration and Scoring: It is esSential
that this instrument be completed by someone
in a position \to obServe the patient daily. The
definitions of items should be followed carefully.
Where functioning over the 24 hours is at issue,
the-observation of staff on duty at night, as well

as those on duty during the day and evening
shift, should be taken into account. _Detailed
definitions and instructions for completing the
form are provided in the User's Manual.(Jones

erItt, 1973), and along with an example of a
completed instrument, the following additional

instructions, are provided in the Addendum
(Jones e" t al.; 1975):
Record the patient's usual activity during the 2 weeks
prior to the date of. assessMent. Usual is definecras
"more often than not."
Record what the patient actually does, not what he(she)
might be capable of doing nor what he(she) "should" be
doing.

Record the patient's.usual activities as he(she) performs

'them in his(her) usual setting rather than in

419-

a

-Development: .

Rationale: the original Patient Classification
for Long-Term Care (Jones et al., 1973) resulted

from a collaborative effort of four research

groups whose purpose was to improve the care
of long-term patients' by systematizing the data
upon which- health care providers and planners.
make decisions.Assessments
Assessents based on that
classifidation, which were carried out in a feder-

ally funded research projeet in seven nursing
homes in Massachusetts, pointed tohe need for
additional information directly relevant to patient care. Recognition of that need, and of the
need for a form that would provide a continuing
Patient status record and organize information
in a way which would facilitate communication
of that inform2 tfon, resultedin the 1975 revision

of the form, ,ermed the Patient Assessment
Form. The Functioning Status ASsessment

Form-is. a part of that form.
Source' of Items; The, items were based upon
the aforementioned Patient. Classification for
Long-Term Care and the experience of members

of the HarvarCenter for Community Health
and Medical Care\in using that classifiCation.
Procedure for Development: Using the Patient
.ClaSsification for Long-Term Care as a founda-.
tion, some of the items were revised, and others
which would enhance its usefulness in nursing

home programs were developed and testett.
Those items which proved to add value to the
original foundation were incorporated, and the
Patient Assessment Form resulted.
Reliability and Validity: Studies to determine

the total instrument's reliability. are in progreia. Content validity was established by having
used the experience of recognized experts in the
field as a major source for items and the procedures used to develop the instrument.
Use in Research: The Patient Assessment.Forrn.
his been used in a national survey of 288 skilled nursing facilities and is currently being useclin

research conducted by the Harvard Center for
Coinmunity Health and Medical Care.
Comments: The Patient Assessinent Form provides', descriptive data relative to long-term
patients in nursing homes. However, the FuncL
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tioning Status Assessment portion is applicable
to other types of patients in other settings and
readily, lends itself to quantification. The data
coding system, developed for the Patient Classification for Long-Term Care study and described in the User's Manual (Jones et al., 1973)
referenced below, could be modified and used for

scoring the Functioning Status Assessment
m.

Anyone planning to use this tool should first
evaluate all available psychometric data.
References:
Falcone, A. R., and Bright, S. M. Patient assessment: A training manual for use of patient
classification in long-term care. Division of
Long-Term Care, Office of the Administrator,
Health Resources Administration, PHS and
.

search and Evaluation, DREW. publication
No. (HRA) 74-3107 and 75-3107, Washington,
D.C., 1973.

Addendum: Instructions for completing
patient-assessment form (July 1975 Revision).

Boston: Harvard Center for Community

Health and Medical Care, 1975.
Office of Nursing Home Affairs, Public Health
Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Long-term care facility improvement study., Survey of 288 skilled nursing
`facilities, Introductory Report, July 1975.
Source of Information:
Ellen W. Jones, Assistant Director

Harvard Center for Community Health and
Medical Care
Boston, Mass. 02115

.

DHEW, June 1976.
Jones, Ellen W., McNitt, Barbara J., and
McKnight, _Eleanore M. Patient classification
for long-term care: ,User's manual. DREW,
Public Health Service, Health Resources AdServices Re, ministration, Bureau of Health

American Health Care Association
1200 Fifteenth Street
Washington, D.C. 20005

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Title: SICKNESS 1MPAtT PROFILE (SIP)
Authors: Gilson, Betty S., Gilson, John S., Bergner, Marilyn, Bobbitt, Ruth A.,"Kressel, Shirley,
Pollard,Villiam E., and Vesselago, Michael
Variables: The instrument measures the impact
wr in behavior
of sickness in terms of

and/or performance of daily activities as perceived by the respondent.
Description:

Nature and Content: The Sickness Impact
Profile (SIP) is a self-administered or inter-

viewer-administered scaled measure contain,7.
ing 189 items grouped into 14 categories: social
,interaction; ambulation or loComotion activity;
sleep and rest activity; taking nutrition; usual
daily work; household management; mobility
and confinement; movement of the body; communication activity; leisure pastimes and recreation; intellectual functioning; interaction
with family members; emotions, feelings, and
sensations; and personal hygiene.
The subject responds to those items in each of
the 14 categories whiCh he(she) believes accurately describe his(her) behavior at a given
time.

Administration and Scoring: If the SIP is
self-administered, the subject must be able to
read and comprehend English at the 8th grade
level and must be physically able to mark the
chosen answers. The instrument requires ap-

proximately 35 to 40 minutes to complete.
.If the SIP-is administered= by interview, the
interviewer must be familiar with the instru -.
ment .and trained in its use.
Scores are computed for each of the 14 SIP
categories-and for the overall instrument. The
scores are computed by use of the following formula:
Sum of scale values of items checked in a
category or entire instrument
X 100
Sum of-scale values of all items in a category or entire instrument
Overall SIP scores have ranged from 0 percent
to approximately 70 percent.
Development:

Rationale: A major goal ofthe research being
conducted'on: the SIP is the developinent of a
measure of health status which could be used as
an outcome measure 'in the evaluation.of health
care (Pollard et al.; 1976).
Source of Items: The aim of instrument construction was to' incorporate both professional

and lay perspectivei into. the'content of the

Sickness Impact Profile. 0Yer 1,000 statements
which 'describe behavioral dysfunction were obtained from patients, health care prOfessionals,
individuals caring for patients, and the appar -.
ently healthy. In addition, function assessment

instruments that have been designed for the

evaluation of circumscribed patient groups were
reviewed fdr statements of behavioral dysfunc"ti on.

Procedure for Development: From the sources
identified in the preceding section, 1;250 specific
statements of behavioral change Were obtained.

conThese statements were combined and items
:
densed to yield 312 unique statements or
which were classified into 14 categories, each
representing one area of living of type ofactiyity. The individual items were originally scaled,

based upon the judgments of 25 judges (7

graduate nursing students; 8 medical students,
6 health services administration students, and 4
physicians). A protocol scaling procedure was
employed to validate the construct of dysfuncr
'don and to determine the extent to which SIP

scores relate to a more global assessment of dysfunction. As a further validation of the original
scale values, a rescanng by 108 consumer judges
was performed. Current scale values reflect
data obtained from both judging groups.

Three. field trials have been conducted to

study the feasibility, reliability, and validity of
the SIP. Approximately 1,100 subjects in various states of health have completed SIPs. Fellowing each field trial, anitem analysis and instrument revision were performed. The third
revision, now. in process, will produce a final
form of the SIP.
Reliability and Validity: The collection of

test-retest reliability data was carried out in

-

conjunction with the collection of data for validation, item analysis and feaSibility assessment
purposes.
As part of the second field trial, the SIP was
administered twice to 119 subjects. Each retest .
was condueted within 24 hours of the initial administration to minimize the effects. of change
in the subjects' conditions on their responses.
SIP test-retest reliability in terms of overall
scores obtained on the two adminiatrations for
the total sample was high (r ="0:88, p < 6.061).
Test - retest reliability correlations for .ScOrea-:.:0..62

with the 14 categories -ranged from r =

(household management) to. r = 0.90 ,7,(personal
hygiene). Reliability tests donduCted during the
third field trial produced compailtble results..
To aiiesz the validity of the SIP, three -groups
of criteria Were used those based on the aub-
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ject's. self-assessment °of health status, those
based on the clinician's assessment of.the subject's health status, and those based on the sub-'
ject's score on another function assessment
'instrument (Bergner et al., 1976a). In general,
self-assessments of sickness and dysfunction

Betty.''S. The sickness impact profile: Valida-'
tion of a health. care measure. Medical Care,
z
January 1976a,14 (1), 57-67.
The sickness impact profile. Conceptual

formulation and methodology for the de-

velopment of a health status measure. International Journal of Health Services, 1976b, 6

were highly related to SIP overall scores,
(r = 0.54 and r = 0.52 respectively). For outpa-

(3), 393-415.

tients with chronic problems, the correlation

Brook, R. H., and Appel, F. Quality of care, assessment: Choosing a method for peer review.

between self-assessment of. dysfunction and clini-

cian assessment of dysfunction was r = Q.52.
The correlation between the rank classification
obtained on the Katz's Activities of Daily Living
(ADL) and SIP overall scores was moderately
high (r = 0.46). Validation of the SIP is treated
in detail. in Bergner et al., 1976a). Similar validation studies based on the third field trial are
forthcoming.
Use in Research: Adetailed report on 'the construction of the SIP at the University of Washington is contained in, Gilson et 'al. (1975). The
article also contains a report On the first pilot
stadk which provided preliminary data. Berg-

NEJM, 1973, 288, 1323-1329.

Carter, William B., Bobbitt, Ruth A., Bergner,
Marilyn, and Gilson, Betty S. The sickness impact profile: Issues and methods in validation
of an interval scaling. Accepted for publication, Health Services Research, 1976.
.
Donabedian, A. Evaluating the quality of medical care. Milbank. Memorial Fund Quarterly,
1966, 44, 166 -206..

Gilson, Betty S., Gilson, John S., Bergner, Mari-

lyn,' Bobbitt, Ruth A., Kressel, Shirley, Pollard, William E., and Vesselago, Michael. The

sickness impact profile: Development of an
outcome measure of health care. Anterican
Journal of Public Health, 1975, 65 (12), 1304

ner et al. (1976 b), Pollard et al. (1976), and Mar -.

tin et al. (1976) report on the results of the

1309.

second field trial. Bergner et al: (1976b),discuss
the conceptual and methodological development

Martin, Diane P., Gilson, Betty. S., Bergner,
Marilyn, Bobbitt, Ruth A., Pollard, William E,
Morris, Joan, and Cole, William M. The sick.ness impact profile: Potential use of a health

of the SIP. A detailed report on scaling

methodology has been accepted for publication
(Carter et al:, 1976).
Comments: The items tonstituting the SIP were
sifted from' a large original pool of dysfunction
-items,'and they provide a comprehensive inventory of sickness impact indicators,
The instrument can be used withsubjects who
have not sought medical care and for whom the

investigator has no background of clinical information or 'data. This makes the instrument
particularly applicable to large populations and
makes it potentially useful in assessing health
care outcomes on a large scale.
Because of its length, the instrument is not
reproduced in this compilation.
0
'References:

Bergner; Marilyn, Bobbitt, Ruth A.,. Pollard,
William E., Martin, thane P., and Gilson,
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.

status instrument for physician-training and
assessment of outcomes. Journal of .Medical
Education, November 1976,51, 942-944.

Pollard, William E., Bobbitt, Ruth A., Martin,
Diane P., and Gilson, Betty S. The sickness
impact profile: Reliability of a health status
measure. Medical Care, February 1976,14 (2),
146-155.

Source, of Information:

Sickness Impact Profile Project
Department of Health Services JD-40
School of Public Health and. Community
Medicine

University of Washington
Seattle, Wash. 98195
Instrument Copyright: None.
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Title: HEALTH NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY
Authors: Hain, Mari Jeanne, and Chen, Shn Pi
VariahlezIfealth; needs:of the elderly living in

high4lie 'apartinenti: is the variable study.

Health .needs -include' any factor which, if lacking, impinges on the psyohosocial or physiological well4eing of the elderly and are defined in
relation to the elderly person's being well or not
well and whether 'or not the elderly person has

access to medical care. Elderly is defined as

Reliability and Validity: No reliability information was provided other than the author's
statement, "Because of the experience from the
DuPage survey, the reliability of this study instrument, although not statistically established, was assumed" (Hain, 1974).
Face. validity was established by deriving the
items from the sources identified above.
Use inResearch: Hain (1974) developed and used
the instrument for her master's thesis referenred below. Her sample included elderly resi-

"anyone over 6.5 years of age': (Hain, 1974).

dents of two high -rise, apartments in Erie,

Description:

Pennsylvania.
Comments: The questionnaire includes detailed

-

Nature and Content: This is a multi-item
interyiew schedule which elicits demographic
(kith and- data pertaining to "health.. needs"

'which have been operationalized as folloWs: (1)

Health ,O.Ondition includes the number of days of

illness, status of ambulation, and/or difficulty
with symptoms during thenionth prior to interview. (2) Physical functioning includes the ca-

pacity to perform five defined activities of daily
living during the month prionto interview (i.e.,
getting about in apartment, doing own laundry,

getting around outside apartment complex,

\washing, bathing, dressing, putting on shoes,

and nutting toenails). (3) Accessibility of medical,
care covers the availability of medical services
in emergency and nonemergency situations, as

well as routine health care.
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
was developed, to be administered by interview,
and answer spaces have been coded for computer analysis. The trument per se was not
scored. ' Methods of scoring and data
analysis will 'depend upon the needs and purposes of the researcher.
Development:

Rationale :'. No underlying theoretical ratio,
nale was identified by the author.
.Source of Items: Two items were adopted directly from the DuPage County Health Department Survey (Managan et al., 1974), 6 items
were adapted from that survey and revised by
the -author, and .12 items were 'constructed 'by
.ased uPon her professional experithe authorb
ence and a review of the literature (Hain, 1974).
Procedure for Development: The author interviewed two Chicago residents over, 65 years of
age to test the wording of the instrument.

'instructions to the interviewer that can be

adapted, to the individual user's needs. The legibility and simplicity of the questionnaire format
indicates considerable planning on the part of
its developer. As it now.stands, the instrument'
lends itself only to descriptive data: However, it,

could be developed into an instrument that

would yield quantifiable data;
Future work should include refining some of
the wording and the format of the instrument.
For example, question number 2 assumes only
Qne other person living with the respondent;
question number 5 has no provision for "don't
know." The instrument's reliability and validity
should be more systematically assessed.
References:

Hain, Sr. Mary Jeanne. Health needs of elderly
in two high-rises in Erie, Pennsylvania. Un-

published master's thesis, University of Il-

linois, Chicago, 1,574.
Managan, D., Wood, J., Heinichen: C.-, Hoffman,
M., Hess, G.i and PElings, D. Older adults: A'

community survey of health needs. Nursing
Research, 1974, 28, 426-432.

Source of Information:

Sister Mary Jeanne Hain
Villa Maria College
2551 West Lake Road
Erie, Pa. 16505

Instrument Copyright:
The American "Journal of Nursing Com any
10 Colu4nbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019
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Hain, Mary Jeanne, and Chen, Shu Pi
HEALTH NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY

Introduction
Would youmind answering ,a few questions?

I have them all ready in

the forM of a qugstionnaire.. I shall read the questions, to you acid then

fill in your answers.

This material.will be kept confidential.

Name of elder pertion

Address

sex.

Telephone'no.-°..

1.

male

2.

female

11.

Interview date
Age as, of lastbirtilday

1.

Is the elder,meMber able to answer the questionnaire?

yes

1.

1.i.

2.

no

Reason for elder member's inability to answer:

too infirm

.1.
.

4.

.

2.

mentally, confused

5.

3.

not at home\

9.

does not apPly.

.
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1

.

relationship of
.If.n6t!liVing''slone, would you tell me the age,and
;the.persOn living with you?

2.

relationship

age

1'3.

sick to the point of.
During thelast-month, how many days were you
'regular
activities
like visiting,
having to give up some of your
going shopping, or cooking for yoUrself?
4.

no days
1-7 days

1.
2.
3.

5.
6.

844 days

15-21 days
22 days or more

6

4.

°"

up and around
During the last month, for the most part, were you
bed, completely bedridden
at home, stay in a chair, at'home but in
home
of
a
friend
or relative, or in a
at home, visitinvat the,

hospital or nursing home?

up and around at home
visiting at home of friend or relative
stay in chair
at home but in bed
completely bedridden at-home
at hospital or nursing home
other

2.
3.

\
\ 5.
.

ti

1\\

4a.

a.

see'i doctor?
If ill during the last month, did you

yes
no, without explanation
hospitals
no, f e r and/or.mistrust of doctors,
insufficient knowledge of ..medical resources
no, insuf' icient financial resources
6.Thno transpo tatiOn'
7.,! no.need for medical attention

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

8.

b

I

\

4b.

How fax 'did' you have to- go to see your doctor?

.
Miles

-PSYCHOSOCIAL, INSTRUMENTS.
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i

4 .

What method of transportation disliyou use 4o see your doctor when'
you were ill?

1.

2.

3.
4.

6.

,

drive yourself
member of family drives
friend drives
t.

taxi -cab

bus
you walked

7.

other.

9.

does not apply

\
4d.. Do you have insurance ty cover part of the cost of the doctor's
.visit?

1.

yes

How much did the visit cost you?

5.

Regardless if you were sick lakt month'or not, do you go to a.doctor
on a regular basis?

.

2.

'5a.

.-yes, explain

no, explain

How far do ypu have to go fOt your check-up?

miles

7..9
/,

5b.

I

What method of transportation do you use toiceep your.doctor's
appointments?

I.
2.
3.

drive yourself
member of family drives
friend drives

4. axi-Cab
5.

bus '-.

6. )you walk
7.
bther\9. -does not' apply
\

.

1

*OLUMEA

4

checic=40
To :you. have insurance to cover your regular
,
4

no
yes

2.

If yes, what is the source of the third party.
payMent?

What is the average cost pet visit?

$

illness,-what do yoil do?.
In the Tiegkof a sudden

6.

V
.

*3.
4.
k..

:

5.
6.

call your own doctor
go to-an E.R.
call a relative
call the management
call the inhalator squad
other

,

..

.

In general, how far do you have to go to get your prescription.
filled?

7.

miles

7a.
,

In general, what method
prescriptions?

oftransportation do you use to set your

1. drive yourself
2.: member of family drives
3. .friendidrives
taxi-cab
.4..
bus
5.

6..you walk
I.;
home delivery
\
other.

7b.

piro-`

on-a monthly
DUring,the last year, how much did medications cost you
basis?
.

o
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\L

4Duringthe'last month leave you hadAny difficulty with.the following
symptoms? If yes, did you seek medical attention? Please explain:

symptom

\. yes

'

trouble breathing.
pains in chest
3. 'swelling of ankles
or feet ,
pains in joints or
4.
-muscles
5.
frequency of
1.
2,

t

9.

urination'
6..'dizzy spells
7.
sores that do not
heal
8.
trouble hearing
9: trouble seeing
10.
other f

no

6

medical
advice
es
no

comment.

-

7--

.--,
I amgOing to .read a lisrof activities.that_many people. hai;e.difficUlty
with atitheygrow older. After Tread each one, please tell me if you
.have no difficulty, some. difficulty with, or whether you cannot do-it-'sk all. ,' ?
.

4

no cliff:
(0)

getting about in the,
apartment,
dolhg.own.laundry.
Washing, bathiti
dressing, p tins

3.

On own sh
setting aroUndout
.

.

-side variment
/
c oMplex'

'nuttins// your own

toenails

'

some at
(1)

cannot
.(2)

._
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10.

IS there anything you feel is a problem or
today?

need in your way of life

Notes:
reproduced with permission by the Health,Resources,
\Copyrighted'by. the Ametican Journal of Nursing Company;
w,ithout permission of copyright' holder.
Administration. Further reproduction prohibited

Sr

dr"
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The profile would read as follows:

Author: MOskowitz, Eugene.

PULSES
32 3 2 2 2

Viriable: Functional capacity, as determined by
general physical condition (P), upper extremity/

The profile would be interpreted as follows: This is an
individual who is ambulating with difficulty. He requires some medicil supervision. He has fairly good use
of his upper extremities; wets the bed occasionally and
has minimal signs of mental deterioration not requiring
close supervision and control. From-the environmental
point of view, we infer that he would need placement in
an institution with accessible physical facilities, including bathroom and living quarters located on one floor,
where he could also obtain his meals. (Moskowitz and

functioning (U), lower extremity functioning
(L),- sensory function (S), excretory functions
(E), -and mental and emotional. status (S), are
assessed by this instrument.
.

',- Description:

Nature and Content: The PULSES Profile is a
method by which to assess the functional capacity of an individual much like the Apgar;Score is
used to assess a newboin. The areas of assess/
menu are as follows:
P physical condition including- diseases of the
viscera (cardiovascular, pulmonary, gas/

,

trointestinal, urologic, and endocrine) and
Cerebral disorders which are not enumerated in the lettered categories which follow
U uppetextremities including sho4lder girdle,
cervical and upper dorsal spine
lower extremities including the pelvis, lower
dorsal,' and lumbosacral spine
seriSory components relating to speech, vii_
ion, and hearing
excretory functions, i.e., bowel and bladder
control
:

.

S mental and emotionEil status.

Each afea of assessment is rated 1, 2, 3, or 4

by following the guidelines on the PULSES
worksheet.

.

/

Administration and Scoring: For the most effective use of the profile;, the patient, should
have had a complete- an thorough medical
examination, and the per. on completing the
profile should have access to lall pertinent patient health care and social aia. FollOwing the
worksheet guidelines and us ng data available
from all Sources.including ohervation, the\ investigator completes the forty by /assigning a
numerical value to each category of the profile
(see instrument).

.

\

;

1

,

The-numerical, values given to the/various categories

constitute the basis for the interpretation of the

McCann, 1957).
,

A film has been developed by the New York

State Department of Healtb to introduce the
PULSES Profile technique.
Development:

Rationale: The increasing number of chroni- cally ill and aging persons has emphasized the
need for an effective method of,evaluating, and".
clasSifying their functional capacity. Many approaches have been, utilized., Dasco and his colleagues (Moskowitz and McCann, 1957) base'

functional evaluation on mobility; McBride

(1948) set up rigid performance tests based upon

various occupational pursuits. The PULSES
Profile is an attempt to reconcile the various
performance criteria (Moskowitz and McCann,.
1957).

Source of Items: The' PULSES Profile is based
upon the Pulhems Profile method of rating func-

tional capacity developed by the Canadian
Army and subsequently adopted by the U.S.
Army during World War II.
Procedure for Development:

Using the
Pulhems Profile as a point of departure, the

specifications for the categories were changed
and an additional category, bowel and bladder
continence, was added in order to ap ly the system to the chronically ill, disabled, d aged.
The numerical grades of the Pulhems rofile
were maintained..
Reliability and Validity: No information cold -\
cerning the reliability of the instrument was \\
prOvided. The instrument has face validity.

i

profile.... For instance:

.

I

/

..

An 82-year-old man with mild diabetes not requiring
\ strict dietary control or insulin, suffered a mild cerebrovascular accident on an arteriesclerOtic basis, with a
resultant right hemipa'resis. He wears a brace and walks
with difficulty. Aphasia is minimal. On occasion he is
ipcontinent during the night af.iti he has minimal cerebral changes.
i

Use in Research: The profile has been used extensively by Moskowitz- in his work with chronically ill and disabled persons in New York State.

Comments: As the author states, "Disability
evaluation, properly geared to the selected
group, is necessary to supplement the medical
diagnosis" (Moskowitz and McCann, 1957).

,,

1

1

44o
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The PULSES Profile Provides a concise summary of data available from several sources. It

would appear to be useful in establishing a

baseline picture of a patient's condition, asses-

sing nursing care requirements, setting rehabilitation goa s, and evaluating progress

toward those go ts, or conversely, documenting
further physical or mental deterioration.

Psychometric attention is needed prior to
further use.

trolled study of the rehabilitation potential of
nursing home residents. New York State
Journal of Medicine, 1960, 60, 1439-1444.

Moskowitz, Eugene, Lightbody, Forrest E. H.,
Freitag, Nanci S. Long term follow-up of the

poststroke' patient. Archives of Physical.

Medicine and Rehabilitation, 1972,53, 167-172.
Moskowitz, Eugene, and 'McCann, Cairbre. Classification of disability in the chronically ill and

aging. Journal of Chronic Diseases, 1957, 5,
342-346.

`References:

Dacso, M., and Rusk, H., et al. Rehabilitation
Monograph No. 7:54, Institute of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, New York City.
McBride, E. Disability evaluation. Philadelphia:
Lippincott, 1948.
Moskowitz, Eugene. Complications

in the re-

habilitation of hemiplegic patients. Medical
Clinics of North America, 1969,53 (3), 541-599.

Rehabilitation in extremity fractures.
American Family Physician, 1975, 11 (3),
107-112.

Moskowitz, E., Goldman, J. J., Randall, E. H.,
Fox, R. I., and Brumfield, W. A., Jr. A con-

Source of Information:
Eugene Moskowitz, M.D.
Division of Physical Medicine and.

Rehabilitation
Westchester County Medical Center
Valhalla, N.Y. 10595
Instrument Copyright:
Pergamon Press
Maxwell House
Fairview Park
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523
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Moskowitz, Eugene
PULSES PROFILE

Ph sical condition including diseases of the viscera (cardiovascular,
pu monary, gastrointestinal, urologic, and endocrine) and cerebral disorders
which are not enumerated in the lettered categories below.

P.

No gross abnormalities considering the age of the individual.
Minor abnormalities not requiring frequent medical or nursing supervision.
3. 'Moderately severe abnormalities requiring frequ.m. medical or nursing.
supervision yet still perMitting ambulation.
4. Severe abnormalities requiring constant medical or nursing supervision
.confining individual to bed or wheelchair.
1.

2.

U.
1.

2.
3.

4.
L.

Upper extremities including shoulder girdle, cervical and upper dorsal Spine.
No groSs abnormalities considering the .age of the individual.
Minor abnormalities with fairly good range of motion and funCtion.
Moderately 'severe abnormalities but permitting the performance of daily
needs to a:limited extent.
Severe abnormalities requiring constant nursing care.
.

Lower extremities including the pelvis, lower dorsal and lumbOsacraf spine.
REIFOss abnormalities considering the age of the individual.
Minor. abnormalities with fairlY good range of motion and funciton.
Moderately severe abnormalities permitting limited ambulation.
bed or wheelchair.
Severe abnormalities confining the individual
.

2.

3.

4.
S.
1.
2.

3.
4.

components relating to speech, vision; and hearing.
Senso
No gross abnormalities considering the age of the individual.
Minor deviations insufficient to cause any appreciable functionalimpairment.
Moderate deviations sufficient to cause appreciable function impairment.
Severe deviations causing complete loss of hearing, vision, or speech.

4.

function, that is, bowel and bladder control.
Excretor
omp ete control.
Occasional stress incontinence- or nocturia.
Periodic bowel and bladder'incontinence or retention alternating with control.
Total incontinence, either bowel or bladder.

1.

R-27iiatiorsieFirTgthe age of the individual.

E.
1.

2.

3:

Mental and Emotional Status.

S.

2.
3.
4.

Minor deviations in mood, temperament and personality not impairing environmental adjustment.
Moderately severe variations requiring some supervision.
Severe variations requiring complete supervision.
PROFILE
E

S

Copyrighted by Pergamon Press; reproduced with permission'by the Health Resources AdministratiOn.
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Title: GERIATRIC RATING SCALE (GRS)

Authors: Plutchik, Robert, Conte, Hope, Lieberman, M., Bakur, Marcella, Grossman, and
Lehrman, N.
Variable: The level of physical and mental functioning of geriatric patients as it can be assessed
by ratings of selected observable behavior is the
variable.
Description:

Nature and Content: This is a 31-item, fully
anchored rating scale. The items address behavioral characteristics,which the authors con.

sidered as indicative of the level of physical and

social functioning of geriatric patients.. Each
statement is followed by three possible response

choices, and .responses are to be indicated by
circling the number which corresponds to the
answer of choice. All items are rated in the same
direction, i.e., a higher rating is indicative of a
higher degree of impairment.
Administration and Scoring: The rating scale
was designed to be administered on the patients' wards. It requires no special training on
the part of the rater other than he(she) be well
acquainted with the patient being rated. The
patient need not be cooperativeor presentduring the rating. Ratings are to be based on behavior observed only during the previous week.
A total score is obtained by summing the rating indicated for each item. Based upon the instrument itself, the range of total scores can be

from 0 to 62. However, in. Plutchik et al. (1970), it

is reportecl that in their analysis of data, ratings
of items 8, 10, and 11 were discardecs: because of
the day shifts' difficulty in obtaining' information on these items. Therefore, if these items are
eliminated, total scores may range froin 0. to 58.
The higher the score, the greater the patient's
`impairment in functinniiig.
'Development:
Rationale: No inforniation regarding an underlying theoretical rationale was provided.
SOurce of Items :. The items were based upon
the professional experience .with geriatric patients of a group of psychologists and psychia-

trists and a review of existing rating scales.
Three of the items were adopted from the
Stockton Geriatric Rating Scale (Meer. and

Baker, 1966), and 19 of the items were adapted
from the same source.
Procedure for Development: The authors decided that 'all items were to be brief, objective,
and worded in simple language (Plutchik et al.,

1970). To the items adopted and adapted front
the Stockton Geriatric Rating Scale, the authors
added nine new items.
Preliminary drafts were made and revised
until there was consensus among the .clinicians
that the items had face validity and content validity- for the population for which it was in -'
tended.
Reliability and Validity: The GRS was used to
rate the behavior of patients on nine geriatric
wards of the Bronx State Hospital. On six of the
wards, two independent ratings for each patient
were .made by ward attendants. Dual ratings
were made for 86 patients; the correlation between the ratings made by the two raters was
0.87.

Data were obtained on a total of 207 patients

in the Bronx State Hospital. An item and sis
was performed to 'determine which items discriminated best between patients functionin in
a relatively integrated manner and those ho
were more impaired. For this purpose, score of
the 30 patients with .the highest ratings w re
compared with scores of the 30 patients with he
lowest ratings. Twenty-four of the. items scriminatecat the 0.05 level or higher; 20 of t e

items discriminated at the 0.001 levelor higher.
Validity evidence was provided by a comparison of the rating Scale scores of 50 hospitalized
geriatric patients with those of 36 hospitalized
''omly drawn. When
nongeriatric patients,
the mean. scores for the ,,oro groups were compared, the difference was significant at the 0.001
level.

Six psychologists and psychiatrists from the

geriatric wards at the Bronx State Hospital
were asked, independently,' to rate the abovementioned nine wards on a '9-point scale in

terms of the adequacy of the average functioning of the patients on these wards. Correlations
were then run between the mean psychiatrists'
ratings and the mean GRS scores for each ward.
The correlation between the psychiatrists' ratings and the GRS scores was 0.86.
The\rme six psychologists and psychiatrists
were a ,ked to rank the.wards on a 9-point scale
on the baSis of how adequate they believed the
average2functioning of the.patients on each of
the wards to be. The correlation between the
wards' average' GRS scores and the judged rank
of the wards was 0.95.
Use in Research: The development and use of
the. GRS are described in the references cited.
below. The GRS has been recommended for research use by the Early Clinical Drug Evalua-
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tion Unit (ECDEU) of the Psychopharmacology
Branch of National Institutes of Mental Health

Comments: This instrument appears to be comprehensive, easy to administer, and to provide
the information for which it was designed. The
physical forniat of the instrument makes it easy
to score, and norms have been computed by the

authors. The simple direct language should

make it usable by a variety of health care per; sonnel with a variety of patients in a variety of
health care settings. This tool has had a good
deal of psychometric attention. However, any
potential user must determine its reliability and
validity for his(her) setting and population.

\ If more than one rater is involved, it will be
important to establish interratbr reliability, for
some of the items require value judgments on

the part of the rater, e.g., those items which

.

Plutchik, Robert, Conte, Hope, and Bakur-.
Weiner, Marcella. Impact of summer camp ex-

perience on geriatric ex-patients. Journal of

(Guy, 19,76).

.
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have the words "often" and "sometimes" as rating chokes.
References:
Guy, Williank ECDEU AsSessment Manual for
Psuchopharinacology (Revised). 1976, GWU,
Kensington, Md.: Biometric Laboratory,
(DHEW Publication (ADM), 76-338).
Meer, B.,,/and Baker, J. A. The Stockton geriatric
rating 'scale. Journal of Gerontology, 1966, 21,

the Bronx State Hospital, 1973, 1 (1), 22-26.
Plutchik, Robert, Conte, Hope, Lieberman, M.,
Bakur, Marcella, Grossman, J., and Lehrman,
N. Reliability and validity of a scale for asses-

sing the functioning of 'geriatric patients,
Journal of the American Geriatrics Society,
1970, 18 (6), 491-500.

Smith, James, Bright, Bertha, and McCloskey,
John. Factor analysis of the geriatric rating
scale. Unpublished manuscript, Harlein Valley Psychiatric Center, New York, 19750
Zwerling, I., Plutghik, Robert, Hotz, M., Kling,
R., Rubin, L., Giossman, J., and Siegel, B. Effects of a procaine preparation (derovital
in hospitalized geriatric patients: A doubleblind study. Journal of the American Geriatrics. Society, 1975, 23455-359.
Source of Information:
Robert Plutchik, Ph.D.
Program Development and Clinical Research
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Yeshiva University
1300 Morris Park Avenue
Bronx, N.Y. 10461

(

392-403.

Plutchik, Robert, and Conte, Hope. Change in
social and physical functioning of geriatric pa-

tients over a one-year period. The Gerontologist, 1972, 12 (2), 181-184.

Instrument Copyright:
The American Geriatrics Society
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019
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Plutchik, Robert; Conte, Hope, Lieberman, M., Bakur;HMarcella GrossmanJ.,
and Lehrman, N.
GERIATRIC RATING SCALE (GRS)

-Instructions
On the following pages you

will find a list of brief descriptions of behavior

which are applicable to geriatric patients. Please read them carefully
asked to
and indicate how much they apply to the patients you have been
week only.
patient's
behavior
during
the
past
rate. lase your answer on the
Be sure to rate all item for each patient.
Name of Patient
His ward '

Today' s date

Your name

Your job title
Cards may the
*umber which

WON
1. Men eating, the patient requites:
No assistance (feeds himselt)
A tittle assistance (needs enceuruement)

0

I

Comeiderable assistance (spoon feeding, etc )

<

n

patient incontinent:
Never
Sometimes (once or twice per week)
Often (three times per irreic or more)
3. Whet bathing or cisur.jan, the patient needs:
No assistance

2.

0

I

Soso mistime
Maximums assistance

4. Zia patient will Lail from bis bed or chair unless protected

by side .
0

Never

&lauds=

2

Often

S. With regard to Walking, as patient:
Has no difficulty

0

I

Needs assistance in walking

Dom not walk
4. The patient% vbion, with or ditbout glasses, is:
Appmestay norm:

0
s

Somsrnhat impaired
Extremely poor

...

7. The padent's hearing is:
APporentlIr normal

Somewhat *aired
Extremeb' Peer
h. Vilthampsil to sleep, the Patient:

0

Simms taut .0 the abet'
Is somotizois awake
ake
Iselmaaw.

an day, the patient skew
Sometimes
.

2

V.'

o
1

Often

Mast of the day
10. With regard to lath= behavior at ninht. the Patient is:

,

Seldom mass

<1

Sometimes saltless

2

Often testlems.

U. The patient's behavior Ls wome as night than In the daytime:
Never
somiggiam4

0

Often
17. When mot helped by other people, the patient% appratanas Is:
Almost never sloppy
Sommims sloppy
Almost always stenos,

I

I.

0
-3

a

OS.
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Circle only the
number which
applies

13. "The patient masturbates or exposes himself publicly:\
Never
Sometimei
Often
14. The patient is confused (unable to find his way around, the ward,
loses his possessioni, etc.)
Almost never

2

SometimesOften

1.1. The patient knows the .names of:
More than one member of the staff
Only.one member of 'the staff
None of the staff
16. The patient communicates in any manner (by speaking, writing, or
gestering) well enough to make himself easily understood
Almost always
Sometimii
Almost new
17. The patient reacts to his own name:- Almost always

1

2

.

0
2

0

Sometimes
2

Almost never
13. The patient plays games, has bobbies, etc.:
Often
Sometimes
Almost never

1

2

19. The patent reads books or magazines on the ward:
0

Oft. 2n

Sornet;,:les

1

Almt never

2

20. The patient will began conversations with others:
Often

0
1

"Sometimes

Almost never
21. The patient is willing to do things asked of him:
Often
. .
Sometimes

---"'--

!

,

,

Almost_never--6
2). The patient helps with chores on the ward:
Often

0

.

2
!

0

Sometimes

1.

..

Alma., never
24. Without being asked, the patient physically helps other patients:
Often
Sometimes
Almost never

24. With regard to friends on the ward, the patient:
Ilas several friends
has just une friend
Has no friends

0
1

\

.,
-.

\
.1
I
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Circle only the
number which
applies

IS. The patient talks with °their people on the ward:

'

0

Often
Sometimes

Almost never
26. The patient has a regilar work assignment:

Away from the ward
Oa the ward

1

2

0

a

No regular assignment
27. The patient Is destructive of materials around him (breaks furniture,
team up magazines, -etc.)
Never

2

0
1

Sometimes
Often

2

3$. The patient disturbs other patients or staff by shouting or yelling:
Never

0

Sometimes

Often

29. The patient steals from other patients or stiff members:
Never
Somethics
Often
30. The patient verbally threatens to harm other patients or staff:
Never
Sometimes

Often

1

2

s

31. The patient physically tries to harm other patients or staff: .
Never
Sometimes

2

a

0
1

Often

2

tm or *Arms

7CoPYrighted by the American Geriatrics Society; ,.:reproduced with permission
without.
Health Resources Administration. 'Further reproduction prohibited
permission of copyright holder.
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Title: PSYCHOSOCIAL FUNCTION SCALE

Author: Putnam, Phyllis A.
Variable:, The variable is psychosocial function.
Ps'ychosocial function is operationally defined as
the ability to act in areas of life not immediately

connected to the biochemical maintenance of
life. This definition include the knowledge and
ability to interact with other people and to act in

-the interests of both preservation of self and
enjoyment-1_
Description:
Nature and Content :. This is an, 8-item (category), fully anchored, 5-point (0-4) rating scale..

Each item addresses itself to One aspect of

psychosocial function; the eight items are: (1)

interaction with nurses, (2) interaction with

other patients, (3) use of spare time, (4) knowledge of current events, (5) knowledge of daily
schedule, (6) expression of needs, (7) knowledge
of hospital resources, and (8) knowledge of own
resources. Each item has appropriate response
alternatives.
Administration and Scoring: The scale is de.signed to...be,used by health care personnel to
rate patients. Each sheet is, arranged so that 24
different patients can be rated On each of the.
eight items by placing a check in the appropri--ate space beside the patient's name.
A total score is obtained for each patient by
'summing the ratings on each of the eight items.
Development:

Rationale: Traditionally nurses have used

specific points of observation in assessing physi-

cal care needs. This instrument was developed
from the idea that if nurses are to give the kind
of organized attention to psychosocial function
that they give to physical function, equally clear

points of observation should be marked out.
.

Nurses actually make psychosocial observations
on patients as a matter of course, but usually do
not formally record these observations. The pre-

sent instrument provides for such formal recording.
Source of items: The items were based upon a

review a the literature and the author's professional experience.
ProCedure for Development: No information
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: Some reliability and
validity data were provided by Putnam's (1973)

study. Charge nurses rated each of their patients on the Psychosocial Function Scale for
each of 6 weeks. Split-half reliabilities were cal.,

culated on each of these s weekly samples; the
reliability coefficients ranged from 0.84 to 0.96.
Sample size ranged from 43 to 46 patients.

In order to estimate validity, the charge

nurses' Psychosocial Function Scale ratings for
the 6 weekly samples were correlated_ with the

Patient Interest Survey ratings completed by,
nursing aides. The Patient Interest Surveys
recorded items such as: reads, watches TV, visits with other patients, etc. These correlations
ranged_from 0.62, significant beyond the 0.001
level, to 0.44, significant beyond the 0.01 level.
Validity was also estimated by correlating the
scores of a co inuous group of 33 patients. The
patients' prest y scores on a Self-Report of Activities wer orrelated with their first week
Psychosocial Function Scale ratings, and their

poststudy Self-Report scores were correlated
with their 6th week Psychosocial Function Scale
ratings. Correlations of 0.66 and 0.54, significant
beyond the 0.01 level, were found.

Use in Research: 'this instrument was one of,
three used by Putnam to collect data for her
study, "Nurse Awareness arid Psychosocial
Function in the Aged" (1973):-The study, was a

preliminary test of the idea that nurses could
include psychosocial observations in their usual
workloads.-

.

It was con ducted in two nursing care uunits of

a home for the aged. 'One of the units was an
extended care facility and the other a unit for
the care of patients with varying degrees of
blindness associated with varying degrees of

chronic illness. The patients were nonacutely ill .

residents who required some nursing supervi^sion; all but a small minority were ambulatory.
The nursing staff -consisted of aides, licensed

vocational nurses, and supervisory registered
ntirses.

Comments: Regular nursing personnel can record data on this instrument in ordinary patient
care settings. Any potential user 'should review
the author's Operational definition of psychosocial function and be certain, that it repre'sents
his(he) research., interests. Although the -*evidence of reliability and validity and the ease of
scoring might lead one to conclude ..that this is a

usable, useful instrument; any potential user
Must determine its reliability and validity for
his(her) own setting.
References:
Putnam, Phyllis A. NurSe awareness and psychosocial function in the aged., The Geronotologist, Summer 1973,13 (2), 163-166.
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Title: FUNCTIONAL LIFE SCALE (FLS)
Authors: Sbxnur John E., Sarno, Martha T., and
Levita, Eric
Variable: A noninstitutionalized indiVidual's
ability to participate in all of the basic daily
activities which are customary for the majority
of human beings is the variable assessed by this
instrument.

scores for the various qualities can be used to
determine the contributions of such factors as
motivation and speed.

DeScription:

achievement (Sarno et al., 19.73). Before analyz-

Development:

are of great concern to those professionals-work-ing in rehabilitation medicine, since the success

or failure of rehabilitation efforts must ultimately lx, measured in term', of , functional

Nature and Content: This rating scale. has. 44
items distributed among five categories: cognition (14 items), activities of daily living (7 items),
home activities (8 items), outside activities. (9
items), and social interaction (6 items). Most of
the items are to be rated on each of four qual.ities: self-initiation, frequency, speed, and overall efficiency. On the instrument, where the
authors Considered it inappropriate to rate an

Y'4

ing those specific factors in the patient's physical, mental, emotional, and environmental
makeup which lead to successful rehabilitation;
it is necessary to have the means of accurately
picturingohow the, patient is living at any given
moment. It was with these conside ations in
mind that the FLS was developed as (a clinical,
research, and teaching tool.
Source of Items: No information was provided.
Procedure for frevelopment: No ,information
.
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: Eleven staff members (physicians, speech pathologists, physical
therapists; a psychologist, a nurse, and an occupational therapist) rated. 25 patients with varying disabilities. Each patient was rated tWice,
the second time within, a 2- to 3 -week. period.
Median test-retest correlation coefficients (r) for
the 11' raters on the four test-retest qualifying
conditions were: self-initiation, 0.91; frequency
0.92; speed, 0.89; overall efficiency; 0.89; and
1

item on a particular quality, they have placed
an "X" to so indicate. In the: "not applicable"
column, the "X's" have been placed to indicate
that it is inappropriate to check any of these

items as being "not applicable." In the. "not applicable" 'column, where there. are no "X's," it

I.

will depend, upon. the client whether or not
these items are applicable.
The'FLS attempts to describe the 'patient in
terms of what he- actually does, not in terms of
what he has the ability to do (Sarno et al., 1973),
Administration and Scoring: No s necial provi-

sions are necessary for administ

n of the

overall score, 0.92.

scale; However, raters must be trained to make
accurate judgments. An attempt'has been made

Evidence of concurrent validity was found by
comparing the FLS ratings of 32 subjects with
cliniCal judgments made about them by an ex-.

to lithit distortions in ratings by the type of
items selected and the training of the raters
(Sarno et al., 1973).
A scoring sheet is included in the FLS. Scores
are reported as proportions, which are derived

by dividing the subject's score by an adjusted

maximum score (maximum possible score minus
"not applicable" items). The 5-point continuum
rating scale is as follows: 0does not perform

the\ activity at all; 1very poor, 2deficient,

3approaches...normal, 4normal..
The rater rates each item for self-initiation,

frequency, speedand overall efficiency in order
to obtain more information. While it creates in-

creased difficulty in training raters, it is believed to add substantially to the. value of the
scale.
It is possible to Achieve -the same score for a

Variety of reasons: It is the total for each item°
which is important, 'since this defines what the
patient actually does. The derivation of total

,

Rationale: How a disabled patient's impairments are reflected in his day-to-day activities

perienCed plVsiatrist. The. Spearman rank
order correlation between FLS ratings and

.

global evaluation by the. Physiatrist was 0.69;
significant at 0.001 on the basis of a two tailed
test.
07
Use in Research: The FLS- was introduced' and

described by -its three authors, John. Sarno,

°

.Martha Sarno; and Eric LeVita in an article lin
the. May 1973 issue of Archives of Physical Old

Medical Rehabilitation entitled'"The, Fum.:tional
Life Scale."

Comments: As the authors stated, perhaps the
instrument's most important potential value is
in the investigation of factors related to the recovery (rehabilitation) or lack of it, in the distabled patient (Sarno et al., 1973).
Reliabilities of the FLS are high, even for the
category scores. The concurrent validity data,

.
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determined by comparing the FLS with the clinical judgthent of one physiatrist, are, nevertheless, relatively .good for this type of data. The
-,

/

appears to have.,content validity. It
would be helpful to have information regarding
the interitem, item-category, and intercategory
characteristics or this instrument. A potential
user Will find it 'necessary to familiarize himself(herself) thoroughly with the instrument to
assure accurate rating and scoring. Any potdntial user should contact theauthor for informa-

tion on training raters::
Note: DE4ohn Sarno .briinght to the atten-

tion of the editors the fact that program
evaluators at Lutheran General Hospital in

Park Ridge; IllinoiS, working together with the
physical medicine and rehabilitation staff, de-

veloped The Level of Rehabilitation Scale
(LORS), fashioned after the Functional kife
Scala, in order to-develop a stronger instrqment.

A manual tas been published describing the
psyciliemetric properties of the scale and proce-

,dtire for using the scale in evaluation. It is

available from the researchers who developed
the scale: Raymond G. Carey, Ph.D.., Director,
Evaluation and Research" Services, Lutheran
,General Hospital, 1775 Dempster, Park Ridge,
Illinois 60068; and Emil.J. Posavac, Ph.D., De-,,.

partment of Psychology; Loyola 1 versity of.
Chicago. An article describing the use of the
LORS to measure the progress of stroke patients and the relationship of the LORS to other ,, .
evaluation instruments entitled, "An Approach

to the Evaluation of a Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation Program," will soon be puglished.
in the Archives of Medicine and Rehabilitation..
References:
Doll, E. A.. Vineland social maturity _scale M

neapolis: iducational Test Bureau,'7.

,4

Sarno, M. T. Functional communication profile
manual Of directions. Rehabilitation Mono-

graph #42. New York University :)Sepal

f

Center, 1969.

Sarno, John E.,, Sarno, Martha T., and Levita,
Eric. The functional life scale. Archives of
Physical and Medicat Rehabilitation, 1973, 54,
214-220.

Source of Informadon:

John E. Trio, M.D.
Institute f Rehabilitation Medicine
New York' University Medical Center
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Sarno,-John E., Sarno, Martha T., and Levita, Eric
THE FUNCTIONAL LIFE SCALE (FLS)
o
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C:.
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n
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.
g

.4.

CD

- '1.

OOCTION.
,

X

I... Is oriented for time (e.o.. hour, day, week)
2.

Uses "yes" and "no" aopropriatelY

3.

Understands speech (e.g., simple commands, directions,
television)

4.

Calculates,chande (money)

X

X

X

'X

X

X

!

XXXX
X

or

X x X

.X ,XX

Does higher calculations (balance checkbook, etc.)
Uses.appropriate gestures in lieu.cf speech (not applicable

5.
6.

for.atients without speech in airnent)
Uses speech for communication

7.

Reads (e.g.; .street signs, ability tfollow written

8.
.

.

9.

instructions, books)
Writes (e.g., sIgna name, writes or types letter41%
(include motor disability)

.,

A
'

.

10,

-

Social behavior is aoprapriate

t X

Able to shift from one task to another' with relative ease
and speed
12. ,Aware of telf.(e.g., of mistakes, Inappropriate behavior,
poor judgeMenT, etc.)
,ilttemptsto correct own errors (e.g.', of judgement,

XXXr

.11.

13.

r

-nal'stakes,'etC:).

X X
X

X X X

'

...-

14.

X X X

Has mood memerv(a.a, namos of People, recent events, etc.)

'ACTIVITIES OF'DAlLY LIVING

. X

X- IX

.

IS.' -Able td cat about (with or withotrnrace, wheelchair. etc.)

X

!

.

16.

'Dies transfers

17;

Feeds sell. --

.

:AS.
19.

20.
21.

.X

0.

,

Uies-tollet

.
.

.

\

Grooms self (44.: wash; brush teeth-.. shave, etc.)
,
OreSses.self
Bathes self (inclbdino oaltino in and out of tub or staii)

'-

HOME ACTIVITIES
22.

Frepargs_simpte food or drink (e.g., snacks, light breakfast)

23.

X

Performs tight housekeeping chores (e.g.-, meals, dishes,
dusting)

X
X

X
X

X

X

.

.

X

X

...-----
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-.

.

1

71*
OP

,

7 (D

24.

....

D7 !

123.

t-n .-'.

(7)

7

-I(

n

26.

(D ...-,

.

Performs heavy housekeeping chores (e., floor or
wit'kpl+washlr_0; etc.)

25.

g.

DV

cr

HOME ACTIYITIES.

IP

-I-o. .0

'

.

Performs Oddjobs In or around house .(e.g., gardening,
electrical; auto. mendinc, sewing)

7

Eagfges In solapleasure activities (e.g.,- puzzles,
.a ntin., readino. stamps)

X___X_
.

27.

Use telephone (e.g., dialing, h ndiing.
speech'proficiency.)

28.

Use

tele4Islon set (c.o., chaniln

29.

Use

record'elayer br tape', recrder

Do not rate

ch nhel

.

i

.

etc.)

.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES

1

30.

Eng getIn simple pleasUre,activities (e.g., walks,-car
rl es. etc.)

31.

Goe

.

/

shopoina for food.

/

X

Ir.

32. -Doe's aeneral shopplho 6.a,1 clothes. oifts. etc.)

ix

.33, -Performs errands (e.g., pos4office cleaner, bank, pick
uollnewsoaper. ltc:)
34.

Atliands spectator events ( .g., theetre, concert,
apart!: moviec)

35.

Use public tranipOrtation accompanied (mass trensporta-/
Ilan)

36.

Useis public transportation alone -(rateNA it Item 35' iS/OA

37.

Takes longe triOs accomea ied (plane. train, boat, Carl)

38.

Takes Fencer tries alone ( ate NA if item 37 Is 0)

.

1

'
.

.

I

_!

...,

X
I

°

X

.IX

1

SOCIAL INTERACTION

%

\

3,9.

Participates In games with
chess. checkers)

40.

_
PartCipatcs.in
home social.

ther people (e.g., cards,
.

1

i

gatihorInns,

41.

tivities (e.g., family!
/

.art , dancin )

X

'X

Attends...social functions outsl.e of home(e,g., home of
friOnitsialning at restaurant, dance)

X

I

.

42.

12;t1c1Patea-in'organizational -ctivities (e.g.,
relfeious,.union, servico club.' professional)

"-X
1

43.

Goes ,lifo work orischool 'at compara le-primorbid fevel (not
house-keeping at home)
(00 not'rate If Item 44 Is to be rated)
I

X

,

I

-

o work or school at lower tha premorbld leYel
(Do not rate if,item 43 has been rated)

44.' Goes
.:

fI

1

(MultiPiY Item 43or 44 by.Z)

,..,,(:.,+?...r.3.,'.14P1.V.J..11,'

:

X

X

-..-
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SCORING SHEET

Total

Score

-

Total Score . Proportion
Adjust. Max.

104

Cognition
.

AOL

92
112

Home Activities

96

Outside Activities

60

Social Interaction

-

Adjust. Max.
NA)
(Max.

Max.
Score

464

Overall Score

.

Self-Initiation Score

-

Frequency Score

.

.

136 -.
.

104
,

.

.

Speed. Score

S84

Overall Efficiency
Score

rao

Resources
Copyrighted by John E. Sarno; reproduced with permission by the Health
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permission
of
copyright
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holder.
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Title: MENTAL HEALTH PATIENT ASSESSMENT RECORD
Authors: Vincent, Pauline A., Broad, Judith E.,
and Dilworth, Lora
,
Variables: This instrument assesses the physical, psychological, social, and medical behaviors
of psychiatric patients following discharge from
a hospital and behaviors of household members
in relation to the patient, i.e.; their communica-

tions with the. patient, their perception and
attitudes regarding the patien't, and their adjustMent to problems related to the patient.
Description:

Nature and Content: The Mental Health Pa-

tient Assessment Record consists of two

'

447

most areas, 2 = improved in at least one area of
functioning, 3 = readmitted t' psychiatric hos-

pital, 4 = discharged from agency, 5 = decreased level of functioning in two or more

areas, 6 = household member category only, not
applicable, patient lives alone, or household has
changed entirely).
Administration and Scoring: The investigator

needs to be familiar with the instrument and
the instructions provided for its use, which

clarify the terminology, the intent of the items,
and the instrument. No change or preparation
of the environment or the patierit is necessary,
nor is it advisable.
Data are collected by the investigator during
regular home visits to the patient; the assessment should be made at regular intervals. The

sections --the first section is a checklist of patient behaviors; the .second section, a Goals and

investigator (1) completes the checklist by

'summary section following the checklist. The 16
items of the checklist are divided into five major
behavior categories: physical behaviors (3
items), psychological behaviors (3 items), social
behaviors (3 items), medical behaviors (4 items),

cerning NO-fat the goals for the patient it the time

\General .Performance Record, appears as a

household members' behaviors with patient (3
items). Response choices vary according to the
item; the number of response choices, Tarying
from four to seven, 4.ain, dependent upon the
item. Columns are provided on the:form to allow

the initial and four subsequent assessments to
be recorded on the same form. An example from

the physical behavior category is "dresses self
daily"response choices are "not doing, rarely
does, sometimes does, does most of the time,
does regularly." An example from the category
household members' behavior with patient is
"communications with patient " response
choices are "not applicable, patient lives alone,

primarily nonverbal, occasional direct verbal,
frequent direct verbal, regular direct verbal."
The Goals and General Performance Record
provides space for summarizing the goal set and
performance achieved from each of the four pa-

tient behaviors, the household members' behaviors, and an "overall or general" goal and
performance rating for a series. of five assessments.
There ,sis a key on the record for coding by
numbOr the goal set for the patient or household
member (1 = maintain present functioning

level, 2 = improve present functioning level,
3 . = readmit to psychiatric hospital, 4 = discharge from agency) and 'a key for coding the
perforEmance of the patient di° household
member (1 = maintaining level of functioning in

checking the response in each subcategory that
best reflects the patient's level of functioning at
the time of the assessment, and (2) makes an
overall judgment for each major category' conof the next assessment should be.
The responses for each item are listed.in order
from the "least desirable" behavior to the "most
desirable" behavior, therefore, identification of
changes over time and, consequently, scoring is
facilitated. The most desirable level of behavior
is not intended to be the goal for each individual
patient, for this might be inappropriate or unrealistic for some patients.
Since the instrument is designed to determine
whether or not the patient's level of functioning
is equal to, lower, or higher than the previdus
functioning level, scoring is zero, minus, or plus,
depending on the difference betvieen scores at

the previous assessment and the present 'as-

sessment. Interval scoring, with 0 for the lowest
level and increments of 1. for 'each subsequent
level, can be used. Concise directions for com-

pleting the cheeklist are given on the instrument itself. Instructions, which' include some
explanations of the purposes of the form and the

rationale for the items, have been prepared by
the authors, but are separate from the checklist.
Development:

Rationale: The Visiting Nurse Association of
Cleveland has 'a mental health program which
provides nursing ' services to psychiatric patients, following discharge from Cleveland-area
hospitals. In an evaluation of the piogram, the
Association found few assessment tools that

were appropriate 'for appraising patient behavior according to patient objectives. The

456
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article, "Developing a. Mental Health Assessevaluating group wanted to develop an assessment Form."
ment tool that would assikt the staff members
care
as
well
Commints: The authors found that the section
who were responsible for patient's
entitled "Household. Members' Behaviors with
as aid the mental health program evaluation.
based
upon
a
Source of Items: The items were
Patient" presented problems to the staff nurses,
because patients often lived alone, or even if
review of literature, the professional experience
objectives
of
the
VNA
they lived with others; -they were frequently the
of the authors, and the
only persons at home when the nurses came; so
Mental Health Program.
Once
a
working
Procedure for Devllopinent:
there were no interactions to observe.
The measure provides a framework for objecdraft, of the assessment form was developed,
each of the directors in the four district offices
tifying judgments about patients, so that
be
willing
to
identified two nurses who would
changes 'can be observed over time. The mea -.
from
these
eight
evaluate the form. Suggestions
sure is relatively short (e.g., there are only three
Folitems in the psychological behaviors category)
nurses were incorporated into a revision.
,lowing this, each nurse used the form to assess
which is probably one reason some experienced
psychiatric nurses indicated that it did not protwo of her psychiatric patients; and then reaslater.
The
nurses
sessed each of them 1 month
vide them with much additional information. It
before
their
comevaluated the form once more
should be noted that, in general, scales with
into
another
revision.
ments were incorporated
only a few items tend to be relatively unreliable.
The consensus among these nurses was that the
However, the measure should be useful, and it
repeated
every
2
months.
assessment should be
could be made more sensitive to behavior
the
four
district
Meetings were held in each of
changes by the addition of items and categories.
entire
staff
with
the
form.
Anyone contemplating using the instrument
offices to acquaint the
instructions
were
should be aware of a potential source of bias if
Nine months later, written
the
questions
compiled which took into account
the, person who completes the checklist is also
most
frequently
and problems staff encountered
the care-giver.
in using the form.
References:
Reliability and Validity.; Interobserver reliaStricklin, M. L. V. The interobserver reliability of ;..
bility of the fdrm in relation-to patient behaviors
the mental health patient assessment record.
was ascertained by having two observers make
Unpublished master's thesis, Case Western
simultaneous observations ,during' home visits
Reserve University, Cleveland, 1976.
to a stratified random sample of new admisVincent, Pauline A., Broad, Judith E., and Dilsions. Both observer- were present at an initial
worth, Lora. Developing a mental health
.assessment (time I) . the home, and at another
assessment form. Journal of Nursing Adminscheduled about 2 months later (time II). Subistration, 1976, 6,425-28.
jects were 26 discharged psychiatric patients, 20
2
months
later.
The
of vkihc7m were reassessed
Source of Information:
product-moment correlations between obserand
visit
are
as
follows:
Janet Price, R.N., M.S.N.
vers, by category
Time
II
Time
I
Executive Director
Category
0.91
0.91
Visiting
Nurse Association
Physical bellayiors
Psychological
behaviors
Social behaviors
Medical behaviors
Overall behaviors

.

0.91

0.83
0.98
0.96

0.94
0.99
0.98

Use in Research: Vincent, Broad, and Dilworth
(1976) describe the instrument and its development the Journal of Nursing Administration

3300 Chester Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Instrument Copyright:
Journal of Nursing Administration
12 Lakeside Park
607 North. Avenue
Wakefield, Mass. 01880
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Vincent; Pauline A., Broad, Judith E., and Dilworth, Lora

MENTAL HEALTH PATIENT ASSESSMENT RECORD

Name

Address

Cheek the one item within each subcategory that twist
reflects the patient's current level of functioning. Consider the first item as "least desirable," 'the next items
as Intermediate progressions, and the last item listed
within the subcategory as "most desirable."

Date Date Date Date Date
1. Phvical Behaviors
a. DrOsses sell daily
Not doing
Rarely does
Sometimes does
Does most of the time
DoeS regularly

b. Food and nutrition practices
Not eating
Eitsmuch less than normal
or prescribed diet
Eats slightly less than
normal or prescribed diet
Has greater food intake
Ilkan needed
Eats adequate normal
or prescribed diet

c. Personal hygiene
Not pathing
.Rarely bathes
Occasionally bathes
Regularly bathes
2. Psychological Behaviors

Motivation
Perceives no alternatives or alternate
ways of dealing with situation
Interested in examining problems and
alternative ways of dealing with them
Willing to examine problems and to. try
alternative ways of dealing with them
Working on alternative ways of dealing
with problems

b. Communications
Primarily non-verbal
Primarily symbolic verbal
(e.g. delusional)
Occasional direct verbal
Frequent direct verbal
Regular directverbal

c. Management of problems & crises
Inaccurate perception of situation
Accurate perception of situation
Aware of own reactions or feelings
Able to control own actions or feelings
Purposefully inanat,es sonic problem
situallons
3. Social Behaviors 1
a. HoOsehold chores
(e.g. housework. repairs.
taking out t rash. shopping, child care)
n!
^t,eDoes none
Rprely does any
Does a few occasfonalljf
Does a few regularly
DOGS moor
Does many regularly
.

b. Soclaf activities
(e.g. with faintly, neighbors, groups)
Not involved In any
Involved only with household members .
Rarely visits or Is visited by othsrs
Occantrinally vinits or In vi:Hell by ol huts
Regularly visits or is visited by others

61.
°

VOLUME 1

5. Household Members' Behaviors with Patient
(.8. general climate of interactions)

c. Employment.
None, ernploy4ble
None, not employable
(e.g. housewife, retired,
physically disabled)

.

Is student orin job training
.Part time, sporadic
Pacttirne, regular
Full time, sporadic
Full time, regular
4. Medical Behaviors

a.. Psychiatric supervision
Not keeping appointments
Rarely keeping appointments
Keeping hall of appointments
Keeping most of appointments
Regularly keeping appointments
No regular appointments, on p.r.n.

b. Psychiatric oral,medications
None prescribed
Not taking prescribed
Rarely taking prescribed
Taking half of Prescribed
Taking most of prescribed
Taking more than prescribed
Taking all as prescribed

c. Medical superyision for physical problems
Norte. no apparent medical problems
None. has apparent medical problem"
Under supervision. no apparent medicai

problem
Under supervision for apparent medical
.problein

d. Medicines for diagnosed medical problems

`\

None prescribed
Prescribed, but not taking any
taking prescribed

\ Taking half of prescribed

.

`Taking most of prescribed
Taking all asprescribed

.

a. Communications with patient

Not applicable; patient lives alone
Primarily nonverbal
Occasional direct verbal
Frequent direct verbal
Regular direct verbal

b. Perceptions and attitudes regarding patient
Not applicable, patient !Ives alone
Inaccurate perception of patient's situation
Accurate pniception ot pal ielit'n sittiatten
Awaie 011111,0 reaction,: to pot lent
Able to control,their react intr.! o patient.
c.

AditiVmentto jnohli7ms related to patient
Not applicable, patient lives alone
Perceive no alternative ways of
dealing with problems
Interested in examining
problems and alternative
ways of dealing with them
Willing to examine problems
. and to try alternative
Ways of dealing with them.:
Working on alternative
ways of dealing
.
with problems

._

Dale Dale Date Dale Date °

A:
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GOALS AND GENERAL PERFORMANCE RECORD,
Date

Goal

Date
Pert.

Goal

Date
Pert.

Goal

.

Date

Date

Pert.

Goal

Pert.

Date

Goal

Pert.

Patient Behaviors
Physical
Psychological
Social
Medical
Household Members' Behaviors
Overall/General
Key tor Goal:
1

gra Maintain present

2

functioning level
improve present
fumtioning level

3

Re-adrnIt to

Key lor Performance (Pert) ,
1 ag Maintained level of
functioning'in most areas
2 mi Improved In at least one
area of functioning
3 as Readmitted to
psychiatric hospital
4
Discharged from agency
5.= Decreased level.of
functiohing'in two or more areas
6 BB (for category 5, Household

psychiatric hospital
4 is Discharge from agency

O

Members` only)

Not applicable, patient
lives alone or household
has changedsentirely
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Provider-Client Interaction: Provider Behavior

Title: PREMATURE INFANT. ACTIVITY
SCHEDULE (PIAS)

and Hebb's (1949) Neuropsychological Theory
(Kramer et al., 1975)1

Authors: Chamorro, Ilta, Davis, Mary, Green,
Dora, and Kramer, Marlene
/
Variables: This instrument provides informa-

strument were developed from the obiervations

iherapeutic activity, position of infant, number
of caretakers in contact with infant, infant behavior, other stimuli, and loud noises.

and define the items contained in this instrument.

-

Source of Items: The items used tn this in-

of the authors. The work of Wolff (1959),. Rhein-

gold (1960), and the consultation of several
nurse practitioners also were used to develop

tion on seven variables: caretaking activity,

Procedure for Development: :After a study of
the ,literature, the authors "defined, obserVed
infants, redefined, observed again, (and) consulted with nurse -practitioner§ on their under standing of the behavior signified by (terms) .

.
Description:
Nature and Content: This Observer-completed

inetrument is 'a checklist of 58 items that describe a variety of- situations or events -which
involve a nurse and/or a premature infant.
' Caretaking activities are -operationally de-

and finally evolved the definitions for the
(items)" (Chamorro et al., 1973): No information

is provided regarding the premature infants,
nurses, or observers used in the development Of
this instrument.

fined .by responses to 20.items such as "talks to
infant." Therapeutic activities are operationally

Reliability and Validity: No information is
provided regarding the test-retest or split7half
type characteristics of the items or variables of
this instrument. However,. information on the
interobserver reliability of the PIAS is available, based on five observers who worked in

defined by responses to eight items such. as
"stimulates to breathe." Position of infant is

operationalized by responses to five items such
as '"t4, stomachrNumber of caretakers in contact with infant is operationalized by counting
the number of adults who are able to see, hear,
and carryout activAiea listed on the schedule.
Infant behavior is operationalized by responses.

mixed pairs.. These observers made independent
observations during sixty-two 10- minute
periods. Twenty-six Of these observation periods

to .14 items such. as "moves actively." Other
stimuli is/ Operationalized by responses 'to six
items such as "mobiles in 'isolette." And, loud

)ccurred, prior to the onset of the study de-

scribed above (see Rationale), and 36 occurred
during the course of the study. All observations
were made on infants Of the same gestational
age, weight, and health status. The median perCent of agreement on the 23 infant itemswas 89.

noises ins operationalized by responses to three
items such as "alarm."
Administration and Scoring! This instrument
is designed to time - sample events. One hundred
and twenty 1-second observations are made of
the nurse(s) and/or premature infant each hour.
After .each observation, the observe? has 19 sec-

The median percent of agreement on the 35
caretaker-type items was 86. The results also
suggested that the longer the training and the
more involved were the observers in the delineation and definition of the :ten's, the higher. the
. percent of interObserver apieenient. That is, the
median interobierver reliability for the authors
was 94 .percent, while that for the authors, when

onds- to record the events obserVed on the

gthedule. A 5-minute rest period follows each set
Of 30 observations.

instructions are provided for scoring
either the 58 items or the 7 variables in this

paired with two psychology students who assisted in the study, was 86 percent.
Information on interobserver agreement was
also derived by correlating the frequencies ob-

instrument.
Development:

Rationale: The primary theoretical basis for
the research for which the instrument was deVeloped is the infant Kinesthetic Need Theory
poitulated by Kulka et- al. (1960), With elaboration and extension by other investigators,

tained for each item during a 10-minute p- eriod,,
These correlations ranged frdm 0.33 to L00. The
median' correlation obtained was 0.94.
Reliability informav4on was also gathered by
463
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1,

.
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continuously. videotaping one infant an its
caretakers for' :2 hours' and 10 minutes, No

sounds Were recorded on this tape. One obsefver
made a total of .180 observations of this taimi.
The same observer. repeated these/observations
24 hours later. The median percent of agreement was 98.
The authors indicate that the problem of validity is negligiblersince the data consists of dithey use
rect behaVibral observations.
.

'a time-sampling procedure, the question of.validity becomes one of the extent to which the
time-samples of behavior are Tepregentative of
the total set of behaviors from which the samles are draVvn. SinCe it is difficult to continuously observe and record events, only, nine
caretaking events were selected to provide this
information. One obsery used the time-sample
procedure;, the second continuously observed
the nurse- infant behaviors. Data were collected
.across eleven 10-minute periods. The median
percent' of agreement wrks 90..

Use in Research: The developmnt and use of
the instrument 'fire described in the Chamorro

"':cation referenced below. The,
et al. (1973
L
also &ed in .a study by Kramer
'instrument
et al, -(1975), which-- involved an experimental

group of eight premature infants and a control
group of six-pre/nature infs.:zits.
Cmntents: The PI AS would appear to provide /,
_useful infoimation on the seven variables or
areas it purports to Measure. However, it would
be desirable.to develop a scoring procedure that
would make it possible to combine the item data

into scores that Could then be used to` test

hypotheses regarding the 'effects of other factors on these lables. It. would also be 'desirable to gather 'formation on the inter-item

characteristics of the test. Such`data could then
be used to group the behaviors into subsets (variables) that could be used either for descriptive
f or predictive type studies.
Since observer time is expensive, it would also
be desirable to provide information regarding
till minimum numbe,r of 10-minute observation
periods per infant that are required in ordar to
provide accurate information about that infant.

.
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ChamortbOlta,'DaviS,, Mary, Green, Dora, and Kramer, Marlene
PREMATURE INFANT ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

PREMATURE ADAPTATION
INSTRUMENT
CARETAKING ACTIVITIES
Looks at face
Talks
Talks to infant
Supports in isolette
Holds
/Ptits infant down
Caresses faCe
Pats
Touches baby
Diapers
CombsShampoos
__Washes
.

Hands in Wette
Adjusts position
Feeds by gavage
Feeds by bottle
Wraps in blanket
Gives pacifier '
Other

THERAPEUTIC ACTIVITIES
Takes vital signs
Taps isolette
/
Stimulates to breathe
Gives injection
Makes verzipuncture

Takes heelsticks
Nasopharyngeal suction
Weighs

NUMBER OF\CARETAKERS IN
CONTACT WITH INFANT
1

2 or

rric4

INFANT BEHAVIOR
Eyes open\
Eyes closed
Hand-mouth\contact
Vocalizes
Cries
Precry facw
Mouthing
Vomiting
Sucking
Moves head
Moves.
Moves actively
Passing feces',

Other

,

OTHER-,STIMULI

Radio on in'isolette
Mobiles on isolette
Bilirubin light on
Skin leads
Objects
Out of isolette
'

LOUD ,NOISES

Alarm
__POSITION-07--cINFANT

Lateral
On stomach

Dropping things;

Other

On back
In arms
In arms outside
permisiion by the',-Health Resources
Copyrighted by the American-Journal of Nursing Company; reproduced with
without permission of copyright holder.
Administration. Further reproduction prohibited
;
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Title: GRAFFAM SCHEDULE OF NURSE RE-

SPONSE TO PATIENTS' COMPLAINTS OF
DISTRESS
Author: Graffam, Shirley R.
Variables: This instrument provides information on nine variables: type of distress, initiation
of complaint, persons involved in communication, evaluation of complaint, referral for de-

finitive action, implementation of Rhysical

measure of relief, use of psychological measures
or approaches, evaluatiin of relief measure, and
response-timing; Type of distress is defined as
suffering, being under stress or strain and needing relief, and having discomfort. Initiation_of
complaint_ is- defined' as circumstances of the
initial reporting or detecting and confirming of
distress. Persons involved in communication is
defined as persons involved with receiving the
patient's complaint and implementing action
to provide relief. Evaluation of complaint is de-

fined as attempts to ascertain the nature and
severity of the distress. Referral for definitive
action is defined as giving the management of
the complaint to another for definitive action.
Implementation of physical measure of relief,
use of psychological measures or approaches,
evaluation of relief measure, and responsetiming are defined within the context of the instrument items.
Description:

Nature and Content: This instrument is a

checklist of items designed to elicit data on the
variables identified above...A -1-,Point (check if
is used to record responses
"yes_') response
to 128 of these items. A 2-point ("yes"-"no") response scale is provided for five items. The

number of minutes is to be recorded for two
items.

The variables are operationalized by re-

sponses to vario,ls subgroups of questions con-

tained in the instrument. Type of distress is
operationalized by responses to 36 questions
such as. "nausea/vomiting." Initiation of compie:* It is operationalized by responses to 11
items such as "Complaint made on rounds."
Persons involved in communication is operationalized by responses to 11 items such as
"First communicated to aide/orderly," nine
items such as "Intermediary: Nurse in charge,"

and 10 items such as "Action concluded by:
Practical nurse." Evaluation of complaint is
operationalized liy responseS to seven items such

as "Distreis confirmed verbally." Referral for
definitive action is'operatiOnalized by a "yes" or

"no" response. Implementation of physical measure of relief is operationalized by responses to
23 questions .divided into three sets: administration of a drug (e.g., inhalation, oral), implementation of a treatment (catheterization), and
provision for general comfort (backrub given).
Use of pSychological measures or approaches
is operationalized by response to 23 questions
divided into four categories: exploration with
patient of cause of distress, expression blocked
(e.g., changed the subject); address of patient or
relative (e.g., affectionate term, given name);
and direct comments made to influence patient
or relative .e.g., comfort, ridicule). EvaluatiOn of
relief measures is operationalized by responses

to tWo' items such as "prior tenet' measure's

effectiveness." Response-timing- is Operational-

ized by givint.the number of minutes from

the initiation of the co plaint to _conclusion of
the action and the total iration of the nurse patient interaction.
Administration and Scoring: Theinstrument
is completed by an observer of a patient-nurse
interaction. Instructions are provided as part of
the questionnaire. The observer accompanies a
nurse on her(his) tour of'duty,cand records the
relevant data.
No 'information regarding scoring oche 135
items was proyided,
Developmert:

Rationale: The instrument was evolved-in the
of developing-a-technique for the study
of nurses' responses to patients who are in distress.
SourCe of Items: The items evolved from the
author's content analysis of her descriptiveparratives of nurse-patient interaction which she
had observed in the clinical setting.
Procedure for DeveloPMent: Initially, 101
events involving 50 nurses responding to 124

patients' complaints were observed in three

hospitals by %the author. The d;.,.ta, which were
collected in narrative form, were later coded as

"complaint" or "relief action or response to
complaint." Each of these' categories was

further divided until all the data had been af....counted for. Directions were written with illustrations of each category: The_ instrument was
used in two additional hospitals, with 56 events,
25 nurses, and 72 complaints being recorded.
Several subcategories Were.added for new complaints and responses, and the direcUons were

further clarified and enlarged. A total of 157
patient's, 75 nurses, and 196 complaints were

used in the development
of the instrument. The
.
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format was changed to two pages which permitted items dealing with- the complaint and the
response to be clearly in view throughout the
event.
Reliability and Validity: Two sets of informa-tion are available regarding the interobserver
reliability characteristics of the items contained
in this instrument. In the first instance, two
. nurse educators jointly observed three events.
For 'two of these events, there was 87 percent
agreement on the 60 categories checked. For the
third event, there was 100 percent. agreement.

In the ,second instance, two other nurse

-

educators jointly obierved 15 events. In 10 of
the events, there was 100 percent agreement;
for the remaining five events, the percent,of
agreement ranged from 92 percent to 98 percent.
The procedure used for its development estab-

lished the content validity of the instrument
(Graffam, 1969).

-

Use in Research: Graffam (1969) described the
development and use of. this instrument in her
dissertation -research and in the Nurs:.1g Research (1970) article referenced below..

Comments: As the instrument currently'stands,
it can proVide descriptive data which could be
---used-tO fv..nerate hypoth'eses for further research. It offers potential for development of an
instrument which allows a dealt defined variable to be qua.ntifizd.
Some 'terminology used in the instrument

457

needs clarification, e.k., who is meant by "second
nurse" (Fart C, question 2c)?

It would be helpful to have information regarding the inter-item and between-variable
characteristics. It would be useful to have in-

terobsers'er reliability information for the nine
measures based on a muoh larger and wider
range of patient events where these events were

identified. Such information would make it

easier to determine which patient-events were
more likely to provide reliable information. It
would also be useful to have information On the
relationship between these variables and others
that should presumably be related (or not reas the ease may be) t.;., them.
References:
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GRAFFAM SCHEDULE OF NURSE RESPONSE TO PATIENTS' COMPLAINTS OF DISTRESS

Nurse Code #
Patient Code #

Date:
Day:

PATIENT DATA
A.

Age in years:
16-20
1.
2ic25
2.
26.

4.

31-35
36-40
41-45

5.

6.
B.

51-55

9.

10.

11.

'56-60
61-65
66-70

12.
13.
14.
15.

71-75
76-80
81-85

16...

91-100

Male

2.

Female

Negro,

2.

White

Race:
1.

D.

_

46-50

Sex:
1.

C.

-30.

3.

7.

8.,

3.

Diagnosis:.

4

TIMING (Minutes and Seconds)
A.

Initiation of Complaint to Conclusion of. Action

B.

Total Duration of Nurse-Patient Interaction

Total

4 71

Other

86 -90.
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COMPLAINT
TYPE OF DISTRESS
Anger
1.
Boredom
2.
Burning sensation
3.
Cold sensation
4.
Constipation
5.

A.

Inability to void
Insomnia.
Itch

---22.
23.

Cramps.

----24.

7. Disappointment

---25.

6.

Dizziness
Dyspnea
Embarrassment
--11.' Fatigue
__,12. Faulty equipment
---13. Feelings of helplessness
---14. Grief
1 5. Headache
16. Hemprrhage
8.

9.
'TO.

-17. Hemorrhoids
18.

26.

---27.

7-28.
.,69.

30.

Sore throat.

7731.

Sweating
Tachycardia
Thirst
Warmth
Weakness
Other

--32.
--33.
34.

-35.

Hunger

INITIATION OF COMPLAINT
Complaint made during care
1.
2. Complaint made on rounds
Physician reported
3.
Nurse noted without report
4.
Patient came.to nurse
S.
Relitive came to nurse
6.

8.

Nausea/vomiting
Nervousness/anxiety/fear
Objections to restraints
Pain
Pressure
Procedure.omitted
Restlessness
Soreness

Secoild patient reported.

Patient signaled
Inhalation therapist noted
Nurse made specific check on
patient
Other

PERSONS INVOLVED IN COMMUNICATION

C.
I.

Firsa! communicated to

k.

Staff nurse
Student nurse
Volunteer
Ward clerk
Other

f.

npervisor

Aide/orderly

b. Inhalation therapist
c.

:::d.
e.

"-f.
2.

Nurse in charge
Physician
Practical nurse
Relative

Intermediary
Nurse in Charge
a.
:::h. Physician

Second nue

d. Staff nurse

h.

i.

___9.
h.

Third nurse
None

1. Other

:D. Student nurse
3.

Action conc16',
Aide/or
___a
§.
c.

y
therapist

Inhala
Nurse 'In charge

b. 'Physician
e.

---f.

Practical nurse
Practical and registered
nurse

-9h.

Second practical nurse
Second staff nurse
Staff nurse
Student nurse
.
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Nurse Code
Patient Code
II.

RELIEF ACTION or RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT

A. '.Evaluation of .Complaint

Palpation
4.
---S. Vital signs taken
None
---G.
----7. Other,

Distress confirmed verbally
2. 'Further data sought in
questions
31.'
Inspection
1.

B.
C.

1.

2.

b.
c.
--711.

g.

h.

---1.

c.
:---d.

Other

N

Left the room abruptly
Other
41.

"Sir"

c.

Control

____g. - Scald

d.

Direct

___0.

Evaluation of Relief Measure
Prior Relief Measure's Effectiveness,
2.. Current Relief Measure's Effectiveness
.

OTHER;

li.

Teach
None
Other

Suggav relief

1.

III.

,

Bathed

Direct Comments Made to Influence Patient or Relative
.
e.
Inform
Comfort
a.
:::).
f.. Ridicule
--b.% Contradict

.4

\

Position changed-

e.

---f.
___9.

Address of Patient or Relative
Surname
-e.
Affectionate term
a.
_f. No term
Given name
b.
' ___9. Other
---C. Nickname

G,

.

J. 'Other

Drink given
Food given
Linen changed/adjusted

Expression Blocked
Changed the subject
ai
Failed to follow
b.
patient' cue

- d.
4.

.

Infusion slowed
Oxygen administered
Treatment stopped
None

f.

Use of Psychological Measures or Approachas
Exploration with Patient of Cause of Distress
b.
No
Yes
a.

2.

3.

.

Provision forGeneral Comfort
a.. Backrub given

3.

1.

Oral

Implementation of a Treatment
a.
Catherterization
b.
Cold application
c.
Dressing change/adjustment
---d. Equipment adjustment
Heat application
e.

Q

D.

No

Patient Permitted choice of site for injection
No
2)
Yes
1)

b.

0

2.

Yes:,

Implementation of Physical Measure of Relief
Administration of a Drug
a. Route
Pa4enteral
4)
Inhalation
1
---S) Other
Local application
2

3

E.

1.

'Referral to Another fir :Definitive Action

.

(Comments and Additional Categories)

0

4 73

.$'

a.
a.

Yes
Yes

b.

---b:

No
No

'
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Directions for the Use

104

the Instrument

'Fill in the date and day prior to the observation. .

When a

_

.complaint-is made, recdid the time on the blank preceding the
..repotted type of distress.

Mark all other pertinent items withAt the

A4 check mark () or fill in "Other" when indicated.

conclusion of the observation, fill in the information requested
Additional pertinent data considered important

on the title page..
-

can be recorded on the-last page'undei "Comments."

DESCRIPTION OF THE CATEGORIES'
.

.
V

2Tio

Air

""":-s-

%;:7.4f;%:V.441:4[4.-V, Pt491.1?.31egigrl:r:rt..j

A.

'

W

RE(suffering; being under stress or,strain

TYPE-0/

7,--14,

xelief; discomfort).

and::nee
-

,

DISTRESS includes physical

-

and/Or eniol-discomfort from mild to .severe in degree.'
0
A

The pat,ient may itate,the type of distress directly (i.e.,
.

I'have oid;:I am nauseated) or indirectly (i.e., I need

.

'

my pills, I want- a shot).

The;nUrse may detect the distress

before a domplaint ih registered, but the patient must then .
confirm the-accuracy Of the observation. The situation

may help describe the type of distress (i.e., axelatiVe
..

0-

'Viewing the body of the deceased may cry, a child's crying

cause the patient to talk about her own deceased child;

s
-a patient waiting for a.doctc: wh011as'left the hospital

talks about this experience with testi and cursing and
_threatens to leave the hospital).
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When multiple complaints are made, each is counted.
-In such a case, it

helpful.to use the number of the

complaint in qubsequent parts of the instruient rather--

than a check mark in'order to correlate the action with
the specific complaint.

While two or mote types of
m14.7

distress may occuesimultaneously, only thOde reported
or confirmed by the patient are registered as complaints.
Each event isAEounted, i.e., one patient being responded
to in two instances is counted twice and two instruments
are filled in.
-

B.

INITIATION OF COMPLAINT
.

0

.

This refers to the circumstances of the initial
reporting or detecting and confirming of distress.

1 and Z.' During care or rounds indicates that the
nurse or 'his delegate noting the distress is already in

the unit for some reason other than to hear the complaint.
Care refers toisuch activities as bathing, positioning',
comforting, regardless of the time of day'.

RoundS refers

to visits to the bedside to administer medications, bring
trays, or observe the patient.\

3, 5, 6, 7, and 9.

These items refer to those times

when someone seeks the.nurse's attention
by approaching
o
him with a complaint.

j

0
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"

4.

Detected. without complaint refers to instances-.

where the nurse interprets symptoms or deems the recency
?
of surgery as evidence. that thghpatient is in distress

and seeks confirmation prior to a complaint.
-8.

Patient signaled refers to:the use of the call

light, intercommunications system, or voice.
10., Nurse made specific/check refers to those

instances where the nurse with prior knowledge of distress
makes a visit to the bedside to check the patient'su.

4
A

.

condition.

C.

PERSONS INVOLVED IN COMMUNICATION
This refers to the.perstnsinvolved.with receiving

e

patient's complaint. and implementing action toprovide\

relief.

Nurse, unless otherwise specified, tefeti to.the

registered nurse on staff dutyor.in administration;
physician-refers to interne, resident, or staff doctor.
.Persons other than nurse and physician may be involved
_

.

in the. communication of the complaint.
1.

First communicated to refers to the.person receiviAg
t

the complaint initially or recognizing' distress and Laeking
confirmation.
2.

Intermediary refers to the person(s) who enables the

° nurse to ensure.that a course ofaction leading to relief

will be effected, i.e., a physician giving an order or a
supervisor obtaining a meditation.

This is not to be
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confused with Part II.B.

REFERRAL FOR DEFINITIVE ACTION;

where the nurse requests another person to take definitive
#ction leading to relief.
3.

Concluded by:refers to the person(s) who completes

the relief action, i.e., the,nurse giving's treatment or
mididatiOn, the orderly doinga treatment; the z;,zrse

making statements, or the physician treating or talking
to the patient.

ThoSe to whom the complaint has been.

referred for definitive action (Part II.B) are included
in this section..

II.

RELIEF ACTION or RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT
EVALUATION OF COMPLAINT,'

A.

The nurse attempts to ascertain that distress is
present and its nature and severity.
1.

Netress confirm07The nurse may ask the patient,

"Do you have pain ?"

"Are you nauseated?" He may affirm,

"You.do havepainV
2 Further. data sought in questions -The nurse asks
questions of the patient in order to help, him ,determine

.the.intensity and location of the distress. _Ile may ask,.

Nhere-does iehurt?" or "Yfu have a lot. of pain?"
3,4.
.

Inspection/Palpation --The aria about which the

patient complains is inspected or palpated to confirm the
nature of the distress.

.
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5.

Vital gignZ taken--T4se indicators of general

condition are observed specifically to asgist the nurse

7n

in evaluating the Omplaiut.
a.

None7rThis refers to those instances in which no

evaluation is'made prior to relief action, i.e.,. the nurse.
.

hears the., complaint and immediately administers a dr1T,
4

B.

REFERRAL TO ANOTHER FOR DEFINITIVE ACTION

j.

This refers to those-instances in which the nurseo gives
the management of the ctmgaint to another for'definitive
action, i.e., an orderly may be asked to catheterize a

patient; a clergyman may be'called to console relatives of
the' patient.

/

This is not to be confused With Part I.C.

Intermediary, where another person enables the nurse, to

ensure that a course of action leading

relief w111 be

effected.
7

C.

IMPLEMENTATION OF A PHYSICAL. MEASUBE'OF:RELIEF
1.

ADMINISTRATION OF A, DRUG

The patient is.given a drug pith the specific purpose.of
relieving distress. ..PlaCebela included here because its

purposes and.actions are

the,

same.

When the patient'ie given

an injection, he may spontaneously state his preference or
point to a site; the nurse may-ask, "Which side ?"

The nuree,

may give the injection without'esking the patient to make a
decision about the site.
Gab

O

.110LUT:IEE2
ADMINISTRATION OF A:TREATMENT
Some - .treatment is zompleted with the express purpose of
I

relieving the distress.

3.

PROVISION FOR GENERAL COMFORT

Atte4ion is paid to the patient's general state of
comfort.

The purpose.of the comfort pleasures must be to

relielVe the specific distfess, as by giving a drink to a
.patient who-complains of thirst or food to one who is hungry.
When either.id given incidentally, it is not counted.,. In
-Jr

like manner,, when l net is changed or tightened, or a blanket
is added for a specific, complaint,- it
I

a

ounted'.

Position

1
i

back 'or abdome

bed only wh
,

the patient's

ida,or to or

change.may.be.from side to

efer to putting a patient back to
relief .from the distress about which

e com-

.

plainsi

t ereby relieved.

Position change may alto

.\
.

elevting an'exttemity to provide comfort.

D. -USE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASURES .OR APPROACHES

1.4 XPLORATION WITH PATIENT OF CAUSE OF DISTRESS

e nurse askaquestions related to the possible cause
-t,7
He
may
ask "Have
of t e distressAis viewed by the patiint.
"The nritroglyc rin has not,,
Irou Sad.headache$ at home?" or
,

help

ou?" or .he may say, "Tell me just how, you feel."

4.79
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EXPRESSION BLOCKED
Tbm nurse may close off communication from the patient

He may

about a subject he has initiated in conversation.

do this by leaving the room immediately afiet the subject
has. been mentioned or he may change the subiect after the

The

emotionally. charged statement.

patient has

nurse may fail to follow the patients lead in conversation
esp

and

d to an ittitatiod to discuss the subject

tie*.

the .patient has

4DRES

PATIENT OR RELATIVE

The surge mky address.the patient or his relative vith
;
I

r,11,

k.V

.

I

julay of the terms listed; no term, of address at all may be'

'used:

When two or more terms are used, all are eoUnted."
/
'..

.

/

/4. ,DIRECT COMMENTS 'TO INFLUENCE PATIENT. OR RELATVE

hope),
a Comfort (relieve, impart strength and/or /I

e.g., "Every day it will get a little bettet.".'7T4en you
can have your cup of h6t coffee."

"I hope-your lip is

healing well."

"I'll help you; well make it real comfortabli.

with pillows."

'"They're going to'take you downstairs and

fie you

:b.

Contradict (deny, assert-the contrary of), e.g.,

/

"//'ve,been visiting you a lot during the'uight.
sleeping.''.

'YOu were

r
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.

.

c.

Control (check or regulate; keep within limits;

exercise-restraining power over). -Tue intention here is
to change the behavior without necessarily providing

relief, e.g., "You have just eaten.
your hands to-protect you."
d.

"We have to tie

"Ddn't worry about it."

Direct (cause a person to move or follow a course;

point out the right way).

The intention here is to gUide
gill you roll over?"

behavior to help achieve relief, e.g.,
o

"Try to relax And sleep."- "Put your light on if you feel
bad."
e.

"Tell your doctor about it."
Inform (tell, enlighten, make aware of), e.g.,'

"We've called the doctor."

"This will take a few minutes

to work; you'll feel a pinch.", "Your doctor is'a busy

man."
f.

"I'm going to tighten your sheets."
gt`

Ridicule (laugh at mockingly or disparagingly,

belittle), e.g., "Be sure you put on your coat" (to abscond).
"The barium, enema isn't that bad that you need to pray

about it."

"You're unbelievable,

.

Don't you look

jazzy iu your new shave.". "You're cute."
g.

Scold (rebuke. in irritation, chide severely), e.g.,

"You need to stay-here 'til you're well; so relax."

"Why

didn't you tell me this before?"

Copyrighted by the American Journal of Nursing Comomny: reproduced with permission
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Title: 2;URSE TEACHING RATING. S
.
:(NTRS:

E

Authacklayman, Joyce L.
Variables: The NTRS measures 10 competency
areas tnat are congruent with the coments
of the eseaching process:

analyzed and monitored to

,tern
provide feedback on the instructiona
(Hayman, 1975). The NTRS was deve'oped to

sive
of the rrani literature,
from -xperts in irr,--7,%..ctional echn

nursi:-g.
re for Dc
Pr.
:.-ea.r of varied fort!, _ analyses

cher attempted to validate eal

expe7.

--ne
=cale-

..1:Iderstandirig.

io

.H.Arely 1

-! with

e with ,:ealmpr::.,

rating

-,-/jandl'oci,iditry: Five 7._urs--

,ti, /I
;core
rriurs

I:

-

.!

r

-

a

aL. .ape

nu:

71 \
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ntent at entry level of learner
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4. clontent relevant to learner needs
5. :ail content pertinent
6. appropriate instructiOnal material,
7. presentation stimulated two-way
'8.

Rationale: One instructional tec_imology
modei of the teaching process delineates chose

meet the need for a competency-based lrintoring system and to y: Id da:.:a for the ar t4ssis of

rtent of the presentation clear
2. meerequisite knowledge of learne1.
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Development:
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of the nine authors and 80 percent or better with
the other two.
NTRS was submitted to
experts in ins,...u.tttional technology, instructional systems, 'and nursin:g. They agreed that
the theoretical girmiciples of the teaching process were refferteed :7_1 the NTRS.

Validity mas clleArrmined by comparing nurse

teacher scores on the NTRS with scores obtained from the same five raters on the same
"five audiotapes, itsmg the Medical Instruction
Observation Re....om..(MIOR) deviEtoped by Jason

diffictolty of the material, the ability of
teacher. eqc. dating and scoring can be 7.1-nr-

(Hayman, 191... nee mean Spearman rank correlation coeffeteerrnetween scores on the NTRS

Ireor-

and the MI011i ',generated by the five raters wag

pletedtgsiirldl and easily by arater who is

oughit fannihar with the competency indicantA

manual -,ntaining instructions for sem:Tr
the NTRIS, a sample rating form, ° and comntency. indicators for each competency is
able frets* the author.

0.862.

NTRS was developed and.
Use in Researeek
used by BaymaneM9.75) in her doctoral study at
Georgia State 17nrversity.
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Comments: Asthe author pointed out, the NTIRS

monitors the process of teaching rather than
teaching contsent and can be used by student,

liteferencesc
Hayman, Jvyre,t._:.4. The devcslopment of a compe-t,,,ency

nurses in developing their skily- n patient teac'hing. Thus, thm NTRS can find application as a
learning tool ANS well as an erithuation toad. Be-

s are
cause the zonspetency
statements about the teadV0iWg prode.i, the
any ..tesching
NTRS can ire used in virtual
situation.
Only contialed use of the_' :TR.S will proviide
sufficient ariormation to assess its reliability
and to determine the apprq,priateness of the
present scoring categories.

baksmi:

monitoring system analyzing

?nurse tewoicaNg behavior in a patient teaching
siituation.:tloacoral dissertation, Georgia State -LTisiversit3.
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PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Hayman, Joyce L.
NURSEETENCHING RATING SCALE (NTRS)
'4

Nurse Teacher Code:

Date:

Rater:

Instructions
The NTRS is designed to be scored at the completion of a pftientteaching
situation. The entire batient teaching session should be observed before
the rating scale is filled out.
Only the nurse teacher's verbal behavior is evaluated. This evaluation
may be done by direct observation or by evaluating audio tape or video tape
recordings.
COMPETENCY

SCORE

1." Intent of the presentation clear
2.

Prerequisite knowledge recognized

3.

Content at entry level of learner'

4.

Content relevant to learner needs

5.

All content pertinent

6.

Appropriate instructional materials used

7.

Presentation,stimulated two-way participation

8.

Attention of learner maintained.

9.

Content presented complete

10.

Teacher attempted to validate learner's understandirg

Composite Score:"

Mean Score:
A scale of 5 to 1. is used to rate the teacher on each competency. Higher
numbers reflect a higher rating based on competency indicators for each
competency.
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Competency Indicators for NTRS
.

I.

-

Intent of presentation clear

Score
5

4

3

The intent or. objectives are stated at the beginning of-the
presentation. The scope and sequencing of material is identified at the teeming, of the presentation.

The intent or objectives are implied at the beginning of the
presentation. The scope and sequencing of material are implied
at the°beginning of the presentation.
The'intent or objectives are evident during the presentation.
The scope and sequencing of material are evident during the
presentation,

2 tThe intent or objectives' are evident at the conclusion of the
presentation. The scope and.sequencing Of material are evident.
at the conclusion of the presentation.
I

2.

The intent or objectives for the presentation cannot be
determined. There is,no evidence of scope or sequencing of
amterial.
O

Prerequisite knowledge recognized
Score
o'

5

Teacher made statement of prerequisite knowledge to the.
learner. All misinformation was identified and clarified by
the teacher.

4

Teacher made some statement about prerequisite knowledge.
Misinformation was identified and most was clarified.

3

Teacher.alluded to prerequisite knowledge. Some misinfbrmation was identified and some was clarified.

.

2.

Teacher assumed prerequisite knowledge.
was identified or clarified.

Little misinformation

Teacher made no assumption Or statement of prerequisite knowNo misinformation was identified or clarified.
ledge.
Q

3.

Content at entry level of learnei
Score
5

Entry level of learner was validated through teacher
questioning and the vocabulary was at the entry level of the

85
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Content inaluded a brief
Leardew questions confirmed

learner Ir..defined by me ''..acher.
rem-dew of concepts and prtruciples.
same ents. Level.
4

Enorey'leneLaf_lesermit-t-ens validated throe* teacher qnestioning
and The salwmity of Ag...BaMinLarY' was at entry level OW deE±ned by
Learner questcons
Contras- review was attempted.
tint teachershennd mdmimmd valimies on from entry level.

3

Team mer attempted tc,..imlidate entry4levei through'questimmieg

and mome_of-Meyescabesilary was .at the entry level of the
learmer but a:1=1e N-0-sdkdined.: Content resew was not
,per=romed. Lesernaseestions showed modernise variation_from

en*. level.
made IL., arTeomptreo,validate entry Level and little
vocalowlaryqweff at Emsritylievel with no.attemnt to define.
Tearss

2

Conteem review was nottperforqed.

great veriaLe

Learner questions showed

frna =entry level.

Teacher-made= mo actmert:to validate entry level and voCabuls
was zpc: atsent-y level or define. Content review was not
perfumed. Istarnt questions showed total variation from
entry- level.
4.

Content

on ItAmcser rewds

Score
st-

Teadmer dete-mixted t.E-2 entry level of the learner and provided
contest belptaning at that level. Buildirinon the entry Level
:reathed the scope o the presentation.

5

4

Teath@r attempted to determine the entry level of the lemxner
Content
content ar:the approximate entry level.
anaL p
shme building on entry level and d-approeched the 16ope
leseatecion.

3

-:T=asnamed the correct. entry level of the learner ana
per 1.05ing content beginning at that level. Content shoved some
oss that level and approachqd the scope of the
Tat

pmnimation.
2

Teenherfailed to assume the approximate"entry level'of the.

learn. Content showed some building and some movement
toward mope of presentation.
1

Teacher-edid not attempt, to determine or assume entry level at
leaser. Content-showed little building and little movemeot+
toward some of presentation.

4 5t
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5.

All content pertinent
Score
Teachdr digressions wane pertinent to the topic and no
extraneous material waa presented by the reacher. The
teacher-reestablished Ofte topic at the first appropriate time

5

a

a *4w:cession.

q.

'4 Teacher &ingressions were appropriate to -he topic and little
extraneom material-was presented by the teacher. The teacher
reestaked the topi= at -some point .afrer each digression3

Tea her diAressions wane ammropriate to the topic the majority
o--tans and little ems material was, presented by the
The teacher ceemanalisaed the topic after the
nenchay.,
aft, :-A7 of digressions.

2

1

7 digressions were inappropriate the majority of times

apimL-h of the material 4as extraneous. The teacher tried
nez f6 led to reestablish the topic after all digressions.
The tIvoher digressed anwnrnvided extraneous material during
The teacher did not try to
mme err-ire presentation.
reestablish the topic.

6.

Approcraste -astructional mat

gals used

Score

5 1:3temials used were appIXOpriate to verbal capacity of learner.
leacher explained relatnonship of instructional materials to
mantent of presentation and brought specific content areas to
learner's attention. Materials were appropriate to content and
easily adaptable to environment. 'Teacher augmented instructional
materials by discussion during or after the.fr use.
4

3

Materials used were appropriate to verbal capacity of learner
the majority of time. Teacher explained relationship of..
instructional material to content of presentation but highlighted few 'content areas: Majority of material seemed
appropriate tc content and moderately adaptable to environment.
Teacher attempted to augment'instructional materials by
discussion during or after their use.'

Materials used were somewhat appropriate to verbal capacity
of learner. Teacher attempted to explain some relationship
of instructional materials to content of presentation and did
not highlight content. Materials were somewhat applicable to
content and somewhat adaptable to environment. Discussion
during or after use of instructional materials had some
significance to thode,materials.

4131THORXMALMSTRUMENIM

_2' Materials tierd--were moderately-inappropriate to verbal cupagj.ty
of learner. Teacher gpve little' explanation of relatizmsbAlp
Df.instructioial materials to content and did not higHlight
content., Materials used had little Applicability to intent
and were difficult to adapt-to the environment, Dismission
during or after use of instructional materials had little
relevance to augmenting those materials.

Materials used were totally inappropriate to verbal mnpacity
of learner. Teacher gave no explanation of relationsbdp of
instructional materials to content and .did not highltOnt
content. Materials had no applicability to content and were very difficult to adapt to environment. No discussion. imring
or after use of instructional materials augmented.
7.

Presentation stimulated two-way participation
Score
5

Teacher allowed and encouraged learner questioning, annments
and/or opinions. Teacher elicited verbalsresponses tram'
learner frequently.

4

Teacher tolerated but did not encourage learner questioning,
comments and/or opinions. Teacher elicited verbal -responses
from the learner some of the time.

3

Teacher discouraged learner questioning, comments and/or
opinions. Teacher seldom elicited verbal responses from_
learner.

8.

2

Teacher ignored learner questioning, comments and/or opinions.
Teacher infrequently elicited verbal responses fi:un learner:

1

Teacher cut off and/or did not allow learner questioning,
comments and/or opinions. Teacher did not elicit verbal
responses from learner.

\
Attention of learner maintained
Score

'

5

Teacher's tone of voice consistently reflected pleasant and
concerned attitude toward learner. Teacher personalized
comments and reinforced learner statements throughout
presentation. Teacher frequently asked learner's opinion.

4

Teacher's tone of voice frequently reflected pleasant and
concerned attitude toward learner. Teacher personalized
comments and reinforced learner statements during most of
the presentation. Teacher often asked learner's opinion.

4775
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3
.

Teacher's tom of voice occasionally reflected,unpleasantness
and lack. of casamrn for learner. Teacher attempted to
-personalize and meinfOrce eome-of/learnerls-'colliments. Teacher
adked for -lam- s opinion some of the,time.
.

.

1.\

'2- Teacher's tone af -voice frequently lacked pleasantness and
Teacher rarely
reflected lama. at": 'concern for learner.
Teacher
personalized'simments or reinforced learner' comments.
seldom &site& imoolearner' s opinion._
.

,

Teacherl tame ocf voice Consistently.lacked'pleasantness or
Concern for lerrner._ Teacher .did not personalize comments
or reinforce Learner comments: Teacher did net ask for
learner oplaime.

9. Content presented complete.
Score
5

4
o.

3

2

1

Content presented reached' limits of scope and intent stated,
all content was pertinent to the topic and 'all questions and
comments bv the learner reflected the understanding and
knowledge calf the content presented.

Content presented reached limits of scope and intent stated.
Most content was pertinent to the topic and most questions
and comments by,the learner reflected the'understanding and
knowledge of the content presented.
Content presented approached the limits of scope and intent
stated.' Some content was pertinent to tlie, topic and some
questions and commentsoby the kearner reflected the under -standing and knowledyof the content presented.
Content presented approached the limits of scope and intent
stated. Little content was pertinent to the-topic and some
questions and comments by the learner sought clarification.

Content did not approach limits ofscope and intent stated.
None of the content was pertinent-to they topic. The majority,
of questions And 'comments by the learner sought clarification.

10.

Teacher attempted to validate learner understanding
rs

Score
5

Teacher encouiged learner cLtique and questions. Teacher
encouraged learner to demonstrate-a skill (if taught) and
employed an appropriate form of testing.
-

4

,

Teacher allowed critique.and questions by the learner and
allowed the learner to demonstrate skill (if taught).
Teacher tried to use an appropriate form of testing.

6

..

.

.

-

3
ri

r6

.

or"

.

.
.
. ..
Teacher.strdctured queations to the learner and.. allowed no
learnei critikue: Teacher structured learner skill
demonstiation (if taught). "Teactier tried to use an inappr
priate form of testing.

.

.. _-

1

....-

,

2
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.

T

Teacher asked. minimal -structured questions-of learner.
Teacher demonstrated skill (if taught). Teachex made minimal
attempts to test.

Teacher asked no questions and allowed no learner questions
or critique. 'Tetcher nax learner demonsCrated skill (if
taught). No attempt at, testing was.made.

a,

a

.

II

.

vae

O
VOLE2

.

.
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.

,

,

..,._

.

-

)

,
.

.

After observing the 'patient teaching situationl'the following, .
.

steps are necessary to score the NTRS:

/

-

.
.

.

-'

..L..).

A.-

Re30.1iw th competency indicators in this mhnual-for the first

1.
I.

..

4

.2.

Select-the group of competency indicators which most closely 'reilect

3.

.547

competency.

.

the nurse's behavior.

'

Record the score (5, 4, 3, 2, or 1) for that group of competency in-dicators on the line adjacent-to the cOmpetencyon the rating,

( .foim.

11.

DO-not use zero.

Repeat the prOcess, beginning-with Step 1, for the second Com
-

petency.

5.: When all ten competencies are Scored, add the scores to ob-.
.

.

tain atotal score. 'Record the total score in the appropriate--Location.
6.

Commute the mean score (total score/10) and record this score
.;

.

in the appropriate location.

Copyrighted by Joyce L. Hayman; reftoducedwith,permission by'the Health ResourC'es,
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PRYCHOSOCPAL INSTRUMENTS

Title: NURSE REWARD/PUNISHMENT RESPONSES ,TO DEVIANT AND CONVEN----TIONAL BEHAVIOR

Author: Munjas, Barbara

Variables: The instrument was designed to
measure two sets of variables:
1. Occurrences of (1) stereotyped, deviant role

characteristic §ehaviors (or behaviors commonly observed' among persons institutionalized in long-term .mental institutions), and (2)
conventional role characteristic behaviors.
2. Nurse reslionses, or rewarding and punishing

.

behaviors-defined by the author as follows:
Rewarding behaviorOvert behavior of nurs-

ing personnel, things nurses say and do
that are positive reinforcement for patient behavior.
Punishing behaviorOvert behavior of nursing personnel, things nurses say and do
that are negative reinforcement for patient behavior.

-

Description:

Nature and Content: This is a'structured olr

servation form. On- the left are 17 categories oP

"stereotyped deviant role characteristic behaviors" and eight categories of "conventional
role characteristic. l!aviors." On the right side
of the form ant!
labeled "Re,.,.:-

3K,

ach category is a column

one column labeled

..7.d Punish columns be"Punish";
isr.r4vior are further subside each
divided into three It,, . indicated by "A," "B,"
and "C.."

The kinds of rewarding behavior to be indicated by checks- beside the letters A, B, dnd C
are:

Aapproving statements and ...ction#
Bremunerative behavior

positive action -.in response to patient's behaviOr.
k:
The kinds
of punishing behavior Zo be indi-cated by :hacks beside the letters A, B, and C
are:
,

Adisapproving statements and actions
Bimposing a penalty
Creftising to act or taking negative action in

479

knowledgeable in the area of psychiatric mental
mental
health nursing.
Patient-nurse interactions are observed over
a predetermined period of time. The ep-focess to
be followed by the rater is (1) observe the pa,
tient's behavior, (2) Classify the behavior into
one of the 25 categories listed on the form, (3)
observert-he nurse's response to the patient behavior, (4) check the appropriate space on the

form to indicate whether the nurse's response
was a rewa,b response type A, B, or C, or a
punish resp-,:...,e type A, B, or C.

Data are tabulated by determining four totals
each patient, i.e., number of time

for

stereotyped deviant behavior was exhibited,
number of:times conventional behavior was
exhibited, number of times the patient's behavioriwas rewarded, and number of times the
patient's behavior was punished.
Development:

Rationale: The instrument is based on the

Labeling Theory of mental illness, specifiCally,
the work of Thonias Scheff (Munjas, 1972).:

Source of Items: The items are the author's.
attempt .to operationalize two sets of variables
derived directly from Scheff's theory: (1) de;
viant and conventional behavior of mental pa-

tients, and (2) the rewarding and ptinishing

responses of nurses.
Procedure for Development: No infelimation
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: In a study involving
a total observation of 596 nurse-patient interactions which occurred among 74 nurses and 72
patients, 23.5-percent of the interactions were
classified "by two independent observers. Complete. agreement between the classifications of

the two observers occurred 92 percent of the
time (Munjas, 1972).

Use in Research: Data bearing on the question of
whether or not persons in mental institutions are

rewarded for playing the stereotyped deViant
role and punished for attempting to return to
conventional roles were collected in a fiejd study
(Munjas, 1972).

Comments: The instrument was developed tb,.

test specific hypotheses which were dived

response to patient's- behavior.
On the form, examples are provided of "de-

frog& Labeling Thebry. Any investigatorr in-

viant role characteristic behaviors" and "conventional-role characferistie-behaviors."
Administration and Scoring: The .form must
be completed by an investigator skilled in the
technique of -nonparticant observation And

'1 illness would profit from consulting the
mental
theory and the author's. work..
The author identified as one instrunterit problem th0 fact that:

terted in this approach to understanding

.
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The form for observation of Conventional Role Characteristic. Behaviors contained behaviors that could be

viewed as conventional or2healthje outside of

ani n-

stitufion.but were often, adaptive responses to the ongterm hospital situation or realty institutionalized
behip:riOr. (Munjas, 1972).

Revisions of the form by the author is in proc-

ess. Initial reliability data are promising, but
ftirther7validity and reliability work needs to be
done. Three suggestions for strengthening the
instrument are the following: .
. 1.

Labels of the A- and C nuse response

categOries need clarification, e.g., "positive"- and,,lajaproving" actions are not
clearly' differentiable.

2.

Lotnictions about timing of observations
are needed, since categorization of some
behaviOrs depepds upon quantity or

persistence over time rather than upon
quality.

.

3. Instructions are needed for categorizing
Observations which are simultaneouslY ire

more than one category, e.g., -the Wirent
who masturbates while watching news
broadcast, pr the nurse who owns -while
handing pass permission slip to patient.
References:
Munjits, Barbara. Labeled deviant behavior: Its
rewa. q and punishment in along-term mental
hospit, UnPubliihed report, Virginit Coni-.
monwealth University, 1972.
Labeled deviant behavior in a long-term
mental hospital. Research in Action, Virginia
Commonwealth University, 1975 -761 (1); 9-14.

Source onnformation:
Barbara Munjas,k'h.D.
300 Libby Terrace \,
Ric

ond, Va. 23223\

Inst ument Copyright: None.
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Munjas, Barbara

NURSE REWARD/PUNISHMENT RESPONSES TO DEVIANT AND CONVENTIONAL BEHAVIOR
Nu

OBSERVATION FORM - STEREOTYPED DEVIANT ROLE
CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIORS WITH EXAMPLES
Reward

.-,

A

I- 'agitated behavior (restless, pacing wringing
hands, unable to.sit still, excessive talking)

*B

C

.

.

.

A

II 'Manipulative behavior (attempts to maneuver personnel.,
patients or ward routine for own advantage)

B
C

V

A

Disturbance of speech (not talking, halting, obscure,
blocking, repetitive, jumbled)

III

.

B
C

A

Memory difficulties (confusion, disorientation, makes
.
up stories to fill in gaps)

IV

B
C

A

V. Poor personal hygiene (incontinence, disheveled,
deteriorated)

B
C

A

Suicidal.talk or gesture

VI

B
C

A

Phobic behavior (persistent, unrealistic fears)

VII

B

A

VIII -Ritualistic behavior (repeated, washing of hands,
verbalization of repet.tive thoughts)

B

C

A

Somatic- complaints (headache, backache)

IX

B

C

..

.

,

A

Talking about illness and symptoms

X

B

C

C ..-

.
.

C

.

-

A.

Aggressive behavior (verbal abutiveness and out-

XI

B
C

cbursts, violent)

XII

A

Elated behavior (hyperactive, euphoric)

B

A

Regressive or infantile behavior (needs feeding
or dressing, nude, fetal position, hoarding)

XIII

B
-C

-,

A

XIV Withdrawn, apathetic; depressed behavior (sits,
alone; preoccupied, sad, not eating, im-

.. .p

mobile, slow tc0iTspohd. to directions) I
Erotic behavior (autoerotiC, -seductive, expose.

A

.XV

C

,

self)

B
.

C

'

XVI

.

.

is:
.

XVII

Autistic behavior (posturing, staring/trance
automatic & undirected, fantasy, stupor) '
,

)

.A

B

C

.

Hallucinatory & delusional behriv:or (talks to
self or imaginary person, suspicious', grandiRge.
persecutory)
.

' A
B
C-

o

Punish
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Nu

OBSERVATION FORM - CONVENTIONAL ROLES
CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIORS WITH EXAMPLES
Reward
I

II

Otiestioning attitude regarding routines, etc.
(I'm not sick, I want to go home. What
are these medicines for?)

A

Asserting autonomy over own behavior (reluctant to
or refusing to engage in-any routine or activity, such as getting up at a prescribed-time,
et/riding in unnecessary lines, etc. Demon^
strates selfdirection)
Seeking contact or communication .with the world out
..eide the hospital (telephones family, friends,
etc., wants radio, newspaper and the privilege
to watch teleyision as'desires

A

B

.

C

.

III

A

C

IV

A

Demonstrates-interest in activities beyond those
involved in basic physical maintenance (rec.reation, hobbies, improvement of physical
.appearance)
.

.

A

V Assuminga leadership role in activities (suggests.
ward, recreational & occupational actiftties)

B

VI

Attempting to make contact with the physician or '
other hospitalAauthority to.discuss questions
such as'own progresi or discharge, ward activities
or fundtioning of. hospital personnel.

A
B

C.,
.

VII

A

Assuming responsibility for others (helping
fellow patients and staff)

C

VIII

Engages in expected social amenities (says thank -you, asks for cigarettes when available,rather
than grabbing them,..obserVes common courtesies )

'

A
B.

C-

Punish
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Rewarding Behavior -- operationally, it refers to overt behavior of
nursing personnel, things they say and do. A positive reinforcement.
broad categories of rewarding behavior have been identified.

A. 'Approving,statements and actions.
B.

C.

Remunerative behavior.

Three

("That's good," a warm smile.)

(Granting favors, exth privileges, prizes,
removing some state of punishment.).

(Pays attention
Takes positive action in response to Patient's behavior.
to patient, seeks him out, asks his assistance in
carrying out ward tasks, shows respect, acts on
legitimate requests.)

Punishing Behavioroperationally, it refers to overt behavior of nursing
Three broad
A negative reinforcement.
personnel, things they say and do.
categories of punishing behavior have been identified which are antithettoal
io.the above listed rewarding behavior.
(Correct, chastise, frown)

A.

Disapproving statements and actions.

B.

Imposing a penalty.

C.

Refusing to act or taking-negative action in response to patient's
(seclusion, restraint, rough or harsh response, ignoring)
behavior.

(Lifting or restricting privileges)
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were based npon a review of the literature and
the author's proiesSional experience.
Procedure for Development: No information
was provided regarding the development of this

Title: PHYSICIAN CHECKLIST
Author: Pienschke, Darlene

VariableSt This instrument elicits information
on two variables,, which, though conceptually
distinct, arenot named. The first variable deals
with how physicians present their liagnosis to
patients who have cancer. The second variable

instrument other than to indicate that it' was

given to six physicians to fill out for 32 of their
patients.
Reliability. and Validity: No information re-

garding, the reliability of these variables was

involves hoW;physicians give patients who have
cancerthe prognosis for their disease. (For this
review, the,:former will* be called cancer diag-

provided.

Two other questionnaires, the Patient Interview. Questionnaire and the Nurse Perceptions
Questionnaire (Pienschke, 1973) were used in

nosis approach, and the latter -will be called
cancer prognosis approach.)

collecting data .regarding patients'

Description.:

Nature end Content: The instrument is made
up 'of eight questions which indicate the kind
and amount of diagnostic and prognostic infor-

mation that physicians give to patients who
haf,re cancer. Cancer diagnosis approach is made

.

...up of responses to three items such as "Words
used to describe his diagnosis:" CanCer prognosis approach is made up of responses to five
'questions such as ."Terms used to relate prognosis." The scale used to provide iriforination on
these two variables has two possibilities: open,
or guarded. ..A cancer diagnosis approach is defined to be "open'" if the physician checked such
ternis as .cancer or malignancy in iteifif 1. It is
_defined to be "guarded" if terms such as lesionor growth are similarly checked. Cancer prop--

express higher confidence in their physician and

nurses, (2) evidence greater satisfaction' with:
the amount and kind . Of information received
.from their doctor,13) indicate greater satisfacLion -with patient care, and (4) have' a greater
congruence. with nurse perceptions of the needs
of patients (Pienschke, 1973). No statistical in-.
formation is provided that could be used to

cate the probability that such tendencies were
.;

nosis approach is defined to be "open" if the

.

,

being open or. guarded. Directions fcnr categorization ofthe .questions and the responses must,
be -2obtained from the author (Pi.eischke, personal communication, 1976).
Development:

qatiunale The Physician Checklist was de-

patients information about their disease and
how patients feel about their illness and their
hospital experienceg.

G

.

Source of Items: The items contained in the
checklist were developed by" the author and

ti

instrument, along with her Patient Interview
Questionnaire and Nurse Perceptions :Ques,
tionnaire described elsewhere in this conillation, can 1::)4 found. in the article referenced

.

Comments: The instrument appears to have- a
potential for providing information about the
two vaiiables it is puesumed to measure. However, due to the limited number of patients and
doctors invOlvedlin its developmentilt is prem.,
ture to. draw any conclusions regarding the illtnnate usefulness of: the information provided
by these two variables. It :would be helpful in',
future. research .to gather information regarding the extent .to which the various items Con-.
tribute to the .score for their' respective:.

fined prior to data collection.) Questions are
categorized as pertaining to'diagnosis or prognosis, and then responses" are categorized as

__

likely -to -be due_to_chance_orrandom factors.

Use in Research: Pienschke'S (19.73)' use of this

percent chance of survival or remission is indi
gated. It is defined to be "guarded" if no such
information is proyided.
Administration and. Scoring: This instrument
is to:be completed by a physician. A basic as-.
sumption is that a physician's response to each
patient 'question regarding diagnosis or prognosis will be open or guarded. (These were de-

veloped- to obtain inforniation on the relation_ship_between the kind Of approach used to give

fe-elings

about the information received, their satisfaction with the care received in the hospital, and
nurses' perceptions of 'patients' responses to the
Information received from their doctors. The au,'
thor noted a tendency for patients who received
the. open approach on cancer diagnosis to:, (1) ...

variables, as well. as to determine how.each item

c,

relates to criterion variables such as patient
satisfaction with care and patient knowledge ;of
diagnosis.
Any-potential user of this instrument should
carefully examine the sefection and labeling of
.the' two variables 'under examination. Su; too.,
'-
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must the content of the items be examined in
relation, to their validity for measuring the variables, e.g., in item-1, the author assumes some

of the terms are more acceptable to patie;lts

than othe,rS,. but no evidence was provided for

this assumption; in item 3, it is questionablewhether
the response choices are stated in the:
beitterms.

.

References:.
Pienschke, Sr. Darlene. Guardedness or open-
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ness on the cancer unit. Nursing Research,
1973, 22 (6), 484-490.

Source of Information:
Sr. Darlene Pienschke, B.S., M.S.

Assistant Professor .
Marquette University
4311 North 100 Street
Milwaukee, Wis. 53222

Instrument Copyright: Sr.. Darlene Pienschke,
B.S., M.S.
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Ptenschke, Darlene
PHYSICIAN

CHECKLIST.

Check the information that was given to the patient ja bout his diagnosls and
prognosis:
,

1:---Words used to describe his diagnosis,

neoplasm
t.

malignancy

cancer

lesion

tumor

mass
.

growth

.

Other

Phrases used in lay men's terms to describe the resultS-of-the surgical
procedure.
"got it all"

"Can't.be'sureuntil we -get the-pathology oriaboratory reports."
"we think, we'gotit all but we..recomMend-TUrthertreitment."
"there is nothing- furtherWeean.do."'.
"we thiHOde got it ill, brat, we can't be sure.
,

We recommend
,

'further treatment just in case."
'it spread to'other Places."

other
.

MediCal .terms -used to describe the'resUlts of the surgical procedure..
,

inoperable
localized(
nonresectable

metastasized

other
4.

Terms 'used to relate prognosis.

progressive
incuralAe
we'got i V late

advancing

everything looks good
terminal

spread

o
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The-percent chance .of survival indicated.

0- 10

40-50%

80-90%

19

50-60%

90-100%

20-30%

60-70%

did not say

0-40%

70,80%

6. 'Percent chance df-remission indicated.
0-10%

40-50%

80-90%

10-20%

50 -60%

90-100%

60-70%

did not say

20-30%
30-40%
.

'

70-80%

Time of life ,expectancy indicated.

weeks
months.

40Mrs
tAktnab say
At tie liwe the patient .;was toldThis condition was there my evidence.

ormetmstasit?
Yes
no

Copyrighted. by Sr..Dariene .Pienachice; reproduced with permission:by the Health Resoura...-...
Administration. Further'reproduction prohibited. without permission of_copyright holder.
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Provider-Client interaction: Client Behatior.

Title: 'PROBLEM' BEHAVIOR
SHEET AND CODING TOOL

-

Development:

REPORT

-

attonc#: The instrument is based upon a

theory. of ecological pgychology developed by
Barker (1964, 168), Gump (1964, 1967), and

Author: Bailey, JanelT.
Variable: Patient, problembehavior in nursing
care settings is the Variable under study. Problem behavior is defined aaaction which deviates
from the staffT.desited, stamling.patterns of be-

Wright (1967).

havior are defined as 'belfaviors which are

Source of Berns: The items were based upon a
review of the literature and the author's profest
sional experience.
Procedure for Development: No information
was provided.

expected of patients by nurses and presUrried to
be :required to keep the treatment settings minnirig smoothly; the implied harm to the smooth.

data-gathering and coding.process was checked .
in two ways: (1) 40 incidents which had been

havior. Staff-desired,. a...rands ing patterns of 'be-

Reliability and Validity: Reliability of.the,

operation of the treatment setting causes th,e
nurse to intervene.

recorded and categorized were rated by two.
coders; iriterrater agreement of. their results

Description:
NatUre an4 Content: The instrument corisists
of two' parts: (1) the observational, tool, which

(PRN medication used); 0' 48 'incidents, observed after collection 'of data for the Bailey. .2
(1974) study, 'had ceased., were recorded. and

.

ranged frorri 0.80 .(nursing i0ervention).to 1;000
.

utilizesthe-critical incidenttechnique, is ,used to
collect the data, and. (p the coding section Organizes data into descriptive categories and diniensionsAvhich can theri be analyzed by the use
of nonpararnetric statistics.

The roblemBehavior Report Sheet provides

a place. for the nurse to check under-what condi-

tions-the problein behavior occurs (mealtime,
bia ride, bedtime, etc.), and which of thelollowing best-describes the pat.*!Vs-frameLof_raind_at:

the time of the inciiient (completely disOr.

ganized,, somewhat, disorganized, or organized
a ri arm al
With actions ndwordscoor ins ted at
level): The retnairider of the sheet is to be used
kir a verbatim report of the reported behavior.
The Coding. Tool lists 10 major categories and
dimensions to be coded. They concern the nature of the patient's problem behavior (PB), the
nurse's behavioral response (intervention) (I),'
to the nurse's interd the patient'S

ye on (PR). Coding ins illctio.ns are .provided.
ist'ration and Scoring:, The instrument
Ad
was deve ed -for use a psychiatric inpatient
care getting., e °observer, must know the staffdesired, ,standr patiorns of patient behavior
In order to liezable o identify- problem behavior
incidents arid.factors sociated with those inci-

categorized_s_imUltaneously bV.paired 013-servers.
Analygig of these' data showed iiiterrater

agreement from 0.73 (deviance).0 COO (problem

behavic).fTheauthor alio stated that there was
a high aegree. of similarity for data from the 48
doubly observed and recorded incidents which
did not reqiiireCoding.(Bailey; 1974).
No validity evidence was provided.

Use in Research: The development and use of
the instrument is described in Bailey's master's
thesis referenced below.
Comments: This instrument provides a beginning scheme- for the categorization of nurse ,

patient interaction. ,However, in its present
form, it forces behaVior into preconceived clas7

sifications and attends to problem °behavior
fromthe nurse's perception only. If exparsded.,
refined, and detailed, the -author's procedure
could tie useful in mapping some of therconspli7

cated interrelationships between patient

havior, nurse-patient interaction, and care.
References:

dents.

Bailey, Janet. Problem behaNOr on a psychiatric
unit. Unpublished master's thesis, Univexslt,y/
of Kangas, 1974.
Barker, Roger G. Ecological psychology. Stan-

and coiled.

13-firkeTTRoger-G7Fand-Gumpr-PautiV- id sch

In the author's study, t instrument per se
- was hoi_scdred; the behavio was categoriged

.

ford, California: Stanford University Press,
1968.

Rool,
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small school. Stanford, California: Stanford
Uriiyersity Press, 1964.
GuMp, Paul V. Classroom behaviOr setting: Its
nature and relation to student behavior. Final
Report to U.S. Office of Education; Project No.
2453, Contract No: 0E4-10,107, 1967.

Wright, 'Herbert F. Recording and analyzing
child behavior. New York:, Harper and Row,
1967.

r.

Source of Information:
Janet T. Bailey, R.N., M.A.
15519 Pleasant Valley
Rouston, TeX. 77062

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Bailey "Janet T.
-.PROBLEM BEHAVIOR REPORT SHEET AND CODING TOOL.

Your name
.

Approx. time'of day of Problem Behavior

Date
Patient's name

Check the apprdpriate response
for the following question:

NCheck the appropriate item below:

Activity occurring

Which of the following best
describes how, the patient
seemed to you at theetime of
Y the reported behavior?

Mealtime :.
....

Bedtime
Community Meeting
Volleyball °

OT
Group Meeting
Bus ride
Freetime
Exercise
Visiting hours
Other

C

3

//-

,

A.

.

Completely disorganized,.
his-thoughts and actions
lacking.contin4ty, out
of contact withs'feality.

.

B. Somewhat disorganized,
but with evidence of,contact'. with reality.
C.

Organized with aCtiiiiir---,

and Words coordinated
at a n4rmal leiel:
Please 'describe the problem behavior in-the order i

happened:

'

O
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°-,PROBLEM BEHAVIOR CODING TOOL

//.
Description
of Problem Behavior Incidents

CODE-

P.B.

CODE

I.

CODE

P.R.

CODE
es-

CODE

P.R.

CODE

I.

CODE

P.R.

CObE

CODE

P.R.

CODE

I.

CODE

P.R.

CODE

I.

CODE

P.R.
*4.

Yes

High
Mod.

Low

MANIFEST DEFIANCE

No

I

.

:

p

High
Mod.,,HABD-SOFT INTERVENTION

Low,

%

ON1GOING LIMITS SET

No

.

Yes

.

PRN MEDICATION. GIVEN
I

No

Yes

Yes
,

_

THREAT USED

,

NURSING MOVE PATTERN.
,

-No:
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Broblem Behavior

.

.

This is the patient behavior which the reporting nurse stated was
You will be asked tocode these into one of two categories,
and the proper subcategory. The categories deal with which kind'of "rules"
the behavior breaks and therefore is termed "problem behiVior."

-

.a probleth.

.

There' are two seta:

Violation of Running Rules -- These rule, are the ones
They
made to keep things running smoothly on the unix.
are the regime rules.
A.

Failure to go to expected setting or activity
0

,

Patient fdils to go to scheduled activity, meal,
etc,, tries to go to bed earl,.

Failure to participate in setting's program
P

.

Patiententers_setting but refuses or fails to
participate; e.g., will .go to dining room, bitt

won't eat, on't take medications.,
Attempts to Leave setting,
Patient attempts to leave setting where he 1.8
supposed to be;ie.g., won't stay.in-O.T., attempts
to elope.
D.

Other generalized etting rule violations
These behaviors are those that seem to violate the
running rules but do,not seem to fit in above
categories. 'Patient doesn't wear shoes, smiakes
when against.the,rules, "makes out" in cOnference
room.

,

J
,

II.
.

,

Violation of Interpersonal - Social Rules --,Thele'are
"rules" that exist to help promote satisfactory.(-_,
interpersonal - social. relationships. They .are subdivided
into two,major classifications:A.

Cultural Rules

u
These are "rulee or "norms" used by the larger
society, i.e., the society outside the hospital.
These behaviors which break thebe rules - are in
e
two classese
.
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Unusual disturbed behavior -- These are the
behaiors which result in appe'rson being
hospitalized. These are ettempts.to hurt self,
others -- confuseds bizarre-behaviors. May be
acts usually performed in private, perforthed
publicly, such -as undre'ssing in communi.ty_ meeting.

It may be a destructive act-toward proper:ye
.

Interven'ion

Usual disturbed behavior -- These are behmtiors
that are disturbed, but occur relatively
frequently in the "oUtside" world. They 'are
behaviors such as crying, Cursing, being.
negligent toward propertyl_elspressing worry,
berating staff.

.

This is the nurse behavior which is the responde to the problem
behavior7of the patient.
I.

If.

Gentle supporting behaviors
Nurse listens, comforts; touchee gently, stays with patient.

Reminding behaviors
thebe: behaviors act as an additional input from the
envirqment. Nurse repeats. rules, gets patient's attention,
reminds patient of scheduled activity, points- out danger
to patient from environment, confronts patientjwith
responsibility.

III.

Gathering information behavior
Nurse attempts to clarify input from patient,
assesses:

Atcs questions

.;

1-

IV.

Encouraging behayiors
No clearly visible force used to change behaviort-nnree
states she encouraged,patient; suggested, there'may be
evidence of persuasion. Nurse may request thatpatient
0
change behavior..
,

...

"Forcing behavior,

Power clearly used.
of two kinds:

'

Direct evidence of force.

May be

o

A.

Mechanical power amttion -- nurse uAes gtysical
,force, environmental manipulation, or. self)nanipulation. The patient is carried to Activities,
is locked out of room.

.

nurse threatens, insistsplissues
COmmunicaciire
Nurse tells patient.ithat unless he goes
directive.
.,

to OT he will lose hisprivileges.
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VI. -Calling for help
Doctor or other staff members called on to help.
.
a threat, but genuine call for assistance.

Not

'

.

.

.
.

,

VIt.

,

No intervention
r-

Patient Reaction to Intervention
This is the patient behavior, which occurs-in response to the nurse's
intervention. There are four categories.
..

A

--1

I. .Compliance
Patient goes along yith staff immediately." Behavior
.
changes so that Et is no longer a problem.

Ms. Delayed compliance -.
Delays but then gives in,.
Patient puts off complying.
omplies.
surrenders without any further intervention:
only_after a period of non-compliance. aMplies, but
-,
with evidence oi.reluctance.'
,..
,

.--

,

,

III. -Non-compliance
Patient does riot change behavior in desired direction.
Nurse must intervene again to achieve compliance.
.

?>-.

.

.

-'

..,

.
'

IV.

Overcome

,

.

1

Patientis made to comply by physical
g comply. .

rce.

Unwillingto

/*

Total Incident Coding

The followingdimensions were devised to measure certain aspects of
the entire incident.' Within the same incident, there may be several
Please bode the incident atgthe highest
levels of these dimensions.
-

level readied.
I.

High defiance, moderate,, low defiance.'
This scale measures how defiant patient's behavior was
It asks how much "push" or
during the entire incident.
resistence the patient put into the incident;
.

0\,.

A.

.

High --0tehavior is quite defiant; pagielzt adamant,
Patient eldpei or,atteakts to,
quite resistive.
refuses to take.medidation, throws pills on floor,
hides, strikes at nurse.
....>,

°

B.

-lc

Moderate -- behavior is less resistive; more passive,
moderately defiant. Patient refuses to take medicatidn,
but in orderly fashion Patient.won't talk, but refutes
to go.tO activity, is sarcastic, pulls back when pulled
on.

4
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C.

II.

flimsily or not at all resistive;
Low -- behavior only
Patient "forgets" to go to
lent.
patient minimally\
activity., wonders down wrong hallway.

Hard-soft quality of intervention
This dimension asks how forceful,. aggressive, intrusive,
punitive, or demanding the. nurse's behavior was.
,/

A.

High -4kehaviors which are forceful, aggressive,.
intrusive, punitive or demanding. Nurse pulls on
patient, carries patient'to.activity, lotks patient
in room, threatens patient in bold way, physically

'

restrains patient.
B.

C.

Moderate -- behaviors which are somewhat forceful,;.
aggressive, .intrusive, punitive, or dedanding. Nurse
tries to persuade patient to go; takes patient's arm,
locks room after patientis out, more subtly threatens,
reminds patient of possible loss of privileges.
Law -- behayiors which are gentle, more passive, less
intrusi4t, non - punitive, not demanding.. Nurse requests
that patient comply, talks with patient.
4

,

III.
.

TV.

2w
'Y.ou will be asked tb decide whether or not on-gOing limits"

On-going limits

were set, i.e., limits vhich continued after theaprobiem.
behavior incident is over, e.g., patient's room is kept
locked for two lours, he loses phone privileges for.24 hours.
Threat
You will be asked to,decide whether.or not threat was used
in each incident, e.g., patient is told she cannot eat lunch
,unies's she' makes her a bed.

V.

PRN medication
extra medication
. You will be asked to decide whether or not
to
help
patiejit
comply.
was given by the nurse

-

6
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Coding Instructions for Problem Behavior Incidents

c.

,You will-be categorizing problem behavior incidents.gathered
from a four-week study in two. psychiatric in-patient units. Nursing.
staff, during this, four -week period recorded every incident of problem
.:behavior they-encountered. Problem behavior wa's described to them as
behavior on the part of the patient which causes an interruption,in
the.smooth -flowing of business on the floor. It is behavior in which
Nursing staff
the nurse must intervene .6m think about intervening.
described such behaviors, as well as their.actions and.the patient's
response.

I have taken these descriptions and placed them on a coding
sheet for you. The first behavior is labeled P.B. for problem behavior;
this is the. patient's behavior which initiates the incident. The sheet
labeled Problem Behavior contains a description of the categories you
wirl-use to code the problem behavi,ors. This category will be used
only one time for,each incident. The next behaiior is labeled I for.
intervention. This is the action the nurse takes in'eesponse to the
patient's initial problem behavior. The sheet labeled Intervention
contains a description'of the categories you will use to codes the nursing
staff's actions. The third behavior is labeled P.R. for patient reaction.
This is Ehe patient's Sehavior in response'to the nurse's-intervention.
It deals with whether or not the patient complies. The sheet entitled
Patient-Reaction to Intervention contains a description of the categories
you will use to code the patient reaction behaviors.
On the coding sheet, the intervention (I) and patient reaction
Some incidents
(P.R.) codes are repeated one after another down the page.
will containmanyya and many P.R.'s; others will have only a few I's
and P.R.'s to be coded. You are to select the proper category and place
its outline number in, the blank in front of the described behalilor. Only
one code may be used for the problem behavior and the patient reaction
In the case of the nursing intervention, more than one code
behaviors.
maybe Used if you believe there are two (or more) distinctly different
interventions present. If it is only one intervention, but you are
'undecided as to which category, please choose the one you think fits,
the best.
4c.

Dimensions which are designed, to measure certain aspects of the
total incidents are listed at the bottom of the coding sheet. Descriptions
of these dimensions are listed on the sheet entitled Total Incident. You
You will be
will be-rating each incident on each of these dimensions.
checking if they are high, moderate, or Pow.
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intervention for
For statistical analysis; a Coding, summarizing all nursing
each incident, was established.

The above codings fit into this in the following manner:

move pattern.
A.

Thia-,'-coding was termed a nursing intervention

Pure 'support move pattern

All incidents which contained no forcing behaviors,-and contained One or
more gentle supporting behaviors, reminding behaviors, OT encouraging
behaviors.
B.

Pure fOrce move patterns
In this category, an incident could contain no support moves.
1._ Verbal farce only

Incidents with one or more verbal force Moves only.
Physical force only
InCidents with one or more'physical force moves only*
force (no support)

All incidents with both physidal and verbal force moves
C.

Mixed move pattern-

Incidentscodea into this category contained both forcg and support moves.
There arethree combinations.
1.

Suppo t and verbal forcE.

Iucidettswith one or more support moves from A,,,and one or more
forCe lioves from B I above.
2.

Suppor

and physical. force
I.

.

.

1

Incide ts With one or more support moves from A; and'one or more
force ovesVfrom B2..
0

3.

.Suppor

and both force

Incidents with one or-more support'-moVet from A, and one or more
moves rom B 3.
\

4.

Other

eneraized setting rules
9

Incide ts containing no force or support moves. They contain only
interve tions that were coded as Calling for help, No intervention.
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Title: ..NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR. WORKSHEET
Authors McCorkle, Ruth'

Variables: The 'wd'rksheet was designed to

measure four broad categories nonverbal patient behavior described by the author as follows:

.

tient's emotional needs (Hays 'and.Larson, 1963).
Nonverbal communication has received less attention: In orderto study some of the uses and
consequences of nonverbal interaction, its manifestations need to be recorded as accurately as
possible.
Source of Items: The, instrument was based
upon Baldwin's Intrusa-Gram Worksheet

Facial expressionsany form which the face
takes. Body, movementsany *movement or

(McCorkle, 1974).

change in positionor posture of the body, except
for the head. Eye contactany face-to-face.con-

was provided.
Reliability and Validity: Some reliability and

tact between the patient and' nurse. General
response of patientthe'observer's overall subjective interpretatiOn, of the mood of the interaction.
fleScription:

Nature and Content: The. worksheet is an
observer-recorded ,instrument` which contains
the four categories .Of nonverbal behaviors described under Variables. Each category includes
some nonverbal behavior items which,are lass
sified as positive, neutral, and negative reactions. For example, items in the category facial

expressions are grouped under the following

classifications: "(1) positive reaction (smiles or
laughs, cries, nods head up and down); (2),neutral reaction (blank ,look, raises eyebrows); and
(3) negative reaction (yawns or sighs, frowns,
moves head side to side, moans or groans)." Two
additional items, "Length of verbalization" and
"(Generap'eye contact" areincluded.;
A column of "Number of Times" and a column
of "Total" are provided for recording the observations.. The instrument-- is accompanied by a
clearly worded description of each behavior °to
be observed..
Administration and Scoring: After having'become familiar with'the descriptions provided for

each item in each category of the Interaction
Behavior Worksheet, the observer records in
the space provided on the instrument form the
number of times the behavior occurs.
Each researcher must define the specific con`ditions under which this(her) data are to be col-lected, e.g., number of observers, verbal
stimulatic length of time for observation, etc.
The numi-zr of times the described nOnverbal

interaction behaviors occur are counted and

Procedure for Devilopment: No information

validity data were provided by McCorkle's

study. Based upon two well-trained observers'
ratings .of -.60 seriously ill patients, interrater
reliability ranged from 93 percent to 100 percent.
The discriminatory validity Of the instrument
was demonstrated by its distinguishing between
an experimental group of patients (n=30) who
were touched and -verbally stimulated, and a
control _group who ,.were only. verbally .stimu---lated (McCorkle, -1974): The Xolmogorov-,
Srnirnov tvo sample . tests indicated -,that a
,significantly greater number of patients in the '
experimental groups responded positively with
facial expressions (D = 0.17, op = <0.01) and. a
significantly greater number of control patients
responded negatively with their facial expres_

sions (D = 0.20, 'p .s. <0.01). Although no signifi=
cant difference was found regarding positive body

movement responses; significantly more neutral
movements (D = 0.20, p = <0.01) were observed
in the experimental subjects as well as signifi-

cantly fewer negative movements (D = .0.14,
p = <0.01) (McCorkle, 1974).

Use in Research: The worksheet, along with
three .other instruments (Bales' Interaction
Process Analysis, the Postinteraction Questionnaire, and ElectroCardiographic tracings), was
used in A study-of "Effects of Touch on Seriously
Ill Patients" (McCorkle, 1974). The sample con-

sisted of 60 seriously ill patients between- the'
ages of 20 and 64, hospitalized on general medi:cal and surgical units in a general teaching hospital in the Midwest.,

.Comments: The author (McCorkle, 1974) provided the following:

tive," "neutral," and "negative" reactions.

This investigator mould reorganize some of .the°
categories when using, this instrument again. niers,-

Development:

ent responses. 'Crying' may need to be included as a
negative response. The gestures such as 'nodding the

then summed to provide a total number of "posi-

Rationale: Verbal interaction is one of the
primary.toolsoa nursecan use in meeting a pa-

may be no need 'to have a neutral category in the.differ-

head' may need to be reclassified or deleted. The 'nervous body movement' category needs to be- subdivided
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into *the type .of movement and number of times. The
'eye contaceneeds to be refined to measure the length of
eye contact by the patient instead of only the fact that
eye contact was or was not made.

Any potential user needs to be aware of the
-following: (1) having the observer in the pa-

tient's rooM introduces a possible source of bias;

(2) recording rby the observer requires value
judgments -on the part of the observer. As the
author hifi indicated, bath: the items and the
method of measurement should be refined by
any future researcher,References:
and Larson, K. H. Interacting with
Hays, J.
patients. New York: Macmillan Co., 1963.

McCorkle, Ruth. The effects of touch on seriously ill patients. Nursing Research, 1974, 23
(2), 125-132.

Source of Information:
Ruth McCorkle, R.N.; Ph.D.
Assistant Professor;
Department of Community Health Care
Systems, SM-24
School of Nursing
Univeesity of Washington
Seattle, Woh.- 98125

Instrument Copyright: None.
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McCorkle, Ruth
NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR WORKSHEET
Number:
Observer:
Time Begun:
Time Ended:

Categories

Times-

' Total

Facial Expressions
Smiles or laughs
Cries
Nods head u and down
Blank look
Raises e ebrows
Yawns or sighs

Positive
Reaction
Neutral
1:

Frouns T
Moves head side to
Moans or roans

Negati4e
.

Body Movements
'.Touches nurse
*Turns body toward nu =se
*NO.bodk movement,e0sY
toward nurse

Positive
Neutral

*Turns bodurrawafro

Negative

j:De Contact
Looks at nurse,

Positive
Neutral
Negative

eyes
Looks away ffonrnt
Cl

General Response of patient
*Seems interested

Positive
Neutfal
Negative

*Seemtindifferent
*Seems rejectin
minutes,
Length of verbalization'
.°
(to be scored by lnvestigntot)
Eye .contact:
*To be scored only once'

513

seconds'
yes
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Facial Expreasiond:

I.

any form which the face takes.

The face is an affect display system which:is more
xnformative abbut the nature of an emotion than the
body (whether the stimulus' person appears to feel angry,

afraid, sad, etc).

1
.

Smiles or Laughs:

a facial expression involving a

brightening of the eyes and an upward curving of
the corners of the mouth with or without a sound
that may express pleasure or amusement.

.Cries or Tears:

an act of shedding tears in which

the patient shows a spontaneous indication of relief

or demonstrates expressions of feeling better after
a period of tension.

2

Nods head up and down:

a gesture in which the posi-

tion of the head iss changed vertically to express

5

or emphasize ideas in conjunction with verbal expression.

"Inrludesgiving specific signs of atten-

tion to what the other is saying as he goes along,

1

4'aul Ekman and Wallace V. Friesen, "Head and Body
,Cries in the Judgement of Emotion: A Reformulation,"
Perceptual and Motor Skills (1967), p. 712.
r.

2Robert F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Addison - Wesley,' Inc., 1951),
p. 179.
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'as a means of encouraging him to say what he wishes;
by nodding the head, saying, '1 see,'
Blank/look:

Yes,' 'M-hmn.'"

3\\

an empty look without-any expression.

.

"Raises eyebrows:

to lift the arch,or ridge over the

eye, also lifting-the hair growing on the ridge.

Yawns or "sighs:

to take a4deep breath with or without

the jaws, widespread as an involuntarY reaction to
fatigue or.boredom.

Included when behavior "indicates

to the observer that the actor isUnattentive, bored,

or psychologically withdrawn from the-problem at hand
such as yawning."4

Frowns:

to contract the brow or/a wrinkling of,the

brow as in displeasure or as-an indication of in,

tolerance.

5

Moves head from aide'to side:

a gesture in which the

position-of-the head is °changed horizontally 6 ex-

press or emphasize ideas in conjunction with verbal
expression.
3

4
5

B les, p. 180,
Bales, p. 195.
Bales, p. 192.
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Moans ov-groans:
grief or pain:

to. utter a low prolonged sound of

pr a deep inarticulate and involuntary

sound abruptly begun and ended.

Included as an in-

dication of distress, discomfort, fatigue or pain.

6

AV.

II.

Body Movements:

any movement or change in position

or posture of the body, except for the head.

The

"body shows the patient's adaptive Offortn regarding
affect, which is more informative than the face about
the intensity of an emotion.
Touches nurse:
the. nurse.

7

to come in contact physically,with

Included as in indication that.the actor

is attracted to the other.

8

Turns body toward nurser' changes of moves body in
direction of the nurse.

No body movement away or toward nurse:

no change in.

position; no motion of any part or of the bOdy as a'
whole.

Nervous body movements:

rapid

repeated motions with;

the hands, fingers, feet, face, shoulders, head, or
body, such as the'vtapping of fingers or squirming.
6
7

Bales, p. 195.

Pp

Ekman and Friesen, p. 712\
TI

8

Bales, p. 177.
r
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Eye Contact:

III.

face to face contact. between the'patient

and. nurse.
,

focusing o'ne's eyes in the general

Looks at nurse:

direction; that is, facing the nurse; watching the

I

9

I

nurse attentively.

ehuts eyelids for alonger period than

Closes eyes:
five seconds.

focusing one's eyes in anther

Looks away from nurse:

direction than that facing the nurse.

IV.

General Response of. Patient:

the obseiver's overall

.

subjectiveanierpretation of the mood of the inter:

! action.
Seems interested:

to share,, participate, or to

become involved with the interaction.
.

Seams indifferent:

to show a lack of interest; un-

4r

concerned or unfeeling; to be unmoved, apathetic,

.011
or resigning.

1

1

Seems re ectin. .

pat

.or bec

e involved with the interaction, a
ncludes any bqhavior in which the actor.

fuse

9

e unwilling to share, partici-

Bales,1 p. 1 0.

.1
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appears.to be provoked, in which he shows annoyance,

irTitatiorwheat, anger, rage,, or Was a temper
.10
tantrum.V.

Length of Verbalization:

the time from which the

nurse signals the observei-s to begin by pulling on

her left ear lobe to the time the nurse leaves the
patient's bedside.
VI. /*Eye Contact to be Scored by Investigator:

direct ".

visual contact between the nurse and patient in which
there is eye

o eye contact with each other during at

least half the interaction.
I'

ir

10

Bales,,p

.1-

195.

C.
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pretested it in a small university-affiliated
psychiatric hospital and in a large

ACING -OUT CHECKLIST
AuthOr: Shoffn er, Mildred
Variable: The instrument was designedto identify acting-out behavior of hospitaliied.adoles-

.

affiliated general hospital, both pf which had psychiatric units that included psychiatric adolescent patients.cAs a result of the pretesi and
followup interviews with participating staff wht
cent 'patients. Acting-out is defined as "an
had completed a total of 16 checklists, the in- ,
infraction of hospital, rules which the adoleswas revised to its presen,t forrri.
cent has prior knowledge of, verbal abuse of a ' 'strument
Reliability and Validity: No interrater reliastaffmember, the indiction of physical-pain or
bility data were available.
injury to himself(herself) Or to another persOn
Content validity of(the instrument is based
on thehoevital unit, or deitruction of any physiupon
(1) its having been reviewed by the
cal propel* of the hospital unit itself."
thor's dissertation advisory committee and six
psychiatric-mental health nurses, each of whom
Description:.
Nature and .content: This is an observer- . held at least a master's degree, (2) thesource of :
completed, modified checklist which contains
the items identified above, and (3) a pretest of
behavior
two items directly related to acting-out
the instrument.
(type of behavior and precipitating factors), one
item which seeks a narrative deicription a the
Use in Research: kShoffner developed the. inacting-out incident, and six items of patient and
styument f6r use in her disiertation research
observer -demographic data: Item 5, "type of
now fn progress. She is using it along with an
instrument developed by Rudolph Moos: The "
acting-but," lists, essentially, the Components of
purpose of her study is to gain more knowledge
the definition of actink-out listed: above under
about adolescent 'patients who break hospital
Variable. Item 6, "precipitating factors to the
rules of which they have prior knowledge, Vetincident," lists 12 possible causes: More than
in
response_to
this.
ballY ithuse staff members, inflict physi&il pain
one factor may be checked
on themselves or another .person in the hospital
item.
Administration and Scoring: The checklist
unit, or.destroy phygies.1 property of the hospital unit itself.
can be completed by any professional staff
y
member of EFealth care facility, though it was
designed primarily for use of nursing staff.
Comments: The instrument appears to have potential for eliciting the kind of data Shoffner
Anyone completing the instrument Musthe able
to read at the high school leyel and must have
seeks. More information on the iristiument's
-.some insight into causes of behavior. strength -Ind weaknesses should be available
upon Shoffner's completion of her research. .
Directions for completion accompany ,the
checklist" and more than one checklist may be
completed on an incident when More than one
References: staff member either observes the incident or is
Blos, Peter. On adolescence. New York:, The
directly involved in theincident. Each checklist
Free Press, 1962.
requires approximately 5 minutes to complete.
Erikson, Erik: The problem of ego identity:
The instrument itself is not scored.
.
Psychological h es, 1 (1), 1959.
Josselyn,
Irene.
Ad
escencb.
NeW
York:
Harper
Development:
Row, 1971.
Rationale: The instrument is based upith the
BIos
theories and concepts of adolescence-of
Source of,Information:
e5,..

th

;."

(1962); Erikson IA59), and Josselyn (1971).
Sdurce of Items: The items were derived from

a review of the literature and the author's e
peiienee with adoleseent psychiatric patients.
Procedure. for Development:: The author developed an early version of the instillment and

Mildred Stoffner, R.N., M.N.
Mental Health -Center
J
Bethesda Hospital and Commumty
Denver, Colo289220

Instrument Copyri ht: None.
4

A
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Shoffii er,- Mildred
ACTING-OUT eCHECKLIGT

1
I

4

44 DIRECTIONS:

Please complete a Checklist eachtime you, yourself, observe an
inciddnt of acting-routby a patient and each time you are actually
involved i an incident of acting-out by thepitient.- More than
ist may be completed on an incident when more than one
one Che
staff m ber either obsirves the incident or is directly inv0;ved
in the incident. Always reCord_youK own personal opinion of the

S

incident.

.

Please complete this form as soon after the incident Eli possible
and always before you report off duty from the shift on which the
incident took place.- If additional space is needed for a written
explanation of any_answer, please write theword OVER at the eitt:
of the-unfinished statement. Then turn the page over, record thee
number of the question to which you-are responding and then .complete ,
-'
your explanation.
.

EachChecklist takes approximately five minutes to complete.

.

ACTING-OUT:

is an infraCtion of hospital rules which the:hdOlescent has prior
knowledge of, verbal abuse of a staff member, the infliction of
physical pain or injury to-himself/herself or to anotherapersark
on the hOspital unit, or destruction of'any:physical property Of
.
the hospital.unit itself.-

.

0

52u

-0
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ILZAiZ CHECK OULT (=ANSWER FOR EACH OF THE

mown CATEGORIES:
1\

2.

iatient% sex:

F

Palhent's age:

12-14 yrs.

15-17 yrs.
18-21 yrs.
Other,. 'pleaie identify

Day of week:

.

Mon.

Tues.
Wed.

0

Thurs. kip
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

7-3

3-11
11-7

0
0
[7.1

[:1
,

0-,

Other, please idenC

5.

Type of Acting-Out:

qr

i/

Broke hospital rules

1:

Verbally abusive to staff
Hurt self ((Burned skin,
cut self,, banged head)

Hurt another patient
Burt a staff member

0

Destroyed hospital property
.0ther,

Please explain:

6

4.
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o

,

(checktaikmany as necessary)

Precipitating. FaCtors-to-the Incident:

6.

'Staff not available to

Intrapsychic factors

give attention to thin

Iiritating'behavior

patient

r-1

of another patient

Nothing eo.do 0
proksn'promise by l
other staff member

or,
LI

Authoritarian imtitude,-.1
11
of staff members

Broken promiie by parents -1

or- significant other u

Inconsistent rules 0

Competing"with other
patients for 'ittantion LI

Schedilled activity or -

Significant date.

appointment not kept
,

.

a

Visiting hours 0

Oirlday, holiday')
Other,
Imp lain:
o

r7.

Please describe the acting-out Incidept briefly in rut own words:

8.

Your Job Title

9.

today's date
A

.

/ntraptychie factors are factors existing within the individual's mind.
22)

2

;
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Provider-Client Interaction: Quality of Care (Process)

Title: RUSH-MEDrCUS NURSING PROCESS,
METHODOLOGY

Authors: Haussmann, R. K. Dieter, Hegyvary,
Sue T., and Newman, John F.
Variable: The quality of nursing care as it can be
measured by an assessment of the nursing proceSs is the variable. The nursing process is defined as the assessing, planning, implementing,
and evaluating componeritS of care. The nursing
proCess, as operationalized by this instrument,
is a comprehensiveset of nursing activities perforrnectin the delivery of patient care.

3.6 The patient's family is included in the nursing
care process.
4.0 Achievement of nursing care objectives is evaluated.
4.1 Records document the care provided for the pa. I
tient.
4.2 The patient's response to therapy is evaluates.
5.0''Unit procedures-are followed for the proteetion of all

patients.
5.1 Isolation and decontamination procedures are
followed.

. 5.2 The unit is prepared for emergency. situations.
6.0 The delivery of nursing care is facilitated by administrative and managerial services.
6.1 Nursing reporting follows prescribed standards.
6.2 Nursing management is provided.
6.3 Clerical services are provided.
6.4 viEndevidr.onmental and support Services are pro-

Description:

Nature and Content: This methodology for
evaluatinethe quality of nursing 'care consists
ofia master set of 257 evaluative criteria. These
Criteria .are grouped within a framework of six
major objectives and 28 subobjectives:
1.0 Theplan of nursing care is, formulated..
-1.1 The condition of the patient is assessed on admission.

1.2 Data relevant to hospital care are ascertained
- on admission.
1.3 The current, condition of the patient is assessed.
1.4 The written plan of nursing care is formulated:
1.5 The plan ofinursing care is coordinated with the
medical plan of care.
2.0 The physical needs of the patient are attended.
.

2.1 The pitient is protected from accident and injury.
2.2 The need for physical comfort and rest is attended.
2.3 The need. for physical hygiene is attended.
2.4 The need for a supply of oxygen is atte
2.5 The need for activity is attended.
2.6 The need for nutrition and fluid balance."
tended.
2.7 The need for elimination is attended.
2.8. The need for skin care is attended.
2.9 The patient is protected frominfectiori.
3.0 The .nonphysical (psychological, emotional, mental,
and social) needs of "the patient' are attended.
3.1 The patient is oriented to hospital facilities on
admission.
3.2 The patient is. extended' social courtesy by the
nursing, staff.
3.3 The patient's privacy 'and civil rights are honored.
3A The need for psychological-emotional well-being
is attended.
.

3.5 The patient is taught Measures of 'health
maintenance and illness prevention.

,
The criteria are stated in objectiVe, measura-

ble terms, usually with dichotomous answer,
and sources of Wo/nation have been identified
for each criterion. For medical, surgical, and
pediatric nursing, the methodology has' been
developed to apply, to four categories of patients,

_i.e.; self-care, partial care, complete care, and
intensive care: Additional categories of patients
currently included are patientS in the recOvery
room and in the normal newborn nursery.
Administration and Scoring: The methodology is operationalized by xs' of observation
worksheets. These worksheets c ritain grouped
subsets of criteria from the maste lift, and the
-criteria have been selected to-be re Vant both
. to a specific patient type and representative ofall criteria in the master list that might apply to
a specific patient type. Printed worksheets Of
compute-selected criteria based on patient type,
are available.
The worksheets have been designed ..to be
completed by trained observers. Workshops to
train observers and. to- establish an acceptable
level of inter-observer reliability 'must be -pre-..
vided. The authors indicated that at the end of. a.
2- to 3-day 'training session,. most ObSerVera
achieved better than 90 percent agreement on
completed worksheets. Any potential user must
be aware of the need fer planned, systematic
assessment of interrater reliability of the 6137servers, and A level 086-percent agreement is
suggested.
.
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The methodology is applied to a nursing unit
by reviewing 10 percent of 1 month's patient
census, usually about 20 patients. Observations
should be randomly distributed across patients,
days, and day and evening shifts.
Specific patients are randomly selected from

the unit censui just prior to observation and
rating. Once these patients have been identified,

their illness classification is noted and the appropriate observation worksheets are selected
and completed by the trained observer. A total
of 30 to .50 minutes is required to complete each

worksheet; of this time, approximately 5 to 10
minutes is devoted to patient interview. Information i obtained from a total of eight sources,
and the recommended sources of information for
each criterion are indicated on the worksheet.
All completed worksheets are visually
scanned for completeness, keypunched, and en-

tered into a computer program for editing. A
second computer program then produces quality
indexes for each of the 28 subobjectives for each
of the monitored units. Each index is the average
of the criterion scores within the subobjective.
Each criterion score is the ratio of positive responses to the maximum possible positive
responses based upon the number of valid observations for the criterion: All of the computer programs are coded in ANS COBOL and may be
any medium-sized computer which
operated
can run the routine.
Development:

Rationale: This system resulted from an at-

tempt to develOp a methodology that (1) would
be patient-centered, (2) ,Was process-oriented in

terms of activities that comprise the nursing
process, (3) would permit correlation of various
aspects of nursing processes as well as correlation of processes with structural and outcome
measures, and (4) would extract the most relevant and useful parts of existing methodologies
so that a more specific and comprehensive instrument Could be developed and tested..
Source. of Items: The items were based on an
extensive, in-depth examination of studies and

instruments that addressed measurement of
the quality of nursing care, as well as on the
professional experience of the project acNisory
committees and staff.
Procedure for Development: An initial set of
900 itemso was developed, and examined for
measurability and redundancy. This led to a revised list of approximately 200 items. Additional .
items which focused specifically on patient care
were added. From this effort,la set of'220 criteria

was developed for use with medical, surgical,
and pediatric units. The .criteria were used in a
study which included two hospitalsk. Based upon

the results of that study, the criteria were revised, expanded, and field tested with 19 hospi-

tals in various locations in the United States.
These hospitals were selected to test the reliability and validity of the methodology in a wide
range of types and sizes of hospitals.
Data from this 18-month study in the 19 hospi-

tals were statistically analyzed in detail and
some changes in the criteria list resulted.
Changes in the criteria list did not substantively
affect the subobjective measures, thems&ves.
Only criteria, which had not contributed information to scores during one 3-month period
(January through March) were eliminated, and
care was taken not to change the substantive
meaning Of those criteria which were reworded
as a result of the analysis.
Relidbility and Validity: The reliability and
validity of the methodology are treated extensively in the references cited below. That information is presented here in brief summary only.

The authors found in the pilot study in two
hospitals that- inter-observer reliabili coefficients of 0.90 were usually attained at she end of
a 2- or 3 -day` orientation workshop. For the field

study in 19 hospitals,-an interobserver reliability coefficient' of 0.85 was reported.
To further. test the reliability of the methodol-

ogy, data obtained from the 19 hospitals were
submitted to itrri analysis, redundancy
analysis, cluster analysis, and polytomous-item
analysis.
Content validity was established 'on the basis
of the sources of the items identified above, i.e.,

extensive literature review, examination of
preexisting instruments, an outside pinel of experts, advisory groups of nurses, and the professional experience of the authors.
The" claim for construct validity is based upon
two types of data: (1) arkanalyiis of the scores
obtained from the 19 hospitals showed that differences in the quality scores were highly pre-

dictable in terms of prevalent concepts and
practices of nursing, and (2) current trends in

nursing education and practice led to the
hypothesis that components of the nursing

process should be highly correlated in terms of
quality. Analysis of quality scores from the 19
hospitals showed the presence of a high degree
of such correlation (p <0.001).

As the authors pointed out, evidence of concurrent validity is difficult to assess because of
the lack of comparable methodology for com4.;

J
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Because of the length, of the instrument and

parison. However, subjective assessments of the

the accessibility of the references cited, the
not reproduced in this
criteria master

quality of nursing care made. by key nursing
personnel in the study hospitals did not disagree

compilation.

with the quality scores. which resulted from'
analysis of reported data

Limited data regarding predictive validity fOr
the methodology are based.: upon three 'specific
instances, each of -which. pertain to .a different
.study'hospital. In onehOspiita4 the extended illnesi ande.hospitaliiation of the head nurse of a
nit raiiited in.a predictable decrease in scores.
during lAabsence, and increase_in .scores fol

References:
Haussmann, R. K. Dieter, Hegyvary, Seu T., and.
Newman, John F. Monitoring quality of nurs-,
ing care, Part II: Assessment and study of correlates (DHEW Publication, No. (HRA) 86-7).

Washington, D.C.: Department of Health,

Education, and Welfaret 1976.
Hegyvary, Sue T., and Haussmann, R. K. Dieter.

lowing 14.1."1!return.In'a second hospital; a corn-

prehensive inseryiee program on one unit gave
continued attention to the mining process. Significant iniproyement in the unit's care was expected to be .reflected in higher scores for that

Monitoring 'nursing care quality. Journal of

Nursing Administration, 1975, 5 (5), 17-26.

Nursing professional review:Journal of
Nursing Administration, 1976, 6 (9), 12-16.
The relationship of nursing process and
patient 'outcomes. Journal of Nursing 'Administration, 1976, 6 (9), 18-21.
Correlates of the quality of nursing care.
Journal of Nursing Administration, 1976, 6 (9),

especially on subohjeCtive.:--.

unit's

1.4; Analysis' of data shoWed a significant

provement in scores froin March to April to'
May. A third hospital used the instrument to
.'evaluate the effects of specific organizational
and staffing changes made on two units:These

22-27.

units were matched with' control units for com-

Field testing the nursing quality
Nursing
monitoring Methodology: Phase

parison. It was expected that ,quality scores
would rise significantly on the experimental
units. This 'expectation was substantiated by
data.

Research, 1976, 25 (5), 324-331.

Jelinek, Richard, HausSmann, R. K. Dieter,.
Hegyvary, Sue T., and- Newman, John E. A ..

in Research: The development and use of
the instrument are described in detail in Jelinek
et al. (1974), and in Haussmann et al: (1976).
Comments: This methodology represents 'care--

methodology for monitoring quality of nursing
care (DHEW Publication, No. (HRA) 76-25).

Use

ful and impressive attention to conceptual.,
framework, detail, planning, testing, and evalu-.

ation. As one of the most widely tested, most
thoroughly analyzed methodologies available
for measuring the quality of nursing care at this
time, it can make a significant contribution to
the nursing profession. It may also be the most
expensive; in terms of resources. Any potential .
user mast be cognizant of the costs, and make

Washington, D.C.: Department of Health;
Education, and Welfare, 1974..

.

Source of Information:

U.S. Departtnent of Health, Education, and
Welfare
Public Health 'Service
Health Resources Administration
Bureau of Health Manpower
Division of Nursing
Hyattsville, Md. 20782

his(her) own decisions regarding the cost versus

'benefits 'which would result from use of this
methodology.

Instrument Copyright: None:

r
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could be made based on overt evidence. The orig-

Mee: CHECKLIST FOR. EFFECTIVENESS,
EFFICIENCY, AND SAFETY OF NURSING

inal set of 54 items was redticed to the 30 -item'
checklist.
Reliability and Validity; Interrater relia6iiity
was determined by first having the circulating
nurse complete the checklist for each' patient,
and then having the operating room superVisor

Authors: Lindeman, Carol A., and Stetzer,

n

Steven/r.
Variable: This instrument is designed to measure the combined aspects of effectiveness, efficieney, and sufety of nursing care with respect
to` suriical patients.

review it. No quantitative measure was reported.

c

Conterit validity was established by having-

Effective nursing care is operationally defined
as nursing care that produces the desired result.
Efficient nursing care is operationally defined as

the checklists reviewed by two clinical experts.

nursing care that produces the desired result
with, a minimum of effort, expense, or waste.
Safe nursing care is operationally defined as
nursing care that leaves the patient free from

veloped and used in Conjunction with a study. bY.

Use in Research: This instrument :' Was deLindeman and Stetzer (1973) entitled "Effect

of Preoperative Visits by Operating Room
Nurses?! It was used as a measure of nursing
care with 176 surgical patients. The study was
designed to test several of the effects of having
an operating room nurse visit the preoperative
patient. It was found that those adult patients

any preventable damage, danger, or injury.
Description:

Nature and Content: The instrument is 'a 30item checklist. Response alternatives are "yes"
or "no." Each item describes a specific fact or
procedure involved with aspects of nursing care.
,The items are all worded in such a way that a
.."yes" response indicates better care and a "no"
response; poorer care. Examples of the items
are: "I was informed of the patient's allergies
before I had, to provide care to the patient"; and"The proper solution for skin 'preparation was
ready."

visited received significantly better care as

measured by this instrument.
Comments: This instrument seems to be one of
potential value as a self-administered measure
of nursing care relative to the Surgical patient.
It has the advantage of simplicity and brevity.
Further exploration's into the reliability and
validity of this tool are\ in order, as are further applications. The 'combination of effectiveness,
efficiency, - and safety of nursing care should

Administration and Scoring: The checklist

can be completed by the nurse providing care for

be considered. One-might want to determine

the surgical patient. It can be completed

whether these concepts represent subsets of the
checklist or predictors of a ingle construct. The
relative importanee of each\ item should be considered, as should the possiliiiity of rater bias.

quickly. The nurse simply checks the appropriate response next to each item on the form.
The total score is the sum of all items checked
"no." Therefore, a higher total score is indicative of poorer care.

It should be' noted that the items on the instrument reflect the potential impact of nursing
Care during the .preoperative period on nursing
care during the interoperative period; other as-

Development:

Rationale: No specific theory is referred to.
The purpose of developing the instrument was
to provide an appropriate means of assessing
effectiveness, efficiency, and safety of nursing
care reletant to a research project.
Source of Items: The original items came from
a review of the relevant literature, contributions from nursing and operating room personast experience.
nel, and the.ailthors' past'
Procedure for Development: During a pilot.
Study, an initial hat of /4 items was'evaluated
and reconstructed.. The reconstruction was ccomplished by having an operating room staff'
evaluate: the items in terms of clarity, independence, generality, and Whether choices on items

pects of effective, efficient, and safe interoperative nursing care are not covered.
Finally, the iteras:Ure.worded in suchca way
that every "yes" respOnse relates to good care,

and anyone who has completed the tool once
may mark "yes" to all of the items during subsequent administrations without thoughtfully
considering the item content each time.

,

References:
t

Lindeman, C. A., and Stetzer, S. L. Effect of
preoperative visitsly operating room nurses.
Nursing Research, 1973, 22 (1), 4-16.
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Lindeman, Carol A., and Stetzer, Steven L.

CHECKLIST FOR JFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY, AND SAFETY OF NURSING CARE

YES

NO

MS patient's name, as it appeared on the surgery scedule,
was correct.
--If it was changed, who changed it/
.

2.

I was informed of the patient's personal preferences.

3.

1 knew the patient's allergies before I had to provide care
to the patient.

4.

leCause.Of,the information provided me, I was.able to modify
my interpersonal relationships with the patient to account
for his (her) individual differences. 1

5.

Information about the patient was shared with other members
of the surgical team prior to surgery (cooperation).
.

6.

_

I was able to carryout my nursing care responsibilities
with minimal, frustration. 1
Information necessary to position the patient safely;
'securely and comfortable imp available-to me before the
patient entered the room.

8.

Drapes were satisfactory.

9:

Adequate support was provided when-the patient wad
transferred from the cart to the table.

O.

.

6

10.

'Tubesi:catheters or I.V.'s were,not dislodged. or.
accidentally removed durihg transfer.

11.. Information necessary to transport the patient from his
hospital room to the Operating Room in.i safe, secure
.and comfortable manner was availablabefore personnel
left for the patient.
Recovery room personnel were informed of the patient's'
allergies before he (she) entered the recovery room.
0

13.

Recovery room personnel knew if and Which family members
-were waiting in'the Family Room.

There:waS anadequate number (neither too. few nor too
many) instruments.
.

.

15. jastrumentswere of the correct size.
16.

InstruMenti :were of the correct type.

cz

=1/
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17.

The proper solution for skin preparation was ready.

18.

Aaceseariesneceisary-for'safe.and comfortable
positioning -of patient were ready and convenienily.
lacated.
C.

Drains, tubes and catheters were available and con
veniently located.
'20.

The proper type and amount of dressings were ready.

21.

The proper type of tape for the dressing
was ready.
_
.

22.

Adequate physical restraints were available.

23.

The correct surgical site (right or left limb
was prepared.

etc.)

4. The identification band was secured in a suitable place.
25.

The operating room permit was accurate, complete and
consistent with .the schedule.

26.

Special consent forms.were accurate and complete.

27.

Preoperative preparation"of the operating ramwas-completed
hefOrathe patient was transferred to the operating' room table:.

'

,

28.' Preoperative, preparation of the patient (exams, x7-rays,.lab
wark,.etc.) was completed before the patient was transferred
to the operating room table.
29.

Electrical equipment was properly placed and grounded.

30.

Patient was properly ground
was used.

when electrical equipment

)
1These questions were not used in the data analysiseas answers coUldzbe based.
pn opinion rather than on overt evidence.

Copyrighted by,the American. Journal of'Nursing Company: reproduced with permission
by .the HealthAesources Administration. .Further reproduction prohibited without
permission of copyright holder.
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hospital. as a step in the reorganization of its

Title: EVALUATION OF PATIENT CARE

nursing services.
Source of Items: Items came from suggestions
of professional:and technical nurses on a committee chosen to develop the questionnaire, as

Authors: Ostrowski, Carol, and Routhier, R.
Wilda

.Variable: The quality of nursing care in a hospi-

well as from Beland (1965) and a National

tal setting is the variable under study.

League for Nursing publication (1966).

Pi.ocedure-fdi'veloPment: A review of the.

Description:

Nature and Content: This instrument collects
data which encompasses both direct and indirect patient care elements. It is to be completed
by a specially trained nurse-interviewer who
records observations and comments from the
patient; patient's family, and nursing gaff, as
well as data from the patient's records over the
period of time of the hospital stay.
One hundred of the items are inquiry, obser.vation; and health record audit items. Seven
open-ended questions are also used to elicit

literature was undertaken, and forms and

methods used by other agencies were reviewed
by the committee for guidelines. Over a period of
21/2 years, overall areas of the instrument have
remained the same, but some component parts
have been added, deleted, and/or refined.
.Reliability and Validity: Routhier (1972)

.

states that, because of the length of the questionnaire, the multiple questions' asked under
each category, and the size, of the sample 013tained, pliis the special trainingrof ,the inter-

;comments from the patient regarding any as 7- --,7:-iriewers, reliability, of the tool is,-:presumed: No
specific data were provided.
pect of his(her) hospitalization.
To establish the validity of the items, three
`Components of direct patient care recorded by
lay
persons and three nurses were asked to rethe instrument include the admissions procedure, hospital environment and patient's -view the instrument.
'experience therein, management of the psychoUse-in- Research: The use of the toorin a pilot
micial .aspects of his(her) care, and discharge
project in a large teaching-hospital is described'
planning and assistance given the patient and
.by Routhier (1972) in the reference cited below.
his(her) family.
Elements of indirect patient care include imComments: In its.,present form, much of the inmediate and long-range nursing care plans
strument is devoted to patients' perceptions of
made for the patient by the nursing staff.
care and, as such, more nearly constitutes a pa,'': Administration and Scoring: Completion of
tient satisfaction instrunient. As an instrument
the entire instrument requires from 1 to 11/2
for the evaluation of the quality of patient care,
hours over a-period of time from admission of
it warrants Psychonfetric attention. The varithe patient until ilis(her) discharge. Arranging
able should be more clearly conceptualized, op=
a time to meet ..;.- ; ^.n the-family of the patient and
erational definitk.ns should be specified, and a
completing the interview before discharge
quantifiable, scoring system should be de- proved to be problems in the pilot study (Rouveloped. Some of the items should be refined and
/
thier,. 1972).
reworded; in their present form, many of them
-The interviewer needs basic interviewing
require value judginents. An item analysis or a
skills, and practice with the questionnaire prior
cluster analysis might show that some of the
to administration.
items are tapping the same dimension; this
Scoring procedures for the instrument were
overlap could be eliminated, which would result
not provided.
in a shorter instrument yet unaltered in value.
To measure quality of care, it would also seem
Development:
that more specific input from the nurses would
ing with the movement -be warranted.
k
Rationale : .,Ink
R
throughout the c Intry 'toward identification
References:
and improvement of the quality of health. care,
Beland, Irene. Clinical nursing. New York:
:. directors of hospital nursing services are strivMacmillan, 1965.
ing to reorganize their departments of 'nursing
National
League for Nursing: Quest for quality.
and
to'
concen7
so as to "free the nurse to nurse"
New
York:
National League for Nursing, 1966.
trate on quality .nursing care (Schwier and AtRouthier,
R.
Wilda..
Tool for the evaluation of
.della, 1970). This instrument was devised for
patient care. Supervisor Nurse, January 1972,
determining the quality of nursing care actually
17-27.
being received by patients in a medical. center
,

:").
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Ostrowski, Carol, and Routhier, R. Wilda
EVALUATION ,OF PATIENT CARE

Subject # :
Unit & Rm.:
Age:

0 = NO

,.Q.Q

= Yes

1

2 =

Inapp.

.3 =

Letter Code

Primary, Dx:

Secondary Dx:
Sex:

Code

-

Column
Obssiyer

.
.

ission

Initial

.

.

Route of Admission
Admitti9e_Offica

.

EnerzencyRcom

2

'previous Admissiom
3

MCV.V

1.

Other

i.

-

.Does the Admission Note includet

E

Description - any

Degred of illness.
Petit:Ala state c.f mind

mention not-lip:811i

Indication. of limitation

9

none

app: ,

.

0

4

_

Omit 10 + 11 if no
WRITTEN .procedure

-gin.L. \

10
11

\

phlission Intervie(
''There is an Admission Interview method established
for this Unit.
_tap the va4tent intervleued using this procedure?
toes the Nursing Care Plan reflect informaticn
oithored from the Admissionjnteryiew*

A-

.
.

Yat.ent.Safsly,er,

Inapp.

12
11

If none

..

14
15

.

.

.

:

. ,

le-the bell cord within the patient's reach?
Are physical limitations accommodated for?
Doeo the Nurse have unobstructiyeaccess to the,
patient?
Is the room odor free?--

.......----

.

;.,____

2nd Interview,

.

only Pii

,
.

,

'

.

scheduled visit..

comatose is the patient's Privacy maintained?
I

.

.

.

.

Adm. Date .DIsCh.7Date -

,

janof
eth hospital stay
i

-17
18
19

0 - 2 days
5 - 8 day;
9 days of m2179
.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

1

.

.

)

.
.

.
.

VOLUME 2
.
:
.
.

Oheervet

.

'..

a_Intlitiew - PATIENT

An

Comment.
.

'

.

alaitatiii-ildatk.

.

e

20 -Didthe length of;time, from your arrival at the
hospital to yourgped on the Nursing Unit seem.
.

-..

What

>,.

did you

fealtrae the delay?\

Haig Ill

-

If the easier to
#20 .i. YES,'matk,
: 21 N 29 inapp.

Ili

.

to tier admitted

1A
I F 9

ir

,

...,,

.

, .1

.

r

-

t,'-s

ttl

Unit not readvforadmisisio4
I g i

J.

1047
28

'

- .

.-

,

:,,, -

-

.

).

i.-

,

Telavap other departments

29

Write In comments

.

Other -

,'

*.

1/4.
.

,

30

.

In you.

the Age - ce "betweenthe _graduate/
,.....

'

,0 answer t9*
#30 Is YES

.

9

4, I,

Were you seen by an R.N. when you arrived on the
.

:Mheniou'arridOn the'unit; did soaton4, *

1011! for priva ;°
te
.room,

inttoduce'vou to your roommate
explain the bel.I.cord to you
explkin_the.intercom to von.

.

.

show vouhow tnonerate the bed
eu. ipecsai olat

explain 'pur hospital diet to you
explain what activity you 'would be allowed
,

39' Do'you knew who the Team`Leader coordinating your
care is?

40

Is the temperature of Your room comfortable

41

Are your articles atranwed convenienIlv for vou-

'
.

.

r
-1.

-

Team Leader.or

-A. - ,

...

:

;;;

InitlaAdminian

Mud Nurse-

'
,' ..
%.
Do'you know the patient's bowel habits at home

.

,

,

42
it

verify raiigion
from chart

44

sl4 s2inff habits at home

is` tie

patient's eligion?
What
(Odes the Nese kno the patient's 'religion)
.

,

°

-

.
.

_

.
.

...

\,..

rg
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.

-J.

.
.

.

Obiervist;

2nd Interview -. PATIENT

Comment

Ann

_.
.

_

_

lisigadtauitio,

..

.

.

By nine or.sight,
or either

45' Do you know whichstaff menbsria caring for you

.-.

.

today?
,

-502 No,'.51-1002 -.

Do'vou:feel your nivacv has been maintained?'

46

i

getting satisfactory apmlanar
Do you feel yoUaie

,

/

G:'

0

.

.

o

tiois for-the things\thit are being done for you
herwin"the hospital?\
\*
iivave
\
Usually

.

Lead tholes,

;

\

*

a

-\

.

.

Was the *splenetic givenhy

Indicateho;.othe n
.4
- inapp

'

,

.

-:

.

0

.Wers the results of special:tests/Procedures
4
reported to you?'
\

__

54

.

-Always-

'---.:

95

llettialls_

56,

Seldom
Never

57

.W. Procedure Bone
in oat. indicate
type in comments.

.

;I,

I1

.

r

.

%

:

'-

1...cior

,

.

-,',

I

I

.

_
,,_

Did a Nurse come in the day before you went.to the!
'Operating Room, and dieftes,withyoU how iou.v0A0
be made ready for surgery?

58.
:

.

-

..

.

.

58, 59, 60 :inapp.. ,.-.

Did she also discuss the care. ou would receive

5y

if patient did not
have surgery.

followincsurgery?

.

..

.

,
-

.

'..

.

.

If this:never to
159 ls YES

.-

'you feel this talk make your surgery and postoterative oeriod easier?

,

.

_

.

1

Close les possibre.
4
to-discharge.

If the
1

.

,..;

,

:12ilig,i8=1-Alibling

61

3

,

Ai° vou.feeltYol are rpadv to wo home?

:.

"..":

In what way do you not feel ready to lecve?

rep4y,to
P61 is NO

.

.

k

-

/

_

.

.
.

.

/

,

.-

c;

I

...

'

,

.

i

.
.....z

- -.

,

Do you

.

eell,./ehat the Nurses are friendly?

62

Alm) m

9
64

'Seldom

URutilli_

_

-

:

..

.

.

%

4

A

f.
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Observer

2nd Interview - NURSE

Comment

Ans

Hosnitalization
.

.,Check chart

.

does?
67 _Do You kno4 the tame of work the
60 Does the patient need financial assistance?
(Does the Nurse knolill

'

Do you feel this patient is getting satiafactory
explanations for the things being done for him

.

:in the hospital?

71

72

.

\

Niirse does not know

73

to 0.14.

-

'i

Always
-Usually
Seldom
Never

6Q
70

74 & 75 inapp. if
patient did not go. 74

.

-----

Before this patient went to surgery did a Nurse go
in and discuss his preparation with him?

.

...

.

.

75

Did you also discuss the care he would receive-after
-1

;

,

... 9

,

'

21112121rAllanang
76

-

If the reply to
#76 is YES

77
.

If the reply to
477 is. NO

-

-

_

.-.

Is there-anything to be considered in readying this
natient for'discharse?'
What is it that you are considering?

Do you feel thii patient is emotionally and
arysiOallv ready to eo_homei
In what. respects do you feel he is not. ready?

:

,/**4
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2nd IntervieW - PATIENT =it'd

,Observer

Call bell:

.Do you feel your light has been answered within a
-

.

If the reply to
#66 is NO

If I

-

4f

If

What do you feel caused the'delay?
//

What pleased you most during your hospital stay?

What did you' dislike most about your hospital stay?

L

\

1

Comment

VOLUME 2
r-

.

Obserylev

.

I

.

Indirect Patient Care ,- NURSE INTMVIEWER

.

Pursing Care Plan
.

.

CA.D.P. Card 2)

Comment

Ana

.

ICa written care plan developed for the patient thin 24 hours

,

I

upon discharge
Does the care plan include immediate plans and
approaches?

I

1-3.142Tr:7-6.7-1-734
within 24 hrs4
t

.

Does'the care plan include long term plans and
approaches?
by the 4th day
. Upon discharet

Specific:
5
.

.

.--...---11.

app. 802)

8
ecn day

.

Was most of the Care plan written by a Nurse
Student

7

24 hours

,

.

.

,15
.

.

IL

uiscnarge

Within 24 hours

10

Student,
__Nurse

J2

Student

Are immediate methods of carrying out approaches
idpntified?

13

s

,

Are.long term methods of darriing-Out approaches
identified?
...

,

upon discharee

15

.

%

=ILI
24 hours

Did thepurses ask you for any information which
mieht assist them in carinicjor (Patient's name)?

16

.

4th day
.

-

...

----

--.

,,

Do the NURSES discuss with you the care that is
beine maven to (Patient's name)?

.._-_.-12-.--laiLY2--,
UluellY
Seldom
Never

-__-----16
10.

20

.
.

Upon Discharge'

Upon Discharge
If the reply to #22

21

22

.

Have the bursas discussed With
may have regarding (patient's
Do you feel (Patient's name) is
In what respect do you,feel he

.

el

--....

y u any question you.
n e) discharge?
reagtvt to go home?
ready?
is

°,

,

is NO-:.
.

\

°

,

Copyrighted by S-14 Publications, Inc.; reproduced with permissio
by -the Health Resources
Administration.' Further rep: duction prohibited without permissio of copyright .holder.
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THE PHANEUF NURSING AUDIT
Author: Phaneuf, Maria C.
'Variables: Quality of nursing care, as it can be
evaluated by information based on seven nursing functions that serve as criteria, is the focus
of the instrument. The seven criteria are: application and execution of physicians' legal orders;
observation of symptoms and reactions; supervision of the patient; superVision of those par-

ticipating in care; reporting and recording;

application and execution of nursing procedures
and techniques; promotion of physical and emotional liealth by direction and teaching; and an
overall rating of the quality of nursing care. Use
of these criteria, as indicated in the method for
their use, yields an overall rating of the quality
of nursing care and a quality rating with regard
to each criterion.
Description:
Nature and Content: This rater-completed instrument consists of 50 items designed to evalu-

ate the quality of nursing care received by
patients in any setting in which professional
`nursing is a major service, as that care is re-

flected in the patient care records of the health
care facility. The items focus primarily on the
nursing process rather than on other domains
such as outcome or structure.
Application and execution of physicians' legal
orders is operationalized by responses to six
items such as "medical diagnosis complete." Observation of symptoms and reactions coniists of
six items such as "vital signs." Supervision of
the patient is operationalized by seven items,
such as "nursing care plans changed in accordance with assessment." Supervision of those
pdi-ticipating in care consists of four items such
as "support of thosegiving care." Reporting and
recording is operationalized by five items such
as "facts on which further care depended were
recorded." Application and execution of nursing
procedures and techniques is, made up of 16
items such as "fluid balance plus electrolytes."
Promotion of physical and emotional health by
direction and teaching is made up of responses
to six questions such as "emotional support to
tient." The total score is opetationalized by
sponses to all 50 items.
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
was designed to be used by members of an audit
committee. In OrdeT to use it, the rater must
examine a randomized sample of available patient care records for patients, who have been
discharged from the health care facility. The

525

instrument was not designed for use while the
nursing care is in progress. The author noted
that the instrument should be used only after
nursing, supervisory,administrative staff, and
. other persons professionally involved in patient
care are well' aware of its nature and purpose.
Once a decision to use the instrument has been
made, the author stated that a committee must
be established to carry out the procedures- required to complete the instrument.'
Approximately 40 hours are required to train
raters how to'complete the instrument. Following training, approximately 30 minutes are required for each patient chart review.
The author recommends that for health care
agencies discharging 50 or fewer patients per
month, the instrument be completed for all such
patients. If the number of patients discharged
.:pef month is greater than 50, it is recommended
that the instrument be completed for a random

sampling of 10 percent of the patients dis-

charged each month.
Scores are computed for each variable by adding up the numerical weights provided for the
respective group of questions. The score for application and execution of physicians' legal orders is based on items 1-6; observation of
symptoms and reactions is based on items 7=12;
supervision of the patient, on items 20-23; reporting and recording, on items 24-28; application and execution-of nursing procedures and
techniques, on items 29-44; pi dmotion of physical and emotional health by direction and teach-

ing, oh items 45-50; and the total score is the
sum of the resporises to all 50 items. A 3- or
4-point scale is used to record responses to the
questions. The numerical code assigned to a

particular response ranges from 0-7, depending
on the question. Scores for each of the variables
can range from ,9-42,0-40,0-28,0-20,0-20,.0-32,
0-18, and 0-200, respectively. Since it is possible
that responses to certain questions may be miss ing,provision is made for adding to the score for
a given measure depending on how many, items
had no response. The total score is defined to
have five divisions so that a: score from. 0-40
means "Unsafe," 41-80 means "Poor," 81-120
means "Incomplete," 121-160 means "Good,"
and 161-200 means "Excellent Quality."
Development:

Rationale: This instrument provides patientcentered information that could be used to eval-

uate the quality of nursing care received by
patients in any setting in which professional
nursing is a major service.
r- ,
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Source of Items: The items used in the jnstrument and the procedures associated with its
use were.developed in collaboration with hospi-

tal nurses, public health nurses, and other
heiilth professionals who were interested in assessing the quality of health Care provided to
patients. A. model of the nursing process de. veloped by Berggren and Zagornik (1968) provided part of the conceptual framework used in
the instrument's development.
Ptocedure for Development: The development
of the instrument is described in Phaneuf's The
Nursing Audit (2nd ed.) (1976).

Reliability and Validity: No information was
provided with regard to the test-retest, interobserver, or generalized split-half reliability
characteristics of the variables measured.
_,The instrument was initially used on a pre
and post basis in an acute general hospital, an
accredited public health agency, and in a nursing home that was certified as an extended care
facility. The sample consisted of 50, 32, and 20
cases randomly selected from these three institutions, respectively. The results were used
to discuss apparent problems and to develo.p
-procedures, which it was presumed would remediate at least some of the problems identified.
Six months later, the instrument was used on
similar sample's of randomly selected patients'
charts. No statistical information was provided
regarding the observed changes. However, the
results suggest considerable. improvement occurred in the expected direction.

Use in Research: This instrument and/or an
adaptation of it have been widely used in nursing research. The potential user should.consuit
Index Medicus.

Comments: This instrument appears to have a
potential for providing information on the variables it was developed to measure.
It_would be helpful to have some information

on the test-retest and interobserver charat:-

teristics of the variables measured by this instrument, although it is recognized that each
audit committee mast establish its own interrater' reliability coefficients fot its particular
setting. It would also be helpful to have in-

formation on the inter-item and betweenvariable characteristics of these measures. Such

,

information would not only help confirm the
current .assignment of items to variables, but,
could suggest alternative groupings that might
provide even more useful information than the
current variables appear to provide. When this
type of information is derived, it is important
not to assign a numerical value to a response
category such as "does not apply" or to missing
data. Rather, it Would be useful to develOp a
coding and scoring scheme' so that only actual

data were used to develop a score on a fp en
variable.
Because of its length and its accessibility, the
instrument is not included in this compilati n.
References:
-Berggren, H. J., and Zagornik, A. D. Teachi
nursing process to beginning students. Nu sing Outlook, 1968,16, 32-35...

Phaneuf, Maria C. The nursing audit: Profile for
excellence. New York: Appleton-CenturYCrofts, 1972.

The nursing.
(2nci ed.). New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1976.
Source of Information:
Marie C. Phaneuf, R.N., M.A.

Apattment E207
1621 Hotel Circle South
San Diego, Calif. '2.1,08

Instrument Copyright:
Appleton-Century-CrOfts
ivic-aical Division

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
292 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017_
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'Me: QUALITY PATIENT CARE SCALE
(QTJALPACS).

Authors: Wandelt, Mabel A., and Ager, Joel
Variable: The quality. of nursing care being -re-

ceived by a patient in any setting where nursepatient interactions occur is the variable being
measured.
Description:
Nature and Content: This is a 68-item instrument designed to be completed by an obseri-er_rater. The items are arranged into six
categories with item distributione and definitions as follow:,
Category 1 Psychosocial Individualactions
directed toward meeting psychosocial needs of
individual patients (15 items).
Category II PlYchosocial: Group.:--ection's di..___rected toward meeting psychosocial needs of
patients as members of a,group (8 items).
-

Category III Physicalactions directed toward meeting the physical needs of patients
(15 items).

Category IV Generalactions directed toward

meeting either psychosocial or physical needs
of the patient or both at the same time (15
items).
Category V .Communicationcommunication
on behalf of the patients (8 items).
CategOry VI Professional Implicationscare

given to patients that reflects initiative and
responsibility indicative of professional ex-

pectations (Wandelt and Ager, 1974) (7 items).
Each itemis to be rated by placing a check in
the. appropriate space on a 5-point rating scale,
and any item may be rated more than once dur-

ing an observation period. The standard of

measurement is the care expected of a.first-level
staff nurse who holds,, state licensure (Wandelt

a

and Ager, 1974).

Rating choices are "best care," "between,"

"average care," "between," and "poorest care."
There are also spaces -to indicate "Not. Applicable," and "not observed." Items are coded #D,
*I, or #D / *I., as a point-of reference far the observer and indicate which' items require direct
observation; indirect Observation, or either of
these.
Administration and S&ffing: The instrument
was designed. to be used by trained observerraters. Guidelines and instructions for
observer-raters have been .developed, as well as
a 20-p tge Cue Sheet which provides several con9rete, -xamples'of activities illustrative of each
'item. Adjunct materials, e.g., ..instructions for

use of,the information face sheet, definitions of
levels of care, etc., also add to the instrument's
usability-.

For any single evaluation project, the authors
recommend that at least two nurses be trained
to use the scales and to rate the care. The authors stated:
Observer-raters are usually comfortable and used the
scale reliably after observing and rating four or five
patients, or at the end of two days of tryouts and discussions (Wandelt and Ager, 1974).

Measurement of the quality of care received,
by one patient requires 3 hours of the observerrater's time-2 hours of direct oliservation and1
hour of learning about the patient, assessing
nursing needs, and 'completing rating's in retrospect following the 'period of, observation.
After an observer-rater has completed the ob-

servations arid ratings, a score is calculated.
Each check representing best care is given a
value of 5; between best care and average care

= 4 points; average care = 3 points; between ay:erage care and poorest care = 2 points; poorest
/
.care = 1 point.
item
is
the
average
of
the
The score for each
ratings in all 'of the cells of the item. The total
mean score is the measure of the quality ofithe
nursing care received by the patient and must
be calculated from the total of the item. mean
scores, not by averaging the six single subsection mean scores.
r
Development:
Rationale: In the authors' opinions, the Slater's Nursing Performance Rating Scale, was so
effective and widely usable for measuring cornpetencies displayed by a nurse as she(he) cares
for patients that they decided it might be possible , to rephrase that instrument's items and
,

.

construct an instrument that could serve
equally well to measure the quality of the care
received by a patient. (Wa.ndelt and Ager, 1974).

Source of Items: 'The items were based on

those of the Slater Nursing Performance Rating
Scale (1967).

Procedure for Development: The ''items of the
Slater scale were rephrased to construct an instrument for measuring the quality of nursing
care. The new-scale was'pretested in three hos.
pitals in the Detroit area in 1969. The pretesting
determined that many of the items were appropriate and usable butqhat others were not. A
revised scale was constructed from a combine- ,
tion of the usable items converted from the Slater scale and the addition of some new items.
During 1970, the new instrument was tested

C- 4
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by faculty members of the College of Nursing,
Wayne State University. Guidelines for use of

the scale. were written during the. 1970-71

academic year.
Reliability and Validity: EVidence of interrat-

er agreement is based on three studies. In- a

bility of the ward ranks averaged across the
eight judges was estimated to be 0.56. The
rank-order correlation between average ward
ranks and average ward Qualpacs scores was
r=0.44. Corrected for attenuation, i.e., for unreliability of the average ward ranks using 0.56 as

estimated reliability, the correlation between

study conducted at Harper Hospital, Detroit, 96
patiiiits drawn from 21 wards were observed by
four pairs of raters who were faculty members

ward ranks and Qualpacs ,was r=0.52 (Wandelt

of Wayne State University Nursing College.
Raters were assigned in-pairs, and thesespairs
were'randomly 'assigned to patients. Each patient was observed continuously for 2 to 21/2

Utie in Research: Qualpacs and/or adaptations of

hours by the pairs of eaters who recorded.
ratings. independently. The intraclass. correlation forthe 96 patients was r=0.74.
A- second study was conducted at a Midwestern university. hospital. The intraelass correla-

tion for :six patients observed in the same

manner as the Harper Study was r=0.91.
The third set of data was obtained in connection with a cancer care project conducted in a
Detroit area hospital. The data are based upon

ratings of the care -el nine patients, each observed by three raters, and the care of two addi-

tional patients observed by a single - pair of
raters. The interclass correlations was r = 0.64
. for the 11 patients.

To obtain a Kuder-Richardson estimate of reliability,88 observations from the Harper study
were used. Item, subscale, and total 'score' var -.
iance and covariance were computed for the 55
items of the 68 which had been rated for at least
20 patients. The obtained Kuder-Richardson reliability was 0.96.
Some :evidence of stability reliability was collected in the Harper 'study, also. Five patients
each were rated by one observer on 2 successive
days based on 2 hours' continuous observation.
The correlation of the ratings between days was
r=0.98.
Observer--raters who. used Qualpacs and four
clinical nurse specialists judged the instrument
.

to have content and construct validity for

measuring the quality of patient care.
An investiebtion of concurrent validity was
based on Harp& Hospital data. Eight . super- .
visors and directors were asked to rank order
the 21 wards of the hospital in terms of the quality of care provided for: patients on the ward.
The 'average rank-order correlation was r=0.24.
USing the Spearman-Brown formula, the relia-

and Ager, 1974).

it have been widely used in quality of 'patient
care research. A potential user should consult
the Index Medieus for published references.
CoMments: The ,problem of subjectivity on the
part of the observer and the possibilitYfOf bias
introduced by having an obServer present while

a nurse provides. care for a patient, must be
taken into consideration when contemplating
use of this instrument. Some of the' terms and
items require value judgments on the part of
the observer even though the 'Cue Sheet does provide some guidelines.
Because of copyright restrictions, the instrument is hot included in this. Compilation..

Further psychometric development might

show that the number of items could be shortened without a!tering the instrument's value or,
perhaps, a shriter Period of observation could .
produce data of equal value.
References:

Slater, Doris. The Slater nursing competencies
rating scale. Detroit: Wayne State University,
1967.

Wandelt, Mabel A., and Ager, Joel. Quality pa, tient care scale. New York: Appleton.
Century-Crofts, 1974..
Wandelt, Mabel A., and SteWart, Doris (Slater).
Slater nursing competencies rating scale. NeW
York: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 1975.
Source of Information:
Mabel A. Wandelt, R.N., Ph.D.
College OfIsluising
University of Delaware
Newark, Del. 19711

Instrument Copyright:
Wayne State University.
School of Nursing
Detroit, Mich 14828
.
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Title: SLATER NURSING COMPETENCIES.
SCALE

Authors: Wandelt, Mabel A., and Stewart Doris

Slater
Variable: /talons performed by nursing person-.
nel as they provide care for patients is the variable assessed.
Description:

.

Ngture and Content: This is an 84-item

observer-completed rating scale. The items are
arranged in six categories with item distributions and definitions as folloWs:
Category .1 Psychosocial: Individualactions
directed toward meeting psychosocial needs of
individual patients (18 items).
Category II Psychosocial: Groupactions directed toward meeting psychosocial needs of
patients as 'members of a group (13 items).
Category .111 Physicalactions directed to\ Ward. meeting physical needs of patients (13
items).
Category IV Generalactions that may be directed toward meeting either psyehosocial or
physical needs of patients., or both at.the same
time (16 items);

.

Category V Communicationcommunications
. on behalf Of patients (7 items).
Category MI Piofessional IMplicationsare
given to patients that reflects initiative and
responsibility indicative of professional expectatiOns (17 items).

Each item is to be rated by placing a check in
the 'appropriate space on a 5-point rating scale,
and any item may be rated more than once dur-

ng a rating period. The standard of measure-

ment is the quality of the performance expected
of a first-level staff nurse (Wandelt and Stewart,
1975).

hating choices are "beit nurse," "between,"
"average: nurse," "between," and "poorest
nurse." There are also spaces to indicate "not
applicable" and "not observed."
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
was designed to be used by trained observer-

raters.

Guidelines

whose' work the rater has observed. Persons report that they sSnd an average, of from 3 to 31/2
hours on this first evaluation (Wandelt and
Stewart, 1975). Tie second use of the Slater
Scale requirei approximately 2 hours. Following
the second trial evaluation, a rater is usually
ready to undertake -real ratings. By the time
four subjects have been rated, a rater can usually complete each \retrospective rating in ap
proximately 30 to 40\ minutes.
Each rater develops his(her) own frame of reference to serve as a :yardstick against which to
measure competence \displayed by a nurse performing nursing care-activities (Wandelt and
Stewart, 1975).
The responses and their numeric values are as
follows: best nurse -=\_5" points, between = 4
points, average nurse 7 3 points, between = 2
points, and poorest nurse = 1 point.
An ind: Adual nurse's 'score is derived by totaling the scores of all itenis rated and dividing by
the number of items rated (carrying to one decimal point). When multiple ratings are ascribed
to an item, a mean score Should be calculated for
that item. This obtained mean then becomes the
score used when summing\ the scores of all items
rated. Thus, the final evaluation score may be a

and instructidns

for

observer-ratera were developed as well as a 20page Cue Sheet, which provides several concrete
examples of activities illustrative of each instrument item.

Before attempting to use the scale, the

observer-rater must familiarize himself(herself).
with the scale; the cues, the guides for use, etc.
The authors recommend that the rater then at-

, tempt a retrospeCtive evaluation

of a' nurse

Mean of 'the scores foi all rated items or the

mean of the mean scores Of all rated items.
Ratings of 60 of the,84'itenis are sufficient to
provide a valie and reliablii. score (Wandelt and
Stewart, 1975). Detailed instructions for use and
scoring of the scale are contained in the Wandelt
and Stewart (1975Y referenc cited below.
.

Development:

Rationale: The instrument was developed to
provide reliable, quantitative measurements of

84. Criteria that could be :used\ to measure abso7.
lute, not relative, clinical nursing performance
(Wandelt and Stewart,. 1975).

Source of items: The items \contained in the

instrument were based Upon-.a review of the lit°Utile
erature and the professional
authors.
Procedure for Development: In developing .the
instrument, the . authors worked _with faculty
members of the Centralized In triictionaVh*:.

gram for Psychiatric Nursing a Wayne State-,
University Co.;Xge of Nursing, s well as persimnel in four hospitals in th Detroit and
Grand Rapids, Michigan, areas.
Reliability and Validity: Interrater reliability
was based upon pairs of observer-rater scores
for 74 senior nursing students Who had completed 12 weeks of clinical experience. The stu-
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dents were divided into-three groups according
..to the identification of' the ,raters themselves.
The number. of students rated by a given pair of
raters ranged from one to seven. The interclass
correlation for the 74.Student nurse ratings Was
0.77.

.

,

Intercorrelitions 'among items, scales, and

total scores were computed-for a sample of 250
diploma nursing students who had completed 8
weeks Of psychiatric .experience in clinical set-

tings. Slater Scales were filled out retrospect

tively by. the clinical instructors. The pdd-even,
split-half reliability was 0.98.
The data relevant to the stability reliability of

the scale were based on ratings of 103 staff

nurses at the Veterans Administration Hospital
in Little Rock, Arkansas. Nurses were rated on.
the Slater,Scale initially, and again 6 months

iateThe r on total Slater ratings for the
6-months interval. was 0.60.

Content validity was established by having
the items examined intensively and repeatedly
by nurse practitioners and nurse educators. One.
.such examination was Conducted by clinical instructors (at least two from each specialty area)
6 to 10 hours or more each'week to
who
the process for 10 weeks.
PredictiVe validity is evidenced by the correlation of the Slater Scale scores with the follow,
ing:
,, Instructor clinical experience
r =0.72
grades
r =0.63
Instructor theory grades
r20.54
NLN Achievement scores
Social Interaction Inventory scores r=0.69

.

ity of the instrument are contained in the reference cited below.

Use in Research: The authors report that the
instrument has been used by s400 raters to perform 6,000 ratings of 1,500 subjects in 20 health
care agencies and 50 patient care settings. The

interested reader should consult the elmdex

Medicus for published reports of use of the instrument.
-s

'Comments: The Slater Nursing Competencies
Rating Scale can provide valuable information.
Anyone interested in the evaluation of nursing
actions should give the scale careful attention.
The problem of subjectivity on the part of the
observer and the possibility. of bias introduced
by having an observer present while 'a nurse
provides care for a patient, must be taken into
consideration when considering use of- an. in- _
strument such, as this. Some of the terms and
items require 7.alue judgments on the part of
the observer, even though the Cue Sheet does
provide some guidelines.
Any potential user must consider the subjective judgments its use entails and the expense
involved in terms of expertise, time, and other
resources...,

Because of copyright restrictions, the instrument is not included in this compilation.
sk
References:
,
Wand- lt, Mabel, and -Stewart, Doris SlateriSla;

ter nursing competencies rating scale. New

higher each 2 weeks. These findings indicate
that the instrument is sufficiently sensitive to
measure learning that takes place in a 2-week

York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1975.
Source of Information:
Mabel A. Wandelt, R.N., Ph.D.
College of Nursing
University of DelaWare
Jslowark, Del. 19711
Instrument Copyright:
Appleton-Centuiy-Crofts
Medical Division
Prentice-Hall, Inc.

period of clinical experience.
Additional details of the reliability and valid-

29`,..' Madison Avenue,
New York,' N.Y.' 10017

Among the early testing of the instrument
waslexamination of data from three sets of 57
student nurses each. Seven instructors rated
each student of each set every 2 weeks for five
2-week intervals. In each of these situations, the
mean-scores for the students were significantly
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title: CLIMATE. OF NURSING

HOME

EVALUATION INSTRUMENT.

AuTtelicirs: Woog, -"Pierre, and Goldman-Jacks,
Elaine

Variables: This instrument elicits information
on 15 variables as they pertain to nursing homes

.

and nursing .honie patients: resources, cue

.richness, fostering achievement, fostering dependency, recognition, .stiMulatior4 fostering
affiliation, tOtertrietroD;deviancy, warmth, indi. vidualization, fostering autonomy, physical at.

tractiveness, grOups, and interagency ,com-

munication. The 15th variable was not named,
but it was operationalized as the total scoreof
all the items contained in the instrument.
Description:

Nature and Content: This observation-inter-

3 view guide corisistsoof a very large number- of
items that provide inform:Won about a wide variety of situations and characteristics likely to
The
. involve oraffect patients in a nursing home.

instrument is divided into three major compo-.
nents, i.e., observation of the facilities, observation of residents, and staff interview items, The
variables are operationalized by responses to
vali9us subgroups of questions contained in the
'instrument. Resources is operationalized by responses to questions such as "Do residents have
to serve on any committees?" Cue richness is
operationalized by responses to questions such
as "Are rules, instructions,- and regulations or
various 00's Find don'ts posted on walls and bulletin boards (beyond 'No Smoking' and"Exit'
signs)?" Fostering achievement Is measured by
responses to questions such as '''Do the residents
help out by taking: care of each other?" Fostering dependency is operationalized by questions
such as .' "How do residents go about getting the

things they need like stamps, toothpaste,

shoelaces, etc.?" Recognition is operationalized
by reeponses to questions siich=its "Can'you give
me a specific example (incident) of one patient
helping another?" Stimulation is made up of re=
- sponses to items such as "View from
windowsAppeal." Fostering affiliation is made
up of responses to items such,as "Availability of
social.spaces." Tolerance of deviancy is made up
of items such as "suicidal attempts," "destructiveness," "threats to others," etc. To each of

these items the respondent is to rate the be-

havior as (1) intolerable; resident would have to
move if that behavior were displayed; (2) resident could stay but the home would try to put a

.
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stop to the behavior; or (3) tolerable; "that's to
be expected" (Woog, p: 124)..,

WarMth is operationalized by responses toll'

questions such as "Are' any of . .. [the residents']
ideas about changes practical?" Individualization is operatidlialized by responses to questions
such as "Itwonder if you could take just it few
minutes to .411 me what kinds of people live
here. ft's hard' to tell just from looking around:
*hat 'are They like?", Fostering autonomy is
made up of queeti4hs such as "Do residents ask
youlf they-ean'go shopping for thingsthey need
like clothing or shoes ?4' Physical attractiveness

is operationalized by vesponses to questions
such as "Condition,of building exterior." Groups

is made up of 'responses to questions such as
"Are any classes offered to residents (a series of
meetings on some topic intended for education
of some sort)?" and, Interagency communications is operationalized by . responses to ques-

tions such as "Do your older residents have jobs
of any kind outside [in the community]?" Varying numbers of categ'ories are provided to record
responses to each of the questions.
Administration and Scoring 'The instrument

to° be 'completed by trained observer,interviewers: Instructions for administering
this instrument are provided as part of the inis'

strument. Noinformation is provided regarding
any type of training required for the observerinterviewers other than to indicate 'that roleplaying techniques are, employed as part of the
training procedures. No scoring instructions are
provided other than to indicate that the score
for each variable is the stli of the responses to
the respective subset of questions contained in

the instrument. A total score is obtained by
summing the answers to each of the individual
questions.

Development:

Rationale: The instrument was' developed to
provide information that could.be used to assess and to help improve the mental health status of
nursing home resident's".
Source of Bons: Aii instrument developed by
Slover (1969) was the primary- source of the
items.
Procedure for Development: The aUthors modified and added to Slover's (1969) original set of
questione.

Reliability- and Validity: Reliability of the
instrument was assessed by the test-retest procedure. For a total of 45 nursing homes, the
reliability coefficient was 0.63.

.

The instrument was used to evaluate the im-
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pact of mental health training programs for
nursing home workers. The instrument detected'

no significant differences as a result of the

training programs for any variable except the
total score. This result, while barely significant
(t=1.76; p <0.05, one:tail-test, N=27), was

cated in a second set .of data available for 18'facilities. In addition to showing a significant
difference in the total score, it also showed significant differences for 9 of the 14 other vari
ables (t=6.470, p <0.05, N=18).

Use in Research:IThis instrument Was developed

,

the potential of such items. may be clouded by
their inclusion with a much larger set of questions which has no such potential.
Because of its length, the instrument is not
included in this compii ion. It may be obtainedfrom the authors.
References:

Goldman, Elaine, and Woog, Pierre. Mental
health in nursing homes training project,
1972-1973. Gerontologist, 1975, 15, 119-124.

and used in a study designed to evaluate the

Stover, Darrell. Relocation of long-term geriatric

idents and staff of 30 nursing homes on Long
Island, New York (Goldman and Woog; 197).

University of Chicago, 1969.
Woog, Pierre. Evaluation report of National In-

Comments: The instrument appears to have-1)otential for providing information on some of the
variables it'll- presumed to measure. However,
limited information available, it
because of
is premature to draw any firm conclusions with
to its ultimate usefulness.
It would be helpful to have information on the,
test-retest and interobserver reliability characteristics of the variables measured IVT this in-

homes; ',197-1973. ,Hempstead,. New . York:
Hofstra University, 1973.
Woog, Pierre, and Goldman, Elaine. The utilization oteducutional research in an allied field.
Evaluution, 1975, 2 (2), 78-80.
Woog, Pierre, and Pidal, Joseph. Evaluation report of National Institute of. Mental. Health,

long, an item analysis might show that it could
be-shortened without altering its potential. It is
possible that a variety of patterns may be present in 'the questions that are not.apparent or
congruent with the way the items are currently
being combined into scores. The fact, that the
total score did indicate a possible significant differerice in the predicted direction suggests that.

Source of Information:
Elaine Goldman-Jacks, R.N., M.S.
Programs on Aging
Adelphi University
Garden City, Long Island, N.Y. 11530

effects of a staff-training program upon the res-

,

some of the questions may be sensitive to efforts
to improve staff-resident relations.,_ However,

strument. Given that the instrument is very

patien4s. Unpublished doctoral dissertation,

stitute of Mental Health. #HSM42-72-218,
Training project on mental health in nursing.

Training 44oject Omental
health 'in nursing homes, 1973-1974 Hempstead, New York: :Hofstra University,' 974.

Instrument Copyright: None.-
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Provider-Client Interaction: Provider's Perception of Client

Title: CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS
WHOM NURSES RECALL POSITIVELY AND

.N GATIVELY
Author: Blaylock, Jerry N.

Variables: The'instrument is designed to measure selected characteristics of hospitalized
adult medical-surgical patients. The kinds of
characteristicaincluded are: (1) patientls background '(demographic), (2) medical diagnosis, (3)

appeartance, including disfigurements, and (4)
socially .undesirable behaviors and characteriitics:

,

\
\

Description:

1

.

i

1

Nature a\nd Cbntent: This is a selfHadmin-

Development:

Rationale: No. underlying theoretical rationale was, identified liy the author.
Source of Items: Items were based upon a review of literature and the author's professional
experience. :
Procedure for Developramt: No information
was provided:-.-.
Reliability and Validity: Procedures usually
u,sed to assess reliability.and validity were not 'employed. The author stated'that the reliability

of the instrument was assessed Via a cross-

validation design and that content validity was
established 'i,y a search of relevant professional
literature d a pilot study to determine recur-

ring patie t behaviors.
/
Use in Research: The development and use of
the instrument is reported by Blaylock in the
reference cited below. The instrument, as modified,' by Rickelman (1971) . and used with
psychiatric patients, is, described elsewhere in

istered
instrument. Part I consists of 12 items of
.
respondent
demographic data. Part II consists
of 21 items of information descriptive of an adult
medical-surgical patient to whom the-nurse had
this compilation.
a negative response. As used in the author's
tot,
ascerstudy, these same items are presented
Comments: The instrument is in early stages of
tain whether patients to whom nurses had posidevelopment; reliability an validity studies are
tive responses had similar characteristics. A
needed, artd further analys s may suggest that
description of positive and negative nurse resome iterusNcould be eliminated "which would
sponses is included in the instrument. The redhorten the instrument, yet not alter it; usefulsponse format of the items varies, and many of
ness.
the items have multiple parts. For example, item
References:
17 of flirt II asks. the respondent to indicate
Blaylock,-Jerry N. Characteristics of nurses and
diSfigurationi via checking prelisted items and
of medical-surgical patients to whom they react
then asks for verbal descriptions of the disfigura\
positively
and negatively. Unpublished doctions. Item 21 of Part II id a checklist of 43 sotoral
dissertation,
TeacherS College, Columbia
cially undesirable patient characteristics or beITriiveriity,-1970;
haviors.'
Rickelman, Bonnie. Characters ics of nurses
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
and psychiatric patients to who they react
is self-adminiatered;tinstructions for completion
posi2'lvely
and negatively. Unpublished doC
instrument it If. As
of each\ item are on the instrument
rsi
dissertation,
Teachers College, Columbia
to
above, the iesponSe format v es, de -'°
University,
1971.
sought.
'pendent 'upon
the kind of informa
,
The iuthor reports that approximately 30 minSource of Information:
utes are required to complete the questionnaire.
Jerry N. Blaylock, R.N., Ed.D.
No informatiori regarding scoring, per se, was
1700 Red River
provided by the author. However, the reference
Austin, Tex. 78701
cited below should be consulted for information
Instrument)Copyright: Jerry N. Blaylock, R.N.,
as to how she scored the instrument for the purEd.D.
poses of her study.
i
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PATTENTS.WOM NURSES RECALL POSETIVELY AND ;NEGATIVELY

The following questionnaire is divided into three
The first part requests information about your own

'parts.

background.

The second and third request information about

two specific adtilt medical - surgical patients with idiom you

have had contact. -Specific directions fat-the last _two

.parts are given,at the beginning of those sections.
It is hoped that you will answer the questions
as completely as Possible.

Though some of pie questions

are of a highly petsOnal nature, they are important for
validity of.Oils study.
anonymoiii.

Your responses will remain totally

Please do not wtiteyour name anywhere op the

questionnaire.

Neither you nor the hos

tel where you work

will be identified in the study.

Most of the questions require only short answers
or checks.'

Be sure to read the questions completely and

carefully before answering.

About you and your background

/part I.
1.

Please answer every question.

Under 21(.

Your age in years on your last birthday:

21-25(

)

26-30(

)

31-40(,

)

41(765'0(

)

51-60(
(VI

\,over(

)

)

)

61 ot
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'9.

Title. most nearly delicriptiviof your present poSition
(check one)

Staff nurse(

Head nurse(

)

Supervisor(

)

Assiatant head.nurse(

),

4

10.-' length of time-in yobx present position (check one):
)---12-23' months(

Under 12 cOnths(
3-5 years(

)

6-9 years(

20 or More mars(
11.

)

24-35 monthq

) c10719 years(

)

).

)

Number of years of nursing experience since graduation::
.

12.

Your educational background (check and complete appro7
priate blanks):
1

Major

Hospital diploma-when granted?
Associate degree--when granted?
Credits. toward baccalaureate degtee-number?

:

".

Baccalaureate degree - -when granted?

--Credits toward master's degreenumber? -

.

Part II.

<4'

Master's degree--when granted?
Credits toward doctOral degree- number?
Doctoral degree- -when granted?

About the first

atient

It is inevitable that we meet "an occasional Terson

to whom we reac
this and somet
I

negatively.

The,nurse is not immune to

es'reactsiegatively to a.given patient.

This reaction may take the form, for .example, of dislike,
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irritation, anger, repulsion or physical or

annoyance

emotional aversion.

Think back until you remember such a patient-s

one to whaima experienced a physical or mental reaction
Be 'sure that the patient is an-adult

which was ne.$ative.

medical-surgical patient (any-age from 15'years on).

After

recalling this specific patient, answer the following
questions is relation to this patient.
Please be sure to respond to every item.

If

you are -not sure of theenswer, give your best guess, in.dicating that: it is your "best guess"tby putting a question

mark after the answer.
1.

HoWlong ago did 'jot encounter this patient?
A month or 1
y ars(

2.

)

2-12 mdnths(

)

10-14 years(

13 months-4 years(
)

15 years or.more(

)

)

What was youi professional relationship to this pa-

tient?
(

(Che

) Y Staff

'one..)

.tirse responsible for direct care
.,,\,
.

)

,Head nurse on the
unit where patient was located.
4
.1

.

Supervisdr ofrhelAnit where patient was located
speCify
o

3.

Patient's age:

15 -19(

)

41 -50(.

)

'20=25(

26-20(

)

31-40(

51-60(,

61-70(

) Over 70.(

)

)

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Male(

4.: Patient's sex:
5.

Patient

6.

Patient's religion:
tant(

7.

)

Female(

)

race:

None(

):

Catholic(

Jewish(

)

Don't know(

)

Other, please specify

(It American,What is the patient's country of origin?
please indicate ancestry, e. g., Irish, Italian, etc.)

Do 't know(
8.

Protes-

)

)

House or /

Private(

PatieAt's physician (check one):I
staff(

9.

Patient care setting (check one): Private room(
Semi-private room (2 beds)(

10.

)

)

Ward (3 or more beds)/(

)

I

In which of the following social classes would you
:judge the patient to be a member? (check one).

!

.

/

K.+

11.

Upper Upplr(

)

.Upper midd e(

)

Upper lower(

Lower upper(

)

Lower middle(

)

Lower lower(

Educational level of the pa lent:
please use; your "best guess.")

)/

(If you'are unsure,

No formal education

High school graduate

Grade- school

Attended-colleges

'Junior/high school.

College or university
graduate

1 high school

Graduate professional
education--

/

/

Part
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12.-

cdupation- of the major wage earner--whether or not it
tbe-paiiedi:':(Please check the category which best
des ibex the occupation.)

wa

.

)

None, independently wealthy

)

Executive or proprietor of a large concern or .a
Major professional

)

( -)

)

)

Manager or proprietor of medium sized business or
a lesser.professional
'Administrator in a large concern,-owner of small
independent business or semiprofessional

Owner of little business, clerical or sales worker
or technician

Skilled worker,

(

)

Semiskilled worker

)

Unskilled worker

13.

Patient's primary diagnosis:

14.

How would you classify this-illness?
one in each category.)

(Please check

A
a

)
)
)

Acute
Chronic.
Acute phase of a chronic

)

.

Medical-

)

Surgical.

)

MediCal-surgiCal

.disease
15.

Patient's secondary diagnosbs, if any:

16.

Patient's symptoms:
th

$5i°
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17.

Was the4patient disfigure4 in any way?_ (Please cheek.
any of the follotring which may be appropriate and complete blanks if indicated.)
\

Amputation of leg(

)

arm(

breast(

)

Visible lesion due to cancer(
Visible congenital anomaly(

)

) other(

woman...mm.0

Location?

Describe

)

Extreme large muscle atrophy(

)

,Location?
\

Traumaticinjury(

Psoriasis(
Acne(

)

)

ness?
Was the patient in the terminal phase of any illness?
Yes(

19.

Describe

)

Other(

1Q8.

)

)

No(

)

--..

Which of the following words-or phrases *describes this
patient best? (Check one in each group.)

A

(

)
)
)

(

).

(
(

).

Outstandingly attractive
Somewhat attractive
Ordinary in appearance
Somewhat unattractive
Very unattractive

1B

Very obese
Somewhat overweight'
)
). Average; weight
about right for
height
).
Very thin
)

VOLUME 2
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C
Extrovert.

Not an extrovert noran introvert; sometimes
outgoing, sometimes introspective'.
)

IntrOVert

What 'was it about the patient which led you to react

20.

negatively?

(Check one or more of the categories_listed

bel.Ow.r

Physical characteristics not associated with the
patient's illness
(

)

Physical symptoms

(

)

Personality traits

)

Hygienic habits

)

Other, please specify

Below is a list of selected characteristics or-behaviors
Read the following directions and then.
of patients.
proceed.

21.
-.

.
.

Put a check in the space proirided to.the left of
any statement,which describes the behavior. of the
Check na many AS are
patidnt you have r^^^11e,A
applicable.
.2.

3.

Underline the beavior Or,characteristic.you believe contributed most to the development of the
negative reaction.
Use the space provided at the end to note any
pertinent behavior or characteristic not included
in the list.

0")
Was untidy

Had visitors who were
critical bf care

Had poor personal hygiene

Had too 'many visitors

541
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!e_clUired intensive or time
consuming:, cafe

AtefUsed to adhere to diet-

nmn-

treatments .

Did not follow hospital rules

Cried frequently

Would not accept illness.

Was apathetic

Mould not follow instructions

Was withdrawn

Was stubborn

Was nervous

Was. infantile

Was rude

Made no effort to help self,
though able to do so

Had a superior attitude

Called for nurse unnecessarily

Was self-centered

Wanted special privi---leges
Ordered people.around

Had no sense of humor

Reported nurses to
physician

Was selfish

Showed no appreciation
of nurses' effortS

Was preoccupied with bodily
functions

Used profane language

Exposed self..

Complained of inadequate care

Made improper advances

-Interfered with nursing
routine

MAdeex-related remarks

_Seemed to require attention Just when
things were busiest

to'nurse

1.;

Wts unfriendly
Was too quiet;
assertive

Refused medications or
,

Faked illness or symp-toms

UsedlOud and abuSive language

Had unpleisant odor.

Was always telling you what

Was incontinent

to do.

'Was demanding

.
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Was senile

Was chronically complaining

Was disoriented

Had to be suctioned
Other.

(Please write in any other characteristics.)

0

Part III.

About the second patient

This section of the questionnaire deals with a

patientto whom you have reacted positively.

Recall such.

a patient - -a. specific adult medical-surgical patient,with

whoth you have had contact and to whom you experienced a
.

positive reaction.

In recalling this patient to mind try,

to think of one, for example, whose presente you really

enjoyed; or perhaps one who you remember with.agood or
happy feeling; or one that 'you liked very much.

Be.sure

that the patient. is an adult medical - surgical. patient (any,

age from 15 years on).

After recalling this

pre:^4f4e.

Irf11

'\tient,-answer-the following questioni in relation to this

patient.
\ Please be sure to respond to every item.

If you

are. not. ,sure of .the answer, give your best guess, indicat-

ing that it is your "best guess" by putting a question.
Mark'afte\r the answer.

THE ITEMS FOR\PART III ARE IDENTICAL TO THE ITEMS OF PART. II.

Health Resources
Copyrighted-by Jerry N.Ailaylock; reproduced With permission by the
prohibited without permiision of copyright holder.
Adsiinistration.. Further reproduction
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Title: OLDER PERSONS QUESTIONNAIRE
(OPQ)

Author: Gillis, Marion
Variable: This instrument was designed to elicit

-information on the waitudes of nursing personnel toward the aged. Aged was defined by the
author as those persons 65 and over. Attitudes
were defined as absolute inclinatioris or mental
readiness which consistently exert influence on
evaluative responses that are directed toward
some person, group, or object (Zimbardo and

Reliability and Validity: A reliability coefficient of 0.86 was reported for the instrument,
but no details concerning how it was determined
were provided. No validity information was provided.

Use in Research: The instrument was used in a
study by the author, Sr. Marion Gillis (1972) and

reported in an unpublished manuscript at the

Ebbersen, 1970).

University of Texas. It 'was entitled, "Study on
Attitudes of Nursing Home Administrators Toward the Aged."
Another study in which Gillis (1973) used this

Description:

referenced below.

Nature and Content: The OPQ is an opinion
questionnaire which contains 48 statements related to old age. There is a separate coded answer Sheet. The items include such statements

instrument is reported in her master's thesis
Comments: Psychoinetrically the instrument
n. In considering
the validity of the OPQ, Le., the determination of

needs a great deal of atte

as "Oldsters tend to be untrustworthy," and
"The real good elderly person is rare." The

.attitudes toward the aged, on the basis of responies to items on the instrument, some questions must be raised. Among the 48- opinion

responsestrongly agree, mildly agree, mildly
disagree, or. strongly disagree. Demographic
data concerning:the nurse respondent are .col-

able bearing upon the variable being investi.

statements are rated on a 4-point scale of

lected in an additiOnal six items of the .OPQ.
Administration and Scoring: The OPQ is' selfadmi4istered. The perion completing the. OPQ-

selects the number on the coded answer sheet
which corresponds 'to the chosen response to
each 'of the questionnaire items including the
demographic data. The 'estimated time for.completion, as suggested by the author,. is 15 min-

utes. No special skill or training is needed' to'
complete the OPQ.
No information on scoring was proVided other

than :"the higher the score,' the more positive
the attitude." (It maybe inferred that the possible range.of scores is from 48 to'192.)
Development:

Rationale: No information concerning the underlying theoretical basis of the instrument was
provided:
Souive of Items: The instrument is a revision
of a 100-item opinion questionnaire published by
Lowy (1968).

Procedure for Development: The author re-

vised the Lowy (1968) questionnaire on the basis.

of the ,psycbhometric properties of that instrument. The author explained that "the correlation of each item was compared to the total score
for each of the 160 opinion statements. The 48
items which correlated with the total score it
0.40 or above were selected for the revised instrument" (Gillis, 1973).,

items are many which do not have a demonstra-

gated, e.g., "If people would talk less and work
more, everybody would be better Off" ,(item 26),
and "The most 'vicious, irresponsible, and rac
keteering unions are, in most cases, those hav-

ing largely foreigners for leaders" (item 29).
Several items express distrust of mankind in
general, others express distrust or hatred for
youth, social outcasts, "and participatory democracy as a political systerr. Since these items do
not contain any reference, to the aged, the proof
of their relevance in a study of attitudes toward

the aged must be questioned. There`is lack of
continuity in the terminology, i.e.,. persons over
65 are referred "to as "older personS," "elderly

persons," "oldsters," and "old people"; this
should be corrected. And, further, some items
referring to the "disabled," rather than to the
elderly, should be reconsidered, because disability cannot beequated with old age. It would also
be advantageous to reconsider the few items in

which the concepts. of old age and illness are.
cOmbined, if, as may be inferred from the author's statement about-the higher the score the
More positive the attitude, and, as now written;_
the preferred answeefor each item is "4," then,
theitems should be rephrased to avoid response
set.
--

Riferencein

Gillis, Marion. Study on attitudes .of nursing
home administrators toward.the aged. Unpublished manuscript, University of Texas,..1.972.,
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Difference in nursing personnel's attitudes toward the aged based on age, education, length of employment, and type of agency.
Unpublished master's thesis, University of
Texas; 1973.
.

Attitudes of nursing personnel toward

the aged.' Nursing Research, 1973, 22 (6), 517520.

Lowy, Louis. Training manual for human service technicians working with older persons.
Boston, Massachusetts: University Bookstore, 1968.

Zimbardo, Philip, and Ebbersen, Ebbe. Influencing attitudes and changing behavior. Reading,
MaSsachusetts: Addison and Wesley Company, 1970.
.

Source of Information:
Marion Gillis
Supervisor, ADN Program

Lakeshore Technical Institute
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, Wis. 53015

Instrument Copyright: None.
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OLDER PERSONS QUESTIONNAIRE (OPQ)
O

Ihere are no right or wrong answers to these statements. To answer questions
e
1-48 kindly indicate the degree to whichoyalu AGREE or DISAGREE with
statement of opinion by blackening the space corresponding to the answer as
follows:.
a
= MILDLY DISAGREE
STRONGLY AGREE
no
4

MILDLY AGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

=

1.

You should_not expect too,much from disabled people.

2.

Most..older persons are hard to please.

Certain religious sects whose beliefs do not permit them iosalute.the
flag should-be forced to conform to'such a pittfotic action, or else
be abolished.

3.

Any group or- social movement whichcontainselany foreigners should
be watched with suspicion:and,. whenever possible, be investigated. by
the F. B. I.

4.

.

5.

The real good elderly person is rare.

6.

When a person has,a problem or worry, it'is bast for him not to think
about it, but to keep busy with more cheerful things.

7;

There

8.

The elderly are just aguemart-as othdr people.

9.

really no such thing as a typical old person.

ldsters tend to be untrustworthy.

10.

There is hardly anything lower than a personwho does not feel a great
love, gratitude 'and respect for his parents.

11.

It is difficult to understand older persons becaUse they keep'eo much

.

2to.:themselves.

A large -scale system of sterilization would be'one good. way ofbreeding
.out criminals and other undesirable elements n our society and so raise
iteiteneral standards and living conditions.

12.

3

.

.

.

.
.

13.. We are ePending too much for the pempering.of criminals and the insane,
and for the. education. of incapable people.
.

1
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STRONGLYAGREE_

3

MILDLY AGREE

4

=
=

MILDLY DISAGREE ,
STRONGLY DISAGREE

14.

The elderly take advantage of other people.

15.

When you handle a number of old petsons, it is almost impossible to
make allowances -for differences between them.

16.

If people would

17.

Most disabled "o dsters" have little sense of'responsibilitY.

18.

The elderly are

_

.

i

alk lets and work more, everybody would be better'off.

ikelyto get angry if you mention. their being old.

.

The most Acious, irresponsible, and racketeering.unions are, in most
cases, those having largely foreigners for leaders.

20.o

have to be caeful what you say when you,are'with-disabled-people.'1

21.

What youth .needs most is strict diseipline, rugged determination, and

the will towork and fight for family.
22.

.

Older.pesons expect everyone to pamper them.
.7

.23.

24.
.25.

.

The elderly usually will not think for themselves.
Oldsters are usually dissatisfied with just about everything.

There thouldn!t be special schools for disabled Persons..

26.

It is.only natural and-right for each perbon to think that his family
is better than any other..

27.

Onevitain difficulty with allowint-theentire population to participate
lully:in government affairs (votitg,-jobs, etc.). is that such a large7
number of people are- deficient and incapable.

28.

Parents of disabled childten should Iva less strict-than other-parents.

29.

On the whole; the elder4 sick seem

o be less intelligent:than healthy

old people.
:.30,

Oldsters are disagreeable most of-the time.

31.. Older. persons ,are usually incapable of making significant decisions 'for
.themselVes;:
32.

Disabled people_ should not be expect:;' ..to meet the same standards as
'on- disabled. persons.
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3
4

STRONGLY AGREE
MILDLY AGREE.

=' MILDLY.DISAGREE.
= STRONGLY DISAGREE

--7%
33,

Nobody ever learned anythinureally important except through suffering.

34.

Most Older persons arejust naturally stubborn.
;

.

e elderly:do not take much pride in themselves.

35.

An aggressive person, who has bad manners, habits; and breeding, can
hardly expect to get along wiaidecent people.

36.

. -Older persons do not have as much initiative as other persons.

Older persons lack imagination.

3 ;.

39

onfuse national issues, make
The many political parties tend
necessary trouble, It would,
elections expensive, and stir u
therefore, be best if all political parties, except the two major ones,
were abolished.

40.

Older'persons are like children.

41.

e elderly cannot have a normal social' life..

42.

der petsons usually leck humor.

Nobody really likes to work with the older disabled'person.

43:

44.. Itaometimeedoes an elderly-person good to be Criticized in front of
,

other persons.

45.

If 'the elderly had paid attention to good health habits in their youth,
th0 probablywouldn't be in hospitali and nursing homes today.

46.

what is being done for them.
Most older persohs4don't appreiciate
le

.

.

I

.

.

.

I

47.

Oldsters cause a great deal of disruption.

48.

Most older persons expect to be taken care of by others.

,
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Title: CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT
PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS WHOM NURSES
RECALL NEGATIVELY AND POSITIVELY

Author Rickelman, Bonnie L.

Variables: The variable is /characteristics of
adult psychiatric patients to'whOm nurses react
positively and negatively. Adult psychiatric patient is defined as any person 15 years of age or
older who has been admitted to a -psychiatric
treatment facility; positive reaction is defined as
a feeling of -enjoyment, liking, or. happiness.
Negative re. action is defined as a feeling of dislike, annoyance, irritation, langer, repulsion, or
physical or emotional aversion.
Deacription:

Nature

and Content: j This is

a

self-

administered instrument Made up of three
parts. Part I consists of 13 items of nurse demographic data, most of whiCh can be answered
3
of 24

placing a check in the appropriate space;

are comple;:_on-type items. Part II consists
'are
items which elicit descriptive inforinatidn about
an adult psychiatric patient to whom' the nurse
had "a negative reactio . Part III items are exact
in Part II .but are to be
duplicates of the ite
orripleted as descript e of'an adult psychiatric
atient to whom' the nurse had a positive reac-

lion. Many of the items in Parts II and III have
multiple parts,,and answer formats vary so as to
he appropriate' for each item.- Item 24 for Parts
II and III is a list of 74 "sel ted characteristics
01- behaviors of patients" dire tions are to "place
a \check mark in the space pr vided to the left of

all statements -which descri e the behavior of
the patieFit -you have just recalled."
dministration and Scoring: The instrument
is self-administered and was designed -to be
completed by nursed providing care for adult
psychiatric patients. Instructions, for completion of each item are on the instrument its f. As
indicated abOVe, the response format varies,
pendent upon tlile kind of information sought.
Th. author reported that, approximately. 30 to 50,
minutes are required for orfpletion of the quest
tionnairei though no tim limits are imposed.
NO
information regardin scoring, per se, was
1..
provided.
by the. a thor. However, the reference
cited below shoul e consulted for information
as to how the author cored the instrument for
the purposes,: of her study.
Development:

Rationale: No specific info
vide& othdr than that theitheo
of the 'author's Study w
theory."

on was proal framework
on ."attitude

2

Source of Items: The items of the instrument

were based on, an instrument 'developed by

Blaylock (1970), a review of literature, the author's professional experience, and consuitadons with professional peers.
Procedure for Development: Blayfock's questionnaire was modified to make it appropriate
for adult psychiatric Oftients. A' ilot study was
cond cted with psychiatric nurses using the in-

str rrient, and, based upon the results of that'
udy, minor revisions were made in the
strumenC

Reliability and Validity: The author st ed
work had been done to establish the relia lity
and validity of the' instrument; howev , no
specifics were provided:
Use in Research: Rickelman developed and used
the instrument for riez,doctoral dissertation referenced below. Her data "were analyzed to de-

termine whether or' not the nurses' perceptions
of disliked arid liked, patients differed, and
whether or not charaCteristics of the nurses related to characteristics of patients to whom they
reacted negatively or positively" (Rickelman,
197'1).

Comments: As with the Blaylock instrument deSiribed elseyvhere in ithis compilation, this instrument is in. the earlystages of psychometric
development and its potential value cannot yet
be assessed. It would be helpful to know how the
characteristics to be. included were identified
and delineated. Also, as', with the Blaylock in

strumerit, reliability 'and falidity stu es are
needed, and further analysis may sug es...that
some items codld be leli inated. T s would

shortenthe instrument, ye not alter is usefulness.
References:
Blaylock, Jerry N. Characteristics of nurses and
of medic l-surgical patie is to whoM they react
positively and negatiiie y: Unpublished doe, toral di4s rtation, Tette ers College, Columbia
:-.-- University, 1970.
tracteristics of nurses
Rickelman, Bonnie.
and psychiatric patierfts to whoM they react
poritively and negativelg: Unpublished doe.toral dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1971.
)
Source of Information:/
Bonnie Rickelman,. R.N., Ph.D. ,
2601 TdulOuie Drive
Austin, Tex. 78745
Instrument Copyright:. Bonnie Rickelman, R.N
/
Ph.D.
I
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RickelMant(tonniet.
cHOAcTERasTiti OF ADULT nYCHIATRIC PATIENTS WHOM NURSES RECALL
NEGATIVELY ANOLPOSITIVELY'
.

The following questionnaire is divided into three parts. The first
part asks for information about your own background. The second and third parts
- ask for informatiad abodt two specific adult psychiatric.patients with whom
you have had .co*tact:,/ Directions for answering the last two parts are given
at the beginning ofthose sections.
It is hoped/that you will answer the questions as completely as
possible.. Though some of the questions are.of a pereahal nature, they are
necessap4- for the validity of this study. Your responses will remain totally
anonymo. ,Please do not write your name anywhere on the questionnaire.
Neither vou nor the institution where you work will be identified in
the study.
Most of the'questione require only check marks or short answers.
sure to read the questions completely and carefully before answering.
Please answer every question.
Part I:

Part II:

(Items addressing nurse demographic data have not been reproduced
here.)
About the first patient
It is inevitable that we meet an occasional person to whom we
1

1

react'negatively.- The nurseis not immune to this and sometimes reacts
negatively-ito al,:given patient. :This reaction may take the lor,),, for
;

/
,.

:example, of dislike, annoyance
,physical or.Stotional aversion.

Mk.4144Q.,..A4i4C

Re

.._vi'

irritation, anger, rep lsiori, or

I
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Think back until:you remember such a :Natient--one who caused

its to experience a physical or mental reaction

qh.La

ch was negative.

.

Be sure that the:Patient is-an adult psychiatric patient (any age 'from
15 years on).

After recalling this specific patient;- answer the fol-

lowing sultions in relation.tp this patient.
I

.

If you are not-sure

Please be sure -to, respond to every item.

answer, give your best guess, indicating that it is your "best

of

guess" by putting a question mark after the answer.

1.

2.

How long ago did you encounter this patient?
2-12 months ( )

13 months-4 years ( ) .5-9 years (.)

10-14 years ( )

15 years or more (

( )
)

( )

(check

nurse responsible for direct care
Head nurse on the unit where patient was located
Supervisor of the unit where patient was loC ted
Other, please specify

4

Patient's age:
51-60 ( )

15-19 ( )

Male (

Patient's sex:

5.

Patient's marital st.

Divorced ( )

31 -40 (

20-30 ( )

41-50 ( )

)

Over 70 ( )

61-70 ( )

4.

.

)

)

What was your profetanianal relationship to this patient?
one):
( )

3.

A montli,or less (

)

Female ( )

.s:

Single (

)

Married ( )

Separated ( )

Widowed ( )

Patient's reAgion:. Catholic ( )
None ( ) _Don't know ( )

Jewish ( )

Protestant ( )

Other, please specify

I,

a
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Patients race:
1
.

9.

10.

(If AMerUan, please in,
dicatencestry, i.e., Irish, Italian, etc.)
DOn't know ( )
the patient's country of origin'?

Wiiat

Private .(

Patient's physiciaa (check one):

House\or staff (

)

Private room;( )

Patient's roomatcommodations:

Ward ( )------____

SeMi-private.(2 beds) ( )

)'

,

;
\

,

.

.

1

11.

Kind of, treatment facility in which you had contact with 'the
'patient:

(check one).

,Siate hospital ( )

\

Private psychiatrl.z: hospital

(

)

I

Psychiatric unit in general hospital.( )

Psychiatric out-patient clinic (
V.A. hospital ( )
12.

Other---(please specify)

In which o the following social classes would you judge the
_patient to be a member? (check one)
Upper uppek ( )
Lower upper ( )

13.

Day hospital

)

Upper middle (

)

`:Lower middle (

)

Educational level of the patient:
your "best guess.")
( )
( )
(

)

( )

No formal education
Grade school
Junior high school
Partial high school

( )

( )
( )
( )

Upper lower (
Lower lower (

)

)

(If you are unsure, please. lse

High school graduate
Attended college
College or university graduate
professional edimation
Graduate

14. .Patient!is psychiatric diagnosis:

J
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(Briefly describe)

15.

Patient's symptoms:

16..

Approximately how long had the patient been psychiatrically ill?
(check one)

Under 1 year
1-2 years 3-5 years
6 years or more

( )
(

)

( )
( )

(Briefly estate)

17.

In what way did the patient affect you persOnally?

18.

Was this patient the kind of person whom you felt you understood?
(check one)

Yes (
19.

)

No ( )

In your opinion, what is or was this patient's prognosis?
(

)

( )

Excellent;

Patient was or will be discharged and will probably not need in-patient or out-patient psychiatric
treatment again.

Good:

Patient was or will be discharged; may need continued
drug and/or psychotherapy, but there is a good chance
that readmission to a psychiatric unit will not be
necessary.

Fair:

Patient-was or possibly may be discharged; however, the
likelihood of readmission is almost certain. Patient
will probably be in and out of psychiatric institutions
for rest o! life.

5GJ
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(

20.

)

Poor:

In addition to the psychiatric illness, did the patient also have
a medical problem or diagnosis of any kind? (check one)
Yes (

21.

Unlikely that patient can ever function at a minimally
acceptable, level outside institution.

No (

)

)

If yes, please specify nature of the problem:

Was the pa-tient disfigured in any way? (Please check any of the
following wnich may be appropriate and complete blanks, if applicable)
AA.;ne(

)

Psoriasis (

)

Any other visible lesion (

leg (

1

arm (

Kind and

)

location

Amputation of:

)

breast (

)

other (

)

Traumatic injury disfiguration ( ) Describe

Visible congenital anomaly ( ) Describe
:22.

Which of the follOwing words or phrases best described this pa(check one in each group) _
tient?

A
( )
( )
( )
(

B
Very obese
Somewhat overweight
Average; weight abont
right for height
Very thin
.

( )
( )
( )

Outstandingly attractive
Somewhat attractive
Ordinary in appearance.
Somewhat unattractive
Very unattractive

( )
C

Extrovert
Neither aniextrovert nor an introvert;
sometimes butgoing, sometimes quiet
and introspective
Introvert
,
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23.

24.

What was it about the patient which led you to react negatively?
(Briefly describe)

Below is a list of selected characteristics or behaviors of patients. Read the' following directions and then proceed.
Put a check mark in the space provided to the left of all
statements which describe the behavior of the patient) ou.have
par-7.
just recalled. Check as many as are applicable
ticular Patient.
Use the space provided at t e end to note any Pertinent behavior or chiracteristic not included in the list,

1.

4.

11.

Was genuinely interested
in others, or related to
people in a warm way.

Failed to improve despite
good care

12.

Refused medications or
treatments

Responded positively to
care; showed improvement

13.

Faked psychiatric or
physical illness

Refused to.accept idea of
psychiatric illness

14.

Usedloud, abusive, or
vulgar language

15.

Was senile

16.

Was sensitive and per

Was untidy or had poor
personal hygiene

5.

Wass respectful toward others

6.

Was mentally deficient

7.

Avoided chronic complaining

8.

Was slow and disorganized

17.

in movements.
9.

10.

a.

Vas always telling you
-hat to do

Did not interfere with
nursing routine

18.

Did not demand nurses'
attention

Took medications and
treatments as ordered

19.

Made you feel sympathetic
and understanding toward
(him) (her)

555
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Realized emotional problems and sought help

20.

Was quarrelsome and antagonistic

37.

21.

Was manipulative

38.

Was demanding

22.

Was unselfish

39.

Tried to make others
feel sorry for (him)(her)

23.

Was apathetic
40.

Did not fake psychiatric
or physical illness

7

t

24.

Gave Support to other

25.

Needed reassurance and
Support

41.

Realized self-responsibility in getting well

26.

Was constantly seeking_
the nurse's attention

42.

Had a sense of humot
was entertaining

27.

Suffered quietly

43.

Was always complaining.

28.

Refused to accept help or
to make an effort to help
self

29.

Was tidy or had good
personal hygiene

30.

W;ts mild in manner

Was physically assaultive'
to others or property

.31..

44.

or

Would not follow hospital rules OT instructions

45.

Caused no uncomfortable
scenes

46.

Bullied other patients

47..

Ead no sense of humor

48.

Repeatedly confronted
nurse with same requests,
questions and statements
Was mistreated by family
or others

32.

Was critical of ot4ers,

33.

Followed hospital rules
and instructions

49.

34.

Made improper advances to
nurse (in'physical contact
or personal remarks)

50.
51.

Wanted special privileges

Showed no appreciation of
nurse's efforts

52.

Made requests in a nice
way

Did not request special
privileges

53.

Seemed lonely

54.

Spoke in a whining voice

35.

36.

-

.

_ Was suspicious
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55.

Was cooperative

65.

Could not make decisions

56.

Cried frequently

66.

Was infantile

57.

Exposed self

67.

Seemed to appreciate
nurses' attempts to help

68.

Was frank and open

69.

Complaints seemed ./arranted

70.

Was stubborn

71.

Was r,efined

Was L!.castic or rude

584;

Interfered with nursing routine

59.

.

60.

Was disoriented

61.

Was polite

62.

Was intelligent

63.

Was self-centered or
selfish

73.

WaS sincere

Was shy or modest

74.

Had a superior attitude

.72.

,

64.

Other:

Had outbursts of rage
\

(please write in any other characteristics)

Part III:

About the second patient

'

This section of the questionnaire deals with a patient to
whom you have reacted positively.

Recall such a patient--a specific

adult psychiatric patient with whom you have had contact and to whom
you experienced a positive reaction.

In recalling this patient to mind,

try to think of one, for example,.whose presence you really enjoyed;

or perhaps one whom you remember with a good or happy feeling;,or

569
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Be sure that ti

whom you liked very much.

chiatric patient (any age from 15 on).

Ai

patient, answer the following questions ii
Please be sure to respond to ev4

of the answer, give your best guess, indil
guess" by putting a question mark after.t1

1: How long ago did you encounter this p.

2.

2-12 months (

)

13 months-4 years (

10-14 years (

)

15 years or more (

What was your professional relationsh
(

)

(-.)

3.

(

)

(

)

Stiff nurse responsible for dire
Head nurse on the unit where pat
Supervisor of the unit where r t
Other, please specify

Patient's age:
51-60 (

)

(

61-70 (

)

Male (

5.

Patient's marital status:
)

Widowed (

Patient's religion:
Norte (

)

)

)

Single( )

)

Catholic (

Don't knar( )

)

)

remiale (

Patient's sex:

Divorced (

20-30 (

Over 70 (

)

4.

6.

)

)

Je

Other, plea

7.

Patient's race:.

8.

What is the patient's country of orig
indicate ancestry, Le., Irish, Itali

nom

557

he patient is an adult psyer
4(

recalling this, specific

n relation to this patient,
If you are not sure

ery item.

sating that it is your "best
he answer.

A month or less (

,atient?
)

5-9 years (

)

)

Lip to this patient?
_/

:ct care

:ient was located
:ient was located

31-40 (

I

41-50 (

)

Married (

:wish (

)

)

)

Separated (

Protestant (

)

Ise specify

;in?

(If American, please

Ian, etc.).
Don't- know (

)

)
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9.

10.

Ward (

)

)

Private psychiatric hospital (

Psychiatric unit in general hospital (
Psychiatric out-patient clinic (
V.A. hospital (

)

)

Day hospital (

)

)

)

Other, please specify

In which of the following social classes would you judge the
(check one)
patient to be a member?
j7pper upper (

)

Lower uppets( )
13.

)

Kind of treatment facility in which you had contact with the
patient: (check one)
State hospital (

12.

House or staff ( )

)

Private room (

Patient's .room accommodations:
,iml-private (2 beds) ( )

11.

private (

Patient's physician (check one):

Upper middle (
Lower middle (

Educational level of the patient:
your "best guess")
(

)

No formal education

(

)

Grade school.

(

)

Junio high school

(

)

Partial high school

)
)

Upper lower (
Lower lower (

)
)

(If you are unsure, please use

( ) High school graduate
Attended college
(
)
College or university graduate
( )
Graduate professional education
(
)

14.

Patient's psychiatric diagnosis:

15.

Patient's symptoms:

(briefly describe)

I4.
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16.

Approximately how long had the patient been psychiatrically ill?
(check one)
Under 1 year
1-2 years
3-5 ycars
6 years or more
'

17.

-18.

In what way did the patient affect you personally?

Was this patient the kind of person whom you felt you understood?
(check one)
Yes (

19.

(Briefly state)

)

No ()'

In your opinion, what is or was this patient's prognosis?
(

)

Excellent:

(

)

Good:

Patient was or will be discharged and will probably not need in-patient or out -patient-psychia
treatment again.

Patient was or will be discharged; may need continued
drug and/or psychotherapy, but there is a good chance
that readmission to a psychiatric unit will not be
necessary.

20.

(

)

Fair:

(

)

Poor:

Patient was or possibly may tie discharged; however,
the likelihoodof readmission is almost certain. Patient will probably be in and out of psychiatric institutions for rest of life..

Unlikely that patient can ever function at a minimally
acceptable level outside institution.

In addition to the psychiatric illness:did the patient also have
A medical problem-or diagnosis of any kind? (check one)
Yes (

)

No (

)

If yes; please specify nature of the problem:

VOLUME 2
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Was the patient disfigured in any way? "(Please check any of the
following which may be anpropriate and complete blanks, if applicable)

23.

Acne (

Any otter visible lesion (

Psoriasis (

'Amputation Of:

leg (

arm (

)

).

Other (

)

)

C

'aaumatic injury disfiguration (

Visible, congenital anomaly (

breast (

)

Kind and

)

)

Describe

Describe'

Which of the following words or phrases best describes this patient? (Check one in each group)

22.

A
)
)

( )
)

Outstandingly attractive
Somewhat attractive
Ordinary in appearance
Somewhat unattractive
Very unattractive

(

)

(

)

(

)

)

.

( )
)

Very obese
\\\
Somewhat overweight
Average; weight about
right, for height

)

Very thin

Extrovert
Neither an extrovert nor an intiovert;
sometimes outgoing, sometimes quiet and
introspective
Introvert
react positively?

What was it about the patient which led you t.
(Briefly describe)

23.

0

7%

r

0

.

/

24.
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.

.114041 is s list of selected characteristics or behaviors of patients. Read the folloving directions and then proceed.
1 1 ./Put,a check .mark in the space provided to the left of all
statements which i6scribe the behavior of the patient-you have
recalled. Check as many as ale applicable.'
2.

1.

Use fhe space provided It the end to.note any pertinent behavior or characteristic not includedpin the list.

_,,g-Was untidy or had poor

12.

Refused medications; or
treatments

personal hygiene
2.

Failed to improve de-.
spite good care

13.

Faked psychiatric or
phyhical illness

3.

Responded positively to
care; showed improvement

14.

Used loud, abusive, or
vulgar language

15.

Was senile

4.

Refused to accept idea
of psychiatric illness

16.

Was sensitive and perceptive

Was respectful toward
others

17.

Was always telling you
what to do

5.

.

.

Was mentally deficient

6.

18.

attention

Avoided chronic complaining

7.

8.

Did not ,demand nur4,101

Was slowand disorganized

Made you feel sympathetic
and understanding.toward

in movements

him)(her)

Did not interfere with
nursing routine

20.

Was quarrelsome and an-1
/
tagonistic

10.

Took medications and
treatments as order'd

21.

Was manipulative

11.

Was genuinely interested
in others, or related to
people in a warm way

9.

Was unselfish

s.

23.

Was apathetib
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Gabe support to other
patients

40.

Did not fake ppychiatric
or physical illness

Needed reassurance and
support

41.

Realizes self-responsibility in getting well

Was constantly seeking
the nurse's attention

42.

Had a sense of humor, or
was entertaining

27.

Suffered quietly

43.

Was always complaining

28.

Refused to accept help
an effort to
or.to

44.

Would not follow hospital rules or instructions

45.

Caused no uncomfortable

25.

-

=

26.

!1/4

help selj:
29.

scenes.

Was tidy of had good
personal hygiene
46.

Bullied other patients

47.

Had no sense of humor

48.

Repeatedly confronted
nurse with same requests,
questions and statements

Followed hospital rules
and instructions

49.

Was mistreated by family
or others

Weir,- per advances

50.

Was suspicious

to nurse (in physical
contact or personal resuu04)

51.

Wanted special privileges

Was mild in manner
Was physically assaultive td others or property
.32.
Ed1./ ,

Was ctLitical of others

fi

'34.

35.

a

52,

Made requests in a nice
way

Showd no appreciation
of n4raes' efforts

'36.

37.

53.

Seemed lonely

Did ot%\ request special
pril4lages

54.

Spoke in a whining voice

Realized emotional prob=

55.

Was cooperative.

.56.

Cried frequently

lemstand sought. help

WAS ddmanding
739.

l'zidd-tiv-make others feel
sdIrry' for (him) (her)
O

1

57.

Exposed self

58.

Was

arcistic or
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Interfered with nursing routine

67.

Seemed to appreciate
nurses' attempts to help

60.

Was disoriented

68.

Was frank and open

61.

Was polite

69.

Complaints seemed warranted

62.

Was intelligent
70.

Was stubborn

Was serf-centered or
selfish

71.

Was rafined

64.

Was shy or modest

72.

Had outbursts -Cf rage

65.

Could not make decisions

73.

Was sincere

/ 59.

63.

74.

'

,

66.

Was infa&-:ile

Other:

ease write in any other characteristics)

Had a superior attitude

COpyrighted 1110nnie Rickelman; .reproduced with permission. by the Health, Resources
Administratio . Further reproduction prohibited, without ptrmissioa of, copyright holden's,
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Provider-Client InteraCtion: Provider's Perceptions of Client Care and Health Services
Title:

NURSING AUTONOMY AND PA-

TIENTS' RIGHTS QUESTIONNAIRE

Authors: Pankratz: Loren, and Pankratz, Deanna
Variables: This instrument provides inform_
tion on three variables: nursing autonomy and
ddvocacy, patients' rights, and rejection of traditional role limitations. Nursing autonomy and

advocacy is defined as the extent that nurses
feel comfortable in.taking initiative and responsibility in the hospital. Patients' rights is defined
as the nurse's hypothetical concession of certain
rights to patients. Rejection of traditional role
limitations is defined as the nurse's willingness
to openly disagree with the doctor and .to become highly involved in the personal matters of
patients.
Description:

.

Nature. and Content: This instrument consists
of 47 statements designed to elicit information

about nurses' . attitudes toward their professional role and patients' rights. Nursing autonomy and advocacy is operationalized by
responses to .26 items; patients' rights is
operationalized by responses to 14 items; and
rejection of traditional role limitations is
operationalized by responses to 13 items.
A 5-point response scale is used -where
1=strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3=undecided,
4=disagree, and 5=strongly disagree. Data are

/also collected regarding the position of the

nurse (staff nurse, head nurse, etc.).
Administration and Scoring: This instrumE nt
is designed to be completed by a nurse:Instroctions are provided as part of the questionnaire.
Nursing autonomy and advocacy is scored 42y
adding the scores on the following 15 items: . 3.
4, 8, 14, 18, 23, 24, 27, 34,-37, 39, 40, 41, and

2.

Subtract the total score on these items from
.Add the preceding results to the total scor
the following 11 items: 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 3f
38, 45, 46.

_

Patients' rights is scored by adding the scorf.,..
on the f011owing 14 iteins:*6, 16, 17, 19, 20, 2"

28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 43, and 44; Subtact the
_score on these items from 84.

Rejection of traditional role limitatio
scored by subtracting the .subject's score

item 7 from 6. Then add the preceding result to
the total score of the following 12 items: 2, 5, 10,
11, 13, 22, 25, 31, 35, 45, 46; and 47.

Development:

Rationale: No underlying theoretical rationale was identified by the author.
Source of Items: COnstruction of the items on

patients' rights was based on a questionnaire
developed during a conference on patients'
rights at 'Northwest Hospital in Seattle. Addi-

tional items were devised from comments
nurses made while responding to the initial.
questionnaire. The items on nurse autonomy

were obtained from statements made by nurses
regarding the extent to which they were willing

to assert themselves in the hospital ,environment. Additional items were. contributed by
nursing leaders on issues they felt were cdrrently being debated in discussions of nursing
autonomy.
-Procedure for Developm. ent: The initial form of
69 items was give'n to.200 registered nurses in a
large community (teaching) hospital. The sample represented all shifts and abotut two-thirds
of the total population of nurses in the hospital.

A preliminary factor analysis indicated the

presence of the variables of interest to the authors. In order to strengthen the potential gen-

erality of these variables, the sample was

expanded by including nurses from two similar
hospitals in another State, two university hospitals, a large modern psychiatric hospital, and

206. nursing administrators throughout the
West. The final. sample thus had' a total of 702
.

subjects.
The data fro-m the 702 subjects were factor
analyzed according to two different procedures.
These two methods are described in Pinneau et
al. (4966), and in Tryon and Bailey (1966, 1970).

The variables identified by these procedures
were then analyzes1 to determine the extent to
which differences between.nursing groups Were
present.
Reliability and Validity: No information was

t:

provided regarding reliability of the instru-

iil

ment.

No information was provided regarding the
relationship between the items assigned to each
variable or their. relationship to the total score

a
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for the re specti variable. How ever, the results
indicated a high degree of similarity ir the way
the items defined the factors_ The sizanors report that nursing leaders' ..n..md
clvo:
higher scores on nursing cute -0m, :
cacy than did nurses who work- i in :-L.---._-ommu-

nity hospitals. Similar differrce.,

also

reported on patients' rights, am -ejer cm, of traditional role limitations. The luthats _also reported a significant relationshi: tletwe*m degree
status and all three variables.
(=ter demographic variables were related to rem on these
measures.
Use in Research: The .use of t_71.e

-ienc in

study by Pankratz and Pai...,Fexat.

1-.: de-

scribed in the 'referencecittelov
Comnsentr-LThis device appe

'-lowaver, the fa ,-.

SUgge*ts .the test is

'4-we

notep

is conde =nitions
Attlee stable

me/Mires of the three va?.-rah

-thd, the fact

t+.1.Attfie sa-nple used to devel

toe Ifacrors wa..7
itsso uggests

hete_geneous and larg

eased
3ponses

zininle age ::nom

he factors are likely to no geineralizable

r one actual reed to measure a

various
table.

specific c;

varitial far oirriding informatic
more
ables
to: measur.:1!.
iTrf.4,rmati,
i tirromatior
is required bef1,;y
regarding its
be rn...
:
,n toe
It witujjt e useful to have riff
.-taracteristics of th,
2.ti jn
helpful to have
ole. and
ing
'meter -item, ite-m
characteriFi.0,:, of the three
"77ween-N
...ble-o-ae-34±ap between t.h'

tionship between the t e,e Itlitqa1ROres and other
demographic data when thl.: (built -in characteristic is eliminated.
It woulz. also be useful to 'Jaye inforination
.voer of the mearegarding the comparative
sures whey they were,based 1-4.- on the cluster
analytic procedures and/or ly- en the items
that had the same variable ,,,,.agnment across
the two factor analyti methtwisFinally. the F.,-coring.nroce, re appears to be
more crnrcillex tr.an may be eressary. Theretre information
be useful tc
fore, it
power of the- e_asures to difregarding
groan F lief: the score was
Ferentiato

iteferences;.

Deanna. NursDevelop:
Dummy and panents'
nursin.Eide vo.ale. Journal of

:-:-ankratt., Laren, and Pal, e.et-

ing
ment
Heal?.
216.

.

.d Soci,

gnat-'. B., and But-

A., Lex ne.

ler, Z.alysis

1 974, 15}(3), 211-

Ben a1-

f fac,

elassif'Aca:aon. P. rceptua,

arinince: One -way

Motor Skills,

1.966_ 23. L209-1210.

and Bailey, D. E. The B. C.. Try
system of cluster and factor
analysis. .'Multivariate Beha rioral Research,
196(.1,05-111.
Cluster Analysis. New- York: McGraw-

Tryon,- R
comnol;

13,

Hill. 197(3

aegis nurses.

Source-Aihrformation:

The fact that some items are assiolt-' to more
liparr.one factor necessarily prod:zees
.- Lelationship between them. See is desir.411.,,, to minimize the extent to -arifitch built-in

Psych..toKs Service
VeteraseE Administration Hospital

Lor-n .5"twiligra.-4:z, Ph.D.

_

Pordazne.. `Dreg. 97207

stvistical relationships are present t would be
InelrU1 to have information regal-than' r ze rela-

_Instrument Copyright: None.
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*IRSING AUTOND)41/ AND PAMENTS" RUNTS QUEST523MAIRE

74
.7

=

....,
..,

Identification:

41

Witunetld hike t I Woo( wnstmEthimicabenot these s
ow mech. (*Pa Istateeemt,0ffice a cimmeit in the box=to
pion ast ctimes-zonsetk to how you feed.
-Xhm
Tbsre,are Mit r1 ;titer +tong anemerto- Please answer-23n

--

is

til

:

men.

1.

feel thus

E

0

al

t17

Us

4

Z

n.

e,

a:

21

Z.

itirits shompla plan their can actIvitkee

hem fulfil ed mw resinensibility vim 1 report a nun-

2.

a.

3.

iTian coa

'V11644a0.

-weal& hmg

'Otte .tb try

womneet Ste

rise_, free

4-

I

5.

If

,

patien=--clar

faewanorsendtell to

aereivical" of an administnative nurse.
o fat:amend mon-prescritimeoseomdicetion_

vompost d a pigehtatric consuam fu- a patient.
t oaf heemills.

6. I sal imee a
ammeemed for

7.

it I zor not
pursue the F

8. I am -tem Des
advocaats If

etieet loss 4 right to
him.

10.

don's.

I

11.

I

feel

the

wona..1

persona in the hospital to be the patient's
diking/rams with theanactor.
WII

knee a'lle:of personal items,

re trosial* than it :ht.marth.

t

,

of

the pataant because
tea. mew stiestions
ly behmeanotaer plan in mind.
it

the demmat

1

I.

9. If alsetlent is .leveed

it batalliai

Save all his questions

aciffied with the dommaros action,

actor, is sir better trained to make decisions

than I.
.

12.

I would mover Ga.. a Patient's family after discharge.

.13. Patients ahoy id net have any responsibility
lito,Patients saou CitiAms atanatted torgo off

their

in a hospital.
unit and

elsewhere its timr.mempAtati.
15. 4f a patient itsisfs,r0v his medication is changed, I would
refer hjm to letsolector

16. If a policy cihome Ofacts patient care, I want to under
stand why the comma is necessary

:7

c
=
Q.

>

10

'

I

die

,m..

ft

C7

ft
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ir,

..

....

...

-

-,

O
=

.--

c
=
.
m

Ao

la

- nom

al

o

CI

CO

ID

0..

.

should be able to go into p 'Nate practice like a Acc.
for if I wish.
I

19.

I

.

.

to

to

-,

II

..

CD
CD

ID

.424

to show their feelings.

17. Patients should be encouraged
18.

.

cs

2.
ya

4r

w

feel patiefts should be to d the medications they are

taking.
c

20. 1shoultd have a right to know Why a change is necessary
before it is accepted.
21. Patients should be told their diagnosis.
22. if I maim conversation with t m.patient, there is no'
need for explain procedures an treatments before they
are'sterted.
I

23.
-;4.

I generally know more about t m patient than the doctor.,_,
Patients in a hospital have a right to select the type'
of treatments or care they wi 'h.

25. If

I

disagree with the doctor

I

keep it to myself.

.

'

26.

:27.

a

feel the patient has.the ri 'FM to expect me, as a .,
nurse, to.effecti-ely utilkze my time in improving my
skills-by taking advantage of educational. opportunities
sa
offered.
I

.

I would feel comfortable in a ithorizing a patient to,leave
thepunit to go to another par : of the hospital.

28. The patient has a.right to ex mmt me to regard his per sonal needs to have priority ver. mine.
4

29.

I

feel the. patient has a righ : to refuse care.

.

.

-

30. It should be the doctor who d mides if the patient can
administer hi* own drugs.
31..

I would never refuse to carry out a doctor's order.

32.

feel that patients should b
stitutes quality health care.
I

ote

I

informed as to what con-

3
,
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,
cm

C

-

CL.

.

m

.

e

CV

33. the patient has a right to expects= to accept his mai

re

olo

*

,T

IA

l

w

0..

1

e
"-

!

cultural code and to consider its influence on his wan

oflife.
.

.

34. Patients should be permitted to weer what they want.
35. !ould never interact with a patient. ona first name
bisis.
..

.

36.

.

I

rarely give in to patient pressure.
0

37. Nurses should beheld solely legally responsible for
their own actions and not expect to come under the
umbrella of the doctor or hospital in apalpractice

.
,

.

38.

_

_

suit.

Doctors must decide what nurses can and nnnot do in th
deliiery of health care.

m
39. It isihe perogative of the nurse to decide whether or
not to wear a uniform.
.

40. I would give the patient his diagnosis if he asks.
41. It should be thm.nurse.s decision when to. talk to the
.v

terminal patient about his condition.
,

42.

I

'think it is !..7 'responsibility to initiate public
-

health referrals on patients.

.

.
,

43. 1 feel that

I

should suggest to patients, familland

doctor any community resources thatol kncw are avallabi

.

0

44.. Patients can expect me to speak up for them.
.

45.

d.

I would never ask a patient about his or her sexual life.
V

_

.

46. I would talk'-very little to patients about their past.

.

.

.

0

47.

I

rarely ask a patient a personal question.
,

_
.

**,4** *********************************;**W************
Please check one: ,
Supervisor, or Administrative Nurse
Other
Staff Nurse
Head Nurse
ing Area_
ea
u en _ Nurse
.

5Si
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S 'tree oPtems! The items were adapted from

TIONNAtiME

the American Hospital Association's (AHA)

Author: P:t-nkratz, Deanna
Variables., ,..--. subject-* per .epT,

statement on PatienTts' Bill of Rights. with AHA
permission.

of certain patient righzt, as ideezified
statement by
the Amerit'..-nBosptral_Asoce400, and the extent to winr.m each

health ire settintrzarer

nF,

variables under.

Procedure for Dieverorowent: Thy 12 AHA
'statements were divide.- into 25 sine.? items' by
the au:thor.
Reliability and Vciid7ru: No infroration was
available

studiy.

- Use isr Research: This ith,;.t.ru int :.-:as not been

,

Descriptiesr

Nature tv.,, Conten.7
.&leillatiministered
instrumen- 7.resists of 25 irratrprnestts that are
designed to grovidt juror: auiton an attitudes
toward patatets' rirght=.
wznettier or., not
n.trticular healtfk
these rights .mme pro-.,,
care setting. The stAtv..mer =s represented on.
the tquestiooanai..re and are folthe left side
loWed by tw, majuAr- .c( unrre, 6.,tie headed `.:Do
, and one headed
you ag4ee
:thsv,4,-,,tt:

"Is this statement trrue to me 1' inspital?" Each
of these two major feu,)..mns i.. subdivided into
three re spotEse c atessexpraei heaf.Atel "Yes

"No ,"

and "Undedfiecl " Sarni* stattertents are:
3a. The punt has the ngrit to 7-

ive from his physi-

cian itfoimmatioat awcessary to ,2-1.-v informed consent'
prior
start or any oroceoz.L a and /or Treatment.
5b. Those r t direr!: invo/yed ir. nis care must have
perrmsay.,vn of the , patient to be present.

Administration anitci Scorn ,.a No information
was ,provided regarAimg admmistration procedures.
No inform- -_ion ,s provided regarding the.
scoring orf-t- instrument.
,

Developreme,

Ration-

a.

Comments: This instrunerli
Nialtie in identifying areas

..ay- have some

direpancy be-

tween: the standards draft iha.. been suggested
and the reality of whatist7er---,ivedlas available.
Some of the items are commie-, i.e.,.zontain more
than one thought or idea. These items should be
revised and refined so the - each addresses only
one thought or idea.
A scoring system whici-twould allow for quantification of responses sheuld be developed and a
standardized method of:2..iministration devised.
Since the device has not peen2sed, anyone con

templating using it must estaish Its reliability
and validity. .
References: None.
Source of Informatiotc.

Loren Pankratz, Ph.I
Psychology Service//
Veterans' Administrvaton Hospital
Portland, Oreg. 97207

;o u`mderlying theoretical ratio-

nale was , ii+afied )y the avithor:

o

used a,any research.

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Pankratz, Deanna"

PATIENTS' aLur,-aF RIGHTS QUESTIONNAIRE

Olo yon agree_ with

rrds statement?

-

Is rhea.statement
tram in this
i

'lies

1.

No

Undecided Yes .:'1a

. tai?

Undecided

-The pa.--erz has the rleilt to consaderamie and rispectfic: carle.
,,-

2a.- Tbet manteet has the right ns obtaxis. iman-his physician cemmelete
information cameenmling //is.
=rivet
4,A60-sands, treatment, ame prognosis

-

,

.

rns:the patient car bt=reasona7.y. xpected to understand..

is not medically advisable
, such information io the
ativitz, the information Anould
.*Nainamaavailable to an aapropriate person in his behal.

2b. -,Aben
o gi

v

2c.

tie has, the right td kn ay name,
for
thelpiftsiciat responsit
(.mordtianting his care.

3a.

..he patient has the ri ght to re-

zeive from his physician:information necessary to give informed
consent prior to the hart of any
procedure and/br,treatment.
3b.

,

Except.in.emergencies, such information for informed consent,
should include but not necessarily
be limited to the specific procedure and/or treatment, the
medically significant risks involved,. and the probable duration
of incapacitation..

1.,

a

.

,

,

3c.

Where medically significant alternatives for care or treatment
exist, or when the patient requests
information concerning medical
alternatives, the patient has the
right toosuch information.

'

,

.

.
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Do you agree mWth
this statemem42

Yed
3d.

4.

5a.

I No

,It..this statement

true in this
hospital?
Undemided Yew' No Undecided

The patient also has the right
to know the name of the person,
responsible for the prncedures,
AP
add/or treatmemt..

.

.

,

,

,

The patient has the right to
refuse treattent to the extent
permitted by law, and to be
Informed
of the medical con,
sequences ofifis action.

It'
A

The patient has the right to
.every consideration of his
privacy concerning his own
medical care program.
Case
discussion, consultation,
examination, and treatment
are confidential and should
be Conducted discreetly.

.

I
.

5b. Those not directly involved in
his care must have the per mission of the patient to be
present.

..?

%.

,
a

.

.

....0.

6.

The patient has dte.right to
expect. that all communications
and records pertaining to his
care aliould be treated as
confidedtial..

."...

.

.
.

.

.
.

7a.

The patient has the.right to
expect that within its capacity
a hospital must make reasonable
response to the requdat\of a
patient for-services.

V
2

.

7b.

The hospital must provide evaluation, service, and/or referral
as indicated by the urgency ofthe case;

.

9

.

4
0

.

-
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1

true in this
hospital?
No 1-Undecided Yes No Undecided

Yes
7c.

Is this statement

Mt you agree with
this statementt

.,

ssible a
sferred to
another faballty only after he
bas.receiwre. com#lete information
and explammticm concerning the
needs for And' alternatives to
such a tramsfer. *t.
When mediralvpatient msyrbiE

.

--

'

.

.

t
....

-

'

rr

...4

.
.

.

7d.

The institution to which the
patient is ta.be transferred must
amm accepted the patient,
haves

.

.

for trinsider.
8a.

-

The patimmthas the right toob-

.

lationshtp. of.his hospital to
other health care and educational
institutions insofar as6his care
is concerned.
D

9a.

'

,

tain, illEcommation as to.any re-

8b.

,

,

.

.

.

-

.

.

. *

-

.

- _

-

5

a

7

.

The patient has the rigbtto
obtain information as to the existence of any professional relationships among individuals,
by name, who are treating him.

i

.

.

#'
.

,

The patient hai the right to be
advised if the hospital proposes
to engage in or perform human
experimentation affecting his
. care or treatment.

.

.

0

.9b.

10a.

The patient has the right to
refuse to participate in such
research projects.

.

.

.;

.

,
.

10b.

.

r

^
The patient hes'the right to expect reasonable continuity of
care.

,

.

He has the right to knOw in advance what' appointment times and
physicians:are available and where.

.

5 cc-.

.
.

.
1

.

IMO

.
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Do you agree-with
this Statement?

Is thig statement
true in this

.

hospiAl?
Yes- No

Undecided Yes

Undecided

No

.

The patient has the right to.-expect'that the hospital will proVide'
a mechanism-Whereby he is: informed,\
by his physician or a delegate Cif

i

,

the physician of the patietes'

-

,

continuing health care requirements.
following-discharge.
11.

.

.
. .

The patient has the ,r1.ght to

examine and receivean explanation
of his bill regardless of source.

.

..

. .

9..

of payment.
12.

The patient has the right to know
what hospital rules and-regulations
apply to his conduct as a patient.

,
.

I.
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NURSE PERCEPTIONS, QUESTIONNAIRE
Author: Pienschke, Darlene
Variables: Patient needs incl. adequacy of care

as perceived by the nursiare the variables
.
being' measured. ,
De,Scription:

Nature and.Content: The instrument is made
,up of 12 primary and 7 subqudstions that provide information about %variety, of aspects of
nurse-patient interactions. The quations focus
partictilarly upon events that describe :typical
patient problem areas and the degree of satisfaction felt by th; nurse wit 1 respect to the reso-

lufio of these problem areas for patients W'ho
have 'cancer. A variety of response. categories
were provided for the questions.
Administration and Scoring: This instrument
is designed to be completed by nurses as they
observe and attempt to respond,to t15e needs of

patients who have cancer. Categorization of.
questions and tabulation of responses to the
questions' to compute a score on the two variables must be obtained,rom the author.
Deveropment:

ever, no information was piovicfedidgardingThe

'probability: that ,this -tendency was due to
aiice faCtors-.

Use i4 Research: Pienschke's (1973) description

of the tide of this instrument, her Physician

Checklist, and her Patient Interview Questionnaire, described elsewhere in this compilation,
can be found in the published article referenced
below.

f-

Comments: Due tcithe limited nature of the
sample, the lack of information regarding Ulf
inter- item. and item-criterion characteristics of
these variables, and the lack of specific information regarding how the congruency data were
derived, it id premature to draw any conclusions
about the ultimate usefulness of the informa-

tion provided by this instrument. Lack of
information on categorization of responses,

tabulation, and scoring also add to the difficulty

of evalugting this instrument. Any potential
user should examine the instrument from the
standpoint of conceptualizatipn of the Variables,

content anduformat, as well as reliability and
validity for his(her) research pur ses.
O

z

Rationale: The instrument was dev eloped to
provide data that could be used to indicate the
consequences of differing approaches for giVing
cancer patients inforniatiOn about their diagnosis and prognosis.
Source Of items: The items were based upon
thosedeveloped by Johnson and Thielbar (1971)
and the author's experiences.
Procedure Tor Development: The author
0

with more inforn;ation about their illnesHow-

adapted the .questionnaires bsed by Johnson
,,and Thielbar and asked 32 nurses to complete
the adaptation.
Reliability and Validity: No information on
reliability was providPd.

Pienschke's (1973) results i dicate that there
ce between
was a tendency-for greater con

References:7--

Johnson, J., and Thielbar, G. W. Pretest of the .
impact of patient welfare of pharmacistssistants administering medications. Madison,
sWis.: University of Wisconsin School of Nursing, 1971. Mimeographed.

Pienschke, Sr. Darlene. Guardedness or openness on the cancer unit. Nursing Research,
197'3;22 (6), 484-490.

-Source of Information:
Sr. Darlene Pienschke,13.S., M.S.

Assistant Professor
Marquette University
4311 Norfh°100 Street
Milwaukee, Wis. 63222

nurses' perceptioof patient needs and adequa-

Instrument Copyright: Sr, Darlene Pienschke,

cy of care to occur when patients were provided

B.S., M.S.
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Pientchke, Darlene
NURSE PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

A

r
1./ How satisfiedAke/iiii7W3th your
what is happening to' him today?.

knp"Oredge...about

the patient's needs and
a

.\
t

1

1

t

Not at 11
satisfie

1.I

LI

1

1

I

1

Slightly
satisfied

1

1

1

I

Moderately
satisfied

1

f

1

Very
satisfied

Extremely
satisfied\

2. _What h
contributedto your satisfaction, oi-dissatisfaction, with yourknowledge about the 'patient today?
II

3.

Place a check before each, problem area listed, if the patient has had
problem in that area today.
Problem Areas .(

food and water

Satisfaction With Help
Patient -Has ReceiVd Today
-

a

2.

Physical activity ambulation - turning, etc.
Ot

Test and sleep
6

4.

pain

eliMination

C

a
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SatiefactiOn With Help.
Patient Has Received Today

Problem Areas
\

.

undesirable,, effects

6.

of mediCatipn

respiratory function 7

7.

\

By writing in the spade directly_below ,each listed problem area that you
checic:ed, indicate what approaches Were taken tosolve\the problem today.

Go back over the problem areas you checked, and by placing one of the
''following codes on the line provided in the right hand column, indicate
how satisfied you are.with the, help given.

+++ Extremely satisfied, patient's problem under control.
++ Moderately satisfied, about. as- good aprapproach and effect as possible.
+ Some,csatisfaction, but more could be done or achieved:
0. Not satisfied, little Dr no success or few attempts to solve problem.
Unsatisfied, np attempts were made to solve or control problem.

How,saiisfied are you; with your working relationship with the patient?

4.

Not at-all
satisfied

.

Moderately
satisfied

lightly
satisfied

What has contributed to your satisfaction
working relationship with. the patient?

.

Extremely

satisfied'

satisfied.

or dissatisfaction,` with yolir

How would you describe your degree of comfort in diedussing with the
patient questions he° has About his'condition?,

6,

.

Not at all.
comfortable.

Slightly.

...

comfortable

,

.

Moderately
comfortable

O

,

Very
comfortable

Extremely,

,

,

,,

.

,

7.

Very

.

Comfortable

7
,.

What has. contributed to your comfort,,or discomfort; in discussing with
,
the patient questionShe.has about his condition?
.

=

5S9

8.

ewe

Check. the. left, hand column if the patient asked you questions,about his
diagnosis,.prognosis, and treatment. For those you have checked, answer
the'reMaining columns respectively,-

Patient asked you
questions
Yes

Information you gave the patient*

(statebriefly)

)

-

()

Diagnosis:

Prognosis

Treatment

*Indicate ''referied.to doctor''
when 'applicable

Information the doc
gave,the patient
(state briefly)

o.
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What words did the patient use to describe his condition?
growth

neoplasm

.cancer

malignancy,
.lesion

tumor

mass

10.

'

What words did you use to describe his condition?
growth
cancer
tumor

neoplasm
malignancy
lesion
mass

11:

other

other

What is your impression of the patient's reaction to hisdiagnosiii
disbelieving
depression
Anger, irritability
withdrawal
acceptance.

other

don't know

12.

What did the, mtiene do or say .that led to the conclusion in Question
11? Describe briefly.

Copyrighted.bY Sr.11arlene Pienschkereproduced with permission by the.Hgalih Respurces
Administration. Further reproduction prohibited without perthisscon of copyright holder.
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always. The score for a given variable is the
average of the responses to the subgroup of

QUALITY OF NURSING CARE
QUESTIONNAIREHEAD NURSE

Title:

questions used to measure that variable. Unan-

Authors: Safford, Beverly J., Schlotfeldt, Rozella
M., and Bo lcer, Eileen
,;

swered questions are assigned' a numerical
value of 3.

Variables: This instrument elicits information
on seven variables that address a head nurse's
perceptions of the quality of nursing care on her
unit. Five of these variables are: physiCal care,
emotional care, nurse-physician relationship,
teaching and preparation for hoine care, and
administration. The sixth variable is called the
quality of nursing care. The seventh variable is
not named, but it provides information concerning the degree of 7atisfaction expressed by a
head nurse regarding the nursing care provided

Development:

Ratiofiale: The instrument was developed to
provide information regarding the relationship'

-between hospital staffing patterns and head
nurses' perceptions of the quality of nursing
care provided for patients.
Source of Items: The items were developed by
a committee made up of nursing and hospital

administrators, nursing school faculty,' staff
physicians, nead nurses, patients, and the authors.

Description:

indicate, what factors were important. to good'
nursing care and to provide examples of .each.
Their responses were reworded to form state-

Procedure for Development: The various

groups of persons identified above were asked to

Nature and. Content: This instrument consists
of 41 questions designed to elicit information

ments" that could be responded to by head

from head nurses concerning the quality of

nurses. The initial form of this instrument was
completed by personnel on two hospital units.
Those items that could not readily be answered
or that appeared, to be ambiguous were either
reworded or eliminated. The scores for respondents who thought the quality of caregiven was
good were compared with the
excellent or,
scores of those who thought the quality of care

nursing le'are proVided for patients in a hospital
setting.
The variables are operationalized by- combining responses to various subgroups of questions

contained in this instrument. Physical care is
operationalized bY11. queitions; emotional care
is Operatiorialized by 15 questions; nurse-

' physician °relationship is operationalized by 3
qiieStions; teaching and preparation for home
care is operationalized by 2 qUestions; adminis-

given was either unsatisfactory or only fair.
Scores on the five variables were also compared

with those derived from four other question-

tration is operationalized by 9 questio,ns; quality
of nursing care is operationalized by combining

the responses to all of the items used in the 5
variables described above. The summary description of the . quality of care given is
operationalized by one item: "Please indicate;

which term best describes the nursing care

given this group'of,patients,in the-past week." A
5-point scale is provided for responses to all of
the questions. For 40 of these questions, the five
response categories are: always, usually, some-

times, seldom, and never. The 'five response
categories for the item which summarizes thea

_

foe ,a group of patients. No definitions were pro7
vided for these' variables.

quality of nursing care are: excellent, very good,
satisfactory, only fair; and unsatisfactory.

Adniinistration dn4Scoring: This instrument
was designed to be completed by a head nurse
who has supervised care for a group Otpatients.
Instructions are provided as part of the ques-tionnaire_Scores foreaclivariable are computed
by-assigning'a number from 1 to 5 for each of the
five choice response categories so that 1=never,

2=seldom, 3=sometimes, 4=UsuallY, and 5=

naires designed 'to provide the -same type of ineren pom o view:
formation, a ut rom a
The scores were also examined in the context of

the type of unit or the kind of staffing pattern
used on a unit. Three types of staffing patterns
were involved. The first unit-Thad 13 patients
assigned to a nursing team; the second had 16
patients assigned to a team; and the third had
19 patients assigned to a nursing team. It was
.. assumed by the respondents that a staffing pattern based on an assignment of 13 patients to a
nursing team would ensure an optimal level of
quality of nursing care for.patients.
No inforMation was provided regarding how
-many head nurses completed this instrument
for how many of their patients. However, those
who :participated were from .a 36-bed csurgical
unit and a 65-be1 inedical unit of a 34Q-, be.d acute

care general hospital operated under municipal
control.
Reliability and Validity:. No information was
,

provided regarding the test-retest or generi

)

ti.
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nurses able to orient the patients?" versus "Did
the nurses orient the patients?"
It would be helpful to have information on the

othe
alized split-half reliability characteraiNticsf,

presumably measured by-thisinstrunstru-

ment.

test-retest characteristics of the variables. It

Theresults,fOr physica' care indicated a tendency for had nurses under the 18 patients/
teamataffirig pattern to give the highest ratings
for patients' care, Whereas those under the 16-

would' also be helpful to have information- on
in-ter-item' and between-variable relationships.
The latter information could be used to confirm
the assignment of items to specific variables and
might indicate the presence of variables other
than those presumed to be measured by 'this
instrument. After the above informati6n was
available, it would be helpful to repeat this
study on a much larger sample of patients and
head nurses, in a number of facilities where a
variety of patient staffing patterns was present.

and )9patients/tea.m staffing patterns gave
lower ritirika;Thein-e-etendency was observed'

for the cOropOsite score called quality of nursing
care.

Use in Research: Safford and. Schlotfeldt (1960)
deireloPed and used this instrument along with
four others described elsewhere in this compilation in their research referenced below.

The fact that head nurses indicated the

quality of nursing care was best under the 13-;
patient/team staffing pattern' is .not surprising,
given that this was assumed by these respondents to be the case before the data were collected. It would be helpful, therefore, tb try to
obtain-these data in 'a design where such a condition was eliminated.

Comments:_This instrument appears to have po-

tential for providing information on the variables it is presumed to measure. However,
because of the limited nature of the information

available regarding the characteristics of the

variables, it is preinature to make any decisions
regarding its usefulness.
Conceptually, the wording of items needs attention; one problem is the fact that many items

are written in terms of "did the nurses have

-

References:
Safford, Beverly J., and Schlotfeldt, Rozella. M.

Nursing service staffing And quality of nursing care. Nursing Research, 1960, 9 (3), 149-

.

time to ...?" Such. wording Would seem to measure the respondent's perception of available
time to 'give good care, rather than. her/his per-

154.

ception of the quality of that care. In future
revisions of the instrument, attention should
also be paid to the wording "Were the nurses
able to ...?" Since this is quite 'different from
"Did the nurses

?" For example, "Were the

.

Source of Information:
Beverly J. Safford, R.N., M.S.
Caro, Regional Center
Caro, Mich. 48723
Instrument Copyright: None.
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Safford, Beverly J.,-Schletfeldt, Rozella M., and Bolter, Eileen
QUALITY OF NURSING CARE'QUESTIONNAIREr-HEAD,NURSE

.

-

Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
.

.

G

A.

Did the nurses have time to gain an intelligent
understaridin of the atients' oh sical status?

,

.

Did the nurses have time to observe the'patients'
physical needs?
Did, the nurses have time.to get to know their,_,...,,
-.1

patients?

.

.

..

.

Were ycu given. accurate information concerning
the patients? conditions?

..-',

'

`Did the nurses have'time to acquire competente
in car in. out their duties?

.

.
'''

-

.

.

the nurses able to answer call lights

.Wire

promptly?
1..,

.

.

.

.

-----L%

.

:Did-the n(irses have. time to carry'out Orders
for nedications.and.treatments on time?
',did the nurses have' time to notify you promptly.

of significant changes inthe,patiente
',conditions?

-

:

..

Did the nurses 'Firm the'time-to take adequate.
precautions to prevent patient injuries?

.

,

.

,
.

01d' the patients appear comfortable?
-. ,

,

,

.

Did the nurses have time to teach the patients
how to -care fof_themulyes?

_

'8.

Were the nurses able to orient the patieks to
their surroUndihos?.,:.

.

,

/

know
know their' nurses?'
.

Did the nurses haVe time to givelhepatients
adequate information :about what.Would'be
happening to them while-hospitalized?
1Treatments,hospital routines, tests),

N

--c

t-j, ,
.
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Always Nsually

Sometimes Seldom Never
'VT

Did the patients like.the nurses?..

.

Did the nurses have time to attend to the patients'
emotional needs?
.

.

Did the nurses have time to attend to the patients'
.rerigioug needs?
Did the nurses have -time to become interested in
;.,their patients?

Were the nurses sympathetic?
Were the nurses composed?
Were the nuises pleasant?
Did the nurses have time.to keep the patients'
rooms neat and orderly?
Did the nurses haVe time to care properly for

the atients?
Did the nuises have time-tosupply appropriate
infOrmitio6:td-the-Oatientsr families?
_
.
.Werepatlents' families satisfied. with the
nursing care?
.

,

.

Were the patients satisfied withthe hursing
Care the were given?
.

Did-the'nurses-have-time-to-extend_appropriate
Courtesies to the physician?
Did nurses have time to keep phySicians.infained
of their oatient's /feeds?
,Was a nurse available when 'needed to' assist the
-.
h sician?
D.

'.

:Did the nurses:: have timk'to instruct the patients
and their families in home-carer.-

Did the-nurses have time to make .proper provisions for continued care after discharge, i.e.,
needed'eguipMent, referrals?
,

.
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.

MTfslistikgdcrivrnNever

.........

_
,

E.

-

idtbe nurseshave time to keep you informed. Of,the
patients' progress?

'

0

Did the nurses have time to do satisfact.

Chartin.?

Did tbe -nurses have time to keep the supplies and

.

1.ment readil 'available
Did the nurses havetime'to keep.the supplies and
equipment in mod;condition? -__.
,

Were relationshipt among nurig-harmonious?
,

Did the .teaM'seem to work smoothly?

,

Were pertonnel.ih other teams and other. departments
congenial with'this. nursing team?

_

,

Did the staffina seemradequate?
e.

_ ___

Did' tie nurses'seem\to have enough time to complete

Igraraftignments?

--"--,_.

_

.

.

ilimwm-indicate which term best descrtbeStbe nursing care giyen this graup of patients in
''
ttmtmast week:
/
.,.

.

,.

-----=_,

Excellent

VerY-Goodl

Additional Comments:

.

Satisfactory

Only Fair

Unsatisfactory';
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QUALITY

Title:

.

each of the five response categories such that
3=sometimes, 4=usually,
1=never,
and 5=always. The score for a given variable is
the average of theresponses to the subgroup of
questions used to measure that variable. Unanswered. questions are .assigned- a numerical
value -.of 3.
J

OF tNURSING CARE

QUESTIONNAIRELICENSED PRACTICAL'',
NURSE
Authors: Safford, Beverly J., Schlotfeldt, Rozella'
AC, and Bolcer, Eileen

Variables: 'This. instrument elicits information
on seven variables that address a licensed prodlical nurse's perceptions of the .quality of nurs;
ing care, provided in a hospital setting. Five of

Development:

kationale; The instrument was developed to
provide information on the: relationship between hospital staffing patterns -and licensed
practical nurses' 'perceptions of the quality of
nursing care given to patients.

these variables ire: physical care, emotional

care, nurse-physicianorelationship, teaching and
preparation for home care, and administration.
The sixth variable is called the quality of nursing care. The seventh variable is not named, but
it provides information on -the .degree of satisfaction expressed- by a licensed practical. nurse
.(LPN)-with regard. to the nursinichre provid.ed
for a group of patients. No definitions were provided for these variables.

.

Source of Items: The items were developed by
a committee made, up of nursing and hospital
.

administrators, nursing school faculty, .staff
physicians, head nurses, patients, and the authors.

Procedure for Development: The various

groups of persons identified above were asked to

indicate what factors' were important to good
nursing care and to provide. examples of each.
Their responies were ',reworded to kirm statements that. could be responded to by licensed
practical nurses. The initial form of the instrument was pretestedmith personnel on two hosUnits. Those items' that could not.' be
answered readily or that appeared to be arilbiguous were either, reworded , or' eliminated.
The scores for respondents who thought the

Description:.

Nature and .Content: This self-administered
inatrumentconsists of 47, questions designed to
elicit LPlgs' perceptions of. the quality Of inirs-..z
ing care provided for patients in a hospital set-.
.

The variables are -operationaliied, by combin7
ing responses to various subgroupsiof questions

contained in the instrument. Physical care is
operationalizedby 15 question's; emotional care

operationalized' by 14 questions; nursephysician relatiorighip is operational:lied by
three- questions; teaching and preparation for
orne-care is operationaliZed by four ,questions;
adininistration is operationalized: by 10
JAursfng care is oper,:ations; and., quality
ationalized by combining the responieS to all.
of the items used in the 5 -variables described

aboveAhe.suminarY desCription ofthe quality
rat yen, is operationalized by one item:
"PleaSe indicate which term es escri es e
nursing care you gaVe in the past week." A

,.

.

quality of care given was excellent or very good'
were compared with the scores of those who'
thought the 'quality of care given was eittier
unsatisfactory- or only fair: .Scores on the five
variables were also 'compared -viith those derived from four 'other questionnaires designed

to.. provide the same type of information but
froni a different -point of view. These,' were
examined in the ,conth#, of the type oflunit Or

the kind of staffing pattern used on a unit.
d.

5-point scale is.provided fOr responses to 'all of.
e questions. For 46 of these questions, the five
res nse categories are:. arWays,.,usuallY, Some- times, eldom;..and 'never._ .The. five response
dategorie -for the- item which summarizes the
goare a-;e: excellent, very good,
quality of n
satisfactory, on fiir, and unsatisfactorY.
AdMinistration d Scoring: This instrument
was designed to: be co leted by a licensid-practical nurse who: has-pro ed care for a group of

The first had 13 .patients ,assigned to a nursing
team;' the' second had 16. patients similarly as
signed, to a.team; and the thirdiktad 19 patients
assigned to a nursing team. It-was assumed by
the respondents that a staffing pattern based on
an assignment of 13 patients toannursing team would ensure am optimal level of quality of nurs
ing care-for-patients.
No inforrnation . was provided regarding, how
many licenseepractical, nurses completed the.
qUestionnaire nor the number of. patients for
whom they had provided care. HoweVer, those

the questionnaire. Shores for ch variable are
computed by assigning a.m-nhbe om 1to 5 for

surgical unit and a 65-bed'inedical unit of a 340-

patients. Instructions are rovided as part.,
.

.

nurses 'who participated were from a 36-bed

-

°
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inter-item and between-vaiiable relationships.
The latter. information Could be used to confirm.
the assignment of items to specific variables and
might indicate the presence of variables other
than those presumed to be measured by this
instrument. After the above information was
available, it %would' be helpful to repeat this
study on a much larger sample of patients and

bed acute care general hospital operated under
municipal control.
-Reliability and.Walidity: No information was
provided regarding the test-retest or
generalized split-half reliability; characteristics
of the variables presumably measured by this
instrument.
The results for physical care indicated a tenth/Icy for licensed practical nurses under the

13-patients/team staffing pattern to give the
highest ratings for patients' care, whereas,
those under the 16- and'19-patients/team staf-

fing patterns gave lower ratings., The same ten.

dency was observed for the composite score
called quality of nursing care.
Use in Research: Safford and Schlotfeldt (1960)
developed and used this instrument along with
four others described elsewhere in this compilation in their research referenced below.
Comments: The instrument apPears to halve po-

tential for: providing information on the variables it is_ presumed to measure. However,
because of the limited nature of the information 'available regarding the .characteristics of
the variables, it is prmature to make any decisfona regarding its, usefulness. (See also comments on the Head Nurse instrument, by the
same authors)

It would be helpful to haVe information on the.

test-retest characteristics of the variables. It
would also he helpful, to have information on

585

-

licensed

.

practical nurses in a number of

facilities where a variety of patient staffing, . patterns was present.
The fact that licensed practical nurses indicated that the, quality of nursing care Was best
under the 13-patients/team staffing pattern is
not sUrprising, given that this was assumed by
these respondents to be the case before the data
were collected. It would be helpful, therefore, to
try to obtain these data in a design where such a
condition was eliminated.
.

References:
Safford, Beverly J., and. Schlotfeldt, Rozeila M.

.0

Nursing service staffing and quality' of.nursing care. Nursing Research,.. 1960, 9 (3), 149154.

Source of Information:
Beverly J. Safford,
Caro Regional Center
Caro, Mich. 48723

M.S.

Instrument Copyright: None.
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QUALITY -OF NURSING -CARE QUESTIONNAIRELICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE

Please place an X in the spaceto the right below the word that
f

If you have any

bast desCribes how you feel about each question at the left.

additional,reMarks you would like tomake, please use the space "Additional
.

Comments" which is.proVided at the end of the questionnaire.

0

s.

.

Alwayk Usually Sometimes Seltom

.

ever

.

A.'

.

Were you able to do the little things for yOur.
patients that add to their comfort?
-

Was there timi.for treatments' and medications
to be given on time?

,

.

1

,...--;

'.

:-

Was there time for p.r.n. medications to be given
promptly?
:).
,

ou,able to answer lihts ro ...t1

.' Were

?

.
.

Was there time to be accurate in your ministra.,
-' tionvto theoatienti?

.;.

;
,

-

Did you feeT'adequatefy prepared to perforM:the

procedures included in your mignment?

,,.

,

Were.yOU able tic ndkCOttonblinket inTbathing
your patients?

....

.'

'

..--'-a,

f.

.

,

-a.
give thoreugh'nursing care?

Were you able
_

,

0.,
,

. Were you.able to give your patients-nedessarY
assistance in getting in and out of bed?

.0

.

,

.

...

.,

you
Were abletotake..adequate:OreCautione to.
prevent patient injuries?

._ 1

.

,

.

..

Wereyon able,to take enough time so as not ,to
hurry your patients while Caring for them?
-

.

_

,

°
,

Were you able to see youroatienti,:enough-to
recognize untoward signs and broptoMs?

-.----H_is,there..time. to get to know the indiVival..
DatiefiTheds?--4,-__-_-,

41
.

..
'

Was, there time .',:O.underltand your patients'

_____

--.7.''

-physial problems?
.

.

_

,

.

...Walthere time todteachyour patients-how to
_
care foi'themselvesT
'

',

:

1

-

ii

-
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.
.

41ways Usuaily,Sometimes:Seldom Never

'
.

.

,
..

.

Was there time to determine what your patients
would need for home care?

-.

,

-

.
.

.
.

Was ikere time to explain to yoqr patients
how *to, Care for themselves at-hre?
4

Were to able to Spend enough time with your
patients so that you felt confident they understood'ehat:was taqght item .
---

,

.

.
.

,

--____

.

Were you able-to_Apend enough time with
your patients and flier-relatives so that you
ared foifelt confident they were will-

the atients' dischare'and home care

.

.

E.

0

.

.

.

.

Did ythaye'the supplies and equipment
necess

.

v-to give good care ?''
.

.

.

bid you feel,you were working together as
a team?
.
.

.

Was ther.sufficiept time available for-clear
ex.lanation of assi.nments?
-

.

:

-

c,

.

1

.

.

.

.-

Was there tiMe,:iq' carry out'youressign-

i

-ments.smoothlyn

Did your team leader have time ,to give you idequate supervisfah0And instruction?

,

. .

.

..

.

..

.

''Was.there time to 140 your team leader inforMed
of
needs and changes of all patients7in your
.
care?
oo...7,.....
.

.,,

';"'16'.
o

c

Were

'

.

,-

.

when you needed them?

Were team members

u able to have team conferencet? °
.

.

,

Was there time to make real attempts,tb resolve
-probletOthat arose in the ctre of. your patients?
.

.

..

..

I
.

-

.

Were you and yoUr team on congenial terms with the
other teams on the unit and other hospital perc,:

--sonnel?

.

Please indicate which term beit describes ihenursing care you gave in. the -past week?

Excellent

Very Good

Additional Comments:

Satisfactory

Only Fair

.

Unsatisfactory

a
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Always Usually Sometimes Seldom Never
,

.

.

.

Did you enjoy working with this team?
' gas there time to make your new patientsfeel 'wel-

.

,

,

'

come to 'the unit?

Were you.able to:take time to discover the fears
of your. patients and to try to relieve them?
,

.
.

%.

.

-

.

.

Was there time to help your patients to understand
their illnesses?
-

.

.

.
.

Was there time to become interegted.in your patients
and their problems?

.*

.

ia

.

.

Did yOu leel relaxed as you worked?

.

....

.

.

Was there time to keep your patients' rooms
neat and Orderly?.

r

.

,

.

.

.Were.youable to give the spiritual needs of:
,yOur patients ideouate"cOnSideration?
:

.
.

.

,'

Was there time to give your patients:as
.
information as they needed? (treatments,':
hospital routines and tests)

.

...,

,

-

.

Were you able to extend courtesies to your
.patients' families?
-

-

.

.

'

.

.

Were you able to give your. Patients'families the amount of attention they
J
needed?

Did.you enjoy giving nursing care to your patienti?

.

T.

.

.

--..
.

.,

..

Do you feel that-Your patiehts enjoyed-0e
nursing care you.gave them?
Was there time to care for.your patients.
properly?
..

.

.

,

..

Were.to able to extend:normal courtesies to
physiciAns?

..

4

,.

,,

f.

.
.

.

.

.

. Was there time to assist physicians as needed ?.

Was there time to learn what the Obytidiani
planned for their patients', care?

.

.

.

O
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fol. each variable are commted by assigning a
number froin 1 to 5 for each of the five choice
response . categories such that 1=never, 2=seldom, 3= sometimes, \1=usually, and 5= always.
For the threeiesponse questions, a-numerical
Value of 1 is assigned to "no," 3 is assigned to

QUALITY, OF NURSING CARE
QUESTIONNAIREPHYSICIAN
Title:

Authors: Safford, Beverly J., Schlotfeldt, Rolella
M. and Bolcer, Eileen
Ylariabfes: This 'instrument elicits information
on seven variables that address physicians' per:
Ceptioirs of the quality of nursing care provided

"partially," and-5 it assigned to "yes." The score
for given variable, is the -average of the- re-

!ponsei .to the subgroup of questions used to
measure that variable. Unanswered questions
are assigned a numerical value of 3.

for'their pltierits. Five of these variables are:
physical care, emotional care, nurse-physician
relationship, teaching and preparation for home
care, and administration. The sixth variabld is
called, the quality of nursing care. The selisenth
variable is not-*med, but it seeks information

.

,

fi

Development:

Rationale: The instrument wasgdeVeloped to
proVitit information on the relationship bephysician regarding the nursing .care providecitf,, korAhospital staffing patterns and physicians'
for his(her) patient. No definitions were pros;.} P ieitions of the quality of nursing care given
-vided for these variables.
to patients.
Soule of Iteen4: The items were developed by
Description:
a committee composed-of nursing and hospital
Nature and Content: This self-administered
adminiStratorg, nursing school faculty, staff
in. strument consists of 40 questions designed to
siciAns, head nurses, patients,,and 'the .auelicit physicians' perceptions of the: quality' of

on the degree of satisfaction expressed by ar.,

.

hors.

nursing care' proyided for their patients' in a

fOr .Development: The various
. Proqed
groups o persons identified above were asked to
indicate hat factors were, important to good
nursing- c 're and- to 'provide examples of each.
Their res Onses were reworded to forin state-manta that could be responded to by physicians.

hospital setting.
The variables are opZratiorialized\ by combiriin :4 responses to various subgroups otquestions

co4tained in the instrument. Physical care is
operationalized by 1.0 questions; emotional care

is. operationalized by 14 questions; *, nurseThe initial form oftthis instrument was prephysician relationship is operationalized by 3
questions; ,teaching and preparatio. for home ,* tested with personnel 'on two . hospital units..
Those items that could not readily be answered.
carejs operatiohalized by 4 question Vrq,inis,
or that appeared to be ambiguous were ,either
tration is operationalized by 8 questio s; alit
reworded or eliminated. The scores for resporiof nursing care is operationalized by combining
the responseto all of the items Aged in the 5(: dents Who thought the quality of care given was'
excellent or very good were-compared with the
Variables described..above. The"-suinmary description of the quality of care given is ., scores of those who thought the qualitY of care
given was either: unsatisfactory or only fail:
operationalized by one item: "Please, indicate
Scores on the five variables were also compared
.. which term ,-best describes the nursing care
with .those deriVed from four other -questiongiven to-your. patielit, in the last 7 days:"
.haires designed to.provide the same tyPe-of in;'
57ploint scale is provided for responses to 36. of
formatithi but from 1a different point of view:
...: the questions..For 35 of these questions, the five
And, they were examined in the onteict of the
-response categories are: always,. usually, sometype V unit or the kind of staffing pattern used
'.times, seldom,- and never. The five response
,
.on a unit. / categories for the item whiCh summarizes the
No
'information
was
provided
`regarding
the
quality of nursing care are excellent, very good,
number
of
physjcians
who
completed
the
qutSsatisfactory,. only fair, and unsatisfactory.
.
.tionhaire nor the number of patients involved. '
Three reSporise categories are provided. twobtain information fop-. the four. questions that , -Howeiier, thoie, who participated were froin a!
36-bed surgiCal unit and .a 65 -bed medical unit Of.
summarize specific aspects of the qtiality of
./
-a
340-bed acute care general hospitl operited
.:. nursing care. The response categories for these
. ;.
under
nder
Municipal control.
four questions-are: yes, partiallY, and no
-Reliability
and
Validity:
No
information
was
Administration anctScoring: The nstrument ,p,'
"
the
test
retest
regarding
or
provided
is self-aiiministered by a physician. InstructiOns.
generalized
split-half
reliability
charaCteristics
'
are provided as part of the q0estiorinaire: Scores. ,
-

.

--

.

-

.

..

.

:

.

-

°.:

-

`:
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of ,the variables presumably measured- by, this
instrument.
The. results for physical care indicated a tendency for physicians, to give higher ratings'for'

their patients on this measure than was the

case for other personnel. Physicians typiCally
- rated the quality of phydical care as usually or
always adequate. The same tendency was oblerved for the composite score- called gultlity. of
nursing care and for the variable that provided
a summary 'description of the physician's per-

ceptions of the quality of care :received by
his(her) patients.

Use in Research:, Safford and Schlotfeldt (1960)
developed" and used this instrument along with
four others.desciibed elsewherein this comPollation in their research referenced below.-

,

.
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Comments: This instrument appears to have .a
potential for providing information onthe variables it is presumed, to measure. However, because of .the limited nature of the information

,It would be helpful to have information, re-

garding the test-retest characteristics of the

:variables. It wquld also be helpful to have information regaKling inter-item and betweenvaiiable relationships. The latter information
could beused to confirm the assignment of items

to specific variables and might indiCate the
presence of variables -other than those pre-

sumed to be measured by this instrument. After
the above information was available ; -it would be

helpful to attempt to repeat this study on a

Much larger sample of patients and phygicians
in a number of facilities where a variety of pa""tient staffing patterens was present.
References:-

Sifford, Beverly J., and Schlotfeldt, Rozella M.
Nursing serviceotaffing and quiality of nursing care: Nursing Research,: 1960, 9 (3), J.49.154.

available regarding the characteristics of the

Source ofinformation:
Beverly ',I: Safford, RN:, M.S.
Caro Regional Center

variables, it is premature to makeany decisions
regarding its p ulness.

Instrument Copyright: Norte.

CaiO, Mich. 48723
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Rozella M., and Bolceri'Elleen

Safford, Beverly

QUALITY OF NURSING CARE QUESTONNAIREPHYSICIAN

:Please place an X in the space to the right below the word:that best describes'how you
feel about each question at the left.

If you have any additional remarks you would like to

make, please use the space "Additional Comment" which is provided at the end of the
Questionnaire.

Aiways

.

,

usually

seloomi waver

sometimes

,
.

A.

Did the nurses seem to have an intelligent-understanding-of your patient's physical-status?
Were the nurses alert to your patient's physical

.

.

-needs?

Did the Purses know their patients?

,

.

.

-

Were you given accurate,infOrmationconcerniayour.

-

patient?
.

.
.

,

.

.

Wire nurses combetent in carrying out theirduties?
...

Were call lights answered promptly?

'

.

.

Were your ordersfor treatments and medications

.

carried out on time?-''
,

Were you notified promptly of significant changes.-

in.yourpatient's,condition?
Were adequate precautions taken to prevent patient
injuries?
.

Did your patient'appearc'comfortable?
B.

,

Did your patient know his nurses?
Did.the.nurses attend to your patient's emotional
needs?

4

4

Dld the nurses attend to your patient's religious. ,
needs?

Were the nurses interested in yourpatient?
Were the nurses sympathetic to your Patient?
Were the nurses composed?

,

.

,

.
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Always

Usually

Sometimes

Yes

artially

Seldom

Were the nurses pleasant?
. Was your patient's room neat and orderly?
Did the nurses have time to-care properly for
Your patient?
Was appropriate information supplied to your
patient's family?'
-

.Was.the patient's family-satisfied With the

carer
Was the patient satisfied with the nursing
care he was given?
Did the nurses treat you courteously?

C.

Were you kept infdrmed of tour patient's needs?
Was a nurse,available when you needed her help?
E.

Was the Head Nurse well-informed about your patient?
Was the charting satisfactory?
Were suppliei and equipment available when ydu,
needed them?
Were the supplies and equipment that you used in good
condition ?.

Were relationships among nurses harmonious?
Did the team seen to work smoothly?

Were the personnel in other teams and other departments.congenial with the'nursing team?
Did -the sta.ffin

seem ad date?

Was your patient taught how to care for himse

7

Was your patient _or_iented to his surroundings?

Were your patient and his family instructed for he care?
Were provisions made; by the nurse for continued care after
discharge? (arranging referrals, needed supplies and
equipment)

No

Never
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-t-

Please indicate which term best describes the nursing care given to your patient,
..

.

in the list seven days.,
Excellent

'Very Good

Additional CoMments:

c

t.

Satisfactory

Only Fair

Unsatisfactory
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QUESTIONNAIREREGISTERED NURSE

that 1=.never, 2=seldorn, ,3=sometimes, 4=

Authors: Safford, Beverly.J., Schlotfeldt, Rozella
M., and Bo lcer, Eileen

group of questions used to measure, that vari-

Title:

able. Unanswered questions are assigned a

Variables: -This instrument elicits information

numerical value of 3.

on seven variables that address a registered
nurse's perceptions of the quality of nursing.

Development

care provided for patients in a hospital setting.

Five of these variables are: physical care,
emotional care, nurse-physician' relationship,

teaching and pepaiation foi home care, and
administration. The sixth variable is calla the
quality of nursing care. The seventh variable is
not named, but it seeks information regarding
the degree of satisfaction expressed by a registered nurse concerning the nursing care provided for a group of patients. No definitions
were provided for the variables.
-

usually and 5=always. The score for a given variable is the.aVerage of the responses to the sub=

Rationale: The instrument was developed to

provide information on the relationship be-

tween hospital staffing pat-terns and registered
nurses' perceptions of the _quality of nursing
care provided for patients.
Source of Items: The'items were developed by

a committee which consisted of nursing and
hospital administrators, nursing school faculty,
staff physiciartl, head nurses, patients, and the
authors.

procedure for Development: The various

groups of persons identified above were asked to

indicate what factors were important to good
Nature and Content: This, self - administered'. nursing care and' to provide .examples of each.
These responses were -reworded to form stateinstrument consists of 49 questions designedto
ments that could be responded to by registered
elicitfrortiregistered nurses their'perceptions of
nurses. The initial forth of the instrument was
the quality of nursing care provided for patients
pretested with personnel on two hospital units.
in a hospital setting.
Those items that could not be answered'readily
The variables are operationalized by combinor that appeared to be ambiguous were either
ing responses to various subgroups of questions
reworded or eliminated. The scores for responcontained in this instrument. Physical care is
dents who thought the quality of care given was
operationalized by 14 questions; smotional care
is opeilttionalizell by 14 questions; nurse excellent or very good were compared with
those who thought the cAuality of care given was
physician relationship is operationalized by -3
either unsatisfactory or only fair. Scores on the
qUestions; teaching and preparation forhome
five variables were also compared with those
care is operationalized b3r4 questions; adminisderived from four other questionnaires designed
tration is operationalized by 12 questioni; and
to
provide the same ,.type of information but
quality of nursing _care is operationalized by
from
a different point of view. These were
combining the responses to all of the items used..
examined:in
the context of the type of unit or
in the 5 variables described above. The sum the
kind
of
staffing
pattern used on a unit.
mary description of the quality of care given is
Three
types
of
staffing
patterns.were examined:
operationalized by one item: "Please' indicate
The
first
had
13
patients
assigned to a nursing
which term best describes the nursing care you
team.The
second
had
16
patients similarly asgave in the past week." A 5-point scale is prosigned
to
a
team;
and
the
third
had- 19 patients
vided for responses to 36 of the questions. For 48
assigned
to
a
nursing
team.
It
was
assumed by
of these questiops, the 5 response 'categories
the
respondents
that
a
staffing
pattern
based on
are: always, usually, sometimes, seldoin, and
an
assignment
of
13
patients
to
a
nursing
team
never. The five response categories for the item
would
ensure
an
optimal
level
of
quality
of
nurswhich summarizes the quality of nursing care
ing
care
for
patients.
are: excellent,.
10(4 satisfactory, only fair,
No information was provided regarding how
and unsatisfactory.
many registered nurses completed the instru-,
Administration and Scoring: This instrument
ment nor the number of patients for whom they
was designed to be completed by a registered
Description:

pa-

had provided care. However, those who- partici -

tients. Instructions are provided as -part of the

pated were from a 36-bed surgical unit and a

questionnaire. -Scores for each variable are
computed by assigning a number from 1 to 5 for
clirice response categories such
each of the

65-bed medical unit of .a 340-bed acute care gen-

eral hospital operated under-municipal control;
Reliability and Validity: No information was
9

0:7

.

a
.

,
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regarding the test-retest or
generalized split-half reliability characteristics
of the, variables presumably measured by this
, instrument.
..
The result'S for physical' care indicated a ten-

-.

variable relationships. The latter information

- provided

dency fpr registered nurses under the 13patients/team staffing pattern to give the

highest ratings for patients' care, whereas those
under the 46- and 19-patients/team staffing pat-

terns gave lower ratings. The same tendency
was observed for the cotnposite score called

.

could be used to confirm the assignment of items
,

to specific variables and might indicate the
presence of variables other than those presumed to be measured by this instrument. After
thaabove information was available, it would be

helpful to repeat this study on a much larger
sample of patients and registered nurses in a
number of facilities where a variety of patient
staffing" patterns was present.
The. fact that registered nurses indicated that

the quality of nursing care was best under the
quality of nursing care.
.13-patient/team staffing pattern is not surprisUse in Research: Safford and Schlotfeldt (1960)
ing, given that this was assumed by' these redeveloped and used this instrument along with , spondents to be the case before the data were
four others described elsewhere in this compilacollected. It would be helpful, therefore, to seek
tion for their research referenced below.
.` this information in a design where such a condition was eliminated.
Comments: This instrument appears to have a
potential for providing information on the variReferences:
ables it is presumed to measure. However, beSafford, Beverly J., and Schlotfeldt, Rozella M.
cause of the *limited nature of the information
Nursing service staffing and quality of nursavailable 'regarding the Characteristics of the
ing care. Nursing Research, 1960, 9 (3), 149 variables, it is premature to make any decisions
154.
regarding its usefulness. (See also comments on
Source of Information:
the Head' Nurse instrument by the same auBeverly J.' Safford, R.N., M:S.
thors.)
Caro Regional Center
It would be helpful to have information re,

garding the test-retest characteristics of the

variables. It would also be helpful to have information regarding inter-item and between-

Caro, Mich. 48723

Instrument Copyright: None.

Safford, Beverly J. , Schlotfeldt

Rozel

le

M.

,

end- tblcer, Eileen

QUALITY OF NURSING CARE QUESTIONNAIREREGISTERED_ NURSE

Please place an X.in the space to the right below. thewOrd that best describes
how you feel about each question at the left.

If you have. any additional

marks yoU would like.to makeiplease use the space "Additional CtImments"'
which is provided-'at the end of the questionnifre,

ALWAYS
A.

,

USUALLY! SOMeTIMEiSELDOM

Nan--

.

Were you able to do the little things 'for your
patient that add to their comfort?

Was there.time pr treatments and medications to
given on time?

Was there time for p.r.n. medications to be given
promptly?
.

,

.

Wat there' time to'be accurate in Youroministi.ations
to the patients?

Did you feel adequately prepared to perform the
procedures included in our assinment?':

Wee you ab)e to Use.a cotton blanket in bathing

Your patients?

.

.

Were you able to give thorough nursing care?
,

.

Were you .able to give your patients-neceSsary
assistance in getting in' and out of bed?' '

-

Were you able to take adequate precautions to prevent
patient injuries?
,

/

,

Were you able to take enough time so,as not to

our.atients while Garin for them?

hu

.- -

.

Were you able to.see your patients enough to recognize
untoward signs and symptoms?
Was there time to get to know the individual patient's
needs? 14
Was there time to understand your patients' physiial

poblems?

'
.

Was there time to.teach your patient; how to care
for themselves?

.

,

B.

Did you enjoy working with this team?
,

.-

Was there time:to make new patients feel weTcome
on the unit?

_

69
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.

°

f ALWAYS

USUALLY

SOMETI MES

SELDOM

NEVER

Were you.able to take time to discOve'r'thi- fears
of your patiihts and.to try to-relieve them?
.

,

.

Was there time to help.your'pattents to understand their illnesses?

Was there time to become interested in your
.
patients and their problems?

---

''.

.
,

...

.

-,.
.

piclyou feel. relaxed as you woi.ked?

:

.

.

.

Was there time to protect the nrivacy

of yourpatients?

.

'.

Was there time.to keep your, patients'
rooms neat and orderly?

..

,

.

-

.

Were you able to giVethe'spiritual needs
of our atienti ad uite consideration?

.

Was teere time to give your patients. as much information as-they needed? (treatments,' Hospital routines
and tests)
Were.yOU.able 'to extend courtesies to patients'
families?

.1
.

.

iiere.you able to give your patients' -families the'
amount of attention they needed?

1

,
.

.

Did you enjoy givina'nursing are to your patTints?
Do you feel that your patients enjoyed the'nursing
care you gave them?

Was there time to care for your patients properly?

C.
Were you able to extend normal courtesies
to
0
physicians?
V

..

.

Was.there time to assist_physicians as needed?.
,
..

Was there time 6' learn what the phySicians' plans
were for their patients' care?
,

D.

-.

.

Was there time to determine what your patients would
needkfdr-home care?_

/

0,5

WAS there,tiMe toiXplein'to your patients how to. ,
.
care for. themselves?

.

, ( ALWAYS

USUALLY

SOMETIMES

.

Were you ableito spend.enough.time.with your patientJ
so that you felt confident tfiey.understood what was ..
taught them?/
.

/

SELDOM NEVER
\\

,

.

Were you able to spend enough time with your.
patients and their relatives so that you` felt
confident theY were.well-prepared for thb patients'
dischargc.ind home care?

-

.

_

Did you have the supplies and equipment netsisary to

9142L.920Eire?

'

Did you feeryou'were working together as a team?
Was there sufficient time available for clear
explanation of your atsignments?
.

Was there time to car

.

.

out assi.nments sMoothl ?

Was there time to give .adequate instruction and
supervision to your team members?
.

Were team members able to keep you\informep.of need
and chances in their oatielts?
Were your team .members available when you needed
their help?

.
.

.

WePe you able. to have team conferekes?
.

.

Was there time to make real attempts to resolve
problems that-arose in the care of your patients?

.
..

.

Were you and your team on congenial terms, with the
other teams on the.unit and other hospital personnel
0

F.

,

%
.

.

.

Were ydu.abletto discuss your patients.' problems wt
the physicians?
_
Were you able to. keep physicians informed as to thei
patients' progress?

Please indicate which term best desdribes the-nursing care)fou gave in the past week:
Excellent

Very.Good

Satisfactory-

Only Fair

Additional Comments:
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Title:. IMPORTANCE OF NURSING ACTIONS !"
OPINIOSINAIRE
Author:. Walker, Laura C.
.,

Variable: Respondents' perceptions of the Eelstive importarke of 16 specific nursing actions
relative to patients is the variable studied.
Description:

Mature and Content Thig instrument is a
modified.. Q-sort technique comprised of an
"opinionnaire" and .16 numbered -statements
which describe actions of nurses relative to Patients. Each statement is on a separate piede.of
paper and-numbered for the sake-of recording.
(not to indicate its relative value or rank). Respondents are asked to sort -the statements into
three piles: one pile containing nursing actions
which the respondent considers most important,
very good, and highly desirable; 'one pile con-

'

taining nursing actions which the respondent
considers important, good, and desirable; and
one pile containing- nursing actions which the
respondent considers not very important, questie nably good, and least .desirable. The respon.dent is then asked. to record the number of slips
in each pile.. Following thtt step, the respondent
is asked to sort the slips into eight piles accord sing to specified directions, then to record On the

Development:

-' Rationale: The practice of nursing may be-regarded as a group process of htiman interaction
occurring imkpatient unit of a hospital, which is
a unique socia) system. In the usual operational
process of bedside nursing practice, the nurse
decides What she will do, when she will act, and
how -her services will be administered. When
nurses and members of other reference groups
agree that a nurse's action toward a patient is
desirahie, they judge the nurse to be competent.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of the literature and the experience of
the author and her peers.
Procedure for Development: Research liters-

ture in nursing and articles. , in professional
periodicals and journals that dealt with bedside
care-of-patients were reviewed and analyzed for
identification of specific items or actions of a
nurse toward patients. The items obtained from the literature were supplemented by personal
experiences of the 'author, reported actions from

the experiences of -other nurses, and experi-;
ences of the author's friends who had been hospitalpatients.' A set of items was deyeloped and

submitted to five nurses' and five nonnurse

opinionnaire the number .of each- slip in the
spade on a diagram provided on the opinion-

friends of the author for review as to clarity of
meaning. Four items were developed for each of
four elements of the conceptual framework by

naire.
Sample items are: "(2) .Comforts the patient:
being with, listening to, showing concern for,

four elements had been identified by the author
as: (1)-consideration, (2):-domination, (3) anima-

Which nursing actions could, be described. These

and explaining things; (5) Enforces hospital

tion, and (4) production. .A Psychologist reviewed

routines and Promptly executes medical orders;
acts in the interest Of patient Safety and protedtion from environmental hazards; (12) Promotes
a pleasant, hopeful, and optimistic 'attitude by a

the items, and based upon his suggestions, the
items were revised and reevaluated by the au-

graduate students, and one change was made in

difficult situations, avoids embarrassing the patient; (14) Skillful in teaching. patient and endourages the patient to assume 'responsibility

Reliability and Validity: No reliability or validity inforniaiion was available.
Use in ReseaiChi Walker developed and used:the .
instrument in her doctoral research, "A Model
for Decision-Making in Nursing Administration" (Capple, 1960). Her respondent sample in

professionarmanner. Is calm and'-condent in

for own health practices. Strengthens selfrealization and self- worth."
Administration and Soporing: The researcher

must be' familiar with the instrument's di-

rections. The author stated that approximately
15 minutes- are required to explain the proce,
dure to the respondent, and directions forthe
procedure are on the opinionnaire -sheet Itself.

.

The instrument per se is not scored.

thor. The instrument was pretested by ,six.

the instrument as a result of that trial.

)

eluded 100 nurses representing 5 specialty

groups in nursing practice and 100 members of 5
reference groups of nursing (20 patients, 20 patientelamily members, 20 physicians, 20 hospital administrators, and 20' hospital governing
Approximately 15-20 minutes are required for, :.# .board members).
the respondent to complete the task.
ComMents: This instrument represents one
Each item is scored as the numerical inverse
method of apprach for studying perceptions of
l=scOre
16,
rank
2=score
: of its rank, i.e., rank
the importance ofpursing actions. Many of the
16=score
1.
15, rank 3=score 14, ..
.
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listed doctoral dissertation, University of

16 items are complex, i.e., include more than one

thought or idea. This problem could be addressed by remiording the items into simple de-.
clarative sentences so that each contained only
one thought or ideaReferenceEil

Copp le, Laura 0. A model for deciSion-makiiig in

.`

Chicago, 1959:
Stogdill, Ralph, sand Coons,' Alvin (Eds.). Leader
.

behavior: Its description and measurement.
ColuMbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1957.
Source of Information:
Laura Copple W lker, R.N., Ph.D.

School of Nursi g °
nursing administration. Unpublished doctoral a. Montana State niversity
dissertation, University of Chicago, 1960:
-Bozeman, Mon na 59715
Seager, Roger. The task of the,public school as
Instrument Copyright: None.
perceiv4d- by proximity. sub-Pdblics.- Unpub-

fT

.
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.
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IMPORTANCE OF NURSING ACTIONS OPINIONNAIRE
Instructions -for Completion of Opinionnaire
1

s

.

.

9

. :

.

Almost everyone has an opinion as to how a nurse should act toward her
patient. On these slips of paper you will see sifteen ways in which nurses.
have been'seen to act toward their patients.
No doubt some of-the actions are ,4
better, more important, and more highly desirable than others.
In fact, you
will soon see that one nurse could hardly act in all these ways bward one
patient. But I'm,sure that Many of these acts'will seem quite:familiar to
as you recall your experiences with nurses and patients. 14i1i.vou please
sort them through and rank them as you believe'a good nurse shbuld act.
(The
'number assigned to each item has no significance otherthan it identifies. the

76

item.)
-

First, make three piles of slips:
,

Acts which are most.important, very good, andMighly desirable.
Acts which are important, good, and desirable:
3. `Acts which are hot important, quettioniby good, and least
desirable.
a
1.

2.

-Recbrd the-huniber on the slips in each pile.
numbers doesn't matter.)
Pile 1

Pile 2

-

(The sequehce of the,'

Pile 3 0

Second, now sort the slips into etght.piles in this manner:.
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
-7".

one most desirable act.
two next desirable acts.
two next most desirable acts.
three next most desirable acts..
IEFie next most desirable acts.
two next desirable.
two next least desirable.

The J.)ne least desirable.

8.
4

.

Now, write the numbers of each of your slips on its square
diagram below:

in the'

Least

Mos15

Desirable

Desirable

L.LILLJI
JOH

Physician
sician

L_J

Li Li L Lzi LI

L

i

Pattent
.

Li Patient family member

LJ Nurse
Hospital 'administrator

L_J Hospital board member

1:

2.

Does things for the patient the
way he *ould,do for himself, so
he doesn't haiie to accommodate'
to-more:changes than.necessarY
While he is ill.

9.

Comforts the patient: being with
listening to, showing concern for
and explaining things:

. 10.

Displays interest and energy when
giving nursing care: talks about
things of interest t0 the patient.
Doesn't complain to the patient.

4,

Expresses solicitude and observes
precaution without producing
(Isopatient fear.and-aoxiety.

ation, pre-operation, oxygen zr
other /special equipment.)
3.

looks
Friendly and approachable:
out fOr Personal welfare of patient,
does small favors, respects idio0,
syncrasies.

11.

Pays attention ":o the patient and
makes -him feel.well'care
speaks or gives other response of
recognition on entering the
patient's room.

12.

Prpmotes a pleasant, hopeful and
optimistic attitude by a pro- .
Is calm and
fesSional manner.
confident in difficult situations,

,--

lib

4.

Respects patient's personal freedom
and individu human right& when
iving nursing care: patient ehf

couraged.to express personal choices
and preferences.

5,

Enforces hoSpital routines and
promptly executes medical. orders:
acts in the interest of patient
safety and protection from-environ-

'avoids embarrassingthe patient.
13.

Organizes her own activities In
ways.which give precedence to
meeting the most.important needs
of the patient.

14.

Skillful in teaching patient and
encourages the patient to assume
responsibility for own health
practices. Strengthens self
realization and self worth.
°

,

mentalhazards.
6.

Protects the good and well being of
the patieht by restricting his
decisioh-making and limiting his,'
activities -- visiting, reading,
radio TV.

0

7.

Rewards appropriate patient bebavior,and makes known .his disapproval of. undesirable patient
behavior.
Helfs-patientlearn
.
t6 be a patient.

15.

8.

4tilizes professional judgement to'
evaluate patient's capacity and
encompetence for self care:
courages self-reliance and selfconfidence.

16.,

Sets a reasongde level of work
achievement for self: observes
professional standards and theinStitution's nursing'policies.

Patients' criticisms and special
requests are taken care of (reported
and recorded}. Patient informed
as to action taken by nurse.
(3
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,

?'Provider-Client Interaction: Client's,,Perception of Provider, Client Care, and Health Services
Similarly, those for items 8, 13;18, 23, 24', 27; 31,

'Title: CHECKLIST FOR PATIENTS
Authors: Abdellah, Faye G., and Levine, Eugene

--and 44 are listed under rest and relaxation:,'

Dietary- needs contains the results for items 5;
11, 12,19, 32, 'and 36. Elimination contains the '
results for items 9, 15, 26, and 39. The percent-

Variables: This instrument provides information on seven variables. These variables are
called: events indicating satisfaction with care,
rest and reiaxati , dietary needs, elimination,
personal hygie and supportive care, reaction
to therapy, and contact with 'nurses: (See. also

-

ages for items 10, 16, 17, 2248, 30, 33, 42, 43, and

50 are grouped together for providing: nfornia: .
tion about personal hygiene and supportive care. .*

Reaction to th.rapy contains the results for '

9-Checklist for Personnel" by the same authors.) ) 'items 3°, 6, 29, 45, 47, 48, 51, and 52. And contact
with nurses contains the results of 7,.14, 21, 25,
DescriptiOn:

.

--

,:
lowing fashion:
1. If a respondent made a checkMark in either
/

or both of the #rst 2-scale response categories

:

("This haPpened today," or "This happened
some other day"), then that event is coded 1: if
the respondent ma0 a checkmark in the third
category, ("ThiS die not happen"), then that
event is coded 21;-/Ifho.Tesponse is made to a
.

particular ventithen
a code 9 is used. ,1/4
e

2. The number and percent of respondents
.

who had a score of 1 are then computed for each
question..Since the last six questions (47 -52) are

less likelyto happen,.the percentage' for these
items is not based on the total number of reLspondents. Rather; only the tatal number of
persons whollad a response, coded either 1 or 2 is

used to compute thesc-percentages.
.

.G

34; 35, 37, 40, 41, 46; and 49.

.

Nature and Content: Thii instrument islnacie
Up of 50 questions which describe a variety 'of
events that may happen to a- patient during a
typical day in'a hospital. Only events that relate
to he nurse-patient relatidnShip are included inth.. set Of questions. A 3-point, response scale is
used to capture phtient responses to each question. The response categories on the scale are
coded -"This happenedstoday," "This happened
some other day," and "This did not, happen.''
The instrument also has a space .for the responderit to 'write any addititYnal comments about
.his(her) experiences in thi:hespital.
The Checklistfoi PatientaiS'Scored in the fol-

8:- The Percentage figures are then Placed

within the respective seven areas in inch.a way
that the vent having the highest percentage is
placed at the,top, and the one having the lowest
percentage. is °placed at,the bottom of the list.

,,,-. The Percentages for items 4, 20;1a,nd 38 are listed

under events indicating satisfaction with, care.

'

.

The variables are operationalized by grouping
I responses to the :various subsets of questions
into a score for each variable: Events indicating
satisfaction with' care is operationalized by responses to three statements such as "My call for
a nurse was answered very piomptly."! Restand
:relaxation
Hon is operationalized by responses tosix
statements such as `.`Bedpan was handled too
noisily." Dietary needs is operationalized by re-. sponses to SIX statements such as "Food wasp

sewed in a hurry." Elintination is opera-

tionalized by responses to four statements such
as "Bathroom was not clean.".Personal hygiene

and supportive care is operationalized by 10
statements such as "Bed was not made 'right?!
ReaCtion to therapy is operationalized by re-

1

sponses to eight statements ''such as ".My bandage or dressing was loo tight." Contact with .
nurse); is operationalized by responses. to ,11
statements such as "Nurse left before I could
ask her questions."
Administration and Scoring: The Checklist
for Patients is given to all the patientiin a hospital'to fill out on a specific day. This instrument
is designed to be7used in conjunction with the
Checklist for Personnel (Abdellah and Levine,.

1957a), and both instruments are to be corn:
pleted by the respective respondents on the

same day: Written instructions 'are provided as
part Of the instrument. ,
If a total score across all items is desired, then
one would count the number of items coded with
Score could range from 0 to 50, where a
low. score would mean the most desirable situation.
.
High rates of occurrenceLare assumetainean
a potential_problem- eXiits.HoweVer, no infornation is provided as to how "high" 17, percen=
,

Eli

,

-
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the development of this instrument. During the
first phase, a team made up of a psychologist, a
nurse, and a statistician visited personnel and
patients inthree 'hospitals that volunteered to- z
participate in this effort. During this phase, lists
of specific occurrences of nursing care that could
be observed were developed. Instructions to pa-

.

tage must be before it denotes a signYficant

.

problem.

A second scoring procedure that .islesused to

provide group7type data involves multiplying an

' item response with an item weight which can
vary from 1 to 5. The item weights for each item,
respectively, are as follows: 1=NA; 2=NA, 3=

tients were to "list, events of care you have

,4=NA, 5=1, 6=2, 7----5, 8=2, 9=4, 10=3, 11=*.

received that Were either satisfactory or unsatisfactory" (Abdellah And Levine, 1957a). Personnel Were asked to list events of "patient care
that should have been provided and 'was not, as
well as instances in which patient care might

13'=-2, 14=3, 15=4, 16=3, 17=4, 18=4, 19=4,

20 =NA, 21=2, -.22=3, 23=3, 24=3, 25=3, 26=4,
27=4 28=2 29=3 30=4 31=1 32=1 33=3 34=3
.35=2, 36=4, 37=2, 38=NA, 39=5, 40=4, 41=3,
42=4, 43=2, 44=3, 45=3, 46=2, 47=3, 48=4, 49=3,
50=2; 51=3, 52=3, When this procedure is used,
the 'final score for &group of patients on any one
of the.seven variables is a percent awl thus has
1

have been mproved" (Abdellah and Levine,
4
1957a).

The sample from each of the three hospitals
was made up of 100 patients and all nursing and

a range of..from 0 to 100. A low score again
means a more desirable situation. This.weighted
category score is complited in three steps:

medical personnel in 3 hospitals. Sixty of the
patients were asked to provide this information

1. Multiply the number of respondents who

'four times a day for up to 7 days. The remaining
40 patients were asked to do the above, and were

checked a particular item by the item weight for

also interviewed by the team, either individually or in groups, in order to elicit information
about other events and get more details abo_ut
those already reported.

that item. DO this for all the items inthat area
and add up the results foreach item.

2. Add,Up the item weighies for all the items in
a given area and multiply by the toaknumber of
patients 'who took the checklist.

.

3. Divide the niurbei frOM 'step 1 by the

number froth step 2-and multiply by 100.
Development:

.

:In the second phase/ of the development effort,

100 events were seleeted from those compiled
during the first ph e. Thesepvents, which had'a
a higher frequency of occurrence than those not
selected, were th placed in a list and a 4-point
response scale as provided for. patient re-

Rationale: This instrument was developed' to
provide information about the factors related to
how patients.feel. about the nursing care pro-

sponses. Patients were asked to indicate the
time period ring which asi event had ,occurred: befor breakfast, breakfast to lunch,

vided them when they are in a hospital. This
specific test was developed because the avail-

lunch to din er, after clifiner. These checklists
were given to all patients in the same three
hospitals a before.. In addition, some patients'
were asked to ';indicate how important each
event wad in relationship to patient satisfaction

able alternative instruments did not adequately
meet the following eight criteria:
"1. measures satisfaction with nursing care

from patients' and personnel's points of

with th4' health care received. A 5-point re-

view,

sponse /kale; ranging from "not important" to
2. proVides data that can be quantified and
"Very impOrtant,"..was used to gather this inhandled statistically,
formation.
3. provides a sensitive anti reliable measure
Intihe third phase of the development effort,
of satisfaction,
50 events were selected from the 100- used in
4.4reports what happened in a way that can
°
phase two. These events were selected either or
4
be validated,
both in terms of their having a higher frequency
5., stimulates, frank responses,
offoccurrence or as having been rated as having
6: does not rely too heavily on memory of
More importance to patients. All nonnursing rerespondent, lated events were also deleted from this set of
7. provides information about specific cornquestions. These questions were, given to/ a new
ponenta of patient care that can form the
;ample of patients at a research\hospi al,. and
basis for constructive action,
8. can be administered quickly and without Isome of these patients were interviewed to redifficulty to a very large group of respon-_ imove any remaining ambiguity from words or
phrases in the checklist. Each item was also
dents"- (Abdellah and Levine, 1957a).
ichecked
against Payne's list of words. (Payne,
Source of Items: There were several phases in
.

-

.
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1951). During this phase, the response scale was
also modified so as to have the following three

categories: "this happened today," "this happened some other day," and "this did not happen."

In the fourth phase of this effort, the final

version of the Checklist for Patients was given
to 40 patients in 2 hospitals not previously involved in this effort. These patients were also
asked to Qsort the 50 statements so that 3 were
most and 3 were least important, 12 were the
next most and the next least important, and the
remaining'20 were in the middle. A weight of 5,
4, 3, 2, and 1 was then assign ed to each of the 50

statements, based on the average sorting of
these events by the patients.
In the final phase of this effort, the Checklist
for Patients was given to all patients in a sample

of 6r-hospitals located in Illinois, Indiana;
Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, and
Wisconsin.

Reliability and Validity: No information is
provided about the test-retest or-split-half type
reliability characteristics of this instrument.
No statistical information is provided about
the validity characteristics of this test.. However, attempts were made to confirm the accuracy of patient responses by *determining
whether or not the reported events actually occurred. The authors report a high° degme of confirmation of the reported events (Abdellah and
Levine, 1957a). In addition, th'e total scores gen-

erated from the test were examined to see if
they..agreed with patient feelings of overall
.

satisfaction with the hospital in which they received health care. Those hospitals in which the
interviews indicated the least satisfaction with

the health care received were also those that
had a greater number of events checked on the
instrument (Abdellah'and Levine, 1957a). The

authors also indicate that "The hospital that

had the most favorable scores on the checklists

}vas providing the smallest number of total
nursing hotirs per patient day ... [but] : that
the 'professional _nursing hours in this hospital
were much higher than in the other two hospitals participating in the study" (Abdellah and

strument itself, or adaptations of it, have been
widely used to assess nursing care from the perspective of patients and from the perspective of
health care personnel.
.

Comments: This instrument_ appears easy to
administer and Score. Preliminary results
suggest that the scores Are likely to be congruent with similar information gathered from ,,.
other sources and are, therefore, likely to be
valid.

However, it would.
u be desirable to gather in-

formation on the inter-item charadteristics of
the test. These results could then' be used to
confirm the placement of the items within subgroups and to increase the accuracy of the information produced from them. Also, because
nursing practice has changed since 4957 when
this instrument was developed, some items may
no longer be relevant or significant events 'related to the nurse-patient relationship.

It would also be useful to gather data that
could be used to help differentiate between
items or groups of items that warrant remedial
efforts versus items where the cost benefit of
remedial efforts would not be sufficiently high.

Finally, since the weights derived from a

Qsort procedure typically reflect only the opinions of .a majority of the persons in a sample, it
would be useful to devise a scoring procedure
that simply reflects the presence or absence of a
certain number of checks within a subgroup of
items. This pattern could then be examined to
see if enough checks were present, across patients, to warrant the development of remedial
procedures.
References:

Abdellah, Faye G., and Levine, Eugene. Developing a measure of patient.and personnel
satisfaction with nursing care. Nursing Re=
search, 1957a, 5; 100-108.

Patients and personnel speak. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Public Health Service, Publication No. 527, 1957b. Revised 1964.
Payne, S. E. The art of asking gueitions. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1951.

.

Levine, 1957a). It was also reported that patiets and personnel tended to rate the same
events .as important (Abdella.h and Levine,
1957a). Finally, the authors report that Younger

patients are apt to check .more .events on the
instrument than do older patients (Abdellah
and Levine, 1957a).

Use in Research: Since its development, the in-
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CHECKLIST FOR PATIENTS

-.
ncron.4)44s! Ate ANY! SS

TO OUR PATIENTS:
.

to

Today this hospital is making a study to find out how to give better nursing core
and. to all patients in the future.

you,

On the following pages we have listed things which".'may have happened to
you while you have been here. ,, We are, asking all patient's who are well enough

to help the hOipital and; help She nurses by checking these iterni:

I.' Reockeach item carefully.
4

2. If 'something did happen today, put a check in the box which says, "This
happened today." If it did not happen today, bsit did happen some other day
during this stay in the hospital, put a check. in the box which, says, "This happened
some other day." (You may have to check 'bolt: boxes in some cases.)
if it did not happen during this stay in the hospital, then check the box which
says, "This did no: happen."
3. Do not sign your, name.
'4. Put your completed .form in the envelope and seal it.

5. If there is something you wont to say which is not included, please wn
if on the lost page.
.

Please be frank. Your frank answers' added to all other patients' will help
the hospital get more help fat our nurses.

41,
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..

DURING My PRESENT STAY

PATIENTS:

ill THIS HOSPITAL

PLACE CHECK (MARKS IN APPROPRIATE

THIS ."

BOXES FOR ALL STATEMENTS

nuS

HAPPENED
SOME OTHER

"

44::?;MY:

Olt?.. NOT
HAPPEN

DAY

I Radio. or TV; noisy

If a radio or TV wos noisy today, you would check "this hoppened today." IF noisy some 'other
day during your present stay in this hospital, you would check "this happened sonic ether day.'
If noisy both _today and some other day, you would check both boxes.

2 My bath was not given on time,

ff your' both was olways given on time during your present stay in this hospital, you would check
this statement in the third box.
Couldn't get anything from the nurse for pain.

3

.

. My call for a nurse was answered very promptly.

4

a.

5 , Food trays left in front of me too long,- \
_

6

.

.
.

Thermometer left in too long.

7 No answer to call for a nurse.for .a lorig time.

.

.

.

.

8, Bedpan was handled too noisily.
9

.

Bedpan was left with me too long.

.-

10

Nurse or aide didn't leove.ine clean towels.

11

Food was served info hurry.

12

Drinking water wasn't dllanged.
---7,'

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

13

Other patients mode disturbing noises.

14

Nurse left before I could ask her questions.

15 -Had to wait too long for a" bedpan.

,

.

.

..-

ri
.

.

.

.

_

4----3,,-.-,---

16

My nurse left me alone r.too long when I was allowed up.

17

Tliere wos no 'one led me when I needed help.

.

.

i

Room was too chilly or to worm to sleep.

18
.

19

..

,

.

Not propped. up, making' it hard to. enjoy my meal.

.

20 My nurse explained m care to me.
21

Nurse wonted 'Me to do too much for Myself.

.
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DURING MY PRESENT STAY
IN THIS HOSPITAL

PATIENTS :.

PLACE CHECK MARKS N APPROPRIATE
THIS
HAPPENED
TODAY

BOXES FOR ALL STATEMENTS

.

22

I was not bathed as thoroughly. as I would like.

23

Light was too bright when I tried to sleep.

.

24

25

.

oft

THIS
HAPPENED
SOME OTI IER
DAY

DID NOT
HAPPEN

.

,

There was too much noise in the hall. -

.
.

.

.

Nurses didn't seem interested in-me.

.

..

.

.

26. Bathroom was net 'clean.
27.

28

.

.

Radios, TV's or record players were played too loudly.

-d wos not made right.

.

.
.

29

.

.

.

,bath, meal or rest period interrupted by treatment.

30 Hod to get out of bed to take a bath even though I felt bad.
31

-

..

Gal waked up too early foriemperature taking.

..... .

32 Was not served milk ar fruit juice after I requested it.
33- Room in general.wcis not mode neat and orderly.

34 My nurse is always in a hurry.

.

./..

.

.

...

.

.

.

35 My nurse wouldn't tell me what was wrong with me.

.

_

36 My food was cold when served.

.

.

37 My nurse did not tell me anything about my treatment.

.

.

38 'My nurse was especially nice to me.

_

.
.

.

39 Hod to wait a long time to use the bathroom.

.

.

.

40

Nurse was unfriendly.

41

Didn't see a nurse often enough.

_
..

.

42 Bed wos not changed when needed.

43

Nurse did not wash and rub \my back well.

44

Air in room was, pool.

:.

'1
.-

.

45. Didn't get my medicine until late.

46 My aide is always in .a hurry.

.

.
.

.

.

.
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DURING MY PRESENT STAY
IN THIS HOSPITAL

PLACE CHECK MARKS IN APPROPRIATE

r

THIS
HAPPENED

BOXES FOR ALL STATEMENTS

TODAY

TIIIS
HAPPENED

SOME OTHER
DAY

THIS

DID NOT
HAPPEN

SOME OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COULD HAVE HAPPENED ONLY TO SOME PEOPLE.
PLEASE CHECK ANY STATEMENT WHICH APPLIES TO YOU. LEAVE THE OTHERS CLANK:

/

47 ,,/My bandage or dressing was too tight.

/
y3
49

,.

No one checked needle in my arm to see that fluid was running.

I was not fold when I would be operated on.'

SO

Asked for a wheelchair and didn't get one.

51

Asked for a heat lamp but I ;lever got it.

5T

My bed got wet from treatment.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

.
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Title: CHECKLIST FOR PERSONNEL
Authors: Abdellah, Faye G., and Levine, Eugene

rest and relaxation is operationalized by responses to four statements such as "Patient

Variables: This instrument provides information on nine variables: administering therapy to
patients, carrying out work assignments, providing needed supportive care to patients, contacting patient's family and friends, providing
needed help and equipment for elimination,
providing for needed comfort and safety measures, meeting the paiient's aesthetic needs,
providing for an atmosphere conducive to, rest
and relaxation, and providing heeded nourishment for the patient. (See also "Checklist for
Patients" by the same authOrs.)

ing needed nourishment for the. -patient is
operationalized by responses to eight itate-

Description:

Nature and Content: This instrument is made
up of 50 .questions which describe a variety of

that may happen to a patient during a
5.

typical day in a hospital. Only events that relate
to the nurse-patient relationship are included in
the set of questions. A 3-point response scale is
used to capture patient and personnel responses
.to each question. The resPOnse categories on the
scale are coded "This happened today," "This
happened some time during the last 7 days," and

making noise disturbed other patients." Provid-

ments such as ',Patient did not get fresh drinking water."
J
Administration and Scoring: The Checklist
for Personnel is given to all personnel in a hospi:
tal to.fill out on a specific day. This instrument is

degigned to be used in conjunction with the
Checkligt for Patients ( Abdellah`t and Levine,
1957a) and both instruments are to be completed
by the respective respondents on the same day.
Written instructions are provided as part of the
instrument.
The Checklist for Personnel is scored in the
following fashion:
1.' If a respondent made a checkmark in. either
or both of the first 2-scale response categories

("This happened today," or "This happened
sometime during the last 7 days"), then that
event is coded 1. If the respondent made a
checkmark in the third category ("This did not
happen during the laSt 7 days"), then that event
is coded 2. If no response is made to a-particular

"Did not happen during the last 7- days." the
instrument also has.a space for the respondent

event, then code 9 is used to denote no response..

to write any additional comments about his(her)
experiences in the hospital.
The variables are operationalized by grouping
responses to the various SUbsets of - questions
into a score fOr each variable. Administering

who had a score of 1 are then computed for each
question.

therapy to patients is operationalized by re-

sponseS to 19 statements such as "Dressing not
changed at proper time:" Carrying out work assignments is operationalized by responses to six
statements such as "Nurse given too much work
to do." Providing needed supportive care to pa-.
tie'nts is operatiorialized by responses to three
statements such as "Patient not informed about
treatment or mediciation." Contacting patient's

family and friends is operationalized by responses to one statement: "Visitors interfered

with treatments or medications." Providing
needed help and equipment for. elimination, is

opOationalized by reiponses to three state="
ments such as "Patient given cold bedpan."

:Providing for .needed comfort and safety measures is. operationalized by responses to three

statements such as "Soiled bed not changed
promptly." Meeting the patient's aesthetic needs

is operationalized by responses to three statements such as' "Patient had to wait too long for
bath." Providing for an atmosphere conduciVe to.

2. The number and percent of respondents

3. The percentage figures are then placed
within the respective nine areas in such a way
that the event ha'V'ing the highestsercentage is
placed at the -top and the one having the lowest
percentage is placed at the bottom of this list.'
The percentage for items 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 17,
23, 25, 26, 31, 34, 35, 37, 38, 45, and 49 are listed

for administering therapy to patients. Similarly,
those for items 4, 21, 22, 29, 30, and 33 are listed
under carrying out work assignments. Providing
needed supportive care to patients contains the
results for items 19, 27, and 50. Only.the results
for item 24 are displayed under contacting patient's family and friends. The percentages for
items 28, 42, and 44 are grouped together under
providing* .needed help and equipment for elimination. The results for items 12, 16, and 40 are
displayed under providing for needed comfort
and safety measures. Similarly, the results for
items 18, 32, and 36 are grouped together under
meeting the patient's aeethetic needs. Providing
for an atmosphere conducive. to rest and relaxation contains the results for items 6, 14, 43, and
47. The percentage .for items 7,3'11, 15, 20, 39, 41,
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46, and 48 a? e. grouped together. under providing

heeded nourishment for the patient.
If a total score across all items is desired, then
one would count the number of items coded 1.
This score could range from 0 to 50, where a tow
score would mean the most desirable situation.
High.rates o occurrence are assumed to mean
a potential problem exists. However, no information is provided as to how "high" a percen-

tage must be before it denotes a significant
problem.

.

A second scoring procedure that is used' to

provide group type data involves multiplying an

item response with an item weight which can
.vary from 1 to 5. The item weights for each item
respectively, are as follows: 1=3, 2=4, 3=5, 4=3,
5=3, 6=2, 7=2, 8=5, 9=4, 10=5, 11=3, 12=3, 13=4,
14=3, 15=3, 16=2,17=3, 18=3, 19=4, 20 4, 21=3,
22=4, 23=3, 24=2, 25=4, 26=2, 27=3, 28=3, 29=4,
30=2, 31=4, 32=1, 33=3, 34=3, 35=3, 36=3, 37=4,
38=4, 39=2, 40=4, 41=2, 42=1, 43=2, 44=3, 45=3,
46=2, 47=1, 48,,-249,-,2, 50=4. When this proce-

dure is used, the final score for a group of per:
sonnel on any one of nine variables is a percent
and tr has a range of froth 0 to 100. A low
score again means a more desirable situation.
This weighted .category score is computed in
three steps:
1. Multiply the number of respondents 'who
checked a particular item by the item weight for
that item. Do this for all the items in that area,
6
and add up the results for each item.
2. Add up the item weights for all the items in
a givenrea and multiply by the total number of
personnel who marked the checklist.

3. Divide the number froth step 1 by the

number from step 2 and multiply by 100.
Development:

Rationale: This instrument was developed to
provide information about factors relating to
how patients feel about the nursing care provided them when they are in a hospital. This
specific test was developed' because the available alternative devices did not adeqUately
meet the following eiglit criteria:
''
easures satisfaction with nursing care

om patients' and personnel's points of
view,

:

2. provides data that can be quantified and
handled statistically,
3. provides a sensitive and reliable measure
Of satisfaction,

4. reports what happened in a way that can
be validated,
5. stimulates frank responses,

.611

6. does not rely too heavily on memory of

/'
respondent;
7. provides information about specific components of patient care that can form the
basis for constructive action,
8. can be administered quickly and without
difficulty tc a very large group of respondents" (Abdellah and Levine, 957a).
Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of the literature; hospital observations
made by a team Which consisted of a psychologist, a nurse, and a statistician; lists compiled by
health carepersonnel and hospitalized patients;
and the professional experience of the authors.,,
Procedure for Development: There were several phases in the development of this instrument. During the first phase, a team made up of
a psychologist, a nurse, and a statistician visited
.

personnel and patients in three hospitals that
volunteered to participate in this effort: During
this phase, lists of specific occurrences of nursing care that could be obierved were developed.
Instructions to patient's were to "list events of
care you have received that were either satisfactory or unsatisfactory" (Abdellah and

Levine, 1957a). Personnel were asked to list
events of "patient care that 'should have been
provided and was not, as well as instances in
which patient care might have been improved"
(Abdellah and Levine, 1957a).

The sample from each of the-three hospitals
was made up of 100 patients and all nursing and

medical personnel in those hospitals. Sixty of
the patients were asked to provide this information four times a day for up to 7 days. The remaining 40 patients were asked to do the above
and were also interviewed by the team, either
individually or in groups, in order to etieit information about other events.
get more de.=
tails, about those, already reported. '
In the second! phase.of the development effort,
100 events were selected from -those compiled
during the first phase. These events, which had
a higher frequency of occurrence than those not
*selected,.were then placed on a Hit; and a 4-point

response Scale was provided for persimnel
`,responses. Personnel were asked to indicate the

time period during which an event had oc-

curred: before breakfast, _breakfast to lunch,
lUnch to dinner, or after dinner. These checklists were given to all personnel in the same

three hospitals as before. In addition, some personnel were asked to. indiCate how important

each event was in relationship to patient sat-

isfaction with the health care received. A

6
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5-point response scale, ranging from "not im-

favorable scores .on the checklist was providing
the smallest number of total nursing hours per

gather this information.
In the third phase of the development effort,
50 events-were selected from the 100 used in

patient day ... [but]

portant" to :"Very important," was used to

that the professional

nursing hours in,this hospital were much higher
than in the other two hospitals participating 'in
the study" (Abdellah and Levine, 1957a). .

phase two. These events were selected either or
both in terms of their having a higher frequency.
of occurrence or as having been rated as having ';'Use in Research: Since its development, this inmore importance to patients. All nonnui'sing re-,
strument itself, or adaptations of it, have been
lated events were also deleted from this set of
widely used'. o assess nursing.care from the perstatements. These statements were given to a
spective of patients and from the perspective of
new sample of personnel at a research hospital,
health care' personnel.
and some of these personnel were interviewed to
remove any remaining ambiguity from words or
Comments: This instrument appears to be easy
phrases in the checklist. Each item was also
checked against Payne's lit of words (Payne,. to administer and score. Preliminary results
suggest that the scores are likely to. be con1951). During this phase, the response scale was
gruent with similar information. gathered from
also modified to the following three categories:

other sources and are, therefore, :likely .to be

"this happened today," "this happened some
other day," and "this did not happen."
In the fourth phase of this effort, the final
version of the Checklist for Personnel was given
to 57 personnel in two hospitals not ,previously

involved in this effort. These personnel were
also asked to Q-sort the 50 statements so that 3
were most and 3 were' least important, 12 were

next most ana next least important, and the
remaining 20 were in .the middle. A weight of 5,
4, 3, 2, and 1 was then assigned to each of the 50

statements, based. on the average sorting_ of
these events by the personnel.
In the final phase of this effort, the Checklist
for Personnel was given to al/ ?rsonnel in a
sample of 60 hospitals located in Illinois, In-

diana, Michigan, New Jersey, New York Ohio,
and Wisconsin.
Reliability and Validity:. No inforMation is
provided about the test-retest or split-half type
reliability charaCteristics of this instrument. No statistical information is provided about

the validity charabteristics of this test. How-

ever,.atteMpts were made to confirm the accu-'
racy of personnel responses by determining if
f. the reported events actually occurred. The.authors report a high degree of confirmation of the
reported events (Abdellah and. Levine, 1957a).
In addition, the total scores generated from the

'test were examined to see if they agreed with
patient feelings of overall satisfaction with the
hospital in which they received, health care.

However, it would be desirable to gather information on the inter-item characteristics of
the test. These results could then be used to
confirm the placement_ of the items within subgroups and to increase the accuracy of the information produced from them. Also, because
nursing practice has changed since 1957 when
`this instrument was-developed, some items may
no longer be relevant or significant events related to the nurse-patient relationship.
.

It would also be useful to gather data that
could be used to help differentiate between

items or groups of items that warrant remedial
efforts versus_ tems where the cost benefit of
remedial efforts would not be \ sufficiently high.

Finally, since the weights derived from a

Q-sort procedure typically reflect only the opinions of .a majority of the persons in a sample, it
would- be useful to devise a scoring procedure
that simply reflects the presence/ or absence of a certain number of checks within a
'subgroup of Items. This pattern could theti be
examined to see if enough checks were present;
across personnel, to warrant the development of
remedial procedures,
References:

Abdellah, Faye G., and Levine, Eugene. Developing a measure of patient and personnel
satisfaction with nursing care. Nursing Re-

the least satigfaCtion with the liealthcare re-

search,1957a, 5,400:408.
Patients and personnel speak. Washington. D.C.: U.S. Public Health Service, Publica-

number, of events checked on the :instrument
(Abdellah and Levine, 1957a). The authors also
indicate -that "The hospital that had the most

tion No. 527, 1957b. Revised 1964.,
Payne, S. E. The art of asking questions. 13rinceton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1951.

Those hospitals in which the intervieirindiCated
.

valid.
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Abdellah, Faye G., and _Levi ne, Eugene
CHECKLIST FOR PERSONNEL
KOWA NAMI AND ADOIIISS

_

TO OUR PERSWNELPLEASE CHECK TITLE:OF YOUR POSITION:

Hospital Administration

0 Instructor

Doctor

0 Head Nurse
Professional Staff Nurse,

Nursing Administration

ri Professional Nursing

Supervisor

Student

0

Practical Nurse or
Practical Nursing Student

Nursing Aide

Orderly
Other (SpeCify)

Today this hospital is making a study to find out how to give_ better nursing care
to our. patients.

On the.following pages we have listed things which may have happened to one
or more patients during the Iasi 7 days. We bre asking all personnel to help the
hospital and help the nursing daff by checking these items.
1. Read each item.carefully.

2. If something did happen today, put a check in .the box which says-, "This
\p\
happened today." If 'd did not happen today, but did happen some other time during
the last 7 days, put a checkin the box which says, "This happened some other time
du-\ring the last 7 days." (You may hove to check both boxes in some cases.) If it
did \ t happen at all in the last 7 days, then check the box which says, "This did not
.

happe ."
3.

net sign yoUr name.
°

b

4. Put your completed form in the envelope and seal it.
5. IF tire is something.you..want to say which is not included, please write it on
the last page.

Please be Ink. Your frank answers added to those of all other personnel will
help the hospital,get more help for our nursing staff.
\

.
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THIS HAPPENED

PLACE CHECK MARKS IN APPROPRIATE BOXES FOR

SOME OTHER
TODAY

ALL STATEMENTS

:

__

--.
1

Bed not mode comfortable for a patient.

2

Patient not,properly pri:pored for speciol treatments.

3

Post-op or critical patient left unattended for o long time

4

Student nurse-or aide assigned duties beyond capabilities..

5

Patient had to woit too long to hove light answered,

6

Personnel talked too loudlydisturbed patients.

DID NOT
HAPPTN

t,

TIME

DURING LAST
7 DAYS

DURvIG
LAST

7 DAYS

.

7 Patient did not get fresh drinking water.
Patient did not receive needed medicotion.

9

Equipment for patient' not working correctly.

.

.

di

8

.

-

!

10

Patient with commOnicoble diseose not properly isolated.

11

Cold food served to.potient:

o

.

.

.

,

12 \ Patient not posiyoned correctly in bed.

.

\

.

13

Patient. left without. signal cord within reach.

14

Patient's room too chilli or loo worm. -.

13

Intake and .output sheets were not completed.

16

Soiled bed not changed_promptly.

17

Pcitient not given needed help with troy, urinal, etc.

18

Patient not given a. tn. or p. m. core.

1.9

Nurse was'unfriendly to potient.

s

.

----".

.
,

.

T

20

Patient's fluid intake and output were inadequate.

21.

Nurse,given too much work to do.

_

.

.

22 Jniufficient information giveit about the potient's condition.

43

'''--

_

---

Patient hod to wait too long.for treatment or surgery

4......

24

Visitors interfered withltreotments or medications.

23

Could not find medication or

.

.

I

k

t needed.
equipmeneee.
1

.

.

-

..-

:

-

THIS HAPPENED

PLACE CHECK MARKS IN APPROPRIATE BOXES FOR
ALL STATEMEtITS
I'
.-- -

SOME OTHER
TIME

TODAY

1

DURING LAST
7-DAYS

LAST

7 DAYS

,.

Tf'-?.,

.

.

i.
.r.,

27'0 Patient not informed about treatment or medication. .
.

_

,

,°

28 Patient did riot get help to.bothroom when needed.
Immediate supervisor ignored report-af.patient's difficulties.

29.

a

30

Aide.had too much cleaning to de.

31

Patient did not get medication on time.

32

Patient had to wait too long for bcith.

33

Nurse was assigned too much clerical or desk wdrk.

34

Patient got out of bed against orders.

35

Dressing not chonged of prop-br time.

36

Patient did not receive adequate mouth

37

Patient went too long Without urinating or o bowel movement.

38

Patient not given needed treatment.

,

..

.

,
-,

.

....---

..

.
.

r

.

,

re.

.

,

39 - Patient did not hove needed drinking glass or straw.
.

i

,

.

Ir,.,..*

.

DURING,

,

23 Patient's room, too clutteredinterfered. with teeotment.
.

DID NOT
HAPPEN

.

'i

.

.

.

_

40

Side rail(s) left dawn on bed of patient who needed it,tip.

4.1

Patient did not receive food on time.

42

Patientigiven cold bedpan.

43
44

Patient making noise disturbed other patients.
..........--...:.......
\
1
Sedpan.not brought .to patient promptly.

45

Patient placed in wheelchair without sufficient support.

.

.

,
.

..

.

.

_

3

,iP.

-,

46

Patient unable to reach d;inking'water.

.

.

--

.

47 Patient'complained about being aviakened too early:

.

.

.._.

AV Patient rolled up too long before trays arrived.
49. "Patient not screened dyeing medication, treatment, or rounds.
.

50

Patient did not get enoirgh attention from nurse(s).
-....._

.
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Title: PATIENT SATISFACTION INTERVIEW
FORM
Author: Collins, Verla

\

Variable; Patient satisfactionewith nursing care

as it can be inferred from perceptions: of the
hosPital experience. and patieht understanding
of personal illness is the variable,

617

bata were submitted to chi-square analysis to
deterinine whether or not there were significant
-differences in patient satisfaction with primary
nursing as opposed to team nursing'. There were

no significant differences on any item other
than, item 20, i.e., those patients whO had re-0
ceived care under primary nursing indicated a
willipgness to return to the hospital more often
than.did those who had been cared for. by team
nursing (p=0.05, n.,=80).

Description:

.'Nature ani/Content: This .is a 20-item; struclured interiew guide. It was designed to elicit
patienti' herceSions abotit a variety of Situations they mar haVe experienced during
hospitalization ..and the patients' persanal

Uge in Research: Collins's (1975) use pf the in'strument9is described in her dissertation referenced below.

.

91iderstivading of the illnesses whichresulted\in

the hospitalization.. Both questions and reopensponses- 'follow a variety Of formats,
ended, multiple-choice; yes-no.
Administnution and Scoring: The instrument
was designed to be administered by trained intervievierS. The author provided an orientation
to the skills needed for those who participated-in
her data collection. However, no specific informatio'n regarding the content of this orientation.

was' provided, nor was an acceptable rate of
i4terrater- reliability recommended.' Approxi-

tely 30 minutes are :reqUired for each

iirerview.
(No iniorMation on scoring per se was pro-

vided; the instrument ..wag coded for comUte zaAion,
Deve opment:

Rationale: The instrument was not based on
a.ny.specihc theory.
,

Sourbe" of Items,: Most of the questions con-,

tained in this instrument were contained in a
Much longer instrument/called 'the Medical
Center- Hospital of VerniOnt (MCHV) Outcome
Study Questionnaire (Houston, 1971).
Procedure for- Development: No information
Was,provided.,
.
Reliability and Validity: No informaiOon oti
reliability web provided.

/

Comments: Any potential, user should examine
the items of the instrument carefully. To determine for himSelf(herself) how and/or if each is
truly a meamire of patient satisfaction and unbiased toward a particular staffing pattern. No
Scoring procedures were developed for the
strument per se; therefore, in its pre-Sent form,
it provides only descriptive data. However, with
a great deal of psychometrid attention, it could
serve as a basis for developing a reliable, Valid

instrument.'
References:

Collins, Verla. The pr imary nursing role ,as a
model for evaluating quality of patient care,
patiek satisfaction, and cost effectiveness In
an acute care seting. 'Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Utah, 1475.
Houston, C. S. Outcpme of hospital care:'Patient
perception, April-June, 1970.. Univgirsity 'of
Vermont College,of Medicine, Department of
Community Medicine, February 1971.
Availability:
Verla Collins, R.N., Ph.D.

Health. Services Corporation of the Church of
Jesus Christ. of Latter-Day Saints
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Instrunient Copyright: None:
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PATIENT SATISFACTION INTERVIEW FORM

SaiOd morning (afternoon, evening) Mr.,

/virs

,

or, Miss

and I am helping with a study to determine

I am.

how the nursing care in the hospital is meeting patients' health needs.
We are talking to patients discharged from the hospital during a two

month period. Your help, by answering a few questions, would be very
mush appreciated. The. information is confidential and will be used fOr

statistical purposes. This "study has been approved by the hospital and
your .doctor.
1.

When first taken to your room was the attention and orientation
you received

excelled
.

good

fair

poor

-

After .you were in your room, did someone explain hospital-rules
atic prOcedures to you?
Yes
No

3.

About how many nurses did actually examine or talk with you in the

first two days after, you came to the hospital...
(a)

1 to 3

(b)

4. to. G

(c)

7 to 9

(d)

more than 10?

631

Was it
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3a.
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Did you think that was
(a)

too many

(b)

not enough,; or

(c)

about right?

Did you know which registered nurse was in charge of your care?
usually-

always

never

4a. Can you tell` me the nurse's name?
.

Were your personal wishes and needs considered before procedures

were carried out?

,

usually

alWays

never

If several 'nurses examine or talk with a patient rather than one, do'
you believe...

the patient gets better care

(a')

patient gets worse care, or

(b).,,

(c)
\

that it doesn't\rnake any difference

(d)'" 'don't know or no opinion
7.

Can you tell

n\le
II

/

/
/
Did you get enough
attention from nurses while you were in the hospital?
I

8.

whr you feel this way?

I

(a\ yes
(b)
/I

lat
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9. :As a result of nursing care in the hospital, do you think your sickness
or hearlth problem was ...
11

(a) "improved,
(b)

not improved, or

(c)

made worse?,

When you are sick, do you like to know as much as possible what is

10.

wrong with you?

11,

_

(a)

yes

(b)

no

(c)

other

L

While you were in the hospital were you able to find out all you wanted
to know about
Yes
)

(b)

No

your health condition or problem?

your treatment?

\

your progress?
12. Who gave this information?

\

13. Were you able to' get enough rest while you were in he hospital?
(

)

(b)

yes
no

14:, Could you tell me what you thought of the nursing care you received

while you were in the hospital
(a)

excellent

that ,it wa.
!

,

...
good

fair

poor

.621
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or impersonal?

(b)

personal

(c)

gentle

,

(d)

prompt

,

or rough?
or slow?

15. While you were in the hospital, is there any particular thing that
happened with nurses which you could tell me about?

16. How did your family feel about the nurses and the care they gave?
excellent

fair

good

poor

17. When-you left the hospital; did you feel that ...
(a) you had enough understanding of your

sickness or health problems?

Yes
No

(b)

you wanted to

k more questions

about your health?

Yes
No

(c)

or that you would be able to find out
later what you wanted to know...

Yes
No

18. When you left the hospital, did you feel that those
Who took care, of you understood your most
Yes

important health problems?

No

19. When you left' the hospital, did you feel that the

nurses who took care of you gave you the best
Yes

possible care?
O

No

VOLUME 2
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20. Now if you had the same or another problem which needed
hospital care would you

...

(a)

gladly go back to this hospital,

(b)

never\go back to this hospital,

(c)

try to go somewhere else first,

(d)

go to this hospital only if very ill, or

(e)

refuse to go to any hospital?

623
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.

Title: INPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC TREAT-

.

Procedure for Developrhent: The question-

MENT PROGRAM EVALUATION

naire construction was based on ideas contained

Author: Freeman, Cynthia K.
Variable: The helpfulness of 15 treatment mo-

(1973).

dalities utilized in an inpatient psychiatric

treatment program as judged by patients discharged from the program is the variable being
measured;
Description:

Nature and Content.: This instrument consists'
of a list of 15 treatment modalities and aspects- "
of hospitalization with possible response alternatives on a Likert-type scale which ranges
from 1=very helpful to 5=unhelpful. Spaces for
items of demographic data are included and instructions for 'completion of the questionnaire
are printed on the top of the Orst page of this
two-page instrument. There is space for reipondent comments following each of the 15 items as

well as space for the respondent to add additional items. Examples of items are: morning
rounds, community meeting, interaction with
other patients.
Administration and Scoring: No special provi-

sions are necessary for completion of the instrument; any literate, time- place- personoriented respondent can complete it.
Patients are provided with these instructions:

"Below are listed a number of programs and
please consider
aspects of being a patient

in Fryling and Fryling

(1960).

and Leonard
-

Reliability and Validity: This instrument was\
developed for a descriptive study. No attempt
has been made to assess its reliability.
An attempt was made to assure content valid- \
ity by the author's consultations with. a

psychiatric unit head nurse and a clinical

specialist. These experts agreed that all major
aspects of hospitaiization were included in the
.instrument.
Use in Research: The instrument was developed
and used by Freeman (1976) to investigate what
aspects of the Clinical Psychiatry Unit of a University Hospital discharged patients perceived

as having been most helpful. Discharged patients were contacted by mail and asked to complete a followup questionnaire.
/
Comments: The instrument provides a Useful
basic list of the major aspects of psychiatric
hospitalization; however, its reliability mmust be
demonStrated and its validity strengthened by
additional psychometric attention. Also/ a true
Likert-type scale, the midpoint should represent
a neutral position.
References:
,1

Freeman, Cynthia. A descriptive shay of

each one at a time and decide how helpful they
were to you during your hospitalization. Then

psychiatric patients' post-hospitalization evaluation of their in-patient
psychiatric treatment program. Presented at,

decision."

University of Minnesota, School of. Nursing,

circle the number that comes closest to your

The instrument-Ts scored by averaging re-

sponses for each item across subjects.
Mt:
Development:
Rationale: One of the important aims of work-

ers in the health care system is to improve
services that are offered te,patients. A valuable
way to.evaluate and make improvements is to
ask the patients themselves toshare their opinions concerning programs they have participated in.
Source of Items: Itoras were selected to sample the major aspects of psychiatric hospitalization.

selected

the Second Annual Research Symposium,
Minneapolis, 1976.

Fryling, Vera B., and Fryling, Gerald. Patients'
attitudes toward sociotherapy. The Psychiat
ric Quarterly Supplement, 1960, 34, 97-115.
Leonard; C. V. What helps most about hospitalization? Comprehensive Psychiatry, 1973, 14,
365-369.

Source of Information:

Cynthia K. Freeman
Health Counseling Services
4829 Minnetonka Boulevard
St. Louis Park, Minn. 55416
Instrument Copyright: None.
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Freeman, Cynthia K.

INPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT PROGRAM EVALUATION

'SEX:

AGE: 18-30 yrs.
31-45 yrs.
46760 yrs.
over 60 yrs.

,Male

Female

LENGTH OF HOSPITALIZATION:
10 days-1 mo.
1 mo.-2 mo.
2 mo.-3 mo.
over 3 months
.._

'

INSTRUCTIONS: Below are listed a number of programs and aspects, of being a
patient. Please consider each one-at a time and decide how helpful they were
to you during your hospitdlization. Then circle the number that comes closest
to your decision. Space'is_provided after each item for you to make -a brief
comment concerning your reason fOr evaluating a certain item as helpful or
unhelpful. Suggestions for ways to improve the different programs are also
Uelcomed. Feel free to write on the back of the page if you need more room,

1.

Morning Rounds

very
helpful

.

helpful

unhelpful

Coimient:
2.

Group Therapy

-4

\1 -- -- - - -- -72 - - - -- -- -- -3

very
helpful

helpful

5

unhelpful

.

Comment:
3.'

Occupational Therapy 1

2

3

4

5

unhelpful

helpful

very,

helpful
Comment:.
4.

Community Meeting

1----------2----------37--------74----------5
very
helpful
unhelpful
helpful

Comment:
5.

Activity Meeting

1

2-

very
helpful

3

4

5

'unhelpful

helpful

Comment:

6. 'Social Activities

1 --

--2 -7-

very
helpful

-3

---5.

4'

helpful

unhelpful

Comment:
//

7.

Medications

1

-2

3
.

very
helpful
Doesn't apply to me.
Comment:

4

.

helpful

-4,

5

lunhelpful'

/
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Electroshock Treatments

8.

1
helpful.

very
helpful

,

unhelpful

Doesn't apply to me
Comment:

Interaction with primary 1
-nurse very
helpful
Comment:

9.

10.

Interaction with Doctor

-2-

34--- 4---------5

unhelpful

helpful

3

1 -------- 2

5

4

'

unhelpful

helpful

very
.helpful

Comment:
11.

Interaction with other

-1

3

2

\

5

4

unhelpful

helpful\

staff very
helpful
Comment:
12.

Interaction with other

patients very

.

helpful

---------5
unhelpful

helpful
Comment:
13.

1

Being a community
officer
.

helpful

-----75
unhelpful

-helpful

_-------5
unhelpful

3

2

very
helpful

-

Doesn't apply to me
Comment:
1

14.

Weekend Passes

very
helpful
Commcnt:

Being in a new environ- 1
went very
helpful
Comment:
15.

.16.

Other
very
helpful

-- -2 - -

- -

7 --- ----5

a

unhelpful

helpful
II

3---_---helpful

Comment:

I

-

, //

tS
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Title: FUTRELL INVENTORY OF PERCEPTIONS TOWARD HEALTH MAINTENANCE
SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY
Author:-Futrell, May

Variables: A subject's perceptions of (1) the
health needs of the elderly; (2) the degree to
which those needs are being met, and (3) wh6
should meet those needs, are the variables

.

Use in Research: This instrument, along with
Kogan's "Old People Scale," was used by Futrell

under -study. Elderly 'is defined as any person
over 65 years of age.

(1975) for her dissertation research referenced

Description:

Comments: This instrument is still in the very
early stages of development, and more informa-

Nature and Content: This instrument consists
of a list of 17 needs which the' author identified
as health care needs of the elderly. Each need is

followed by three qtieStions relevant to that
need. The first, _which has -four categories for
recording a reSponse, elicits inforniation about
the degree 'of importance associated with each
need specified on the instrument.. The' four response categories are: extremely impoitant, im-

portant, little importance, and not important.
The second set of responseS elicits information
about the degree. to which the need is being met

through existing services. The four response
categories are always met, usually met, seldom
met, arid never met. The final set of responses'
elicits information regarding which 'person or
'group of persons should have the primary responsibility for meeting the need specified. The
six response. categories are:, physician, nurse,
social worker, paraprofessional, patient, and patient's family.
Administration and Scoring: No special provisiOng are necessary for administering this instrument. Instrixotions, are, provided as .part of.

the instrument. The author indicated that
_proxiniately 15 minutes are required for its
completion.
No information on scoring was provided.
Development:

;

Procedure for Development: No information
was provided regarding the procedures used to
develop the instrument.
,
Reliability and Validity: No reliability information was provided.
The instrument' has face validity.

Rationale: No information regarding` an underiving theoretical rationale was provided.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of the literature and the author's prOfessionala experience.

below.

tion is needed before its potential usefulness can
be fairly assessed. The subjeCt addressed by the
instrument is timely, and the instrument could

be used with health care consumers as well as
health care providers. Howe4er, an unnecessary
bias is introduced by the explanation which follows each identified need, e.g., item 6 indicates
that housing is important, but Fine of the response categories is "not important." Response
categories for the variable "importance" could
be strengthened, i.e., "extremely important"
and "not important" are not conceptual opposites, and it would. be preferable not to mix the
terms "important" and "importance."
Though till author did not deVelop a scoring
system per se for the instrument, one could be
developed.

References:

.Futrell, May. Attitudes of physicians, nurses,
and social workers' toward the elderl and toward health .raintenance, service for the aged:
Implications for health manpower policy. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Brandeis
University, 1975.
Source of Information:
May Futrell, R.N., Ph.D.
College of Health Professions

University of LowellSouth Campus
Lowell, .Mass. 01854

Instrument Copyright: MaiFutrell, Ph.D.
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Futrell, May
'FUTRELL INVENTORY OF PERCEPTIONS TOWARD HEALTH MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR THE
ELDERLY

On the following pages -is a list of items .that may be used to indicate
-

what:yonr-thiitk the health-needs-of7the-elderly (over 65) are and who you think
,

.

r

should. perform.the tasks to meet these needs.
ability.

This is not a test of your

It simply asks you to indicate what you4think the health needs of

the elderly are and who you think should perform the tasks to meet these needs.
DIRECTIONS.
A.

Read each item carefully.

B.

Decide how important the health need is as described.

C.

Clink the appropriate box to indicate how important You regard, it to be.

0 Extremely important
Ej Important
CD Little importance

0 Not important
D.

Check the appropriate box in column two to indicate the degree you think
it is being met through existing services.
1:=1 Always met

CD Usually met
--En Seldom-met
CI Never met
.

E.

Check the appropriate box in column three to indicate-who you think should

have primary respOnsibilityfor initiating intervention to meet these needs.
Physician

0 Nurse
Ea Social Worker
C.3 Paraprofessional (Nonprofessional)

0 Patient
Family .of patient

.

;

HEALTH CARE' NEEDS

HOW IMPORTANT DO

DEGREE YOU FEEL

WHO DO YOU THINK'

OF THE ELDERLY

YOU REGARD THIS

NEED IS IEING MET

SHOULD HAVE THE PRI-

NEED TO BE?

THROUGH EXISTING

MARY RESPONSIBILITY.

SERVICES

FOR INITIATING IN -1

IERVENTION TO MEET\
THIS NEED?

1. PREVENTION 'OF ACCIDENTS

The risk of accidents among
the elderly is increased by such

O Extremely important

El Always met

O Important

0 Usually met

O

Nurse

CI Little importance

O Seldom met

Cl

Soqial Worker

El Not

O Never met.

important

6eral physical changes, as impaired

Physician

0

.

Paraprofession'al

1:1 Patient

:vision and hearingolecreased sense

0 Patient's family

of smell, and slower reflexes.
m

IN
2

PREVENTION OF EXPOSURE TO

ED Extremely important

EXCESSES IN CLIMATE

ID Important

Ustially met

C:1 Little importance

Seldom net

0 Not important

Never met

Extreme heat, told, dampness

171' Always met

and over-exposure to the sun are,

El Physician
I:1 Nurse

Social worker

CJ

Paraprofessional,

Patient

poteptial dangers to the elderly.

CI Patient's family

3

MAINTENANCE OF GOOD GR9OMING

Good appearance can.boost
and maintain one's morale and selfimage.

0 Extremely, important

0

Important

CD Little importance

O

Not important

0 Always met

0 Physician

0-usually net

0 Nurse

O Seldounet
O
Never met

D Social worker
Paraprofessional

0 Patient
0 Patient's family
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mum CARE Rpm

HOW IMPORTANT DO

DEGREE YOU FEEL

OF THE ELDERLY

YOU REGARD THIS
NEED TO BE3."-

NEED IS BEING MET
THROUGH EXISTING
SERVICES'

WHO DO YOU THINK
SHOULD HAVE THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY
FOR INITIATING IN-

,

TERVENTION TO MEET
THIS NEED?.
.-

NEED FOR moBILITY

The ability to ambulate and
,socialfie is basically important...

Extremely important
Important
.Little importance

Always met.

Usually met
Id Seldom met

,

Paraprofessional

j:37patient's family

Little importan,:e

The elderly need Careful in-

0 Social worker,

0.Pitient

ED Extremely important
L_J Important

CORRECT' USE OF DRUGS AND
MEDICINES

EE3 Physician
Nurse

0 Never met,

Not important

to the olderadults!xinHependence
and feelings of self-esteem, and :
hat a direct:bearing:on physical
health.

5.

,

Alifays met'

Usually met

Physician
1-0 Nurse

n Sepom met

Not important

Never met

Social worker

0Paraprofeisional
Patient

structions in the use of drtigs'and,
.

Patient's family-'

medicines including the dangers of

0

self diagnosisoelf medication
.and cross' medication.-

HOUSING - SAFE AND ADEQUATE
Familiar surroundings are
important to the elderly and

El Extremely important
Important
Little importance
Not important

0
'El

:0

,

AlWays met

Physician

Usually met
Seldom met'
Never met

Nurse'

:maintenance of their own home is

El P tient's family

essential.

.

7:

NEED TQ BELONG

CD Extremely important

0 Important
Every effort should be made
to promote a meaningful relationship with their children ,and
grandchildren.

643

Social worker
Paraprofessional
_j atient

Little importance
Not important

.

Always met
El Usually. Met

0 Physician_

I:3 Seldom met
Never met

I:3 Social worker

U

Nurse'

Paraprofessional
T-1 Patient
.

0 Patient's family

g

HEALTH CARE NEEDS
UF THE ELDERLY,

ROW IMPORTANT DO

DEGREE YOU FEEL

WHO DO YOU THINK

YOU REGARD THIS

NEED IS BEING MET

SHOULD HAVE PRI-

NEED TO BE?

THROUGH EXISTING

MARY RESPONSIBILITY

SERVICES

FOR INITIATING INTERVENTION TO MEET
THIS NEED?

44

B.

ADEQUATE FOOD NUTRITION

E:Extremely important
If food habits have been

Important

bascally sound, little change is

EILittle importance

necessary except an understanding
that digestive

0

Not important

Always met

Usually met

Physician

.

, Nurse

SeldOm met

Social worker

Never met

Paraprofessional

,Tocesses slow 'down

Patient

and meal site and spacing must

Patient's family

be readjusted.

p.

9.

NEED FOR ADEQUATE INSURANCE
There is a need for supple-

Extremely important

Always met

Important

Usually met

1-.1 and catastrophic

Little importance

0

.Not important

Seldom net

0 Physician
Nurse:

[E] Socit

Never met

worker

Paraprofessional

9 Patient
Patient's family

10, 'NEED TO BEPRODUCTIVE°
In general people are happiest, n our work oriented society if
th

II

Important

lLittle

are able to continue working es

long as possible.

Extremely important

importance

Not important

Ll Always met

0

Usually net

ElSeldom met

11

PhysiCian
1:3 Nurse

r.:3 Social worker

Never net

Paraprofessional

,

0 Patient
[:] Patient's family
11.

NEED TO CREATE AND FEEL USEFUL
Satisfying and constructive

use of leisure time is a key factor
in` the morale and self-image of

,

Extremely important
1:] Important

0

Little importance

Not iiportant

Aliays net

E:1 Physician

Usually net

r-1 Nurse

Seldom met
E.:J Never

met

aging individuals.

Social worker

t:I Paraprofessional

El Patient
C:1 Patient's family
12

1

MAINTENANCE OF1OODMENTAL

Extremely important

HEALTH

Important

The *tern of "life review"

and reminiscence is prevalent among
the aging .and should not be con--

0
0

Always met

El Physician

Usually net

Nurse

Little importance

Seldom met

Not important

Never met

0

I:
r.:]

Social worker
Paraprofessional

Patient

strued as abnormal.
Patient's' family

HEAL

CARE NEEDS

OF TR

DERLY

HOW IMPORTANT DO

DE3REE YOU FEEL

WHO DO YOU THINK

YOU REGARD THIS

NEED IS BEING MET

SHOULD HAVE THE HD!

NEED TO BE?

THROUGH EXISTING

MARY RESPONSIBILITY

SERVICES

FOR INITIATING INTERVENTION TO MEET
THIS NEED?

13.

NEED FOR GOOD PERSONAL HABITS

t:Extremely important

0 Always 'met

Eye hygiene, care of the feet, DImportant

0 Physician

Usually met

Li Nurse

0 Social worker

physical activity;' sleep, care of

C:ILittle importance

Seldom met

teeth, and consideration of sexual

C:iNot important

Never met

0

needs.

Patient

I
14.

Paraprofessional

NEED FOR PROTECTIVE SERVICES

L.] Extremely important

The elderly need an advo-

Patient's family

0 Always met

C:3 Physician

Important

CI Usually met

Ei Nurse

cate they can consult before signing

Little importance

0 Seldom met

E] Social worker.

doCuments and contracts.

Not important

0Never met

1._.1 Paraprofessional

0 Patient
Patient's family

15.

NEED FOR SKILLED CARE 'SERVICES

For acute and long-term

Z1 Extremely important

Always met

0 Important

Usually met

Nurse

Seldom met

Social worker

illniss'and assisting the client
with the process of.dyibg.

Little importance

0- Not important

O Never met

C.] Physician

71 Paraprofessional

J Patient
17:p Patient's family

16

NEED FOR INCOMB MAINTENANCE
SERVICES

To maintain independence
and ability to make choicei concern-

ED ExtremelLimportant

0

Important

ill Always met

17 Physician

E] Usually met

O Nurse'

El Little importance
Not important

Seldom met

C Never met,

ing health service needed.

C:1 Social worker

CI ParaprofessiOnal

0

Patient

Patient's family

7717-.--NEED FOR PREVENTIVE SERVICES,
Routine physical and mental

In Extremely important
E:] Important

assessments, With referrals to.

Little importance

supporting services.(e.g.hearing

Not important

examinations)

C:3 gways met \
n1 Usually 'met

Seldom met
.1:[ Never met

.

Nurse

11 Social worker
Li Paraprofessional
EJ Patient,

tj.
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VOLUME 2

Title: PEDIATRIC PARENTS AND STAFF

jects, or any combination thereof (Kerlinger,

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALES
Author: Gohsman, Barbara

1964).

Development:

Rationale: The instrument is based upon the

Variable: Attitudes of parents of pediatric patients and pediatric staff members toward hospitalization is the variable under study. The

work of Osgood andlis -associates (1957, 1969).
Source of Reins: A list of concepts related to a

pediatric ward and hospitalization was developed by the author and one of her profes-

author provided the following definitions:
Attitudea position or bearing indicating feeling or mooda generalized response to a particular situation.

sional peers. The adjectives were chosen from
Osgood's (1957) list of evaluative and potency
bipolar adjectives.
Procedure for Development: The list of concepts, identified above, was reviewed by representative members of the faculty of the Eastern
Montana College's departments of education
and special education. Through faculty ..consul-

Pediatric parentparent of a hospitalized
child.

Pediatric staffregistered nurses, licensed

Practical nurses, nurse aides, and volunteer
grandmothers engaged in supervising or administering some aspect of care to pediatric
patients."

tation, the author narrowed the list to the 12
concepts addressed by the instrument..
Reliability and Validity: No information on
reliability or validity is available.

Description:

Nature and Content: This is a set of selfadministered semantic differential scales made
up of 8 pairs of bipolar adjectives under each of
12 concept headings.. The concepts are nurse,

Use in Research: Gohsman (1975) developed and

used the instrument in her master's thesis referenced below.
Comments: This methodology is based upon Os-

fear, time, child, pain, care, parents, doctor,
nurse aide, crying, shot; and comfort. Each of

For this instrument good-bad, fair-unfair,

good's theory of measurement and anyone con:
templating using it should consult Osgood et al.
(1957) and Snider and Osgood (1969). A particular method of scoring and statistical analysis is
required for a valid application of the method.
However, this methodology does offer a useful
alternative approach to the usual informationgathering' techniques.
References:
Gohsman, Barbara. Differences in attitude toward hospitalization between pediatric staff
and parents of hospitalized children. Unpublished master's thesis, Eastern Montana Col-

important-unimportant, kind-cruel were designated "evaluative" adjectives; strong-weak,

Kerlinger, Fred. Foundations of behavioral re-:

the 8 pairs of adjectives are separated by seven

equal-length intervals which indicate the respon,dents' degrees of association of the adjective with the concept. Directions precede the
first set of scales.
.
Administration and Scoring: No pecial provi-

sions are necessary for administ ation of the
scales; however, it is imperative that the subject

understand the directions for this particular
type of instrument. The author estimated that
approximately 5 to 15 minutes are required for
completion.

cooperative-uncooperative, siMple-coMplex, pow-

erful-powerless were designated "potency" ad--.
jectives.
A score of 1 is assigned-to the highest space on

the positive end of the continuum separating
each pair of adjectives, and 7 is assigned to the
space on-the negative end of the continuum. The

spaces between these two extremes are as-

signed values of-2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, as appropriate.
A score for the evaluative adjectives and a score
for the potency adjectives is computed for each

subject for each concept. Analysis 'of the data
depends upon the needs and purposes of the researcher. Scores can be analyzed for differences
between concepts, between scales, between sub-

.

lege, 1975.

search, 2nd edition. New York: Holt,
Rhinehart, and Winston, 1964.
Osgood, Charles E., Suci, G., and Tannenbaum,

P. The measurement of meaning. Urbana:

University of Chicago Press, 1957.

Snider, James G., and Osgood, Charles E.
Semantic differential techniques. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1969.
Source of Information:
Barbara Gohsman, R.N., M.N.
School of Nursing.
Montana State. University
3025 Edmond Street
Billings, Mont. 59102
Instrument Copyright: None.
.

PAOhtiiiaNiarbara
PEDIATRIC PARENTS AND STAFF SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALES

RECTIONS

The purpose of this study is tOeasure the "meanings" ofcertain concepts to various people by
jliVingyoU judge them againat..series of descriptive scales. In completing this form, please\,
your judgementi on the basis on what these concepts mean to you, Choose-the first answer,
comes to your mind,, Rate the concept on each of these scales by placing a. check mark ()
1.11,the space closest to that end of the scale which expresses its meaning to you.
FOR EXAMPLES:

AUTOMOBILE

safe

VO.

.

:,

.

very

'quite

closely

closely

related

related

dangerous

.

slightly neutral slightly

quite

very

related

closely

closely

related

related related

.

'If you feel that "automobile is.yery.closely related to "safe". you should check the space
:CloSest to "safe" (as in the example above). If.you consider the.concept to be yery.closel°
related to "dangetous".you should. place your check mark at thupgsite.end of the scale.'

Each space has its rati4 as described under it. Please put'youMnark In the middle of the
space (: re
:) along the line where your judgement lies. Each line represents a Scale.
Put only one markon each scale.
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°VOLUME 2

Likert-type scale from' "strongly agree"/ to

Title: COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
CRITICAL ISSUES TEST (CMIT)

"strongly disagree." Demographic data of the_
respondent are also recorded.
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is self-administered and- can be completed by

Author: Gottesfeld,

Variable: Thee variable is an individual's or a
grdup's attitudes toward six major issues in the
community:mental health field. The issues are:
1. Community context: This issue involveS
work directly in the community, not from an
institutional base; th community determines

anyone knowledgeable *about the -mental health
field. It can be_ administered individually or in

.
.

groups. There are no time restrictions for com-

pletion of the test form and respondents are

urged to complete all items in the test.
The CMIT may be hand scored or electronically scored. Hand-scoring instructions are provided in the test manual. Information -relative
to electronic data processing and the application
of statistical tests are avt.ilable from the author.

the kinds of service it eeds; staff operates as an
open, democritir,.. corn unity; social terminology
is used.
uss
2. Radicalism: a id, drastic changes in

community mental health are needed; mental
health centers should be Controlled tly local citi-

The interpretation of the meaning of the scores requires
more than_a_mechanical comparison with _the table
norms. This should be done by someone who has knowledge about the utilization of attitude scales, the nature
of the sample group'and current issues in the locality of
the institution (Gottesfeld, 1974).

zens; mental health programs should aim at
reaching masses; optimism prevails about the

direction of the community mental health
movement.

3. Traditional psychotherapy: Services are
professionalized; emphasis is on individual

DevelopMent:

psychotherapy and long-term treatment with a
psychoanalytic theOretical base; leadership is
psychiatric; community mental health should
try to model itself after private practice.
4. Prevention: Approaches aimed at reducing
the incidence of mental problems and breakdowns; preventing incipient -problems from becoming worse and stabilizing people who have
had an emotionaldisorder,-received treatment
and are-back in the community; approaches em -.
phasize crisis intervention, identification_of

cipient'problems, and coniultations with social
agencies.

5. Extending the definition ,of mental health:
Extending the definition of mental health froin
diagnosis and treatment of traditional ii..tgnostic categOries such as neurosis and psychoski
new areas for study and changp such at racial
discrimination, violence, and educationalachievement:
6. Role diffusion: Professionals perform var-

Rationale: Gottesfeld states that the underlyingtheoretical rationale is described in his book
The Critical Issues in CoMmunity Mental Health
(1973).

Source of Iteme: The items were derived from

the professional literature, and the issues resulted from a factor analysii of the opinions of
830 mental health workers.
Procedure for DevelopMent: The original 100 item questionnaire was judged by the author to
.

-

be overly" lengthy and tiring to respondents.
Also, analysis showed that a relatively large
number ::f items loaded .on one. issue Or factor
(community context). The questionnaire was

°

ied functions for which they did not receive

training; iniportant mental health activities are
carried out by people not in the mental health
field; the role of "patient" or "person in 1-Le: Of
help" is not restricted (Gottesfeld, 1974).
Description:

.

.

.

Nature and Content: This is a 724em attitude
scale. It contains such items as, "The orthodox
psychoanalyst is needed in, community mental
health work," and "All important administrathe decisions should be voted on by both staff
and patients." "Each item is rated on a. 6-point,

65

shortened by choosing -12 items for each issue
(usually the items with the highest factor loadings) to make a 72-item scale. Instructions were
revised and a change was made on some items to
minimize-response set..
Reliability and Validity: The i9.visecf instrument was tested for reliability with 200 health
workers in various me al health facilities in
area.
the New York metropol.
To estimate the intern consistency of each
issue scale, coefficient Alpha was determined.
These were as follows: (1)' community context.
0.93, (2) radicalism 0.95,- (3) traditional
psychotherapy. 0.92, (4) prevention 0.93, (5) extending the definition Of mental health 0.86, (6)
role diffusion-0.89 (Gottesfeld, 1974).

Content validity was established by a principal component factor analysis of the critical is-.
sues from the literature in community mental

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS

health. In terms of criterion-related validity,
biserhil correlations for respodentp with "moderate" and "strong" views (as Measured by.the
.CMIT and their "interests" scores as indicated
by books they had read and the meetings they

had attended during the paSt year) were significant at the, 0.01.level of confidence (Gottesfeld, 1974).

Normative data and a detailed statistical

analysis is presented in Gottesfeld,(1974).
Use in Research: No information was provided:

Co.nunentsetest is still in an early stage of
evelopment, available norms are limited to the
ew York area, and all interpretations of data
s ould be made on a tentative basis Gottesfeld,,

1 74). Anyone contemplating using-a Likertty e response foripat should examine this inst merit; its response format is clear and

639

simple, and it should be subjeCt to a minimum
of respondent errors.
References:
Gottesfeltd, H. The critical issues of community
mental health. New York: 'Behavioral_Publications, 1973.
The Gottesfeld community mental health

critical issues test manual. New York: Behavioral Publications, 1974.
Source of Information:
'Harry Gottesfeld, Ph.D.
11 Riverside Drive
New York, N.Y. 10023

Instrument Copyright:
HUMAII Sciences Press

72 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10011
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.

/The folloWing statements relate directly or indirectly to community mental health. Please ad each =tern n and
then indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with IL You should do this by circling next to each staters '. t the
one of the six symbols which best represents your own feelingS about this statement: ,
Make sure, that you circlea symbol for each statement. Leave none of the items blank And make only one. 'cle for

each item. Like everyone else, youNill feel that you'do not know how .to judge some of these statements. When this
occur, please make the best estimaue you can. You should not spend more thin a few seconds on each _Ain. If it
,
seemsdifficuletis make up your mind. mike the best judgment you can and goon to the next item.
.
Please donor writeyotu name.. :
..
.
Circle AAA. if you strongly agree
CircleAA. if you. moderately agree (generally agree withaorm rewrvatioru)
Circle if you slightly agree (more arguments forshan against)
Circle D, if you Slightly disagree (more arguments against than for)
Circle DD, if you moderately disagree (generally disagree With somereservations)
Circle DDD, if you strongly disagree
.

o.

Copyrighted by Hunan Sciences P ss; reproduced with permission by the Health
Furthir reprodpction prohibited without permission
Resources Administration.
of the copyright holder.
.
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DISAGREE/

AGREE

1.

c%

C%

.e. 4:4

4

04.

4.

AAA

AA A

D

DO DDD

AAA

AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AM AA

et

U

DD

DOD

Psychiatric patients should be employed be such AM AA

A

.D

DD

DOD

A

D

DD

DDD

AA

A

D

DD

DDD'

not 'be manned by AM AA

A

13

DD

DDD

MA AA. A

D

DD

DDD

AAA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AAA

A

D

DD

DDD

I. The community mental health movement is moving
too rapidiy with insuffiCient planning..

2. Even a smell interfention during a Personal crisis
J." by a ,nental health professional will have a signifi-

sue.:
OFFICE

.4
1

C

'

/ cant effeit.
3. Successful

treatment of .rtimital illness requires

. treaunent of society as a whole.
4.

tasks as. making home visits to. other psychiatric
patients.
.

5. Selfhelp, groups,. like Alcoholics Anonymous, are AM .' AA
More effective than the efforts of professionals.
,

6. The same cli cal miry should be cusponsible for
each patients initial evaluation, treatment and
followdp.
7.

.8

Emergency services should
beginning psychiatric'students.

When a community mental health center and a wet.
fare age' no cellabetate, staff is utilized most effectively if the center's mental health periannel serve

AAA

as consultants to the welfare agency's workers.
.

9.

Police are potentially one of the most suitable
groups for training in family crisis intervention.

10. . Most schizophrenic patients need hospitalization
and should not be kip; with their families.
11.

Instead of waiting until the student comes to some-

one with his problems. stut't'us in distres should
be identified through =such. :Weans as reports of

AA

faculty and dormitory couruelors.
,

.

12. There is Hide that. psychiatry can do about such MA ! M A D

DDD

preiblerns as criminal behavior.

IS. Volwiteers should not be encouraged to establish AM M, A

D

DD DDD

D

DD

DDD

MA AA A 0 'OD

DUD

AAA

personal relationships with Psychiatric puitsus.

14. The terms "mental illness" And "treatment" shale) AAA M A
be replaced by "psydsosocial disabilities." and
education."

15. VintAlly all close relatives of patients should be in
some kind of group therapy progrun.

16. The ortiscalms pi,ehoma:yst is needed in commu
nity mental health work.
,

AA

A .D

DD

DDD

A

D

DD

pop

D

OD

130D

D

DD ODD

.

17. Lowincome persons are not sophisticated enough AM AA
to participate in polity rnaking.in boles agencies.

IA. Mental health professionals should expend their
time primarily on the expert treatment of iiidividtub who seek their help.

19. Planned recreational activities provide an important
release from tensions' and anxiety producing yituadons.

AAA M

. AM AA A

.

D
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c.

4+
20.

tct

c%

01.

*#

ft

4,1,

ce 0). +

4°

Patients should participate-with staff in developing
new ideas and ways of doing thin.

AM -AA'

A

:D

To engage in primary prevention and basic research
before offering treatment to those who are already

MA AA

A

D

DD. DDD

The day, evening.and weekend hospital will replace
the mental hospital.

AM AA

A

D

DD.

DDD

In order' to protect society, court orders for psyiho-

AAA

AA

A

D

DD

DDD

MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AAA .AA

A

D

DDD

AAA

AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AM. my AA

A

D
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A

DD

I

21.

ill is a mockery of community sertice.
22.

-

therapy should be made frequently.
24.

Community mental health can do little to change
racial discrimination. inadequate housing and inferior educational opportunities.

An important role for the public health nurse a to
reach the patient and his family ways of handling
their emotional probleths.
26.

Patients who apply for psychiatric help and then
decide not to come have a right to privacy and should
not be followed up as to their reasons for not cominc.

27.

Mass treatment or mass prevention' methods in
psychiatrywill only lead to disappointments.

.DD

D

(

a.

Professionals and non-profr.,
trained together.

7.hould not be

MA AA

A

D

DD

D

29.

The private practice model in nti.th
patient is
free to choose his own- therapist. responsibility is
concentrated in one therapist and the therapist is
an agent of the patient. should be followed as much

MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

on MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

A

D

DD

DDD

AAA' AA

A

D

DD

DDD

. MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

If 1e;421 -citizens are involviir in p":. : tasking and MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

MA AA

A

D

DD

ODD

MA- AA

A

D

VD

ODD

MA AA pt

D

1:3

DDD_

AA

D

DD

ODD

as possible in a community mental health center.

psychiatry should
Strengthening the family unit.

30. Preientative

concentrate

."

31. Community mental health resources can provide MA AA
little helti to the mentally retarder!.

32. The community mental health center should have
the responsibility of coordinating all aftercare efforts
even though this -involves agencies with conflicting
philosophies end. procedures.

33. A community mental .health .cente Is best directed
by a psychiatrist.
32.

not likely

recisions, Mental 'health p
.

;

to be attracted toconununity menu.. health.

-eiiii611shrient of community mental health
35.-The

centers will result ;o military pthblenis of ogying
being interpreted as psychiatric problems.

36. The most aced ve way to. treat the anotionAly duturbed child is by long term Psychotherapy. of the
child and-his parents.-7

3

37. We have little kncnvledge of the kinds of human relationships which _tend to promote mental health
within the dommtufity.

311. A community mental health center should notCave
facilities for long term care of the aged.

4

Io

AA

A

"
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AGREE

DISAGREE

4+
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39. The:community mental health center should not be
involved in such tasks as organising block associidons. tenant councils and welfare client organisadorm

AAA

AA

A

D

DD;

DDD

40. Home psychiatric evaluations would prove of more

AAA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

-

,

value than evaluations at an cilia or hospital.

.

.

41. Information revealed a atieni to a psychologist
that could endanger the community should be given
to the proper authorities.

AAA

AA

A

D

Dill

DDD

4Z Psychiatric theory has little to contribute to the un-

AAA

AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AM AA

A

D

DD

DDD

MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

45. A great .nsk of the. community mental health center
is that patients will be sent home pranaturely::--

MA AA

A sizi

DD

DDD

It is_mecasary for a mental health consultant to a
social agency to have a detailed knowledge o: the

MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

MA, All

A

0'

DD

DDD

MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AAA

AA' A

ID

DO

DDD

50. Important decisions about sr nailed should be made
by agreement of the clinical team rather than by the
profeuional in charge.

AAA

AA

A

D

DO

ODD

51. The ability to involve leaders of the community
with the community mental
caner requires

AAA

AA

A

D

DD

ODD

52. Animportantrole for the schrioPs consulting psycho:.
ogist is to mediate disputes between school administrators and parents.

MA AA

A

*1;

DD

DDD

53. Effirts to involve local citizens in maul health

MA' AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AM AA

A

D

DD

ODD

A

D

DD

DDD

,derstandinV1 complex social organizations.

43. A walk in (emergency) psychiatric clinic should
serve patients who do not present psychiatric emergencies

44. Community organisation efforts are leis important
than mental health services.

46.

agency's policies and procedures.

17. Public service agencies are famentized. complex
and bureaucratic and are frustrating to the people
they serve.

".

48. A sound educational prograin will have a greater
impact on the mental health of' children than extensive mental health services in the schools.

49. The community mental health movement will not
result in a, watering "an of clinical training.

training and knowledge that a psychiatrist ordinarily
does not possess.

planning and decision making will prove to be trddemocratic in that few citizens- will participate and
those that do will do so for personal ambition or to
advance sptaal interests.

54.

It is'important that a community mental health canter have its own rehabilitation services even if there
are other local agencies with excellent rehabilitation

..

services.

55. Mental noblezno of the lower socioeconarnic groups

are so Intertwined with 'reed social problems that
..they rarely can be solved by the skills of the psychiatrist.

AAA AA
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4
56. Community agencies and human-service program' MA
(unction not primarily to help people in difficulty
but . to protect the community against perceived

t%

.4N

+

t%

e

'4N

4)

AA

A

D

DD.

ODD

AA

A

D

DD

DDD

M

A

D

DD

DDD

trouble makers.
1

57. An important. aspret of the psychiatric consultant's MA
work with the staff of a social agency is to encourage
ventilation of personal feelings about the agency.

55. In community mental health, by 'shifting the em- MA
phasic from the institution to the community we
are really only shifting the are of the mentally ill
from trained staff to poorly trained staff, untrained---staff or no staff at all.
59:

}

community mental health center should try to MA AA
change policies of the schools. police and welfare
that are outran' totnental health.

60. All impreVant administrative decisions should be

A D ADD DDD

AAA

AA

A

D

D13

DDD

AAA

AA

A

D

DD

DE

to teach MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

MA AA A

D

DD

DDD

voted on by both staff and patients.

61. Militant social 'action groups should be pqrnitted to

participate in the planning of community mental
health services.

62. An important role (or the social worker
people how to deal with social agencies.

63. When a psychiatric nurse recognizes that a child is
being psychologically damaged she should be able
to comperthe parents to begin a treatment program.

64. Community mental health programs are Committed MA

AA

'A

D

DD

DDD.

MA AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AAA

AA

A

D

DD

DDD

AAA

AA

A

'D

DD

DDD

68. The community mental health center should focus AM AA

A

D

DD

DDD

A

D

DD. DDD

A

D

DD

DDD

71. Small psychiatric units in general hospitals are not MA AA A D

DD

DDD

DD

DDD

to political positions rather than health concerns.

65. Mental' hospitals should be distantly looted to remove the patient from pathological neighborhood
and fatally influences.

66. All staff of a community mental health center shotild
be psychoanalytically oriented.

67. Before a dergyisan perforins a marriage that he beNeves has a high risk of failure, he should refer the
couple to a mental health center.

its efforts on general area of community concernti
such as racial tension.

69. Direct social services by the social worker are of MA AA
little importance in a community mental health
center.

.

70. Local political and community leaders should be on
the governing board of a community mental health
cutter.

AAA AA

. any more helpful to psychiauic ,patients than large
mental hospitals.

72. Enthusiasm (or the new comprehensive community MA AA
mental health centers rests more on a base of hopefulness than on any real evidence.
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A

B

C

E

D

Please answer the following questa-MA by check marks (./ ):
Office
1.

We Only

What is your sat?

Female
Male

6.1
6-2

2. How old are you at present?

3. What is your etiinic background?

Under 30

7-1

30-40
40.50

7.2

Ova 50

7.4

Black (not Spanish-Ainerican)
White (not Spanish:American)

8-I
8.2
8.3

Spanish-Ainerion
Other

8-4

.

4. What is your occupation?

5. IYhat typed wait do You

Nurse
Paraprofessional
Psychiatrist
Psychologist
Social Worker
Other

9 -I

.

9-2
9-3
9.4
9-3
9-6

Direct Services

Supervision
Administration

Teaching

Bacardi

6. is your work primirily in a community mental he-wIth C -'ter?
ti

7.

For what type of organhation do you work?

10-1

*

W-2
10.3
10-4
10-5

Other

10-6

Yes

11.1

No

11.2

Federal
State
City or County

Non profit. Private
Profit. Private
None°, the Above

7--

12

2:

12.3
12-4
12.5
12-6

F'
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Title: POSTOPERATIVE INTERVIEW GUIDE
Author: -Hegyvary, Sue T.

Variables: This instrument was designed to
elicit information on three- variables(1) patient's level of understanding of required -role,
(2) .patient's postoperative perceptions of
preoperative stress, and (3) organizational constraints.

Had discomforts, but no severe situations de-

Description:

scrtbed." Low is defined to mean "Positive about
care. No suggestions for improvement."
(Hegyvary, 1974).
Development:
Rationale: The instrument was developed for
use in examining the relationship between post-

consists of 21 questions that collect information'

operative outcomes and the type of organizational setting characteristic of a hospital.

Nature and Content: This interview guide

about a variety of 'situations involving hospitalized patients. No definitions are provided

for the variables; however.the variables are
operationalized by subgroups of questions con-.

tained in the instrument. Patient's level of
understanding of required role is made up of responses to four questions; patient's postoperative perceptions of preoperative stress is
operationalized by responses toThree questions;

organizational constraints is made up of five
questions.
Administration and Scoring: This instrument

was designed to be administered by an interviewer. No information was provided regarding
any special provisions necessary for administra-

tion or any suggested procedures for training
the interviewers.
A 3-level numeric score is derived for each
variable. The three levels are high, medium, and
low. The meaning of these .response categories

depends on the variable being measured. For

patient's level of understanding of required role
(Part A, items 2, 3, 5, and 7), high. is defined to
mean "Identifies.major factors in postoperative
care, definitely breathing-coughing or blow bot-

tles and ambulation, knew what he was expected to do. NO surprises._ Desired. cbanges not
related to understanding of expected be-

.

1, 2, 5, 6', and 7) high is defined to mean "Identifies factors that impeded recovery. Had stressful postoperative course." Medium is defined to
mean "Recognizes some areas for improvement.

haviors." Medium is defined to mean "Understood many things about role, but some gaps in
priderstanding." Low is defined to mean "Did
not know what he was expected to do. Wanted

.more information. Cannot identify,' major factors

to tell another patient."
For patient's postoperative perceptions of
preoperative stress (Part B, items 1, 2, and 3),
high is' defined co mean "Uses high anxiety
words in reporting feelings. Intensity strong."
Mediumis defined to mean "Reports moderate
preoperative-anxiety. Some anxiety words, bat
not chighest intensity." Low is defined to me :4)
"Ileports low or no anxiety.".
For organizatiOnal constraints (Part C, items

Source of Items: The items were based upon a
review of the literature and the author's professional experience.
Procedure for Deve:opment: The instrument
was administered to 91 females who had had
abdominal hysterectomies in two southern hos-

pitak. One hospita' was affiliated with a religious institution. Bosh were nongovernmental,
nonprofit, general acute care hospitals having
from 400 to 500 beds. One hospital had a more

complex organizational chart than the other
and was also described as having less nursing
administrative support. Patients were ran
domly assigned to two groups in each hospital.
Patients in one group in each hospital Ss re

given preoperative instructions that included

such things as preparation required before

going to surgery and when and how they would
return to a regular diet. The other group of patients in each hospital was not given this information.
Reliability and Validity: No information was
provided regarding the test-retest, the
generalP^d split-half, or the interobserver, re-

liability characteristics of the variables measured by the instrument.

There is some evidence of discriminant validity in that Hegyvary's results indicated that the
patient§ given the preoperative information in
both hospitals had more positive scozes on pa-

tient's level of understanding of reeired role

than (lid their counterparts who did not receive
this information. No other variables were sign ificantly related, to this variable across all patients, though there 'as a tendeney"for it to be
associated with a lowered incidence of complica3 of postoperative hospitalitions and ses.,,Tr
zation in or: ht. t
tse in Resew.
nt.: development and use of
the instrument are describe in Hegyvary's
(1974) doctoral dissertation and the subsequent
articles (1975) referenced below.

.
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The hospital 'setting and patient care out-

Comments: The author stated that in her study
those parts of the interview 'designed to elicit
information on preoperative stress and organi-

tration, 1975, 5 (3), 29-32.

zational constraints "showed little variance,

The hospital setting and patient care

were judged to be unreliable, and were deleted
from the study."

outcomes (Part II).Journai of Nursing Administration, 1975, 5 (4), 36-42.

Any potential user, therefore, needs to be

cornes'(Part I). Journal of Nursing Adminis-

aware of the implications of this,' information
and prepared to make revisions in the instrument.

Source of InfOrMation:
Xerox University Microfilms
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106

References:
Hegyvary, Sue T. Organizational setting and pa-

Instrument Copyright:
Sue T. Hegyvary, R.N., Ph.D.
Department of Medical Nursing
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center
1753 West Congress Parkway
Chicago, Ill. 60612

tient care outcomes: An exploratory study.
Unpublished dissertation, Vanderbilt. University, 1974.
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llegyvary, Sue T.

POSTOPERATIVE INTERVIEW GUIDE
e

A.
1.

Do you think patients should be expected to help take care of, themselves while in the
hospital?

2.

If one of your friends wire having this same operatioC- what things would you tall him
(her) would happen to him (her)? (Probe: what treatments will be ;done and what will
he (skis) have to do for himself (herself))?

3.

Before your operation, what things did you know you would have to do pOstoperatively?

4,

Now did you find out about these things?

5.

Are there things that you think should,hive been explained to you, but were not?

6.

While you have been here, hive things happened as you expected-they would?

7.

If you ,had to go through this experience again, how would you want it to be different?

1.

Now think'back to the day before your operation. Could you describe tame your
thoughts and feelings then about having the operation?.

(Find Out all major sources of information.)

0

-2.

.

Wets there particular things that you were worried or concerned, about then?

3.

Would you say that your worries or concerns then were very itrot.g, moderate, or
slight?

4.

When'did you begin to.feelless worried?

5:

Before your operation dd,you think it is more important that the nurses give you
specific 'information or that they simply-let you know they are going to be there
whenever you need them?

C,
1.

Do you think your doctors and nurses have spent enough time with you while you have
been here?
If yes: Ara there any additional things you think they should have done.for you?
If no: DO you have any idea why they did not spend more time with you?

2.

Which kind of nursing worker would you say has taken care of you most:
or nursing aide?

RN, LPN,

What things have the-registered nurses done for you?
4.

Were any Othei patients helpful to you either before or after your. operation?

5.

While you have been in the hospital, has anything happened to you that has annoyed
you or made you angr'?
If yes:
Could you describe what happened?

6.

Aside from doctors and nursds,'do you think there is anything in genera) that
-happens in hospitals that makes patients feel uncomfortable or slows down their
:getting well?

Were your family or friends allowed to visit you freely enough while you've been
here?
S.

During ?our stay in the hospital, o when was it most important to you that they be
here?
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Hegyvary,'Sue T.

GUIDE FOR ANALYSIS OF POSTOPERATIVE INTERVIEW GUIDE

A:

Patient's LeVel of Understanding of Required Role (Part A:

#2, 3, 5,:7)1

Hi :

Identifies. major factors in postop. care, definitely breathingcoughing
or blow bottles and ambulation. Knew what'he was expected to do. No
surprises. Desired changes not related to understanding of expected
behaviors.

Mad:

Understood many things about role, but soma gaps in understanding.
\

Wanted more information,
identify major- factors to tell another patient.

Did notiplowwhat he was expected to do.

B:

Cannot

Prepoperative Stress (Refer to 46 on Preoperative Stress Scale)
Part B: #1, 2, 3)

Hi : Uses high anxiety words in reporting feelings.
Mad:

to :

Reports moderate preoperitive anxiety.
-intensity.

Intensity strong.

Some anxiety words, but not highest'

Reports low or no.anxiety.

1

C:

Organizational Constraints (Part C4
Hi :

#2, 2, 5, 6, 7)

Identifies factors that impeded recovery.

Had stressful postoperative

Course.

1

Med:

Recognizes some areas for improvement.
situations described.

to

Positive about care.

:

Had discomforts, but no severe

No suggestions for improvement.

Refers to questions on Postoperativa Interview Guide.

Copyrighted by Sue T. Hegyvary; reproduced with permission by the Health Resources
Administration. furthor.reproduction prohibited without permission of copyright holder.
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Title: PATIENT SATISFACTION
H1'ALTH CARE SURVEY

VOLUME 2

WITH

ihor: Linn, Lawrence
Variable: The instrument measures a patient's

perceptions of the health care received in .n.
outpatient or a primary care setting.
Description:

Nature and Content: The Patient Survey is a
21-item, self-administered, attitude-probing
questionnaire to be completed by the patient
immediately after having received medical care
in an outpatient clinic or in a primaiy care set-

Use in Research: The instrument's use has been
described in the two publishd articles by Linn,

referenced below. In these, Linn described a
study conducted in 10 southern California ambulatory health care settings which employed

nurse practitioners educated in the UCLA
Primex program in 1973 and 1974. The purpose

of the study was to investigate patient accep
tance of the, family nurse practitioner. The total
number of completed instruments analyzed was
1,667.

sources of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with

Comments: This instrument iscgtill in the early
stages of development, and no reliability or validity data are available. As it currently stands,
this instrument provides only descriptive data.
However, a score system could be developed

the experience. Some are answerable only ifthe
patient has seen a physician or only if the patient has had care from a. nurse. An additional
six questions cover demographic characteristics
of the respondent. Answer choices are printed

nication, 1975). However; this is a common prob-

ting. The respondent is asked to record his
evaluation of treatment just received and

on the instrument and require only that the

'respondent check the appropriate space. The instrument is available in English and Spanish.
Administration and Scoring: This questionnaire requires approximately 10 to 15 minutes
to complete and, as noted above, requires only
that the respondent place checks beside the answer of choice.
Development:

Rationale: No information was provided.
Source of Items: N6 information was provided.
Procedure for Development: No 'information
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: No information was
providej.

which would provide the potential user with
quantifiable data. The author provided the following inrormation, "Many items do not
discriminate well ..." (Linn, personal commulem in patient satisfaction measures.
References:

Linn, Lawrence. Factors associated with patient evaluation of health care. Health and Society, fall 1975, 531-548.

Patient acceptance of the family nurse
practitioner. Medical Care, 1976, 14 (4), 357364.

Source of Information:
LaWrence Linn, Ph.D.

17?.alth Service esearch Center
924 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 520
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
Instrument Copyright:. None.

it
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,

Lawrence

PATIENT SATISFACTION WITH HEALTH CARE SURVEY"

Directions: The people who have just given you medical care are interested in
how they .can do a better job. In order to help them find out, we are asking you
to fill out this survey about.the care you just received. Your answers will be
kept private so that you can feel free to answer the questions in a/straightforward and honest way, Be sure to answer all of the questions on this 'page.
Answer 7A through 7D only if you saw a physician as part of your visit. Answer
If both treated you,
questions 8A through 8D if a nurse treated you toderi.
jour.help , and if you
answer all of the questions. Thank you very much f(
have any problems with the questimis, ask for help.
1.

Would you say that getting today's appointment was more trouble for you
than-usual, about the same, or less trouble?.
more trouble
(CHECK ONE)
about the same
less trouble

2.

.Regarding today's visit, would you say you spent more time waiting in the
office than usual, about the same, or less time?
more time
(CHECK ONE)
about the same
less time

3.

Do you feel that the medical attention you received today is better than
what most people get, about the same, or not as good?
better
(CHECK ONE)
about the same
not as good
Regarding today's visit, do you feel that there were any tests or procedures
used on you which were not necessary?
yes
no

5.

Regarding today's visit, do:you feel that more tests or procedures were
necessary to understand your 'problem?
yes
no

6.

Would you say that the medical care you received today was better than usual
visits, about the same,.or not as good
0
better than
(CHECK:ONE)
about the same

,.

notes good
Did.you see a doctor today as part of.your medical visit Or examination?
Yes
No

-

(IF YES, answer questions 7A-7D on page 2)(IF NO, SRA? page 2 and answer question 8, page 3)

ta
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(ANSWER QUESTIONS ON TEC? :PAGE ONLY IF YOU SAW LMOCTOR AS PART OF YOUR VISIT
TODAY)
.

7A.

Would yOu say that the doctor spent more than enough time with you today,
enough, time, or not enough time?
(Cngoac ONE)..
more than enough time
spent enough time
not enough time

7B.

Do yeufeel that the doctor }understood what was bothering you?
(CHECK ONE)
understood very well
understood somewhat
didn't understand very well
didn't understand at all

7C.

How much interest and concern did the doctor show for you?
doctor:
(CHECK ONE)
extremely Concerned
very
concerned
J
somewhat concerned
somewhat unconcerned
very unconcerned
extremely unconcerned

7D.

In general, how satisfied were you with today's contact with the
doctor?
(CHECK ONE)
extremely satisfied
ma.m.111

Was. the

very satisfiA
somewhat satisfied
somewbot dissatisfied
very
atisfied
extre.,..,ly dissatisfied

0

t.

O

!..

.
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'

s

:

8,' Did a nurse examine or treat Tod today as part,of your medical visit?
Yes

-__ ___

(IF YES, answer- questions 8A-8D on this page)
O; go to page 4 and answer Questions 9-16)
f

i
i

1

8A.

Would you say that the nurse spent more than enough time; with you today,
enough time, or not enough time?
spent more than enough time
(CHECK ONE)
spent enough time
aut enough time

811.

Do you feel that the nurse understood what was bothering you?
understood very well
(CHECK ONE)
understood somewhat
'didn't understand very well
-didn't understand at all
t

Was the nurse:

8 .

How much interest and,concern did the nurse show for -ou?
extremelyconcerned'
(CHECK ONE)
very concerned
somewhat concerned
somewhat unconcerned
very unconcerned
extremely unconcerned

8D.

In general, how satisfied pere-yotryith today's contact-with-the-nurse?
extremely-satisfied
(CHECK ONE)
very satisfied
somewhat satisfied
somewhat dissatisfied
very dissatisfied
extremely dissatisfied

.

-.

to

11)

,
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9. How well do you feellw understand your present medical conditiou?
(CHECK on)
I understand very well
I think I understand
I am not sure I understpd
I don't understand very well
10. 'Finally; we would like to ask you some general information questions.
first of all, are you:
(CHECK ONE)
single
married
separated
widowed.

divorced
Hot; far di
(CHB*. ONE)

0,

geeln school:
scc,.1 grade-adhool

finished grade school
some high .school

I

finished high school
some vocational. ut tech school
finished vocational or tech
school
some college
finished college
12.

In

religion were you raised?

( CHECK HONE)

Catholic
Protestant
Jewish
;
Other (specify
None
I

1.3.)pex

Male
Female

14.- Race or ethnic background:
(CHECK NE)
`Black

e

Caugasjan.

rfl
r--

What as your date of birth?'
'1

1.

.1

Mexican- American
Oriental'
Other
I
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16.

In general, how satisfied are you with living in your community?

Would

you say:.

extremely catisfied
very satisfied
somewhat satisfied
somewhat dissatisfied
very dissatisfied
extremely dissatisfied

(CHECK ONE)

17.

How friendly was-the'person(s) who gave you medical care today?
(CHECK ONE)
extremely friendly
very friendly
somewhat friendly
not very friendly
not at all friendly
comfOrtable did the person(a) who gave you medical care today make
u feel?
extremely comfortable
ECK ONE)
very comfOrtable
somewhat comfortable
not very comfortable
not at all comfortable

19.

Which of the following statements best describes y/Our feelings about the
person(s) whogaVe you medical care today?...
,(CHECK ONE)

I 'would prefer to see
It wouldn't make much
not I saw the same
would prefer to see

rson(s) again
the same
differenc whether or
person on my next visit
someone else.

0

or.

e.

6"--9
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Title: PATIENT SATISFACTION SCALE
Author: McGivern, Diane 0,

Variables: A patient's perceptions of hospital
experiences and health care personnel are the
variables.

Description:
Nature and Content: This is a selfadministered, 21-item instrument made up of
direct questions which pertain to physicians,
nurses, hospital
les and regulations, and
general hospital care. Responses are niade on a
4-choice, Likert-type scale.
Administration and Scoring: No special provi-

sions are necessary for administratioa of the
instrument; directions for completing the scale
precede the first item. Approximately 30 minutes are required for 'completion of the scale.
A value of 1 is given to:the response indicating

greatest satisfaction, and the value of 4 is assigned to the response representing the least
favorable appraisal. The favorable and unfavorable ends of the scale are randomly alter-

nated to offset response set; The total sum
represents the patient's level of satisfaction
with his(her) hospital experietice.

.

The instrument has face validity, and Evan-H

'reported that validation of his version of thE
instrument had been established througha review of anecdotal records which indicated tha.7-

those wards observed as having high and lov.
levels of satisfaction also had high and iow mean
scores, respectively, on the instrument.
Use in Research: Evans (1960) developed anc

`used the original instrument with a hospita.
population of 887. In the Evans study, the patient sample was controlled for diagnosis, type -

of institution, and financial status oft' patient
within the institutions. McGivern :972) useti
her adapted version of the instrument. a seman
tic differential scale, and the Buss-Durkee Aw-

gression Scale in her doctoral study which
referenced below.
.

.

Comments: The instrument appears t
to administer and readily usable by hear;: egre
personnel; however, each investigator rr
tablish its reliability for his(her) own si 4t:
and setting. The instrument appears to be eats:
adaptable to a variety of health care seamings.
`Some of the items should be refined, e.g., than
substitution of the word "information"- for
word "pass" in item 1, has made the item iLiarrcal.

Development:

References:.

Rationale: No information concerning an underlying theoretical rationale was provided.
Source of Items: The items were based upon a

Evans, John W. Stratificatiow. aliencrifm,

Scale (1960).

McGivern, -Diane 0. The relationihip betar..9,4
aggression in selected male surgical patie,,,!,
satisfaction with hoSpitalization, and attirudes
of nursing personnel. Unpublished doclorail
disSertation, New.York University, 197.2..
Source of Information:
Diane 0. McGivern, R.N., Ph.D.
Departnient of Nursing
Herbert H. Lehman CollegeCUNY
Bedford Park Boulevard. West

review of the literature, the author's professional experience, and the Evans Satisfaction

Procedure for Development: The author
adapted the Evans Satisfaction Scale by substituting tie-word "nurse" for the word "doctor"
in items OF-10, 11, 13, -14, 15, and 18; the word
"information" for the word "pass" in item 1; and
the phrase "your i 'loess" for the word "TB" in
item 10.
Reliability and Validity: No:reliability information for the autkor's adapted version of the

Evans Scale was provided. For the original

Evans Scale, a coc :icient of 0.92 was obtained
_using the Kuder -t hardson split-half reliability formula.

the hospital setting: A dtay in the

,ocia

psychology of chronic illness. Unptibii
doctoral dissertation, Ohio State University.
.

Columbus, 1960.

Bronx, N.Y. 10468

Instrument Copyright: Diane 9. McGivern, R.N.,
Ph:D.
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PA7TENT S7WISFACTION SCALE

interested in how you have felt al-o4.1t your stay in the hospital.

anfilerrfS to these questions id= be kept -.iAential.

Yoit

On mach question,-ciraethe X above the hmmer you think best dedcribes
your,..LtEnation on this unit er this hostits1
me of the ;kussrixins ask ai.-uL.-. "the nurse"; when answering

ci

=sese

144e

of t

::^7.13e

who SEM* y

Most often or who is mainly

ur caret..

*au think :rift- Way infaranstionija gimes sic here is fair to eNs--ybady?

X

vr,

U-Tmei.11y f a:

2..

toil= the-Tioctor sees you as

f

X

Y

Anmost as

3.141-11.6.-_:ely as

:...en

tf4ien. -s he
21d
3.

Lit yyou

-...-o=trol.1

as he should?

X
less often
than he
should

X
SW= neatly
se tftes as
he should

feel that you have been placed in tne right "exercise classifficat:2en?"

most the

beffialtely the
amount of
7...-gibt
-=ses up
4.

X
diary 'often

air

seryboc-

er.v.

*\

X
Often unfair

right amount

think Youare to

Not quite
enough

DefiniteUT
not erioaljd

enough about your illness and -how you are oomlng

aline
kaot well431.-Etirr- ad and

I'm kept fairly
,ell informed

up-ma-date

I'm not told
as much as I
would like

-There areaway
important Mkings
I'm not taLA

5." HnommyRmi ever become stas i=ed-up with thingn-thet you fe]t like getting. up-

_ancinaking out?

Mart

going AMA?)
X

tiMxprz-imes
-

.

A

Phdrly often

Occasionally

Hardly ester

6b8
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6. -How after does it: open that what the nurse tells You goes again
thlwaartinr tellsyee
X
It happens
fairly often

It hoppers
all tie tit:Re
7.

X
It happens
occasionally

Wham

X
It hateRy
ewer happens

510 you think this hampital allows enough visiting time for friends and

relatives0

X
Almost enough

X
Ensough tine

time

X
Less than there
should be

X
Much less than

them should be

Do yoiu feel that Tamar doctor holders back certain information about your
: -use?

X

X

Ve y, often
2.9.

X
Occasionally

Fairly °fitter.

X
Hardly ever

al& well does the =roe explair ntromis to you?

X

X

Not very fl

Fairly we=

Very well

X
Very poorly

How woad you rate pour nurse on_rrboowlatach she knows aka= your illness and
other medical matters?
yr

X
Very good

1L

X

X

Goad

Fair

X.

Poor

How would you rate fur nurse on the friendliness and aederstanding she has
with ttettents?
erer

X
Good

lieu, good

X
Fair

X
Poor

lemerel, how do you feel about this ward or division?

X

X

I !Abe it

Wer72Mith

/

/

X
It's just

I like it
fairly well
,

SO-S0

X
I would like
to be transferred

a

13.

Ilhan.Slis =arse mikes rounds does she go from room to-rbom so fast that you
&Nen gar to talk to her or ask her the questions you would like to?
X'

Almost alkways

X
Occasionally

Fairly often

67

X
Hardly ever

.
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14.

Do you ever have the feeling that the nurse does not :.sally have much
interest in your case?
R
c
I have this
feeling-very
often

J5.

X

Does the nurse ever act as though'she thinks you're not able to understand'
anything about your_ illness?

R.
Faitlyoften

Very often
16.

Hardly ever

Occasionally.

Fairly often

_x

Hardly ever.

Occasionally

Do you feel that patients on this ward or division are treated more like
"cases" than individuals?

x

x
This is true

.

very often :\
17.

This is:hardly
ever true

This is true
occasionally

This is true
fairly often

Whenever you are to receive a new treatment, medication, test, etc., is it
explained to you ahead of time?

Hardly ever
e
trust
Doyou think .the nurse is the type of woman you can really put your

Ak.1..viays
18.

Not usually

Usually

,

in?

x..N

X

X

Very definitely .
19.

Pretty much

Fairly;often

More or less

x
Hardly at all

ftcasionally

- Hardly ever

In general, how good ,a job do you think the staff here does in treating
patients and'getting_them well?

Good

Very good
21.

R

Do you think the patients here have to put up with too many unnecessary
.ru1as and regulations?

Most of the
time
20.

.,

Fair.

Poor

In general, how good a job. do you think the staff here does in making the
patients .happy and comfortable?

(i

. Very good

, \Good

Fair

Poor

Copyrighted by Diane 0. McGivern; reproduced with permission by theHealth Resources
Administration. Further reprog.ction prohibitequwithout permission of copyright holder.
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Title: PATIENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF HOSPITALIZATIO`N IN ARMY HOSPITALS
Authors: Nichol Glennadee, Kennedy, Eunice,

Kaneck,Anna, Petrello, Judith, and Hurd, Wal-

traut
Vasiables: This questionnaire measures the irnpcatance of, and satisfaction or dissatisfaction
'with, selected aspects of a. patient's hospitadization in an army hospital...Importance is defined

as a respondent's perception of the wortih of
selected aspects of his(her) hospitalization.
Satisfaction is defined as.a respondent's positive
attitude toward the same selected aspects, dissatisfaction is defined as a respondent's megative.attitude toward selected aspectd of his(her)
hospitalization (Nichols et al., 1974).
Description:

Nature and Content: This self-administered
instrument is a comprehensive, 161-item qiiestionnaire designed for studying patients' perceptions of care in Army hospital facilities. The

instrument is divided into three sections, and
"ras. each item is to be answered by circling a number
next to the answer. the respondent chooses. The
number of response choices varies from 4 to 5 for

C most items.
`Section I: You and Your Health Status consists of 15 items of demographic data and 10 items

related to current health status. An example is:
16. How sick do you think you were on admission to the
hospital?
Very Sick
2
Moderately Sick
8
Minimally Sick
4
Not Sick

Section II: Items of Importance to You consists of- 68 items -for which the respondent is
given these instructions: "Listed beta* are several items. Please indicate your feelings about
the importance to you by circling the number
next to _the aswer you wish to give. Respond to
each item as it applies to you now." An example
is:
13. Having diagnostic tests (laboratory, X-ray, etc.) explained ahead of time so I know what to-expect.
0
Does Not Apply

Not Important
Somewhat Important
Moderately Important
Very Important

o.

.

.2
3
4

Section III: °Items Satisfyini; or Dissatisfying

to You consist of 68 items for which the following

instructions are 'provided::
Considering the same items you have already marked
0

idiosite your level of satisfaction
with the item theme,. is tnospitalization.;.. Respond
to each item as appl!s's you atzhe present time.
for importance fl OAP,'

13. Having aisognoostic tve,tet ;inboraxory, X-ray, etc.) explained aheamaf Wino v; ..ninaw what to expect.
0
Does NorAVoitly
Very Dialart*:itintul,

1

Dissatiseto
Satisfie
Very Sa.,:;',11

2
3
4

ilairninistmtio, Intl]
The respondent
pfi:sd. write, and understand
iiegre-- of competence, and
English with "
and --Tentally able to cotnmum~. be phys
plete the qua iiffraraire Completion time reis Tersams 30 minutes or less.
quired varies
or-Wellness and Level of
Two indite-

must be abk

Satisfactimm

,t(r.rnened for each respon-

dent. A L..ewl off Merl 'wises Index is derived by

adding the natruerical ratings given by each respondent on 'Om raoerel of Wellness Scale (items
Stecinn./1). This index can range
16 through 2i

from 10 to 42, 0,ndi the higher a respondent's
score, the 'hitcher hisdner) perceived level of
wellness.
A Level c f Sattitsfradaorn Index is derived also.
;Satisfaction 'Scale (Section
For each item, 9,t

III) the war,

of satisfac

satisfied =fied= +2. Tt
cled item or
by the nuntei
4) for the ,sarn

rating assigned to the degree

very dissatisfied= -2, dis!tied --+1, and very satis'limed

rating for each cir-

tiaUtion Scale is multiplied

rgifliN$ (which ranges froth 1 to

win onn the Importance Scale
(Section IL, if- a 4tti suarrof the products is divided by tio. tiet,er (of Redid answered; All
A air marked "does not apply"
items not a
Satisfaction Index could range
are deletec
711 order to have only positive
from +8 tc
;ant of 8 is added to each- renumbers, z.
spondent's_ dr*. The maximum possible Satisi6, indicating high satisfaction
faction Inc
meets of hospitalization, and the
with selemet.
minimum aa»s )le is 0, denoting great dissatisfaction.

Development
Rationase:

-the interest and welfare of all
patients, Malta personnel in all army facilities
must be apprtlized of the aspects of care that are

satisfying to -patients and those aspects not
meeting 'consumer needs.. This instrument was
developed andinned as one means of determining the patientSaperceptions_of care.
Source of Item= The items were based upon a
review of the literature and the authors' professional experience.
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Preerkourn. yforr D evelbpment:
Ast i-mervEsgr schedule, consistimrof both fixedopen--lulded questicvas used with 20

rvas4chstsiigari :adult men and women. The information
mum ramenied physical, medical. psychosocial, envital,.anci administratiVe aspects-of hospital care.
roar
411110.1,-rviewees also responded to sample instruments

'artairn*sing the importanceof, and satisfaction
Items repeated to hospitalization.
lueoutiannair. e was then constructecLusing the infor-

ms:1o" *rived from the interview Via. Twenty, pa-

Comments: This instrument appears well de-

tap the dimensions of patient

signed to

satisfaction-disSatisfaction and the concept of
:he importance of certain aspects of hospitaliza-

tion. The length of the measure is sufficient to
wive the ihigh reliabilities shown.. An item
analysis auui e. cluster analysis might shol that

the instrument could be shortened without
its reliability. A statement in the
Nichol.% e7. al. (1974) paper referring to a
weakerriLut

s ms& .sore asked to complete it and make suggestions
Ord take celerity of the items and instructions. After
gems., Neraimed upon patients' answers and suggestions,

t:aleofeti.

thietasnemarmaire was distributed to 15 Patients in a
large , Anrliospital and a small Arm r hospital for the

therlefe, e, not be specified.

'otArtikunt..The final instrument for data collection was
asei ;Izepalthe results of the pilot phase.
leftovers for-the Importan& Scale an&the SItisfaction
'fa :

ere derived as follows: initially: there were 114

fareach of these scales. When they were refined,
rime as/gather was reduced to 68. A preliminary testing of
iteons showed that none of them was perceived as
mportant to many patients; therefore, all were used
Ite.e final questionnaire. The 68 items of each scale,

walidity coefficient" refers only to a

ent*
51...

msptc

upper ceiling. Validity was appart tested, and a validity coefficient can,

...se--of-its length, the instrument b not
liceiLin this compilation.

Reremencem

Fred. Foundations of behavioral re-

_err

were ;heed in their final order by random assignment
(Nriestois-et al., 1974).

Retwrinclity and Validity: Nichols et al. (1974)

report: ; ths.reliability coefficients for both the
Impon ance.Scale and the Satisfaction Scale as
0.96.

Use ins Research: The development and use of
the irustaiment are described.in Nichols et al.
(1974)- Data were collected from a total of 562
adult medical-surgical patients hospitalized in
11 different army medical facilities.

:pow-ch._

Holt,

neh art , . an d

INinstom. Inc., 1964, 432-439.

Glennadee, Kennedy, EuniceKoneck,
Anna, Petrello,.Judith, and Hurd, Waltraut.
Patients' perceptions of important, satisfying,
and dissatisfying aspects of army hospitalization. Military Medicine, 1974,139 (11), 869-$76.

Source of Information:
Glennadee Nichols
8107 Green Forest
San Antonio, Tex. 78239
Instrument Copyright:
Association of Military Surgeons of the U.S.
8502 Connecticut Avenue
.
Chevy Chase, Md. 20.015
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litle*: PATIENT'S PERCEPTION OF ASPECTS
OF HEALTH CARE
Author-Zoankratz, Deanna

Variablen- The variables measured are a patient's peeeeptiona of the importance Of selected
aspectn ti!'-health care in hospitals and the pa-

tient's devree of persona: satisfaction with
those aanieens of health care.
Descripiimor
Natufir,

ari Content: This is - a selfadministereo.i.14-item rating scale. Aspects of
health tore -turtudes cinch items as "helpfulness
of genesal issepita', personnelthe way problems anti emTriplaints are handled"; "your under-

standing olf your condition or diagnosis"; and
"skill and c-Qmpetence of the nurses." Using the
response c loices, extremely important, impor-

tant, slightly important, or not important, the
respondentinaiticates the degree of importance
of each of tzbeatspects of health care to him(her);
using the response choices, very satisfied,

satisfied,,ts rsatisfied, very unsatisfied, the respondent dicates his(her) satisfaction with
of care as experienced in the hospieach asp,

tal.

tion and Scoring: For information
Admire
on admioiAtration and scoring, any potential
user is aaiked to contact the person named under
Source o reformation below.
Development:

Rationale: No underlying theoretical
ration,
ale was identified by thecauthor.
Source of Items: The' items are based upon the
author's professional experience, a review of lit:
erature,.and the work of Freeborn and Greenlick (1973).

.7!.ilvnceeture for Deveracoment: Freeborn and

Greet-dirk (1973) idenneled `a framework for
evaluating health care. Their system included

aility P.ad qualit=of care, process of care

and interpersonal relatienships,.and system arrangements. Using-laymen's language, the author constructed questions tapping these 411meeisons.
.fizeiietbility and Vali&
No information was
premised.

Usenetilesessreh: No inetrination was provided.

Comments: This instalment is still in early
stages of development wand 'the author states
that -:-elidation and bowline data are needed
and tamat the items shouid bereEned to be more

"situation specific" besere this questionnaire
can oe used in any major study. The double response to each item, based on its importance to

the patient and the patient's satisfaction with

that aspect of health care, enablea the researcher to determine each subject's need pattern for health care cand 'the extent to which

those needs are being met. The instrument
should be lengthened to improve reliability and
to sample more diverle aspects of care in hospitals.
References:
Freeborn, D., and Greenlick, M. Evaluation of
the performa.nce of sambulatory care systems.
Medical Care, Supplement,1973, 11 (2).
Source of Information:
Loren Pankratz
Psychology Service
Veterans' Administration Hospital
Portland, Oreg. 97207
Instrinnent Copyright: None.
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OF HEALTH CIE
PATIENT'S ?ERCEPTION OF ASPECTS

health care in hospitals. Some of them
Here is a list of conditions.which some people fend are important aspenrsof
In the firstiset
all. Please read each item.
may be mare important than others, and some may not be important at
in theEsecond set of boxes check the box which
of boxes check the box which best indicates the immanence
in this hospital.
best indicates Eur satisfaction with this aspect :ai' health c
.

Slightly

Extremely

,Important iin.rtant Important

Very Un-

Un-

Not

Very.

Important

Satisfied Satisfied satisfied, satisfied

t.

.

Example

.

X

Quality of the food

X'

;

.

.
r

0

Items
.

Helpfulness of general hospital
personnel - the way problems and

complaints are handled

..
.

.

Your trust And confidence in
your doctor
,,

0

Your trust and confidence in

.

the. nurses
4

C

.

s Your under ending of,your con-

.

.

%

.

dition ocefiagnosis

.

.

r

Your understanding of 'your

.

doctor's instructions and plans

1

A

for your care
Availability of services when
,

needed
,

..,

Ease in obtaining services
.

Your underb:inding of how the

..\

.
.

hospital operates_
e

Skill and competence of your
doctor

.

,-------....

..
0

.

.

)

.

s

Skill and competence of
the nurses

ti

Slightly
Important Important Important

4. Extremely

UnVery,
Very UnImPoitant, Satisfied, Satisfied satisfied satisfied
Not.

.,

..-,

Your doctor's interest and
concern for you

r

.

The nurses' 'interest and
concern for. you

Physical surroundings -7
and facilities

.
.

.

.

.
.. .

.

..

s

,

.

Waiting time for help or
services'

.
.

.
.

^

(3'S
it

.
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Title: PA_ TIENT INTEitVEIW QUESTION-

thor Noted a tendency for patients' Whi) received

NA IRE

more information to be more satisfied with the
care they receivedin the hospital No stlistre..il
information was provided that could be used to
evaluate this tendency,. and only ;small portion
of the instrument deals with information per se.
Use in Research: Piensehke's (1973) description
of use a thiSInstrurnent, along with her Physician Checklist and Nurse Perceptions Questionnaire,--can be found' in the article referenced

- Author: Pienschke, Darlene
Variablen: Patient confidence and patient satisfaction with care are the variables assessed.
.
Description: '
Nature and Content: This instrument is made t.
up of 28-questions about various aspects of the
.

care received by patients while they are i4i a
hospital. The instrument has two main sections.
The first is administered by an interviewer, the

beloVv".

second by the patient. Both sections include
both open-ended questions and those having a

Comments: Due to the liinited number of patients w:lo were used in the development of.

variety .of structured response alternatives.
Adnziniitration and Scoring: No special train-

the tool and the lack of informatioi.f.about psy-

chometric properties of the instrument, it is
premature to draw any conclusions regarding

Information on the categorization of the questions and the coding of responses. must be obtained from the author.

the ultimate usefulness of this instrument. Any
potential user should examine the conceptualization of the variables, the content; the response

ing is required to administer the instrument.

Development:

Rationale: The instrument was developed to
obtain data for indicating the consequences of
differing approaches to giving cancer patients
information about their
diagnosis and prog.
nosis.

Sozirce of Items: The i;tems were based upon
the work of Johnson and Thielbar (1971) and the
author's own experiences.
Procedure for Development:. The instrument

was then administered to a sample of 32 pa-

tients who had been diagnosed as having
cancer.
Reliability and Validity,: No information was
provided regarding reliability.

Pienschke's (1973) results indicate. that approximately half. of the patients wanted more

information relative to their diagnosis and

prognosis; the other half were satisfied with the
amount of information they received. The au°

choices of the items, and the reliability and validity of the.. instrument for his(her) purposes.
References:

Johnson, J., and- Thielbar, G. W. Pretest of the
impact of patient welfare of pharmacist assis-

tants administering medications. Madison,
WisConsin: University of Wisconsin School of
Nursing,-1971: Mimeographed.

Pienschke, Sr. Darlene. Guardedness or openness on the cancer unit. Nursing Resecirch,
1973, 22 (6), 484-490.

Source of Information:
Sr. Darlene Pienschke, B.S., M.S.

Assistant Professor
Marquette University
4311 North 10Q.Street
Milwaukee, Wiss 53222

Instrument Copyright: Sr. Darlene Pienschke,
B.S., M.S.
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PATIENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

\-.........-.

.

, a regis, I am
Hello (Mr.; Mrs.; Miss)
tered nurse. We are attempting to evaluate some aspects of the care we ate
giving patients. WewOuld like to ask you. some questions about your experience as a-patient. Your doctor has assured me that.you can- participate in
several questions, boLit,4ifferent aspects
, the study. Would you wind answering .1\
_
of'your care?
..

. .

..

.--

No.

Patient Interview:
O
What are yoU in the hospital. for?

How long have you been in the hospital
.

and when do you

.!

(# of days)

.,

expect ,t0 be able to'lea;Ie the hospital
.

1.

-,

(date of expected discharge)

Have you had problems with eating or drinking today?
Yes
No
If yes, did the staff. do anything to help you with your problem of
eating and drinking?
Yes
.

A.

No-

B.

0

4

2.

If help received, how much did it help?
Problem under control or solved.
Abouras much help as is possible
More help should be possible
It did not help

Have you had problemi With physical activity dike getting up or moving
today?
Yes
No

,
.

.

If yes, did the staff do anything to help you withyour problem Of

A.

,..

'getting up and moving?'
Yes
No /.
A

B.

a

---- -_1.

.

.

If help received, how. much did it help?
Problem under control of,solved

AbOut as much help as ispossible
More help should be possible
4

.

It did -not help

4
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Have you had problems getting rest or sleep today?

Yes
No
A.

r

e

If yes, did the staff do anything to help you rest or sleep?
/ Yee
No
,

B.

If belp\re.r.lived, how much did it help?

Problem under control or solved
About as much help as is possible
More help should be possible
It did not help

4.

Have you had paintoday?
Yes
No

A."If yes, did the staff do anything to relieve your pain?
,Yes

No
o-

B.

If help received,,how much did it help?
Problem under control or solved
Aboili as much help as is possible
More help shoulebe possible
It did not help

4

,

5:

Have you had problems with boWel movements or urinating today?
Yes
No
A.

--

Ot

If yes,..did the staff do anything about your
Yes,

e

No
B.

If help received, how much did it help?
Problem under control or solved
About as much.help as is possible
More-help should be possible
It did not help

t.)

problem?
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6.

iny reactions to medications today?

Have yoU
.

Yes
No
A. If yes, did the staff do anything about your,me4iCation reaction?
No.

If help received,, how- much did it help?

Problem under Control or solved
About as much help as is poisible
More help should be possibleIt 'did not
:

,Have you had any problems --with respiration, e.g., coughing or getting
irdur breath today?
e

.

Yes
No
°

A.

If yes, did the staff do anything about youretrouble with
Yes.

NO
,

B.

.

If help' received, how much did it help?,
Problem under control or solved

Aboue.as much help as-is possible
Mare help should be possible_ It did 'not help
°

I

r.-
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'InstruCtion to Interviewer: Using the Patient QueStionnaire, for those patients
admitted to the study by the physiCiani use-the following introduction?

Now I'would like to get Your.answers.to a number of. detailed questions regarding
your satigfaction about certain aspeCts.of your care. These questionS are on
a sheet that you can fill out.
(Hand the patient the Questionnaire.)
READ THE FOLLOWING TO THE PATIENT: You are to answer the follOwing questions
by marking the scales directly under the quest4ns. sAfter you have read the
question, read the labels on the scales and decide where yoUr answerfalls.
You may mark at the.labeled points or in-between, whichever best suits your.
answer.' There are no right or, wrong answers. Confidentiality of your replies
will be tespected.

When_theopatient has ..finished the Questionnaire.

Have you had difficulty getting the information that you feel you need?.
Yes.,

No

What information have you felt you needed and have-had difficulty
geiting?

.1WhA. is the source of that'difficulty?

Are you getting any information that you feel is not necessary-to know?
Yes'

Ifjyes, a.

No

..Can you tell me about it?

'TERMINATION OF INTERVIEW: Thank you for your cooperation (Mr.; Mrs.: Miss)
You can be assured that all information will-be kept
.
confidential*.

4

,
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1.

.

Rate the amount of information provided about your condition..

want a great
deal more.
information

2.

want someWhat more
information

want SOW-

satisfied
with

want a great.,
dual lees
information

what less
information

information'

What information about your condition would you.iike.your dOctor to discuss
'further with you?

,,

3.

Rate the amount of infoimation your doctor his given.to you abOut-your treatment.
tit

I

.1

.1-I1

III

1

I

i

I

I

1

I

I

I

...__...

want a grist
deal more
information'

want somawhat more
information

satisfied
with
,
information

:

.informition,
.!.

'

4.

want a great.
deal lest
information

want somawhat less

Whatloformation,about your treatment would you like your doctor to discuss
further,with you.

5. 'Would you rate the degree of confidence you-have in your doctor?.

I

Extremely
confident

I

Very
confident.

I

I

I

Moderately
confidant

I

III
Slightly
confident.

.

1

II

Not at all
confident

-PSYCHOSOCIAL, INSTRUMENTS
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ou feel.in your doctor?

6.

What has influenced the degree of confidence

7.

To what degree do you feel your questions ha e been answered by your doctor?

.

1, 4
i

1.

1

I

I

I

'

I

.1

1

I
.

I

1

Unanswered

Somewhat
unanswered

[

_.

To what degree do you feel yout doctor understands the problemsyou ara facing?

Moderatelyunderstanding

Very
understanding

Extremely
understanding
9.

1

Somewhat
answered

Answered

Completely
answered
.8.

I°

I

I

Does not
understand

.Slightly

.

understanding

Rata the degrae'to which you understand what the doctor has told, ou.

I

I

..1

..

I

.1 i

\

1

.

Completely
understood

Understood

I.

l.'

I

I-

1

-I

Somewhat
understood.

\

L

I-1

1

I

1

Did not
understand

Some.'

doubts

.

--

.

I.

10.

,

.

.Check the.statemente that apply:to the. way you feel-about receiving information:.,.
.
.
.

Prefer my doCtor. to give ma information without my having to ask questions -.
..
Prefer to ask my doCtor for:Information.
Prefer information-frowmy doctor ,n-little at a time:
Other (State briefly).

r.

7

.
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TL

Rata the degree . to whichyon hesitate. to ask for information.

.

I

I

hesitate.

_-:

I

I

PreqUently
hesitate

SoMetimes
hesitate.

Never

%I

1

1

AlWays:
hesitate

Very frequently
hesitate

'

.

Nou'Xate the degree of zonfidence you have inyour nurses?

12. - Would

I

.

I

Extremely
confident

'Very

,

I-

I

I

I

I

I

Confident

II

I

I

1

Not at all.
confident.

Slightly
confident'

Moderately
confident

o

y

13.

What has influenced'the degree of confidence you feel in your nurses?

14: To what degree do you feel the nurses undertand the problems yoU are feting?
I.
.

I

1

1

1

Extremely
Understanding
.

15.

11

Very ..understanding

1

1

-I

1_

:1:

Moderately
understanding .

I.

1

1

I.

:,1

Slightly
understanding

I.g
Does not
understand

Check the atatementa if theyapply to the way you feel about your care.
..

',,

Want better carcgiven by,the nurse.
Want more time to talk,: with

Rini more time. to talk with thedoCtor.

16. Row could"thinuraes _improve the care they are giving you?.

Copyrighted: by Sr. Xariene'Fienschket reprodUcedwith permiSsion by the Health
Resources Administration. Further reproduction prohibited-s4ithout.permfssion
of. copyright holder..
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attitudes. An approximate fifth grade 'reading
-level is required to answer the questions. The

Title: RISSER PATIENT SATISFACTION
SCALE
Author: Risser, Nancy
Variables: The variables being measured by this

scale requires only 10 or 15,minutes to complete.

For 'the positive items, scores are assigned
from .I (strongly agree)-to 5 (strongly disagree);
for negative items, scores are reverSed. Thus a

instrument are patients' attitudes toward
nurses and nuriing care in a primary health

care setting. According to the instrument's author, "attitude" is an affective component which
is based upop cognitive processes and is an antecedent of behavior. "Patient satisfaction with
nursing care" is conceptualized as the'degree of
congruency between a patient's expectations of
ideal nursing care and his perception of the real
nursing care he receives.

low score indicates relative .satisfaction with
nursing service-while a high score indicates-relative dissatisfaction with- nursing service.
.

Development:

Rationale: As Donabedian (196) pointed out;
the patient and the provider of the health care
services may differ significantly in theiiPerceptions of what quality care is and to what extent
it is present. The instrument, was developed to

evaluate patient care from the patient's per-

Description:

Nature and Content: This self-reporting attitude scale in its final form contains 25 items
subdivided into three subscales:
1. technical-professional behavior of the
nurse; for example, nurse knowledge, physical
C care for the patient, and expertise in implementing medical care (7 items);
2. interpersonaldeducational items which. deal
with the social aspects of nursing care as well as
the information exchange between patient and'
nursesuch as answering questions;-- explaining, aneddmonstrating (7 items);
3. .kitterpersonal-trusting relationShip dimen.

spective.

.

Source of Items: Items for the scale were'

selected from other measures Concerned with
attitudes .toward. medical and nrsing. personnel, from interviews with patients and nurses,
and from the literature to provide an initial pool
of 58- items from which 25 were' eventually
selected.
Procedure for Development: The samples used

development of this instruinent were
dra n from
f a population of patient who rein

ceived care on an ambulatory basis in doctors'

where registered nurses interacted

offices

items)...

directly with the patients in the.delivery of nursing care. A wide range of demographic characteristics, ',was- represented in .-,the patient
samples.
The original ,58 items. were pretested with a

"strongly. disagree." Roughly equal,numbers of

group of 10. patients to determine the items'
clarity. The scaler was then administered to a
sample of 78 patients and. the responses wire
analyzed. An item analysis, was performed to

sion, such as sansitilirity to. People and their feel-

ings, and listening. to patient problems (11

Respondents indicate agreement or dis;
a 5-point,.
agreement with the statements
Likert-type scale from "strongly agree" to

positive and negative items are included. An
attempt was made to use shnple and clear language anti terminology which patients% themselves are likely to employ.
One example from each subscale follows:

Technical-professional .area"The nurse reAlly knows what she is talking about." Educa.

tional relationship area "I ;Wish the nurse,
would tell meabout the.results of my tests more

locate thoie items which best discriminated sub were

jects. The inter-item correlations

.

examined to see how the items grouped with
reference to four original.dirnedsions.

these analyses, the number of. items was feduced to 27 and the .number of dimensions to
three (technical-professional, educational-

relationship, trusting-relationship). At this
"When n,eed to talk fo,sonlecine, I can go to the.; point,. some items were rewritten. to minimize
response set.,
nurse with my problems."
The revised scale was administered to a samAdministration and Scoring: The questionple
of '60, patients, ,Based On the results of this:
_naire can be administered with relative ease in
°sample,
two items, were eliminated due to their
`':` physicians' offices,slinics, and in other ambulalow
correlations
with the other items.
: tory care settings. It obviously must be limited
Reliability
and,
Validity: 'Internal consistency
to patients other than those having a first ap--.
for
this
instrument
was, estimated by Cronno
prepointment, since .they would likely
ba-ch's
alpha
and-Scott's
homogeneity, ratio. The
their
.,
vious experience on which to base

than ,sh'e does." Trusting relationship ared:.

.

q

.2

..

2.2

.

.90

.

.

.
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Validation of this instrument, with reference

calculated alpha reliability for the total scale.(25
items) was 0.912. Reliabilities for the subscales

to external criteria, 'is still a necessity. One

should also examine whether. the inclusion of
were somewhat lower. The homogeneity ratio
subscales add-s any information in light of the
for the total scale was 0.302. The 'homogeneity
intercorrelations between those scales.
ratio is similar to a Weighted average of the
This instrument, through the use, of attitude
inter:item correlations.
assessment, Might well Make a contribution to
The computed values of 'alpha for the three
the methods of measuring patient satisfaction
subscales were re-spectively: 0.637, 0.825, and
with nursing care.
0.819, with the first;-- subscale (technical
professional) being the least -reliable of. the
References:
three.
The subscales 'were also shown to have corre- ----Donabedian, Avedis. A guide to medical care
adniinistration, Vol. 2: medical care appraisal.
lations with each other ranging from 0.598 to
Ne* York:-.--Ameripan PubliC Health Associa0.806., which indicates, that the content- meation-, 1969.
sured by the three scales, may indeed be quite.
,

,

similar;
Content validity was determined thrOUgh the
method. of item selection and revision. The dis-

'Risser, NancY .:Development of a tOotto_nieasure

.

patient satisfaction with nurses and nutting_
:care in "primary care settings.. Unpublished
master's thesis, University of Washington,

tribution of scores was faind to be positively'
skewed. The instrumentts..author, considered

Development of an instrument to Inea.,

this fact to-be indicative_of content validity_, be

sure :patient' satisfactiOn with nurses and

cause other estimates. of.. patient ,satisfaction
exhibit similar skeWness;..

nursing care-lir primary care settingS. Nurs-

.

Use in Research: The 'development' of the in-

ing ResearCk.2975, 24 (1), 45-52.
Sedlacek,Dawn_ Conswiner satisfaction with ex-

..

strument -was described in a University of

.panded nursing roles in primary care settings.
_Master's thesis, .Uniyersity of Washington,

Washington master's thesis "Development ,of

Tool to Measure Patiept Satisfaction with

1973.

Nurses and Nursing Care in Primary. Care Settings", (Risser`, 1972): Itwas also reported in a
journal' article "Development of an Ifistruniefit

Source of Information:
Nancy Rfsser, R.N. (118)
Indianapolis-Veterans' Administration Hospital
1481 West Tenth Street

to Measure Patient Satisfaction with 'Nurses
o.
and Nursing Care in 'Primary. Care Settings"
(Risser, 1955).

COmments: This instrument appears to have
undergone; a sound...conceptual and methodolog-

ical'development, It appears to have good reliability while still maintaining brevity and ease of
administration.

,

Indianapolis/nd. 46202

:

InstrUment Copyright:
American Journal, of Nursing Compan Y
:10 Columbus Circle'
New York, N.Y. 10019
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Risser, Nancy

RISSER PATIENT,SATISFACTION SCALE

a

This questionnaire is designed to fi:
or don't like about' the nursing care
li
Your ideas, along with those of Other pat!
the care-you are now receiving here.

what kinds of-things patients'
receive in their. Aoctors' offices.

.

,

.\

will be used to try to improve
.

.

.

This' questionnaire contains a number of Statements, each of which says
something -different about nurses...For each statement; decide how much you
Think about the care you are now
::agree or. disagree with, the 'view expresset,
In a column next to the
receiving here as you respond to eachatatement.
statement's, you will find five words to use to destribe your opinion: Circle
the,.nuMberunder the word which comes closeit to your own ,opinion. There .are.
People differ in their views. Your reeponse is a
no right .o.r.:wrong answers.matter .of -your personal opinion:
1

People here at
know that I an asking ..for your help. But no
:.one-here.wilr see:the way you answer. this questionnaire. The information you
giye.Mi:-1411 be completely
.

:

'-,...,..,
:----___.

,

If) for Any reason, you:do not feel yOu are able to complete this. questionnaire, pie's-se feel free --t-o---hend *it badk to Me unfinished,

:

0
.

.

r,..

.

.

,

'-''''-'---.--1_

THANK YOU very much for your time andyour_help.' '; Below is an example which. may
help -you !in-.cOmpleting the:.qUestiOnnaire.

.

.

,j:_

STRANGLY
'. :STRONGLY
AGREE
AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE DISAGREE
.

The ,:nurse thinks I Underaterm3
more thaniI. really :do..

NUrises are put in the position
.

Of 'needing to .know -More. than

.

--.thevpossiblycoUlA
-?

answer to .question A indicates that you are .quite Certain: that .the
The answer. .to ,question
nurse thinks you understand more than you..
,
TI

11

With this statement.
=

.

,.
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Circle the dumber under -the word which comes closest to your own opinion.
PLEASE BE7SURE10 MARK EVERY STATEMENT
.

STRONGLY
AGREE. NEUTRAL
AGREE
,

1

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE.

The. nurse is skillful in
assisting the doctorriwith .
.

,.

procedures!.
2.

3

,,

The.nurse Is understanding in
listening to a patient's
problems.

1

3

2

4

The nurse really knows what
she is talking about.
4

The nurse doesn't always tell
me what effects to expect from
my drugs Like she could.

5

The nurse explains things in
simple language.

O

-

It_is always easy to understand
what the nurse is talking about.
7

The nurse should beAuore atteetive than she.ial

1

2

2

4

-8 The_numme is just not patient
enough..

7The nurse-id not :precise. in
doing her work..

2

.

3.

10 When I need,tO talk-to someone, I dan'go to the nurse
witmy problems., -

5

,

STRONGLY
AGREE ,AZREE NEUTRAL

DISAGREE.

STRONGLY.
-.1)ISAGREE
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STRONGLY
AGREE NEUTRAL
AGREE
,

11

The nurse is too busy at the
desk.to spend time talkihg
with me.

12 The nmrse makes it a point
to shoWmie how to carry out
the doctor's orders.
13

The nurse is too al ow
things for me.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE. DISAGREE
.

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

3

4.

5

do
.

.

14

,

.

9

The nurse is-pleasant to be

around.
15

2

:3.

1

2

3

4

The nurse, forgets to make. sure

that I keow'how and'when to
take'my medicine.
.

16

1

The nurse is often too disorganized to-appear calm.

1

\

.

c

3

'

17- Too often the nurse thinksyoU
,ean't Understand the medical
,.explanation of your ill.neps,

so she just doesn't botherto

-

explain.

1

18% The:nurseMlways gives,cOmplete ehough.explanatiohs of
why teits are ordered.
19

dI'm tired of the nurse talking
3

:down. to me.

20

21

22

The. ntrfse_im a peasrsomwhO- can
-Ainderstand how w-I

1

The nutse_gives directioni
too fast.

2.

The nurse gives good advice
over the telephone.

5

23 The.nurse should-bemore
Ifiehdly thai she;is.

2.

1-

3.

STRONGLY,
7

AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL

DISAGREE
.

.
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:STRONGLY

AGREE
I wish the nurse would tell'
me about the results. of my 43
tests more:than she does.

24
.

The nurse asks

.25
.

-

AGREE NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

4

ques

''-t4ons, but once she finds the

answers,'she doesn't seem to
ao anYthing.
26

DISAGR

3

The nurse gives directions at'
)just.the right. speed.

2

A person feels free to ask the

27

nue'9e questions.

Just talking to the. nurse makes

28

4

1

me feel. better.:

.5

,. 0

STRONGLY
AGREE

C

AGREE NEUTRAL

DISAGREE

. STRONGLY

DISAGREE

-

'

-

Copyrighted by' the American Journal -fit Nursing Company: reproduced tiith perWissionby the Heaith Resources Administration. Further reproduction prOhibited yithout
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QUALITY OF NURSING
QUESTIONNAIREPATIENT

Title:

assigning a number from 1 to 5 for each of the

CARE

Author: SaffOLO$.Beverly J., Schlotfeldt, Rozella

r, Eileen
Variables: This instrument elicits information

1g., and Bo

,on seven variables which address a patient's

perceptions of the quality -of\ nursing care provided in a hospital settii)g. Five of theese varibles are: physical care, emotional .care;
nurse-physician relationship, teaching and
preparation for home care, and administfation.
The sixth variable is called the quality of nursing care. The seventh variable is not named, but
- it-pray/ides information on the degree of satis-

faction expressed by a patient regarding the
nursing gare he(shej has received. No defini-

%ions were prorided for the variables.

.

'five response categories such that 1=never,
2=seldom, 3=sometimes, 4=usually, and 5=
always. For the three response questions, a
numerical value of 1 is assigned to "no," 3 3s
assigned to "partially," and 5 is assigned' to
" les." The score for a given variable is the aver-

age of the responses to the subgroup of ques-

tions used to measure that variable. Unanswered questions are assigned a numerical
value of 37
, Development:

Rationale: The instrument was developed to
provide inforniation regarding the relationship
between hospital staffing patterns and patients'
perceptions of the quality of nursing care they
receive..

.

.Source of Items:. The items in this questionnaire *ere developed by a committee made up' f

Description:
.
his self-administered,
Nature and Conte1/23n

45-iem questionnaire was designed to 'elicit patient§' perceptions of the quality of nursing care
Provided in a hospital setting.
The Sariables are operationalized by combining responses to various subgroups of questions,

nursing and hoSpital administrators, nursing
school faculty, staff physicians, head nurses, pa-

tients, and the authors.
Procedure for Development: The yarious'
groups of persons identified above were asked to

indicate what factor's -were important to good
nursing care and to, provide example's' of each.
contained in the instrument. Physical care is
These responses were reworded to form stateoperationalized by 13 questions; emotional care
ments that could be responded to by patientS.
nurseis- operationalized by OR . questions;
The initial form of this instrument was adminisphysisian relationship is .operationalized. by 1
tered to patients on two hospital units. Those
question; teaching avil preparation for home
items that could not,be answered readily or that
careis operationalized by 7 questions; adminisappeared to be ambiguous were either reworded
tration is operationalized by 6 questions;. and
or eliminated. The scores for respondents who
quality of nursing care is operationalized
combining-the responses to all dethe items used .'. thought the quality of 'care given was excellent
or very .good were compared with those who .
iji the 5 variables described above. The sum.mary deicriptionof thequality of care receive4. ,thought the quality of care given was either
unsatisfactory,or only fair. Scores: on the five
_ is operatiotializedby one item: "Please indicate
variables were also compared with those deWhich term best describes-the' nursing care yOu
rived from four other questionnaire's deSigned
. have received in the past 7 days:" A 5-point scale
to .provide the same, type of inforniation !but
is provided for .responses to 40 =of the questions.

For 39 of these questions, the 5 -response

from, a different point of view. These were

categories are: always, usually; sometimes, seldom, and never. The five response categories for

the kind of staffing pattern used on a unit..

the' item which Summarizes the quality sto nursT.

ing,care are excellent, very good,: satisfactory,
only fair, and unsatisfaCtory. Three response,
oategories are pravided to obtain information
for the fiveAuestion§ that sunimg.rize specific'

parts a the quality of nursing care,: Th

re=

sponse categories for these .five questions: re:
-yeS,_Partiigty, and no.

Acminiation and Scoring: This instrument

'- 'Was' designed to be. completed by a patient. In.

stritctionsare provided as part of'the questionnaire. Scores for each variable are computed by

examined in' the context of the type of unit or

Three kidds of staffing patternstwere examined.
The firit had 13 patierits assigned to a nursing
eam. The sebond had 16 patients Similarly assigned to a team. The third had 19 patients .a§sigited to a nursing team.
is questionnaire was completed by 139,paThis
tients. They were from a '36-bed -surgical, unit
Yand.a 65-bed medical_ unit of a 340-bed acute
general 'hospital operated under municipal control. ,t
`Reliability and Validity: No information. was
provided regarding the ,test-retest or
..

.

,

*.
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It would
be helpful to have information re-garding the test-retest characteristics of the

,generalized split-half reliability characteristics
of the variables presumably measured by this
instrument.
The results for physical care indicated 4a tendency for patients to give higher ratings on this
measure than was the case for nursing person-

variables. It would also be helpful" to have information'regarding inter-item and betWeenvariable relationships. The latter information
could be used to confirm the assignment of items-

to. specific variables and might -indicate the

nel. Patients "-typically rated the quality of

presence of variables other than those pre-

physical care as usually or always adequate, regardless of the staffing condition of their unit.

sumed to be measured by this instrument. With
all this information mane available, it would be

The same tendency- was observed for the compos-

useful to repeat this study on a much larger
sample of patients in a number of .facilities
. where a variety of nursing staffing patterns

ite score called quality of nursing care and for
the variable that provided a summary "description of the patients'..perceptions of the quality of
care they 'received in the hospital. .

were used.
0

Use ih Research: Safford. and Schlotfeldt (1960)
developed and used this instrument along with
fourothers described elsewhere in this compila.. tion for their research referenced below.
CoMments: This instrument appears to have potential for iproVic)in,g 'information on the vati-

References:

Safford, Beverly J., and Schlotfeldt, Roiella M.
Nursing service staffing and quality of nursing care. Nursing Research, 1960, 9 (3), 149154.

ables it is presumed to measure. However,

because -of the limited nature Of the infOrmation: available regarding- the characteristics of
-.thevariables,.it is premature to make any decisions regarding its usefulness.

-

0

a

.

Source of Information:
Beverly J. Safford, R.N., M.S.
Caro Regional Center
Caro, Mich. 48723
-

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Safford,' Beverly J., Schlotfeldt, Rozella'M., and Bolcer,.;Eileen
QUALITY OF NURSING CARE QUESTIONNAIRE -- PATIENT

0 Please place an X in the space to the right below the word that best describes hoWyou

feel about each .question at the leftIf you have any additional remarks you'would like to
make, please use the space "Additional Comments" which'is

peovidedult=the end of the

questionnaire.

USUALLY.-SIMETIMES

ALWAYS
.

SELDOM

NEVER

-,'

.6 -,,

.

A.

Did your nurses do little thihgs like changing your
position, fluffing your pillow, or smoothing your
sheets to make you feel comfortable?.

,

0
,

Did your nurses carry out treatments and MediCations,
p
On'time?

.
,

.

..

If you needed medicineforlOein, did you receive it
ipromptly1

.

.

.

.

.

--

,

Did your nurses answer your'light promptly?

.

,

.

.:

Did yourlerses'keep yonr,bell cord within easK,

"

reach?

.

l

.,

for your caret`

Did yoUr nurses know how to use the equipment needed

.

. .

.

-.

are?

.

lk

Were.you covered with a cotton blanket during'your

.

,,,bath?.
.

.
..

)

.

Did your nurses bathe you thoroughly or help you with
'
,
yellt-bath as needed?

t:

.

,

Did your nurses take care of your needs for Cleaning
your teeth?

.

,,

'-,*

_

of.

Did your nurses help you in getting.in and out
,,,

-

bed?-.
__.
%

Were your nurses gentle in caring foryou?
DieyOur nurses seem to know what you needed before
ou'had to ask for it?

,,

,

.

.

.

Did your nurses seem tb understand how you felt?
.

B..

,..a.

,

a

,

'

,

.

.

Did%your nurses' appear to enjoy caring for you?

!

ALWAYS USUALLY' SOMETIMES

,

.'

a

NEVER

SELDOM

.

.-

.

Didall the nursei.daring' fOryou.seemgto be
informed as to your needs?
..

.

..

.

.

.

.,

:

.

Did there appear;to be a good feeling among the
nurses who cared for you?
,
.

,-

:

.

..:

.

Did you feel that your nurses were interested in you
and your welfare?

.

When.you were-fearful, did your nurses try to relieve
your feari?
.

.

,.

.
.

. -

.

.

...

Did'your nurse explain what would'happep.to you
(treatments, hospital routine, tests)?

C.

"..,?
.

,

Oil_your,ntirses treatjou with respect?-:

.

Were your nurses able to answer your questions?
.

.

.

Did your'nurset attend to your religious needs?
Were

au

.

A

Did P.m feel confidence in your nurses?

,

.

nurses atient and driderstatitin.?

Were your nurses. friendly?

-:

.

/.

.

Did your nursef protect your privacy?
,Ofd_your nurses keep your rooreneat?

.

.

Did your nurses seem to have time to take care of

tt.

,

you?.

Was your family'kept well-informed?
.

pid you enjoy your nursing care?
.

,
.

-..

.

C.

Did your-nurses seem to understand your physician's
plan for your care?
.

D.

.

Did your nurses taketine to make sure you
they taught you ?..
understood

.

.

.__

.

E.

Were your nurses calm?
.

.

.
.

Were your nur*seS'.considerate'in the way they talked
o
to you?

I

1
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.

USUACD

SELDOM

SOMETIMES

NEVER

.,

.-i.
,

,

1,

F.

Didyoll feel that the nurses on the unit were working

toethee as a teamiloryour recovery?

theW

Did your nurses seem to know what

jobs were?

Did you feel that you.received enough attention from
an R.N.?'
Did your 'nurses and - doctors appear-to have the

supplies and equipment they needed to give you good.
care?

.
.

YES

'

: PARTIALLY

NO
.

Did your curses teach you how to care for yoUrselll
Did, your nurses try to,make you -feel

.

home when

you were admitted to the.hospital?
Old your nurses help you to understand your illness?
.

Did your nurses explain.to you how to care for,Yourself. at home?

.

.
.

,

Did your nurses explain to your family what your
needs will be at home?

.

.

.

.

-

Please indicate which term best, describes the nursing care you have received in the past`-'
seven days:

Excellent

Very Good

,,Satisfactory

Only, Fair

Unsatisf,Y.tory

.6.

Additional Comments:

O

U
Mit

,

,
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Title: PATIENT PERCEPTIONS OF HEALTH
SERVICES
Author: Triplett, June, L.

Variables: Perceptions of health services as in-

dicated .by patients' perceptions of nurses,
*physicians, social isolation, self-esteem, and in-

teractional threatspast and presentare the
variables measured, by the instrument.
Description:

.

Nature and Content: This is a '94-item questionnaire to be administered by interview, and
observation. It was designed to be read to low':
income- women -during home visits by public
health nurses.-The sections arid the number of
items in each are as follows: Nurse bispatity (9
items), Medical Disparity (9 items), Perceived
ThreatPast Experience F(8 items), Social Isolation (7 items), Threat (13 items), Self-Esteem (15
items), Perceptions of 0-thers:(6 items).
There'are 21 items of.demographic data and 6

"observation" items, e.g.;.1condition -of home,
condition of furnishings, personal appearance of
respondent, etc. These last six .items are to be
completed by the nurse-interviewer.

Many of the questions have multiple parts,

and response formats vary according to the type
of question, i.e., some questions have multiple
choice answers; some'questions are answered by
means of a 4-point Likert-type scale; some questions are open7ended.

Administration and Scoring: The items and
the response choices are to be read to the subject during a home visit by the publiq health
nurse-interviewer. However, it would, appear
that the questionnaire could' be adapted for..
self-administration. The author reported that
the interviewer "needed familiarity with the instrument, patience, tolerance, and the ability to
cope with interruptions, distractions, and di=

...

gressions within the home." The average length
of time required for completing the interview is
1 hour.
The instrument is coded for machine scoring
as well as hand scoring; the responses are alsci
coded for computerization. Possible, responses
are assigned scores so that for some sections a

low score indicates a favorable perception; in

9.

,

other sections .a high score indicates a favorable
perception. 'No other,, scoring information was
provided.
DevelopMent:

Rationale: The - author stated that the instrument was not derived from any specific theory.
Source, of Items: The items which measure
self-esteein were adopted, from Rosenberg
(1965).

=

Procedure for Development: No informatiorr
was provided other than the fact, that a pretest /had been conducted.
Reliability and Validity: No reliability coefficient was determined on the pretest Or the author's study itself.
The author reported that the instrument hats
face validity.
Use in. Research: No information was provided.
Comments: The author reported that some sub-

jects had difficulty with items requiring introspection:This instrument attempts to measure
"Several important variables; a narrowing of the
scope of the instrument would probably mean
more reliable measurement of the remaining
variables. Many of the items should be revised
and refined. For example; in Herne 1 through 9,
five sentences begin with the word "nurses" and

four with the pronoun "they"; in items 12

through 20, three items begin with the word
"doctors," five with the pronoun "they," and one

with "you." These items should be restated so
that the wording is parallel.
The reeponsg choices need revision, in that

those providedmost, lot, some, and seldom
are inconsistent with each other and the directions provided.
References:
Rosenberg, Morris. Society and the adolescent
self-image. 'Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1965.
Source of Information:
June Triplett, R.N7 M.S.
College of Nursing
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
Instrument Copyright: None.
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Triplett, June L.

PATIENT PERCEPTIONS OF HEALTH SERVICES

As I read thejollowing sentences, I'd like you to think about the
.nurses who have. visited you recently and then haye you tell me

whether each 'sentenceis almost alwaysFue,.true'a lot of the time,
- some -of thetiMeT-or hardly ever true.

Most.
.1.

Lot

Some

Seldom

Nurses really seem todre about what you
think and Want.
1

2

3

4

NurSes use words you don't understand.

-3.

1

4

.

They expect you to do things you
don't knoW-hoWto- do.
4

.2

1

You can depend on the nurse to notice
the good things\you do.
1
5.

2

Nurses expect yout6 do things you
don't think are important.
I

6.

3

2

1

2

1

Therthink they have all the right
answers to youri,prOblems.
4
II

7.

S.

Nurses let yon ecidc what health
actions are tmportant to you.
2

3

2

3

They find out what you have 'already
tried before giving yvu new ideas.
1

9.

Nurses make It easy for.yoU to ask
questions about hings you don't
understand.

"4

10.- 11 TOTAL NURSE.

7(Y0
_4.

4
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Now let's AO the aame thing except that .the statements will be..
about the doctors you have seen at the. well -child clinics.
S

Most
12.

Doctors;really seem,to care about
inlet you think and want.

13.

They hell, you'feel you-can learn
new ways of doing things.

14.

Doctors use words you don't under-

Lot,.

Some

1

2

3

4

.3

2

1

'2

Seldom.

stand.
15.

1

They let you decide what health
actions are important to you.
4

Yoti can depend on,the doctor to
notice the good things you do.
3

17.

.18.

They think they have all the right
answers to your problems.
4

'3

2

4

3.

2

3

2

1

They tell you to.do things you
'can't afford to do.

19.
-c

20.

Doctors makecit easy for you to
ask questions about things you don't
understand.

T.

They expect you.to do things you
don't know how to do.
4

21 - 22.

TOTAL MEDICAL DISPARITY SCORE

'

rurse disparity.(page 1)
23 - 24.
25.

When it comes to preventing accidents. or illnesses, would
you say that you worry a lot. about what is going to happen
next month or next year, or do you sort of take things as
they come?
a,

b.

26.

TOTAL DISPARITY SCORE

(1). worry
take-things as they 'come

(2)

Which do you think is more important'in determining what will
happen in the futuie?
.

a.

(1)
(2)

pint own actions
chance or luck

1

.
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27.

.,

When you think about all the people whose jobs are to help .
or protect yOU and your faMi1y,..sUch as welfare workes, police,
teachers,, probation.officera, dodtors or nurses, have yOU
generally
(2)' expected. them to cause you trouble until they
showed yob otherwise
expected them to be helpful-until they showed
:(1)

a.

b.

you- otherwise
28.

When you have talked with people .in these kinds.of.jolm, have
they usually
,

(2)

a.

-

b.

,29.

30..

(1)'

Have these people
a..

(1)

b:

(2)

b.
c.

.

(3) frequently
(2)
occasionally
hardly ever.or never
(1)

Some people say that most people can be trusted. Others say
you can't be too careful in your dealings with people. How
do you feel about it?

a.

b.
t 32.

made you feel it was OK to ask for help when you
really needed it
made you feel like you were no good when you
asked for help

Some mothers. tell me that they don't shop in the good depart -.
-ment-storea--because-the-clerks-have-been -rude-to them.- How_
often has this hapPened to you?
a.

31.

made. you feel that your opinions and ideas. werenrt
worth much
made you feel that your ideas and opinions were
important

(1)
(2)

most people can be-trusted
you can't be too careful.

Would you agree or disagree that if you don't watch yourself,
people will take advantage of you?
(2)

(1)

.33.- 34

agree
disagree

TOTAL PERCEIVED THREAT (past experience).
items.27'through 32
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Some
work
know
feel

35..

motherousay they spend so much time at home doing_hOuseand looking, after -the children that they hardly enr
what is happening in the neighborhood. How often tan you
this way?
-

.
.

.

a.

(4)

most 'of the, time

b.

(3)

about lalt the time

c..

(2) ...not. very often

d.-

(1)

.

-hardly ever or never.

ften do you,get away from the house. (apartment)?
,

a.
b.
c.

.

-.

d.

e.
_

,

(1)
(2)

several. imes a day

(3)
(4)

3 - 5 times a week
once or twice a week

(5,

at least once a day.. .:

.

About how often do friends§ oF relatiVes visit you? ..

i: .37.

.

a.

(1)

several times ':a 'day

b.

(2)

at least once a'-day

c.

(3)

3 to 5 times a. -,leek

d.
e..

(4)

once or T 4 4,- week

(5)-

less. ofteli I !:.

, 38.

,

less .often
'..0:

.

,

1

..

7,.,...

How many _groups do you4belong to which, meet regularly such as
(Specify)
union, Veteran's' organ' ' ations, church, clubd, etc.?
a.

(4)

none

b.
c.
d.

(3)
(2)

one

(1)

'

two or three
more than 3

39.. About how often do god attend their meetings?
a.
b.

(1)

c.

(3)

(2)

d.

40,
C

most of the time'
about half the time
less than half
rarely or never

If you added up all the meetings you attend, aboUt how many
would this,be each month?
Group

Frequency
less than one

a.

(3)

b.
c.

(2)

1

(1)

moie,than 3

3

7o5
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.

41. -Would you say thaty.cu.tend to he a lonely person?
4

a.

(2)

h.'

(3)
(1)

42 --43,
44.

fairly lonely
veb? lonely
not lonely
41)

TOTAL SCORE ON SOCIAL ISOLATION (35

Do you. think7rhat testdpeople know the kind of person you
reallyare,. or do youfeel,that most people do not know what
really goes on underneath ? -.
a.

(1)
(2)

people know

pecipp don'eknow

45., What kinds of things do the nurses-do or say which make you
feel llke they really care-about you and your fatily?
-

.

46., Whatkinds of things do they.do or sayyhichmake you think
they.are Just doing a job and don',t really care about you and
your family?

All of us are uneasy about doing some things even when we know
they are important because even the thought of doing them .makes
I'll read what some mothers have
US feel afraid or uncomfortable.
told me about their experiences inIgetting health care for their
children -.things like getting shots.and.eheck7ups by thy: doctor
and dentist - and then have you tell me how often you feel uneasy
or afraid. The choices are almost always afraid; frequently,
sometimes or hardly ever. Do you feel afraid
4

Most
47.
48.

2

3

Freq.

when you don't know how to act
'7
in a new place
when you don't have'clothes you

think aregood enough.
when you think people will use
words you' don't understand.
50.

51.

52.
53.

when you think you woh't,understand the instructions given you.
when you think people, might be
rude to you.
whentherels no one around, that
you know.
when you don't:know the right
words to use in asking questions.

.0...

'

AV

0
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Some

1

Rare

3

4.,

AKOst

Frei.

\1

2
Some.

Rai.

when you expect people noeto pay
any attention to you.
55. when you-feel pushed. to:doepMe.
health action_you don't think is
:important or pOssible.
54.

.

56;

_

Everyone haatheseleelings of fear some of the time.
Would You:say you were afraid or uneasy,
a.
b.

(4),more often than most of your friends

C.

(2) less-often'
(1)..hardly ever afraid

57 - 58.
59.

O.

6

.

(3)about as

often

TOTAL THREAT SCORE (47-- 560,-

If you offer your opinion on some important health topic and
someone laughed at you for it, how *mad this make you feel?
(3) deeply hurt and disthrbed
a.
12) Somewhat hurt and disturbed
b.
(1) wouldn't bother me very much
/
c.
/ When health probleMeare discussed, do you often prefer to
say nothing at -all than to say something that will make a bad
impression?
(1) not -afraid of makinia bad impression
a.
(2).Preier to say nothing
b.
When health problems are discussed, would you rather say
.nothing Rt all. then to say something that would make people
angry with you?
0 i

a.

b.

62 - 63.

(1) doesn't matter if people get angry
(2) would say nothing

INTERPERSONAL THREAT SCORE.(59

61)

64 H65. .TOTAL-THREAT SCORE (33 -.34; 57 -.58, 62-- 63)
Somelpeople gaTthat the way people feel about themselves makes a
difference in-.how they use health services. For this reason, I'd
likejtoCask you to liSten to some sentences that people use in
talking about themselves. and have you tell me whether you would

C

strongly agree,,' agree,-disagree or-strongly disagree with each of
them in.thinking about yourself.
'

SA

81... On the whole, I am satisfied with
.
myself
4t times I think I am no ,good at-All.
82,
I

.

.

83.

I feel that I'have a numbeiof good

84.

qualities.
I am able to do things As well as
most other people.
.

A

SD
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85.-

do.

not have much to be proud

of.

86:
87.

I certainly feel useless-at times.
I feel that I am a person'of worth,
at least on. an equal plane with others.
D

SA
88.

I wish I could have mote respect for
.

myself,.

,

All in all, I am inclined to feel
that I'm a failure.
B10. I take a positive attitude toward
myself.

B9.

-

SUB- TOTALS - SELF.ESTEEM
B 11..

If items 3Aand 7 agreed and 9 disagree, score 2
score 2
,If 1 of 3 differs from above,
1
If 2 of .3 or all differ.

B 12.

.

score 2

If item 4 agree and 5 disagree,

1

Any differerece

B 13.

If agree on item 1

A
-

1

;Disagree
.Item 8.disagree
agree

2_

Items 2. and.6 both disagree
Anytdifference

2
1

114

B 14,

B. 15.

1

SELF-ESTEEM SCORE

B 16 - 17.
B 18.

What.do the nurse_and:doctors do or say that make yOU feel
good about yourself asa mother, or as a person?
4,

B 19.:

B 20.

2.

,

What do they do or ,say that make you think less of yourself
\\*
as a person or as a mothet?

Suppose,a new couple has.just moved 3: to your neighborhood.
the old. THe public
They are very young and have twins 3
health nurse wanti,to find someone in th neighborhood to
give this mother good suggestions about caring for her babies.
Compared -to the other mothers the nurse"know inyour area,
-do you think the nurse would
a.
b.
c.
d;

-,1

.

(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)

think of you as among the most able to help
think of youas rather able.
dank of you as not very able
probably not think of you at all

SD
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B 21.
.4

If the nurses at the CliniC.wanted some mothers to'help.._
make toy0 forthe clinic waiting room, how.mUcb,of a. chance
..do-you think YOU would have'of being ohoseW
a.
b.

I

c.

'

d.

I

(4) a-very good chance
(3) a good_chanee
(2) not much of a.-'chance
(1) no 'chance at all

r

.

B 22. 'tIf you Were-to make some suggestions to maka=the clinic run
better,/ do you think the nurses would
.

'..1

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

a.

b.
c..
d.

not consider them at all
giveothem.verylittle consideration.
give them some consideration,
give them it great deal o consideration

Suppose the well-child clinic decide&toselect the best
mother' of the yean Compared to 'all he other mothers you
know who take children to the clinic, where do you think
the nurses would rate you in.stich a contest?

B 23.

(4) close to the top

...

b. .t,'(3) toward the top
(2)
(1)

'c.

d.

B 24 - 25.

toward the bottom
close to the bottom.

PERCEPTIONS OF OTHERS

PERCEPTIONS-OF THEM

TOTAL

(20 -\ 23)

B 26: 'If you. suddenly fOundgyourelf getting 'twice as much money
each month as.you now get, would you make any changes in
how you obtain.health care-for yourself and your family?:
(Probe).
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Mies: NURSING ACTIVITIES CHEC
...

vide a frame of reference, and directions precede
the acrual checklist items on each form.
There was no estimate of the time required to
complete the instrument.
Each point on the scale is assigned a numerical value ranging from 4 (extreme importance)

1ST.

FOR PATIENTS. NURSING 4C,371 JIBS

CHECtCL i'11 FOR NURSES. Note: These two
ents were developed to be used jointly.
Ins
//the
the one .designed for patients is included
here.
Author: White, Marguerite B.
Vailables: The instruments we're designed to de-

to 0 (no importance or does not apply). Other
scoring' procedures will depend .upon the needs
and purposes of the user.

termihe The relative importance of selected
nursing 'activities to patients and to nurses.
Selected nursing activities are operationally

Development:

Rationale: Hospitalized adults and profes-

sional nurses charged with their care may differ

defined by the 50 items included on the
checklists,

as to. the importance' of selected nursing ac-

tivities. A patient's perceptions concerning

'

what is important for his welfare influences his
attitude toward the nursing care received and
the value derived from it. So, too, a nurse's actions are governed by her perceptions of a patient's needs based upon her nursing knowledge
ana experience. A. successful nursing care plah
should, in so far as possible, develop goals which
are a synthesis of the-patient's personal health

DesCription:

Nature and Content: Each. of these instru-

ments is a 50-item self-checklist. The contents,format, and response categOries are exactly the
same with the exception of changes in the pronouns used on the forms, i.e., the one designed
for patientS uses the pronouns I, me, and my;,
tile one designed for nurses used he, him, and

care desires and the purse'imfessional expertise.

ti

his.

.

tified

on the instrument per se," can- be

The nursing activities, though not so iden-

Source of Items: Items were based upon a review of literature, statements of nursing leaders
and professional grganizations, nursing

categorized into four broad groups:
1. physical care in response to physiological
need (items pertaining to cleanKiess and
physical comfort, rest and sleep, exercise
and position, eliininatiOn, foods and
and environment);
2. psychological Aspects of nursing care (supportive emotional care, spiritual care, and
diversional caresl
3. implementation of medical care (observing;
reporting, and carrying out doctors' orders;

textbooks, nursing fdriction studies, research
reports, interviews with patients, interviews
with'nursing personnel, and the author's pro-

fessional experience.
Procedure for Development: From the above

sources, four broad categories of nursing activities were developed. Under each category, a
list ;'of simple, concise stateMerits covering a
of activities was pr pared. The list of
wide
74 items was submitted to graduate nurses (doctoral candidates, nursing schOol_faculty,'nurs-

4. preparation for discharge (teaching and
planning for continuity of care)._
Response choices, to be indicated by placing a

ing practitioners) and former patients for

item, are in terms of the importance of a specific

editing and suggestions for additional activities.
As a result the list of items was expanded to 95.

tance, very important, medium importance,

based ,upOn two criteria: the completed instru-

check in the appropriate box following each

Selection of items for the revised list was

activity to the respondentextreme impofslight importance, no importance, does not ap-

ply/

Examples of the activities are: "Provide a

clean, comfortable bed"; "Give prescribed meth-.
cations on time"; "Plan some div,ersion'on recre-,
ation for [the patient] "; "Talk .with the family.

-

693

about the patient's illness and the care needed
at home."
Administration and Scoring:' These are selfadministered questionnaires and no specific
provisions -or. Skills are necessary fog, their com-

pletion. Introductory; paragraphs, which pro;

4

,

ment should contain a sufficient number of .
items to represent each category adequately,
and the instrument should be short enough to
minimize fatigue and maintain the interest of
the respondents. Fifty-six of the 95, statements
were selected as being the most significant and
the most appropriate.
First drafts of the instruments were adminis-

tered to three hospital staff nurses and three
hospitalized patients in ordeal to test the instriinieht for clarity of instructions and items,

length. of time for completion, and overall reser
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,

profession: The 'reliability of the instrument
needs to bestablished, and an item -analysis
might indicate that some orthe items could be

tion to the. instillment. Following recommended
changes, revised instruments were submitted to
12 graduate nurses selected on th6 basis of clini-.
cal nursing competency. Following their review,

eliminated.
References:
White, M. B. Importance' of selected nursing act,ivities:. Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1970.

the instructions for the instruments were revised, a. feW items -Weroadded; several -items
were deleted, and otheri were. clarified. This

vision resulted in the final 50 items of the instrument.
.

Importance of (selected nursing ac-

Reliability and Validity: No information deal-

tivities. Nursing-Research, 1972, 21 (1) 4-14.
Yang, Jung H. C. Identification of the areas and
degrees of ipportan,ce an fifty selected nursing.
yb'actrvities as viewed by the nurse and patient:

ing directly with the reliability of the- instruments was provided: .. .11
Content-Validity was established by the steps

.

described' under Procedure for Development
above: .

Unpublished. master's thesis, University of
Iowa,. 1974.

Use -in leisearcli: The development -and use of
_these instruments are described in. White's doetorsi dissertation-and the resulting publication
referenced; below. These instruments were also

Source of Information:
Marguerite B. White, R.N., ka,D.
School og Nursing
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Conn. 06268

used by Yang (1974),

C mments: This type of measure administered

to both patients and nurses bis potential as a
t of for effecting greater congruency of nursing
r le expectations for the public and the nursing

;

Instrument copyright:
American Jourual of Nursing Co.'
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019

'

.1

0

0.

'Margueritet13.

NURSING ACTIVITIES, CHECKLIST FOR PATIENTS

The statements below describe sammectivities a member of the nursing stiff might
.
perform for a patient. Perhapsrsoma of these were dons for you and,some were not done.
You probhbly epos/der some of them more important than others. Tod are being asked to
rate each statement,,regardless.of whether or not 'it wfsdone, according co'its
imPercance to you; ranging from "extremM importatne" 4p "no importance' or "does not.
apply." Please read over.thmentireolist.
In thinking about im.s.own cane during the past Yew days,"please indicate the
em by .placing a check in the appropriate box. If the statement
importance of each
ty which you. can take care of without nursing assistance or which
describes an ac
does not apply t you, check the last .column.
.

s

,

y

.

.

.
.

1. T a k e

t-- -

Does
Extreme 'dory
Medium Slight. No
Not.
Impor- Impor-. Impor- Impor- Impor
tonne tint :tante 'tante tant- Apply.

.

Nuising Activity

ature and ulsw:
4

2. Give me (or assist me with?. a daily bath.

,

.

.

3. Assist with the care of.my mouth and
teeth.

e4. Providl as wIthMclean, comfortable bed:
5. Help' me with grooming, such was care of
.

nails, haitan4/or shaving.'

.

6. -Be sure that I have necessary equipment
glass,'towel, soap, blanket, etc.

s.

7. Provide privacy during my bath and my
treatment

,y.

dy
.

.

'8. Take spec
Care of my skin soit does
not become Wore.

s
,

,

9. See that; my unit is kept clean and tidy.
as.

.

10. Allow me to make decision' about ay own
1
cars.

k.

-

.

11. Help me, to assume a comfortable or
approprlat position.

a

.

^

.

.

4

12. NA:mid. when I have pain and give me
"medication41\f ord. ed.
'.

13..Changs my popiti frequently:,

.

.

14. Make we comfortable by, rubbing my beck.
,

15. Observe' the effect of treatments
ordered by the physician.

..

.

c.

-

:

.

arExtrame Veiy
Medium Slight No-. _I Does
Impor- Impor- Impor- Impbr- tumor Not
tance . Cant
tance tance Cane, Apply

.

.

Hursing-ActiVity
.

16. Consider my personal priferencea when-.
caring for me.

17.-Sie emit I have a bed pan -or urinal

.

whenIneed it.
,

'18.,Help,ms maintain or restore normal

--

elimination.` !-.

19. Cho* on bo4el functioning and report.
problems tii.thadoctor.
,

.

20. Help me in,and out ofbed.
21.'Help ma-get-nacessary'exarcie4 while

I am iwthebospital.:
-22. Discuai with is'-the amount:and type
of activity I should haiint home.
.

23. Encourage me:to. :take more tesponsibil.1ty.-for my oirn care while in thi'hosOltal. :
.

:

.

.

l!k. Give prescribed madications'On time.
-

25. Teach me about the medications I will
:ba,,tlakingat.home:,.

,

,

will be able,. ''''
to rest whiain the hospital.
%:.:-:.C.;7.

26. .Plan my care so that

i

-.
-

.

/

-

i

27.:Provide a cinefOrtabIC pleasant eniiinnment (proper-temperature; free
from oars and disturbing noises.

-

-

.

-

28. Relieve my anxiety by explaining
taainns for iii".symptoms.
i

.

29.. Make me feel that you are happy to care
for mai-.

______

-

.

.

30. Arrange.for my priest, minister or-rabbi
- to -visit me.

..

31. Mak. it-possible for me to observe my
religious nractices in the hospital;

/

,-.

--/

32. Assist ma withmy'meala.
33. See thit-Lhave food and/or fluid
batmen meals.
.

i

.

.

i .

7'

/

34. See that my inod is servedcpromptlY.

-

j
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a.
.

.

-.

----'.

e'

,

Midi" Slight No
. Snag
1 Extreme Vary.
Impoi- Impor- ImOor- Impor- Impor- Not'
tent. tante tante tante Apply
tante

Nursing Activity

.

.....

.

-

35.. Ask the dietitian to serve me soft
food! that. I mg able to chew.

36. Help me understand how to plan the diet.

'

.

.

.

,,,...
i

I will used at home.

0'

37. Be suri-I have a copy of my diet.
0

.
.

.

38. Talk with ma about topics unrelated to
,.
my illness, such as news, hobbies,
other interests.

r
1

.

39. Plan some diversion or recreation for
.

.

/

me.

40.-Take time to talk with my faMily and
answer their-questions.
_
.

,....

41. Help ma make arrangements for my care
at home.

42. Noticmchanges in my coalition 'and
report them.
.

a-

43, Tall my doitor that I am worried about
my condition.
'

44. Be undiistanding when I ma irritable

.

and. demanding.

45.'Take time to listen to me,
46. Carry out the 'doctor'sorders.

#

.

,

47. Explain about diagnostic tests &Hind
of time so I will know what.tmexpact.
.

A'

,

.

,

48. Clio ma pamphlets:io.riad and /or talk
with ma about my illness imdtdei to.
.

hilp ma understand how tocare for
myself.

4

49. Arrange for a public health nurse to
. visit me at home.
.

50. Talk with my. family about my illness
and the care I will need at home.,

o

Copyrighted by .ttie American Journal of.Nurting Company: reproduced with permission
by the Health Resources Administration.
Furtherreproduction.prohibited without
permission of copyright holder.
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mension displays "reasonable face validity" as a
measure of attitude (Osgood, 1957).
Procedure for Development: No information
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: No information con-

Title: APPPOINTMENT-REQUIRED CLINIC
AND NO,APPOINTMENT-REQUIRED CLAIN=
IC. SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

.

Authors: Wyatt, Janet S., and Rozell, Billie

cerning reliability was provided. The authors

Variable: Patierits3 attitudes toward clinics:
clinics

and

stated that the instrument has face validity

"no-

"appointment-required"
appointment-required" clinics is .the variable
being assessed.

(Wyatt, 1974).

Use in Research: Wyatt and, Rozell (1974) developed and, used the instrument in a group research project cbndUcted as partial fulfillment

Description:

Nature and Content: To rate client attitudes
toward two types of clinics, appointment re`quired and no appointment' required, the

of requirements for a graduate degree at the
University of Alabama.

semantic differential test was used. A set of nine

Comments: Anyone considering using the
seniantic differential technique 'should consult
the refeiences cited below and should keep in
mind that attitudes toward clinics which do or
do not require appointments cannot be measured in isolation: Any potential user must be
aware of other factorsowhich influence clients'

positive evaluative adjectives and their corresponding negatiVe evaluative adjectives was
identified. The word "good" is an example of a
positive evaluative adjective; the corresponding
negative evaluative adjective is "bad."
This self-administered instrument consists of
three parts: a' set of nine pairs of evaluative
adjectives to-be rated relative to how- those adjectives apply, respectively, to the words
"clinic," "appointment required," and "no ap-

\

attitudes toward clinics, e.g., quality of care re-s

ceived, attitudes of the health care personnel'
toward clients, etc.

pointment required." Each pair ,of =adjectives is
.
rated on a 5-point scale.

References:

Osgood, Charles, Suci, George, andy Tannenbaum, .Percy. The measurement of meaning.
Urbana, Illinois: University" of Illinois Press,

Administration and Scoring: The instrument
is self-administered and no special provisions
are .required for administration other than the
investigator must make the directions for -completiori very clear. Directions for completion
precede the. items on this scale.

1957.

Snider, James G., and Osgood, Charles. Seman-

tic differential technique. . Chicagq: Aldine
Publishing Co., 1969.
Wyatt, Janet S., and Rozell, Billie.A com rison
of walk-in and appointment visits in a nu sing
clinic with respect to client attitudes an re-

Osgood and his aisociates (1957) have as,
sig ed a numerical weight to each of the .nine
pai s of eyaluative adjectives; these numerical
wei hts are to be -used-in scoring responses on
this instrument.

,

School af Nursing, . University of Alabama;

'Birmingham, 1974.

Development:-

.R.itionale: Osgood and his associates origi-,
nated the semantic differential technique as one
method for measuring attitudes.

Source of Items: The semantic differential

test as. designed by Osgood incorporates, adjec-

tives with a "potency" factor and adjectiVes

with an "evaluative" factor. Only evaluative adjectives were -used in this study, suite this di-

turn rates. , Unpublished research report,

.

Source of Information:
Janet S. Wyatt, R.N., M.S.
1511 G Carswell Circle
Bolling AFB
Washington, D.C. 20336

,Instrument Copyright: None.
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Wyatt, Janet S., and Rozell, Billie

APPOINTMENT REQUIRED CLINICAND NO APPOINTMENT'REQUIRED CLINIC
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

Thank you for filling out these pages*. No names will be
put op,theee pages so no one. will know how you mark.

.

First look at the bigword in capital letters at the top,
of each page. These main words are: CLINIC
APPOINTMENT REQUIRED
NO APPOINTMENT REQUIRED
Next, look at the two lists of words below with 5 blank'
spaces in between each word. All of these words are opposites of
each other.
Now. think about how you feel about the main word at the top
Then look at the first N4or,', on the left side of the
page and compare it to the firat word, on the right.
of .the page.

If the word on the left best fits your feeling about the
main word.at ale top ofthe page, mark an X in the space\closest
to that word, space a.
.

Example:
left

X

right

If the word on the right best fits your feeling for the main
word mark an Xjn the space closest to that word, space e.
Example:
left

X
a

right

b.

If the word on the left and the*woid on the'right seem to
fit your feeling about the'main word, mark an X in the middle
space, space c.
Example:
left
'right
X
a

b

If the word on the,leftronly somewhat fits your feeling
X in space b.

-.for the main word, mark an
EXample:.
left
X
a
b
i

i

.

.

right
c

d

VOLUME 2
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If the word on the right only somewhat fits your feeling
fog the main word, mark an X in space, d.
Example:
X
right
left a

b

c

d

...

Please be sure to put a mark, X, in only one of the 5 spaces
between each of the two lists of words.
Do you have any questions?

j
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Clinic

good

bad
d

e

high

low
a

d

e

dark

bright.
a
_

e

nice

awful
a

d

a_

d

happy

sad

unpleasant

pleasant
e

unfair

fair
e

worthl

valuable

es s

_

poor

rich

a

b

.

CUP
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Appointment Required
bad

good
e

a

I. ,low.

high
a

b.
dark

bright
a

awful

nice
a

e

a

e

sad

happy

unpleasant

pleasant
a

unfair

fair.
e

a

worthless

valuable
a

rich

.

_

O

poor

703
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No *ointment Required
good

bad

___a_:_
e.

n.

high,

low
a

bright

dark
a

nice

awful

d

a

e

:happy

sad

a.

b

pleasant

unpleasant
a-

d

e

d

e:,

fair.
.

unfair

.

valuable

worthless.
e

a
.

._

poor

rich
a

O

r)

-r*
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Client and Significant Others Interaction

Infants rated by their mothers as better than
'rage (plus score on the Neonatal Perception
ventory II) are considered at low risk; those
infants not rated better than averaga(minus or
0 score) are considered at high risk for sub-

Title: NEONATAL PERCEPTION INVENTORIES (NPI)
Author: 'Broussard, Elsie R.

Variable: Theprimipara's perception c her infant is the variable being measured. -

sequent development of emotional difficulty.

The mother's perception of her infant as

Description:
,-

measured .by the Neonatal Perception Inven-

Nature and Content: There are- two distinct
inventories: (1) the Neonatal Perception Inventory I, administered during the inimediate post-

Wiles on .the first or second postpartum day did

not prove to be related. to the subsequent develOpinent orthe child at age 41/2 or at 10 or 11
years.

partum .hospital stay (days 1-4); and (2) the
Neqriatal.Perception Inventory II,adniinistered

t

When both 'the ratings attained at the im
mediate postpartum. .period (NPI I) and '1
month of age (NPI II) are used as a predictive

at hpproximately. 1. month postpartum (4-6
weeks).
Each. inventory consists of two forms designed
to be used togeth'.,..r, i.e., the Average Baby and

instrument, their combined predictive ability is
greater than when NPI II is used alone (Brous-

Your Baby forms. Each of the forms,consists of
six single-item seales. The items and response
formats of the farms are identical.

sard, 1977).

Administration and Scoring: The Neonatal
Perception Inventories are easily and quickly.
administered. The wording varies slightly to
take into account the age of the infant at the
time of administration, The mother of the 1month-old is handed the Aierage Baby form
and asked to check the blinks she thinks best
describ^ the average baby. The investigator
waits ....gal the mother .has completed that in-

Development:

Rationale: Many researchers have felt that

the time, just before and following birth is sig-

nificant in setting patterns of interaction be-tween mother and child which may Continue
long' afterward (Escalona, .1949; Sontag, 1941;
osselyn, f.948). When a. woman becomes' a
mother, she has certain expectations as to what
kind of mother she will beand what kind of child
she will: have. After delivery, the mother-child
relationship deyelops into a cyclical syslem. The
way the mother relates to the child:will be mod.:

ventory, retrieves it from the mother,then gives
her the Your Baby form stating, "You have had

a chance -to live with your baby for about a
month now. Please check the blank you think
best escribes your baby." (Her verbal instructions differ slightly from those 'used at time I
when the mother is asked to rate the baby ac-

ified by her perce'ptiori of the infant's appear-.
anCe and behavior; the infant's behavior will, inturn, be- affected by her handling and reactions
to the infant (Broussard, 1964). The implications

of this relationship led the authorlo foci's on
mothers' perceptions of their infants and the

cording to what she thinks he will be like.) The

author recommends that the investigator remain with the mother during the entire administration procedure.
tor scoring, values of 1 to 5 are assigned to
each of- the scales for each of the inventories.
The blank "none" is assigned a value of 1 and "a
great deal" has a value of 5. The lower values on
the scale represent the more desirable behavior.A total scora is obtained, for the Average Baby \
form-and a total score is obtained for the Your
Baby form. The total score of the tour, Baby
-form:is then subtracted from that of the Aver age .Baby form; the discrepancy .constitutes the
tal Perception Inventories score.
Ne

(21

ss

subsequent development of theiriventories.
Source of.ltems: The items Were based upon
the author's past clinical experience with the
concerns young mothers expressed 'about their
babies.
Procedure for Development: Ng' information
was provided.
Reliability and Validity: No reliability infor
mation was provided.
The inventories, have shown construct and
criterion validity. In 1963 the inventories weye
administered to 318 primiparae on the first' or
second postpartum day and again when the in-
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fants were 1 month old. All infants were fullterin, healthy, first -born children. One hundred
tv.76ilty of the children were evaluated at ag41/2
years by two child PosIrchiatrists without knowledge of their classification <high or low risk) on
the inventories. A significant ( <0.001) relation-

7,*

ship was found between prediction (using the
inventories) and outcome (psychatric evaluaticiri) (Broussard and Hartner1910).
One hundred four of the children were evaluated at age 10 to 11 years by three psychiatrists.
Again the relationShip was significant ( <0.02)

between. prediction and outcome (Broussard,
1977).

In (1973 the inventories were used to screen
281 full -term, healthy: first - borns. Evaluations
at 1.Year and at 21/2-years for 69 of these children.

indicated statistically differences between°
low and high risk groups (p < 0.05) on clinical
Clusters which measured such items as attachmerit, ,confidence, coping, and frustration tolerarice (Broussard, 1976).
Use hi Research: This instrument, designed to

measure maternal perception, can serve as, a
method for early identification of potential developmental problems and the basis for planning programs aimed at early intervention. It

hasbeen used in two large-scale research -projects (Broussard, 1964, 1976, 1977) (Broussard
and Hartner, 1970).
Comments: The procedure for administration
and scoring are simple and straightforward. The
instrument is brief and, cOnseepentlyi. easy to
use, yet shows significant predictive validity.
References:
Broussard, Elsie 'R.' A. Study to determine the

/

electiveness of television as a medium for

counseling groups of primiparous women during the immediate postpartum period. Unpub,,

,lished doctoral dissertation, University of
Pittsburgh, 1964.
Considerations regarding preventive.-

intervention with neonates at high risk. Presented to the National Institute of...Mental
Health, Fourth Meeting of the National Advisory Council for Clinical Infant Programs of
the Mental Health Study Center, Adelphi,
Maryland, April 23, 1976.

.

.

Neonatal prediction and outcome at

10-11 years. Child Pay...hiatry and-Human Development, 1977,1, in press.

Broussard,- Elsie, and Hartner, M. Maternal
perceptions of the neonate as related to development. Child Psychiatry and Human Development, 1970, 1 (1), 16-25.

Further 'considerations regarding ma-

ternal perception of first born. In Jerome
Hellmuth (Ed.), Exceptional Infant, New
'York: Brunner/Maul, Inc., 1971.
Escalona, Sybille. The psychological situation of
mother and child upon return from the hospi-

tal. Problems of Infancy and Childhood,

Transactions of the Third Conferences of the
Joshua Macy. Jr. Fouridation. March 1949,
New York.
Josselyn, Irene M.- Patichosocial development of
children. New York: Family Service AssOcia..tion of America, 1948.
Sontag, L. lit:The significance of fetal environ-

mental. differences. American Journal of

Obstetric8 and Gynecology, 1941,4g, 996-1003.
Source. of Information:

Elsie R. Broussard, M.D., Ph.D.
Graduate School of Public Health, Room 209
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15261
Instrument Copyright: Elsie R. Broussard, M.D.,
Ph. D.
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IEONATAL PERCEPTION INVENTORIES (NPI)

AVERAGE BABY

YOUR BABY

Alt tough this is your first baby. you probably bare wine ideas of what
ruott little babies are like. Please rhea the blank you think best
'deatribes the AVERAGE baby.

While it is not ponible10;know for certain what your baby will be like.
you prObably have 'tome ideas of what yoUr baby will be like. Please
.theck the blank that you think best describes treat your baby will be like.

II

Flow utuelscling Ito you think your belly will do?

uturh flying du you think theaiserage baby do's?

Tai

.

a go

t

aiara

Cs

moderate amount

aFFiriii

none

.

a KOUCTIM

1110aCralIC UM01111l

7ETTliire

none

a great t ea

rG'y. in C.

IIt111C

I
.

a gl K ut

mot exam amount

Trr-Try
sit e

none

Bow intuit difficulty I

s the average baby haste with bowel movements?

a peat

at

a' glum

utm Crate U11.1011111

T,,1TIF5

now mush lratubh du you hiuk tbr, averagg. baby has in
to a predictable patron, al titig and 4leeping?.
a great tea

a st.Wta

erale,amu lllll

Seidler

very little'

.11011C

a great t ca

.

feeding?

very nt a

a good

nuss6

.

.

ma crate amount TE

"

none

woventelits? .
ono, crate-Ammoit

tiort;n
one

none

How timely dilliculty do you expect your. baby to have with bowel
very

n

.

tame'

How much trouble do you think that your baby will have settling down
to a °predictable pattern of eating, and sleeping?
a great ea,

4

moderate amount

Bow tiiuch difficulty do you Mink your baby will haae sleepily

How wish di die ty do you think the average baby has in.sleeping?
u peat. ea

very lu e

It spitting up or vomitingdo you thittk your baby will "do?

How

as glleah

mut t;ate amount

agtMVt

a great deal

Mee Muth i hang top or vomiting'da.you think the average baby does?
a

moderate amount

limit Truck ttuubic do you think your baby will have

Slowm eh trouble du you think the average baby has in feeding?
a peas d

..irgovaill
a.grereri
a

a good bit'

mot crate amount

,k.

Copyrighted by-Elsie..R.Ait uisard;reproduced witkpermiliion.by!the Health
rther reproduction piChibited without permission'
'Resources Administration..
,.of'copyright holder..

very

it e

none'
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Title: HOME OBSERVATION FOR, MEAS-

higher the score, the better; the home environ,ment for child learning and behavior develop-

UREMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT (HOME)
Author: Caldwell, Bettye M.

HoweVer, the manual cautions the

interviewer against thinking.in terms of the 're-

Variables: This instrument is designed to measure certain ettpects of the support available in
the home environment of.a child..-Specifically, it
provides measures, of: (1) emotional and verbal
responsibility of mothers, (2) avoidance of re-

.

sample of 124. home visits.
Development:
Rationale: Caldwell (1968) states:

phySical and temporal enVironment, (4) provision of appropriate play materials, (5) maternal
involvement with child, and (6) opportunities for
variety in daily routine. In addition, it provides
for a total score which alleges to provide an as-

The primary objective that guided the development of
this Inventory was the-.desive to assemble a set of items
to assess those somewhat intangible qualities of
person-person and person- object interaction-which cdllectively comprise the infant's learning environment. In
the past the assumption has been, made that the generic
term 'social class' adequately encompassed these quan-

sessment of the total quality of the environment.
Description:

Nature and Content: This instrument is com-

titative and qualitative characteristics. The development of this Inventory represents a conviction that such
a gross structural designation as social class is insins!tive' tci the cumulative transactions that occur daily be-

posed of 45 "Yes" or "No" items grouped into the

six categories named abpve under Variables.
One example from each category is as follows:

tween the infant and his environment and that an
attempt to describe and measure these transactions
will not only provide a more accurate description of
the learning environment but will in adc'ition help to

1. Mother 'responds to child's vocalizations
with a vocal or verbal response.
2. Mother does not scold or derogitte child
.during visit.

pinpoint areas in qkhich intervention is needed.

3. Child gets out of house at least four times a

Source of Items: Selection of items was guided
by empirical evidence of the importonce of certain types of experience for nodrishing the be-

week.

4. Mother provides toys . or interesting activitie for child during interviews.
5- Moth& tends to keep child within visual

riavioral development of the child. Included
were such. things as the importance of.the op

portunity to form a basic attachment to ,a

range and to look at him(her)"often.

6. Father provides, some caregiving every

Mother or mother substitute; an emotional cliz
mate characterized by mutu4 pleasure,ynsi7
-tiveneed-gratification, and minimization of

day.
The information for each item is derived from

direct observation or questions to the parent:
The manual provides instructiona for conducting the home interview, making the necessary

restriction and punishment; a- -phisical environ-

observations, and 'scoring the individual items.
Administration" and Scoring: Preliminary
study of the instruction manual for the inventory. is required. The interviewer must make ap-

pointments for interviews with attention to
requirements that the child is awake and cad_
be observed in his(her) normal routine for that
time of day.
Following a wermup. period, the interview invoIves some observations of the home environment and mother-child interactione.
Each of the 45 items is checked either "Yes"

"No"; a score of 1 is assigned for "Yes" and ja
score of 0 is assigned for "No." Subscores al%
obtained by summing the item scores in the six
categories. The total score is the sum of the sub-

acores; the maximum total score is 45.1 The

syindent's "passing" or "failing.' items or the
test as a whole.
A table is also provided whereby. raw Silbscores and the total score can be transformed

into stanines based upon a standardization

striction and punishment, (3) organization of

.
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rnent that is both stimulating and responsive,
offering a variety of modulated sensory experi;
.ence; freedom to explore and master the environment; a daily schedule that is orderly and
predictable; and an opportunity to assimilate
and' interpret experience within a consistent
cultural milieu. Not represented. in the inventory are indices of health and nutiitional status.,.
AdeqUacy of support in these crucial areas is
perhaps less reliably issassed by home observe !
tiodthan by other .procedures (Caldwell, 1968).
Procedure for Development: Thee Original intention was thatt:all items should be based on
direct Observation of the interaction between

the caretaker (usually the mother) and the

child. A large pool of items was gbnerated, all of

which required actual observation of motherchild behavior. However, a conceptual examinetion of the items suggested that many
_

s.

r
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ratings, In Van Doorninck, Caldwell, Wright,
and Frankenburg (1976) the total score and four
of the six subscales of the instrument correlated
significantly with School ratings over a 4- to
9-year period. In both studies, "emotional and
verbal resronsibility of the-mother" and "provision of appropriate play materials" were among
the most predictive subscales.
Commeiti: The measurement of home environment is becoming an important research area.
This scale is an interesting one, and,: Indeed,

important areas of infant experience were unfortunately excluded with this restriction on the
type of items. Accordingly, with succeeding versions of 'the inventory (the present is the fOurth
revision),, items requiting interview datativere
added, Such items comprise about one-third .of.
the total number. In statistical analyses of preViOus versions of the inventory, interview items
that were psychometrically superior to 9kerva-,
tion items were given priority oyer.observation
items. However, when shortening the inventory

for this version, priority was always given to

early validity data show promise. However, cau

observation whenever an observationally based
item had statistica-1 attributes similar to one derived from the interview.

The present version of the inventory was

based on a factor analysis of a preViously stand-

,

tion should be used in interpreting- the "total"
score. One wonders if it makes sense to sum
Scores derived from different "factors."
One must also be cautious in using stanine
4
scores based on a sample of limited size (N=124).

ardized, 72-item version. iterns are grouped

An .80 -item version of HOME, fore use ivith
children ages 31lb 6 years, is very similar to the
instrument described here.
o,References:'
Caldwell, Bettye M. Descriptive evaluations of
child development and of developmental settings. Pediatrics, 1967, 40,46-54.

within categories. according to factor loadings,

and the order of presentation of the different
categories is based on the relative iniportance of
each category within the total inventory. Sub-

headings used for grouping items are deriyed
from a study of item ,content in the different'
factors (Caldwell, 1968).

A stanine expectandy table was established
for the 6-:factor subscores and the total scores
based upon a sample of 124 home visits.
Reliability and Validity: Using the KuderRichardson Formula 20, the internal consistency ofthe instrument was 0.89 and that of the
subscales ranged .from ,0.44 to 0.89 (N=176).

.Contetevalidity was established through the
steps described'above undef Source of Items and
P)-ocedure for Development. Validity is also indicated by the hid that total. HOME scores correlated at moderately high levels from 0.50 to 0.70
with Binet scores obtained a year or more later.
Use in Research: The home assessments were an=
essential part of, the long-terM SYracuse Early
Learning Project (Caldirell and- RiCh-;
mond, 1968). The purl3ose of this project was to
,

identify' those environmental features :which
seemed most likely to influence development.
1.6 one part of th,e project, the inventory was
used with 286 subjects.
In 1973, 100 children from the original sample
of 286 were located in the SyracuSe area schools
and correlations were made withschool gradei;
standardized test scores, and ciirricialum levels
achieved. In. Elardo, .713radley, and Caldwell

(1975) all subscales of the instrument and the
total score correlated significantly over a 2-year
period from the .12th to 36th month with school

.

On dssigning supplementary environments for early child development. BAEYC
Reports, Boston Association for the Education
of Young Children, 1968,10 (1), 1-11:

Caldwell, Bettye M., and Richmond; J. B. The
children's centera microcosmic health, edu, cation, and welfare unit. In L. Dittoman (Ed.),
Early child care: The new .perspectives, New
York: AthertonPress,1.968.
Elardo, R., Bradley, lt and Caldwell, Bettye M..
The relation of infants' home environments to
mental test' performance from 6 to, 36 months:
A longitudinal analYsis. Child Developinent,
1975,46, 71-76.

.

.

Van Doorninck; William, Caldwell, Bettye M.,
Wright, Charlene, and Frankenbilrg,.William.
The relationship, bettheen the 12-month inven-.

tory of home stimulation and school competence. Unpublished manuscript, Department.
of Pediatrics, University of Colorado MediCal
Center, 1976. .
.

:Availability:
Bettye. M. Caldwell

Center for Early Development and Education
UniverSity.Of Arkansas at Little Rook Asher at University
Little Rock, Ark. 72204
Initrurnent Copyright: Bettye M. Caldwell, Ph.D.
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o,HOME.OBtERVATION FOR MEASUREMENT OF-THE ENVIRONMENT (HOME)
r

\

i

,

a

:Chiles :Unit

',Date of Interview
\

..

Interviewer

Child's Birthdate

\.

Place bf

,

Relationship. of Person
interviewed to child

_Interview

o

o

Family Composition
(Indicate persons

1

v rf971r n ousehoid,. includTg sex and age of children),

Persons present in home at, time of interview
Cimanents

I

N a 12

STANINES

1-3

I

4

li

.

,

.5 -6.

..

9 .

.7

R

'

10

11

1

Mean

S.D.

7.8

-

2.3

\

S

C
0
R
E

1 -2

11

,

III

-

-

1-2'

IV

1

-

.

2

i

5.5

1.5

4.8

1.2

'6.1

' 2.5

° '3.4

.1.7

6 '

5

'3 -4

6

7

.,,

.

.

,

.

,

S

V

i

75

3

1

VI

-

-

Total

20

,

20-21
11,

22724

4

25-28

29-32

5

33-36 .37-40

41-43

2.8
44-45

30.4

Raw Score

FaCtor..

10

1.3
7.7

.:

Stanine

,

.

'I

!Emotional and Verbal Responsivitp ofIlother
.

.II. i..A4oidance.of Restriction arid.Filunishment.

III ..,,Organization of EnvironmentA

.

.

.-

IV ;Provision, of Appropriate Play. Materials

,
-.

.
.

1

V Maternal. Tnvol /pent With the Child
.

.

VI. -001P1mnities for Variety in Daily Routine

..

.

.

.

Total* °.

...

./
.

.

.
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NO

YES

..MI

.

.

1.

.

.

-

.

-

,-

EMOTIONAL AND VERBAL RESPONSIVITY OF MOTHER

....

.

.
.

1.

Motheespontaneously vocalizesto child at least twice during
visit exclude scoldin .
a voca or vers.
s voca zations w
er resports to c i

.

('
res onse.. .
Mother tells child the-name of some object during visit or says
name.of person_or-object in.a ''teachine style.
Mother's speech is distinct,, clear, and.audible to interviewer.
.

3.

.

.

,

.

.

4.

Mother initiates verbal interchanges with observer -- asks
questions, makes spontaneous comments.
6. Mother expresses Jaen freely and easily and uses statements,of
appropriate length for conversation (e.g., gives more than
brfef answers). ''
*1. Mother permits cnild.occasionally to engage in "messy" types of

5.

:

-.

:

1a .
s qua ities or e avior
tot er spontaneous y.praises c i
twice during visit.
When speaking of or to cnild, mothers voice conveys positive
.

:

.9.

feelin.
1

11.

'. a er caresses or

a

isses c

eas

once during visit.

.

_

Mother shows some positive emotional responses to praise of
child offered 'by visitor.-

v

.

.

.

,

SUBSCORE
-r

..

,

.

II. AVOIDANCE-OF RESTRICTION AND PUNISHMENT
7E: ifother does not shout at child during visit.

.

Mother does not express overt annoyance with or hostility.
toward child.'
14". Mother neither slaps nor spanks child during visit.
13.

,

`15.

16,

--,

Mother repoPts that no more thanone instance of physical
punishment occurred durina-the past week.
Mother does not scold.por-derogate child during.visit.-

,

...

'. 2 en .oes not ineerewtc
,18.

19.

.sac ons or restrict

child'i movements more than three times during visit.
At leait ten books are present and visible.
Family has. a pet.
.

.
.

SUBSCORE

May require an interview probe unless can be observed.
4.
**, Will require interview probe unless Other mentions spontaneouSly.

.
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YES

ORGANIZATION OF PHYSICAL AND TEMPORAL
..,
ENVIRONMENT
When mother is away, care is provided by onioT three regular
substitutes.
Someone takes child into grocery store at least once a week.
Childoets nut of house at least four times a week..
i
is taken regu ar y to .octor's:o ice or c nic or
check-ups and preventivdhealth care.
Child has.a special niece in which to-keep his toys and
*treasures."
Child's play environment appears safe and free of hazards.

NO

III.

:**20.

**21.
**22.

**

.:.

*24.

.

.

i

25.

SUBSCORE

/

*26.

IV.
PROVISION OF APPROPRIATE FLAYMATERIALS
Child has one or more muscle activity toys or pieces of

equionient.

riT.
*28.

.

/

.

Child has push or aull toy.
Child has stroller or Walker, kiddielcar, scooter, or
/

tricycle.

!

Mother provides toys or interesting/activities for child
--during the interview.
*90-.
Provides learning equipment appropriate to age .-- mobile,
29.

--,

tableanddhairs-vhich chair, ola !pen.
Prov es earning equipment appropriate to age -- cudaly
.

*31.

toy or. role-olavina toy'.
*32.
*33.

./

,

.

Provides eye-hand nOoroination toys -- items to go inland out
-of receotacle,'fit together toys; beads.
Provides eye-hand, coordination tcys that permit combinations -stackin or nesting to s, blocks or- building toys.
rovidestoys for- iterature and muslc'(books, records, toy
musical instruments).:
.

.

SUBSCORE
V..
MATERNAL INVOLVEPC.NT WITH CHILD
Mother tends to o'er) cnila within visua -range and to look
i
at him often.*4,36.
Mother "talks" to chil while doing .er work.
37 Mot er consciously encouraoes eve oomenta advance.
*38. .Mother invests "maturin." toys with value via ner attention.
3'.
Mother structures cniid's
a
periods.

35.

.

1111114.4u.adirrall-run-mihdrEMIIRIFWITTISI
\

1

SUBSCORE

OPP
UN
FOR VARIETY IN DAILY
"STI LATION /
Father provides some caregNing every day.
Mother reads 'stories to child at )east three times weekly.
Child eats. at least one meal per,dayvel-thmother and father.
Family visits or receives, viSitkfromreiatives approximately
..
once a month.
II
i
Child hasthree or more books of his own.

,

VI.

.

1,1,41.

**42":
-'!**43:

**44.
**45.

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

/

SUBSCORE
I

A

Copyiighted by Bettye M. Caldwell; , reproduced with permission by the Health
-Res
ces Administration. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
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used while making observations and thus allow
more descriptive note-taking on other observed

Title: TAXONOMY OF HOLDING PATTERNS

ti Author: Grimes, Judith Ann
Variable: The positions and body parts which a
caregiver uses to suppoilt and/or hold a child are
the :,,ubjeet of this taxoiiomy.
Description:

behaviors (Grimes, 1974).

Source of Items: In theirocess, of collecting
data for a master's thesis, Grimes (1974) observed 10 caretaker-infant units and made extensive notes.

Procedure for Development: The author
categorized the data which resulted from her

Nature and Content: This instrument consists
of two parts. One part is a ' table labeled
"Taxonomy of Holding Patterns." Across the top
of the table are headings which identify positions of the infant, i.e., horizontal recumbent,
flexed, vertical, horizontal Prone, And vertical
reclining; down the right side "of the table are
names which identify the physical part of the
caretaker providing the principal means of support for the infant, i.e., knees, lap, torso front,
torso side, arm, and shoulder. Using the word
"Position" follovied by a numeral, a. matrix has
been developed which identifies the position of

.

.

observations.

Reliability and Validity: No information on
reliability and validity are yet available for this
instrument.
Use in Research: The taxonomy has not been
used in any research.

Comments: This taxonomy is one attempt to
categorize a series of detailed behavioral observations. Any investigator interested in tavtakerchild interaction might find it useful. The taxonomy appears to have potential for development

the infant and the supporting part of the

\

.

/

\

into an instrument that tends itself to quanti-

caretaker, e.g., Position 1 identifies the infant as
beirig in a horizontal recumbent position on the
lap of the caretaker; Position 6:1 "identifies the
infant as being in a flexed position on the knees
of the caretaker. The second part of the instru?
ment is a series of numbered pictures which correspond to and illustrate the positions
numbered on the table of the first part.
Administration and Scoring: The taxonomy in
its present forth was not designed to be adriiinis
tered and scored.
Development:

\fiationale: The taxonomy was developed to
provide a "type of shorthand" which could be

fication.

References:
Grimes, Judith A. Contact comfort of caretakers
in a hospital setting. MaSter's thesis, ;University of Arizona, 1974.
Source of InforMation:
Judith Ann Grimes, R.N., M.
College of Nursing
University \ f Arizona
Tucson, Ariz. 85717.
.

Instrument Cop right: None.

,
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:TAXONOMY OF HOLDING PATTERNS
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41001111111P

Infanta

Caretaker

Horizontal
Recumbent

Knees

Flexed

Vertical

Horizontal
Prone

Position 6.2

:Position 7

Vertical
Reclining

.position 6.1

Lap

Position 1

Position 8

a.

Tokso
front

Position-2a

Torso
side

Position 3

An

Position 21b

Shoulder

Position 9

PositiOn 5

Positoon 10

Position 4

aPosition numbers are related to numbered pictures in Figure

Position 11

VMATME2
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Recumbent lap
4

1.

The infant was placed on his
stomach across the caretaker's
thighs. One of her hands
supported the chin and one
hand rested on the back.

Horizontal torso
2., The infant was held
el horizontal,to the
torso of the caretaker
a. with torso contact,
that is, cradled
in the arms, .as in
the nursing pusition.
b. without torso
contact, leaning
against the arm
and away from the
torso,

PSYCHOSOCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Horizontal underarm
3.

3

The infant's body was held
horizontally under an arm
like a football for shampoo.

Upright shoulder

4

The infant was held
/ upright over' the
shoulder or upright
against the chest.

4.
>

Upright torso
S.

5

The hands of .the caretaker
were-under the.arms,of
the infant.
'C,

732
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Sedentary lap
6.

The infant was seated on
the lap
6.1 away from the caretaker's torso with
(6.1a) knee lean and
(6.1b) without knee

6.1b

lean.
6.2' with totso contact.

6.2

Supine or Prone lap
7.

The infant was placed lying
onthe caretaker's lap on
his back or'st.omach
slantbd downward or on a,
straight plane.

G

^

733
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...-

Semi-sedentary lap
8.

The infant was held in a
semi-sitting positioh by
the hands' of the caretaker
on her lap.

Flexed abdomen

Y

9.. The infant was placed
,against the caretaker's`
abdomen with the head
hanging forward and the
caretaker's arm across
the infant's chest.

a

'73
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Prone, abdomen

10

10. The infant' was placed in
horizontai position on the
stomach over the caretaker's left-arm which was
against her body. Later the
caretaker placed her right
_arm over the' infant.

Upright reclining torso
11

11. The infant was lying on the
abdomen and chest of the ;
caretaker as'she leaned
back in a chair.

5,

Liu

.
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Title: TACTILE CONTACT BEHAVIOR
FIELD RECORDING FORMAT

Author: Heims, Marsha L.
Viriable: The variable is the tactile contact behavior of an adult with a child in the parenting
process, i.e:, the touching of a child by an adult
who is or seems to be in charge of the child.
Description: -

Nature and -contentt-Thet. Field Recording
Format is a rapid-redording,,field technique and
a code sheet on which the observer records the
adult-to-child contact behaviors as they occur in
:selected natural settings during a preset period

the observations was adopted-from Birdwhistle
and the behavioral episode is a concept used lly
Barker and Wright (Heims, 1974).
Procedure for Development :.. No information
was provided.
Reliability and, Validity: No information wad'
.pro3ided.

Use in Research: Heims (1974) developed and
used the Field Recording Format for her master's thesTi=ithild Touching Behavior of
Adults." In the study, the author observed and

recorded the tactile contact behavior of 10
adults with children for periods of 5 minutes

ing code Which identifies the adult and child

each in two different settings.
Comments: The Field Recording Format with its
accompanying code for recording is one attempt

body parts involved, the momentum of the contact, the frequency Of tlie contact, snd, in some
instances, the position of the adult part.

more.

--Of Mine.

The behavior is recorded using an accompany-

The entire format and coding system have
been designed for rapid recording.

:Administration andScoring: An observer
uses the format sheat and the Standard Code
Sheet to record the tactile contact behaviors of
an adult and child.. At the end of the predetermined observatiOn time period, the results may
be summarized in tables,and graphs, and also on
the "Plotting Sheet for Tactile 'Behavior." This

sheet, has two dimensionsone ranging from
"low" to "high" to indicate the mOmentum,of the

contact and the other from "Ignores the child"

to "Hostile" to ihdicate the "type of. touch"
(Heims, 1974).

Development:

Rationalei No .information regarding the underlying theoretical frainework was provided.
Source of Items: There are no items, as such,
in the format. However, the code for recording

to describe systematically the child-touching
behavior of adults: It does not purport to do
In describing the Formk, the author provided
the following information:
Many of the touches occur very, fast; rapid recording
experience is very necessary so that recording can be
accomplished without looking at the paper. Subjecti
frequently\ move out of visual: range before the time
period is. finished so that a new observation period would.,
have to be begurij with another subject (Heims, 1974).
.

References:

Heims, Marsha L. Child touching behavior of
adults. 'Unpublished master's thesis, UniversitY of Arizona, 1974.

Source of Information:
Mrs. Marsha L. Heims, R.N., M.S.

970 Bay Street, Apartment 1
San Francisco, Calif. 94109
InstruMent Copyright: Marsha L. Hims,. R.N.,
M.S.
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TACTILE CONTACT BEHAVIOR - FIELD RECORDING FORMAT

Abbreviations and Symbols for Field Format

Explanation

Abbreviation

H
fa

.

h
hi
bu
per;'.

le
fo
li
fi

ne
sh
tr
la
ar-

head; including ears and hair
face, only
hand, and ail fingers
hips, side,only
buttocks
perineal'area, front
legs
foot, or feet'
lips
fist
-ne8k
sboulders

trunk
lap
arms'

R
L

right side
.left side

1-1-1

behavior repeated without interruption
of another behavior. Slashes indicate
the number of'repeats in succession.
both
flat hand
grasp
indicating separation of adult and child
body part, arrow is to child.

a

I

B

A

0

v
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Body Parts of Adults with*Eiamples of Momentum

..Momentum

Body part.

1-light touch
2-moderate touch

Right hand touches-flat

3 -hard. slap

Right hand touches-grasp.

1-hind-hOld
2-snug hold
3-very tight grasp

III.

Left hand flat

see I.

IV.

Left hand grasp -

see II.

Face touches

1-light brush
2-moderat brush

.

3 -firm torch
1 -head ,brush

2-head/bump
3-knocking heads

Head touches

1 -lip touch, light

Lip touches

VII.

2 -smack

3-loud smack
a

1- sitting beside
2r-sitting -absely beside

Trunk touches

VIII.

3-sitting tightly
1-standing contact
contact

/72-lap

Pelvic touches

. .,

Irfirm_lavtontact
1-standing contact
2'sitting on, lightly

Buttocks

X.

3- sitting on, hard

.

.

1 -light brush
.2-arit around or light push
3-tight hug or hard push,

Left are

Right arm

see XI.

t
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/

MomentUm

'Body paint

-

XIII.

Left leg

1-fight brush
2-modeiste push
3-shove

XIV.

Right leg

see- XIII.

XV.

Left "foot

1 -light touch
2,-moderste push

3-kick
XVI.

Right fopt

see XV.

e.
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Sex
Setting

,

2-female

Episode

1-clinic

number

2-park

Ad.

Time

Ch.

,Adu1t

Child-

1-AM

Right-1 .body part

Flat-1

Momentum

2-PM

Left-2

Graspr2

number

code #

body part

code4

i
1

7

'

.

I.

.
.....

I

4

.

4

I
.

6

,

I

0

.

.

i

A

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

-

4

.

.

e

.

1
.

1..

I

4
4

.

.

6

.
.

I

.

I

4:5

.

.

.

.

I.

I.

4
1

..

r-

.

k.----7---.--..

---7-

.

.

.

.

l
.
I

0
.1

/

.

A.
4

.

.,..

n

.

.

.

I

1j/
1-r;
,.....,
,

-,4
4

.

VA.."'

.

il

.
.

I

*

.

C

I

''

f

4

.

e
.

.

..

1

.

.

,

.

.
.

I

.
1

I

i
frilip;

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

I

4

/

.
I

.

1

.

,

I

\
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PLOTTING SHEET FOR. TACTILE BEHAVIOR

High M

4.5
a

4

3.5

1.5

1

2

2.5

3

.

4.5

3.'5-

Ignores child

5
Hostile.,

2.5
.

.\\

2
4-**

1.5
1
Low M

Vertical' ordinate is Momentum (M), 3. thriiugh 5

Horizontal ordinate. Type of touch, from Ignoring Child
\to Hostility
.

.

Copyrighted by Marsha L. Heimi; reproduced with permission by the Health
Resources Administration. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
of copyright holder..
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Title: MOTHER-INFANT SEPARATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Nine mothers whose premature infants had
been admitted to the intensive 'care nursery of

Author: Johnson, Suzanne H.

the Stanford University Hospital during the
previous 13° months pretested the instrument

Variables: The instrument was designed to

for clarity of the questions.

measure maternal-infant separation in terms ofii.
the length of separation from date of birth'ittO
onset of selected ciartgiving activities.
.

Nature and Content: _This is a 21-item questionnaire yOhich can be self-administered by the
"

729

_mother: The first seven items are specifically
designed to measure length of separation. The
remaining items are used to record demographic
data and information regarding a mother's perceptions of her infant, the history of her pregnancy, etc. Items 1 through 7 are answered by
checking a box indicating days or weeks of separation. A typical item is "How old was your
baby when he first came home?" ,The possible
responses range between "less than 1 week" to
"6 or more weeks."
Administration and Scoring: The items in the
questionnaire are self-rated by the mother. The
response alternatives for Bch item are designated- by a series of boxes from which the re-.
spondent can choose the appropriate one. A.
checkmark is placed in that box.
Items 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are scored from 1 to 7;
item 1 is scored from 5 to 1; and item 6 is scored
from 7 to 1.
A total score for "separation" is computed by

_

Development:

Rationale: The increased transportation of
premature infants to specialized care centers
results in increased separation between the in'mother-infant separation during the critical newborn period may .affect normal mother infant attachment.
Source of Items: The items were developed

tified components of separation and then developed the questionnaire items. For instance,
"next visual contact" and "next touch contact,"
Were two. of the variables cOnsidered to be com-

ponents (f separation.

Content validity was determined by having 10
health care expefts rate each item in-the questionnaire with respect to its relevance. The experts used a rating of 1 to 4 with 4 indicative of a
great degree of relevance. The mean ratings for

the items measuring separation (1 through 7)
were between 3.4 and 3.9.,The author considered

the degfee of :agreement between raters to be
high.'
Discriminatory validity of the instrument is
indicated by data from a study which compared
scores of 44 mothers with transported premature infants (mean score 23.4)c with'scores of 15

mothers with nontranspOrted premature infants (mean score 14.3). The t-test showed a sig-

nificant difference (p= <0.01) in the scores of

below.

higher the score, the greater, the separation.

subjectively by the author and Were based upon
her professional nursing experience.
.
Procedure for Development: The author iden-

level.

Use in Research: Development of this- instrument is reported in a paper by Johnson cited

possible range of total scores is from 0 to 40. The

fant and the parent. It is thought that this

two administrations Of the questionnaire which
were separated by an interval of 4 weeks. The
correlation between administrations
greater than 0.85 for all items except number 8 and
number 9. This result was significant at the 0.02

these two groups:

adding the ratings for the first seven items and
tiibtracting a value of 7 to permit 'a 0 score. The

There is -no information on how items 8 to 21
were scored or analyzed.

Reliability and Validity: A pilot study was
used to determine the test-retest reliabilith of
the questionnaire. Each mother participated in

Comments: Questionnaire forms are available in
English and Spanish. It should be noted that (1)
only the first seven items address the extent of
separatioh, (2) answers between items cannot be
compared because each item N different in content,, and (3) the..time intervals provided for re-

sponses are not divided consistently. Further
psychometric attention should include (1)
refinement of the individual items in order to
focus more sharply on the instrument's major
-concept, and (2) development of a scoring system

which would provide for a meaningful total or
combined score.

References:
Johnson, Suzanne Hall. Data gathering tool on

interactional deprivation of mother and premature infant. In Majorie Batey (Ed:), Communicating. Nursing Research, (Vol. 9).
Boulder,
Colorado: Western Interstate
,
for Higher Education, in press.
.
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Source of Information:

' Suzanne Hall Johnson, R.N. -.4
Maternal-Child Clinical Specialist

VOLUME 2

931 Celia Way
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Johnson, Suzanne H.

MOTHER INFANT SEPARATION QUESTIONNAIRE

The following questions as about yodr experiences after the. premature birth
of your baby.
-'
Please choose the answer which most closely
deacribes your'exPeritici and tark'an "X" in the.box next to that answer.
1.

Immediately after the preMature birth'of your'baby, what was the, closest
contact you had with him or her?

1:1

,

Saw my baby. Touched my
baby
2.

Tbok care
of. my baby

After the day of.tirtni;how old was your baby when you next saw him or her?

10

3Asys

2 days
days

1

2 daya

3 or More weeks

wasyour baby when you next touched him or her?

PM

0.

CI

17

2 weeks

1 week

dayo

4-

After the (ley of tirthi how:

3.

4-63UP'

3.days

0

El

-

2 weeks

1 week

3 Or more
weeks
After the day of 'birth, how'old was your baby when you next held him or her?
.

2-4 days

1;4
.

Held my
baby

0

days

5-

0

0

3 weeks

2 weeks

week'week

4,weeksor
more'

Row old was your baby when yod firat.got to care for him by feeding,
diapering, or bathing him, or her?
.

Rey

0

C:1

3jidays

1 week

2 weeki

.

.

0

0

4 weeks

3 weeks

.

0

.5 or more

.

.

6.

.

On the average, how many times 'a Imik did you visit youi baby while he was'
in the hospital?
.-

El

C:3

Less than

.7,

'times
a.week

7-8 times

9-10 times .11 or More
a week
times a werk

a rabic!

How mld was your baby when he first came-tome?

0

Leas than
1 week

'..

0

0 ..-

2 weeks

1 week

.

8.

[2

C.:3

3-4 times
a week

1-2 times
once..
,a week
.....-

3 weeks

.e

4 weeka

5.weaba

6 or more
weeks

.

.

. .

,

How old was your baby When yow.first felt you were really comfortable
,i.

holding -add .caring' for him or her?

0

CI

Less than
1 week

1 week

weeks

0

:,3 weeks

4

CI

jaa

5 weike

CI
6 or more
weeks
.

.

9...-HoWbold we your baby when you first recognized some'treito or behaViors he
.dkaonstrated.that were unique to him and not. like.other babies or traits .. in your 'family?
..

v'[...3

elutr.then

1 week

*2 weeks

0

3 'oaks

0

4 weeks

0

0

-5 weeks.

6:k:ore
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What was. the birth weight of your infant who was born prematurely?

10.
.J

under
?
1 lb.

CI

13

4 lb to

3 lb to
21b. to
1 lb. 15,oz. 2 lb 15 on 5 lb 15 on
1 lb. to'

4 lb 15 oz.

Over '
5 lb to.
5 lb 8 on 5 lbs. 8;oz.

11. How many weeks early was your baby born? .

-no weeks
early .

5;6

3 oC:3
or 4'
weeks

1 or 2
weeks

9 or 10

8
7 or o
weeks

weeks

more than
10 weeks

weeks

When.you.were with your baby in the first six weeks after birth, how much did
he relax or ;how comfort When you touched or held him?

12.

0

I.

he
tensed

moderate

some

little

no

fj;.?

relaxation

relaxation relaxation relaxation

relaiition

At the, time of the baby's Birth, whatwaa your age?

'13.

18 years
or lees

0

18-4

J2 ;25

26;1

33

34;7

years

years

years

yearn

years

.

.. Or

,D years

14. ,At the time of the baby's birth, what was your mar4tal'atatus?
T
..-?.

ED

Swingle

Harried

Widowod

. Divorced

What is your family's yearly income?

15.

a year

.

15,000 to

10,000 to

6,000 to
9.999

14,99.9
.

.

-20;0d0-to

1-Lc

'25,000
anti
0'6,000

Above

What is your cultural or ethnic backgrduid?

-16.

Caucasian.

Mexican

Negro

Crienre1

Indian

.

Other

At the'time of your premature infant's birth, how many other children did
you have?

'17.

?Z.
18.

5 or- more

1-2;1

Before your. infant was born prematurely,- had you .had -any 'Other. premature births?,

01

19.

Te e
.
Before your infant wits boin prematurely,' had you lost4 baby from a
previous pregnaficy?

Yes

Ci]
.

20.

Reticency miles WAS it from your home to the.:-..MedicAl Center. where

.Your babyreceived special care?
*---

-1

.eq
weeks

4;116
weeks

1;20
weeks

31q0

J.;?1,0

weeks-

,

tieeks

SO.,,Peek008

..i' 1w0eiriekosr

\.

care
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Was. your baby transported to the hospital where he
ricaivad the special care?
D

.

r:i
or

No

Yea

G.

V

0
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Title: MATERNAL BEHAVIOR
SCALE

RATING

Author( Smith, Brenda Y.
Variable: The, variable is "mothering behavior"
which is defined as (1) the wish by the mother to

succor, suckle, and feed her child as seen
throtigh active participation ind interaction
with the child (Benedick, 195 ), and (2) the

number if days it takes a motile to "take hold"
of the mothering behavior (Rubi , 1961).
V
Description:
Nature and Content: This is a 10-iteth observation scale which consists of a list of inaihering
behaviors operationalized as (1) looking, (2) talk.
ing, (3) patting, (4) holding, (5) rocking, (6) cleaning, (7) touching, (8) suckling, (9) kissing,. and (10)

bubbling. ExaMples of each behavior are provided. Each, item is rated' as manifested by the
Mother (1) or not manifested: by the mothei (0).

Administration and scoring: The instrument
was designed to be used for a-sries of observations of each mother-infant pair for 3 consetu:tive days and should include atleast two feeding'
periods. per day. The author. recomifiendi that
the first observation be made during the first
feeding time after birth.
In the space provided; the observer indicates
whether or not that behavior wits observed dur-ing that period of observation.
A total score fOr each observation period is '--

compared to a control group, showed significantly
more mothering behaviors within the .first 3 days
following birth than did the mothers in the control

1

:

group.

Use in Research: Smith (1975) repcited that the
tool had been used with more than 200 postpar-

tum patient's, both4 primigraVida and multigravida during the period 1972-1975, and data
were in the process of being analyzed.

-

The instrument was also used in -a study
which involved patients with a diagnosis of

hypervalinemia (Benfield and Russell, 1975)
Comments: Smith's analysis of data should pro -.

vide more information regarding the instrument per se. Since ii does consist of 10 directly
observable' 'behaViorS, interrater reliability __
should be high. Although the author defined -the
variable as "the wish by the mother to . ," the
instrument measures the presence or. absence of
0
certain behaviors.
Any potential user should be cognizant of the

'fact that the score on the instrument, as it is
now-constituted; mans that the indicated behavior is Or not present, not necessarily the

quality of the behaVior. Additional evidence regarding construct validity is needed before the
"total scare can have real meaning.

:

.

computed and a mean score is computed for each
mother.
rf2J,-.1-elopment:

Rationale: The author states that the instrument was not based upon any speCifie underly-

References:
Benedik, T. Psychobiological aspects of mother-

ing, American Journal of Orthopsychiatry,
1956,26,273-278.

ortri PEI wall Pay WynPr..
toWch
valinemia: A family's reaction, a nursing challenge. lkirsing Forum, 1975;14 (2),

Benfield, Ruth, Bendersky, Armantine, and

ing, theory of mothering.
'Source of items: The items were deri vedgromthe literature and the ProfessiOnal experience of

Thompson; Anne.-Early identification of chil-dren with learning disabilities: The, preschool
child. Learning Disabilities, January 1977.
-Rubin, Reva. Puerperal changesusTursing Out-

the author.

Smith, Br:r.)da Y. A studs, of the relationship

Procedure for Development: A pilot 'Study was

conducted in which the instrument was used
with 10. mother-infant 'pairs for the first 3 post-.

parturn days, and two observations per pair
Were conduct.:4 .eN:1:1 day.

Reliability a':.;.4 Validity: No interrater reliability data were provided.
Content validity was established through the
derivation of the items. Additional evidence of

look, December-496-1, 6_.(12), 7537755..

between supportive care given to mothera in the
e "takiiig
-anteziartal period and progress i
Unpub:hold" phase in the postpartal pe
nessee,
lished manuscript, University of
1975.

.

validity is provided by the following from. Smith
(1975):
Mothers in an experimental group were given support- .
ive care to prepare them for pregnancy, labor and de-

livery, and the baby itself. These mothers, when

Source of Information:

Brenda Y. Smith, R.N., KN.
Maternal Child Health Nursing
College of ,Nursing
'University of Tennessee
Memphis, Tenn. ,38163
Instrument Copyright: None.
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.MAT RNAL BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

.MATERIAL BEHAVIOR

POSTPARTUM DAY .I

OBSERVATION.I

I EM

.

OBSERVATION II

POSTPART

DAY II

OBSERVATION I

OBSERVA-

POSTPARTUM DAY III
,OBSERVA -.
!TIQN I

TIONII

OBSERVATION IT

.0.

Look

g
.

.

Talki
.

.

Pattin

,

.....-

.

Holding.

'

0

Rocking
Cleaning
.

_

Touching

.

.

I..

,

Suckling

,

.

.

Kissing
Bubbling

,

i

,

,...
1

TOTAL SCORE

1

,

.

UTILIZATION OF 'TOOL:
1.

Each day for 3 consecutive days a score is /taken.
first feeding time after birth) at
least 2 feeding periods per day.

MOTHER:

"(first

DATES:

2.; A score-id put down 1' each behavior as: one (1)
equals obtaining the,behavior; zero (0) e uals
not obtaining t a behavior.

*
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The selected behaviors with definitions are as follows
Mother focuses eyes on infant's fapi
mother makes verbal -s atements to/infant
atting: mother/strokes and caresses inf..a t with her fingets
and hands
Holding: mother posftions infant clod to her, body with arm around
infant's body (cradle }told
mother
sways infants backward and ,ifofward in, her arms
Rocking:
mdth0.
wipes infant's face or changes his(her) diapers
Cleaning:
mother
embraces and touches infaL: softly, e0ecially
fbuching:
on the face
Suckling: mother breast-feeds or bottle -feeds the infant
.
mother} touces or presses her lips on infant's' face,
Kissing:

looking:
Tal ki n :

.

iR

arms, 'hands., or body

1411.91:

mother helps infant expell air from stomach by
rubbing back in any position
,

V14

*(

.
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ignificant Others: Cognitive Variables

Title: SEIZURE SURVEY
Author: Clarke, Bernardine
Variable: The variable undef sidy is a person's
general ,knowledge of epilepsy and epileptic seizures in children.
.4)
,
Description:

of

Naiure and Content: The test is designed for
parents or caregivers of children Who have had
seizures. This instrunrreiit has two sections: a
survey of knowledge and 'ati interview section.
.The.first.section is a 52-item, true-false test of
statements on the nature of the illness, its p bys-

_

ical nianigement, medical management, and
psycifosociif Management; Each statement is
.reapended to by circling. the..Ivor& "true" or
"false," Or ``?" (don't know)! Three sample
statements are:
.

Some children with seiSures'algohave mental retarda.\\
tion.
The brain wave test (EEG) may help yogi. doctor know
Snore about the nattire and location ors problem in a
brviir4.

DuTyik a seimire, loosen your child's clothe!, gue him
on his.sfile, and observe him until the:seizure is over.

The second siCtion of the test COIL..4iSO of two'
'open-ended questions relating to problkns the
pareritiMay have experieneed relating to their
`child's' seizures either at Koine or at sohool.

These 'problems are determined by a shoit
interview followi0g. completion of the test.

Adminiatration.and Seorinf: The survey pf
knowledge can be administered in any quiet
area and requires little or no special environment or prearation. The interview does require
space and privaeiliotthit diStractiOns are kept'
_at- °a, Minimtincf. Questions/ can be read, to
respondents who d notread or write:
Each question answered correctly is giv,en one
- 'Point for a total of 52 possible points. Answers in
the: column labeled "don't know" (re,spondknis
.

.

circle a question mark) are considered incorrect
and do not receive a point. Development:

Rationale f. The author stated that the instrument was not derived from specific theory. ,
Source of Items: Items were developed from

current literature on the nature of the illness,
its physical management, its medical management, its ps"Ychosocial managementi and from
statements made to clinic personnel by the parents during previou3 clinic visits.
Praodure for Development: No i3iformation
was provided.
Reliability andValidity: No information concerhing reliability was provided.
Content validity was established through the
.

review of literature and by review, of the instrument 'content 13y clinic personnel (Clarke,
1976).

Comments: Most of the items are straightfor-

ward, easy to understand 'and cover many
aEpects of useful, knowledge about. seizures.
However; it would be' helpfUl U., have the items

refined, the reliability determined, and other
types of ivalidity establishek It would also be
helpful-to have norms established so:that levels
of knowledge ocoulA be specified, e.g., optimum
knowledge, satisfactory .knowledge, unsatisfactory. knOwledge...

References:

Clarke, Bernardine. PersOnal communication,
1976:

Source of Information:
M;s. Bernardine A. Clarke, R.N.
Sdhool of Nursing
Medical College of Virginia
V)rginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, Va. 23298
:Instrument Copyright: None.
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Clarke,'Beimardine A.

SEIZURE SURVEY

Relationship to Child-Highest Grade in School
Age of Informant

Please answer the following questions by circling T if you feel the
statement is True, F if you feel the statement is False, or ? if you do not
know.

Example:
T

F

t.

A seizure occurs whenbrain cells !yams overactive.

?

3.

Seizures cause mental retardation..

'A%

T

F

?

T

F

?

T

F

?

6.

Seizures are a punishment for wrong doing.

T

F

?

7.

Seizures are associated with insanity.

8.

.4

?

Seizures are-caused,by sometbing the. parents did.

SoMe childien with seizures also have mental retardation.

T 'F

.

The year is 1974.

1.. The brain works to regulate and control everything we:do.

?

'T

'Y

?

? ,

T

9.

_Tests aredonetinbrdet to-find the cause of seizures.
The brain wave test. (EEG) may help your doctor know more about
the nature,andlocation of the problem in 'the brain.

10.

The brain- wave- test-sometimes 'cures seizures.

T

F.

11.

The brain wave test tells what the child's intelligence is.

T

F'

12.

-All-test-9H may be normal in a person with seizures.
4._

F

-7

13.

Ta,F

?

14..

T

.

--,t

Duting a seAzure, loosen your child's clothes, turn_him on his
-Aide, and observe him untft the siOure is Over.
,,
Hold your child dovtitightly%uring a seizure.

.....

T

.

A

.

V

F

15.: Put a soft object in. your` child's mouth durinua seizure to

?

prevent tongue bitting.
,

T

16.

F:..1

,

,

,

.

After a seizure allow your child to sleep if he wants to.

I
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T

F

T

F

18.
?

19.
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After's, seizure it is best to keep your child aw\ake.

If a seizure lasts ten minutes or more you ahould\take your
:child 'to the nearest hospital.

T

F.

T

F

T .F

?

?

20.

A person who has just had a seizure does knew what happened
during the seizure.

21.

Restricted activity and idleness tend to make seizures come
more frequently.

22.

Constipation may increase the frequency of seizures.

'

T

F

23.,,Mbdicines help control seizures when they:are taken regularly.

T

F

24.

T

F

?

T

F

? '26.

T

F

27.

Medicatioi` can control but does not cure seizures.

28.

Irregular use of medication can cause an increase in seizures. 1(

T. .F

?

Z5.

Dilantin is a drug used to control seizures.
A skin rash can be a sign of drug allergy.
Medicine taken for seizures' should-never be changed or stopped
without asking your doctor.

0

T

F

? '29.

T

F

30.

All children with seizures have to take medicine the rest of
their lives.

T

F

31.

If possible your child should be taught; to be responsible for
taking his own medicine as' he grows older.

T

F

32.

Punishment may 'bring on 'a seizure.

T

F '

33.

Children with seizures can be treated like other children at
home or in school.

F

34.-: Children tease about seizures because th4 and their parents
do` not understand. .

Children who take dilantin need to take extra care of their
teeth and gums.

a*

.<4

,

D.

,

.T .F

?

35.
.

T

F

T

F

--T

F

?

If your child misbehaves he should be treated like any other
child in the family.

36.

Children should be told about their' condition as soon as they
an understand.

37.

A child's teacher should-be told about his seizures:

38.

A child with seizures bhould not be allowed to spend the night
Stith ,a friend.
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39.

A child with seizures should be allowed to go, swimming with
"supervisioh.

T

F

T

F

?

T

F

?. 41.. A perton with seizures should haVe regular medical visits with

40.

Most children with weizures can attend public schools.

his 'doctor.

T

F

?.

42.

Most children with seizures can participate in sports and
school. activities.

T

F

43.

'.-

If your child is teased by his friends you should.not'allaw

him to associate with them.T

F

T

F

T

F

.T

F

T

F

44.

Difficult behavior in'your child is usually --not due to the
-/
seizures, themselves.
.

?

?

45.

A teenager.shOuld dot be allowed t attend football. games or
.danCes since he may have. a seizur .

46.

Driving is dangerous for a person°With seizures andlshould
not be allowed.

47.

In Virginia a person with seizures,can drive if he has been
free of seizures for at least a year.

48.

A person with seizures should obtain a medical report when he
applies fox,* driver's license.
.

?

49.

Many people whose seizures,are well controlled with medicine
r:7ry and lead normal lives.

?

50.

Vocational rehabilitation services in Virginia help people with
seizures obtain training for Jobs.

F

?

51.

Most persons with seizures should avoid seeking.jobs that require
work in high dangerous places.

T F

?

52.

Seizures, convulsions and epilepsy all mean the same thing.

T.

F

T

T

or
Problems relating to seizures:
At Home:

At .school :
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Significant Others: Affective Variables

Title: NEEDS OF RESATIVES OF CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS
Author: Molter, Nancy C.

Variables: Four variables are covered by this
instrument: (1) the needs of relatives of critically ill patients who are in an intensive care
unit (ICU), (2) how important the relatives 17....r-

ceived each need to be, (3) whether or not
need was met, (4) and If the need was met, by
wholn. Critically ill patients are those patients
Who have spent at least 3 days in an intensive
care unit and have been on a general ward for 48
hours or less. Relatives are persons 18 years of
age or older who are related to the patient and
who visited the patient while the patient was in
the intensive care unit (Molter, 1976).
Description:

Nature and Content: This structured inter-

view guide consists of 45 declarative statements
each of which relates to a specieerileed a criti-

cAly ill patient's relative may have perceived
during the time the patient was assigned to an
intensive care unit. ExP.mples are: "I needed to
feel accented by hospital personnel." "I needed
to know why things were being done for My, rela-

tive." "I needed to know what type of staff
members could give me what type of information." "I needed to 4-alk to the saine nurse each
day about my relatiwN condition." There is an
answer sheet for use with the instrument.
The answer sheet has space foc recording: (1)

the respondent's:perception of each of the 45
"need" statements using a Likert-type scale
(1=not important, 2= slightly important, 3=iinportant, 4=very important), (2, a checkmark

under a column headed "yes' or a column

headed "no" to indicate whether or not the need
was met, and (3) a column headed .BW to indicate,,if the need had been met, by whom (A=doc-

tor, B=nurse, C=chaplain, D=other relative,
E=friend, F=other visftor, G=other). There is
also space for recording an answer to an- openended question regarding needs not covered by
the 45 items and five other items of demographic
data abbut the respondent.
Administration And Scoring: As noted above,
the instrument was developed to be used as an
interview guide. The investigator explains the

purpose of the interview to the subject, gives
the subject a 5" x 8" card on which the possible
responses are stated, then reads each statement
to the subject and records each response of the
subject on the answer sheet.
- The interview should be conducted in a quiet
place, away from- the patient's bedside. If the
interviewer is a nurse, the author recommends
.

that'that fact not be revealed lest it bias the

subject's responses.
Scoring informatiwi for each 'subject, per se,
was not provided; hoWever, the author reports

the scoring procedure she used in ner study
cited below.

It requires from 20 to 60 minutes to complete
the interview.
Development:

Rationale: The instrument was based upon
crisis theory and Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
theory (Molter, 1976).
Source of Items: The itemswere based upon a
review of literature, the professional exPtrience
of the author and that of her graduate student
nurse peers.
Procedure for Development: The author polled
23 graduat student nurses, asking each to list.
five import:1kt needs of relatives of critically ill
patients that they had observed or experienced.
Based upon,the results of that poll and the-author's experience, the' interview schedule was
developed, The final schedule was reviewed by

two nurses who specialized in intensive care
nursing an a nurse who had had a relative as a
patient in an intensive care unit.
--

Reliability and Validity: No information concerning reliability was provided.

Content validity was established by use of
professional nurses to compile the list of need
statements. It was further established by having the questionnaire reviewed as described
above (Protedure for Development).

Use in Research: The development and use of
the instrument is described by Molter (1976) ii
her master's thesis "The Identification of Needs
of and Their Importance to Relatives of Critically Ill Patients." Her sample consisted of kb
subjects (30 females and 10 males).

Comments: The statements are clear, the in-
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strument isicomprehensive, and the concept is
important to nursing. The instrument could be
adapted for relatives of other categories of patients and could be designed for self-admin-

istration. The reliability- and validity of the

instrument shopld be established for any study

population and any setting where its use is
contemplated.

An item analysis or use of factor analysis
techniques might ;Mow that the instrument

References:
Molter, Nancy C. The identification of needs of

and their importance to relatives of critically
ill patiente. Unpublished master's thesis,
Emory University, 1976.
Source of Information:
Nancy Curtis Molter, R.N., M.N.
8815 Bridington Drive
San Antonio, Tex. 78239

could be shortent-d without altering its usefulness.

Instrument Copyright: None.
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Mblter, Nancy C..

NEEDS OF ELATIVESJOF.CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS

1

Explanation of Purpose of Interview:
Through this interview I hope to find out the types of needs

you had and how important the needs were to you while your relative
was in the intensive care unit.

I also want to find out if your

needs were met and, if so, by whom.

Information concerning your

age, education, occupation, and sex will help me categOrize my
findings.

Instructions
I will read`. to you a statement and then ask you to tell me if

it'was (1) not important at all to you, (2) slightly important to
'you, (3) im7.ortant to you, or (4) very important to you.

The card

I have given to you will help you choose your answer each time.
(A 5 x 8 card is given to the subject that contains the responses
that they

met and

Noose from.)
if

I will

ask you if the need was

by"Whom?

Statements:
1.

I needed to feel accepted by hospital personnel.

2.

I needed to have my questiJns answered honestly.

3.

I.needed to be able to visit whenever I wanted.

4.

I needed to have a place to be alone while in. the hospital.

5.,

I needed to be told about the other people in the hospital that
could help me.

760
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6.

I neede

to have a specific person to call at the hospital

when Icou lilt be there.
,

7.

Because there 'ere visiting hours, I needed to have them start
on time.

8.

I needed to have a t= ephone nearby where I was waiting..

9.

Ineeded to have someon help me with my financial problems.

10.

I needed to have visiting h urs changed because of special
conditions.

11.

I needed to have good food easily available to me while in the
hospital.

12.
.13.

-I needed to feel that hospital personnel cared about 'my relative.
I needed to halie the waiting room near my relative.

.14.- I needed to be alone::

15.

I needed to know exactly what was'being done. for my relative.

16;

I needed to betold about. how my relative was going to be
treated medically.

17.

I needed to be told about the chaplain "Services.

18.

I needed to feel that there was hope.

19.

I needed to know why things were being done for my relative.

20.

I needed to be told about transfer plans when they were being
made.

21.

I needed to have someone explain to me about the sounds and
equipment in the intensive care unit before I went in for the
first time.

C'
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22.

I needed someone to talk to abdut the possibility that my relative
might die:

23.

I needed to talk to someone about my negative feelings such as
guilt or anger.

24.

I needed direction from the staff as to what was expected of me
while I was at my relative's bedside.

25.

I needed to know about the varilts types of staff taking care
of my relative.

26.

I needed to see my relative frequently.

27.

I needed to have specific facts concerning my relative's progress.

28.

I needed

29.

I need_..1 to have friends nearby for support.

30.

I needed to talk to the doctor at least once a day.

31.

I needed to have the pastor'visieme,

32.

I needed to have a bathroom near the waiting room.

33.

I needed to be reassured that it was all right to le ve the

to be able to do some of the physical care of my relative.

hospital for awhile.
34.

I needed to have explanations given in terms I could understylnd.

35.

I needed reassurance that the best,care possible was being given
to my relative.

36.\\I 'needed to know what type of staff members could give, me what

type of information.
37.

I needed to have comfortable furniture 'in thewaiting room.'

38.

I needed to have someone

,*.

a concerned for my health.
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39. -I needed to know my relative's chances for becoming well.
40.

I needed to know that I would be called at home if there were

any changes in my relatives condition, good or bad.
41.

I needed to talk to the same nurse each day about-my relative's'
condition.

42.

I needed someone to encourage me to cry.

43:\

I_neededto be told about someone who could help me with my*
family problems.

44.

I needed to receive information about my relative's condition
at least once a day.

45.

I needed to have another.person with me when I visited my
relative at the bedside.

Ne

C
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tusIgml:Zal Answer Sheet
Codes

Quest.

1.234-

By Whoa:
( BW )

Not Important.
Slightly I portant
Important
Very Impo tant

Yes

1.

3W

No

ABCD-

E- Friend

Doctor
Nurse
Chaplain'
Other relative

12- Other

Visitor"
G- Other
4

.7.uest.

Yes

flo

3W

24

1

i

25

2

i

3

4

26
27

III

25'

.

5

.
.

29

I'

/h.

r

, ,

'32

9

-10

.

33

s

11

.2><1 34

--7

.

12
1

..5

X 36

.'7!:

-,

,

3?

14'
.

15

\

\

.16

17

38

.

j9

40

,

41

,

18

IIIII0

.

19.

42

..

.20

43

21

44

22

45
(

23.

Is there any other concern or need that you had that wasn't mentioned.in the
previous statements?

'Sex

Education

Belationship to. Patient

Age: ,18-24.,_

25-34..._

-.35-59.

60+

Occupation

.798
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The Spouse'S yerception Scale was pilot-

Titla; SPOUSE'S PERCEPTION SCALE
Author: Silva, Mary E.

Variable: The variable is .s spouse's perceptions
of a husband's or wife's hospitalization and impending surgery.
-Q.,
Description:
Nature and Content:. This self-administered
_ rating scale contains 46 declarative statements
designed to elicit a spouse's perceptions of a
mate's hospitalization and impending surgery.

Responses are on a Likert-type scale with

choices of: strongly "agree,. agree, undecided,
disagree, and strongly disagree.
Administration and Scoring: The instrument
was designed to be self-administered, and no
special provisions are necessary. However, it
should be adminIstered a reasonable length of
time before the spouse, goes to surgery, e.g., the
author administered it the afternoon or evening
before the spouse was scheduled for surgery.
The directions for completion of the scale are on
the Instrument, and the answer choices are_ex-.
plained preceding the items of the scale itself.

Respondents are informed that there are no

right or wrong answers and are urged "to check
the statements but not to spend too much time
on any one."
For scoring, response choices were assigned

weights as follows: strongly agree=5 points.

agree=4 points, undecided =3 points, disagree =2

points, and strongly disagree=1 point. A total
score is computed for each re
ndent, and 'possible total scores range from
230. A score of
230 indicates strongly favorable perceptions toward impending surgery; a score of 91 to 46 represents strongly unfavorable perceptions.
Scores ranging between 184 and 229 are interpreted as indicative of "favorable" attitudes to-

Ward surgery, those between' 138 and 183 as
-eundecided," and those between 137 and 92 as
"unfavorable."
Development:

Rationale: The instrument was not based 'on
any specific underlying theory.
Source of Items: The instrument, instructions,
and items . are an adaptation of Palmer's''Patients' Perception Scale (1964).

Procedure' for Development: In adapting

tested with 44 married students enrolled in four
different classes of a large southeastern university's evening and week nd division. The pilot
group included 19 wome and 25 men.
.

Reliability and Validity: Reliability figures
for the pilot test- were obtaineerby use of the
split-half 'Method (odd' versus even numbered
items). The Pearson r showed a significant correlation between the subtests, i.e., r (42)=0.816,.
p < 0.005: 'The coefficient of reliability obtained
using the Spearman-Brown Prophesy Formula
was 0.899 for a test twice as long as either sub test.

.

Reliability. of the Spouse's Perception Scale
was also calculated, on the author's 36 .study
sample spouses-24 pretested spouses and 12
posttested control spouses (14 females and 22
males). The correlation coefficient (BMDO2D)
showed a sigriificant correlation, between the
sihtests, i.e., r (343-0.807, p <0.005. The coefficient of reliability obtained by. the 'SpearmanBrown Prophecy Formula was 0.893 for a test
twice as long as either subtest.
SilVa's study demonstrated the construct va-

lidity of the Spouse's Perception Scale. She

found that spousts who were given orientation
information about 'their mate's surgery showed
'a significantly more favorable attii.aide Coward.
hospitalization and major general sur,:rery than
did those spouses who received no orientation
in fo mist& .
Content validity had been established
through Palmer's method of developing zhe,instrument and her use of it in a research "'study.
Silva also pretested the instrument for content,
clarity, and directions.
Use in Research: Palmer (1964) developed' and
'eased the ,Patient's Perceptibn Scale in her research study referenced below. Silva (1976)
adapted the scale to' Make it appropriate for use
With spouses and used -it, along with the StateTrait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), for her dissertation prOject, referenced below.
-

Comments;. The good reliabilities of the Palmer
scale are matched by those of Silva's adaptation.
Attention has been paid to validity, and furthelruse of the scale should strengthen both the validity. and the reliability of the instrument.
The author recommended that during administration the following be stressed: (1) spouses

Palmer's Patients' Perception Scale for use with
spouses, the pronouns were changed from "I"
(designating the patient) to "my spouse" (desig- v. read the .instrument directions carefully, (2)

nating the husband or wife scheduled for
surgery).

spouses not dwell on or:roeind an inordinate

amOuiit of time on any one item, and (3) spouses
5,7
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age to cholecystectomy, gastrectomy, and her-

//

interpret items -in terms of their own experience. ..
The potential user should examine each item
-.111 the instrument to insure its being equally

niorrhaphy. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, New York University, 1964.
The development of a measuring device:

,

Measuring patients' perceptions toward im-

applicab," to all potential subjects. Additional
attention ehould be addressed to the response
.alternitives, the scoring system, and the interpretation of the scores, i.e., can one have an

pending surgery. Mgrsing Research, 1965, 14
(2), 100-105.

/

Silva, Mary E. The effect of orientation informa-

tion nn spouse's anxiety and attitude toward
hospitalization. and majdr general surgery.
dissertation, Univer,sity
Unpublished

-4` undecided" attitude toward surgery?

Fof interpreting the scores, each of the

categories "strongly favorable," "-unfavorable,"
"undecided," and "favorable" is represented by
a range of values; the category "strongly favorable" has o ly a s\ gle value, i.e., 230.
References.
Palmer, Irene. Perceptions of patients to imminent general surgery: A comparative analysis

J

of Maryland,, 1976.

Source of Information:-

Mary Elizabeth Silva, RN., Ph.D.
/
Apartment 1713
6200 Westchester Park Drive
College Park, Md. 20740

of the expressed perceptions of patients be-

'Instrument Copyright: Mary E. Silva, R.

tween the ages of twenty-one and sixty years' of

Ph.D.
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gilva, Mary E,

SPOUSE'S PERCEPTION SCALE

1.

Directions

The enclosed pages conceit someustatenents atout how :spouses leel
about atusband's or wife's impending surgery. Thera'are no right or
wrong answers to these statements. Let your own personal feelings,
determine your answers. Please cheek-each statement in terms of whether
you strongly agree, Ire*, are undecided, disagree, or seleigkrcL,agree.
Check ALL statements but do not spend too much time on.any.One.

g

-

-

.

CheOtibg a statement strongly agree means that you definitely and
emphaticaltly ores with it.

,

11

.

If 5-a

Q:4fInitaly disagree and have no doubt about your disagrea

mast, checft .111JILILY1141.3111-

If-ion are not really-sure abaft how you feel about a statement,
a
check undecided.
S

.4

H

Ifiyou agree with the statement generally, bdt Are not compleQely

emphatic iboutit, check ram.

_

-If you disagree with'the statement, butare not-really emphatic
is your disagreement with it, check disagree.

.
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I

I.

Soonlmy spouse 11,119114 to be able ,to do
.all the things he (she) used:tdfiic

. .

I'

.

,. take this surgery in my stride.

2.

I

3.

My.spouse,will be up aid doing things for
hiss f (herself) in a few 'days. ,_.-

4.
'5.

Surgery is aAtTak way to get Fenn

.

.,
.

k

.

.

,Surgery is mach safer today than it. was In
time.

.

, my perenns'
6.

The staff help make people comfOrtable when
they WeViTiiin.
kl

....Imr=sw...I.rrr
1

,

!

,
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CR C:

The thought of. my spouse having an
incision .does not upset me.,
;

E.

The immediate family knows how to managewhile my spouse is in the hospital.
_

.

9.

tom be when

Hospitals are the -beer.
you are sidle.

.

IA. With God's help this operetido LSI' oing
to restore mk spouse's health.

s

........2--

11. I know what is going. to happen to
spouse.

\..

12. Money .is o° little importance at a time
his.

13. The

in after the operation is not going

to *nut to much.
14.

.

.

.

The7444mediage family.is able to take cart
Of itself while's.7 spouse is in the
..0°hospital.
.

--15. Even though mi spouse is being operated
upon, there are some things he (she) is
able to do for himself (hersele).

/

I

.

16. 0 you have lotslof faith in God, being
Operated on tied not worry you:
.

17. Hedical acience.takes the chance out of
as operation today.
-...
--

.

i

__,......

18,Surgery in necessary to my spouse's futlme
----health and well-being.
:

19. My spouse is-doing e?trything the way the
doctors and-nurses want;

2.-7--

20.. How is tha best possible time for this
'surgery...,

21. The.peoPla closest to me understand hos:
I'feelebout my spouse's surgety.
QM'.

/

.

22. What my spouse might say.comingsout of
the nalimessie does not concern me.
6

$
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23.

My spouse is receiving 'the best possible
Care.

24.

This operation is going to remove my spouse's
source of discomfort.

25.

It is a relief to me that the entire situa
tion-is out of my hands.

-

j

m'

.

CO

u

.0

The people who are taking care oftisy spouse
are a great source of strength to ma.

27.

Incisions are not very noticeable these days.

28.

At times like this I an glad to depend on
other people.

29.

The experience of my spouse's surgery is
like an adventure to me.

30.

I have confidence in the skill of the
hospital staff.

31.

The people who are caring for my spouse
give me courage.

32.

There is no need to worry about one's
spouse being operated upon.

33.

Pain can be oyercome in a situation like

,

this.
34.

Modern drugs make people comfortable.

35.

Soon my spouse can take up where he (she)
left off.

36.

Most of my questions about the operation
have been answered.

37.

I an being as little trouble as possible
for the people taking care of my spouse.
A scar from surgery does not matter.

38.

r.
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.

This operation creates no problem for the,
impedisce family.

,
.
.

With faith in God everything turns out
vat 1.

41.

/ can take what goes on hifore and after
the operation.

42.

We gem wonderful care in our hospitals
today.

-

-

43.

Tt it a relief thave no more decisions
to make.

44.

The people who are taking care of my
spouse know how.l feel about his (her)
operation.

45.

With prayers all turns cut well.

46.

My spouse can lead his Cher) usual life

.

,

.

--t-

after. the operation.
r.

Copyrighted by Mary E. Silva; reproduced with permission by the Heald)
Further reproduction prohibited without.
Resources Administration.
permission of copyright holder.
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'1N 'FF LOSS AFTER
HER HUSBAND'S L -r 3AfCt.DIAL, INFARCTION QUESTIONNAIRE
Author: Smith, Linda S.
-pc.rception of loss
Variable: A ..cvife's
mecurity, (2) emoin the areas of (1) ft- an
tional closeness to her ixurrhand, ..(3) her
husband's physical srrsrrantii. 4.* ()pen communication with her husz.anc. ,mtit' (5) sexual rela-

tions with her hushaterfallkm, rlis myocardial
infarct is the vatiabif
Description:

Nature and Conte: T.tr...s is a seZ-admiriitems ;eligned
istereci instrument wzr
to "discover how wives cr-.:',,Patierits who -.aye had

heart attaCks feel aracire,i)t,r)r' to the s,...aaton."

Six items elicit densolmi...., data attoul the

rernainir gems
wife, husbarld. and
Some
Y nulltifollow a variety of fOrTillat
quest .'ins. and
nle choice, some
'_7, the
items -to
osame are ilting-s.
.;
iegr.--e of arie-ernient
Iresponolent indica _
are rmasg.1S
,-,--disagreement. EetflOrlfA
agrfjnd
-iagree, slightly
)ngly agree.
,

,

drref-Ristration
ti "...Con

necessar-..

..eoirittent other that.
rostmately 35
.o complete t1.

.-Tr the

re:.parroent 7.t.e.ods

of privacy airing
..,esonnaire.
-

%Tr interpreta: nn it rt., :.,nses, the ',vife's
in...-,band's heart ativimsmption of loss after

tam is subdivided
financial security is
bents- (5, 6, 7, 8a, 81

re areas. The 4)ss of

";AS u&-ci by eight ques.. _00, ID. Five questions

measure physical strolraCh ! 3S (12, 13, 14, 15,
16). Loss of sexual re.:atiscre; la, measured by six
items (17,"18, 19, 20, 21. tn.. Five items measure
loss of emotional clos. '3, 24, 25, 26, 27).
Open communication i..geatoured by four items
(2$, 29,.30, 31). One questratv klentifies the angst
of loss which has affect:sier most (32), and the
final question elicits her pairception of medical
personnel's role in her Sicaut!tional crisis (331..
The instrument is not.secord...

who teamed with a cardiologist to provide preventive, restorative mad maintenance care to
clients who moved from the cardiac intensive
care unit to the-progressiive care unit, home, and..
then to the cardiologinites office for followup,and

evaluation.
Procedure for Del ct,,,,nnent: The instrument
was initially revi( ued by three nurse. researchers who hel( eaarned doctorates and a
ft. urth-,rear medica: Atudent all of whom were
irlteres ed in the m: aigement of loss and grief.
Their Titique result in minor- changes of
wording and categovrimation of responses. New
were added to several
r- pone alternati.

cratioris.

Following mat r ,1,14on, the instrument was
rdiovascular nurse pracwho merest/et- the addition of a set of
to one question. The
re--sernse alterrast:
felt that Jae iv trument had both content
1raisit face validity:
'F`inally. the instreauent was pretested. by one
akiiiblect, due to)loix amtient census: The pretest
dice not result irra u. ages in the instrument
alpc Val;vrrity: No information oi,
ert.fs:-.ewe -d by two

tze test-T....test, split-hied, or odd-even reliability

the ins-rumen-.. ae available.

As one -art t

ass written t,

grzuctions were

, levare reliability, each, item
agile concept only; and in.Attes. which are brief, concise,

sad simple. To establish the reliability of ,the
measurement of the categories of loss, severs:
nroilar questions wt lt varied wording wese,
...sited in each category.

Content validity was addressed by having.
each item in the instrument reviewed by two
cardiovascular nurse clinicians who were 'ex-

perts in coronary care and three nurse researchers.

,Ise in Research: The instrument was developed
and used by Smith (1975) in a research project
required for a Master of Science degree in nursmg at Duke University. Her study sample included 17 wives whose husbands had sustained
:heir first \myocardial infarct and had been ad-

mitted to lone of five hospitals in the central
Piedmont area of North Carolina.

Development:

.

Rationale: The authors= d that the instru-

ment was based upon liagise :z, (1974) "Paradigm

for the Study of Stressful Lifie Events, Copinv,,
and Health Chimge in,..116itife Age."

. Source of Items: The-lame were based upon a.
review of literature aims :Are author's professional experience as a liaiesiormaurse practitioner

Comments: This instrument is still in the early
stages of development; however,lt does appear
to have potential for accomplishing the purpose
for which it was deyeloped. In its present stage
of development, the items are a mixed collection
of questions and statements for-which a score
for a variable cannot be obtained, e.g., item 6

1
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AIIITCHIDSOCVAL INSTEremEarr,"
:

and Mem 9 both deal with finances that, as constitutzed, are nopcgreable together. The wmrd-

ing of the items shou.d be revised so td at aE
follow the same forma.-. i.e.f ail gaestionsor sill
declarative statemeAts; then, Vile rEETANT19e
chokes should be re f4-43 m to mat*. the rev item
format. Additional re, -1ility anti validity- evidence should be obtailb061.

Romances:
Hague_ Carol C. Cap- ng resourcev, strew, and

hpewilldh change in meddle age. Umpubilished doe-

-torsi dissertamon,

University of North

Casa, 1974.

Smith. :Linda S. The wife's perception of l6es
(r-4er husbandrs heart attack. Unpublished
research project. Duke University, ;1975.
Sour-meal Into:Irma:on:

LinctaSichoonovenSmith, R.N., M.S.
Box 2,--troute 6
ChapeLilill, N.C. 27314

Instriment Copyright: None.
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Smith, Linda St

WIFE'S PERCEPTION OF LOSS'AFTER HER HUSBAND'S MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
QUESTIONNAIRE
Directions:

Place an X mark in the box which indicitei how you feel about, the.
In questions where no boxes are used; please write your answer
question.
on the lines provided below the question.

1.

(years)
How old are you?
How many children dO you have?
How many of these live in your home?

2.

How long. haVe you and your husband been married?

3.

Describe your education below by checking any which are true for you.

-

a

Did. not complete elementary grades
Completed high school`
Completed college
Other
"(12fale

(

-)-

(

,)

(

)

(

)

Please explain

4.

How old is your husband?

5.

My husband's status as the provider has changed.

Strongly
Slightly
Slightly
Strongly

O
O

6.

(years)'

(years)

disagree
disagree
agree
agree

I foresee heavy economy blirdens in the future.
a

Strongly
Slightly
Slightly
Strongly

disagree
disagree
agree
6
agree

,

)

)

)
(

)

I,feel a loss of economic security since my husband's heart attack.
Strongly
Slightly
Slightly
Strongly

disagree
disagree
agree
agree

8A. Before your husband's heart attack, were you working?
are true.for you).
,k

.

.Housewife
Work, 'full-time
Work, ;part -time

(

)

(

)

(

)

Not working for pay-

(

)

a

(Check any which
.-
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8B. Are you doing anything extra to supplement the income nbw?
Yes
No
NNN

If you said-m, please explain
9.

In the future, do you anticipate doing anything extra to supplement
the income?

Yei
No

(

)

(

).

10- 'If you. nsaered yes to #9, mark any of the following activities that
you may do in the future to supplement the income.

)
)

Work more/hours
Spend savings
New job
Borrow money

(

)

)

U. How dO you feel about your husband's temporary loss of work?
(Check one or*more)

1.

12.

.

(
(
(
(
(

Anxious
Angry
Depressed
Threatened
None of the abOve

After the heart attack, do you think your husband's physical strertt
Stronget
Weaker
Same

13.

(

)

(

)

(

Do you think'he could tolerate presently the same amount of physical
activity he was peKforming prior to the heart attack?
Yes
No

,14.

)
)
)
)
)

(

.(

).
)

Most wives have mixed feelings about their husband's temporary chanE
in strength. Do' you feel (Check 1 or more)

Angry
DepresSed
Threatened
Anxious
Relieved
None'of.the above

a-

(
(

)

(
(
(

)

(

)
)

1
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15

-"our husband's strength is weaker, do you.feel a
If you do
sense cf 1 sF about his loii strength?
'

`Yes
No
-LE yor. anmemered yes', check one:below:
,S21001-, remise of loss

sense of lost'
iTery- veat sense of lost
16.

a_ the ItInk,Ace, I want him to be as strong as tur was befl-r5la the attack.

amn

mare

as

yes
Pitaase

E.- mar the next six questions if you and yenrr hmnband were
ix. sexual relations before his heart arZhe....

tengag:..ng

leL

17.

18.

Fait ure, I think this. heart attack will Co-nge ot.=- sexual life
togntnez..

Ir.

tbz.

Sttringly disagree

(

)

SI:4011y disagree

(

)

SlfT.",ttlY agree

(

)

Str_lagly agree'

(

)

= feel =nappy about the lack of physical sexual relations with
my husbame presently.
Strongly disagree
Sl=ghtly disagre;
Slightly agree
Strougly.agree
.

19.

.(

I feel n sense of loss due to our.lack of seminal relations.

Don't care
No
Yes, a little
Yes, very much

759
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In the future, do you thidk you will feel as'Eree to express mot
sexual drives to yonr.humbsod as you did befate.his heart attade
4

Yes
No

(

)

(

)

In the fit, do :you tic. your communicarlon to your husband of

21.

'Our sexual driYes will be-

DedroMOod
%

Sameesbefore

4110 )

Increqami

normal sex_Ed5e
Dolltosu tiatok you will be.zfraasid when you resume your
with 77or husband?

22.

'Yes

(

)

(

)

Du--igt 7 husband's hgeatELization, I feel I have-temporarily

23.

lost a 1, _Liable friend and companion.

(
(

Ye:
Nc

24.

I

onjftr wire understin(

-z

)
)

and support from my husband.

Str4ugly disagree

(

)

Slatly disagree

(

)

SlAhtly agree

(

)

Strongly agree

(

)

25 - Using this period of hospdtalization, hay2 you felt
More emotionally close to your husband
No change
More emotionally distant from your husband.
26.-

(

)

)
(

\
Is this hospitalization a st ress on your marriage presently?

'

Yes
No

If yes, please explain

fl

.
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27.

A

Do you feel you love your husband dote or less now than befori the attack?'

Mote
Less
No Change

)

t o

).

(

Eplainany answer you

)

selected:

28.

I feel afraid to share nu real feelings with mynas:band because it would
be a strain on him.
Never-Seldom
Often

29.

)

(

)

I would like to express all my feelings to my hoScand about his
hospitalization.
Never
Seldom
Often

30.

)

(

.

(

)

(

)

(

)

Do you feel inhibited in what you say to your husband now due tt
his recent heart attack.

Never
Seldom.
Often

\31.

Who are you receiving understandingoand support from now?

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Family
e.

. --;

Ilinigters

Husband
DoCtdts'
Nurses
No one
32.

)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Some Wives feel a sense of loss in some areas of their marital
relationship. Which area has affected.you the most?

Logg
Loss
Loss
Loss
--Loss

of
of
of
of
of

*

financtal Seourity
husband's physical strength
physical sexual relations
open, free communications
feeling of emotional closeness

a

)
)
)

.(

),
)
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33.

1;lhai

do

yfu, feel pe:423 need meet that we could help you with?

c-

N

0

0

f
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Cardievascidar $ystem \..."

sphygmomanometer is a better way of measur,Instrument: Blood Pressure Transducers and
Mg blood pressure when invasive techniques
.
-Sphygmomanometer'
:
.'
are
not-indicated. _
Variable: The variable to be measured is peesDescription: The blood pressure trarisdwer consure in the cardiovascular system. Pressure is
_

'.

.

-

verts mechanical energy (pressure) to electrical

defined as force per unit area. The units of pressure are usually expressed'in terms of millime-

energy.. The electrical signal can then be

amplified and recorded -by such an instrument
as a polygraph.
A catheter or large needle is attaches to the

ters of mercury (mm. Hg.) or centimeters of
water (cm. H20).

-..

----:-

.

.

4

-Parameters: The instrument is used with some
transducer. The catheter is then filled with .
kind of recording sygtem such as a polygraph' r
heparinized saline afulinserted into a blOo'd ves
an oscilloscope. (The polygraph- is described ._ -sel.
elsewhere in this compilation.) The range of . Care must be taken in handling these instrupressure that can be measured depends upon the I meats as they are delicate and easily damaged.
kind- Of.transdRcer used. With the appropriate/ A certain amouneof skill is.required to properly
:transducer either high or low pressures can be
select and use the instrument. These insteumeasured, which range from low. values near 0
ments, are available comritercially and -are-.
mm. Hg. to high pressures such as those found
'standard items in a physiology* laboratory:
during peak systolic pressure
during the cardiac
_
..
Comments: The transducers 'must be calibrated
.
.. .../
cycle..
.
before each use. They are taccurateto_approxi,
The research question will determine whethee
mately 1 percent error. In coi:4-rast, \tie sphygindirect or direct measurement is needed.. For
example, if continuous measurement of arterial' momanometer is less accurate, but because it
pressure is required while 'a pressor drug is .introlves a noninvasive technique, it is the instrument of choice in many' situations.
"being infused intraveneously the direct method
is more appropriate. Conversely, if intermittent

.

measurements are needed, then the sphyg-

mothanometer is the more appropriate choke.

Instrument: E lect roc aydi ograp h

testing.

Parameters: Like other excitable tissues, 'heart
muscle cells have the capability of generating
electrical responses to. stimuli. These responses
are called action potentials: Action potentials
generated in the sino-atrial (SA) node are condUcted to all parts of the heart. When the large
masse of muscle cells in the atria and ventricles generate action potentials in a more or tes§
coordinated fashion, the electrical activity. can
be recorded from surface electrodes on the arms,
-°
legs, or chest wall.
The actualevariable being measured
electrical potential (voltage) difference' between
twoelectrodes. Potential difference is measured

For example, intermittent measurement of Variable: The phenomenon being measured is
blood pressure may be required during stress' the electrical attivity..of the heart.

,

Research Application: These instruments-can be
used to measure direct pressures in many,situations and thprefore have a wide range of appli-

cations. For instance, pulmonary arterial and
capillary wedge pressure can bejneasured with
nev ttpes of nursing interventions. Another
.applic tioh is monitoring of patients with cor
pulmonale. Following neurosurgery, catheters

-

.. may be inserted to measure cerebral spinal fluid

.(CSF) pressure. The researcher may want to
monitdr those activities
that ,alter
CSF presI
a
sure.
Indirect intermittent

.

recording "by the
763
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waveform. The three most basic configurations
leads," and are as follows:
are the
1-..Lead I: The difference of lie_electrieal potential at the left arm (LA) minus the potential
at the right arm (RA).
2. Lead II: The difference of the-electrical potentiatat the left leg (LL) minus the potential at
the right arm (RA).

in voles or.millivolts by a galvonometer or volt'Meter.
Research Application: The electrocardiograph is
primarily a clinical tool used for the assessment
of electrical activity of the heart. It records the

pattern and rhythm of The electrical action of
the heart: An investigator skilled in "reading"
ECG r.2.cordilgs may assess the rhythmicity of
the heV, th4 effects of electrolyte disturbances
on the pattern and waveforms produced, the
presence of darriage to the myocardium, and
whether there is hypertrophy. of the myocardium. The instrument is used for clinical diagnosis and for monitoring purposes.

Lead III: The difference of the eleetrical

potential at the left leg (LL) minus the.potential'
at the left arm (LA). In most clinical electrocardiographs, the potentials produced by the 12 leads, or lead con

urations, are me#sured one at a time and, a
selected by means of a selector switch orithe
instrument.

In healthy_individuals, the electrocardiogram
remaine reasonably constant, even though the

An electrocardiograph that has been designed

heart rate changes with the demands of the

for Monitoring purpcfses usually has fev)-er leads
and utilizes a cathode. ray tube (GRT) for a vis-

Body.. Under pathological conditions, several
changes may occur in the ECG. These include:
(1) ,i;, red paths of excitation on ?he heart, '(2)
changed origins of waves (ectopic beats), (3) al, -tered, relationships of features, (4) changed

ual display of the ECG. Often, a strip chart recorder is also used in conjunction with the CRT.

The electrocardiograph's major use is to

monitor the aMplitude and rate' of a. patient's
ECG. Most instruments have an attachment
that will alert personnel with an audible alarm
if the heart rate becomes erratic or slower or
-faster than the preset linfits.

magnitudes of one or more features, or (0 differmg durations of.waves or intervals.

Description: The instrument amplifies and displays the electrical potentials generated by the
heart withtespect to time. The graphic record of
the .potentials produced by an electrocardio,
graph is called an electrocardiogram and is ab-

In 'addition to the basic-components described
above, a modern electroairdiograph must have
several additional features for protection of the

patient and the instrument. Patient safety is
most important, of course, because external
electrokardiogra m).
electrical instruments can induce lethal curA basic electrocardiograph consists of several
into the patient's body. Just as electrical
rents
electrodes that are attached to the skin, a dif- currents
produced by the nervous system cause
ferential amplifier, and a means of displaying
the
heart
muscle to contract and pump blood,
and/or recording the electrocardiogram. The

breviated ECG or EKG (from ; the German

external sources that are allowed
electrodes detect the electrical potentials on the - currents from
to
pass
through
the heart can cause a disruption
surface of the skin due to the actionaptentials of
of the normal heart operation, possibly result'the heart, and the differentiii amplifier ing in fibrillation 'or complete heart failure. To
amplifies the difference in potential detected by
reduce. this threat, circuitry is added to reduce'
these electrodes.
through the paThe amplitudes, polarities, and, timing of the the possibility of current flow
various features of the ECG are dependent to a tient.
Circuitry must also be added to protect the
large extent upon the location of the electrodes instrument
it is to be used during_surgery in
On the body. The standard location farclinical conjunctionifwith
high frequency electrosurgical
electrode placement are on the, left and right devices,' and to proteet
a from the extremely
arms near the wrists, the left leg near the ankle,
high
voltages
produced
by
defibrillators...
and several locations on the chest, called the
5
precordial positions. In addition, a reference
electrode 'is usually placed on the right leg near aomntents: The electrocardiograph is probably
the ankle. Each set of electrode locations from The-most widely used of all biomedicalplectronicIt provides a diniimie4irdiatiori of
i
which the ECG is measured is called a "lead." .instruments.
how
well
the
central human organ issperforining
There are twelve leads, or standard lead con%
in
almost
every
aspect. When it'is cinfifilned with
figurations, used in clinical electrocardiogpulse,
blood
flow,
and pressureirdormation, the
raphy, arid each has a unique characteristic
.
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chnieian has- an almost complete picture of a
eepatient's cardiodynamics.

graph. The record so obtained is called a

using' a special instrumentthe phonocardio-

of providing a permanent visual record of

the skin. This contact .can\be achieved. by
equipping the microphone with an adhesive

.

phonocardiogram-(PCG). 'or the purpose of ref4Lerericing
the heart sounds and murmurs to the
Ir4trument: Phonocardiograph
cardiac ccle, the phonocardiograph is usually
Yariahle: Sounds of the heart and large blood
capable of simultaneously recording one other
vessels are the variables measured by this incardiac event, the electrocardiogram (ECG).
In addition to the referenee recording, the
:
strUment.
basic
phonocardiograph is composed of a miParameters: The instrument is capable of crophone,
amplifier, filtering circuitry, and some
graphically representing heart sounds recorded
of
-displaying and recording the
means
from the surface of the body. It is a specialized
waveforms:
The function of the microphone is to
iiiiernment ordinarily ilsed to supplement an
convert
variations
in the pressure of sound
electrocardiogram. Phonocardiography is reenergy; so it is important
waves
into-electrical
: lated tomhat the investigator would hear in an
that
the
microphone
Maintain
good contact with
ordinark stethoscope, but it has the advantage

everite. It also makes possible the accurate timing of sounds and events that are too rapid or
too subtle to be' 'discerned by human senses. Although the instrument is most useful in detecting heart murmurs, it has limitations in
:detecting the -soft, high- pitched 'murmur of aortl

strap or harness and may include a suction cup
from which' air can be exhausted
It is also important that the microPhOne be as
insensitive as possible to environmental noises.
This can be accomplished by making the. microphone directional, acoustically insulating it
from the 'environment, and/or using, the
phonocardiOgraph in a sound - proofed room.

Research Application: The phonocardiograph is

widely used as a teaching/learning device for
training and disciplining the senses of sight,
touch, -and hearing. Also, because the instrument provides a permanent readout of heart
sounds, the information can be used for making
comparisons Over time.

the instrument is particularly useful in -dis=
murmurs' of the, heart. The acoustic
events of-the heart are made up of both tones
and noise and can be divided: into. two
'categories:'- heart:. sounds, and heart murmurs.
Heart sounds have a trwiSient character, are
short AtiratiOn; and, in general, are indiiced by a'
atiddendisplaCement of blood or the opening and
clessing of valves. Heart murmurs have a noisy
character, last a longer period of time, and are
, caused by The turbulence qf the blood flow in the
,
heart and large vessels.
-Heart sounds and heart murmurs areUsually

characterized by three properties: frequency,

arnplitude,
amplitude, and qUality. These properties can be

analyzed visually if.the heart,ounas and miirinurs are converted into electtical impulses and
reeorded on paper via a phonocardiograph or
,acoustically if.the sounds are perceived by the
huMan auditory system.

.Desciiption: The sounds that originate in the
heart and rarge blood vessels may be detected,
.

converted into electrie,a1 ,signals, and recorded

:

The amplifier consists of electronic components that increase the,amplitude of an electrical signalpresentecrby. the microphone. ft must
provide a uniform amplification over the, entire
freqirency range. Usually, the amount of
amplification or -gain is adjustable.
'The vibrations initiated by the heart are usually a composite- of high and low frequencieS;
each of these frequencies usually varies greatly I'
in amplitude. The higher frequencies are as important as the lower frequencies-for diagnostic
information about the heart; but, as a rifle; the
lower frequency waves are produced and propa- .
i greater
gated to the surface of 'thee body in

amplitude than are the higher frequencywayes.
Consequently, if the heart sounds and murmurs

were only amplified and displayed, the rela.tivelN small high- frequency waves that. were

superimposed an the large amplitude lowfrequency waves would be unreadable,
Because of this, .phonocardiograPhs usually
employ a number of high pass filters with.differz

.ent, cutoff fr'equencie's. The particular filter
selected-depends on which- frequencies one; de=

sires to pass. In. this way, the high4mplitude
-.lower frequencies can he ,attenuated, and the
gain .of the amplifiers 'can be a.djiisted,to ,allow,
measurement` and interpretation ,nf the higher
frequencies.
The final component of the phoriocardiograph
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from the same point on 'the display.

is the recorder. This is usually a multichannel
high-sPeed recorder or an oscilloscope with a
camera attachment for permanent records. One

There are a number of different electrode
configurations commonly used that result indif-

ferent VCG and ECG waveforms. Each

channel is used to record the reference ECG and
the other channel is used to record the-PCG.
Comments: Phonocardiograms are not a substitute for the ear or the hand. However,
phonocardiography is a useful device for training and disciplining the senses of sight, touch,
and hearing" for it allows one to analyze graphic
representations in terms of what is seen, felt,
and heard, and to correlate that data.

waveform provides information about different.
aspects of the heart.
The ECG is more useful for monitoring pur-

,,

poses and for determining the time relation-

ships of different events related to heart

function such as the heart rate. However,1 the
VCG provides a better method of determining

the amplitudes and shapes of the various events
of the heart cycle. Because 'the vectorcardiograph is more expensive and more difficult to use
than the electrocardiograph;its use is of necessity currently'limited primarily to large medical
centers.
Research. Application: Investigators will find the
vectorcardiograph capable of providing more
and different information about heart. fUnction
than that provided by the electrocardiograph.
The VCG visualiZes three angles of the heart
function; this provides much information about
the operation of the heart; Certain abnormal:
conditions, such as posterior myocaOial infarc
tions, can be readily deteCtedWthis
instrument. It is also superior to the ECG -in displaying small beatttd-beat changes in the
rate of depolarization and repolarization of the
he.art.
Description: In a vectorcardiograph, the surface
electrical potentials, which represent electrieal
potentiali present in the heart, are detected by
a number of electrodes, amplified and.displayed,:

Instruntent: Vectorcardiograph
Variable:.: The Rimmed electrical activity of
myocardial cells is the variable being measured.
Theae elettrial-potentiala- generated by the
heart cause patterns of electrical pot-EMI-idsat
the-surface of the body. As the electrical po-ten,
tiala propagate through-the heart, the surface

c.

electrical .poteritials change. If suitable electrodes; amplifiers, and an appropriate display
device are Utilized, these surface potentials can

be detected-and observed externally.
Paraineters: A vectorcardiograph (VCG) is similar to an electrocardiograph (ECG/EKG) in function. Both, utilize similar circuitry, electrodes,
amplifiers, And display devices to present visually the surface potentials related to heart actions. The. Major- difference between the two
deViCes4S how these surface potentials are presented.
An.,.electincardiograph displays the surface
Usually on a cathode ray tube (CRT)osdillo:j
potentials as an amplitude variation in the vet,
°
scope.
tical direction and time as an amplitude, variaThere areI three primary Waveforms that prOtion in' the horizontal direction on the display
vide' Three electrical "views" 'Of the heart. By
deviee. In 'other words, as time increases, the
properly placing the electrodes of a vectorcap'.
paper in a strip chart recorder or. the electron
diograph on ;the subject's body, the surface elecbeam, of,a cathode ray tube (CRT) oscilloscope
trical potentials can be added tOgetherand will
moves linearly in a horizontal 'direction, while
present a picture of the loop- representing the
variations- in the .surface potentials being de- . heart's
potentials. The loOp is closed and threetected by the electrodes move the stylus or elec7
dimensional, reprSsenting the changing electritron beam up or down. The'resulting waveforin
cal potential of the. heart over one Oprnplete
is the ECG pattern familiar to clinicians.
cardiac cycle. Some of the more expensive vec-'
The vectorcardiograph (VCG) displays the
torcardiographs actually simulate a three-7.
surface potentials detected by one set of elecdimensional display of the loop on a CRT oscil
trodes as an amplitude variation in the vertical
ldscope. Most instruments, however, actually.;
direction as 'does an electrocardiograph, but the
display the projection of the loop or! three..per-:',
horizontal poiition of theresulting waveform is
pendicular planes:. This- is actually three' two determined by the, amplitude of the surface podimensional vieWs of the loop as viewed from the'
tential between a second Pairof electrodes. The
front, side, and top. The fidnt view is the loop-as
display presented by a vectorcardiograph is
parallel to the
usually two or three closed toops.that originate' ' projected on a Vertical,: plane
.

.

.
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front of the subject and is called the frontal
plane projection. The side view is the projection
of the loop onto another vertical plane parallel
to the side of the subject and is called the sagittal plane: The top vi ltv is the projection onto a

horizontal plane aril. is called the horizontal
plane.
Comments: The vectorcardiograph (VCQ) is a

highly specialized, expensive instrument that

requires a skilled person to interpret its
waveforms. In addition, the important time du-

rations and intervals related to the QRS, PR,
and QT portions of the cardiac cycle, which contain a considerable amount of diagnostic information, are difficult to determine.

Instrument: Ultrasonic Blood Flqw Meter
Variable: Blood flow is the variable determined
by this instrument. The units of flow are usually
measured in liters per minute (1./min.), milli-

liters per second (m1./sec.) or milliliters per
minute (ml. /min.), i.e., volume/time.
The ultrasonic blood-flow meter does not actu-

ally measure flow, but rather the -velocity of
flow: If the cross-sectional area of the lumen of
the blood vessel is known, the actual flow can

then be calculated. Flow (Q) is equal to the

product of velocity (V) times crosi-sectional area
(A). Thus, Q=VA.
Parameters: There are two techniques of 'using

ultrasound for measuring the 41ocity of blood
flow. The first is invasive and requires placing a

flow probe from the _instrument around the
hlood- %vessel within which the investigator
_

wishes todetermine flow. The second technique
is noninvasive' and can be used to measure velocity in blood vessels near the skin surface. In
this latter case, the flow probe is coupled to the

skin with an aqueous jelly to facilitate the

transmission 9f ultrasonic waves, Because
the cross-sectional area cannot be determined in
this latter instance, only velocity of flow and not
ther4 ow itself is measured. At present, the invasive 'technique...11as only :iniited application for
-human subjects.
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Research Applications: The invasive technique
is quite useful in animal models. For example, if
the investigator wishes to monitor cardiac output, the flow probe is placed around the pulmonary artery, as the entire cardiac output passes

through the pulmonary artery each minute.

Thus, cardiac output can be monitored continuously under a variety of changing conditions,
such as during stressful stimuli, aftekadministration of certain:kinds of drugs, or with differ-

ent kinds of assisted ventilation. Flow to a

specific organ may also be monitored by placing

the flow probe around the artery that supplies
that organ.
The noninvasive technique may be used with
human subjects for monitoring velocity of flow
in vessels that are partially cloged by a thrombus or in the carotid arteries after carotid endarterectomy. The probe may also be- used to
measure systoliNpressure in situations in which
the arterial blood pressure is too low to be moni-

tored with a sphygmomanometer and stethoscope.

Description: The main part of the instrument
consists of an amplifier and a display usually
contained in a metal box. The flow probes are
electrically coupled through cables to the input
portion of the box. The probeitself consists of an
ultrasonic transmitter and a receiver. The

transmitter generates ultrasonic waves that
reflect off the blood cells and return to the receiver. For determining \velocity, the ultrasonic
flow meter utilizes.the Doppler effect; i.e., when
a sound wave strikes .a. moving object, its frequency will .be changed by an amount propor-

tional .to the velocity . of that object. Thus,

frequency will be increased if the blond cells are
moving toward,the -transmitter and will be reduced if the blood cells are moving away from

the transmitter.
Comments: For direct measurement of blood
flow, the investigator must possess or develop
some surgical skills in order to position the probe
without damaging the blood vessels.
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General Body' Systems

Instrument: Absorption Spectrophotometer
Variables: The absorption spectrophotometer is
used to determine the concentration of solutes
in solutions. It is especially useful for determin,
ing the concentrations of solutes in body fluids
such as plasina, urine, and gastric juices. Spectrophotometry can determine concentrations of
so many subitances foundin body fluids that an.
exhaustive list is beyond the scope of this narrative; However, examples include: amino acids,
bilirubin, blood urea nitrogen (BUN),.calcium,
creatinine, enzymes, glucose, 'many drugs, etc.
Parameters: To deterMirie the concentration of
any substance in a solution, one must be able to
deteCt the presence of the substance in the solution and to generate a signal that is propor-

-

spectrophotometer is shown in figure 1. Light of
,.. Dil/t0001, Qtobtig lot totting

or that will change -the character of the solu- .
tiOn. .The absorption spectrophotometer: converts the signargenerated (a change in 'fight
intensity) to an electrical signal that.can be amplified and used to operate a recording, deVice
or display such as a chart recorder, ammeter,
or digital display.,

il----

Sa.pt.
looninutted fight boom

..?

I

:'';:7/000.

1,01 um/P.
logini:t0o,

I

Figure 1.MOdel of an absorption spectrophotometer

a specific wavelength is generated by the spectrophotometer and passed through the saniPle.
of fluid being analyzed. Light is absorbed as the
beam passes through the sample. The 'amount of
light that is absorbed depends on two factors:(1)

'the concentration of the solute in the solution, '
and (2) the distance .-or thickness of solution

through which the light must' trayel. :The
greater the concentration and/or the greater
will
the thickness of the solution, the more
be absorbed.Most spectrophOtOmeters pass the
light beam- through a tube (cuvette) and hence;
through a sample otconstant thickness; Therefore, the only variable that affeCti the light'ab-;
sorption is the solute concentration.-

.

The principles of operation are the same for
all absorption spectrophotometers. Energy in
the form of light (usually ultravidlet or visible)
is passed through 'the sample being analyzed.

The amount of' light absorbed can be ex..

presSed two ways:. absorbance (A) or percent
,transmittance (=T): Absorbance is defined as:
41)
A=log Io=abT,

Some of the light is absorbed as it pasies

through the sample. The amount of light absorbed is proportidnal to the concentration of

.

wavelength 01 oncelent lght boom

\ /

tional to the -concentration of the substance
being detected. To detect the. substance, one

must be able to make it "visible." The substance
may be rendered "visible" by reacting it with a
chemical that will Prgduce a colored solution

K

V

I

'the solute in the solution. If the solute does not .
absorb light or cannot be made "visible," then a
different method must be used to determine the
concentration of that' particular solute.
Research Application: `The ,spectrophotometer
'can be used in any research application where
concentration of solutes must.be determined.,For example, the investigator may Wish to determine creatinine or BUN ;concentrations -to
bilirubin
aises renalfunction or to"
assess.
concentrations to assess -liver function..
\Description' The haaic nrdel..Lof an 'absorption

,

.

(Beer's LaW)

where to is the intensity of the incident light,/ is
the intensity of the transmitted light, a is a constant, b is the thickness of the sample (usually
constant), and c is the concentration of. the 8°17.
ute in the. sample. Percent transmittance ( m).
is defined as :-

%T= I
x 100.
/°
.

Also

log I
+A=a.

Nl

t

,
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Most chart recorders display the results in
terms of .%T, -while meters most often display
%T and absorbance_ The concentration of
solute in the sample is a direct function of absorbance and an &xponential, function of %T.
See the graphs showing these relationships in
figure 2.
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Parameters: There are many kinds of centrifuges. They range from the ultracentrifuge,
which is used to separate different kinds of high
molecular weight compounds (e.g., proteins), to
the bench centrifuge, which is used to separate
,red blood cells from plasma. The discussion that
follows concerns the use of the common bench
centrifuge.
Research Application: A bench centrifuge is used

most often to separate red blood cells from

plasma. The plasma can then be used as a sam-

Log rf

,,,,ple of extracellular fluid and can be analyzed for
the concentration of such substances as electroConcentralion C

COnC.nlrOhon

Figure 2,Graph showing relationship of functions
,

To use thespectrophotometer for the analysis
of solute concentration, the investigator-should

prepare or purchase a series of solutions of
known concentration called "standards." These
standards should be read in ,the spectrophotometer and the %T or A recorded. The
%T or absorbance obtained from these stand-

ards should then, be plotted graphically as

shown in figure 2. The samples containing the
unknown concentration of solutes ("unknowns")
should then ''be read and the %T or A 'recorded.
Following that step,-the concentration of the
solute in the "unknown" samples should be determined by graphic analysis (see figure 2).
To ensure accuracy, the wavelength of the incident light must be set by adjusting the angle
of the diffraction grating so'that maximum absorbance (minimum. %T) is obtained for the determination of the concentration of a.particular
solute..
Comments: An instrument very similar to the
spectrophotometer is the absorbance,filter colorimeter. The -main difference between the colorimeter and spectrophotometer is that in the
colorimeter a filter of colored glass replaces the
diffraction grating. The colorime,ter is usually
much less expensive than the spectrophotometer, but it is not nearly as versatile an instrument.
Instrument: Centrifuge

Variable: A. centrifuge does not measure any,thing in and of itself. It is an instrument that is
used to separate solids and suspended particles
from an aqueous mixture. One of the main uses
of a centrifuge is to separate blood cells from
plasma.

lytes, glucose, creatinine, bilirubin, proteins,
and hormones. These analyses, are often done
. using a spectrophotometer. The volume of the

blood sample can be measured;nafter centrifugation, the ratio of the volume of red blood cells to

total blood volume in the sample (i.e., hematocritc.ban then be calculated. These kinds of determinations are very useful in Marty kinds of
research. Knowledge of solute concentrations in
plasma are absolutely essential for research in
areas involving renal function,'"metabolism, and
endocrine function. Hematocrit and changes in
hematocrit , are essential for research on
pathophysiological problems that involve blood,
fluid balance, etc. The centrifuge is the tool that
allows these kinds of data to be collected'.
Description: Blood is placed into heparinized

tubes that are placed in the centrifuge. The

tubes should be counterbalanced to pr,event vibration and excessive -wear on the rotor bearings. When the centrifuge is turned on, the blood.
is accelerated from 11,000 to 13,000 revolutions
per minute (rpm) (a force of 5 to 11 tines normal
gravity (g)) for a period of 5 to 10 minutes. The

tubes are then removed .from the centrifuge,
measurements of the hematocrit are, made,
and/or the plasma is removed for analysis.
If the value of only the hematocrit is needed,

the blood can *be placed in a constant bore
tube. The tube is them
heparinized capill
sealed with clay a d centrifuged in a manner
'similar to that desc ibed above. After centrifukation,,the length of the column of red cells is
measured. That length is then divided by the
length of the whole column of separated blood,
as the radius of the tube is constant. The ratio of
lengths is directly proportional to the-ratio of
volume's.

Comments: One word of caution is appropriate.,
The hematocrit values calculated. using .the
method described aboire tend to be overestima-,

o
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tions because some platelets and white blood
cells are trapped in- the red leteod cell layer.
However, if sufficient Centrifugal force, as described' above, has been used,-the values are
higher than the true values by only 1 or 2 percent.

solution-.-(See figure 3 for a block diagram of the
flame photometer.)

The instrument must 'be calibrated, and a

standard curve made in order to determine the
concentrations of Na.'' and K+'(see figure 4).
Semple

Instrument: Flame Photometer
Variable: The flame photometer is used to meas-

1A

ure the concentrations of sodium (Nat) and

potassium (1(÷) in body fluids and other solutions.

ParaMeters: The. flame photometer is a type of

Prism

f=i

emission spectrophotometer. It is used most
often.to determine the concentrations of Na+
and ic÷ in serum (or plasma), urine, and all

Figure'3.Block diagram of flame photometer

aqueous solutions. used in research. The instrument requires a gas supply and a pressurized

^

_source of filtered air. The instrument can be

used on a bench or countertop in the laboratory,
but'not on counter ShelVes,as the hot gases that

Meter Reading

rise front+ the chimney could start a fire. It

should also be noted that this method for deter - mining the concentration of Na+. and K+ is very.
sensitive: Small samples of plasma or urine are'
used' and usually must'be greatly diluted to be
used in the flime photometer. The investigator
should .avoid smoking while determining K+

concentrations, because smoke contains so
uch IC+,,,.that -even small ..amounts will pene-

tnate the flame and introduce sizable errors in
the determination.
.

Research Applieation: Flame photolnetry is a
widely used and reasonably simple methaO, for
measuring the concentration .of Na+ and K+ in
aqueous solutioni It can be used to measure
changes in Na+ and K+ concentration in plasma
:before, 'during, and after intravemmus fluid
-theraPy With.postsUrgical.and otherkinds ofPa7
tient& It Is often used.to measure the concen.

trations of Nal' a'nd IC'after dehydration, in

acichbase disOrders, (tuning the menstrual cycle
in women of childbesaring age, etc.

Description: The flame photometer is an emis.

sion; spectrophotometer. The sample to be
measured is placed into an intake-tunnel andis
aspirated and atomized. by an air flow. The
atomized solution is then heated in a gas flame.
Heating Na and K ±_ ,causes the, ions to emit
energy in the form of light; which is detected-by
a photodetector. The amount of light liberated
when the .solution is heated. is directly propolk
tional to- the - concentration of Na÷-orK÷ in

Concentration of Na and K+

Figure 4.Standaid curve for determining concentrations
of Ns+ and K.

Comments: The flame photometer is a commercially _available instrument used In clinical and
research laboratories. ManY are equipped with
automatic sample changers. The cost of the -instrument increases directly with the amount ofautomation with which ,it is equipped:

Instrument: pH Meter
Variable: The variable- measured is the pH of
aqueous solutions. The pH of a Solution is an
index of the acidity or alkalinity of the solution:
A solution's pH can vary from 0 to 14' With a
"pH= 7:Of-defined is neutral. .A pH of less than 7 is

considered .acid, while a pH greater than 7 is
considered alkaline. A solution',pH is -an exponential function-of the 'concentration. of hydrogen iona -in that solution. Mathelnatically,
pH=logio 1/[H+].
,
Parameters: A pH meter can be used to measure
the acidity or alkalinity of any aqueous solution.
Because body fluids are aqueous solutions, a pH

meter can'be,.and often is, -used to measure the
pH of these fluids. The pH of body fluids varies
from one body fluid compartment to another and

sometimes varies within the same compart-

- ment. For example, the pH 6f normal arterialblood is approximately 7.4, while the RH of nor-

Qf
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with expanded ranges for greater accuracy and
resolution if needed.
As the potentials developed by. the hydro-gen
ions represent a basic measurement, it is generally possible to interchange one manufacturer's
electrode with another manufacturer'scontrol
unit as long as the electrical connections care
compatible. It is important that the researcher
.be aware that there is an extremely broad range
bf electrode configurations available commer-

maL venous blood is about 7.35. Urine pH can
vary'from as low as 4,4 .to as high as 7.8. Conversely, gastric juice has a,pH that varies from 1 .
to 3, while ileal chyme may have a pH near 8.0.
Research Application: Examples of situations in
-which a pH meter can be useful to a researcher
inclUde:-measu ring the pH of gastric juices aspi-

,

rated via anaSogastric tube, measuring urinary
pH after:the treatment of acid-base disorders,
measuring urine pH in subjects on special diets,.
etc. In the laboratory, the. pH meter is used to
measure the pH of buffered solutions to be used
for enzymatic reactions such as glucose oxidose
in the determination of plasma glucose, and buffered solutions used for electrophoresis of proteins, etc. The pH meter is.. a very important

cially.

tions that must be used in each electrOde,tO
provide the interconnection between. the '

.

measuring point and the electrical Circuit.
Because of the very high blectricatimpedance,
of these types of electrodes, difficulties can beencountered if measurements -must be made in
strong electrical fields. Such fields can produce
artifacts or erroneous readings.
Comments: Commercially available pHH meters
range in price from,under $100 to approximately
$1,000. Normally, one can expect to find that the
stability,.accuracy, resolution, and the ease of
readout of the instrument_ are directly,_Proportional to the prjce.
In some body fluids such as gastric.juiceS,
there can be very wide ranges in the pH, and .a
relatively inexpensiVe instrument may be suitable. However, if onei alooking for Subtle differences in blood, it may be necessary to'have. one
of the more expensiVe; preciSe instruments, in
arde'r to determine the small changes in pH that
can be very significant.

another reference electrode are placed in the
solution to be measured. It is the potential be-

tWeen the two electrodes that' is measured and
expressed as pH.
The electrodes Used for pH measurement are
.

..

.

- As in any chemical measurement, tempera-

is important for accuracy, and all pH control units proVide a means of compensating/for
temperature.
iS
electrodes
al 'mPedance of these
elect
k'he electrical
t

extremely hie, and it<is forthis reason that a
Special .measuring instrument must:be' used

°
with them.
There ate instruments available with a single
rakige- of from 0 to '14, as well as instruments

rugged and

used-ina laboratory or medical environment are
very _fragile and-reQuire periodicmaintenance.
Instructions are usually provided with the elecsolutrodes, which describe the sati--iFatec

Description: A pH meter is a device with a glass
electrode that. converts ionic potentials into
electronic potentials. When the glass.electrode
is immersed in a solution containing hydrogen
ions, an eleetrical potential is generated across
the thin; glass, semipermeable membrane (one
,whicluallows only passage of hydrogen ions). In
practice, the glais electrode is composed of a
bulb of special glass fused to'the end of a tube of
ordinary glass. The insideof the bulb contains a
solution .of known pH that is in Contact with a
metal electrode. .).The .glass electrode and

polaragraphic-type electrodes. The reference
..electrode, which ik a calomel electrode, has .a
minimal electrode potential to provide .a stable
reference. The pH electrode is a glass electrode
incorporating .a special hydrogen-ion-sensitive,
glads in the measuring region. This special glass
allowS hydrogen' ions to i3ermeate the glass
membrane and thus develop an electrode potential between'the measuring and reference"elec-

some

maintenance-free electrodes available for industrial applications, the normal, electrodes

.reSearch tool.

7

.

Although there are

-

P.

-

.

Instrument: Polygraph
Variables: The polygraph is a general
a

recorder that ca be'used to make per
recordings of .Many variablcan including pressure' force, temperature, 'flow, and electrical
sure,
events such althe electrocardiogram (EKG), the'
,

eelectromyogram ( MG), and the electroericeph-,
alogranflEEG).
Parameters: POlygraphs can be used to recor

such s variety of different variables that they
are an essential tool in any research laboratory
that records biophysical variables. In general,

;
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polygraPhs amplify and record weak bLphysical
signals. These instruments are used in cOnjunction with'a variety of detectors, which. are either
'electrodes: or transducer& (See the description
of the blood pressUre transducer elsewhere in
this compilation.) TransdueerS convert medianical energy or-events-into electrical signals that
can be amplified and recorded. The transducers
are connected directly to the preamplifier input
circuits of the polygraph as shown in figure 5. AS
RecoraiSIP Pens

Driver
Preamplifier

Amplifies

Cha
Recorder

preamplifier and further intensifieS the signal
strength in order to drive or move the recording

pens(oscillographs). The pens record the signals
produced by the transducer on paper for a permanent record. (See figure 5 for a.block diagram
of this instrument.)

,

The polygraph includes those, components
within the dashed lines. The detector' (transducer or electrodes) are 'connected directly to
the preamplifier portion of the' polygraph.

Polygraphs have, a timer pen that makes a
Mark each second for a. time base. A signal
marker is also available on most polygraphso
mark or signal both the time and duration of
specific events or stimuli. They may have from 2.
to 12 channels for simultaneous recording.

Comments: These. instruments are available
commercially; cost depends an bothithe quality
and number ' of channels needed. Although
Figure 5.Block diagram of a polygraph

many different kinds of transducers can fie used
with a polygraph, the investigatorlmeeds Only
----Ione multichannel polygraph innrder to record a
-

var-ei ty of different kinds of biophysical signals.-Research Application: Because the polygraph is

polygraphs appear` to be quite complex (and

Often are), they are not difficult to learn to use.
An investigator can learn to use anckbalance. a
polygraph in 2 to 3 hours. BeCause :polygraphs
record sti many kinds of variables aimultaner_
ously, they are one of the most _usefirl inatru,ments used in-a physiological reseah laboratory.

a general, purposeinstwnient, it has a broad
variety of Application& Withthe appropriate
transducer, the Poligraph can beitsed_to.,1-ecord
such pressures 'as arterial blood, pulse, centrat:Instrument: Thermistor TemPerature Probes
temperature is the variable
'venous, pulmonary capillary wedge, ventricular
and atrial pressures during the cardiac cycle,.
being. ineasine
'and' Cerebral' spinal, fluid (CSP). With an inte-.
grator circuit, polygraphs can be used to record

broodand gas, flow. Used, with a force transducer, it can be used to, record muscle ten4ion.
With eleetrodes, the polygraph. can be, d'sed to
record'electrkcal actiVity in the heart, brain, or
muscle& Intragranial (CSF) pressure can be
recorded during. various kinds of. activities in
postoperative ,,,'-neurosurgical patient& Lt can

alsci be used to determine Cardiac output in pa-

tients' who are being treated for a variety of
illnesse&
,
.
Description : Thepolygraph comes in a variety of..

sizesiahapes, and price ranges. It usually consistaof an amplifier section and a chart recorderSection, both housed in the same- cabinet, The
-amplifier section is subdivided "into pre)mprifier
and driver aMplifier sections, Tranglueerrare

.

_surfa-ce_tempera,
Parameters:- -Both core.-and
tures can be measured by this instrument:Core-_-____I

temperature is 'accurately regulated and in

"healthy" persons does not vary froni mean ref erence values byjnore than 1.° Fahrenheit (F.) or

'0.6° Centigrade (C4., Surface or skin temperature,
does rise and fall becauselhat :is a function of

the operational Variables that promote heat

production or heatoss, These operational-marlables include. such factors as metabolisenwir
ronmentt, age,and sex. .
Theiristrument is useful iitmeasurinupoone or
internal temperature in orifices-ofthe budrsatch
as
as the mouth, ear, rectum, or vagina..
skin temperatures' can. also be meagiutisd;lbut
special flat 'probe must be used to entsorewthat
the instrument will be insensitive tovannbient
_
_

_

-coupled to thePreamplifier.,, The- preamplifiers
Research. ApPlicati on:The inside temammattire,of
may be specialized .for.recording specific vari-the- bo0 _remains almost exactly canottintex7t
the: ECG, or the .electronic integreables,
----cept-When-a
person develops a felimile,,lor a
tion of 'Specific_ signals. The_driver_amplifier-1 hypothermic condition: These conditionsvcan
receives the amplified signals from the

;
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stem front shn

Another instrument that can be used -to provide an electrical indication of temperature is

organise s. and a variety of other factors. Depend-

the thermocouple. A therinocouple is made up of
two dissimilar metaLs which, when they come in
contact with each otheo- generate .a vOltage that
is directly proportion:. to 'he temperature of

ides in the preoptic area of
almus; toxic substances afthe anterior h
fecting sae hypothalmus, .trauma, baeterial
ing on ttsecause, the body temperature can ascend or *Ascend rapidly within A few hours or
_

773

over a period of days. As impulses affecting body

temperature are received by the hypothalmus,
cooptrol or thermostatic regulation processes begin. These processes have a direct relationship
'to the surface temperature, which-is controlled

by a feedback mechanism that ,regulates the
.

.body'ca rate of heat loss and heat production:

Description: Transducers for measurement of
this variable are constructed of materials that
have a high negative temperature coefficient of
resistance and are ,generally known as "body
temperature probes." They'. are available in
many .configurations and are manufactured to
,very tight tolerances, which allows each
-"series" of probes to be interchanged. with a
single .control unit without the need for indi-

that junction. A nu
niocouple materials a
voltage generated by
perature is quite low.
generated within the
low. Thus, these dev

standard ther-

able_flowever, the
evices at body ternchange in voltages
o 45° C range is very
,_tnerally require con-

trol unite that amplify the voltages in order to
provide an instrument readout or a recording.
Another aspect of the thermocouple type of
measurement is that it requires a "reference
junction." These reference junctions are available on a commercial basis. It is no longer nec-

essary to use an ice-bath reference, as was

originally done when thermocouples were first.
used.

Comments: Thermistor temperature, probes, a
vidual calibration of each probe.
Th"wistOr temperature probes are used with
f ')rm of semiconductor material, provide excela copity*Lunethat has been especially designed ' lent 'temperature measurements with an electrical read Out at a relatively reasonable cost.
tonamach thetransducer and to linearize its varThey are widely used in' clinics, as well as in
iatioaaiwitlirespect to temperature. The control
research.
unit. measures and converts the electrical
These devices are used because they provide a
resistance of the -probe to a meter reading that
Fahrenheit'
(
°F)
relatively
large electrical change per degree of _
is caithrated directly in degrees
temperature
change and also workvery well at
or Centigrade ( °C).
.time
for
body
temperature.
Due to the high output "of the
It is important to allow sufficient
all
with
probes with respect to temperature changes, a
making accurate measurements
relatively inexpensive control unit, which can
temperature- measuring devices.'' When probes
they
momentarily
make accurate temperature measurements, is
are -first placed into position,
area:
lower_the temperature of the surrounding
provided.
Teniperature measurement devices can be
For equilibrium, it is necessary to allow time for
"pre-prObe4
tem-;.
used
for monitoring temperature on a. Continuthe body:area to return to its
itself
to
..ous basis. With a slightly more sophisticated
perature andlto allow time for the probe
control unit, they can be used to control a subsurrounding
temperature.
° equilibrate with its
approxiject's
temperature by cOntrofling. externat
etime required for such recovery is
0.10
seconds.
After
that
time
the
unit
sources
of temperature control, e.gt, hypother:ma. ly
temperature
mia.
- will fa fully follow body or skin
changes.

.
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Nervous System

for it is made by placing' small surface or sub-

'..InstruMent: Electroencephalograph
Variable: The electrical activity of the brain is
the variable to be measured. This can be further
bioelectrical potential waveforms
defined as

generated by Central nervous systein (CNS)

neuronal activity." Both the intensity and

patterns of this electrical. activity are for the
most part a' result of overall excitation from,.
the reticular activating system (RAS).
Parameters: The instrument is limited to
measuring; Amplifying,- and displaying the elec,

trical .Potentials of the brain, with respect to
time. The graphic record of the bioelectrie
tential produced by the. instrument: is called an
erectroeneephalOgran(EEG). Information from
the EEG can be interpreted to determine. levels
of sleep, levels of alertness, types of epilepSy, the
.presenceof brain, tumors, etc., as well as for the

measurement of disturbances in the EEG pat:tern from various external stimuli. The instrument relatively expensive and, requires skill
in its operatiOn and interpretation of the re= ..
sults.
1k

°!

Research Application: A farm of the 'elearoen7

-dermal electrodes in clinically established,
standardized locations around the subject's
head. The small electrophysiological voltages
that are generated (10 to 200 microvolts) are°
.

amplified "by low-noise, high-gain amplifiers,
which have Adjustable frequency bandwidths
and are recorded on a multichannel inic recorder
(polygraph). A standard chart speed of 30 millimeters per second is used for the clinical EEG.
Most EEG instrumentation has the capability
of recording signals received from various-re-

gions of the brain. The. multichannel systems
have a switching panel, or box, that allows the
investigator to select any pair of electrodes for
each channel ofthe EEG system.,
Multichannel. EEG systems usually nullifier'
either 8-or-16 channels.- kconriection box to,be
located near the patient is often provided. The
box may have a- drawing of a head, that ShOws
the jacks located in the standard lead locations.
EEG systems are designed to use multipen ink

7-

recorders.with "fan-fold" papery which lends ttself especially well to both quick scanning of the

record mid storage oftlrecord.,
There are three modes of recording Wed in

making a routine EEG, i.e., unipolii, averaging
refenciit`i and bipolar. The characteristit EEG_'77,
and has been used-in research activity 'Since
that time..The instrument:has a lung history of
waveforms have been categorized into EEG frereliability. 'Currently, the instrument is widely
.quency bands ors rhythms:
used for diagnostic, purposes, as well' as for
0.5 Hz-: 4 Hzdelta
HZ+- 8 HZ
monitoring purpoSes such . As determining
`theta
Hz ,
anesthetic:. level during surgery... -Some re&
alpha
Hz-22:
.Hz
searchers :are using -the-EEG -as an-evoked;
13
beta
response indicator when investigating such fac22 Hz-30 .Hz
gamMa
cephalograPh has been .oii the MELIket since 1935.

k

.

.

.

tors awcentral nervous system (CNS)'responses
to-auditory, temperature, electrical, mechanical, and/or chemical stimuli. Investigators are'
also using..,the EEG to obtain data. regarding
questions concerning biofeedbaCk.

-7-Description: _EEG measurement is noninvasive

Comments: In order to. iccep -the electrode resist:
ante low, the. XECr\electrodies must be properly

Applied. If resistanceis high, the electronic:syg: '..
tem becomes-very susceptible to electrical noise
such as 60 Ilertz'power lines, and artifacts_may_._,_
obscure, the EEG signals.

0
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8

method of obtaining FHR. .A nonfade oscilloscope is provided to display the fetal E G. The
units are commercially available and wii auto-

Instrument: Fetal Heart Monitor
Variable: The measurement of the fetal heart
rate is:the
di;signed,

matically adjust for proper- sensitivit - The
FHR is displayed on the digital display ith

ity of measuring associated, maternal Tabor

tained with a variety of techniques and in tru-

Parameters: The fetal monitor is

primarily to measure the fetal heart rate (FHR) -0. _ range of 30 to 240 beats per minute (bpm).
Indirect measurement of the FHR.can b obalthough some fetal monitors have the capabil-.
rtients:

activity or uterine contraction patterns. MeasureMent Of, the FHR,...by direct electrocardiogram (ECG) depicts the electrical activity of the
.,..fetal heart. The direct method of inonitoting the
_FHltis more precise, but it can be initiated only
is dilated to at least 2 or 3'cm.
after the
and -after rupture of the fetal membranes. Con-

1. Ultrasergc .measurement Or somoca og-,
raphy utiliies.the noninvasive external applicaDoppleroeffect; i.e.; differences in the
tion of
frequency of ultrasonic waves can bConverted .
into auditory or visual outputs.
2. The phonotransducer amplifies FHR
measured.via phonecardiography:-ThIs+§an external,, noninvasive, harmless method of fetal,
monitoring. The signals are Obtained. by soino-s,
cardiography.
3. Pressure transducers can be, used
used to meas-'
.

siderable skill is required to attach the elec,trodes to the fetal scalp.
Indirect ineagurethent° of the FFIR by -,ultrasound devices is based on the principle that
.sound .waves return to the transmitting source
at a slightly altered frequency. if they are reflected back from a moving objeet,iThe indirect
,method of monitoring FHR is noninvasive and
requires less Skill to applY; however, because
fetal agitation causes interference, the meter-A,
nal ECG' may be recorded instead of the fetal`t
,ECG.

ure FHR and uterine contraction patterns

.

accornplislied by the placencent

researcher's part.

effect of controlled` variables on the _KHR.,The
effects. of drugs; smoking, situational stress, and
other fe'Ctors on FHR, with ,subsequent alterations in'groWth and'development, are onlye few

Comments: A majnrlithitation of electronic fetal

heart monitoring during delivery is the .dittculty. in 'interpretation of the fetaL heart ratle
uterine contraction (FHR -UC)' record. Many

the questions being raised by researchers.

duCed labor, .

..Descripticanpirea. instruthentation of the fetal
ECG is obtained with a fetal kelp:electrode that
was aiscussed above this is -a consistent

of an in-

lated cervix. The cathet is then-attached to an
external, pressure, t ansducer. Again, the,
placement necessary for :direct measurement,
requixes a Considerable amount of skill on the

AhrOughent 'Pregnancy.. Researchers are interested in the study.of FHR in a given pepulatiOn of normal gestating subjects, as well as the

.

4

trauterine catheter int duped through ihe''di-

'as internal changes, will : alter the FHR

obstetrics one of the primary uses of the fetal
heart Monitor to date has been identification of
the degree of "fetal stress associated with in-

.

transducer to measure abdoMirial dittentiori.
Direct measurement of uterine contractions it

A

Monitoring of the FHR during stages of delivery
has unlirnited potential for study. In clinicgl

o.

either directly or itufrrectly. Indirect' measurement of the strength of uterim contractions involves the application of an abdominal-piessure

Research Application: External changes,: as well_

,

.

.

classifications,,of. FHR -UC patterns' haVe been
published but there_is_as yet no agreement on
the specific incidence of fetal acidosis associated
with each ominous and Innocuous pattern identified. It should also\ be -noted that.: direct

,F'HR-UC measurement are not withottt
gets to the fetus and" the Other, and indirect
measurement techniques are subject to error.
from a variety of sources.

7.
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Respiratory System

Instrument: Blood Gas Analyzer ansl the VanSlyke Manometric Apparatus
, Variables: The variables measured:are the arterial pH and either the' aiiounts of oxygen (02)
andwbondioxide (CO2) in arterial blood, or the
partial pressures of oxygen (P02) and carbon
dioxide .(pco.) in that blood. Arterial oxygen,
:carbon dioxide, and pH are often referred to as
the arterial "blood gases." The partial pressure
ora gas dissolved in a liquid is the contribution
that gag make's to the total, pressure of all gases

;

When the P02 and PCO2 are measured alo:ng
with pH, the researcher can calculate or cleterMine the bicarbonate ion concentration of the
arterial blood, and a subject's acid-base status .
can he accurately identified. The effectiveneds
of various interventions on cardiopulmonary
function and acidbase status can then be aster-'tamed. For example, the adequacy of trachealsuctioning, postural drainage, and assisted yew'.

tilatiori may be- assessed using blOod gas

analysis. New procedures' and therapy for
proving ventilation or treatment of acid-base

didsoivediii the blood. The quantity of gas Ohys.ically dissolved in the blood and also the .quan

dis.ordera and respiratory diseases may be ekrUl-

tity. :of. .gas combined with hemoglobin are
proportional to the partial pressure of the gas.

gaseS.

The pH is an exponential function of the hydro-gen: ion concentration.
-

'PaFaiffeterir TR variables Areusually ex-

presied in terms of pressuremillimeters of

Hgr).
or Torr
The average yalues of P02 and PCO2 vary with
age. For a normal 20- to 30-year-old healthy: per
son; the partial pressure of oxygen in arterial
'blood varies froin 95 to 100 .Torr; the_
pressure of arterial carbon dioxide is approximately 40Torr. The arterial pH iika normal adult

varies from 7.37' to 7.43.

-

A blood gas analyzer measures the pH, P02,

and .PCO2 of blood sampIed. The voluine.of blood

required for analysis varies from a few-tenths of
.a rnill,iliter (ml) to 2 ml, depending on the kind of
analyier being used.
Research Application: Blood gas analysis is used

,
.

in two separate but functionally interrelated

ways. It is Usedto assess cardiopUlmonarST function and to determine acid-base status.,Knowing
the .PC2. and PCO2 allows the iiivestigator to
determine whether or not the blood -is being
adequately oxygenated: and whether or not CO2
is beingremoved at a'rate sufficient to maintain
CO2 temeoStasis, i.e'.,'Whether or not ventilation
of the lungs and -the gas exchange across the
alveolocapillOy -membrane is- adequate. This
,,,technique-is--also-valuable-in-assessing respiii; tory status of patients with pulmonary disease .

of

:

uated in terms of changes in arterial bloat
Description: There are two methods generally_;___
used-for determining-the amounts of 02 and CO2

in blood. These are: (1) the separation method
using the Van Slyke manometric apparatus, in
which-the gases' are separated fiom the blood
and then the pressures of these-.gases are determined in a known volume; and (2) the acid-

base 'method. in which partial pressures are
measured via PO2 and PCO2 electrodes. The sec=

and ,method is more commonly used than the
first because it' is simpler and much faster.
In the separation method, the blood-gases are
usually separated from a measuted.qUantity of
blood using a vacuum. The pressureOf the mixture of gases obtained is measured inanornetrically, after which the CO2 is absorbed. The pressure is,again measured, the oxygen ii.abiorbed,

and the pressure of the remaining gas--7-nitrogenis measured. The amount of 02 .and CO2
May be caleulated from these measureinentst

sthniques for separating the
There-are-otherec

gasesfrom the Vio-O-c-fliffirmeasu ing the quail,:

tities of gases once separated, but they a
ilar to the technique just described.
The a&d-bade techniqUe-for-measuring-PCO2- =
and P02 invOlVes the use of three .special elec-;
trodes: ilifrelectrode, a PCO2 electrede, andia
P02 -electrode.: These electrodes,, together with \
ArnplifiCatiOn_andreadoutLelactronickLmeasur67:the partiatpresSures of 02 and CO2 directly. This
`technique .is probably the simplest technique for

measuring the desired

and is- the

PHYSIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

most commonly used clinical method for determination of blood-gases.
Comments:-The transport and interchange of 0,
and CO, in, the bldod, lungs, and tissues is one of
the niost basic funCtions of the cardiac and pul.

monary systems. For this reason, blood gas
analyzers are widely ,used diagnostically in

pulmonary function- laboratories. and in intensive care settings.
Care must be taken in obtaining and handling
the blood sample, so that the sample's pH, PCO,
'and PO, are not altered before being analyzed.
If the,,t0e bf analyzer being used utilizes

electrodes, caremust be taken to protect the

electrodes from damage. This is true both when
operating the device and-When storing_it. Also,
the Machine must. be carefully and frequently
checked for accuracy against kriown standards.

If the 'machine has drifted from its standard
sAtings, it must be recalibrated.

Instrument: 011 Meter ;
_Variable: The_variable measured is the percent_
saturation of hemoglobin with oxygen (02). The
oxygen saturation. of blood (percent saturation
of hemoglobin) is defined as the oxygen content
'of the blood divided by the oxygen,carrying capacity of the blood multiplied by 109.
Para-Meters: The percent saturationof hemoglo.

bin is iedependent. of the concentration of

.

hemoglobin, and is, therefore, a useful parameter for comparison ..of oxygenation of blood between subjects or in the same, subject when the
concentration'of hernoglobin,varies.
In a normal healthy subject breathing air, the
perCent saturation of hemoglobin Will vary between 94 and. 97 .percent. Percent saturation
May be' reduced well below 94 percent in 'respiratory disease. Full saturation of hemoglobin
cannot be attained while the subject is breath'. ing air at atMospheiic iiressure. Generally, the
partial piessure of oxygen (P02) of arterial blood
must bein excess of 150 Torr in a healthy Person.
tb fully saturate all the hemoglobin. To achieVe'
an arterial -PO, of 150 °Tarr, the inspired gas °
should contain approximately 30 percent-- oxygert,Te., an inspired-P0-2of about 200 Torr:
imeter is not as accurate for deteti:nining_ percen saturation of blood as more direct
methods such as blood-gas&trIalysis. Thtis, if pre-

cise determinations are necessary, the oximeter
is not the best instrument to use.
Research Applicationi The oximeter is best used .., ,

`.4

=
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in conjunction with a measurement of arterial
blood gases. Once a. baseline has been established for percent saturatibn, the oximeter can
be used to 'determine whether or not there have
been changes in percent saturations related to a
given procedure. It is especially useful in situa -.
tions in which repeated or serial arterial Wood
samples are difficult to obtain or in whiA it is
necessary to minimize invasive techniques. Because' percent saturation is the only variable
obtained, the oximeter is not as versatile nor as
useful,an instrument as a blood gas analyzer.
The oximeter can be used to measure chainges
in percent saturation of hemoglobin of a subject
with respiratory disease after specific kinds of
'interventions. It may also betu§ed to assess the
efficacy of ofbygen therapy in patients who are
hypoxemic, to correlate changes in:oxygenation-.
with changes in respiratofy patterns, toobse-rve
theleffects of exercise upon Oxygenation, and to.
measure changes in oxygenation of blood in pa = 1.
tients with Cardiac dysfunction.
Description: The oximeter is an instrument used
-to-Measure- oxygen-saturation-of_blopd via
nonintrusive techniques. The detector is attached to' n earclip that holds a light source on
one side of the pinna of the ear and two sensors
on the other side of the'pinna.
The function of the, oximeter is based upon the
light absorption properties df,hemoglobin. The:
amount of light absorbed by the hemoglobin

molecules varies with the percent of.hemoglobip
saturation. The determination , of hemoglobin

saturation is accomplished by 'measuring the
light absorption of a transilhiminated web of
tissue that has a rich supply of,capillazies,
the pinna of the ear.
Comments: Although theoximeter is not as accurate as some other inst ruCents for measuring
the oxygen saturation of blood, it is useful because of its simplicity, and because it utilizes a
noninvasive technique. Oximetry- instrumentation is still being improved, is expensive, and, as
stated above, is usechiefly to measure changes
in, rather than exact percent of, oxygen saturations.

Instrument: Spirometer
Variables: The actual variables measured using
spirometry are the volumeofair expired during
various maneuvers and the time required to expire that voltirne. From these two variableS a
,

.

'-
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way disease. A researcher couid, use the

"researcher may obtain a measure of several
rived variables of respiratory function.'

spirometer to evaluate the pulmonary status of

patients both preoperatively and postoperatively to ascertain changes in such things las

Some of the ddrived variables Mat may be
obtained include: (t) all primary lung volumes
except residual volume, (2) all lung capacities
except total lung capacity, (3) forced expiratory

vital capacity and tidal volume that occur as a
result of the operative procedure or nursing interventions. The inveagator could also use the
spirometer to determine the duration of specific

voitime in
ne second, (4) air flows 'such asforeed
144:

expitato flow" between 25. and 75 percent of
forced vital capacity, etc. These and many other

.

;

°variables of pulnionary function can be obtained
from spirometry.Yor a:detailed accounting, the
inveitigatOr should refer to a Manual' of pulmoriarY function testing.
Parameters: As indicated abOve, the spiroMeter

can be used to measure several variables' re-..lated to pulmonary function:, In maby disease
pracesses.there are significant, changes in lung
volumes, capacities,. and maximum air flows.
rometer can be used to compare" the reThe
suits: Obtained from a test subject with those

ical devices, that have a physical disjeacement of some sort that is proportional to the

eXpected froin a normal subject of the same sex? ,

height, and age. The results may also be ob,

.-

acute or chronic disttirtanes of piihnonary

function. The instrument can, be, used to test the
efficacy of drugs that specifically affect airway
diameter as determined by 'measurement of air
flow during foiced expirations;

tamed serially over time to.compare with previ_...ou 'tests. in the same-subject .to note changes_
s h as-ptogression-or iinprovernent in a disease
I)
--.
p ace's& 7
'-.
..:-. -.
SpitornetrY, is only one of a'wh ole battery of
-tests of pglinonary fiinttion, and it has at least
two impoaant liMitation& One, the resultsob-,""

Descriptions: Spitorneters are generally mechan:

,

mouthpiece and breathes through it, with

spring clip usually placed on the subject's:nose
. to prevent l'oas of air through the nasopharynx
and nose. Too, there must bea tight seal around
the. mouthpiece to enslite that all exhaled air.
goesinto the spirometer:
Mechanical :. spirometers require frequent
.checks to ensure that all components function
1 prdper45. Thefe.must be no leaks in the System_
connecting the mOutirpieceswkililhe rest of the

initruent and no leaks withiethe instrument,

tamed are not specific to any single disease
process but.rather indicate brOatlategdries of
respiratory

pro-

pressure;or drag that may affect the :results: -..

cesses in very early Stages.
In order fOr the investigator -to use spirometry
to obtain meaningful. resUlts, . he(she) shOUld
.-----

Electronic spitopeterslask inertia that may

..13e present in mechanical .sPirometeti. With
elettionic spiromethri,aiiflow
.. is MeaSured over.
.
a p. tiod of time 'by 'an electronic air flow sensor
.

have special training in the use of the inStrument itself. The investigator must also know
hew to re are and properly guide subjects who ,,,
are being tested.. Thislatter poirit is particularly
important, as accUtate,and repeatable record- .,
ingi require the cooperation and effort of the
subject being tested. Subjects who are decidedly
ill or Who do not. understand precisely what,is
expected of them may not give.their maximum

effort. Without such effort by the subject, the
conclusions inferred from the results may be
erroneous.
Research Applications: .The spirdmeter can be
used to obtain a measure of ny of the variables
listed under the second se on above. It can be
used to monitor the progress or changes in air-

'

The machine should he calibrated periOdically.to
ensure accuracy of results. The best mechanical'
sPireineters have minimal inertia. to cause heck.

diseases. Two;,apironiefry doe&not

c i
necessarily allow for deteton
off di ea

amount Of, air exp lied froni the lungs. The subject being. tested?placei ,his her) mouth, ove

..

.

,,

such as a pneurnotach-preSifre transducer;:-..1rotating vane or turbine, or...an ultrasonicde- -..
vice. By multiplying flow by the duration 4 that' ,!
floW (time),' exhaled volume can be,calculated.These Calcirfatioris are' often a:Part of the logic,,_
circuitry. of the instrument, and in such .instruments the flow and volume' are displayed. digi, .:tally.
.,

O

.

Comments: Again, 4pirometry is limite in its
diagnostic values; i.e., the tracings' or formation generated are not disease specific; "but they
can identify broad 'categories of diaease. Some
clinidians" advofate that basic spirornetry be
made a part of. any complete healthevaluation...

.

,
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7.1

Special Senses

sensory mechanism-for the detection of only the

Instrument: Anomaloscope and Pseudochromatic Tests
Variable: This instrument can assess an -indi- ;'
vidual's color vision

red:green No is present.

.

.Parameters: The perception of color, depends

upon; at least three factors: (1) the hue or

,

wavelength of light, (2) saturation or homogene-..:

ity, and (3) brightness or intensity.

.

Meas-

urement, of color perception depends upon the
ability of the patient to see these three components in the total spectrum of visiblelight.
Methods for determining color perception
deficiency or colorhlindn6s in an individual can
be with either pseudochrpmatic tests or with an
anomaloscope. The pseudochromatic tests are 'pigment tests where the subject matches, identifies, or arranges pigment using cardi, discs, or
'charts. These are subjective tests that measure
the perception of color as perceived by the subjest. Another testing-device, more accurate but
also more expensive ana requiring considerable
training for the. operator, is the ,anomaloscope.
This is a spectral instrument in which the.client
adjusts light wavelengths or source °light By
matching up the intensity of different colors, it
can,Lbe determined what kind of deficiency is
present. Diagnosis involves the subjective com-

t:s

parison done * 'the client; thus, the measurements are not truly quantitative but

.

qualitative.
These instrumAiits are limited to testing for
the presence of dichrOmatic vision, a condition
in which color perception is restricted to one
pair of primary. colors; eith ,tolue-yellow, or occasionally red-green.
:Dichromatic vision can-be Nither divided into
terms that are used to describe it specific type of
_dichromatic vision: protanopia, whicleinvolvei a
deficiency of the red gene, and deuterariopia,
-which involves a deficiency of the green gene.%
These terms describe defective color vision of
the dichromatic type that is characterizekk

retention of the retinal cone sensory

mech.;

anisms: for detecting blue-yellow hues buflack-

ing the mechanism to detect for either red or
green. There is a third rare and obscure type of
defective color vision, tritanopia, in which the

.

..

Research Application: Most problems with color
.vision oocur because of a genetic deficiency in
which; a single group of color receptive cones is
missing from the eyes. Color blindness is also
sex linked.. Approximately-1 in 50 men lacks the

red gene in the X chromosome, and appteximatey 1 in 16 .men lacks the green gene. In,
terms of percentage, this translates into 2 percent of the male population as protanopes and 6
percent as deuteranopes.
Diseased or impaired optic nerves or maculae
are accompanied by defects in color vision.A1though pseUdochroMatic testing aids in detect-ing the presence of a color deficiency, it will not
identify' the locus of the problem. Retinal ,impairment is characterized by blue-yellow color
deficiency, while optic nerve disease is charac-

terized by a red-green deficiency: The anom oscepe does assist in differentiating these
two

ditton

.

Description: The least expensive and most common method of testing for defects in color vision
is through the use of ;techniques based on the
pseudochromatic principle.
1. The. Rosner "Do-It-Yourself" Test consists
of a 24- by 30-inch display of 16 pseudochromatic
plates. Instructions at the bottom of the display
interpret the test for the subject. The .plates
consist.of.patterned, printed; and colored dots.
Visualization of these plates reveals one pattern
to the person having normal color vision and

another pattern to the subject having a 'color
deficiency. Using this test,' it is possibt-Odentify protanopic and deuteranopic
2. The Hardy-Rend-Rittler (HRR) Test con-

sists of a booklet of 24 plates of gray versus '
color-confusable dots. There are. four different
types of screening cards in this' set, which has
the, advantage of being unleirnable. This test
perrnits quantification of imPairment in terms
of mild, medium, 'or severer

3. The Farnsworth D-151est uses ,a. reference .colot chip that the subject uses as a reference 4

point to align 15 movable chips in order'of color.
progression. This test is simple and inexpensive,

9E).
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but does not identify minor degrees of either
.dichromatism or trichromatism.4.' The Farnsivorth-Munsell 100-Mie Tea is
based on the same principle as the Farnsworth
D-15 Test. Hues in pastel colors numbering, 100
are arranged in a numbered, colored sequence
obviOus to the person with normal color vision.
.Any.misarrangement of the color aps is scored
on a circular. chart: The greater the error from
the hug's normal position in the sequence, the

ure color deficiencies do so by. analyzing the

drawbacks are that it is time consuming, cornplex; expensive, and dpes not provide iluantifE7

Parameters: The instrument is a commercially

cation data, i.e., -the dtgree of color defioiency..

operated by an audiologist in a controlled environment. A pure tone audiometer records quail::
titative measurements of hearing deficits, healing differentials, and/or discomfort thresholds.
A speech audiometer isoused primarily for au-

-.greater the score. This test. identifies pro tanopia, deuteranopia; and tritanopia. Its <

Various revisions of the classic Ishihara .

6

Quantitative research tools developed to meas.-.

Pseudochromatic Test for rapid screening of
:red-green defi'ciencies have been isisued and are
in the process of clinical validation.

In tests in Vtrhich the subject adjusts light

wavelengths and the source of light, there is one
simple test using p. lantern, diaphragms, and a
variety of complex instrument called anoinaloW. Edridgescopes: For example, the'
Green Lantern Test is one of Ike practical color

diagnostic tools. It uses colored glass. filters,
a standard light source, and diaphragms for the
regulation of -light intensity. For accuracy
and quantification, the spectral-matching techpique provided by the anomaloscope rates highest for evaluating color vision deficiencies.

There are several versions of the anomaloscope that can be used to determine various.
deficiencies. The most used .unit-is an optical
systeM that matches a yellow light to an addi-

tion of red and green lights. One control on the

instrument varies the intensity of the yellow
light. The other control varies the ratio of red
light to green light. With these controls, the siib-

ject matehes red and green composites to the
yello,w light. From the settings of these dials, it
is possible to determine whether or not the subject ha* a color deficiency of red or green...
Anon.-Moscopes for detecting blue deficiencies

have not been very successful. This, coupled
with the fact that few people have a deficiency
in blue, accounts for the lack of reliable tests to
detect tritanopia.
Comments: All testing for color vision must take
into account illumination and full- spectral rep?
resentation in the lighting of the testing situa--

light filters that exist on the retinal. cones.
These instruments are not yet perfected.

Instrument: Audiometer
Variables: Auditory hearing, differential, or discomfort thresholds, auditory frequencies, and

auditory discriMination are the variables that
can be assessed by this instrument..
.

available product that is most reliable when

ditory discrimination,. of spoken words.. An
audiometer is not useful in the ,evaluation of
.labyrinth function.
..
The definitions that follow should help a, Po..gential researcher determine whether or not the
audiometer should be chgpen for use:
1. Auditory hearing or the "threshbld of hear-

ing" is that level of sound pressure that

produces the sensation of tone from a given
frequency at least 50 percent .of the time.
Intensity of sound is measured in decibels
(dB).`

2. The "differential threshold" is the smallest -

change or difference in sound level at

-specific tones and at specific frequency
levels detectable by the subject. Due to the
ears' nonlinearity, these threshold's often,
occur at different sound levels and at diffrequencies in each of the subject's:
ferent
ears.
3. The "threshold of discomfort" is a measure"
of ,sound pressure that produces a painful

sensation because of the tone, noise, or

speech. This level is also referred to as'the
tolerance level or uncomfortable level:.
4. Auditory frequency refers to the pbysical
characteristics ofthe frequency of an audi-

ble wave that are responsible for the

involves a subjective comparison by the subject.

psychological sensation called pitch. Frequency of vibration of these sound mares is
,
measured in cycles per-second (cps). If the
cycles are repetitive, then the rate of cps is
called Hertz.
e?
5. Auditory discrimination or speech:\ dis-

tially qualitative rather than quantitative.

properly recognize the -spoken word or to

tion. Diagnosis of visual color deficiencies

Thus, measurement of this variable is essen-

crimination is an individual'S ability to

6
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various sound' levels. The .sustained levels used
are 20 or 40 dB.-The client then respondi to an
_indication
of the level change and the number of
hearing level is termed speech reception_
times
the-change
is heard. This test will measthreihold (SRT). The measurement of SRT
ure
accurately
the
differential threshold and is
'is comtlicted to coordinate and supplement
called
the
short
increment
sensitivity index
the findings pf pure tone, audiometry.
(SISI).
Research Applications: Hearing disorders have
,..,Most commercial audiometers have a limit of
been: categorized broadly into either - sen100 dB. Additional amplifiers and attenuators
sorineural or conductive loss. By measuring aumust be attached to the standard instrument to
distinguish betWeen speech sounds. The relationship betWeen recognition of words to

.

itory discrithination, and hearing thresholds
and frequency on the 'designated audiometer,

valuable:information can' be recorded to assist
the cliniciari iii determining the category or type
of hearing loss.
Clinically; the investigator may have interest-

in exploring questions about environmental

noise and the efficti of selected drugs that may
have implications for a potential sensorineural
hearing loss. Questions related to such problems
. as obstruction and chronic infections fall. into
the _category, of conductiVe hearing" loss. For
some researchers, the Process of aging-may be
most intriguing because of its implications for
both sensorineural and condiictive loss.

Descriptions: The pure tone audiometer produces tones" that vary ,according to frequency
and intensity. By plotting the intensity of sound
against the frequency or pitch; a,,chart can be
made that reflects the client's hearing. In principal, the speech audiometer is essentially the

same as the pure tone audiometer but it uses
'the spoken word rather than pure tones.
.

The standard audiometer measures the

'threshold -.of hearing or audibility. The detecta'ble intensity or decibel (dB) is not the same for
all - frequencies. The human ear is more sensitive

to sound at midband frequencies that' range
from 500. to 4,000 Hertz (Hz). 'the standard

range of measurement for hearing has been set.,
at. 64 to 16,000 Hz. The audiometer is compensated for the mean, average value of response of
' a normal human ear. When the dial is set on 0

dB, the sound level provided is the average
sound intensity for a normal ear. This level is
called Zero hearing level or normal hearing

level. The client's values for each frequency indicates the deviations for each ear with respect
to the zero hearing levels. These values may
also indicate the:hearing loss at each frequency
for that client.'Audiemeters will produce an audiograrn of the client's hearing loss using both
frequency and intensity data:
Another test consists of superimposed, brief;
short-bursts of 1 or 5 dB on a sustained tone at

elicit' data related to the threshold of pain or
"discomfort thresholds." Even then, client discomfort during testing is a factor that preventi

a reliable pain index.

e.

The equipment necc nary for auditory discrimination testing is Jm ewh at modified from
the standard audiometer and includes:
1. Commercial speechaudiometer with audio
amplifier with "VU" meter.
2. Andio-niagnetic tape eqtiipment for input.
3. Recordings' of phonetically balanced (PB)
words.

4: A nonatidio signaling method that will
permit:communication with, the patient
without interjection of another sound variable.

Once the speech reception threshold (SRT) is
established, it is then increased by 40 dB to'be
used as the base level for the speech discrimina-

tion tests, The client listens to a list of 50

phonetically balanced words and writes down
each word. The percentage of correct words is
calculated, providing an accurate measure of
speech discrimination. Results, have reliability
if the tester. has controlled Variables such as,,
verification that the, client is familiar with the
vocabulary of the word list, and testing of the
equipment fdr noise distortion.
All of the testing with an audiometer should
be performed 'by an audiologist or an 'experienced technician in a soundproof room.:
Careful instruction must be giVen the' client so,

that he(she) understands and can' perform the
required testing procedure.
Comments: The most' often used and the most
significant of the various threshold tests is the
hearing or auditory threshold. In pure tone testing, data establish the hearing logs in relation to
the standard average hearing level.
The SISI tests to measure- differential
thresholds are more diffidult to assemble. and
control. Correlation from test- to test and test

validity are not easily estahlishedg however,

there' does seem to be good correlation with var-
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ious. types of lesions. This test should be
supplemented by other tests to. evaluate, recruitment. The SISI test indicates -correlation
.

tonometer.

with aging forthe sensorineural processes.
As mentioned earlier, the 'threshold of pain is
an area in which information is lacking because
c of the nature of the .tesfs and equipment problems. When these tests have been run, the pain

Research Application: Many of the causes for
increased intraocular preSsure are not knoivn.
High intraocular pressure, even lasting only a
few days, can cause total permanent blindness
at times. Slightly 'elevated pressure can cause

same decibel level for all -audible tones. At the
pain threshold level,t'it becomes difficult or irri
.possible to discriminate between tones. These
factors have become important in the evaluation of environmental noise such as aircraft and
industrial equipnient sound.

the pressure rises, the retinal artery is com-

threshold appears to occur at essentially the

Standardized °frequency testing makes it

,

16 mm. Hg. wjen measured with a hand-held

fairly easy to evaluate frequencies and thresholds and to determine any correction needed
'for. the hearing level at each frequency. As it
is very unlikely the'earthas discontinuities with
- respect to. frequencies, pure tone at discrete
frequencies can be a Valid analysis of the client's
hearing curv>e.,;,,

Often speech-discrimination testing is used to
verify theregUltS of Pure tone audiometry tests.

The testing also aids in defining certain im-

pairments that may not be associated with hear-

ing lass but may be associated with the way
information is processed by the brain.
In all phases of audiometry, it must be noted
that, when making hearing tests involving large
differences between ithe two ears, it becomes
necessary to use mas! ing noise to blank out the
"good ear" from bo 'e conduction. Also, there
are other" types of tud.torY threshold tests other
than those mentioned Ithat are used for refining
a specialized diagnosis.
Instrument: Tonomet
Variable: Iritraocular ressure is the variable to
be measured. Colloids contents Of the aqueous

and vitreous body ex rt pressure against the
corneal membrane: T s presure measurement
is expressed in severs forms but most often in
millimeters of mercu

(mm.

Pariuneters: The inst
rect method to measur
lar-. chamber. This ca
hand -held tonometer

ment rs used as an indithe pressure in the ocube accomplished by a

pplied\ to the unanesrecorded
measurement
thesized cornea. The

or dewill give only an indic tion
lthough
normal
reofi.i.ncreased
creased intraocular p ssure.
intraocular pressure v ries, it averages around

progresSive blindness over a period pf years. As

pressed, thus depriving the retina of nutrition-:
. Glaucoma is a striking example of a disease in
which intraocuiar pressure is high. In glaucoma

the pressure ,sometimes rises to readings as
high as 80 or 90 mm. Hg. Increased intraocular
pressure has also been identified with some infections and trauma to the eye.
Description: The external probe in applanation

jonometry makes a flat indentation on the
eyeball. This flat indentation is generated by a
flatfaced piston placed against the cornea. This
piston has a diameter of 3 mm. The pressure
applied to the piston to produce the flat indentation of.3 mm. isineaSure.d. This piston pressure
is Counteracted by an equal pressure in the ocular chamber. Thus, the piston pressure measured is the intraocular pressure. The diameter
of 3 mm. is used to provide a simple conversion
to. millimeters of mercully.

To use the hand-held applanation tonometer,
it is not necessary to anesthesize the eye, but
use of a wetting solution is advisable. 17istruments in use. today provide a Useful range of
accuracies in measuring intraocular pressures.

The hand-held tonometer has a potential
error because it can cause an indentation
equivalent. To overcome this error, simultaneous pressure measurement can be made with a
direetcannula and pressure transducer against
the tonometer. By noting both. the static press
sure and the levels caused by the tonometer in
use, it is possible to plot curves that offset the

pressure increase caused by the volume of

indentation and thus provide an accurate

'correlation with the pre_ ssure in the eye at zero
indentation.
The larger plunger-type tonometers are used
with local anesthesia for measurements. of outflow (rate of volume loss) of aqueous fluid. This

type of measurement is best accomplished by
tonography, i.e., a-recording of the intraocular
pressure against time.

A comparison can be made. with other

methods of measurements of flow rates from the
eye. The inflow must be equal to that rate, and

-
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the intraocular pressure will build in the eye

be quite simple to use. One such device employs

until inflow and outflow are equal.
The hand-held tonometer is standard equipment in most eye clinics and-can be utilized by
researchers with a minimum amount-of instruc-

cornea, whose distortion is then Sensed optically. As the air pressure is increased to just
flatten the cornea, the pressure is sensed and
determined. With this method, the aqueous body
is essentially not indented. As yet, this is.a devgloping technique and is not routinely uipd as

Comnients: New techniques for use of tonometers' are being developed, which may produce
prove to
fewer errors in measurement and

the use of a jet of air to barely flatten the

a clinical tool.
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Selected Psyposocial Compilation References

jests; (2) a classified index to the contents of the
test sections of the seven Mental Ilfeasurements
Yearbooks (MMYs) published tOiate; 43) a reprinting of the 1974 APA--AERA-NCME Stand:
ards for Educational and Psychological Tests;
(4) -comprehensive bibliographies on the construction, use, and validity of certain specific

Bonjean, Charles, Hill, Richard, and McLemore,
S. Dale. Soaiological measurement: An inventory of scales and indices. San Francisco.:
Chandler Publishing. Co., 1967.
Contains bibliographic information on 2,080
sociological, scales and indices used in research

studies reported in four periodicalsAmerican

tests through 1971; (5) a classified list Of
tests that have gone .out of print since the
1961 Tests in Print was 'published; (6) a cu-

Journal of Soeiology?Sociological Review,.Social

Forces, and Sociometryfrom 1954 through.

1965. The scales and indexes are divided into 78
conceptual classes; 47 measures that were used
or cited more than.5 times are described -in de-;

mulative name index. for each test with references;
(7)

tail. Information in these detailed descriptions
usually includeti: classification., class title, bibliographic inforniation, variables ,measured, develoPinental procedures, scoring procedures,
validity and reliability data, and a description of
the sample with whcim the measure Was used
copies of sonie of the instruments are-included.
Buros, Oscar (Ed.). Personality tests and reviews. Highland Park, New Jersey: Gryphon

analytic
supersided titles in the MMYs; (8
name index covering all authors of tests, reviews, excerpts, and references in the MMYs; (9)
a publisher's directory with a complete listing of

each publisher's test. titles; (10)' a classified
scanning list that describes the population for

whom each test is intended; (11) identification of
foreign tests and journals with the country of
origin in brackets immediately after a test entry

or journal; (12) factual statements implying

Press, 1970.

Consists of 9 .major sections: (1) Personality
Test Indexa comprehensive bibliography of
personality tests;. (2) Personality"Test Reviews
a reprinting of corresponding test review sec-

criticism, e.g., "19'71 tests identical with 1961
copyrighted tests except for format," "no manual," etc.; (13) listing of test titles at the foot of
each page to permit immediate identification of
pages consisting only of references or names;

. tions in the six Mental. Measurements Yearbooks

.

a title index. that covers in -print and out-of-

print tests, as Well as inverted, series, and

(MMY); (3) MMY Test Indexa guide to all,tests
and test reviews in the six MMYs; (4) the MMY
Book Review Indexan index to excerpted book
reviews in the six MMYs; (5) the APA-AERANCME Standards for Educational and Psychological. Tests and Manuals; (6) a publisher's
directory .and index; (7) Index of Titles,---includes
all nonpersonality tests in the six MMYs, Tests
in Print, and Reading Testa and Reviews; (8) In'clex of Naniesinchides all persons Who have

and (14) directiens,on how to use the book and an

expanded table of contents:

Buros, Oscar K. The seventh mental meas-

urements yearbook. Highland Park, New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1972..
Contains critical reviews-of 546 commercially
available tests in the fields of education,
psychology, grid industry. Copies of the tests are
not included but publishers are identified and
are extensive bibliogaddresses provided,
raphies for the, tests. A new edition is in prepa-

reviewed a testPersonality or otherwisefor a
MMY; and (9) 'a Scanning Index to Testsan
expanded table of contents to the personality
tests contained in this volume.
Burns, ()Scar (Ed.). Tests in print II. Highland

ration and is expectei', to go to press in
November 1978.

Cattell, 'Raymond oG., and Warburton; Frank.
Objective persorality and motivation. tests.
Urbana, Illinois: University oof Tlliiois press,

Park, New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1974.
Contains 14 Major sections: (1) a comprehensive bibliography of all known tests published as
separates for use with English-speaking sub-

1967.

Composed of 612 teats of personality (688 when

786
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Child forms are counted separately). Each

measure is described as followe test title (au,- thor's designation), test title (designation pre-

sented to subject), age range of test, administration time, formal structure of test (e.g., ability,
performance,opinionnaire, projective, etc.), variables derived. from test, techniques for achieving unfakeability, theory supporting the test,
-design (positive and- negative features), sample
test items, and procedures for administration
and scoring.
Chun, Ki7Taek, Cobb, Sidney, and French, John,
Jr. Measures for psychological assessment: A
guide to 3,000 original sources and their application. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Institute for Social Research; University of Michigan, 1975.
Developed to proyida a comprehensive bibli-

ography relating to all measures of mental
health and related eoncepts'ethe volume entries

are -based on a search of 26 measurement-

related journals in psyChology and -sociology
from 1960 to 1970. There are two major sections.
hi the PriMary. ,Referenee Section; information.,

.

Johnson, OrYal G. Tests:and Measurements in
child development: Handbooks I and II: `San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976.
A comprehensive guide to 1,200 noncommercial or unpublished measures. in child development covering the age group of birth to 18 years
and the years 1956-1975: Instruments 'are classified into 10 categories and each description
sified
provides the following information: title, author(s), age of subjects for whom the instrument'
is suitable, variable(s), type of measure,
istration,and,scoring, source from which the tool
maybe obtained, description of the tool, reliabil-;

ity and validity data, and bibliographic citations.

Lake, Dale C., Miles, Matthew B., and Earle,
Ralph B. Jr. Measuring human behavior. 'New
York: Teachers College Press, 1973.
Proyides systematic reviews of 84 different instruments in the folloWing categories: personal
variable; interpersonal, groups, and organiza;-

tional 'relationships. Information provided on
each instrument includes: title, author, avail-

relevant to a partiOular test includes a bibliographic reference to the first source which de-

ability, variable measured, format, administration, scoring, development; critique (i.e.,

scribed the device, the tool's title,,and keywords
which describe the tool's content. In the Appli-

(key words). The volume also contains reviews of

cation Section; .information includes a serial
number to identify each test application in-

psychometric data), general comments (usefulness, cautions, etc.), references; and "uniterms"

stance, bibliographic data referencing an article
or other publication in which the tool'has been
used, a set of terms indicating the type of infor:
mation available in the article or publication
cited, and other tools used in the article or pub-

other existing Compendia of instruinents.
.Lyerly, Samuel B. Handbook,,of psychiatric rating scales. Rockville, Maryland: National Institute of Mental Health, 1973.
Contains desCriptions of 38 published and unpublished rating .scales that are being used or

lication cited..

have been used in psychiatric settings with

Comrey, Andrew_ L., Backer, Thomas E., and
Glaser, Edward M. A sourcebook for mental

health measures. Los Angeles: Human Interaction Research Institute, 1,973.

Includes 1,100 abstracts of mental health

related psychological measures. Each abstract
is organized into two major sections. Section 1 is
a heading presenting identifying information in

the following order: title of measure, source of

the measure, name(s) of the measure's au-

thor(s);
and address of. the senior author. Sec,.

tion 2 contains an abstract of 300 words or fewer
providing the following information: pure se o'?

the measure, target population, administittiiM

time, number of items, types of items, response
modes, aVailable reliability and validity data,
and findings of the major research application of
the measure. Also furnished is information as to
how to obtain a copy of the measure.

,

adults and children, as well as some scales concerned with areas not exclusively "psychiatric,"

such as general social and vocational adjustment. The basic descriptive format on each scale

includes title, source, general 'description, patients, 1i-tit-information, source of scale items,
reliability and validity data, and related references. Also included in the volume 'is' a listing
and brief description of 23 additiOnal scales that .
have, been rarely used in recent years but are of
historical significance:
Miller, Delbert C. Handbook of research design
and social measurement (3rd ed.). New York:
rDavidMcKay Co.,.197.7.

Designed to improve research-and expedite

the design and all operatilinal phases of re-

search, this handboOk is organized .around the
functions of research design and sampling; collection of data; statistical analysis; selectiorrof

Sol

.
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satisfaction for particular occupationS, satisfaction with specific jet) features, concepts related
to job satisfaction, 'occupational values, leadership styles, other work-relevant-attitudes, voca-

sociometric scales and indexes; and research
funding, costing, and .reporting. Part 4 of the
volume describes 48 measures divided into 12
categories: social status; group structure and

tional interest Measures; and occupational

dynamics; social indicators; measures of Organi-

status measures,
Robinson, John P., and Shairer, Phillip. Measures of social psychological attitudes. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Institute of Social Research,

zational structure; evaluation research and organizational effectiveness; community; social
participation; leadership in tie work organiza-

tion; morale and job satisfaction; scales .of
attitudes, values, and norms; family and mar-

University of Michigan, 1973.

riage; and personality rAasurements. Each
measure review includes title, author, vari-

One hundred six scales are reviewed in this
volume under the headings of self-esteem and
related measures, other' ociopolitical attitudes,
values, general attitudes toward people, reli-

able(s) 'Measures, description of the measure,
where published, reliability and validity data,
utility of the measure, and bibliograhic data de-

gious attitudes, and methodological scales.

noting instances of the Measure's use in re-,

Almost all of the described instruments are reproduced in full. There is a long review of the
major attempts over the past 15 years to measure "lifesatisfaction" and "happiness."

search. In most instances a copy of the measure
itself is also included.
,

Price, James L. Handbook of organizational
measurement.

Lexington,

Massachusetts:

Shaw, Marvin E., and Wright, Jack M. Scales for

D.C. Heath, 197.2.

the measurement of attitudes. New York:

Contains descriptions of measures for 22 con'Ceptl: relative to organizationS. Descriptive information about each measure includes korinat,;
definition,' data. collection procedures, validity,

McGraw-Hill, 1967.

In addition to chapters on thenature of at-

tenability, comments, source of the measure,

and further sources of information.
Reeder, Leo G., Ramacher, Linda, and Gorelnik,
Sally:Handbook of scales and indices of health
behavior. Pacific, Palisades, California: Good
year Publishing Co., 1976._
-Volume focuses on scales and indices within a
,

defined segment of health services behavior research, i.e., health 'status, health behavior,

health orientations, and 'utilization of health
services. cDescriptive information .includes author(s); title; major health concept investigated;

research design; : theoretical framework; research hypdtheses and/or questions; model

used; Conceptualization and operationalization
of independent, intermening, and dependent var.;
iables; description of population, sample, and
analysis units; and major findings and interpretation. Copies of the scales and indices are also
included.

Robinson, John P., Athanasiou, Robert, and
Head, Kendra B. Measures of occupational attitudes and. occupational characteristics. Ann

Arbor, Michigan: Institute for Social Research, University Of Michigan, 1969

Provides a systematic review and evaluation
of 77 scales relevant to the study 'of variableS
Which pertain to perSons! 'occupations. Major
heads are general job satisfaction scales, job

.

titudes and methods of scale 'construction, descriptions are included of 176 attitude scales
that deal with social practices, social issues and
'practides, intern, ational issues, abstract concepts, political and religious attitudes, ethnic
and, national groups, significant others, and so-

cial institutions. Descriptive material about
each scale includes title, description, subjects,
response mode, reliability and validity, pluS
comments on 'Strengths and/or weaknesses. An
exhibit of each instrument accompanies the description.

Strauss, Murray A. Family measureme!cts tech-

niques: Abstracts of published instrument's,
1935-1965. Minneapolis, Minnesota: InidersitY
of Minnesota Press, 1969.

Educational, psychological, and sociological

professional journal literature frOM 1935 to 1965

was searched; 319 family behaVior measures
were abstracted and are described in this volume. Each abstract contains the following material on the measure described: author, title,
variables' measured, instrument descriTtion, a
sample item, validity data, sample size, sampling method, sample characteristics:reliability, norms, administration and scoring,
availability, and references.
Walker,. Deborah K. Socioemotional measures
for Preschool and kindergarten children. San
Franciscb: Jossey-Bass, 1973.
,
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-Lists and describes 143 -.Commercial and noncommercial,. published and unpublished, meas-

`urea Which focus on the social and emotional
behavioral allies, of children aged 3 to 6. Tfie

measures are, diyided into six cat4ories---

attitudes, *mere' perionality and emotional &le
justnient, interests on preferences, personality
or behavior traits, self-concept, and social skills
or competency. For each measure, Walker provides title, author(s), age range of appropriate
respondents, measurement technique involved,
source's in which measure is described, where
measure can be obtained, administration and
-measure
scoring information, norms, reliability, and validity data.
Ward, Mary Jane, LindeMan, Carol, and Bloch,
Doris (Eds.). Instruments for measuring wars-

ing and other hecflth care:variables: WashingGoveAnierit Printing \pffice, in
ton,
,.
press.
Containedescriptions of 138 instruments for
measuring psychosocial variables and,19 pieces
of of .apparatus for measuring human physiologi-

.

cal' variables. Headings for descriptions of
psychosocial instruments include:. title, au-

thor(s), variables measured, nature and content,
administration and scoring, development (rit
tionale, source of items, procedure for development), reliability and validity, use in research,
comments, references," sources of additional information, and copyright information). Copies of
133 Of the instruments are included. Headings

for the physiological instrument descriptions
are: title, -Varifible(s), parameters, research application, description, tand comments. Indexed
by author, title, and key concepts.

Selected Physiological InstrumentsReferences

Brown, J. H., Jacobs, John E., and Stark, Laurl
ence. Biomedical engineering. Philadelphia:
Davis, 1971.

Written for the life scientist or physical scien-

tist

resekrch,

teaching, or patient

Written for the novice in- bioengineering and
presented as an introduction to basic principles
of modeling; systems theory; control; biological

feels the need for additional knowledge
care wheels
of the principles underlying many of the physical instruments available for use in patient care
and research.

velopment of instruments, devices, and systems;

Sommer, Richard. Guide to scientific- instru-

systems analysis; instrumentation; the deand engineering in the delivery of health care

It

New York: Wiley, 1968.

services.

ments. Science, 1975, 190 (4216A); 9-171.

Contains a list of laboratory instruments and.

Cromwell, Leslie, Weibel', Fred J., Pfeiffer,
Erich A., and Usselman, Leo B. Biomedical
instrumentation and measurements. Englewood cliffs, N.J.:, Prentice-Hall, 1973.

Intended primarily for the reader with a

equipment plus the names and addresses of
their manufacturers.
Thomas, Harry E. Handbook of biomedical in7
strumentation and measurement. Reston, Va.:
Reston Publishing Company, 1974.

technical background in electronics or engineering but With limited. knowledge of physiology.

Contains a brief description of the anatomy
and physiology directly related to the equip-

depth ofiknowledge Of physiology might be help-

'instrumentation descriptions include the purposes of the- measurements as well as the

Theie are illustrations as-well as references to
easily accessible literature where a greater
ful or necessary.
Geddes, ;L. A., and Baker, L. E. Principles of
applied biomedical instrumentation (2nd ed.).

t

ment and instrumentation- described. The

methods of measurement. The boOk is heavily!,

oriented toward cardiac instrumentation, in-'
tensive care, and life-support equipment.
01,

Selected Clinical Laboratory References,

General

Davidson, Israel, and Henry, John B. (Eds.).
Clinical diagnosis by labdratory methods (15th
ed.). Philadelphia: W. B.' Saunders, 1974.
The "bible" ofrlaboratory medicine, this book

is the standard referenceof choice in'most clinic laboratories. It contains indepth explanati s of all areas of laboratory medicine as well
s illustrative procedures; clinical correlations;.
-and normal values.

8(13.
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procedures. Some special methods in hematology are illustrated.
RapaportrSamuel I. Introduction to hematology.
New York: Harper and Raw, 1971.
An indepth overview of clinical heinatology.
This text is classified b-y,iclinical syndromes and
includes numerous case studies in which the
laboratory data are analyzed. There is some reference to treatment.

Clinical Chemistry

"Anninl, Joseph q.elinicat'chemistry, principles
and procedures (3rd ed.).. Boston:. Little,
Brown and Company, 1964.
A simplifiedtext covering the fundamental in- .
formation, basic techniques, and routine tests
which-generally comprise the laboratory area of
clinical chemistry. Some physiological discussion is included with each blood, urine, or fluid
constituent presented: This text should be used

Microbiology:

as a survey of the field of clinical chemistry,

Bailey, Robert W., and-Scott, Elvyn G.Diagnostic microbiology (4th ed.). Saint Louis: C. V.

since many of the methods presented are obsolete.'

.Mosby,''197.4.

Cherin, Stanley M. Chemistry for laboratory
technicians: Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders,
1971.

s

A simplified general chemistry text written
from a practical laboritory-oriented approach..
No prior chemistry background is necessary to
use.this text. It will provide the user with the :
basic chemical information necessary to understand standard laboratory procedures.
Hematology

Brown; Barbara A. Hematology: Principles
and procedures (2nd ed.). Philadelphia: Lea
anc Febiger, 1976.
`A,

basic- introduction to hematology with

reference-to routine laboratory procedures. Includes a fundamental introduction to coagulation and the principles of common laboratory

.

A basic approach to microbiology, including
the areas of bacteriology, mycology, and
parasitology. This text requires only a minimal
background in microbiology. The content is divided into two major areas: the technical identification of the organism and the sites from.
which these organisms are commonly isolated
as pathogens.
Youmans,' Guy P., Patkrson; Philip Y., and
Sommers, Herbert M. The biologic 'clinical
basis of infectious" diseases. Philadelphia:
NV: B. Saunders; 1975.

Describes the disease process in the host as it
relates to a specific causative agent including
diagnosis, treatment, and organism identification
with some case presentations. This text covers
major bacterial, fungaland viral pathogens.

APPENDIX B

Psycho Social Instruments Referenced in Other Published' Compilations,'

Author(s)

.;

Brodman, Keeve et at
Bullough, Bonnie
,Comrey, Andrew L.
Conners, Q. Keith
Coopersmith, Stanley
Corwin, R. G.
Duncan, Otis D., and
`Beise, Albert J.,
Edwards, Allen L:

.

Ellsworth, Robert J.:

Instrument Title
Cornell Medical Index Health
Questionnaire (CM I)
Alienation and Powerlessness
Comrey Personality Scales
A Teacher Rating Scale for
Use in Drug Studies
with Children
Self-Esteem Inventories
Professional and Bureaucratic
Employee Role Orientation
Scales
Duncan and Reese Scale
of.Social Prestige
Edwards Personal Preference
Schedule
MACC Behavioral Adjustment
--- Scales

Evenson, Richard C.
Evenson, Richard C.

Eysenck, H. J., and
Eysenck, Sybil B.
Graham, Frances K.:
and'Rosenblith,
Judy F.
Greer, James H.
Hamilton, Max
Hathaway, Starke. R.,
and McKinley, J.
Charnley
Hurwitz, Nathan"
Lanyon, Richard I.,
and Overall, John E.
Lester, David
.

Lubin, Bernard
Ilichaux, William W.
Petrovich, Donald V.

Geriatric Profile
Missouri Inpatient Behavior
Scale
Eystack Personality
Inventory
Neonatal Behavioral
Examination

Fear Survey Schedule
A Rating Scale for "'Depression
Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory

,Compilation2

Buros, Oscar K.

Reeder,.Leo et al.
Buros, Oscar K.
Comrey, Andrew L. et al.
Comrey, Andrew. L. et al.'
Lake, Dale et al.
Miller, Delbert C.
Buros, Oscar K.
Lyerly, SaMuel B.
Comrey, Andrew L. et al.
Comrey, Andrew L. et al.

Buros, Oscar K.

Educational Testing
Service-Test
Collection Bulletin
Buros, Oscar K.
Lyerly, Samuel B.
Buros, Oscar K.

(MMPI).

Marital Roles Inventory
Psychological Screening
Inventory
Collett-Lester Fear of Death
-Scale
Depression Adjective
Checklists
Stress Index
Pain Apperception Test
(PAT)
790

Bz.kros,Oscar K.

Buros, Oscar K.
Comrey, Andrew L. et al.

Bur6s, Oscar K.
Comrey, Andrew L. et al.
Buros, Oscar K.

".a- a- mum ars+. a.

-

Compilation

Audio r(s)

Instrument Title.,

Roen, Sheldon R., and
Burnes, Alan J.
v,,Rotfi, Robert M.

Community AdaptationSchedule
Mother-Child Relationships

Rotter, Julian a.
Rumbaugh, Duane M:
Schaeftpr; Earl S.

\et al.

-

$eman, Mellyin

Shotroin, Everett M.
Spielberger, Charles
D. et al.
Stott, D.
Marston,N. C.
Ware, John ., Jr.

Wolpe, Joseph, and ,
Lang, Peter J.
Zukerman, Ma\rvin, and
Lubin, Bernard

Evaluation
Intlrnal-External Control
Scale .
Cardiac Adjustment °Scale

'Maternal Behavior Research

Bums, Oscar K.
Bums, Oscar K..
Comrey, Andrew L. et al.

Bums, Oscar K.
Strauss, Murray A.

Instrument

Seeman's Powerlessness
Scale
Caring Relationship
Inventory
State-Trait Anxiety

Miller, Delbert,C.

Bristol Social Adjustment
Guides
Patients' Perceptions of
Their Health
Fear Survey Schedule

Bums`, Oscar K.

Multiple Affect Adjective
Checklist

Buros, Oscar K.

Buros, Oscar K. .
Bums; Oscar K.

Inventory'

Reeder, Leo et al.
Buros, Oscar K.

'Copies of instruments collected by project staff which were described in other readily accessible published comp4ations.
' See appendix A for coMplete reference.
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Operational Definitions

"battery of tests is administered and these.

Instrument: A data-collecting device or toofused
-to assist in the procesi of securing observations
in Amanner that Allows for quantification.
Reliability: The accuracy of the data in the sense
of their repeatabiljty or stability. It is an indication of the extent to which a measure contains

results are' "correlated with some other
measure which is taken later. This other

measure, callefl the criterion, is that which
the test is supposed to predict (i.e., scores
on an IQ test are correlated at a later time'
With grade average' or scholistic achievement).
5. Construct Validitythere are several ways
.

Variable errorsAhat is, errors which differed
from person to person during any one testing
and which varied from time to time for a given

to establish construct validity as in the

person measured twice by the same instrument.'

examples below:

a. Concurrent Validitya test or instru-

Validity: The extent to which the instrument
actually measures what it seeks or purports to

ment that has been shown to correlate
.with some previodsly determined teat of

m asure (i1.,.does it do what we think it does?).

known validity in the same area (i.e.,

1. Face Validitydoes not refer to what an

many group intelligence tests have been
validated by their correlations_ with in-

instrument actually measures; but to what

it appears, on the basiS of a subjective
_evaluation,' to measure. That is, the test
contains items that seem to be related to"

dividual- intelligence teststwo different types of tests to measure the same
dimension).

the variable measured.
2. Content Vali;dity7-content of the-test seems

b. Factorial Validitymakes use of- thetechnique called factor analysis to de-

to be relevant to the test author's stated
,purpose. The test content is based upon

.

termine to what extent a given test

whatever knowledge and insight is available at the time of construction This type
of validity is most Common in early stages

1'

measures a known ,underlying factor
(e.g., On a battery of tests "critical flicker
fusion" has a positive loading on the factc..: of mental alertness. This factor may

of development.

be identified 'in that battery' by any

3. Logical or Sampling Validity.--a trait or
content area has been carefully defined in
behavioral terms. The total area defined
has been broken down into categories and
judged to have a sufficient riumbei of Reams

in pach.-category to discriminate between
those who possess the trait andthose who
do not.

:

.

4. Criterion-Oriented (Predictive)to obtain
validity, coefficients of thit type, a test or

792

three or more of ,a dozen well-known in: dicators for that factor).
c. Discriminatory Validity/ means the
scale for the variable can be .used in several different ways, all of which indicate
'that the scale is valid. One way"inight be
to show-that the scale can discriminate
or detect appropriate ilifferencei among
.
_ relevant groups.
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Literature Searched

Periodical" Searched

Nursing Research in the South: A Survey
Publishers' Catalogs
Psycholdtical Corporation
Consulting Psychologis,s Press
Science Research Associates

-'--

1. American Journal qf gursing ,1955-mid-1976
2. Nursing,Outloolc-1960,7mid-197e.
3.; Nursing Research, 1952-rnid-1976

.

4. JOurnal' of Nursing Edzyafttion, 1962-mid1976

5. Nursing Forum,s1966-mid -1976

6.- Journal. of Nursing Administration,

1971-

mid-1476'

1. Nursing Digest, 1975-mid-1976
8. R.N., 1968-mid-1976
9. AORN, -1968-mk1-1976

10. Canadian Nurse, 1968mid-1976

.

11.- JAMA, 19707mid-1976

12. NEJM,1970-mid-1976
1. AJPH; 1965-n1id-1976

14. American Scientist, 1970-mid-1976
15. Scientific Ainerican, .1968rmid-1976

14, Journal (:°;f Health and HuMen Behavior,
1965-mid-1976

,

17. Journal of Human Behavior, 1975-mid-1976
.18. Hospitals, Journal of theAmericvi. Hospital
Association, 1970-mid-1976
Abstracts and Indexes.
.
Dissertation Abitracts Sections A and B, 19687
,
1975 -,
Cumulative Index to 'Nursing Literature, 1956-I
.1975

Abstracts of Hospital Management Studies;

Wayne State. Unirrsity
X
Yale University
Notices of the Search
Notices of the search were placed in the followinepoblications:
APA Monitor
NBNA Newslettei
Daily Challenge (Black Profesiional Newsletter)
Investigato
NursinrOutlook
Nurse Practitioner
Nursing Research.
Nursing Service Newsletter
AERA'8 HPEER
WCHEN Newsletters
Letters
Letters were sent to:
1

1963:1964

Hospital Literature Index, 197/-1976
'Mental Retardation Abstracts, 1964719'74
Psychological .Abstracts,,1960-1974
Research Grants Index, 1961-1970
International Nursing Index, - 1966;1975
Sociological Abstracts, 1.960-1975
Biological Abstracts, 1970-1975
Serials
,

Titles and Abalracis
Master'slheses and doctoral dissertations from
the following. schools of nursing were reyiewed:
Adelphia Unniversity
Boston Ilniversity
Catholic University
Emory UniverSity
Rutgers University.
State University ,of NewYork, Buffalo
University of Arizona.
Univeisitp.of California, San Francisco
University of California at Los Angeles
University of Colorado
University of Kansas,
University of Michigan -'
. University of Minnesota
University of Nissotiii, Columbia
Unkyeisitrof North:Carolina
University of Virginia,
University of Washington

-

ANA Nursing Research Conference, 1966-1972
Comniunicating Nursing Research, 1968-1974

Newly Initiated and Completed Research, Vol-'
umes °1--9
.
Health Service Reports
Clfaringhouse on Health indexes
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Deans of all school's of nursing, in the United
States
Research faculty in all schools of nursing in the
,.United States
Nurse administrators in health service agencies
in the WCHEN region
-

Chief nurses of all branches of the Armed
Forces

Current and forme' principal investigators of
research devel6pmr: ,t grants
Members of the ANA Council of Nurse Researchers
r

Q.

Computerized Literature Searches
c,

MEDLARS
Miscellaneous

Information sheets, 'newsletters, bibliographies
of published articles, as well as informal leads
and contacts, were used in theeffort to locate
instruments.

APPENDIX .E

O.M.B. No:068-574103
WESTERN INTERSTATE COMMISSION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION Expires 12731-76
NURSING RESEARCH INSTRUMENT COMPILATION
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION FORM

Please complete this form or;attach material containing the information.
Be certain to attach a copy of the instrument itself.

I.

II.

TITLE OF INSTRUMENT (if any)
PHENOMENA AND/OR VARIABLES UNDER STUDY:
Operational

III.

definitions: (if any)

IS THE INSTRUMENT DERIVED F4ROM A SPECIFIC THEORY?

YES

NO

If yes, which one:

IV.

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT:
A.

(Type of instrument, number of items, etc.
Narrative description:
Describe limitation for people and setting characteristici along
with suggested use.)

B.

Developed by (if other than Ofton completing form):
(Name)

(Profe\ sional background)

VOLUME 2

Type of data produced:

C.

Nominal

Interval

Ordira,

Ratio

-Other (list)
,

D..

Have mires been developed for the instrument:.
/

NO

YES.

-

If yes, fOr what population?

(If available, pleate'attach or

'Cite reference).

E.

Has any work been done in determining the
reliability of the instrument?

NO

YES

If Os, see Part 2 - A. & B.

F.

:Has any work been done in determininglihe validity
of the instrument?

NO

YES

If yes, see Rart'2 - C. D. & E.
V.

VI.

PROCEDURE FOR ADMINISTRATION,
A.

and
Include necessary preparation of environment, investigator,
subject:

B.

level
Time, energy, and skills needed for subject (i.e. reading
ability, etc.)

PROCEDURE FOR SCORING:
1.

VII.

INSTRUMENT?
WHAT,_IF AMY, PROBLEMS DID YOU ENCOUNTER IN THE USE OF THE

21
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VIII.

RELIABILITY' AND VALIDITY

,

A.

Has the reliability of the instrument been determined?

YES

NO

r

If yes, describe procedure, population, and list eeliability
coefficients:

Ner time (test-retest)
,

Over test (internal consistency)

B.

Has the discriminatory power of the instrument been determined?
YES

NO

If yes, describe procedure and result:

VOLUME 2
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Has the content validity of the instrument been determined?

C.

1

YES

NO

If yes, describe prodedure, Opulation, and validity coefficient:

.

Has the construct validity of the instrument been determined?
YES

NO

If yes, describe procedure, population, and validity coefficient:

E.

Has the criterion-oriented predictive validity of the instrument
NO
been .determined? YES
If,yes, what were the criterion variables against which the
predictive validity was established, and if the instrument itself
was used as a criterion measure, what were the predictor variables
which were related to it, and what were. the correlation coefficients?
Describe procedure, 'population, and validity coefficient:
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IX.

X.

Copyright:

YES

NO

,

Cost'of materials (if any):

IS. THg-INSTROMENT.INCLUDED IN ANY. OTHER COMPILATION OF DATA-GATHERING
NO
DEVICES? YES
.

jf yes, list:

r

XI.

LIST (OR ATTACH IF AVAILABLE) ANY REFERENCES DESCRIBING DEVELOPMENT
OR USE OF THIS INSTRUMENT.

XII.

PERSON TO CONTACT TO OBTAIN INSTRUMENT (If different than person
completing form):
Name:

Address;
Zip, code

XIII. 'PERSON COMPLETING FORM:
Name:

Address:

Zip code

PLEASE RETURN TO:

Mary Jane Ward; R.N., Ph.D.
Project Director
Compilation of Nursing Research Instruments
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
P.O.-Drawer P
Boulder, Colorado 80302
.

APPENDIX F

Bioinstrumentation, Research, and Human Rights

The physiological instruments described in this publication are
among those nurses can use at the bedside or in laboratories to conduct
clinical research with human subjects. However, some of the instruments involve intrusive procedures that require the collaboration' of a
physician. In the clinical practice of medicine,intrusive equipment used
for life-support purposes is often already attached to patients in intensive care units and other clinical settings. In these situations, nurse

researchers can seek access to these patients in order to use the

monitoring equipment for research purpdhes. Blood or other' needed
samples can be withdrawn from existing needles, stopcocks, tubes, etc.
However, bioinstruments that invade a body orifice, break the skin,.
interfere with Physiological functioning, or cause pain should be critically assessed before they are selected for use. Currently, tensions between the scientific community and the public are very high..This hostile

atmosphere is related, in part, to the elitism of some scientists who

possess knowledge but assume no responsibility for making that knowl
edge understandable to the consumer who directly or indirectly pays

k

most of the research bill. Suspicion of researchers is also 'generated
because.of previous exploitive practices with human subjects. At a time
when the whole world is seemingly impersonal, people, more often than
not, are seeking individual attention and carenot to be experimented
on.
Of increasing concern to all, scientists and lay people alike, is the
potential of research to modify human behavior, alter human nature,
and engineer life and death. Human Subjects Committees are responsiVe to these concerns and require from the potential researcher extensive, carefully worked-out justifications, protocols, and safeguards for
human protection before approval will be granted for any research.
Even with such committee approval, human subjects, especially normal
human subjects, may be difficult to recruit when intrusive
bioinstruMentation is to be used.
Ann M. Voda, R.N., Ph.D.

APPENDIX G
9

Factors to be Considered in Physiological Instrument- Selection

Bioinstrumentation poVIdes the tools with which to measure

physiological variables and parameters: Sciellitists who use bioinstruments in their work or in research are involved in that branch of science
now known- as biometrics. The science of biometrics is not 'new
physiologists 'have always used a wide variety of scientific measurjng

instrument's.- Since the 1950's, their has been a proliferation of

bioinstrunientation development and its use in the health sciences.
Obviously, measurements provided by an instrument must have the .
potential to answer the questions being asked about the biological Oiaganism. This, accomplished, bioengineers agree that, in the design and
specifications of medical instrumentation systems, the-scientist should
pay particular attention to each of the following-factors:
Accuracy .the capability of an instrument to follow the true value
of.a given phenomenon; it is a Measure of systematic error. Error can
occur for a variety of reasons, e.g., ambient temperature change, drift,
poor frequency response-Attention must be :paid to restrictions on the.
conditions under' which measurements are made. Accuracy of instru;
ment measurements can be determined only by reference'to some kind
of standard; and this standard must be related at some level to international standards of length, mass, and time.
In clinical research, one has to assess whether or not application of
the instrument itself alters physiology to the point that. accuracy is
affected. FOr example, every method used to 'measure blood-pressure
before the introduction .of plethysmography interrupted the internal
milieu through the application of preasure or intrusive trauma so that
totally accurate measurements Were not posSible. Care in usage, mounting, calibration, and checking are among the most important factors in
-reducing errors in measurement.
R4nge is the quantitative limits of tr,e stimulus between which the
instrument is calibrated to perform maiurements. The range of an
instrumentmust be such that it. can provide a usable reading from the
sniallest expected value of the variable to and including the largest
a

.

expected value..

Sensitivity is defined as the smallest change'in the measured quan-.
tity that an instrument can reliably Measure. Ari instrument cannot-1Se',
more accurate than its sensitivity. Various types of friction in thejnstrument and random fluctuations of matter (or "noise,".as it is called)
are the major sources oi'interference with instrument sensitivity.
In selecting an instrument, one needs to be certain that it is sensitive enough to a /complish the task required Extremely sensitive instruments are expensive to purchase, difficult, to . maintain, costly to

operate,. and may produce data that have to be converted. before.

.:r

anajysis. If extremely small or fine units of measurements are not re;
quired, a' very sensitive instrument is a misuse of resources.
Stability is the ability earl- instrument to: return to a steady state
followirig an input stimulus. It is important that a Onstrument be stable
over the range needed for measurement of the variable under Study.
801
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Signal-to dnoise ratio should be as high as possible. In the hospital
environment, ,`noise" or interference is very common. It. can be due to
poor grounding or to inierference fronielectromagnetic; ejectrostatic, or
is important 'that the signal-to-noise ratio in
diathermy. eqUiPment.
the actual .environment in whiCh the measurements are to be made is
known-and controlled.
The criterion of standafdization in the selection of bioinstrumenta-

tion is very important. One of the greatest prqblems in research is

obtaining data in units of measurement or in a i<rfn that makes that data
comparable with data from other studies.
The standardization of the instrument itself is.another aspect to be
oorisidered by the potential user. The complexity of standardization
procedures such as calibI'ation, comparisOn with a standard instrument,
and/or the mixing of standard solutiOns must be considered in terms of
the time required and the possibility of error. The frequency With which

.

the standardization of an instrument must be clieked can require an
inordinate amount of time. So, too, whether or net a technician or corn"pang representative'must check and maintain standardization is a factor that must be considered in terms of cost and convenience.

The mobility of an instrument is another criterion for selection. The
instrument s weight and mounting influence the ease with, which it can
be moved. If a mobile unit is important, one should look for lightweight
instruments or those which, When mounted on wheels, will go through
doorways easily.,

Ann M. Voda, R.N., Ph.D.
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Glossary of Physiological Instrument Terms

strument operating under rated conditions.
In direct writing recorders a sine wave is
always used in testing and "amplitude re-

ACCURACYThe capability of an instrument
to follow the true value of a given phenomenon. It is' often conftised with "inaccuracy"
which is the - departure from the true value
int6which "all causes" of error attributable
to the instrument are lumped. This includes

,

maximum writing capability at various frequencies.
ANALOG OUTPUTAn output signal in which.

errors such as repeatability, hysteresis,

the instantaneous amplitude is continu7

linearity, drift, gain stability, temperature

ously proportional to the amplitude of the
corresponding input variable. Analog type
transducers permit transients to be faithfully reproduced by the direct-writing re-

effeet,,,and.,.::rnany other&

AMPL IfItt -INPUTS
BALANCED A symmetrical input circuit
having equal impedance from both input
terminals to ground.
DIFFERENTIALA symmetrical input circuit that rejects voltages which are the
same at both input terminals and
- amplifies the voltage difference between
.

sponse" is a measure of the Instrument's

corder which does not sample, but measures
and records on a continuous. basis.

the two input terminals. A differential

input can be either "balanced" or "floatine and 'may also be "guarded."
FLOATINGAn isolated input circuit that is
not conw.eted to ground at any point. (The
maximum permissible voltage co ground
is limited by electrical design parameters
of the circuit involved.)
GUARDEDAn input that has a third-termi-

nal which is maintained at a potential
near the input- terminal potential for a

ATTENUATIONThe,.reduction in amplitude
of a given stimulus or electrical signal.
BALANCE A condition of sYmmetry in an
electrical circuiti or the condition of zero
output from a device such as a Wheatstone
Bridge when properly equalized. DePending
on the type of measurement, two general
Categories of balance may be encountered.
For D.C. excitation -and steady state conditions, resistive balance is adequate.. For a.c.

excitation and a.c. signals, both resistive
and reactive balance is required.

BONDED STRAIN GAGEStrain-sensitive
elements arranged' to facilitate bonding to a.,

single-ended input or neat. 4 mean input
potentiEd of a:differential input. It is used
."-- to shield the input termination.
SINGLE-ENDED 74 two terminal input cir -.
cuit in which one of the
input terminals is
.
ground,

/

AMBIENT. TEMPERATUREThe prevailing
temperature in the immediate vicinity or
temperature of the medium surrounding an

surface in order to measure applied stresses.

BREAKDOWN VOLTAGEThe voltage at
which electrical equipment will arc over to a
structural member. Usually the breakdpwn
voltage level is specified. between any ungrounded terminal and the chassis.

CALIBRATIONThe process of comparing an
instrument, device, Or dial with a "standard" .to determine its accuracy, capacity, or
graduations.
COMBINED ERRORA term used to specify
the largest possible error in an instrument
resulting from a combination .of adverse.
conditions. Often applied . to the largest_

object..

AMPLITUDE -The magnitude of variation in
an alternating quantity from its zero value.
It must be. modified with an adjective such
as "peak," "RMS," "maximum," etc., which

designate; the specific amplitude to be

error due to the combined effect of non-

measured.

AMPLITUDE RESPONSEThe maximum
output amplitud.e obtainable at various

point' over the :frequency range of an in=

linearity and hysteresis.
COMMON MODE .REJECTION (Or Inphase
Rejection) A measure of how well a differ-
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ential ainidifier ignores a signal which

appears simUltineously at both input ter-,'
CRITICAL DAMPINGThe value of damping
which.Provides the most rapid transient response. without overshoot. Has a damping
factor of one.

CROSS!;TALKInterference in a given transmitting or .recording channel which has its
origin in' another channel. Often used. as
equivalent.tO transverse sensitivity.
DAVPING-7.The I resistance, friction or other
cause that diminishes the amplitude of an
oscillation with each successive cycle.

DAMPING FACTOR7-The ratio of any one
amplitude and the next succeeding it in the

same sense or direction, when energy is not
supplied on each.cycle.
DAMPED NATURAL FREQUENCYThe fre_

quency at which a system with a single
degree of freedom will oscillate; in the
presence of damping, upon momentary
displaceMent from the rest position by a,

*

transient force:

DC MPLIFIEROne which has a frequency
pose band that goes. down Atird.c. This
cla ification

direct

includes

coupled

anip fiers, but it is not restricted to direct
coupl amplifiers.
DECIBEL--KAbbreviated
DECIBEL-.
Abbreviated. db, is unit .used' to
th `tratio" beexpress

tween two amounts of power,. P, and P2
existing at wo points. By definition,
number of db=110 log 10 PI
P2.

When the source ITd load impedances are
equal the decibel can also be used to express
skiltage and current ratios.
The ratio then becomes:

. number Of dhi--20 loglo
O

DEMODULATORA device which extracts the
modulation information froika modulated
" carrier. In moat cases a "denoMinator" rectifies the ineoming modulated carrier frequency and eeparates the carrier\ from the
desired 'modulation signal.
.

DIFFERENTIAL TRANSDUCERA device

which is capable ,of meaauring sim ltaneously from_two, sepaziate signal sourcea and
output proportional to
whickprovideS
he difference between th,e two signals. \

'DIGITAL OUTPUTAn outiii-t that represents,

the magnitude of the stimulus in the form of
discrete quantities coded to represent digits
in a system of notation. It is. normally riot
continuous output but one which- samples
and then displays, records On'tape or prints'
_,
out at predetermined. intervals.
DISTORTION-4-Any change in a signal when
thoutptit is 'not a faithful reproduction of
the input.
DITHERA small electrical- signal deliberately

injected into an electromechanical device

for the purpose of overcoming statics friction
in the device.

DRIFTA gradual, Unintentional deviation of a
given parameter, attributablelo any internal or 'external cause.
DYNAMIC ERROR BANDA term used to describe the maximum deviation of output
amplitude,. over a given frequency band, for
constant amplitude, sine wave input.
DYNAMIC RUN- -A test performed 'on an instrument to obtain the overall behavior,
frequency response, and/or damping and
natural frequency of the °device.
FORCE BALANCE TRANSDUCERA transducer in which the output from the sensing'
member is amplified. and fed back,to an element which causes the forte-summing

member to return to its rest pogition. The-

magnitude of the signal fed back deterntines
the output of the device.
-FREQUENCY-MODULATED SIGNALA signal in which the intelligence is contained in
the deviation from a center frequency. Con°

sequently the deviation is proportional to
the applied stimulus.
FREQUENCY RESPONSEThe portion of the
frequency speCtrum which can be covered.

by a device within specified limits of

amplitude error.
FULL SCALE--The total interval over which
an instrument is intended to operate. Also
the output from a. transducer when the
maximum rated stimulus is applied to the
input.
GAIN STABILITYThe maximum change in
sensitivity from its initial value, .ovei a
stated time period, under rated operating'
conditions, with any rated signal inpUt:
GROUND-1. A point in a circuit used as a

common reference or datum point into;
measuring iroltages. 2. The conducting
chaslis or framework on which an electrical
circuit is phytally mounted and to which

Y.%

un,
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rents drawn from the output of a device.
MAGNETIC DAMPING The damping of a

one point in a. circuit' is frequently connected.1.,,The earthior a low resistance conductor connected to the earth at some point

'

and hiving no potential. diffeYence from
another conductor, connected to the earth
at the same point.
HYSTERESISThe summation 'of --all effects,
under constant environmental conditions,
which cause the output of an instrument to
assn ne different values it a given stimulus
when the point is approached 'first
poi
pw,it increasing stimulus and then with de:creasing stimulus. It ib customary to express hysteresis in percent of full ;scale
output. Genefalliv the histeresis -is taken
over a total increasing end:.decreasing 'ex.:
cursion for the entire range of the instrument:

Mechanical motion by means,of the reaction

between a magnetic field and the current
generated. by the motion in a conductor
moving through the magnetic field. Used to
prevent overshooting of moving parts.

NATURAL FREQUENCYThe frequency at
which a system with a single degree of free -

don will oscillate upon rnomentaty diS-

-,

-

transient force.
NOISEAny unwanted electrical disturbance
or spurious signal which modifies the

transmission, measurement, or recording of
desired data.
NONLINEARITYThe difference between the
actual instrument output and the expected

tion, small size inherent ruggedness, and

large power handling capability at high current ,Jevels.

,

,

.

INFINITE RESOLUTIONThe capability of
providing a stepless, continuous output over
.. the entire range ofa device:

INTERNAL CALIBRATION-A specified procedUre by which an instrument' is deliberately unbalanced or deflected by injecting a
known internal "reference" voltage, resistance or other constant into the circuit which
Produces a predetermined output. This out::piit-is -then used as a ba-sis-f6ffinal adjustment of instrument sensitivity.
.
LINEARITY A relation such that any change
of input signal is accompanied by a similar
change in the output which is exactly and
directly proportional to the input. Ordinarily, the term "linearity" is:used to- refer to

the nonlinearity error. Fel. recording instruments; "d.c. linearity" normally refers
to the maximum nonlinearity error. that will
be encountered when recording any steady

state Nellie. '"a.c. linearity" 'refers to the
maximum nonlinearity error that will be
encountered when recording alternating
values up to die rated. writing capability of
the instrument..

-LOADING .ERROR= -The error introduced cur-

.

output as defined by .a reference straight

RID CIRCUITAn electronic circuit key-.
ing both vacuum tubes and transistors in
.order .to fully utilize the disirable features
of hothi The vacuum tube offers high input
impedance; Closer control of electrical
specifications, better temperature stability;
and suitability for high voltage applications.
The transistor'offerssmall power Consump-

placement from the rest position by a

line. It may be calCulated as deviation from
the 1 straight line of the ascending cycle of

calibrationor on, both the ascending and
descending 'applications of stimulus. The de-

.

*iation is normally expressed as a percentage of full-scale deflection. t

I

:

NOTCH FILTER7-An orrangem4it of electronic components designed to.attenuate
or
.
reject a specific frequency or anarrow band
of frequencies.
condition of balance in A
NULL-BALANCE,
device or system which results in zero output.
OFF - GROUND The voltage above or below
ground at which a device is operated.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE4The temperature, or range of temperatures; over w *eh
an instrument ,is expected to operate thin
------specified limits of error.
OPTIMUM DAMPINGThe value of damping
which provides good speed of response with
some overshoot: Optimum damping is about'
65 percent of critical damping.
)

.

1

.

PARAMETERAn influencing factor which
may be varied or held constant while ob-

serving the behavior of a device.
PEN CENTERINGAn electrical. or mechani-cal adjustment by which en\oscillogroph pen
is positioned to chart center.!
PEN POSITIONINGAn elect4ical or mechanical adjustment by which an ?Scillograph pen
is positioned to any desired . position on the
chart to represent
zero inp t 'signal.
re

PHASE The position at any instant which a
periodic wave occupies -tin its cycle. If
amplitude is depicted Perpendicular to a
.

-
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time axis; phase may be represented as a
position along ,the time axis. If the time of
one period is represented as 360 degrees, the
phase;Position is called the phase angle.

PHASE SHIFTA change in the phase

relittionthip

between two periodic quantities..
PRECISIONA . term frequently associated
with scientific, measurements whiCh refers
to the repeatability of the instrument but
does not cover other sources of error which
may be inherent' or present in the measuring system.
PRIMARY CALIBRATIONA calibration pro-

RESONANT )FREQUENCYThe frequency at
which a given system, or object, will respond
with maximum amplitude when 'driVen by

an external sinusoidal force of constant

amplitude'.
SCALE FACTOR The ratio of full-scale output
to ,the value of the measUrem...,nt at full.
'range, and generally expressed in the unit
-value per scale division.
,

SENSITIVITYThat characteristic of an in.

cedure in which the instrument output is

observed or recorded while the input
stimulus is applied under accurately controlled conditions, or received from a pri= mary standard.
RANGE The quantitative limits of the
stimulus. between, which the instrument is
calibrated to perform measurements.
RATED RANGEThe nominal operating range
withinewhich a device should be operated in
Order to maintain the performance characteristics specified by its manufacturer.

REACTIVE BALANCEThe variation
.

/

Hof

capacitive or induCtive component which is
often required to null the output of certain

transducers or systems having a.c. excita-

within specified limits of-error for a specified
length' of time under specified conditions.

REPEATABILITYThe maximum deviation
from the 'average of corresponding data-.
points' taken from repeated teats under
identical conditiona.for any one stimulus
value. The number of stimulus Points may
include the full range of the instrument or
niay beliMited. The term is often extended
to mean the \ difference in output for any
,:'given identically repeated stimulus with.no
change in the remaining test conditions. '
REPRODUCIBILITY-4. Used interchangeably with "repeatability." 2. The capability'

of being duplicated. through the use of
standard, commercial repitoduction proc-

esses.

RESISTANCE BALANCE The amount of resistanee which is often required to null the
output of certain transducers Or systems.
RESOLUTION The smallest change in applied
stimulta' that will ,Produce a detectable
change in the- instrument output.
,
.

strument which determiners the minimum
input signal strength required for causing a
desired value of signal output. The "sensitivity"of direct w.iting recording systems
i6 normally expressed
in volts,. millivolts or.
re
.microvolts per theft line of pen 'deflection.
The "full scale sensitivity" of recording systems is also expresied in volts, millivolts or

microvolts, which is the minimum signal.
input capable of causing a pen; deflection
frdm chart enter to either edge of th
chart..
1..
SHUNT CALIBRATIONA' form of secondary
calibration in which a resistor is placed 'in
parallel across one elemeiii.. of a resistive
bpidge in order to obtain' a known and deliberate electrical unbalance::
SPANThe reach or spread between two established limits such as the difference between

high and low values in a giyen range of

tion.

RELIABILITY -A measure of the probability
that an instrument will continue to perform

0

physical measurement.

STABILITYThe degree- of freedoin from
,

chanles in performance of a device or sys-

tem due to any cause, over a. specified period
of time. "Stability" is simply the absence Of
drift.

'
,

STATIC ERROR BANDMaxiMum deviation
of pen, from the signal commanded position
when aeon-scale signal is stopped, and held
at a given level. The stopped position maY be,
approached from any direction and with any
random waYeform. This figure includes hysteresis and' nonlineluity 'but. does 'not inelude paper or, electrical drift. It is defined
as percent of full scale.

STRAINPhysical deformation. praduced in :a
solid as a result of stress. "Average .unit
.strain"is a more meaningful term which is
the total defoiniation. of a- body in allivep:.
direction divided .by the 'Original* lerigth;in..

that direction and is usually expressed -,in
microincheeper inch.

.

STRAIN GAGE BASEDAny instrument'
whose . sensing element is composed of
.

bonded or unborided strain gages.

-
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STRESS-The force acting on the unit. area of a.
solid.

.

..1*EMPERAT.URE EFFECTThe change in
performance due to changes in temperatUre. Specifically the difference betWeen the

output at room temperature and at any \,
other specified temperature of any pne

value of the stimulus within the range of the
instrument: It is generally specified in per--centage of full-scale output per interval of

temperature.
THERMAL COEFFICIENT OF SENSITIV:
ITYThe change in full-scale output due
to the effects of temperature only. Usually
.

expresied in percentage of the full-scale out-

put. per unit change in ambient temperaOre..

.

THERMAL ZERO SHIFTThe maxim*
change or shift in pen zero due to changes in
temperature. More spedifically, the shift in
pen zero wheri the instrument goes from

room temperature to some other temperature, or covers any specified temperature
range.
THERMISTORA seniicondUctor whose resisstance varies with.. temperature in
.

.

definite known manner. It is used in circuits
Compensate for temperature variations in
other parts or it may be used as: a tempera7
.ture sensing elenient. "Thermisto-..s." genera
ally haye negative temperature coefficients,
but special' types can be made with positive
coefficients.

TRANSIENTA temporary signal of short duration existing while a system is adjusting
itself between two different steady state
conditions. "Transients"- are usually superintosed on the useful signal.
'.
TRANSIENT RESPONSEThe ability of an
instrument or System to follow single, nonrepetitive step changes of input signals. Desirable transient response criteria are rapid

rise time with a minimum of overshoot
"notching" or "ringing."

.

.

JUNED FILTERAn arrangement of .-elec!\

comPonents-whigh either attenuates
', or passes signals lit .particular frequency.

turns in orie winding of a transformer to the
number of turns in another winding.
VOICE FlIEQUENCYThe frequency range of
ordinary speech, extending from about 100
to 3,000 cycles.

,

VOLT-AMPEREThe tizit of apparent power
in an alternating-cur ent circuit. It is equal
to the voltage in volt multiplied by the current in amperes wit h out taking phase into
consideration.
WAVEFORM The graphical representation of
the'shape of a wave, showirig variations in
amplitude versus time.
WATTThe practical unit of electriepower in a
direct-current circuit, equal`to volts Multiplied by amperes. In an alternating-current
circuit, watts are equal to volts multiplied
.

by amperes, then multiplied by "circuit

power factor."
ZENER DIODEA semicondtictor deviCe fre-

nal.
TIME CONSTANT --The time requiresl/fpn an

diode is unique in r! that its eleCtrical

amount equal to 0.632 times the total

change that will eventually .occur. When a
step signal is applied in a capacitor-resistor
circuit, it is 'the number of seconds required
_ for the capacitor to reach 632 percent of its
full charge after a voltage is applied.
TRANSDUCERA device /*which .converts
energy from one fornfinto another, retain
ing thecharacteristic amplitude variations
of the energy. being converted.. Examples: A
microphone, Which converts acoustical
energy into electrical energy; a loud
speaker, which does the reverse; or a photocell.which converts light energy into electrieallenergy.

...A

6

TURNS RATIOThe ratio of the number of

THRESHOLD OF SENSITIVITYThe smallest stimulus or signal that Will result in a
detectable output.
TIME BASEAreference time signal-recorded
at given!intetvals with the information sig7

exponential quantity. to ..changy by an

.

4

quently used as a constant voltage refer-,
ence or control element in various electronic

circuits or power supplies. The "tepee

properties are derived from, a rectifying
junction which warks.at a reverse bias avalanche condition.
ZERO ADJUSTAFENTBringing the pointer of
an instrument to zero when the input signal
is zero.

ZERO LINE . STABILITYThe maximum
change in pen zero' from its initial setting,
-over a stated period of time, wider rated
Operating conditions, *after a suitable ;'
warm-up period. has permitted the.:instru-,
ment to reach temperature equilibrium. :
ZERO SUPPRESSION-LAechnique of-bucking
out the static component of a complex signal

so that -the dynathic portion, may be
amplified anti displayed in more detail on

0

808

the recorder chart. "Calibrated zero suppression" is a matte elaborate, precalibrated
system -which clearly indicates the mag-

VOLUME 2

nitude di the static component which is

being buck d out for any given setting of the
calibrated ero suppression controls.
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. Good Electrical Safety Practices

8. Try to avoid touching the patient and conductive metal surfaces such as. an electric
bed or a lamp at the same time.
9. Always consider the patient as part of the
electrical circuit and environment.
10. Keep in`mind that body moisture or perspiration lowers electrical resistance And permits stronger currents to flow.
11. Never ignore "tingling" sensations when
touching the frame or the case of an instrument.-This warning indicates that a current
exists that is many times the level which
can produce fibrillation if it contacts the
heart.
12. Check all electrical equipment periodically
to be certain a hazardous voltage is not present on the metal enclosure or frame.
13. Alternating current noise on an ECG tracing may indicate that a hazardous level of
current leakage, exists.

1. In the patient care _setting, never use a
two-wire a.c. outlet o a "cheater" adaptor,
i.e., an adaptor desi ned to make it possible
to use athree-wirq4ilug in a two-wire outlet.
Have akelectrici n install a three-wire outlet/prOperly groyfnded.
2. Avoid using extension
cords with patient in.
strumentation.

.3.. When two or more electrical instruments
are used near .a single patient, connect them
to adjacent a.c.- outlets. Widely separated
outlets actually have a difference in voltage
between their ground connections ,Perraitleakage current to flow.
hãtiiFelectrical equipment is
'4. Make ce

effectively grounded .with three-wire power
cords. Even electric radios, lamps,/etc., near
a patient's bedside should have three-wire
cords.

5. Make certain that all metal surfaces that a

14. Motors and transformers produce large

patient can come in I contact with, are

amounts of current leakage. Any electrical
device with a motor or a transformer should

grounded.

11

6. Check power cords and patient cables fre-

be inspected frequently for possible ,haz-

ciaeritly for intermittent\ connections, frayed
wires, and the overall quality of the conductors.
i
\
7. Always wear rubber gloves when handling

\

," ards.

15. Promptly report damaged electrical outlets
or unusual instrument operation associated
with particular outlets.

1

.
\

'bare catheter electrode wires or external

K. C. Rock, B.S.

pacemakers.

,!!
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